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16.00 p.m. 

Monday, 29 October 1984 

In the theatre of the Badia Fiesolana 

Workshop; The Historical Evolution of the Idea 
of European Union within the 

European Communities 

Papers presented by Dr. Roy PRYCE (Director, 
Federal Trust for Education and Research, 
London), Professor Jacques VANDAMME 
(Professor of Law, University of Leuven, 
President, Trans-European Policy Studies 
Association - TEPSA), and Mr. Robert 
TOULEMON, (President, Association Francais 
d'Etude pour l'Union Europeenne, and an 
Honorary Director-General of the 
European ·commission). 



09.00 a.m. 

J 
' 

Tuesday, 30 October 1984 

In the old refectory of the Badia Fiesolana 

Welcoming Addresses: Professor Werner 
MAIHOFER (Principal, the European University 
Institute); Professor Jean-Paul JACQUE 
(President, the University of Strasbourg); 
Professor Jacques VANDAMME (President, Trans
European Policy studies Association - TEPSA). 

Introduction to the conference by Professor, 
Joseph WEILER (Director, the European Policy' 
Unit at the European University Institute) 

THE CONTENT OF THE DRAFT TREATY 
ESTABLISHING THE EUROPEAN UNION. 

Special commentators: Professor Francesco CAPOT.ORTI 
Professor Meinhard HILF 
Professor Francis JA(;OBS 
Professor Jean-Paul JACQUE-, 
(The four draftsmen) 
Dr. Hans-J. GLAESNER 
(Director General, Legal Service, 
council of Ministers.) 

The conference organisers have great pleasur~ in announcing that 
On. Al tiero SPINELLI, r-,ember of the European Parliament and 

_President of the Parliament's Committee on Institutional Affairs, 
will assist proceedings throughout the conference. 



09.30 a.m. 

10. 30 a.m. 

11. 30 a .m. 

12.00 p.m. 

.13.00 p.m. 

Report: The Institutions and the Process of 
Decision-Making in the Draft Treaty 

Paper presented by Professor Gianfranco 
PASQUINO (Professor of Political Science, 
University of Bologna, Senator of the Italian 
Republic) and Dolt. Luciano .BARDI ( European 
University Institute Study of the European 
Parliament). 

Commentary by Dr. Roland BIEBER (Visiting 
Professor of Law, European University 
Institute, former Legal Adviser to the 
outgoing President of the European 
Parliament). 

Discussion. 

Report: The Judicial System Envisaged in the 
Draft Treaty 

Paper presented by Judge Thijmen KOOPMANS 
(European Court of Justice). 

Commentary by Judge Dimitrios EVRIGENIS 
(European court of Human Rights). 

Coffee break. 

Report: The Division of Competences between 
the Union and the Member States in 
the Draft Treaty. 

Paper presented 
CONSTANTINESCO 
of Strasbourg). 

by Professor Vlad 
(Professor of Law, University 

Commentary by Professor Giorgio GAJA 
(Professor of Law, University of Florence, 
Visiting Professor of Law, European University 
Institute). 

Discussion. 

Lunch in the Sala Rossa of the Badia Fiesolana 



14.30 p.m. 

15.30 p.rn. 

16.30 p.m. 

17.00 p.m. 

20.00 p.m. 

i 

Report: The Finance Provisions in the Draft 
Treaty. 

Paper presented by Dr. ,J¢rgen j1JRSTR!1JM M!1JLLER 
(Under-Secretary for European Market 
Relatio,,s, Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Copenhagen). 

Commentary by Dr. Claus-Dieter EHLERMANN 
(Direct.or-General, Legal Services, European 
Commission). 

Discussion. 

Report: The Foreign Relations Powers and 
Policy in the Draft Treaty. 

Paper presented by Ambassador Peter BRUCKNER 
(Royal Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs). 

Cornmentary 
Research 
Ins ti tu te) • 

Discussion 

by Dr. 
Fellow, 

Wolfgang 
European 

HAGER (Senior 
University 

Coffee break. 

Report: The Economic Powers and Policy of the 
Union. 

Paper presented by Mr. John PINDER (Director, 
Policy Studies Institute, London). 

, 'Commentary by Professor Jacques PELKMANS 
(Institute of Public Administration, 
Maastricht). 

Discussion. 

End of day's proceedings. 

Transportation to hotels. 

Reception 
University 
SPINELLI, 
Parliament 

by the President of the European 
Institute, in honour of On. Altiero 

MEP, President of the European 
Committee on Institutional Affairs. 
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Hednesday-, 31 October 1984 

In the old refectory of the Badia Fiesolana 

THE DRAFT TREATY, THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, AND THE MEMBER STATES: 

09.00 a.m. 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND POLITICAL DIMENSIONS • 

Report: Th~ Creation of the Union and its 
Relation to the EC Treaties 

Paper presented by Professor Joseph WEILER 
(Director, European Policy Unit, Professor of 
Law, Eur6pean University Institute), and 
James MODRALL (Euro;:_:,ean Policy Unit). 

Commentary by Professor Jean CHARPENTIER 
(Professor of Law, University of Nancy). 

Discussion . 



10.00 
to 

11. 30 a.m. 

Belgium: 

Denmark: 

Greece: 

Ireland: 

Italy: 

The Draft Treaty Establishing the 
European Union and the Member States. 

Panel Discussion 

Moderator of Discussion: 
Dr. Claus-Dieter EHLERMANN 

Panel Members: 

Professor Jan DE MEYER 
Constitutional Law, University 

(Professor 
of Louvain). 

Professor Per LACHMAN (University 
Copenhagen). 

Professor Georgios MAVROS (University 
l\thens, Member of the European Parliament). 

of 

of 

of 

Dr. John TEMPLE LANG (Commission of the 
Euro2ean Communities). 

Professor Gustavo ZAGREBELSKI (University of 
Turin). 
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Luxembourg: 

Netherlands: 

Federal 
Republic of 
Germany: 

France: 

United 
Kingdom: 

11.30 a.rn. 

12.00 p.m. 

13.0C p.m. 

14.30 
to 

16.30 p.m. 

16.30 p.rn. 

Ar,1bassador Jean DONDELINGER (Ministry of 
Foreign ·Affairs, Luxernbourg). 

Professor E.M.H. Hirsch BALLIN (University of 
Tilburg). 

Advocate-General Carl-Otto 
Court of Justice). 

LENZ (European 

Senator Jacques GENTON (Senator of the French 
Republic, President of Senatorial Delegation 
for the European Communities). 

Professor David EDWARD (University of 
Edinburgh, Director, Centre of Governmental 
Studies), Dr. Richard McALLISTER (Lecturer in 
Politics, University of Edinburgh), Dr. ~obert 
LANE (Lecturer in Law, University of 
Edinburgh) . 

Coffee break. 

Round Table Discussion. 

Lunch, Sala Rossa of the Badia Fiesolana 

Continuation of Panel and Round Table 
Discussion 

Panel Members as for morning sess·ion 

Coffee break .. 



17.00 p.rn. 

18.00 p.m. 

ReporL: AlternaLive Strategies for 
Institutional Reform. 

Paper presented by Dr. 
(Director, Institute for 
Bonn) . 

Discussion. 

Conclusion of conference. 

Wolfgang 
European 

WESSELS 
Policy, 
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conference Participants 

Mr. Timothy BAINBRIDGE 

Dott. Luciano BARDI 

Professor .Roland BIEBER 

Dr. Gianni BONVICINI 

Dott. Piergiorgib BRANZI 

)v' Ambassador Peter BRUCKNER 

Dott. Vittorio BRUNELLI 

Professor Francesco CAPOTORTI 

Professor Jean CHARPENTIER 

){' Professor Vlad CONSTANTINESCO 

Dott. Virgilio DASTOLI 

Professor Jan DE MEYER 

Ambassador Jean DONDELINGER 

(European Parliament.) 

(European University Institute 
study of the European 
Parliament). 

(Visiting Professor of Law, 
Europ~an University Institute, 
former Legal Adviser to the 
outgoing President of the 
European Parlia.ment. 

(Secretary General, Istituto 
Affari Internazibnale, Rome, 
and Visi•ting Professor, the 
Johns Hopkins University 
School of Advanced 
International Studies, Bologna 
Center. ) 

(Director, RAI, Firenze.) 

(Royal Danish Ministry 
Foreign Affairs.) 

of 

(Corrispondente, Corriere della 
~-) 

(Professor of Law, University 
of Rome, and one of the 
draftsmen of the Draft Treaty.) 

(Professor of Law, nniversity 
of Nancy.) 

(Professor of Law, University 
of Strasbourg.) 

(Editor, The Crocodile.) 

(Professor of Constitutional 
Law, University of Louvain.) 

(Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Luxembourg. ) 



Professor Francois-Georges· 
DREYFUS 

Professor David EDWARD 

-,,, 
✓-~ Dr. Claus-Dieter EHLERMANN 

F 

/Judge Dimitrios EVRIGENIS 

f Professor Giorgio GAJA 

·j Senator Jacques GENTON 

Mr. Jean-Guy GIRAUD 

ytlr. Hans-J. GLAESNER 

Professor Georges GORIELY 

Dr. \volfgang HAGER 

(Director, Institut des Hautes 
Etudes Europeennes, university 
of Strasbourg.) 

(Director, Centre of 
Governmental Studies, 
University of Edinburgh.) 

(Director-General, Legal 
Services, European Commission.) 

(European Court of Human 
Rights and Member of the 
European Parliament.) 

(Professor of Law, University 
of Florence, Visiting Professor 
of Law, European University 
Institute.) 

(Senator of the French 
Republic, President of 
Senatorial Delegation for the 
European Communities.) 

(Counsellor to the President 
of the Commission.) 

(Director-General, Legal 
Services, council of 
Ministers.) 

(Free University of Brussels.) 

(Senior Research Fellow, 
Department of Economics, 
European University 
Institute.) 

V 
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"fJ'rofe·ssor Meinhard HILF 

Professor E;M.H. HIRSCH BALLIN 

\t Professor Francis JACOBS 

I') Professor Jean-Paul JACQUE 

_y:'Judge Thijmen KOOPMANS 

KJ Professor Per LACHMANN 

Dr. Robert LANE 

,(')Advocate-General Carl-Otto 
/V LENZ . 

Professor Werner MAIHOFER 

Advbcate-General Giuseppe 
Federico MANCINI 

Professor Georgios MAVROS 

Dr. Richard McALLISTER 

Mr. James MODRALL 

(Professor of European 
and International 
Public Law at the University 
of Dielefeld, and one of the 
draftsmen of the Draft 
Treaty. ) 

(Professor of Law, University 
of Tilburg.) 

(Professor of European Law and 
Director, . Centre of European 
Law, King's College, London, 
and one of the draftsmen of the 
Draft Treaty.) 

(Professor of Law and 
President, University of 
Strasbourg, and one of the 
draftsmen of the Draft 
Treaty.) 

(European court of Justice.) 

(Legal Adviser on EC Law, Royal 
Danish Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, Faculty of Law, 
University of Copenhagen.) 

(Lecturer in Law, University 
of Edinburgh.). 

( European Court of Justic.e.) 

President of the European 
University Institute.) 

(European Court of Justice.) 

(University of Athens, Member 
of the European Parliament.) 

(Lecturer·in Politics, 
University of Edinburgh.) 

(European Policy Unit at the 
European University Institute.) 



Mr. ,Jacques MOREAU 

Professor Guglielmo NEGRI 

¼Dr. Dietmar NICKEL 

'(_Dr. J~rgen ¢RSTR¢M M¢LLER 

On. Marco PANELLA 

Professor Gianfranco PASQUINO 

)!<J Professor Jacques PELKMANS 

Dott. Andrea PIERUCI 

)s: Mr. John PINDER 

Dr. Roy PRYCE 

l Mr. Raymond RIFFLET 

1'·,r. Otto SCHMUCK 

Mr. Volkmar SCHWARZ 

'(, Professor Jurgen SCHWARZE 

( For;ner ,'!ember of the European 
Parliament, forrn2r rapporteur, 
European Parliament Committee 
on Institutional Affairs.) 

(Segretario General Vicario, 
Carnera dei deputati, and 
University of Rome.) . 

(European Parliament.) 

(Under-Secretary for European 
Market Relations, Royal Danish 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 
Copenhagen.) 

(Member of the European 
Parliament.) 

(Professor of Political 
science, University of Bologna, 
Senator of the Italian 
Republic.) 

(Professor of Economics, the 
European Institute of Public 
Administration, Maastricht.) 

(European Parliament.) 

(Director, the Policy Studies 
Institute, London.) 

(Director, Fedral Trust:for 
Education and Research, 
London.) · 

(Special Advisor to the 
President of the European 
Commission.) 

( Rese.arch Fellow, Institute for 
European Policy, Bonn.) 

Editor, Nornos-Verlag.) 

(University of Hamburg.) 
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'X)Prof essor Denys SIMON 

')><;; On. Altiero SPINELLI 

,)<'Professor Eric STEIN 

Dr. John TEMPLE LANG 

Mr. Robert TOULEMON 

X Professor Jacques VANDAMME 

>( Professor Joseph WEILER 

)<:Dr. Wolfgang WESSELS 

Mr. Martin WESTLAKE 

Professor Rudolf WILDENMANN 

Professor Gustavo ZAGREBELSKI 

(Faculties of Law and Political 
Science, University of 
Strasbourg.) 

(Member of the European 
Parliament and President, 
European Parliament Com.~ittee 
on Institutional Affairs.) 

Institute for Advanced Study, 
Berlin.) 

(European Commission.) 

(Honorary Director-General, 
the European Conunission, 
President, Association 
Francaise d'Etude pour 
l'Union Europeenne.) 

(Professor of Law, University 
of Leuven, President, Trans
European Policy Studies 
Association - TEPSA.) 

(Professor of Law, European 
University Institute and 
University of Michigan, 
Director, European Policy Unit 
at the European University 
Institute.) 

(Director, Institute for 
European Policy, Bonn.) 

(The European Policy Unit at 
the European University 
Institute.) 

(Professor of Political 
Science, University of 
Mannheim.) 

(Faculty of Law, Istituto 
Giuridico, University of 
Turin.,) 
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ABSTRACTS 

A number of authors furnished the conference organisers with 
abstracts of. their papers. These have been collected together 
here. They are; 

The Finance Provisions in the Draft Treaty Establishing the 
European Union, by J. ¢rtstr¢m M¢ller, 

The Division of Economic and Social Powers Between Union and 
Member States: Subordinate or Coordinate Relationship?, by J. 
Pin er, 

An Outline of the Transition from the Treaties Establishing 
the European Communities to the Treaty Establishing the European 
Union; Comparative International and Constitutional Reflections, 
by J.H.H. Weiler and J.R. Modrall, 

Alternative 
Wesse.s, 

Strategies for Institutional Reform, _by_ W! ___ _ 

Report on France, by J. Genton, 

Report on Denmark, by P. Lachrnann, 

Report on the United Kingdom, by D. Edward, R. Lane and R. 
McAllister. 



October 1984 

The Finance Provisions in the Draft Treaty 
Establishing the European Union. 

J. ~rstr¢m M¢ller 

Abstract 

Of Paper Presented at the Conference on 
The Draft Treaty Establishing the European Union 

Badia Fiesolana, Florence 
29, 30, 31 October 1984 

organised by 

The European Policy Unit at the European University Institute 
The University of Strasbourg 

The Trans-European Policy Studies Association 

This paper is for discussion purposes only and is not to be quoted 
or distributed in any way without the prior express permission of 
the author. 

@ 1984 
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3 September 1984 

ABSTRACT 

Conference version of report ~n the finance 
provisions of the draft treaty establishing 
the European union 

1. The report starts with an analysis and discussion of the 
present budgetary and financial system as well as the 
budgetary problems facing the Community. ,,. 
Compared with national budgets and gross domestic 
product the Community budget is of very limited size 
and its.impact on the economic development and the 
European integration process is of modest nature. 

The own-resources system contains several elements which 
were new and unproven on the international scene when 
introduced in the mid-70s. Member states are legally 
committed to finance common activities approved in tl·,e 
Council. The financing system is linked to the contents· 
of the Co:nmuni ty system and not to the economic clout 
of member states. 

2. The budgetary powers of the three institutions reflect 
the powers invested in those institutions with regard 
to the legislative process. 

Council approves the legal acts and has the final word 
with regard to obligatory spending. The ccmposition and 
total amount of non-obligacory spending are Eixed in 
an institutional interplay between Council and Parliament 
with the Commission as the initiator. 

The Community system is thus far mo,e coherent and logic 
than it seems at first glance. 

3. In recent years different approaches to the integr~tion 
process have been brought to the forefro::-it. 

Until approximately 1980 there was only one approach. 
Council approved the contents of the common ;;,olicias 
and financing was provided automatically by :he own
resources syste!!l. The financial flows be.tween member 
states were not given much attention. It was taken cor 
granted that grosso mode all member states benefitted 
from their membership of the Cc~.munity. 
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For the last four years this approach has been contested 
by some member states and those member states have focused 
on the budget as the primary i"nstrument in the Community 
system. By way of budgetary discipline expenditure should 
be reduced to a certain well-defined framework with a 
specific ceiling for agricultural spending. The budget 
must produce an equitable financial result for all 
member states. 

The negotiations concerning the future financing of the 
Community are, therefore, not so much a question of 
specific financial amounts, but a question of which 
Community structure and which approach to the Community 
member states wish for the rest of this century. 

4. Parliament has for a long time been a protagonist and 
defender of the approach which served the Community 
well until contested a few years ago. 

Parliament has supported the strengthening of the 
integration process and the deepening of the Community 
structure by way of new and other common policies to 
supplement the common agricultural policy. 

This general philosophy is the main building·brick. Not 
only in the finance provisions but also in the draft 
treaty as a whole. Parliament thus rejects the approach 
to give priority to budgetary considerations instead of 
the contents of the Community system. 

5. Parliament proposes that a better and more-well-defined 
distribution of responsibility between national policies 
and common policies are brought about. This will provide 
a better background to take up new common policies- as 
it will alleviate national budgets to the same extent 
as the Community budget grows. 

6. The revenue system proposed in the draft treaty is grosso 
modo in conformity with the present own-resources system. 
However, the VAr ceiling is rejected which will make it 
possible for the union to call up the amount necessary 
to finance common policies without any upper limit. 

7. On the expenditure side the most important proposal 'is 
the doing away with the distinction of obligatory 
versus non-obligatory spending. This is in conformity 
with the proposal to dci away with the Council's 
existing exclusive legislative powers .and confer that 
power to the union as such. 

The annual increase for total exoenditure is determined 
in the framework of multiannual financial programmes. 

- '1!!1!!11:J!.-~ 
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8. A system of financial equalization is proposed without 
being very specific on how it would work in practice. 

g_ The present budgetary procedure is replaced by a 
complicated new procedure which, however, can be 
summarized in the wav that it confers on Parliament 
nearly all powers in-the budgetary field. · 

10. The report contains a short chapter on the implication 
for economic integration • 

11. The general assessment of the possibilities for gaining 
support in member states for Parliament's proposals 
concerning tpe finance provisions is not very optimistic. 
On the basis of recent experience it does not seem 
likely that member states will agree to such sweeping 
changes as proposed by Parliament. 

3 September 19·8 4-
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The Division of Economic and Social Powers between Union and 
States: Subordinate or Coordinate ~elationship? 

Summary of comments on the Draft Treaty Establishing the 
E;.1ropean Union 

by 

John Pinder 

1. The economic significance of the Draft Treaty is that 

it offers a way to create the economic union which is a vital 

necessity for the management and development of the Mel!'ber 

States' interdependent econol!'.ies. 

2. This is to be done by a radical reform of the Community's 

institutions and instruments.· Codecision with Majority votes 

and time limits in both Council and Parliament, for legislation 

as well as budget, would remove the veto that has hamstrung 

Community policy-making. In addition to inheriting the patri

mony of Community instruments, the Union is to acquire by 

stasres the instruments of monetary policy and dispose of a 

budget adequate to finance its activities. Thus the Draft 

Treaty gives the Union the institutions and powers for its 

essential economic tasks. 

3. The problem is to define the proper border between thecpowers 

of the European Union and those of the Member States. The 

Draft Treaty leaves this problem to be solved in action by 

allocating the greater part of competence for economic and 

social policy concurrently to both Union and States. Since, 

however, the States are precluded from legislating where the 

Union has already legislated, there is no constitutional 

;:,arrier to the Union eventually acquiring exclusive competence· 

over almost the whole field of economic and social pollcy. 

4. The complex interdependence among the different branches 

of modern economic and social policy makes it hard to·define 
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a cividing line between Uniorls and States' powers. But the 

diversity of European peoples and the reaction in modern poli

particularly tical culture against centralising trencs make 

important to guard against the danger that the 

might become excessively centralised. 

it 

European Union 

5. The Draft Treaty adopts the principle 

a safeguard against this: "the Union shall 

of subsidiarity as 

only ask to carry 

out those tasks which may be undertaken more effectively in 

common than by the Member States acting separately" (art. 

12). But doubts have been cast on the juridical application 

of the concept (see Jacque, op. cit. on p. 8 of main paper); 

the principle would not prevent centralisation where the Union 

adopts a task with inherently centralising aims (e.g. unifica

tion of all taxes); and the experience of the FRG and the us 

raises questions about the effectiveness of such safeguards. 

6. The Draft Treaty also requires the Union as far as 

possible to determine "the fundamental principles" for common 

_ action while entrusting the !"ember States to implement the 

principles in detail (art. 34), but there is doubt about the

latitude that this would in practice leave the States. 

7. Finally the Draft Treaty requires the procedure for 

organic laws to be used where Union legislation,would make _in

roads into the competence of the States (art. 12). But al

though the European Parliament must pass organic laws by. a 

qualified (two-thirds) majority, if the law has been amended 

by the Commission it will be passed provided that it is 

supported by only one-third plus one of the weighted votes in 

the Council. 

8. Consideration might be given to 

subsidiarity and giving more weight 

sharpening the definition of 

in the Treaty to the 

value of diversity. The voting procedure could be altered- to 

require an absolute or a two-thirds majority in. the Council 

to pass organic laws or reduce the .competence of the Mel!'ber 

States. But we should also consider whether closer limits 

should not be set to the aims, areas or instruments of Union 

action in the economic and social fields. 
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9. The Draft Treaty gives the Union exclusive competence 

"in the field of commerical policy" (art. 64.2) and "to com

plete, safeguard and develop the free movement of persons, 

servir.P.~. rrnnn.~ n.n<l r.ani t-_n.l wi t-hin i.t'c::: t:P.rri.t-nru" a~ WF!ll as 

"fr,r t: rade het:ween Membe:r St:ates" (art. 4 7 .1). While the Union 

needs exclusive competence to requlate both its external trade 

and trade among the States, it is questionable whether the 

Draft Treaty needs to add to this by specifying the timetables 

within which free movement is to be attained and in particular 

1-,hether the timetable for the free moverrent of capital should 

be fixed (art. 47.3) independently of the pro0ramme for accom

plishing monetary union (art. 52). 

10. Article 48 gives the Union exclusive competence to "com

plete and develop competition policy at the level of the Union". 

The Union inherits articles 85 and 86 from the EEC Treaty and 

the Draft Treaty provides that a system for the control over 

mergers be established on the lines laid down in article 66 

of the ECSC Treaty. There is a case for confining Union com

petence explicitly to such control of mergers and to competi

tion policy as defined in the EEC Treaty, in cases "likely to 

af feet trade between the Member States" (EEC Treaty,.. art. 85) . 

11. Article.49 provides for the approximation of laws relating 

to undertakings (in particular companies) and taxation. 

T~e approximation of company laws might better be confined, as 

in the EEC Treaty (art. 100), · to those having "a direct incid

ence on the establishment or functioning of the Common Market", 

rather than to those having "a direct effect on a common action 

of the Union"(Draft Treaty, art. 49), which appears to set no 

limit to the Union's scope. The approximation of tax laws 

"in so far as necessary for economic integration" (art. 4 9) 

likewise sets no limit, if unification of taxes can be regarded 

as an aspect of economic integration. A better criterion 

might be "in so far as Member States' taxes substantially 

distort economic transactions among the Member States"; and 

it might be thought suitable that Union competence should stop 

short of personal income tax. 

12. The Draft Treaty gives the Union "concurrent competence 

in respect of conjunctural policy, with a particular view to 

facilitating the coordination of economic policies within the 

Union" (art. 50). While thus stressing the coordination of 
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Member States' policies, article 50 also provides for the 

use of "the budgetary and financial mechanisms of the Union 

for conjunctural ends". 

13. Article 50 appears to set no limit to the control by 

the Union, for the purpose of its general economic policy, 

not only of the Member States' monetary instruments, qut also 

of the budgets of States and local authorities. But Union 

control of States' budgets is a concept that is alien to 

fGc:1.eral systems and the Union Treaty could well explicitly 

exclude it. Union control of the States' monetary instruments 

should be subject to the programme for accomplishing monetary 

union. 

14. The Union is given concurrent competence for "monetirry 

and credit policies" (art .. 51) and for "the progressive achieve

ment of full monetary union" (art. 52). ''.onetary integration 

is the crucial lacuna in the economic scope of the existing EC 

Treaties, and full monetary union should be here defined as an 

exclusive Union currency or the pernanent locking of the 

parities of the Hember States.· The Draft Trea·ty provides, as 

steps towards it, for "the progressive· conversion of the ECU 

into a reserve currency and a means of payment, and its wider 

use", for the "transfer to the European Monetary Fund of part 

of the reserves of the Member States", c>.nd for the Union. to pass . 

an organic law regarding "the procedures and the stages for 

attaining monetary union" (art. 52.3). While the European Coun

cil may "suspend the entry into force" of these monetary laws 

for five years after the Treaty enters into force (art. 52.4), 

it must be recognised that some Member States, in particular 

the FRG, might require that transition beyond the point of no 

return in progress to full monetary union be "conditional on 

a confirmatory statement to the effect that the essence of 

the objectives laid down in the Treaty ... has in fact been 

achieved", to use the words providing fo". transition to the 

record stage of the European Economic Community (EEC Treaty, 

art. 8.3) - the objective in this case being a non-inflationary 

equilibrium among the economies of the Member States. 

15. The scope for microeconomic policies provided for by the 

EC Treaties includes the creation of the common market, 

the commercial policy, the competition policy, control of state 
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aids, regimes for coal, steel and atomic energy, and a number 

of budgetary and financial instruments. The Draft Treaty pro

vides the Union in addition with "concurrent competence with 

the Member States to pursue central policies at the level of 

the Union" (art. 53). 

16. Thus the Union may "draw up common strategies with a 

view to coordinating and guic.ing national activieies" of 

research and development (art. 53.d); and similar words are 

used with respect to "guiding and coordinating the policies of 

the Member States in those industrial branches which are of 

particular significance to the economic and political security 

of the Union" (art. 53.e). It is proposed that,. rather than 

opening up the possibility of Union control of all research 

and development activities within its territory, Union compet

ence he confined to the provision of financial support for 

joint research, the undertaking of research in its own establish

ments, and the encouragement of cooperation among the States. 

For its industrial policy,·. the Union could rest mainly .on 

the Community patrimony (see preceding paragraph), the use of 

its own financial and budgetary resources (for which the Draft 

Treaty makes ample provision) and perhaps some very limited 

further powers. 

17. The Draft Treaty empowers the Union to "create a trans

port network commensurate with European needs" (art. 53.b) and 

"establish a telecommunications network". (art. 53.c). Whereas 

the Draft includes some other detailed matter, it could with 

advantage be confined to those basic powers and to the removal of 

·distortions that affect economic transactions among the 

Me!".ber States (avoiding the more open-ended wording of the 

Draft Treaty which, similarly to its wording with respect to 

tax harnonisation, requires the Union to pursue a transport 

policy "designed to contribute to the economic integration of 

the Member States"). 

18. For agriculture, the Draft Treaty (art. 53.a) rests solely 

on the Com.munity patrimony and on the objectives laid down in 

article 39 of the EEC Treaty. For energy, article 53.f of the 

Draft Treaty enjoins the Union to take action "designed to 

secure security of supplies, stability on the market of the 

Union" and to introduce common standards for safety and for 
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"the protection of the environment and of the population". 

Article 53. f als·o introduces some other Rims; but the Draft 

Treaty would be none the worse for omitting these and confining 

Union action, beyond what is already allowed by the Community 

patrimony, to action in pursuit of the aims specified in the 

::irevious sentence. 

19. "The Union shall have concurrent competence in the field 

of social, health, consumer protection., regional, environmental, 

education and research, cultural and information policies" 

(Draft Treaty, art. 55). Articles 56-62 spell out some 

particular aims and .areas for Union action in this extremely 

wide field. Since, if the Union exercised the competence 

inc.icated by article· 55 to the full, virtually no competence 

would be left for the Mel!lber States (certainly much less 

than for the Cantons, Lander, Provinces or States of any 

democratic federation), a minimum constitutional safeguard of 

a due sphere of autonomy for the Member States would be an 

explicit lim.i tation of Union competence to the aims and areas 

speci.fied in articles 56-62. If the sco".le for Union constraint 

of States' legislation is still·, as it may well be,· considered 

excessive, the Union.could.be confined to the expenditure. of .... 

its own financial and budgetary resources within the scope 

of the. aims and areas defined in articles 56-,62 (or perhaps,_ 

more widely, in article 55), beyond which only. the method of_ 

cocperation, i.e. of unanimous agreement, would apply. A 

more rigorous view of the proper sc0pe for·Union activity might 

exclude concurrent competence altogether: .from:such fields .as ........ 

education and health. 

2 0. It is suggested, then, that the economic and social 

aspects of the Draft Treaty could be improved in many detailed 

ways. Some of these improvements are of minor importance: 

the Treaty might be the better for the changes, but without 

them the Union would not be much the worse. It. may be thought 

more important, however., to limit more closely the scope for 

the Union action so as to ensure an adequate field of autonomy 

for .the States. 

21. Both general and specific means are suggested for limiting 

the reach of Union competence. The general means could in

clude (1) the requirement for a qualified majority in the 
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Col'.ncil for the passage of laws that encroach on the States' 

competence, and (2) a sharper definition of the principle 

of subsidiarity with greater stress on the value of diversity. 

The specific means could define more tightly the scope for 

Union action in particular fields, for exam~le precluding 

.union legislation on income tax or on States'or local budgets 

or confining it to matters that substantially affect economic 

transactions among the Member States. 

22. A careful consideration of the Draft Treaty along these 

lines by the European Parliament, in dialogue with the States' 

Parliaments and other political forces, could contribute not 

only to a substantial improvement of the Treaty but also to 

the process of persuading the Member States of the need to 

accept its basic principles of codecision between Council and 

Parliament, majority voting and endowment of the Union with· 

adequate monetary and budgetary instruments. Such a process 

could in particu1-ar .channel national • reacti.ons away from re

sistance to those basic principles and into a constructive. 

search for safeguards to States' autonomy in fields that 

properly belong to them within a system where States are, as 

in democratic fecerations, not subordinate to the Union but 

coordinate with it, each being autonomous within its constitu

tionally defined field of action. 
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ABSTRACT 

AN OUTLINE OF THE TRANSITION FROM THE TREATIES ESTABLISHING 

THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES TO THE TREATY ESTABLISHING THE 

EUROPEAN UNION; COMPARATIVE INTERNATIONAL AND 

CONSTITUTIONAL REFLECTIONS 

J.H.H. Weiler J.R. Modrall 

The Draft Treaty on European Union, in Article 82, stipulates 

that ratification by a majority of the Member States representing 

two-thirds of the population of the European Communities will 

suffice to bring the European Union into being. This procedure 

seems to contradict Article. 236 of the Treaty of Rome, which 

re-quires unanimity for amendment. 

Does this inconsistency imply that ratification of the Draft 

Treaty in accordance with its own terms would constitute a 

violation of Community law? We examine a· . variety of legal 

constructs that seek to justify the Draft Treaty procedure under 

international and Community law theories. Article 82(DT), 

however,· must also be seen in its politico-legal context; to 

insist on unanimity would permit a tiny minority of Community 

citizens to block a Community-wide movement toward unification. 

Under some circumstances, therefore, our concept of legality must 

be flexible enough to justify some "illegal" activities. On the 

other hand, to· allow a majority of the Member States to deviate-



from Article 236(EEC) at any time would jeopardize the 

constitutional Community edifice. 

To deal with these choices, we propose some guidelines to 

distinguish permissable and impermissable departures from the 

established procedure for amending the Treaties of Rome. To be 

justified, a proposed revision must be fundamental, a change 

instituting a "new legal order." It must preserve the Community 

acquis;. a further step in European integration is consistent with 

the goals of the Treaty of Rome, and so does less violence to the 

Community legal order. The revision must not be forced on the 

minority and must advance the principles of democracy. These two 

elements are essential to the legitimacy of the proposed 

amendment. These four factors are all rather vague. Together, 

however, they block out a framework for identifying amendments 

whose con:sistency with Community goals and inherent legitimacy 

outweigh the vice of technical illegality~ 

Why is this issue important? If the Draft Treaty is 

politically popular enough to be ratified in accordance with 

Article 82(DT), perhaps no-one will raise the issue of legality. 

Conversely, if the Treaty is not ratified, whether or not 

ratification would be legal is academic. Any future attempt at 

major institutional revision of the Treaty of Rome, however, will 

raise the same issues, so the debate is of lasting importance. 

More immediately, full discussion of the issues involved may 

prevent them from becoming political footballs in the debate over 

ratif.ication, excuses advanced by anti-Comunautaireans for not 

proceeding with the process of Eurooean integration. 
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Die Strategie entnimmt die zu untersuchenden Mittel und Zwecke nur aus 
der Erfahrung. 

(Carl van Clausewitz, Varn Kriege, 19. Auflage, Bonn 1980, S. 294) 

"Tactics is fighting and strategy is planning where and how to fight" 
("Strategy", in: International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 
1967, Vol. 15, p. 281) 

Die Politik bedeutet ein Starkes langsames Bohren van harten Brettern 
mit Leidenschaft und AugenmaB zugleich .•• Alle geschichtliche Erfah
rung bestatigt, ••• daB man das Mogliche nicht erreichte, wenn nicht 
immer wieder in der Welt nach dem Unmoglichen gegriffen warden ware, 
aber der, der das tun kann, muB ein Fuhrer sein und nicht nur das, 
sondern ••• auch ein Held ••. Welche beides nicht sind, mussen sich 
wappnen mit jener Festigkeit des Herzens, die auch dem Scheitern aller 
Hoffnungen gewachsen ist, jetzt schon, sonst werden sie nicht im 
Stande sein, auch nur durchzusetzen, was moglich ist. Nur wer sicher 
ist, daB er nicht daran zerbricht, wenn die Welt, van seinem Stand
punkt aus gesehen, zu dumm oder zu gemein ist f□ r das, was er ihr 
bieten will .•• , nur der hat den "Beruf" zur Politik. 

(Max Weber, Politik als Beruf, Munchen/Leipzig, 2. Auflage 1926, S. 
67). 
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Some conclusions 

To assess to utility and feasibility of various strategies for an 
institutional reform is a risky business. 

The aim where the strategy should lead to is not clearly defined; even 
more, there are diverging and controversial interpretations of how the 
institutional set-up of a European Union (whatever this means) should 
look like. For the sake of orientation, four institutional models are 

· been· identified categorizing numerous variations an that theme, but a 
"simple" cost-benefit analysis of different strategies is not pos
sible. 

The very concept of "strategy" is not clearly defined, the academic 
debate about it is in a rather early stage and inconclusive; the paper 
thus suggests certain conceptual ingredients far ".strategy" and- iden
tifies nine different strategiees pursued or being in debate; those 
are however not clear·cut alternatives but mi-ght be used in different 
periods. 

Methodological traps are all around: In analysing the relative feasi-· 
bility and utility of each strategy, we have to draw lessons from 
unresearched history - being endangered·of sticking ta ~oo simple 
analogies - and to rely on political science analysis - also known for 
its imperfect state of the art. Here the dang_ers are deterministic 
fallacies. This paper presents some theses by which preliminary con
clusions for different strategies can be drawn. The perception of the 
political top about political value of overall package deal is consi
dered as of major importance to achieve institutional progress against 
the resistance of the national we! fare system. In a system of "coope
rative federalism'' where the major actors are involved with both 
national and European responsibilities the political support for "ra
dical" strategies (saut qua 1 i tati f in terms of transfering competences 
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to a new European level) is small. Challenges from the world outside 

Europe are not necessarily a mobi 1 iz.ing force. 

Conclusions from these analysis are not encouraging. Major internal or 

external crises excluded, the strategy which would have the highest 

degree of feasibility is to build up a new core area, though its 

utility of really getting new, different, more efficient and more 

democratic institutional set-up is - at best open to debate and the 

costs - in terms of destroying the existing.Community framework high. 

Resignation about the futility of new attempts can only be muted by 

the hope that perceptions and interest constellations are subject to 
possible change. 
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Colloque aur le projet de Traite 

d'Union europeenne, a Florence, 

les 30 et 31 octobre 1984 

Le 9 octobre 1984 

-o-

Schema de la communication de M. Jacques GENTON, Senateur, 

President de la Delegation·du Senat pour les Communautes 

~opeennes, sur le theme: 

"PROBLEMES CONSTITUTIONNELS ET POLITIQUES POSES EN FRANCE 

PAR UNE EVENTUELLE RATIFICATION ET HISE EN OEUVRE DU PROJET 

DE TRAI,TE, D 'UNION EUROPEENNE" 

Le realisme conduit a declarer d'emblee que 

l'exercice auquel nous avons ete appeles a nous livrer 

releve, quelque peu, en France, .de la poli tique-fiction. 

En effet, le projet de Traite d'Union europeenne n'inspire 

pas, malgre les immenses espoirs qu'il porte, l'attention 

qu'~l meriterait. 

Le combat d'un homme politique, toutefois, ne 

permet pas de. ceder au pessimisme, et il. convient plutot 

,:J.' er,v:i.i<ager le sujet sous l 'angle de la prospective. 

Les sources ecrites de reflexion utilisees pour 

presenter cette communication auro"nt ete peu nombreuses. 

Elles proviennent principalement des conclusions des 

Delegations du Senat et de l'Assemblee Nationale pour les 

Communautes europeennes (l'auteur a l'honneur de presider 

la premiere), de certaines reponses publiees au Journal 

Officiel, du gouvernement franc:,ais, des deba.ts devant le 

Parlement europeen, de la campagne pour les elections 

europeennes du 17 juin 1984 en France, et de trop rares 

..• I . .. 
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articles dans des revues specialisees, dont les remarquables 
I 

travaux du Professeur Jean-Paul JACQUE, President de 

l'Oniversite de Strasbourg III. 

I - LES ASPECTS CONSTITUTIONNELS D'UNE EVENTUELLE RATIFICATION ET 

MISE EN OEUVRE DO PROJET DE TRAITE D'ONION EOROPEENNE EN FRANCE 

Le projet de traite a l'egard des regles constitution

nelles souleve plusieurs interrogations, dont certaines, en 

l'etat, ne peuvent recevoir de reponse tranchee. 

A - LE POUVOIR DE NEGOCIER 

L'article 52 de la Constitution fran'iaise, confie au 

President de la Republique le pouvoir de negocier (et de 

ratifier) les traites internationaux. or, le Parlement europeen 

a precisement voulu echapper a la procedure de negociation 

intergouvernementale en prevoyant, a l'article 82 du projet, 

un mecanisme original d'entree en vigueur~ 

La question se pose des lors de :savoir:si la procedure 

retenue par le Parlement europeen est compatible avec les dis- . 

positions constitutionnelles franc;;aises relatives -aux traites 

et accords internationaux? A cet egard, quatre observations 
peuvent etre faites : 

- les conventions de !'organisation internationalc du travail 

(O.I.T.) ne sont pas elaborees au sein d'un organe intergou

vernemental mais dans le cadre de la competence tripartite 

de l'O.I.T. Elles sent ensuite soumises aux organes nationaux 
pour ratification 

- !'existence, en general, des procedures d'adhesion destinees 

a permettre a des tiers de devenir membre d'un accord a 
!'elaboration duquel il n'a pas participe demontre que 

negociation et ratification ne sont pas indissolublement liee£ 

... I . .. 
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- la •conference• dont le President de la Republique fran~aise 

a annonce la convocation ulterieure ! la suite du Sommet 

europeen de Bruxelles! la fin mars 1984 pourrait constituer, 

si elle se saisit du projet de traite, cette instance inter

gouvernementale de negociation. On peut m@me imaginer que la 

Conference se saisisse d'un projet de traite dej! amende par 

le Parlement europeen en fonction des premieres reactions des 

Parlements nationawc, selon la procedure voulue par lui; 

ces amendements pourraient egalement @tre inspires des prises 

de position des gouvernements nationaux: 

- depuis le Conseil de Fontainebleau (juin 1984), le "Comite 

institutionnel" ("Dooge", ou "Spaak n° 2") pourrait etre 

cette instance intergouvernementale de negociation. 

B - L'AVIS DU PARLEMENT FRANCAIS 

Par le second paragraphe de la resolution, votee 

egalement le 14 fevrier 1984, relative au projet de t~aite 

instituant l'Union europeenne, le Parlement devra recueillir 

aupres des Parlements nationaux les "positions et observations" 
que le projet aura suscitees de leur part. 

Mais depuis que la procedure de motion de resolution 

a disparu du droit parlementaire de la Ve Republique, il 
n'existe pas de procedure qui permette de degager, devant 

l'Assemblee Nationale et le Senat, une majorite sur le projet 

de traite. La question qui se posedes lors est de savoir 

comment des prises de positions - qui, de toute faqon, ne 
pourront pas etre considerees comme refletant celles du 

Parlement fran~ais dans son ensemble - pourraient etre formulee~ 

Plusieurs procedures sont envisageables : 

... I • •• 
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- les conclusions des Delegations parlementaires pour les 

Communautes europeennes. Celle du Senat a depose les siennes 

le 5 avril 1984 (n• 120/84, rapporteur: M. No~l BERRIER) : 

celle de l'Assemblee Nationale le 5 juin 1984 (n° 11/84, 

rapporteur: M. Charles JOSSELIN, President de la Delegation) 

- des questions orales avec deoat: 

- une "mission d'information", ~ la demande d'une commission 

(Affaires etrangeres ou Lois). 

Mais, en tout etat de cause, ces procedures ne pourront 

pas etre conclues par un scrutin en seance pu.olique. 

C - LE CONTROLE DE LA CONSTITUTIONNALITE 

Le droit collUllun est que le Conseil constitutionnel ne 

peut etre saisi que d'une loi, avant promulgation, et non d'un 

projet :de loi (article 61 de la _Constitution). Mais -il -en va 

differemment des projets de loi de ratification, qui peuvent, 

des ce stade, faire l'objet d'un controle de constitutionnalite 

s'ils concernent un engagement international pouvant comporter 

une clause contraire a la Constitution (article 54 de la 

·Constitution). 

Dans ces conditions: 

- .si la procedure parlementaire classique d'autorisation de 

ratification est utilisee (article 53 de la Constitution), 

le controle de la compatioilite du projet de traite avec la 

Constitution presente le risque que le Conseil constitutionneJ 

impose la voie difficile de la revision constitutionnelle; 

- si la procedure referendaire est choisie pour autoriser la 

ratification (article 11 de la Constitution; voir infra), 

rien ne semble empecher le Conseil constitutionnel de statuer 

sur la conformite du projet de traite a la Constitution, a 
condition que le contrOle intervienne avant la consultation 
populaire. 

.· •• I . •• 
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0 - LA RATIFICATION PAR REFERENDUM 

L'autorisation de ratifier le projet de trait6 

d'Union europ6enne par la voie r6f6rendaire entre manifestement 

dans le champ d'application de l'article 11 de la Constitution. 

O'un point de vue politique, et non plus juridique, 

cette proc~dure serait assur6ment le meilleur moyen de v6rifier 

s'il existe, en France, ce "peuple europ~en" pr~t A repondre 

ace qui ressemble fort a l'appel d'une Assemblee constituante. 

Le,dernier en date des referendums organises en France avait 

d'ailleurs un enjeu europeen (l'elargissement de la Coromunaute 

au Royaume-Uni, en 1973). 

Mais, outre la difficulte mentionnee ci-dessus sur 

le controle a priori de constitutionnalite au projet de traite, 

le choix de cette procedure necessiterait une decision politi

quement difficile et courageuse apres les "peripeties referen

daires" de l'ete 1984 en France. 

E - LES TRANSFERTS DE SOUVERAINETE 

La question des transferts de souverainete de l'Etat 

a l'Union ne se pose qu'en cas demise en oeuvre - encore tres 

hypothetique --du pro.jet de traite d'Union europeenne. 

Il semble que, dans les premiers temps qui suivront 

la ratification, des transferts de souverainete ne devraient 

pas se produire puisque la philosophie generale-au projet de 

traite est que l'Union sera, a terme, ce que les Etats rnembres 

voudront progressivement qu'elle soit. 

A la verite, des transferts de souverainete se sont 

deja produits dans le cadre des traites constitutifs: ainsi 

notamrnent du secteur agricole, du secteur conunercial et du 

secteur des .transports, qui doivent faire l'objet, d'apres 

!'article 3 du traite de Rome (25 mars 1957), de politiques 

communes. 

• •. I •. • 



Et, de fait, c'est au moment de la d6cision de 

transfert que se poserait alors la,question de la souverainet6, 

et non au moment de la ratification du trait6 d'Union. 

Trois observations doivent ici @tre pr6sent6es: 

- d'une fa9on g6nerale, .l'inclusion d'une nouvelle matiere 

dans la competence exclusive de l'Union est le fait (article 

11 du projet de traite) des organes 16gislatifs de l'Union. 

Fait sur l'initiative du Conseil europeen, c'est-a-dire des 
repr6sentants des gouvernements nationaux, ce transfert 
echappera aux Parlements nationaux; 

concernant le pouvoir fiscal de l'Union, la creation de 

nouvelles ressources propres serait egalement le fait des 

organes de l'Union. Les parlements nationaux, dont les 

competences fiscales sont hlstoriquement les plus anciennes, 

seraient la aussi depossedes. Le transfert de souverainete 
serait alors patent; 

- si la politique exterieure, _ et, partant, la politique _de ____ _ 

defense, devaient etre confiees a l 'Union, que resterait-i-1 

aux autorites nationales d' un domaine caracteristique de . - -
l'exercice de la souverainete? 

Ces observations doivent etre examinees a la lumiere 

de la decision rendue le 30 decembre 1976 par le Conseil 
constitutionnel au·sujet de f•election'du Parlement europeen 

au suffrage universel direct. Le Conseil y donne une vision 
restrictive des progres de l'integration europeenne et laisse 

entendre qu'une constitution europeenne conferant a l'Union 

des pouvoirs nouveaux, notamment en matiere de politique etran

gere ou de defense, se heurterait aux exigences constitution
nelles fran9aises. 

0 

0 0 

C ~?i1Wllrr 



L'article 86 du projet de traite interdit aux 

Etats membres d'assortir leur ratification de reserves. 

Cette disposition contraignante n'en favorisera pas 

l'acceptation. 

- 7 

II - LES ASPECTS POLITIQOES D 'ONE EVENTUELLE RATIFICATION ET MISE 

EN OEUVRE DO 'PROJET DE TR1\ITE D 'ONION EOROPEENNE EN FRANCE 

Le moins que l'on puisse dire, en toute objectivite, 

est que la ratification du projet de traite d'Union europeenne 

suppose une singuliere evolution des esprits, tant dans 

l'opinion publique que parmi les formations politiques. Ces 

dernieres ont, en effet, conserve une etonnante discretion a 
l'egard du projet, comme s'il les embarrassait ou co111111e s'il 

intervenait prematurement. 

Quatre indicateurs peuvent etre utilises pour 

illustrer cette impression generale d'indifference a l'egard 

du projet du Parlement europeen. 

. A - LE VOTE ET LES EXPLICATIONS DE VOTE DES MEMBRES FRANCAIS DU 

PARLEMENT EUROPEEN, LE 14 FEVRIER 1984 

Le scrutin· au cours duquel fut adopte le projet de 

traite revela les prises de positions suivantes de la part des 

representants franc;:ais. Les lib er.aux et _les P. P. E. , plus un 

socialiste et un D.E.P., ont approuve le projet; les communist 

ont vote contre et les socialistes, sauf un, se sont abstenus. 

Les representants D.E.P. franc;:ais n'ont pas pris part au vote, 

sauf l'un d'entre ewe. 

Les explications de vote et les prises de positions 

anterieures donnerent, quanta elles, les indications suivantes 

..• I • .• 
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1°) L'U.D.F., correspondant pour partie aux membres des 

groupes P.P.E. et Lib6ral, se pronon~a en faveur du projet de 

Trait6 en apportant certaines observations sur 1'6difice ins

titutionnel qu'il pr6conise. 

Ainsi de nme Simone VEIL, qui vit dans le projet une 

entreprise ambitieuse et r6aliste. Ses critiques de detail 

porterent notamment sur le m6canisme par lequel la Commission 

statue souverainement, pendant la periode transitoire de dix 

ans, sur l'exercice du droit de veto au sein du Conseil par 

les differents Etats memores. 

Ainsi egalement du President Edgar FAURE qui, dans 

une brillante improvisation, deplo:ra que le p:rojet.n'aille 

pas assez loin et reclama la creation sans attendre d'une 

presidence elue de l 'Union ••• 

2°) Le R.P.R., c'est-a-dire les membres du groupe D.E.P., 

affirroa sa fidelite a l'idee de l'Onion europeenne mais 

contesta la voie institutionnelle choisie pour la mettre en 

oeuvre. Denonc,ant le caractere inadapte, irrealiste et inop

portun du projet, le president du groupe D.E.P. contesta en 

outre la legitimite de la vocation constituante que le 

Parlement europeen avait cruse trouver. 

3°) Les socialistes franc;.ais rappelerent leur attachement · 

a la construction europeenne mais denonqerent le projet de 

traite comme un texte hors du temps et etranger a une realite 

politique qui appellerait au contrai:re une attitude d'effica
cite. Craignant que la demarche institutionnelle constitue un 

alibi, et p:referant les realisations concretes aux idees, mfune 

genereuses, le porte-parole des socialistes fran~ais demanda que 
la priorite soit donnee a "l'Eu:rope du quotidien", ou a 

"l'Europe du possible". Le volet institutionnel sera alors le 
complement, ou l'achevement, d'une demarcne pragmatique menee 

avec patience et tenacite. 

. .. I . .. 
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4°) Les communistes t·ramjais exprimerent le point de vue 

que les traites actuels offraient des potentialites inexploi

tees et qu'il convenait de se defier d'une affirmation volon

tariste sans lendemain. Preferant un pragmatisme efficace a 
un idealisme respectable, ils declarerent opter pour.uncnan

gement de politique plutOt que d'institutions. 

B - LA CAMPAGNE DES ELECTIONS EOROPEENNES DU 17" JUIN 1984 

Tousles observateurs de la vie politique fran~aise 

s'accordent a dire que le projet de traite d'Onion europeenne 

a ete tres rarement evoque par les candidats aux elections 

europeennes du 17 juin 1984. 

Seule la liste E.R.E. (Entente Radicale Ecologiste), 

conduite par MM. DOUBIN, STIRN et LALONDE, avait mis le projet 

au centre de son argumentaire de campagne; la mediocrite de 

son score (3,3% des suffrages expr1mes) incline a penser que 

le theme de l'Union europeenne n'etait guere "portetir". 

En realite, les themes proprement europeens ont ete 

·notoirement absents de la campagne pour les elections europeennes 

a l'exception de certaines "petites" listes. Tout s'est passe 

comme si les "grandes" listes etaient d'abord preoccupees par 
des, enjeux de politique, interne. 

C - LE DISCOURS DE M. FRANCOIS MI ND, EN SA QUALITE DE 

PRESIDENT EN EXERCICE DO CONSEIL EUROPEEN, DEVANT LE 

PARLEMENT EUROPEEN A STRASBOURG LE 24 MAI "1984 

Le discours prononce a Strasbourg le 24 mai 1984 par 

le President de la Republique fran~aise fut interprete par 

nombre d'observateurs comme une approbation spectaculaire du 
projet de traite. 

• • ,, I . .• 
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Les commentaires qui suivirent un discours considere 

a bon droit comme i:mportant doivent cependant @tre singuliere

ment nuances, sans aucunesprit polemique. 

Tout d'abord, le President fran~ais a cite, pour 

expliquer comment il entendait relancer la construction 

europeenne, la "declaration solennelle• de Stuttgart (juin 1983) 

tout autant que le •projet SPINELLI•. Or, on se souvient que 

les objectifs de la declaration de Stuttgart sont incompara

blement moins ambitieux que ceux du projet de traite, et il 

existe des lors une amoiguite sur le moyen exact qui serait 
retenu pour favoriser !'emergence d'une Europe politique. 

Ensuite, les references aux traites existants, et 

aux possibilites inexploitees qu'ils offrent, ont ete nombreuses 

elles retirent en toute logique, sa justification au recours 

a un systeme institutionnel nouveau. Le President fran~ais 

concluait l'une de ses periodes oratoires sur les questions 
institutionnelles par la phrase suivante: •c•est pourquoi il 

est indispensaBle de consolider le principal Traite qui lie 

les pays europeens entre em: et constitue leur loi fondamentale, 
le Traite de Rome". 

Enfin, si M. Fran~ois MITTERRAND a evoque le projet 

de traite dans des termes elogieux, il n'a pas declare qu'ii 

l'approuvait en l'etat, ni dans l'immediat. Affirmant que, 

"a situation nouvelle doit correspondre un traite nouveau", 

le President fran~ais a rappele qu'on "Traite n01Jveau ne 

saurait se substituer aux traites existants, mais les prolon

gerait dans les dornaines qui leur echappent". Or, une etude 

approfondie du "projet SPINELLI" demontre qu'il n'est guere 

de coexistence possible entre les institutions issues des 

traites actuels et celles qui figurent dans le projet de traite. 
En outre, c'est l'inspiration du projet de traite, et non le 
projet lui-meme, qui, dans le discours du President de la 

Republique, convient a la France. Celle-ci est disponible 

.•. I . •. 
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pour entreprendre la construction de l'Europe politique, mais 

pas necessairement par les voies et moyens inscrits dans le 

projet du Parlement europeen. 

D - LA VIE POLI'rIQUE DEPUIS 1945 

Des constantes existent dans la vie politique fran~ais, 

depuis 1945 a l'egard des projets tendant l1 faire progresser 

l'integration europeenne. 

Traditionnellement, les courants issus du gaullisme 

leur sent hostiles, ou, dans certains cas, sent simplement 

reserves a leur egard. Les formations d'extreme gauche leur 

sent- ouvertement, opposees. A· 1-·' inverse," les- familles- de pensee 

appartenant ! la democratie chretienne et a la social-democratie 

leur sent favorables, et ont constamment demontre leur attache

ment ! 1 1 idee de la construction europeenne. 

C'est dire que, paradoxalement, !'attitude vis-a-vis 

de l'Europe ne correspond pas au clivage gaucfle-droite de la 

societe politique fran(iaise. Cette observation vaut pour les 

formations politiques les unes vis-a~vis des autres, mais 

egalement pour les composantes internes a chaque formation. 

Car des divergences d'appreciation existent au sein de chaque 

formation poli tique. a l' egard de. l 'idee europeenne ~ 

Dans· I 'opinion, la-- faible participation electorale 

aux scrutins interessant l'Europe (referendum de 1972, electioni 

europeennes de 1979 et 1984) demontre le peu de cas que les 

electeurs fran(iais font des affaires de la Communaute. Les 

partis politiques portent une grande part de responsabilite 

dans ce phenomene. 

Quant a savoir si la mise en oeuvre du projet de traitt 

d'Union europeenne ferait apparaitre de ncmvelles formations ou 

susciterait des alliances politiques inedites, il serait :Oien 

vain et hasardeux de faire sur ce point des "scenarios du futur' 
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Le faible echo trouve en France aupres de l'opinion 

publique et des formations politiques par le projet de traite 

d'Union europeenne, les incertitudes qu'il presente a l'egard 

du droit constitutionnel, et les lenteurs, au niveau communau

taire, manifestees par le "Comite Dooge" ne permettent pas de 

s'interroger sur les delais qui s'ecouleront avant l'achevement 

des procedures de ratification. Car s'il faut refuser de ceder 

au pessimisme, il convient egalement de faire preuve de realism, 

Dans l'immediat, une attitude constructive consiste a 
reflechir sur le contenu meme du projet et de.rechercher commen, 

les mecanismes institutionnels qu'il comporte pourraient etre 

ameliores. A cet egard, plusieurs · .suggestions pourraient · etre 

faites, comme une meilleure delimitation des secteurs de compe

tence attribues a l'Union, ou l'attriBution au Conseil europeen 

du droit de dissoudre le Parlement europeen. Les deux Delega

tions du Parlement fran~ais pour les Communautes europeennes 

ont d' ailleurs l 'une et l' autre souligne · ces points particulier, · 

Mais t.el n' etai t pas l' obj et de la presente coIIII!luni-
cation. 

SL.1!-
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The European Parliament 

Draft Treaty establishing 

a European Union. 

Constuticr.al and Political 

ir.plicatior.s in Denma=k 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

By Per Lachir,ann 

I. The Draft Treaty and the Danish Constitution 

1. An approval by Denmark of the Draft Treaty establishing 

a European Union would have to be made either through an 

amendment to the Constitution or by a bill adopted in 

accordance with the special procedure in section 

20 of the constitution governing transfer of powers 

from Danish to international authorities. 

The procedure for a Constitutional amendment being 

very difficult and time consuming the focus of interest 

lies in examining the possibility of adhering to the 

Draft Treaty by way of a bill pursuant to section 20 

of the Constitution. This procedure requires either 

a 5/6 majority in the "Folketing" or a simple majo

rity coupled with a referend\llll. 
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2. The Draft Treaty uses a sometimes very broad lan-

guage open to differing interpretations. The findings 

of this report is therefore subject to a number of 

reservations regarding the interpretations of the Draft. 

3. The power of the European council to transfer matters of 

cooperation to matters of common action is difficult to 

comply with under the terms of section 20 of the Consti-

tution. and will probably require an 

amendment to the Constitution,unless decisions by the 

European council to transfer matters of Cooperation 

to matters of common action is taken by unanimity. 

4. The enlargened ccmpetence of the L'.nion "ratione rr.ate

riae" is in principle compatible with section 2o of the 

Const1tut1on. However a m~.:-:ber of clarifications in the 

text as to the extent of the new competences should be 

made prior to any Danish accession. pursuant to Section 

20. Pending such clarific.ations it might be that at 

least one substantive provision of the constitution 

which reserves certain j·obs in the public administration 

to Danish nationals would have to be amended by the 

procedure for constitutional amendmends. 

5. The explicit provisions regarding the supremacy of 

Union law would most likely not give rise to con

stitutional problems in Denmark because it is unli

kely that a conflict between the fundamental rights 

of the Danish Constitution and the fundamental 

rights protected by the Union would occur. 

6. The composition and voting rules for the Parlia

ment and the Union Council gives Denmark a re

presentation which is less than in a full-fled-

• 
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ged federal State, and which could become even 

smaller if an organic law redistributed the seats in 

Parliament. It is open for discussion whether this is 

compatible with section 20 of the Constitution, which 

requires a "fair" representation . 

The legal instruments available to the European 

Council in matters of cooperation are not clearly 

defined. A clarification may be necessary to com

ply with section 20 of the Constitution. 

The increased powers of the court could in any 

case be accomplished in accordance with section 
20 of the Constitution. 

7. The combined effect of all the changes contained in .the 

Draft Treaty might be considered to be of such politico

constitution,al importance that a Constitutional amend

mend rather than a bill pursuant to section 20 would be 

considered the most correct solution, but such an 

interpretation is not necessary from a legal point of 
view. 

II.The Draft Treaty and the Danish political parties. 

1. All le~ding Danish Parties. have in a Folketing motion 

rejected the Draft Treaty proposed by the European Parliament. 

2. This rejection is an expression of a broad concesus on the 

approach to the European Union. The steady but slow progress 

is preferred to great leaps which cannot be implemented for 

want of popular support. 
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3, The center of gravity in discussions on the fuiure develop

ment of the Community towards a European Gnion should in the 

view of all Danish parties be the new policies to be made in 

the fields of industry, tecnology, research and development, 

energy and the protection of the environment. General insti- ~ 

tutional reforms are rejected by all the parties, and the right 

of veto is considered a necessity also in the future. 

is 
4. Within this general concensus there/a clear difference among 

the parties with res~ect to smaller institutional amendments. 

Thi~ difference is often not clearly expressed due to the 

necessary alliance among the major pa.rties regarding foreign 

policy including European policy.The Liberals and - to a lesser 

degree the Conservatives - are more open to such smaller 

reforms while the Social-democrats and the Radicals 

are taking a more defensive attitude in this respect. The 

Social-democrats have after their poor results in the European 

elections set up a committee to study their position with re

spect to Europe's role in the world. The outcome of this com

mittee work is difficult to forecast, yet important for the 

party and thereby for Denmark. 

; 
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The Institutions and the process 

of decision making in the draft 

treaty establishing the European Union% 

Comments by Roland Bieber 

2 Preliminary remarks: 

1 .• - Institutions, according to the wording of article 4 EEC-treaty 

(and art. 8 of the draft), comprise the Court of Justice as well, 

but since it was dealt with in detail by Judge Koopmans, and 

in the discussion, I shall not continue the discussion in the 

context of my contribution. 

2. - Decision-making in practice includes the budgetary procedure 

as well, that is the procedure to be followed for the adoption 

of the budget. The draft treaty in article ]i has - like the 

existing treaties (203 EEC ) - completely separated the legis

lative procedure from the budgetary procedure. We follow that 

separation in our colloquy and I therefore will not discuss here what is 

dealt with by !tr. Orstr¢m !-1,?lller and Professor Ehlermann. But I do 

·think that it is an error of the draft treaty to maintain the 

separation of the two procedures. As experience shows, legis

lation and adopting the budget are two faces of the same.coin. 

To ignore this identity is in fact the.easiest technique of 

creating conflicts among the institutions - and even within 

the institutions - (budgetary Council v. Foreign Ministers; 

budgetary committee v. agricultural committee), and for those 

conflicts no solution is provided . 

I should like to give an example which may help to illustrate the 

objection: According to art. 38, para.4,legislation may be 

adopted after the conciliation procedure by a simple majority 

of members composing Parliament. But the adoption of budget 

items which the Council has modified, requires a qualified majority 

in Parliament according to Art. 76 f). If Parliament, against 

~Transcript from the oral statement 

Not to be quoted without permission from the author 
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opposition from the Council, has adopted legislation which 

established financial obligations, and if Council maintains 

its opposition in the budgetary. pro.cedure., ... i:t .. may .. well- -occur--· 

that Parli:illlent is not able to put into the budget the necessary 

money for the implementations-of legislation,which it has 

__ decide_d by itself •. This re.sul.t ,.ap.p.ears,c.samewhat,.,.swa,nge;"<,1"G,~·me~:.sr.:'F':f"'"''· ·!c':'.'' 

and I do not know whether it was intended by Parliament. So 

much for the inter-connection between budgetary and legislative 

procedure which, to my mind, 
draft·. 

could be improved in the 

3. Court of Justice and budget left aside, I should like to raise 

three points with regard to institutions and decision-making 

procedure: 

a) the assumptions which Parliament has made before the 

:text had been drafted, 

b) the major changes which are envisaged and their implication 

for democracy and efficiency .in . the -institutional sys tern·· 

and 

c) the question (which Mr;. Spinelli· ce-rtainly does -not ·like)-· · 

whether some of the-proposals could be·achieved·separately· 

from the rest, in other words, whether they could be 

inserted inthe existing treaties without, ha•ving· to adopt 

the entire draft. 

a) The assumptions nade by Parliament 

4. The articles on institutions and on decision-making cover l/3 

of the entire draft treaty. Institutions and decision-making 

in fact, in the eyes of the draftsmen of the EP's tex~merit 

greater attention than. in any other proposal for European Union 

before. Furthenrore, Euroi:ean Union in this context seems to be seen as an 

instrument to re-pair present misgivings rather than an opportunity 

to offer a fresh approach to given problems. It might be worth 

while discussing whether this approach is justified. 

• 
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5. One is, in. fact, surprised, how little the institutional 

structure differs from the existing treaties. In fact, 

article 8 of the draft in substance is distinguished from 

article 4, para.1 of the EEC-treaty only insofar as the European 

Council is added to the institutions of the future Union. 

One might have expected more radical changes and inventions. 

Parliament, in fact, expressly decided already in 1982 

"to maintain the institutional structure of the Community and 

to adjust it so that defaults are abolished and the Union on 

the other hand gets the possibility of executing new tasks". 

6. Continuity is of course the safest way of avoiding major errors 

and of reassuring the political opponents. I find it, however, 

regrettable that apparently no analysis about the requirements 

cif an institutional system for the Union has been made. Such 

ah analysis might have led to questions such as: 

- are the present institutions sufficiently representative 

for the people of the Union? Would, for example, a 

regional representation ora·representaticin of national 

Parliaments (like in the draft of 1953) not be necessary? 

Would size, l!"epartition of seats and electoral period of 

Parliament not have to be reconsidered? 

7. The main aim of Parliament's draft obviously was to extend 

its own powers within the present institutional framework. 

One might well ask whether this: step, is not at the ·same· time~ 

too large (because it shifts legislative authority from Council 

to Parliament) and too small(because it does not substantially 

increase the overall legitimacy of the institutional system~ 

I should therefore suggest for discussion whether Parliament's 

approach towards the institutional system of the future Union 

is the most appropriate one. 
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b) the major changes which are envisaged and their implication 

for democracy and efficiency 

8. From an institutional point of view,·the establ·ishment·of·the 

'European Council' as an institution of the Union is, the major 

innovation o~ the draft. Although the heads of state and govern-

"''"'-'-"'c"-'-' cc·_ ment .. alreadyt meet,·ca•s~""c£u;ropeana,C~i'1~¼~""thii:'S~'bod¥~,,wotrli:d:-,,::ec'e'ive=s~-SC,·!Cc~S"O.', 

specific powers only through the draft. Until now the.legal 

powers of the European Council do not differ from those of 

the Council. The draft, on the other hand, assigns to it 

the power to decide··new·areas of· -Community--·competences- (art-. 

54, 68). This innovation creates in fact a treaty-amendment 

procedure which one might locate between art. 235 and 236 of 

the EEC treaty. The draft avoids elaborating on the voting 

procedure within the European Council, but it is obvious, 

considering arts. 235 and 236, that those decisions will in 

most cases have to be unanimous. 

9. In any event it should be borne in mind that the European Council, 

al though·· of highly· symbolic:·value,·: :is·.an .emanation· .. :of- nationa:l· 

governments.· -·Its creation· L"llp·lies-··a maj·or transfBr: of· powers·-···~-·-•·:" 

from national Parliaments. :to thei:r: respective· governmentsc.c: 

This is particularly obvious for the power of the European 

Council to establish a Union competence.inthe.field of defence 

policy. . Suspicion of national.Pa:rlianents .. towards ,the. Union .is .. therefo:i:'e ___ _ 

likely to increase and might, in fact, create an additional 

obstacle for ratification of the draft. This, in my opinion_,· 

would provide a further argument for creating a "Senat" 

within the institutional system of the Union in which national 

Parliaments were represented. (I indicated already that this 

had in fact been proposed in 1953). 

jQ. With respect to the Commission, it should be noted that the 

draft provides for an awkward procedure for its appointment 

(art. 25, 16). Its president is appointed by.the.European· 

Council (this appointment meaning at the same time cooptation 

to the European Council), and the president shall then select 

the other members of the Commission. This sounds somewhat 

naive. Either Parliament is able to appoin1t the Commission 

(as it is envisaged for half of the members of the Court, 

Art. 30, 2) or this power will necessarily remain with 

I 
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national governments. National governments will not accept 

that no political and national control is exercised over the 

selection process. They therefore will not appoint somebody 

president of the Commission before he has committed himself 

to a certain team. 

A very important change is envisaged with respect to the 

term of office of the Commission. This will, in :fiact, be 

quite rightly linked.to the electoral period of Parliament. 

11. With respect to the Court and to the Court of Auditors, it \ 

should be noted, that the draft provides for an appointment 

of a part of its members by Parliament and by Council (art. 30)33) 

This technique is likely to create conflicts among the aI:pointing 

institutions. E.g. on the methods how to provide for a repre

sentation o-f all member states in those institutions. It 

would, in my opinion, be safer to provide for a mechanism 

which guarantees that decisions on appointments are taken in 

due course before the end of term of the outgoing member. 

12. It is surprising to note with regard to the rules of procedure 

of the Court of Auditors that the draft contains the same 

omission as the EEC-treaty and does not clearly lay down the 

autonomy of the Court ·in this respect. For ECOSOC, in contrast 

to the EEC-treaty, this autonomy has been created (and been 

re-enforced by formally establishing ·a right of ·initiative}-.· 

13. I now move to the major changes in the decision making 

procedure and their possible impact on efficiency and democracy. 

The most important articles in this respect are articles 36 

and 38 which establish Parliament and Council as the joint 

legislative authority. The idea of co-decisionis,already 

achieved in the budgetary field and it· was proposed for legis

lation in the "Vedel-report" of -1972. 

The Parliament suggests now, that legislation generally is 

initiated by the commission. But both Parliament and Council 

may, if the Commission refuses, introduce legislation by 

themselves. The procedure (art. 37) is not quite 

clear. It seems as if only the institution which invited 
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the Commission to act, may introduce draft legislation 

(Parliament or Council, not Parliament and Council). Further-== === 
more, it is not clear what is meant by "refuses0 . Does this 

imply that a draft text has to be submitted within a certain 

time-limit before Parliament or Council may act by themselves? 

Can Commission implicitly reject? 

14. In any event, once the legislative procedure has started, 

a bill may be enacted after Council and Parliament had the 

possibility to amend it and after at least one institution 

has approved it. The Council may reject draft legislation 

with varying majorities. But if it does not assemble the 

necessary majority for rejection within a given time-limit, 

Parliament alone may enact the bill. 

This is an ingenious proposal which could bring forward two 

major achievements: 

- a participation of Parliament in legislation and 

- a way around the notorious lack of capability of Council 

to gather a "positive" majority for the adoption of a text. 

15. The procedure on the other hand establishes all necessary 

safeguards against legislation which is contrary to the will 

of a vast majority of governments. It even provides a safe

guard for individual governments by giving a formal blessing 

to the 'Luxembourg Compromise' of 1966 (art. 23, 3). It is 

not quite clear whether a government should be ·allowed·to·· 

block a vote in Council even beyond the time-limit in art. 38 

or whether this right can be exercised only within this limit. 

16. It is obvious that this decision-making process would increase I, 
the legitimacy of the Union,- since it I 
would ensure the participation of Parliament. It would facilitate 

decisions and it would provide for safeguards of individual· 

states' interests. On the other hand, it might be argued that 

the decision-making process would become more complex and could 

thus lose in efficiency. This danger, however, seems marginal 
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taking into account the time constraints put on each insti

tution (which for certain legislative projects might be too 

short but could be prolonged on actual agreement). 

In comparison to the present system the procedure proposed 

in article 38 might well be the keystone of the proposed 

Union since it would enable the Union to overcome the present 

inertia • 

17. But I should like to draw your attention - and to suggest 

a discussion of this topic - to the delicate proposal contained 

in art. -38, paragraph 5 of the draft. According to this 

paragrac>h, decisions may come into effect even if no vote 

has taken place in the Parliament or Council. The lack of 

legitimacy of decisions adopted according to this procedure, 

in my opinion is too large in comparison to the gain in 

efficiency of the decision-making procedure. It is not 

compensated by the fact that, in any event, the two other 

institutions have to approve a text. I personally find it 

unacceptable that the consent of directly elected Parliament 

is reputed by the absence of a vote within a given time. 

cl The question, whether the pnoposals could be integrated 

into the present treaties without adoption of the entire 

project 

18. I do think that the decision-making procedure: as -it is 
proposed namely in article 38 could indeed become part of 

the present treaties even without the rest of the draft text 

for a European Union. Obviously a treaty revision in accordance 

with article 236 would be necessary, but technically it would 

be possible, even without too many changes inthe treaty - and 

it would establish a substantial improvement! Therefore, it 

might be worth while to consider the alternative of a reform in 

_ the decision-making process without having to- "swallow" the 

entire package of a European Union. 

Less important, although possible as well, would be changes 

of the treaties adopting the institutional reforms for which 

the draft provides. In practice, most of. them are already 

used, except the somewhat doubtful transfer of competences 

from national Parliaments to the European Council. 
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19. I criticized earlier that the Draft in some respects did 

not have enough distance from the present treaties. This 

close relationship provides on the other hand the advantage 

that the solutions which were, found for given problems of 

the Union could be used in the context of the EC-treaties. 

This should, in my opinion, be exploited by Parliament and 

should be considered as a major advantage of the draft. But 

this is, of course, an observation .ItDre of political nature 

and it should not replace the impetus for the achievement of 

the entire project. 

30 October 1984 
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Introductory remarks 

The purpose of the present paper is merely to contribute a 

basis for discussion at the Conference on the Draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union at Florence on 30-31 October 

1984. In this sense it is still a non-paper. Time has not 

permitted a sufficiently profound analysis of the subject. 

Moreover, it would neither be correct nor sensible to pre

sent a fully structured chapter of the proposed book at this 

stage. Its final contents would depend on the further 

thoughts and constructive contributions which hopefully will 

emerge during and after the exchange of views at the Confe

rence. 

In this present first draft I shall, therefore, attempt to 

define the main issues and leave open certain questions 

rather than draw too many hasty conclusions which might nar

row the scope of the debate. 

The subject I have been asked to address is entitled "The 

Foreign Relations Powers and Policy in the Draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union". In the present context 

"Policy" is to mean areas in which the Union possesses in

ternational relations powers. Indeed, the actual concrete 

policies to be pursued by the Union in the various fields of 

foreign relations are to be determined by the competent in

stitutions of the Union at the relevant moment. Thus, I 

shall not dwell on the kind and contents of commercial 

policy, development aid policy etc. to be conducted by the 

Union. 

This definition of the scope of my text seems to be in har

mony with the general approach reflected in the Draft Treaty 

i.e. an institutional rather than a functional approach. 

For similar reasons the present study will mainly focus on 

the foreign relations machinery in the broad sense of the 

.term. Will the machinery set up by the Draft work according 
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to the underlying intentions? This approach will perhaps 

facilitate the task to analyze and judge the relevant parts 

and provisions on their own merits, irrespective of the 

rather widespread doubt whether at all at this moment a new 

treaty is the best way to~et about achieving greater Euro

pean unity. It is not for me to answer this question as such 

in the present context. However, my critical remarks may in 

certain respects amount to questions as to whether a Draft 

Treaty following an institutional approach is adequate to 

solve the problems of the unsatisfactory functioning of the 

Community inter alia in the field of foreign r.elations. 

My attempted analysis will be that of a practician. The use 

of footnotes and other academic attributes will be limited 

to a minimum - at least at this stage of the exercise. 
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r. Major problems in the functioning of the EC foreign 

relations. 

The Treaty of Rome does not contain a separate chapter on 

external relations. 1 ) The complex of provisions relating to 

!,foreign relations can hardly be said to belong to the most 

~successfully drafted parts of the Treaty.
2

) Yet the external 

competence of the Community concerns the very life nerve of 

the Community's legal system. 

The provisions are scattered all over the Treaty and can 

only be fitted into a coherent system with some intellectual 

efforts. Such efforts have been deployed first and foremost 

by the European Court of Justice which through the ERTA-case 

introduced-some coherence and consistency into the field of 

foreign relations, in the first place with regard to the 

extent of Community competence. The ERTA-judgement is the 

basis for doctrine of parallelism whereby treaty making 

power would be co-extensive with the excercise of internal 

competences in any given field even without an explicit 

treaty-making authority in the Treaties. 

This case was considered controversial in many quarters but, 

in my view, the Court hardly had any choice. It could not 

have rendered a "non liquet". Subsequently, the Court con

tinued to fill in the gaps left by the Treaty in cases like 

the Kramer-case (3,4 and 6/76) and opinion 1/76 concerning a 

draft agreement establishing a European laying-up fund for 

inland waterway vessels. 

The Court's own words in this Opinion are illustrative. 

After stating that "the power of the Community to conclude 

such an agreement is not expressly laid down in the Treaty" 

The Court continues by saying that "authority to enter into 

international commitments may not only arise from an express 

attribution by the Treaty, but equally may flow implicitly 

from its provisions". 
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The Court concluded that wherever Community law has created 

for the institutions of the Community powers within its in

ternal system for the purpose of attaining a specific objec

tive, the Community has authority to enter into the inter

national commitments necessary for the attainment of that 

objective even in the absence of an express provision in 

that connection. 

By this addition the Court went beyond the scope of the 

ERTA-doctrine opening new avenues for external Community 

competence but generating, simultaneously, further contro

versy. 

The reference to "necessary etc." is surprisingly similar to 

the language of art 235 which in an obiter dicta in the 

ERTA-case was also recognized as a legal basis for conclu

ding Community agreements - and used in practice in parti

cular in the field of environment protection. (It also 

evokes the language of the Copenhagen Report of 1973 para 11 

which states that Governments will consult on all important 

foreign policy questions provided inter alia the subjects 

concern European interests where the adoption of a common 

position is necessary or desirable). 

Both under the 1/76-doctrine and art 235 the problem arises 

whether "necessary" is a political concept leaving a nearly 

unlimited discretion to the competent institutions, in par

ticular the Council, or whether it is rather a legal prin

ciple leaving a right of censorship to the Court. 

Even in the area where the Treaty provides expressly for 

Community competence, i.e. commercial policy under art 113, 

problems arose as to the interpretation of this concept, see 

Opinions 1/75 and 1/78. 

These opinions constitute, together with the ERTA-judgement, 

the leading cases in regard to the exclusive character of 
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Community competence. The severe peremptory approach in Opi

nion 1/75 was somewhat mitigated in Opinion 1/78 (The Rubber 

Agreement) demonstrating the conflict between legal ortho

doxy and political reality. 

The 1970ies were characterized by a dynamic development of 

establishing international relations and by a progressive 

assertion of Community power in respect of treaties. In 

practice the Community lawyers were often faced with the 

problem of determining whether the Community was competent 

to conclude agreements with third countries where the poli

tical need for such action was felt. Or rather, the Commu

nity had to respond to a series of external challenges in 

new fields such as environment protection, fisheries, deve

lopment aid, transport and even in the classical area of 

commercial policy. The doctrines were refined; already then 

the notions of exclusive, concurrent and potential compe

tence together with the concept of mixed agreements were 

emerging. 

However, by the end of the 1970ies the problem was not so 

much the determination of the legal parameters of Community 

external competence but rather the reluctance by the Com

munity to avail itself of the external powers recognized by 

the Court. 

The conflict lies between on the one hand the Commission, 

having obtained the support of the Court for a wide inter

pretation of Community powers, and on the other hand the 

Council and/or individual Member States reluctant to sur

render their powers in the field of external relations and 

accept Community competence. Experience has shown that even 

if they do accept Community action in a certain field they 

are sometimes very hesitant, in the event, to allow finan

cing such action through the Community budget (Rubber Agree

ment Opinion 1/78). 
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The problem is not only of an internal nature. The attitude 

of third states has also been an important element in the 

process of mounting the Community as an actor on the inter

national scene. Two trends seem to be noteworthy: 

Certain third states have not been prepared to recognize the 

legal capacity of the Community under international law. In 

particular the USSR and Eastern European Countries have for 

a long time maintained such a negative attitude. This factor 

has contributed to the difficulties of conducting a common 

commercial policy. The Council decision of 22 July 1974 

introducing a procedure of consultation relating to economic 

cooperation agreement still to be negotiated on a bilateral 

basis illustrates this difficulty. 

In recent years the Eastern bloc altitude has· softened in 

certain respects, in particular in certain multilateral 

fora. The United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 

which allows for Community participation, provides a good 

example. 

Conversely, in other situations practice has shown that 

third countries tend increasingly to regard the Member Sta

tes and the Community as a unity, often more than the Member 

States do themselves, and expect the Ten/EC to act as an 

entity on international issues. The difficulties to respond 

to such expectations have manifested themselves in two 

related respects: 

Experience has shown that subjects for international nego

tiations, in particular in multilateral fora, rarely fit the 

structure of the EC-treaties. Even in economic fields the 

subject may often involve matters under Community competence 

as well as under Member States competence. In fact, there 

may be a sliding scale from exclusive Community competence, 

potential competence, art 116-matters and Member States Com-
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petence, In such cases resort has been made to "mixed 

agreements". 

In other instances, deliberations among the Ten within Euro

pean Political Cooperation (EPC) have lead to political 

decisions which required the intervention of the Community 

for their implementation. 

EPC-discussions on political aspects of proposals concerning 

economic aid to third countries provide clear examples, f. 

inst, food aid to Poland and economic assistance to Central 

America. Other cases show that the present distinction be

tween EPC and Community creates difficulties even if the 

political will to carry out international action is mani

fest. Thus the decisions on economic measures ("sanctions") 

against Iran, the USSR and Argentina were taken within EPC, 

The decisions were in certain cases implemented by Community 

measures (f.inst. first phases of USSR sanctions), in other 

instances by the Member States according to national legis

lation (Iran). (The later phases of sanctions against USSR 

and the Argentina-case revealed fundamental difficulties due 

to a lack of agreement among Member States on the extent of 

Community powers). 

Conversely, economic cooperation within a Community fra

mework may open the door for political cooperation. Rela

tions with the ASEAN-countries provide a good example, 

The CSCE, the Euro-Arab dialogue and in particular the UN 

Law of the Sea Conference are examples where Community 

action and Political Cooperation go rather successfully hand 

in hand. 

In fact, it has become increasingly difficult to distinguish 

between the Ten acting in Political Cooperation and the 

Community, The picture becomes even more blurred when 
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account is taken of fields of cooperation among the Ten 

which progressively have moved away from EPC proper and 

established their own framework such as Trevi and "espace 

judiciaire". Both areas deal with relations among the Ten 

rather than with relations·'between the Ten and third 

countries. 

It may be argued that the difficulties encountered when 

responding to one or the other kind of a "mixed" situation 

are due to the "old-fashioned" and "inadequate" structure of 

the Community and that a simple restructuration of the 

institutional framework would serve to overcome these dif

ficulties. However, it is impressible to reconstruct 

history. It may, indeed, equally be argued that the increa

sed engagement of the Community/the Ten would never have 

taken place without the present structure allowing for a 

gradual and flexible evolution of powers according to needs 

and, in particular, would not have happened in the absence 

of a distinction between Community and EPC. It is at least 

noteworthy that some Member States weighing the pro's of 

Community action against the con's of surrendering powers in 

the external field have been willing to give certain con

cessions along the road. Ministers have grown out of the 

absurdity to fly from one capital to another to underline 

the legal distinction between Community and EPC-affairs. 

However, some of them at least seem very reluctant to give 

up the fundamental bastion i.e. that decisions within EPC as 

a matter of principle are taken by uanimity. 

Even if the Council and the Member states have been prepared 

to accept the evolution of Community competences, also in 

new areas not foreseen by the fathers of the Treaty of Rome, 

they have not always been willing to draw all the consequen

ces, in particular in matters of procedure of negotiation. 

The present negotiation regime has evolved through practice, 

inspired largely by art. 113 procedures and by international 
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state practice. The legal principles defended in particular 

by the Commission have been in constant clash with socalled 

political realities. 

The difficulties reside mainly in the fact that the articles 

of the Treaty (other than article 113), which according to 

the Court provide a legal basis for external action as well 

have not been drafted for such application. The present pic

ture is multi-faceted and sometimes confusing like a mirror

room. Among the main questions which still give rise to 

difficulties are the following. 

In practice the Commission always asks the Council for prior 

"authorization" to negotiate agreements also in areas out

side art. 113, which is the only provision stipulating this 

requirement. This practice is contested by some authors, but 

seems to meet with Commission acquiescence. Another open 

question is to what extent the Commission may entertain 

prior contacts with third countries. 

The nature of the decision of the Council authorizing nego

tiations has also been questioned. The present doctrine 

regards it as an act sui generis, an internal preparatory 

step in a long process which - as distinct from the process 

of internal law making - involves one or more third parties. 

Hence, it has been generally felt that a certain number of 

special factors should be taken into account when applying 

the system of the Treaty in practice to the process of 

international law-making. 

Agreements on protection of the environment and fisheries 

agreements are concluded on the basis of art 235 and art 43 

respectively. Both provisions require consultation of the 

European Parliament. At what stage of the process should 

consultations take place? In practice Parliament is con

sulted when the agreement has been signed. Certain informal 
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procedures serve to ensure that Parliament is kept informed 

during the negotiation process. Recently, a parliamentary 

request has been made for information already from the stage 

where draft directives are being elaborated by the Commis

sion. The question is how•such requests can be reconciled 

with the vital need for confidentiality in international 

negotiations. 

According to article 228 of the Treaty the Commission is the 

Community negotiator. Para 1 of this article provides a 

clear, general rule. However, it is among those which are 

most frequently violated in practice. Often the Commission 

has to share its negotiator task with the Council presi

dency, even in cases where a "mixed" solution is not neces

sarily called for. 

The co-participation of the presidency is not always the 

result of wishes from the Council and Member States. It may 

be necessary in negotiations with third countries which 

still have reservations about the Community as an interna

tional actor. In other situations, it has been felt useful 

to have a Member State supporting the Community position. 

However, in general the two-headed delegation formula serves 

to make Community negotiations were complicated. Further 

complications may arise when individual Member states insist 

to speak as well. 

The Proba 20-formula is the expression of a practical solu

tion to problems of an internal and external nature. In some 

respects it is not in conformity with the Treaty system 

(recognizing mixity where there is obviously no legal need). 

In other respects it has brought practice closer to the 

Treaty by recognicing an increased negotiator role for the 

Commission. 
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Negotiations are, as a rule, monitored directly or indirect

ly by a group or committee composed of Member States repre

sentatives. The system of article 113 has come off on nego

tiations under other articles. 

This practice has been contested in certain quarters. The 

fact that the Council and Member States attach great impor

tance to this system was highlighted recently with regard 

to negotiations and consultations with third countries in 

fishery matters. 

The present negotiation system is not in conformity with the 

Treaty, nor is it functioning as effectively and smoothly as 

it could. Member States are reluctant to surrender their 

external powers into new fields not expressly covered by the 

Treaty. ( "1' effet de freinage"). This fear is largely respon

sible for Member States wishes to monitor closely the Com-

mission as spokesman in external affairs. Procedures taking 

account of Member States (and the Parliament's) interests 

have contributed to making action at Community level a cum

bersome affair. (The task is not made easier by the general 

lack of delegation of power within the systems of the 

various institutions). 

Conversely, this has in certain cases affected Member States 

confidence in the ability of the Community to act appro

priately on the international scene. Member States often 

fear that the Community is unable to react fast enough and 

that Community action, because of the transparency of pre

parations, cannot guarantee the required confidentiality in 

negotiations. 

To some extent it is a vicious circle. The question is where 

to break it. 

II. International Relations of the Union. 
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1. General observations. 

Title III of the Draft Treaty is devoted to the inter

national relations of the Union. Apart from the seven 
• articles in this chapter (articles 63-69), the Draft con-

tains certain other provisions dealing wholly or in part 

with external affairs. 

Thus, the fourth preambular paragraph reaffirms "the desire 

to contribute to the construction of an international 

society based on cooperation between peoples and between 

states, the peaceful settlement of disputes, security and 

the strengthening of international organizations". 

A similar but not quite identical provision is found in 

Article 9, section 3. Section 2 and 4 also deal with objec

tions concerning the international relations of the Union. 

Furthermore, the following provisions contain particular 

references to the Union's external relations: 

Article 4 para 3 concerning the Union's accession to 

human rights conventions; 

- Article 6 on the legal personality of the Union; 

Article 7 on the Community patrimony, in particular para 

4; 

Art 16 litra 1, Art 21 litra 2 and Article 28 litra 7 spe

cifying the functions of the Parliament, the Council and 

the Commission respectively. The powers and functions of 

the European Council are specified in Title III. 

The provisions of Title III, of course, have to be read in 

conjunction with the general rules of the Draft Treaty, in 
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particular Part Two on the objectives, methods and competen

ces of the Union, Part Three on the institutional Provisions 

and Part Four concerning Policies of the Union. 

Compared with the present system the main feature of Title 

I been brought under the auspices of the Union. In principle, 

the distinction between Community and EPC-matters has been 

III, seen together with Article 7 para 4, is that EPC has 

broken down. However, Title III is not limited to setting 

the objectives and competences in the external field: it 

also provides for methods among which some apparently are 

meant to take account of the sensitive and delicate charac

ter of EPC-issues. As a general rule, EPC-matters are sub

ject only to the method of cooperation. ThJµ7 may be trans-
ferred to the area of common_c1~tion. However, Article 68 ____ _ 

'para 2 and 3 contain special rules, derogating from the 

general system of the Draft Treaty and designed to introduce 

a special flexibility in the EPC-area. 

Finally, a word on the terminology used in this part of the 

Draft. The term "international relations" has been chosen as 

the principal notion. "External relations" is the label for 

international relations conducted by "common action", typi

cally actions covered by present Community powers. "Foreign 

policy" is the term frequently applied to international 

relations conducted by "cooperation", as a general rule 

relations dealt with under EPC. 

2. Objectives and the Treaty system of international 

relations. 

Art 63 sets out the principles and objectives of the Union's 

international relations. Para 1 takes up and expands the 

language of preambular para 4 and Article 9. Seen as a 

whole, Art. 63 may to some extent be repetitive. 
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The express reference to Art 9 in para 2 introduces some 

uncertainty regarding the relationship between the two 

paragraphs of Art 63 Para 1 states that the "Union shall 

direct its effort in international relations towards the 

achievement of,,," whereas•para 2 says that the Union "shall 

endeavour to attain the objectives set out in Art 9". At the 

same time, para 1 contains objectives mentioned as well in 

Art 9, such as peace, detente, and improvement of interna

tional monetary relations. Conversely, the term "coopera

tion" does not appear in para 1, 

The methods (common action or cooperation) are only men

tioned in para 2: it is not clear whether these methods also 

apply to attain the objectives of para 1. 

Apart from these more specific comments, it seems that the 

language of para 1 in certain respects is too specific and 

in other respects too much an expression of pious wishes, 

Instead of "disarmament" (the term of Article 9) para 1 

refers to "mutual balanced and verifiable reduction of mili

tary forces and armaments", This, of course, is one method 

of disarmament, in fact the one pursued presently by the 

Ten: but it need not be the only method and not necessarily 

the preferred method in the next decade, 

The term "strengthening of international organization" does 

not strike the right note, All the Member States are pre

sently devoted to very restrictive budget policies in nearly 

all international organizations. They are as a general rule, 

committed to foreign policy guidelines aiming at avoiding 

the establishment of new international organizations unless 

] 

they can be justified as absolutely necessary. A term like 

"strengthening of international cooperation" might be more 

appropriate. 
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External actions of the Union are either.common action or 

cooperation. The fields of cooperation may be transferred to 

common action (Art 68.2) and the fields of cooperation may 

be extended (Art 68.1). 

Art 10 para 2 defining common actions specifies that they 

may be addressed inter alia "to States", a term which seems 

to encompass "third States". Other subjects of international 

law, such as international organizations, are not specifi

cally mentioned as addressees. 

In resume, the system may be described as follows: 

)( Within the framework of common action the Commission is the 

Union-negotiator; guidelines are issued by the Council; the 

Parliament is kept informed at every stage and approves 

-together with the Council - international agreements. 

r'.'The European Council is responsible for cooperation. 

The Commission is the institution exercising the right of 

(active) legation (or representation) abroad. 

3. Analysis of the operative provisions on international 

relations. 

Article 64 para 1 confirms the principle of total paralle

lism between internal and external community powers. 

Thus, in its internatinal relations, the Union shall act by 

common action in the fields referred to in this Treaty where 

it has exclusive or concurrent competence. These areas are 

found mainly in Part Four of the Draft "The Policies of the 

Union". Since the provisions covering the various fields 

have been drafted essentially with a view to action within 

the Community they may give rise to some difficulties of 
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interpretation when applied to international action. Indeed, 

it may create difficulties when a particular policy is 

applicable "within the Union", see Article 50 para 1. 

One example may illustrate the problems which may be 

encountered. Environmental policy is dealt with in Article 

59. This provision is very general in certain regards and 

surprisingly specific in other respects. It is not quite 

clear whether the list of special policies is exhaustive. 

Protection f.inst. of the marine environment is not men

tioned in particular, and yet this is the field which has 

most often been subject to negotiation of international 

agreements by the Community. 

Furthermore, and similar to the other provisions of Title 

II but contrary to the provisions of Title I of Part Four, 

article 59 does not specify the method of action (common 

action or cooperation). Thus, it seems that the Draft has 

failed to some extent to create a clear legal basis for 

Union action in a field where the Community in practice has 

felt a need for a more appropriate legal basis than article 

235. 

Of course, a solution may be sought through recourse to the 

general provision of para 4 of Article 64, which seems to 

encompass external policies under exclusive Community com

petence established as well on the basis of article 235. 

This, however, would hardly be a legally secure solution. 

Para 2 of Article 64 confirms in particular that commercial 

policy remains a field of exclusive competence. Whereas art 

113 of the Treaty of Rome contains certain contributions to 

the interpretation of the notion of commercial policy, the 

similar provision of the Draft is very lapidary. 

Mr. Derek Prag's working document (Doc. 1-575/83/C p. 113) 

gives certain indications as to the intentions of the 
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authors, but otherwise the text of the Draft is not very 

helpful. The present formula may, after all, be preferable 

in order to allow for a dynamic interpretation of "commer

cial policy" based inter alia on the Community patrimony. A 

question in this connexion is to what extent Article 51 on 

credit policy would apply in the external field. 

Development aid policy (DAP) referred to in para 3 of art. 

64 is not defined f.inst. in relation to commercial policy. 

The provision prescribes that DAP progressively is to become 

subject of common action. The last part of the paragraph 

presupposes the continued existence of independent DAP pro

grammes by Member States. However, it is not clear to what 

.extent Member States may preserve their own DAP. Recognizing 

the very important internal policy factors underlying DAP in 

every Member State as well as the special ties that certain 

Member States entertain with particular developing countries 

it would hardly be realistic to expect any Member State to 

surrender all policy powers in this field. It would seem 

appropriate to introduce more flexibility and allow express

ly either for cooperation (the term coordination is not 

clealy defined) or for concurrent competence. 

The residual clause in para 4 of Article 64 seems likely to 

give rise to particular difficulties of interpretation. The 

term "exclusive competence" used here cannot mean the same 

as "exclusive competence" as defined in Article 12, which 

presupposes a positive indication of the extent to which 

national authorities may legislate. Furthermore, the Article 

64-concept is based on an understanding of the term "exclu

sive competence" under the present Treaty system which is 

not generally shared, namely that a competence is exclusive 

as well in areas where it has not been exercised by the Com

munity. 

This leads to an intricate question relating to the con

tinued co-existence of art 235 of the Treaty of Rome and 
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the provisions of the present Union Treaty which does not 

contain a similar provision (and perhaps does not need 

it). 3 ) How would art 235 operate in particular in relation 

to para 4 of art 64.2. 

The new feature regarding the conduct of common action is 

the increased role of the EP, as reflected in article 65. 

In the absence of particular provisions in Title III it may 

be assumed that the general rules of the Draft Treaty, such 
/ 

as Articles 37 and Article 40, apply in conjunction with Art 

65. This seems clear with regard to approval of internatio

nal agreements, see para 4. 4 ) 

Conversely, EP has not been given any role with regard to 

the issuing of guidelines for the conduct of international 

actions. Moreover, it is not apparent by what kind of act 

the Council issues such guidelines and it is, therefore, 

difficult to determine which procedures apply. 

Furthermore, it is not made clear whether the Commission may 

take external initiatives without prior "authorization" by 

the Council. 

Apart from these specific questions the procedure laid down 

in art 65 gives rise to the following general comments: 

The EP has a co-decision power on all international 

agreements to be concluded by the Union. No Member State 

Parliament has such extensive powers. The Union is not based 

on a parliamentary system; the Council is not politically 

responsible to EP. Consequently, it does not seem justified 

to grant such co-decision power to the EP. If the provisions 

of art 37 apply the procedure may apparently lead to a si

tuation where EP approves an agreement without the express 

consent of the Council. 
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In any event, it is difficult to understand why EP should 

have a co-approval power with regard to all international 

agreements without any discrimination. Many agreements do 

not deserve such treatment. 

Moreover, the provisions of art 65 seem to exclude applica

tion of the so-called simplified procedure whereby an 

agreement may be concluded solely by signature of the Par

ties without subsequent ratification or approval • 

Conversely, para 4 refers only to international agreements 

but not to other international acts (unilateral legal or 

political acts), see para 2, which seems to cover only acts 

entailing legal obligations. It is not specified which 

institution approves such acts. 

It might also be argued that some international actions do 

not even merit submission to the Council. There sho~ld be a 

subsidiary organ (where is COREPER?) for handling current 

affairs. 

Para 3 concerning information of EP does not define the term 

"every action". It may cover any action preparing for or 

being part of the negotiation phase. The term "every action" 

should, therefore, at least be made more specific in order 

to make sure that the confidentiality of negotiations is 

safeguarded. 

In summary, the procedures laid down in art 65 seem very far 

from an acceptable solution to the problems which face the 

Community as an international actor. On the contrary, art 65 

has added further unjustifiable obstacles to the present 

cumbersome machinery. 

I 

Finally, it is not clear how the Union should tackle "mixed" 

international subjects for negotiation. Para 5 of Art 67 
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authorizing the European Council to call on the President of 

the Council to act as spokesman may together with para 1, 

3 and 4 of article 67 contain a basis for a solution to the 

conduct of mixed negotiations, 

Art. 66 defines the scope of cooperation, The subsidiarity

principle is clearly reflected, but the areas of cooperation 

are very poorly defined. The Union is not - apparently - to 

have~ foreign policy; it is rather to constitute a frame

work or forum for mandatory cooperation based on unanimity. 

The terminology is, however, so wide and vague that it may 

embrace any foreign policy issue which concerns more than 

one Member State, Qualifying the matters subject to the 

method of cooperation seems necessary in the light of the 

introductory words: "The Union shall conduct etc.". 

Art 67 on the conduct of cooperation raises the question why 

cooperation as such is reserved for the European Council 

whereas the Council of the Union shall be responsible -

only - for its conduct. 

Experience from EPC has shown that cooperation is required 

as a day-to-day affair and that - for practical reasons - it 

must be delegated to the level of officials, Of course, the 

bread terms of Art, 67 open the possibility for setting up a 

machinery similar to the present EPC-machinery. Not that it 

should be imitated, but the right way of improving the pre

sent system would seem to be to build on the most successful 

features while keeping the basic EPC-patrimony intact. 

Compared to the present EPC-system Art 67 contains a novelty 

by granting the Commission a right of initiative in the 

foreign policy field, This may be a controversial issue in 

many Member States. In any event, such a new task will ine

vitably affect the organizational structure of the Commis

sion. (A new General Directorate of Foreign Affairs?), 

' 
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Paras 2 and 3 use the term "the Union" without specifying 

the competent institution. Otherwise, these provisions seem 

to contain a suficient degree of flexibility. The crux of 

the matter remains: What are the more precise parameters for 

cooperation and which is to be the decision-making rule? 

(See below). 

Para 4 preserves the valuable patrimony concerning the role 

of the Presidency • 

Article 68 concerns extension of the field of cooperation 

and transfer from cooperation to common action. Para 1 men

tions specifically as some of the new areas of cooperation, 

armaments, sales of arms to non-member states, defence 

policy and disarmament. Depending on the definition of 

"disarmament" it should be noted that disarmament-related 

issues are already 

the Ten within the 

subject to political cooperation among 

UN and CSCE. 

is also mentioned in Article 9. 

The objective 

Suffice it to 

11 disarmament 11 

say that the 

ther matters are highly controversial issues and that they 

ill raise a host of questions as to the relationship be-
\ 
fween the UNION and organizations like NATO and WEU of which 

~ost or some of the Member States are members. It will come 

tlo the surprise of nobody that mentioning these subject mat

t~rs is tantamount to waving the red rag in some capitals, 
~ 

Para 2 provides, as an exception, that the "veto-power" in 

questions of transfer of a field from cooperation to common ---- --------------
action is preserved without any time limit. One might ques-

tion the need for this rule. Cooperation is the prerogative 

of the European Council; its decision-making procedures are 

not laid down in the Treaty but are to be determined by the 

institution itself, see Article 32 para 2. If unanimity is 

to be the "voting-rule", the practical need for a "veto

power" would be minimal, i.e. a constitutional guarantee in 

case the unanimity rule is amended. 
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i 
The power to authorize one or more Member States to derogate 

from common action measures is a sound expression of prag

matism. The constraints of article 35 do not apply as such, 

but the principles thereof should be borne in mind. This 

authorization would serve to legalize situations like those 

the Community has experienced in the field of sanctions, see 

above under II. 

Para 3 contains a revolutionary provision of a heretical 

na.t.rre in a Community context. It allows for a reversal by 

empowering the European Council to decide to restore fields 

transferred to common action either to cooperation or to the 

competence of the Member States. Taking account of the very 

_,___,=licate fields found in the foreign policy arena the rule 

as such seems very useful; it allows for flexibility and 

balances to some extent the daring perspectives of para 1. 

The sentence "and in accordance with paragraph 2" does not 

seem to make any sense as presently worded, in particular 

because para 2 refers to the whole of Article 11. The use of 

the veto-power in this situation does not make any sense 

either, unless para 3 is based on the philosoply that is 

important to make sure that there is permanent unanimity to 

maintain a certain field within common action and that lack 

of unanimity at a later stage should lead to restoring the 

field to cooperation. 

The novelty of art 69 is that the Commission may 

the Union and not only the institution as such 

represent 

- in third 

countries and international organizations. Art 69 deals with 

the socalled "droit de legation active" as distinct from the 

right of representation in international negotiations. It 

seems that a provision on "droit de legation passive" is 

missing, and that a clause to this effect might be useful. 

In fact, this issue has been the subject of some controversy 

in the history of the Community. 

• 
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The right of active representation is a prerogative of the 

Commission in matters subject to common action. In the 

fields of cooperation the task is shared with the Presiden

cy's diplomatic agent. 

4. Open issues 

When looking at the present Community regime it should be 

noted that certain issues have not been taken up for express 

regulation in the Draft Treaty. 

Since it cannot be ascertained by what kind of act inter

national agreements are approved it is not possible to state 

whether the term "law" in Art. 39 on publication could be 

interpreted to the effect that international agreements of 

the Union are to be published. Nor is there any provision 

concerning the registration of the Union's agreements with 

the United Nations Secretary General. This obligation may be 

said to flow from international law. However, since a spe

cial system of registration has been established with regard 

to agreements concluded by entities like the European Com

munity, it might be useful to insert a provision to this 

effect. 

Considering the co-existence of art. 228 para 1(2) of the 

Treaty of Rome concerning the judicial review of the Court 

in the area of international agreements a special clause of 

a similar nature - which does not exist in the present Draft 

- may not be necessary. The question of introducing a better 

rule than art. 228 1(2) might, however, be considered. 

The intricate legal question on the effects of international 

agreements in the Community/Union legal order has not been 

taken up and there may be several good reasons for leaving 

it to the jurisprudence of the Court. A rule like the pro

vision of art. 228 para 2 might, in the event, be ajusted 

and inserted in the Draft. 
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Other problems which the Community has faced in practice 

relate to the right of representation of the Union in organs 

set up by mixed international agreement in particular if the 

agreement contains the traditional clause which does not 

allow two members of the same nationality. Furthermore, the 

voting right in international organizations has presented 

problems both in "mixed" and "pure" situations. The question 

is whether the general policy of the Union should be to 

strive for a number of votes corresponding to the member of 

its Member States or only one vote. Legal and political 

arguments may be advanced for one or the other solution. 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the Draft Treaty 

clearly states (art 70 par 2) that common actions are, in 

the event, to be financed by the revenue of the Union. 

The question concerning financing of measures taken within 

the field of cooperation is apparently left open. 

IV. Conclusion. 

The international relations regime of the Draft Treaty 

grosso modo, forms a logical and coherent system. 

The main novelty compared to the present situation is the 

formal inclusion of the EPC into the Union-system. Efforts 

have apparently been deployed in order to ensure continuity 

and the largest possible extent of flexibility. The "flexi

bility" regarding the definition of foreign policy areas 

under cooperation is, however, so great that it may prove 

counter-productive with a view to obtaining acceptance by 

Member States. Furthermore, the draft leaves open the cru

cial question of the decision-making rule in the area of 

cooperation. 

In the classical area of common action the Draft Treaty has 

built rather faithfully on the Community patrimony. However, 

r. • 
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the rules concerning the conduct of common action are so 

defective that a revision is warranted, The negotiation 

system creates more problems than it solves. It will be so 

heavy that this factor alone may deter Member States from 

"surrendering" external powers to the Union. In particular, 

the role of the EP in this context could not by any argu

ments be justified to the extent foreseen by the Draft • 

seen from the point of view of international rela

is hardly possible to conceive of a Union of less 

than all Member States. Indeed, the system of Art. 82 

allowing for a progressive creation of the Union could not 

be reconciled with the regime on international relations of 

the Draft Treaty. Suffice it to imagine the reaction of 

third countries to a Union of such a hybrid nature. 
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Foot-notes 

1) The ECSC and Euratom treaties do contain such chapters 

but the relevant provisions have had little significance 

and will not be dealt with further in this paper. 

2) Art 228 states somewhat pompously that "where this Treaty 

provides for the conclusion of agreements between the 

Community and one or more States etc." - However, the 

Treaty provides for only two or three types of such 

agreements (art. 113, 229 and 231, and the afterthought 

in238). 

3) This situation is foreseen in Doc. 1-575/83/B p. 5 para 

12 Explanatory Statement. 

4) Derek Prag seems to take this view in his report, see 

p. 114 in Doc. 1-575/83/C. 
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Le projet de traite instituant l'Union europeenne 

(ci-apres den:cmme "Le Projet"), renoue, d'une certaine fai.on, 

avec la strategie constituante que l'cn a pu opposer a la 

strategie de l'integration fonctionnelle. Gemme le Projet 

de traite portant statut de la Communauti europeenne, adopti 

par l 'Assemblee ad lice le 10- mars 1953 a Strasbourg, le Proj et 

actuel est, en effet, issu des travaux d'une assemblee 

parlementaire (I). A la difference du Proj et _de 1953, le texte 

,de 1984 proclde de la volonte d'une seule assemblee, elue au 

suff~age universel direct. ,.,,, 

Si cette origine parlementaire donne du Projet 

du Parlement une incontestable ligitimite democratique, elle 

peut, en revanche, malgre les precautions prises (2), expliquer 

c,frtaines notions floue-s, certai-nes absences,- qui p.arfois 

conduisent I un manque de clarte du Projet. Et ceci se 

verifiera particulilrement pour ce qui est de la repartition 

des competences-qu'il institue. 

Celle-ci peut etre plus originale par les 

notions qu'elle utilise que par les resultats auxquels elle 

devrait conduire. On peut noter d'emble~, que sur le ~lan 

de la substance des competences de l'Union projetee, l'origina

lite du Projet est moindre -par r-apport aux Communautes- que 

Sur le plan institutionnel (3). 

(1) On ne discutera pas ici de la question de savoir si, en 1984, le 
Parlement avait competence pour arreter un tel· projet. L'Assemblee ad hoc 
constituee par la reunion de l'Assemblee de la CECA et par la revision 
de l'Assemblee de la CECA et de 1 1Assemblee consultative du Conseil de 
l'Europe, decidee par les Ministres des affaires etrangeres de la 
Republique Federale d'Allemagne, de la Belgique, de la France, de l'Italie 
et du Luxembourg le 10 septembre 1952. Elle avait re .. u mandat d'elabcrer 
un projet de traite pour l'institution d'une Communaute politique europeenne. 

(2) On sait que la commission institutionnelle s'est enteuree d'un cemite de 
juristes forme de MM. CAPOTORTI, HILF et JACQUE. 

(3) Cf. les remarques de M. C.D. EHLE.RMANN, Vergl<ich des Verfassungsprojekts 
des Europaischen Parlaments mit fruheren Verfassungs- und Reform l'rojekten, 
in J. SCHWARZE/R.BIEBER (Ed), Eine Verfassung fur Europa. Ven der ·Europaischen 
Gemeinschaft zur Europaischen Union, Nemes Verlag, Baden, 1984, p. 276. 
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En effet, m@me si l'influence des systlmes fldlraux 

de rlparti.ticn des compltences s'y fait sentir, notamment en ce 

qui concerne la distinction entre compltences exclusives et 

compltences concurrences, la prise en considlration de la 

rlpartition communautaire des compltences (1) est paten.Ce. 

De plus, on y reconna!t Agalement le souci de ne pas heurter 

de front les gouvernements des Etats membres, mais, au contraire, 

de les associer aux actions et aux institutions de l'Union. 

Enfin, il est probable que les clivages idlologiques 

e,~~re groupes. politiques one du. lgalement conduire a des solutions 

de __ ,.compr_o_mis, qui parfois., et du 'point de vue juridique, se 

rlvllero·nt' lquivoques. ·-"' 

(2) 
L'examen du Prcjet de traitl, sous l'angle de la 

rlparti.tion des compltences, oblige d'abord a prlsenter la 

dllimitation des compltences de l'Union (I) avant d'en ltudier 

la gestion (iI). 

I.- LA DELIMITATION DES COMPETENCES DE L'UNION 

La lecture du Projet de traitl conduit a s'interroger, 

en premier lieu, sur la nature des compltences de l'Union (A), 

Les compltences ne sent pas immuables dans leur consistance 

. auss·i convfend'ra-t-il d'en examiner, ensuite, leurs possibili.tls 

d'lvol~tio~ -~i). 
,. , i • •·. .lil\f,-

A) La_nature_d!s comeltences_de_l'Union 

Les dispositions pertinences figurent.dans la seconde 

partie du Projet, aux articles 9 a 13. A !'article 9 sont lnumlrls 

les buts de l'Union, en termes glnlraux. Pour dllimiter les 

compltences de l'Union, le Projec prcclde d'une fa~on difflrente 

de celle qui existait dans le cadre des traitls communautaires, 

difflrente aussi de celles que l'on rencontre habituellement dans 

les constitutions fldlrales. On peut, en effet, dire que les 

( 1) Pour un examen du. sys time communautaire, v. notre ouvrage "Compltences 
et pouvoirs dans les Communautls europlennes", Paris, LGDJ, 1974. 

(2) Nous n'avons utilisl que la version en langue fran~aise, sans nous livrer 
a une confrontation entre les versions linguistiques. 

·, 
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compltences de l'Uni~n se dlfinissent selon un processus de 

double dltente. S'agissant de dlterminer les moy~ns de rlaliser 

les buts de l'Union, le Projet indique deux mlthodes : la 

cooplration et l'action commune (art. IO al. ler). S'agissant 

de prlci.s.er les formes de. l' action commune, le Proj.et, en applica

tion du principe de subsidiari.tl et conformlment aux· modeles 

flderaux, evoque la distinction entre compltences exclusives 

et concurrences (art. 12). 

l) Une dllimitation fonctionnelle, non exempte 

:, d'ambiguite, caractlrise la dllimitation globale de ce qui 

,;. •rel eve de l '.Union. Les auteurs du Pro jet ant certainement voulu 

placer dans le champ de l'Union, outre l'"acquis communautaire", 

qui correspond a l'action commune, la co.:.:plration politique (1) 

dlvelopple en dehors des traitls communautaires proprement dies 

et qui correspond a la cooplration. 

En quoi les zones de l'action commune et de la 

cooplration sont-elles distinctes ? L'article 10 al. 2 et 3 met 

l'accent sur le fait qu'a ces deux mlthodes d'action de l'Union, 

doivent correspondre des instruments juridiques difflrents. 

Ainsi, l'action commune sera constitule par 

"( ••. ) l'ensemble des actes -internes au internationaux
normatifs, administratifs, financiers et judiciaires ainsi 
que des programmes et recommandations propres a l'Union, 
lmanant de ses institutions et s'adressant soit a celles-ci, 
soit aux Eta ts, soit aux individus". 

Cette rldaction, lnumlrative, cet inventaire qui utilise plusieurs 

criteres : champ d'application des actes, domaines d'intervention 

de ceux-ci, actes de caractere obligatoire et actes dlnues 

semble-t-il, de cet effet, auteur de l'acte, destinataires de l'acte, 

semble complexe et peut rlsulter confus. N'etait-il pas possible 

de se tenir a un critere plus glnlral, plus si~ple (du type : 

"Par action commune on entend l'ensemble des actes juridiques 

unilateraux et contractuels lmanant des institutions de l'Union 

(I) Par la cooperation poli tique et ses relations avec les trait ls communautaires, 
on consultera J. CHARPENTIER, 

(2) La cooperation politique entre Etats membres des Communautls europlennes, 
A.F.D.I. 1979, p. 753 s. 
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et qui lui sent imputables'') ? La mlthode lnumlrative 

(Enumerationsprinzip), par sa volontl d'exhaustivitl aboutit 

a une redaction inutilement contcurnee et a des prlcisions 

superfltatoires quelle est., par exemple, l'utili.tl. de savoir 

que les programmes et les recommandation,s prcpres a l 'Union 

font partie de l'action commune? 

En ~evanche, la cooplr&tion est dlfinie de fa~on 

app~remnient plus slmple, bien q.ue la aussi, les rldacteurs du 

Projec n'aient pas echappl a l'lquivoque. L'article 10 al. 3 
' 

indique : 

,( .. · 

"Par 
les 
Les 
les 
les 

cocplration, on ,entend les engagements que ·prennent 
Etats membres dans le cadre du Conseil europlen. 
rlsultats.de la cooplration sont mis en oeuvre par 
Etats membres ou par les institutions de l'Union selon 
modalitls dlfinies par le Conseil europlen". 

Le domaine de la cooplration -qui releve maintenant de l'Union

se matl~ialise juridiquement par les "engagements'' (1) pris 

par les Etats au sein du Conseil europlen 

Mais l'lquivoque precede du second alinla 

institution de l'Union. 

si les institutions 

de l'Union peuvent mettre en oeuvre les engagements souscrits 

au titre de la cooplration, c'est avec leur propre re~istre 

d'instruments :or, c'est ainsi que se dlfinit l'action commune 

Comment distinguer alors les deux zones? (2). 

•'(i') Aura-c-on·'i' occasion de retrouver les debats qui ont eu lieu en France a 
,,:,:,propos de 1& notion d "'engagement" que contient l' article 54 de la 

· Constitution? V. sur ce point l'attitude du Conseil Constitutionnel telle 
qu'elle est presentle dans le Rapport J.P. JACQUE et V. CONSTANTINESCO, le 
Conseil Constitutionnel et le droit. international et communautaire, Colloque 
de Strasbourg 1982 (sous presse) 

(2) Un autre probl~e peut se poser, qui rlvele une autre equivoque : dans le 
cas ou les Etats membres mettent en oeuvre un engagement souscrit au titre 
de la cooperation, est-on dans .le meme ordre d 1agencement que celui qui 
existe en matiere de competences concurrences? 
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Les methodes de l'action commune et de la cooperation 

ne concernent pas seulement le fonctionnement "interne" de 

l'Union : les competences exterieures de l'Union connaissent 

egalement cette dualiti. Le titre III du Projet consacre aux 

relations internationales de l'Union comporte des dispositions 

qui evoquent ces deux modalites de l'a·ction extern·e d·e l'Union :{1). 

Les articles 64 et 65 sont relatifs a l'action commune 

Candis que les articles 66 et 67 regissent la cooperation. 

Les relations de ces dispositions avec l'article 10 ne sont 

pas toujours claires natamment, la formulation de !'article 64 

,,,,al. ,L·,est ambigue : 

'"Dans les relations internationales, l 'Union emploie 
la methade de !'action commune dans les domaines 
de competences exclusives ou concurrences mentionnes 
dans le present traite" 

car elle laisse penser qu'a cantrario l'Union pourrait employer 

une autre methade dans les domaines des competences exclusives 

ou concurrences. Ceci entraine une autre observation : les 

relations entre les competences de l'Union (et nan leurs 

modalite.s) et ses methodes d' action sauffrent d 'une certaine 

indeter~inatian : le tableau suivant est-il correct? 

Final;i~e 

Competence 

Methades 
d'actian 

Types. de 
campe ten_ce 

Actes ju
ridiques 

C , • 

Execution 

engagements 
des Etats 

'2 

(1) A noter la formule tres ouverte de l'article 68. A la lettre l'Union a-t-elle 
la maitrise de sa propre competence, la competence de la competence? 
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2) L.e domaine de l'acticn commune peut, a son tour, 

etre susce~tible d'etre organisl de deux fa;ons distinctes, en 

application du principe de subsidiaritl. D'une part, la 

compltence de l'Union peut etre exclusive (art. 12 al. I) et, 

d' autre part, cette compltence peut etre concurrente (art. 12 al. 2). 

Cette distinction est empruntle au droit de l'Etat fldlral, de 

meme que le principe qui la so·us-tend (mais qui dans le Projet ne 

s'applique toutefois qu'aux compltences concurrentes, alors que 

la logique du principe de subsidiaritl voudrait qu'il permette 

lgalement de fonder les compltences exclusives : pourquoi certaines 

compltences seront-elles exclusives si ce n'est prlcislment parce 

qu'el:les correspondent a des "ta~hes qui peuvent etre entreprises 

. en comm.un d'une maniere plus efficace que par les Etats membres 

oeuvrant slparlment" comme le dit l' alinla 2 de l 'article 12 ?) • 

La compltence exclusive de l'Union, comme dans 

la thlorie juridique du fldlralisme, lcarte toute intervention 

des Etats membres. Deux prlcisions.utiles sent apportles par 

l'alinla !er de l'article 12. D'abord, les Etats peuvent etre 

invitls a agir au titre d'une compltence exc_lusive de l'Union 

si la 16i de l'Union le prlvoit expresslment. Les Etats, dans 

ce cas, exerceront nationalement une compltence de l'Union. 

Ensuite, dans un domaine de compltence exclusive, les regles 

nation~les ~estent en jigueur tant que l'Union n'a pas llgiflrl. 

"R.esten't ·en vigueur": la formule de l'artic:le 12 al. peut etre 
r",:_jl . ,1 " I :'•' I 

i6iptise de deux fa;ons soit la compltence nationale demeure ..... ' 
• -,.::1.1 -

totale et les Etats sent iibres d'arreter tootes mesures qu'ils 

estiment utiles, soit cette compltence doit demeurer en l'ltat 

sans que les autoritls nationales puissent l'exprimer par des 

actes juridiques (clause ''standstill''). Le Projet ne choisit 

pas, semble-t-il, entre ces deux interprltations qui coexistent 

au sein d'une nouvelle lquivoque. 

La compltence concurrente de l'Union autorise l'action 

des Etats "la oil l 'Union n'est pas intervenue"_ (art. 12 al. 2) 

(On aurait pu prlflrer une rldaction qui tienne davantage compte 

de la dimension temporelle de la compltence concurrente ainsi 

par exemple "( ••• ) l'action des Etats s'exerce la oGr •t tant que, 

l'Union n'est pas intervenue", sans se dissimuler l'inlllgance 

de cette formulation ... ). Mais ne peut-on pas se demander ce qui 
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• 
dist.ingue la situation des Etats dans. ch.ac.un de ces types de 

compit•nces ? Lorsque l'Union n'intervient pas -que ce soit 

dans le domaine de la compitence exclusive ou dans celui de 

la compitence concurrence-, les Etats peuvent agir, peuc-etre 

pas de lj meme fa;cn, mais cela n'appara!t gulre dans le 

libelli du texte (cf. les observations pricidentes). 

Lorsque l'Union intervient au titre d·e s·a compitence· exclusive, 

les autoritis nationales sont ~issaisies : elles sont frappies 

' . ~ ,, . . ·'' 1 d incompetence ratione materiae dans e secteur en cause. 

Lorsque l'Union intervient au titre de sa compitence concurrente, 

les Etats ne peuvent agir que la ou l'Union n'est pas intervenue 

a contraria elles ne peuvent agir la ou l'inion est intervenue, 

comme lorsque celle-ci exerce une ccmpitence exclusive. L'expression 

"la cu" disigne-t-elle un domaine en quelque sorte "giographique'' 

d'intervention ou un degri dans la hiirarchie normative? La 

.frontilre entre les deux types de compitences ne semble pas 

d.e.ssinie avec suffisamme.nt de pricision. 

Le pri~cipe de subsidiariti, sous-jacent a cette 

dicision des compitences, est expliciti a l'alinia 2 de l'article 12. 

On peut reg~etter qu'il. ne figure· pas-en tete de la dispasition 

qui s'interesse aux competences car son application justifie 

aussi bien les dompetences exclusives que les competences 

concurrences de l 'Union.· En outre•, le· critlre de l 'efficacite 

qui justifie la competence de l'Union peut etre source de diffi

cultes d'interpretation. 

B) L'evolution_d!s_competences_de_l~Union 

Les competences dont on vient d'examiner la nature 

ne sent pas immuables et .les frontilres qui les separent ne sont 
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.pas etanches. Aussi convient-il d' etudier success:ivement comment 

s'effectue le passage de la cooperation a l'action commune -l-

et comment les competences concurrences peuvent devenir exclusives 

-2-, avant d'envisager la procedure de revision ~3-

I) Le passaged~ la cooperation a l'action commune 

L'article II est une disposition de procedure qui 

indique quelles sont les conditions auxquelles le passage d'une 

methode a l'.,autre peut s'effectue •• Mais l'article II indique 

· aussi, dans,."son alinea 2, que ce passage est irreversible : on 

ne saurait revenir de l'action commune a la cooperation. 

- La procedure qui permet de passer d'une zone 

a 1' autre n 'est pas d' application g'enerale : 1 •·article fl al. 

dispose qu'elle ne peut s'appliquer que lorsque le Projet ·1 1 a 

explicitement prev~. C'est le cas di la codperation industrielle 

(art. 54 § I) et de l'aide au developpement (art. 64 § 3). Ces 

domaines sont done poi:'entiellement de l'actTon commune ·:·'f'aut-il 

pour autant -les considere.r comme des competences "potentie,lles" ? 

Nous ne, ,le pensons pas car, comme il ·a ete indique ci-dessus, 

la coop6r~tion rele~e deja de la competence de l'Union. L'expres

sion coiiipeterice '"potentielle" introduirait alors une equivoque, 

puisque l'on pourrait penser qu'elle recouvrirait une situation 

oB l'cn passe de la competence nationale a la competence de 

l'Union, ce qui n'est pas le cas. 

En dehors de ces hypotheses, il ne saurait done 

, avoir de passage entre le domaine de la cooperation et celui 

de l'action commune. Mais, en revanche, le domaine de la 
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cooplration peut ltre llargi par le Conseil europlen. L'article 68 

§ I indique que cet llargissement peut avoir lieu : 

" ( ... ) notamment en matiere d' amendements, de vent es d' armes 
a des pays tiers, de politique de dlfense, de dlsarmement" (I). 

La procldure est alors la suivante : 

"sur proposition aoit de la Commission, soit du Conseil de 
l'Union, soit du Parlement, soit d'un ou plusieurs Etats 
membres, le Conseil europlen dlcide, apres consultation 
de la Comnission et avec l'accord du Parlement de soumettre 
ces matieres a la compltence exclusive ou concurrence de 
l 'Union" 

- L'irrlversibilit~ du passage de 1~ cooplration 

ii l'action commune n'est pas totale. Posle en termes pourtant 

absolus par l'article II al. 2, elle connait deux ordres de 

dlrogations. D'une part, selon l'article 68, al. 2 ~ 

"( ••• ) le Conseil de l'Union peut, a titre exceptionnel et 
par un vote unanime, autoriser un ou plusieurs Etats membres 
ii dlroger ii certaines mesures prises dans le cadre de l'action 
commune" 

D'autre pirt, l'alinla 3 du mime article 68 dispose : 

"Par dlrogation ii l'article II, paragraphe 2 du prlsent 
Traitl, le Conseil europlen peut dlcider de soumettre 
ii nouveau les domaines transflrls a !'action commune 
conformlment au paragraphe 2 du prlsent article, soit 
a la cooperation, soit ii la compltence ,des Etats membres". 

La premiere hypo these de dlro.gation .. vise 

vraisemblablement une hypothese analogue ii celles que rlgissent 

les clauses de s.auvegarde dans les traitls .. communautaires : 

cependant aucune allusion ii une limitation dans le temps de la 

dlrogation n'est faite. 

La seconde hypothese instaure un mlcanisme de 

rltrocession des compltences qui appelle plusieurs prlcisions. 

La premiere donnle par confrontation entre le§ 2 et le § I de 

l'article 68 est que seul un domaine de cooplration qui est 

(1) N'est-ce pas dire que le domaine de la cooplration est illimite? 
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deja passe a l'action commune·.':"peut la quitter-·et .revenir a la 

cooperation. La reversibilit:e/clerogatoire ne concernerait pas 

les secteurs soumis. "ab initio 11 a l' action commu.ne : il 

s'agirait en quelque sorte d.'une retrocession a liinterieur du champ 

de l'Union. Kais l'article 68 § 2 parmet aussi une retrocession 

de la competence de.l'Union a la competence des Etats membres. 

N' est-ce pas la introduire .uA_.mecanisme subreptice de revision ? 

D'autant qu'il deroge a la procedure de revision instituee par 

par l'article 84. 

Si l 'on compr:end les preoccupations politiques 

qui ont pousse les redacteurs du Projet et la majorite du 

Parlement a adoyter ce systlme, il faut convenir que ~ur le 

plan juridique, un tel systlme soullve des reserves. D'abord, 

peu 
il est clair et complexe : les_dispositions pertinences sent 

dispersees dans le Projet alors que leur importance et leur 

fonction commune auraient merite qu'on les regroupe. Ensuite, 

s'agissant d'une competence etatique placee initialement so~s 

l'emprise de la cooperation, faisant ensuite l'objet d'un 

passage sous 1 1 egide de 1 1 action commune, retro.cedee enfin 

aux Etats,les dispositions 0 d~Projet ne remettent-elles pas 

au Conseil europeen seul en:~i:e_alite une possibilite de 

diminuer l'assise des compl'ce:e_n'ces de l'Union? 

3) La procedure de revisio,Fi<iu traite d 'Union prevue a 1 1 article 84 

du Projet est conforme, dans ses lignes generales, au modlle 

qu'a pu constituer l'article 236 du Traite CEE. Comme lui, 

elle comporte deux phases. Elle donne l'initiative aux Etats 

(''une representation au sein du Conseil de l'Union''),au Parlement 

(un tiers des membres du Pa"t'fl;tment") (I) et a la Commission. 

( 1) Pratiquement l' initiative de;:ftlvision appartiendra aux groupes politiques 
et non a chacun des parlemen:t'a';if.es. Le Parlement n'a d'ailleurs qu'une 
• • • • .;,g 
initiative legislative indir-ee\;;a regie par l' article 37 al. 2. --==--~-
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Ces inst i tu.tions peu.ven t 

"( •.. ) soumettre a l'autorite legislative leur projet de loi 
motive portant amendement a une ou plusieurs dispositions 
du present traite. Ce projet est ensuite soumis a l'appro
bation des deux branches du pouvoir legis.latif s.tanuant 
selon la procedure applicable a la loi organique". 

c'es.t-,,a-dLr.e s.el.on. l.es,c.onditions pose .. es par. L'ar.ticl.e 38 du Projet. 

La seconde phase s'ouvre lorsque le projet approuve est soumis 

a la ratification. des Eta ts membres cei qui en .. autoris:e l' entree 

en. vi.gueur. 

X X X 

X X 

de la delimitation des competences de l'Union. En premier lieu, 

on notera que le Projet ne reprend pas, sous une form~ ou sous 

une autre, le mecanisme inscrit a l 'article 235 du t raite CEE 

qui a permis de fonder les politiques dites derivees. Ce 

me6anisme introduisait un element de souplesse dans la 

repartition des competences et aurait peut-~tre merite d'~tre 

conserve. En second lieu, la delimitation des competences de 

l'Union repond a une juxtaposition de criteres qui n'en rendent 

pas toujours la comprehension facile. 

II.- LA GESTION DES COMPETENCES DE L'UNION 

Deux problemes seront successivement examines 

quel est le ccntenu des competences de l'Union ? (A). Comment 

s'effectuera la mise en oeuvre des competences de l'Union? (B). 
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A) Le ·contenu_des_comEetences_de_l 'Union 

Sans vouloir empietecr sur la ma tie.re d' autres 

rapports, on se limitera I s'interroger sur quelques .aspects 

particuliers des competences de l 'Union. 

I) L'acquis communautaire fait l'objet des 

dispositions de l'article 7 du Projet. Apr~s l'habile formule 

de principe du premier alinea ."L'Union fait sien l'acquis 
!:' 

; 

·-communautaire", les quatre alineas suivants organisent le sort 

de cet acquis dans la nouvelle Union. Un traitement differencie 

est ,prevu pour les diverses categories de normes qui ont ete 

considerees comme faisant partie de l'acquis communautaire (I), 

selon leur autorite. 

L'alinea 2 de l'article 7 indique que certaines 

des dispositions des traites instituant les Communautes (et des 

conventions et protocoles qui y sent annexes), Celles : 

( ••• ) qui concernent les buts de celles-ci et leur champ 
d 1 application et qui ne sent pas modifiees de fa~on 
expresse ou implicite par le present traite font partie 
du droit de l'Union. Elles ne peuvent etre modifiees 
que selon la procedure de revision prevue I l'article 84 
du present traite" 

·Ce sont 11 les normes communautaires qui beneficient de la 

protection maximale : elles auront le meme rang que le traite 

d'Union. Plusieurs incertitudes doivent etre soulignees. A-t-on, 

au cours de la redaction du Projet, recense quelles disp~sitions 

communautaires precises etaient concernees? Que signifie l'expression 

"champ d' application" des Co-mmunautes ? A-t-on songe a la 

(I) Pour une tentative de definir l'acauis communautaire cf. P. PESCATORE. 
R.T.D.E. 1981, p. 617 ~ts. 
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competence territoriale? 

Qu'est-ce qu'une modification ''implicite'' des 

traitls communautaires ? Et enfin qui l'apprlciera? 

- L 1 alinla 3 de l'article 7 indique : 

"les.autres dispositions des susdits traites, conventions 
et protocoles font egalement partie du droit de l'Union 
pour autant qu'elles ne soient pas incompatibles avec le 
present traite.Elles ne peuvent etre modifiles que par 
la procedure de la lei organique visee a l'article 38 
du present traite" 

Les dispositions communautaire_s dent il s'agit beneficieront 

d'une protection mains forte : elles s'incorporent au droit de 

l 'Union, sous reserve qu'elles ne soient pas, icom:patibles avec 

le traite et auront rang de lei organique puisqu'elles ne pourront 

etre modifiees que selon cette procedure. Une question : qui 

c·onst·a·te l'incompatibilite ? 

- L'alinea 4 de l'article 7 se lit ainsi 

"Les actes des Comnunautes europeennes ainsi que les 
mesures prises dans le cadre du systeme monetaire 
europeen et de la cooperation politique continuent 
a produire leurs effets, pour autant qu'ils ne sent 
pas incompatibles avec le present traite, tant qu'ils 
n'auront pas ete remplacls par des actes ou mesures 
pris par les institutions de l'Union, conformement 
a leurs competences respectives" 

Le droit communautaire .derive, les mesures de mise en oeuvre du 

systeme monetaire europeen, comme celles de la cooperation 

politique se voient assigner au sein du droit de l'Union un 

rang inferieur aux deux categories precedentes : ils demeurent 

en vigueur, sauf incompatibilite avec le traite d'Union 

(qui va constater ?) jusqu'a leur remplacement par des actes 

ou mesures de l'Union dent le Projet ne precise pas la 

place dans la hierarchie des normes. 

- Enfin l'alinea 5 de l'article 7 precise : 
"L'U . nion respecte tousles engagements des Communautes europeen-
nes, en particulier les accords ou conventions passes avec 
un ou plusieurs Etats tiers ou une organisation internationale" 
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Cette disposition vise un probleme important 

et complexe, le sort des engagements internationaux souscrits 

par les Communautes a l'egard de l'Union. La formulation chcisie 

est habile sans lever toutes les difficultes que presenterait 

la situation. L' activite. conven.tionnelle des Communautes sera 

"respecte·e" par l'Uhion. C'est-a-dire ? L'Union succedera-t-elle 

aux engagements des Ccmmunautes? Si elle comprend les memes 

Etats membres, la solution se comprend. Quid si elle n'en 

comporte que quelques uns ? En quelle qualite l'Union 

. respectera-t-elle les engagem~nts anterieurs des Communautes ? 

-·~uelle est la signification exacte du terme "respecter"? 

L'Union est-elle liee Far les engagements communautaires ? Ceux

ci lui sont-ils opposables? Quelles sont les relations entre 

l'Union et les Communautes (au cas oii celles-ci subsisteraient) 

dans ce domaine? 

2) L·a question d·es droits fondamentaux 

Le Pro jet. r eaff irme des son Preambul·e, 1 'importance 

que les Etats qui constituent l'Union attachent aux droits de 

l'homm.e. ("Se fondant sur leur. adhesion aux principes de la 

democratie pluraliste, du respect des droits de l'homme at de la 

preeminence du droit"). A la difference des traites communautaires 

-qui n'abordent qu'indirectement, et par le biais economique, 

certains droits fondamentaux- le Projet comporte une disposition 
; ,j;,;i 

specifique, !'article 4 qui leur est consacre. Ainsi se manifeste, ·:·,--

une fois de plus, le caractere materiellement ccnstitutionnel du 

Projet. L'on sait que dans les Communautes, la Gour de Justice 

a oeuvre au fil de sa jurisprudence pour que les institutions 

communautaires respectent, dans la confection de leurs actes, les 

droits fondamentaux issus des constitutions des_ Etats membres, ou 

de certains instruments internationaux qu'ils ont ratifie. 

L' article 4 § 11 "constitutionnalise 11
· en quelque sorte les 

efforts de cette jurisprudence ~ 

"L'Union protege la dignite de l'individu et reconnait 
a toute personne relevant de· sa juridiction les droits 
et libertes fcndamentaux tels qu'ils resultent notamment 
des principes communs des constitutions des Eta ts membres, 
ainsi que de la Convention europeenne de sauvegarde des 
dro its de l 'homme et des libertes fondamentales" 
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Mais le Projet va au-dela en abordant la question 

des dr.oi.ts economiques, sociaux et culturels qufon distingue 

-souvent des droits civils et politiques. Ces droits -done certains 

figurent d'ailleurs dans les constitutions nationales, dans la 

Convention europeenne et dans les protocoles additionnels- font 

l'objet d'un engagement de l'Union inscrit a l'article 4 al. 2 

"L'Unfon s'engage a maintenir et a developper, dans les 
limites de ses competences, les droits economiques, sociaux 
et culturels qui resultent des constitutions des Etats 
membres ainsi que de la Charte sociale europeenne". 

Ainsi la ''constitution'' de l'Union s'enrichit-elle 

de nouvelles normes protectrices des droits fondamentaux, selon 

la technique du renvoi que l'on tencontre, par exemple, dans 

le Preambule de la Constit~tion fran~aise du 4 octobre 1958. 

- Pour assurer au sein des Communautes le 

respect des d·roits fond.amentaux, la c·ammission avait sugge·re 

dans un memorandum du 4 avril 1979, l'adhesion de la Communaute 

en tant que telle a la Convention europeenne des droits de l'homme. 

Le Projet s'inspire de cette idee puisque l'article 4 al. 3 

dispose : 

"Dans un delai de cinq ans, l'Union delibere sur son 
adhesion aux instruments internationaux sus-mentionnes 
ainsi qu 1 au Pacte des Nations Unies relatifs aux 
droits civils, et politiques et aux droits economiques, 
sociaux et culture ls ( ••• )" 

La redaction presence une petite equivoque 

le verbe deliberer est-il entendu en son sens de decider au 

en son sens de "discuter avec d'autres personnes en vue d'une 

decision a prendre" (Diet. Robert) ? Selan le cas, on est en 

presence d'une obligation de resultat au d'une obligation de 

comportement. 

Enfin, dans le cadre des Communautes, le Parlement 

avait revendique l'elaboration d'une cha.rte des droits fondamentaux 

qui devait completer les traites. Selan lui, saule une Assemblee 

elue pouvait proceder a une telle oeuvre, dans la tradition de 

l'Assemblee constituante-en 1791. Mais, en 1984, lorsqu'une 
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occasion lui fut donner de realiser cette ambition, le Parlement 

a prefere, pour des motifs que l'on peut comprendre, renvoyer 

-a plus tard l'elaboration d'un catalogue des droits fondamentaux. 

L'article 4 al. 3 in fine se borne a indiquer 

"( ••• ) Dans le meme delai (5 ans) l'Union adopte sa 
propre declaration des droits fondamentaux selon la 
procedure de revision prevue a l'article 84 du present 
traite" 

L'engagement semble ici plus fort mais quid en 

cas de non-adoption de la declaration dans le delai produit? 

Ce' reco'u'rs de l 'article 175 CEE pourrai t-il etre intente ? 

Ai~si, •:~.n p~ut cons tater que le 
1
Proj et rassemble et cumule 

les actions en faveur d'une prote·.ction des droits fiondamentaux 

qu'avaient menees separement la Cour, la Commission et le Parlement 

auxquelles le Conseil avait accpete de se rallier en ~ignant 

la declaration commune de 1977. 

L'insertion des droits fondamentaux au niveau 

normatif le plus eleve de 1 1 Union doit en principe avoir pour 

effet de ne lier que ses institutions~ C'est ce qui apparait 

dans la formulation des § I et 2 de l' article 4 • 

"L'Union reconnait a toute perscnne relevant de sa 
juridiction ( ••• )" 

"L'Union s'engage a maintenir et a developper, dans la 
limite de ses competences ( •.• )" 

,,:;i!!' ,/,' 

.. ,,.;·:,Mais.,Je §'"4 ·de l'article 4 fait de l'observance des droits 

fondamentaux par les Etats membres une condition de leur appartenance 

a l ' U.n ion. En e ff et : 

"En cas de violation grave et persistante par un Etat membre 
des principes democratiques cu des droits fondamentaux, 
des sanctions pourront etre prises suivant les disposi_tions 
de l' article 44 du present traite" 

L'ensemble des competences nationales et leur 

exercice est ainsi place sous la vigilance de l'Union. Du point 

de vue de la repartition des competences on peu.t dire que si ces 
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competences nationales ne subissent 1a pas d'atteinte dans 

leur substance, en revanche, leur exercice se trouve assujetti 

au respect de principes communs cette situation peut etre 

decrite comme une limitation de l'exercice des competences 

nationales, cu comme un encadrement par l'Union des competences 

nationales· qui sent descrmais liees par une ·finali'.te: commune. 

La situation n'est pas sans rappeler celle qui regit les 

relations entre la Ccmmunaute et les Etats membres dans le 

domaine de la libre-circulation des personnes. 

3) Acti.on commune et cooperation 

a) Sur le foad, les deux methodes retenues par le 

Projet presentent l'avantage de lier davantage qu'aujourd'hui les 

competences communautaires et la cooperation politique (1). Ces 

dom-ain·es qui sent aujourd 'hui di:stinct·s -la cooperation 

pclitique se deroulant en dehors des traites- mais qui sent 

fonctionnellement et institutionnellement lies, seraient desormais 

partie integrante des competences ~e l'Union. Ainsi ''l'acquis 

communautaire" serait preserve par son inclusion dans l'action 

~ommune tandis que la cooperation politique serait expressement 

rattachee I la competence de l'Union, meme si elle serait 

conduite par les Etats agissant dans le cadre du Conseil europeen. 

Alers q~e pour l'action commune ce sent toutes les institutions 

de l'Union qui son~. appelees I intervenir, la cooperation se 

deroule,en effet, exclusivement au sein du Conseil ·euro.pe_~n (2), 

qui dispo.se, on l'a vu· plus haut, du pouvoir .de faire entrer 

dans la sphere de l I action commune un domaine de cooperation (3).. 

Cependant, la cooperation dans l'Union depasse le domaine de la 

seule cooperation politique et inclut egalement la : 

" ( •.•• ) <i:oordination des legislations natic.nales en vue 
de former un espace juridique homogene" (art. 46 du Projet). 

La realisation de cet espace -qui n'exclut pas les mesures devant 

etre prises dans le cadre de 1' action commune- pourra s'orienter 

(1) Cf. C.D. EHLERMANN, Verglich des Verfassungsprojekts des Eunopaischen Parla
ments mit friiheren Verfassungs- und Reformprojekten, lee. cit. p. 274. 

(2) Le Conseil des Ministres detenant une competence d'execution. 
(3) Et d'elargir le dcmaine de la cooperation. 
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selon l'article 46, .dans deux voles 

"( .•• ) prendre .des mesures propres a renforcer le sentiment 
d'appartenance des citoyens a l'Union. 
( ... ) lutter centre les formes internationales de 
criminalite, y compris le terrorisme" 

b) Le domaine de l'action commune correspond, on l'a 

·vu, aux competences ·communautaires. Il se divise en deux types 

de competences qu'il s'agit d'examiner successivement. 

- Les competences exclusives sont evidemment les 

mains·' ncnii'breuses. Elles concernent la libre circulation des 

· persoilne~";' des biens et des capitaux (art. 47), la politique 

de concurrence (art. 48) et la politique commerciale (ainsi que 

les aspects externes des competences exclusives (I) (art. 64). 

- Les competences concurrences recouvrent les 

secteurs suivants : politique de conjoncture (art. 50), politique 

monetaire et de credit (art. 51), realisation progressive de 

l 'Union monetaire (art. 52) (2), les differences politiques 

dices "sectorielles" ~. agriculture, transports, telecommunications, 

rech~rche et developpement, industrie, energie (art. 53) ainsi 

que les actions qui rel~vent de la politique dite "de la societe" 

(3) : politique sociale,. de la sante, protection des consommateurs, 

politique r•egionale, politique de l'environnement, politique 

·'d'education et de la recherche, politique culturelle_et ·politiq.ue 

,.,, de I 1'.'inforination (art. 55 et suiv.). 

On remarquera que f.igurent au nombre des competences 

concurrences les politiques communes de la Communaute autres 

que la politique commerciale ou les regles de concurrence ainsi 

que les politiques derivees creees sur la base de l'article 235 CEE. 

(I) La "doctrine" de la Cour de Justice des Communautes apparue pour la 
premiere fois en 1971 dans l'arret A.E.T.R.; se volt ainsi "constitutionnalisee" 
par le Projet. 

(2) Ces secteurs relevent, selon l' art. 2 CEE, du "rapprochement des politiques 
eccnomiques des Etats membres" 

(3) L' expression provient de 1 1 allemand "Gesellschaftspolitik" : la traduction 
fran,;aise a une tonalite inhabituelle .. N'aurait-il pas fallu risquer le 
neologisme propose jadis par Alexandre MARC pour distinguer le "social 
majeur" .du "social mineur" et parler de politique "societa'le . .'' ? Il est 
vrai que si le projet de traite d'Union est a certains egards un bane d'essai, 
ce n'est pas pour autant qu'il devait aller jusqu'a l'innovation 
Seman t ique • , . 
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- A cBtl de ces deux types de compltences, 

l'article 49 prlvoit aussi tine a~tion de l'Union en matilre 

de 

"rapprochement des dispositions llgislatives, rlglementaires 
et administratives relatives aux entreprises et en parti
culier aux sociltls, dis lors que ces dispositions one 
une incidence direcce· sur une action commune de l 'Union" 

Il en va de meme en ce qui concerne les llgislatibns fiscales 

des Etats membres. 

C'est ici la reprise de l'article 100 du traitl 

CEE qui visait le rapprochement ?es dispositions llgislatives, 
_1:1::,,, , •·· ,,., 
, rlglementaires et administratives ,des Etats membres "ayant une 
•:••.!,' ,:, ,:· 

.,,,,·.'~ncid:.ence directe sur l'ltablissement et le .fonctionnement du 

marchl " . . . commun . . ... ' L'action de rapprochement prlvue par le 

Projet relive sans deuce des compltences concurrences encore que 

cela ne soit pas explicitement indiqul. 

Il convient ici d'examiner comment le Projet 

organise la mise en oeuvre des com.petences de l 'Union qui 

peut s'apprecier a deux points de vue. Il faut d'abord recenser 

les actes juridiques dent l'Union disposera ~r~ et •nsuite 

decrire la fa;on dent les actes serene appliques et executls -2~ 

l) Les actes juridiques : droit de l 'Union (I) 

La nature des actes juridiques que l'Union est 

ha'b'ilitee· a adopter est clairement dlcrite par le Projet pour 

ce qui est du domaine de l'action commune (a) alors que l'on ne 

peut faire la meme constatation pour la cooplration (b). Le projet 

(I) L' expression "droit de 1 'Unicn" employee par le Projet lui-meme, 
a plusieurs reprises, recouvre-t-elle seulement les actes arretes 
par l'Union dans le cadre de l'action commune cu bien comprend-elle 
aussi les engagements que l'Union .adopte dans'le cadre de la cooperation? 
Selon nous, la conception large devrait logiquement l'emporter, mais 
comme on le verra ci-dessous, cette conception risque de· contredire 
dans son application la volonte exprimee des ~uteurs du Projet. 

I 

1 
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dlfinit aussi les caracteres du droit de l'Union (c). 

a) Les actes juridiques de l'Uni6n, arrltls dans 

le cadre de l 'action co=une se rangent dans une typol.ogie 

qui lvoque la hilrarchie des normes du droit interne. 

Au sommet se trouve la loi issue de la volcntl 

du llgislateur .de l'Union, dent la vocation est d'arrlter les 

principes fondamentaux de la matiere qu'elle.:rlgit dans le cadre 

de l'action co=.une (art. 34) (I'). L'article 35 introduit la 

no~ion d'application difflrle de la lei : 

"La loi peut subordcnner a des dllais, ou accompaguer 
'· des mesures de transition difflrenciles selon le destina

taire, la mise en oeuvre de ses dispositions lorsque 
l'uniformitl d'application de celles-ci se hel!rte a des 
difficultls particulieres dues a la situation,splcifique 
de certains de ses destinataires. Ces·dllais et mesures 
doivent nlamnoins viser a faciliter !'application 
ultlrieure de l' ensemble des dispositions de ·1a loi 
a tous ses destinataires" 

Ainsi est expresslment prlvue une dlrogation 

a l'effet glnlral et uniforme de la loi (2) dont on pouvait 

penser qu'elle,au·rait It& retenue par le Projet en meme temps 

~ue la dlnomination de loi. PlutBt que de prlvoir des mlcanismes 

du type de ceux qui organisent le fonctionnement des clauses 

de sauv~garde et qui consistent a relever tempcrairement un 

Etat de 'ses ob.ligations qu'un trait&. lui impartit pour lui 

perm~ttre de les appliquer au plus vitej le Projet ~ prl!Arl . ' 

consacrer l'idle que l'on prlsente familierement comme celle 

de l' ".Eu•rope a 'plusieurs vitesses". Peut-etre est-ce du a ce 

qu'exprime cette phrase dont la paternitl est disputle : 

"Puisque nous ne pouvons ncus 
~feiguon&,de.les organiser" 

.opposer a ces _lvenements' 
' 

Il faut signaler deux types particuliers de lois 

la loi organique qui regle l'organisation et le fonctionnement 

des institutions (art. 34 al. 2 et art. 38) et la loi budgltaire 

·{I) 11 est piquant de relever que c'est aussi l 'art. 34 qui dlfinit la lei 
dans la Constitution franc;aise du 4 octcbre 1958. -

(2) On notera l 1 absence explicite du. principe de non-discriniination dans la 
rldaction du Projet. 
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.• 
qui arrete le budget de l 'Union (art. 34 al. 3 et art. 76). 

Chacun de ces types ·particuliers se caracterise par une procedure 

plus contraignante que celle qui regit l'adoption de la simple 

loi. 

Subordonne a la lei, le reglement et les 

de·cisions constituen.t les-- mesures par lesquelles la Commission 

edicte les normes generales et individuelles necessaires a 
l'application de la loi. Ce pouvcir appartient exclusivement 

a la Commission (I). 

La typologie des actes de l'Union rompt ainsi 

avec celle du. droit communautaire derive : on peut toutefois 

re'gretter la disparition de la directive, _qui s 'est revelee 

un instrument normatif utile : il est vrai que la loi peut etre 

une lei-cadre en se contentant de determiner les principes 

fondamentaux de la matiere. 

. .. 

b) Lorsque l'Union agit par la methode de la 

cooperation, le Projet ne lui confere pas un arsenal d'instruments 

juridiques aussi complet ~t aussi varie que lorsqu'elle agit 

par la methode cle l'action commune. Le Projet est,-, a cet egard, 

tres Laconique: il se borne a indiquer a l'article 16 al. 3 

que : 

"Par cooperation, on entend les engagements que prennent 
les Etats membres dans le cadre du Conseil europiien" 

Ce sont lone les engagements (terme dont cin a deja 

releve plus haut 1 1 imprecision) qui materialiseron.t juridiquement 

cette modalite de la competence,de l'Union que realise la 

cooperation. Ces engagements pourront recouvrir une large 

gamme d'actes : communiques, declarations d'intention, resolutions 

accords etc ••• dont tous n' auron.t pas necessairement et immediatement 

un ,caractere juridique et done une ·force obligatoire. Ce n'est pas 

l'un des moindres paradoxes du Projet que de faire de competences 

(I) Le Projet repond ainsi aux souhaits du Parlement conme de la Conmission de 
voir disparaitre la mainmise par les Etats exer,;ant sur lei; competences 
d'execution conferees a la Conmission par les diverses procedures inventees 
depuis celle des comites de-gesticn. Cf. G.D. EBLERMANN, ·art. cit. lee. cit. 
p. 279. 
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~xercies en commun par les Etats, au sein d'une instance 

interetatique, des competences de l'Union 

c) Les carac~eres du droit de l'Union sont enonces 

a l'article 42 du Projet. Y figurent l'applicabilite directe 

et non l'effet direct dont,selon la jurisprudence de la Cour, 

l'applicabilite directe ne serait qu'une modaliti, la 

primaute et l'obligation faite aux juridictions nationales 

d'appliquer le droit de l'Union, ce qui peut sembler redondant 
~ . 

des lors que la primaute du droit de l'Union figure expressis 

~erbis•dan• le Projet • 

. ·,·· Ainsisse trouvent, ici aussi, consolidees et 

erigees en normes de caractere "constitutionnel'' des principes 

essentiels et fond:amentaux du droit communautaire que la Cour 

avait degages et explicites mais qui ne figuraient pas 

expressement ni avec la meme intensite dans le texte des traites. 

On posera a nouveau la question de savoir si les 

caracteres que le Projet re~onna!t au droit de l'Union s'appliquent 

·aux zon·es de l 'action commune et de la cooperation : peut-on 

penser que les redacteurs du Projet aient voulu accorder l'applica

bilite directe et la primaute aux ''engagements des Etats membres''? 

2) L'a~plic~tion ~t l'execution du droit de l'Union (lato sensu) 

L'analyse. des dispositions du Projet relatives aux 

:~~dalites de l'execution des actes juridiques imputables a l'Union 

arrltes dans le champ de ses comptetences revele un systeme 

differencie. Pour en rendre compte on est conduit a nouveau a 
distinguer selon que l'acte qu'il s'agit d'executer releve de 

l'action commune ou d; la cooperation avant d'envisager l'obligation 

generate qui pese sur la mise en oeuvre du droit de l'Union. 

a) L'execution des dicisions relevant de l'action commune 

Outre les precisions apportees par l'article 42 du 

Projet quant aux caracteres du droit de l'Union examinies ci-dessus 

la meme disposition indique que : 
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" ( .•• ) a.ans prejudice des competences attribuees a la 
Commission l' application de ce droit (i.e .. le drcit de 
l 'Unicn) est assuree par les autcrites des. Etats membres" 

Ainsi, les Etats scnt-ils titu lai.res d' une competence d' execution 

de principe tandis que la Commission dcit se vcir investie 

d'une competence speciale d'executicn. Cette disposition est 

ccnfcrme a la pratique ccmmunautaire dans laque.l.le les Etats 

ccnstituaient les relais ultimes -sur le plan materiel- de 

l'exeauticn du drcit ccmmunautaire a !'exception des competences 

devclues a la C,cmmissicn. 

Il est egalement indique datrs la disposition 

pertinente qu' ! 

"( ••• ) une lei crganique determine les mcdalites selcn 
lesquelles la Commission veille a cette application". 

On rencontre l'idee communautaire selon laquelle la Commission 

est la "gar.dienne du traite". La Cour pourra d' ailleurs, pa.ralle

lement au reco·urs de 1 1 article 169 CEE, intervenir -a l' initiative 

de la Commission comme cela figurera probablement dans la lei 

organique prevue a !'article 64 qui etendra la competence de la 

Cour a la llsanction des manqueme·ncs des Etats membres aux obliga

tions decoulant du droit de l'Unign'' (1). Un cas particulier et 

important de ce mecanisme de surveillance de l'observation 

du Traite de l'Union par les Etats membres figure a l'article 44 

du Projet qui amenage la procedure applicable en cas de violation 

grave et persistante par un Etat des principes democratiques ou 

.·.,des droits. fondamentaux et en tout autre cas de violation 

·. g;tave e·t persistante des dispositions du Traite d 'Union. 

L'article 44 permet done de sanct.ionner a la fois le non-acccmplis

sement par un ~tat membre d 1 obligations issues du traite ou la non

observation par un Etat de ses propres normes internes etablissant 

des principes democratiques ou des droits fondamentaux. Le 

mecanisme de l'article 44 pourra done etre utilise pour deux 

(1) Cette lei organique pourrait-elle conferee a la Cour la competence d'annuler 
une norme nationale contraire au drcit de l'Union? Ce serait garantir 
l'effectivite du principe pose a l'articl e 42 du Projet selon lequel 
" ( ••. ) les juridic ti ens national es sent tenues d' appliquer le droit de 1 'Union". 
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contr8les distincts de portle bien difflrente. Dans le premier 

cas, il parait normal qu'un instrument comme le traitl d'Union 

organise une procldure qui permette de sanctionner les infractions 

d'une certaine importance et d'une certaine durle I ses propres 

dispo~itions. Dans le second cas, c'est un vlritable droit de 

regard de l 'Union ~ur ce qui rele.ve de la coll)petence des Eta·ts 

membres qui est amenage t ne peut-on pas estimer alors que toute 

competence nationale devrait etre desormais exercee selon cette 

finalite reaffirmee par le traite d'Union, perdant ainsi son 

caractere discretionnaire pour devenir une competence liee? 

Ceci resjecte-t-il la souverainete des Etats que, par ailleurs, 
•• , •• J I 

le,traite,d'Union ne met pas en cause d'une fa;on determinan~e? 

,Cet article 44 du Projet est encore interessant 

1 deux titres par la procedure qu'il etablit et par les 

sanctions qu'il prevoit. 

- Quant I la procedure, on notera que l'initiative 

en appartient a la Commission cu. au Parlem,_ent, sans doute 

parce que ce sent les deux institutions qui fncarnent l' interet 

propre de la collectivite composee qu'est l'Union. Ces deux 

institutions peuvent, en -ffet, demander I la Cour de constater 

l'une cu l'autre de ces violations graves et persistantes .. Si on 

comprend .le souci des redacteurs du Projet de garantir un examen 

impartial de l'attitude des Etats on ne peut s'empecher de penser 

que le r8le de la Cour sera bien dllicat ~ le critere de gravite 

-plus que Celui de persistance- sera parfois difficile I evaluer, 

co=-e tout critere qualitatif. De plus, s'il s'agit pour la 

Cour d'apprecier une situation interne, quels serene les moyens 

de son contrSle? La procedure autorise ensuite_ le Conseil europeen 

I statuer apres avis conforme du Parlement et apres avoir entendu 

l'Etat concerne. L'exigence de l'avis conforme n'est-elle pas 

excessive? A quelle majorite devra-t~il etre rendu ? 

- Le Conseil europeen peut prendre deux degres de 

mesures : - soit une suspension des "droits·. qui resultent de 

l'application d'une partie cu de la totalite des dispositions du 

present traite I l'Etat considerl et a ses ressortissants sans 
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prejudice des droits acquis ace dernier'' 

- soit la suspension de''( •.. ) la participation de l'Etat 

considere au Conseil europeen et au Conseil de l'Union, ainsi 

qu'a tout autre organe oii l'Etat es't represente comme tel". 

Le Projet ne va pas jusqu'a prevoir l'exclusion 

mais il est clair que si la suspension pouvait etre d 'u,ne duree 

variable, elle ne saurait toutefois etre permanence car alors 

ce ne serait plus une suspension •.. On notera aussi que l'Etat 

en cause perd un element essentiel de sa representation au 

sein de l'Union avant meme d'et~e suspendu puisqu'il ne participe 
• 

pas au vote relatif aux sanctions, sans doute en vertu du principe 
·1 ·,;: i • '·,: · ~'' . 

. -.:. "nemo. judex in causa sua.". 

b) L'execution des decisions relevant de la cooperation 

L'article 10 du Projet indique, in fine,que 

"Les resul.tats de la cooperation sont mis en oeuvre par 
les Etats membres ou par les institutions de l'Union 
selon les modalites definies par le ffonseil europeen" 

On rencontre ici egale~ent cette dualite Etats membres/institutions 

d_e l 'Union~ toutef-ois toutes les institutions de l 'Union seraient 

susceptibles d'assurer la mise en oeuvre de 1~ cooperation sans 

que le "monopole" de la Commission soit ici conserve. 

67 al. 

Dans le domaine des relations exterieures, l' article 

du Projet precise cependant que : 

"Le Conseil europeen a la responsabilite de la cooperation. 
Le Conseil de l'Union assure la conduite de celle-ci. La 
Commission peut proposer des pclitiques et des actions 
qui sent mises en oeuvre, a la demande du Conseil europeen 
ou du Conseil de l'Union, soit par la C=ission, soit 
par les Etats membres" . 

• c) L' article 13 du Pro jet indigue : 

"L'Union et les Etats membres cooperant dans la confiance 
mutuelle a l'application du droit de l'Union, les Etats 
membres prennent tcutes mesures generales particulierement 
pro pres:. a assurer 1 'execution des obligations decoulant 
du present traite cu resultant des actes. des institutions 
de l 'Union, Ils facilitent a celle-ci 1' accomplissement 
de sa mission·, Ils s!abstiennent de toute mesure susceptible 
de mettre en peril 1.;. realisation des buts de -1 'Union". 
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On aura reconnu l' article 5 du traite CEE auquel 

l'on a raj.cute une premiere phrase evoquant la cooperation 

et la ccnfiance mutuelle qui devront regir les relations entre 

l'Union et ses Etats membres. Ceci tlmoigne de la volonte des 

redacteurs du projet d'aller au-dela de l'inscription_du principe 

de bonne fol, Celle qu'elle figure a l'article 5 CEE en tenant 

compte de H.inte:i:pt'etlation <ju' en a donnee la jurisprudence de la 

Cour de Justice. Ce faisant, les redacteurs ne sont pas alles 

jusqu'a formuler un principe comparable a la "loyaute federale" 

(Bundestreue). 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

En conclusion, on peut estimer que la repartition 

des competences inscrites dans le Projet souffre d'une 

certaine ambigulte quanta sa dllimitation. Les notions utilisees 

(methodes d'action de l'Union) scrit susceptibles de deux interpre

tations contradictoires, toutes deux d'ailleurs insatisfaisantes :scit 

la cooperation demeure a l'extlrieur des competences de l'Union 

-mais on comprendrait mat alors la raison de !'intervention 

des institutions de l'Union-, soit la cooperation rentre bien 

dans le champ de competences de l'Union, mais a-1,or.s·,comment 

compre~dre que l'on puisse augmenter le domaine de la cooperation 
,.;-

et augmenter par la le champ de competences de l'Union sans 
'' ' 

passer par la procedure de revision? 

A l' in.terieur de l' action commune la distinction 

entre les competences exclusives et concurrentes devrait .... ~tre 

davantage precisee en ce qui concerne notamment la situation 

juridique des Etats m~nbres avant l'intervention de l'Union. 

Ence qui concerne le contenu des competences 

de l 'Unio·n, on a pu noter que le sort fait a l' acquis communautaire 

et aux droits. fondamentaux manquait parfois de precision. Quant 

aux compltences exclusives et concurrences, le changement par 

rapport aux Communautes n'esl:. pas substantiel. Ainsi que 

i 
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l'indiquait M. EHLERMANN (I) 

"Vergleicht man.den Vorgesehenen Bereich der gemeinsamen 
Aktionen mit dem Kompetenzenspielraum, uber den die 
Gemeinschaften schc,n heute verfugen, so stellt man 
fest dass nicht sehir viel hinzugefugt wird". • 

Enf in, pour ce qui. est de 1 a. mis e en oeuvre . . . 

du droit de l'Uni~n, les solutions retenues, inspirees de la 

pratique communautaire et federale, devraient etre efficaces. 

Par rapport aux Communautes europeennes, le rapporteur partage 

l'idee de M. EHLERMANN (I) selon laquelle le Projet de traite 

instltuant. l'Union europeenne"a ete davantage inspire par le 
• 

souci de modifiir les. procedures de decision que par la volonte 

d' attribuer des. competences nouvelles ou plus importantes. 

L'amalgame rela"tif entre l'action commune et la cooperation 

exprime·· d'ailleurs aussi plus·, le· statu q·uo qu'un·e vision· 

nouvelle des relations entre l'Union et les Etats. Peut-etre 

est-ce lA le tribut que le Proj.et pale au realisme politique?: 

on voudrait que ce soit aussi un gage de son entree en vigueur 

·effective. 

(I) Art• 'cit. loc. cit • 
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I. 

Constitutional Aspects. 

A. 
Compatibility of the Draft Treaty with the Belgian 
Constitution. 

1. 

Until 1970 there were no provisions in the Belgian 

Constitution explicitly concerning international or 

supranational organizations. 

There was just one Ar.ticle concerning treaties. 

It still exists at this time, and it has not been 

amended since its adoption in 1831. 

I 
Article 68 of the Belgian Constitution provides 

that the King concludes "treaties of peace, alliance 

and commerce", and that He gives notice of them, 

with proper information, to Parliament, as soon as 
that may be permitted by the state's interest 

and security. It also provides that "commerce 

treaties", "treaties which can burden· the state 

or oblige BelgiaDS individually" and treaties 

modifying the boundaries of the state's territory • 
require the consent.of Parliament, and that the secret 

clauses of 
the patent 

a treaty never 

ones (1). 

can be destructive of I 
I 

( 1) Full French text of Article 68 : "Le Roi commande I 
les forces de terre et de mer, declare la guerre, fai t I-
les traites de paix, d'alliance et de commerce. Il en \ 
donne connaissance aux Chambres aussitat que l'interet f 
et la surete de.l'Etat le permettent, en y joignant les l 
communications convenables. Les traites de commerce [ 
etceux qui pourraient grever l'Etat ou lier individuellement r 
des Belges, n'ont d'effet qu'apres avoir re~u l'assentiment f 
des Chambres. Nulle cession, nul echange, nulle adjonction I 
de territoire ne peut avoir lieu qu'en vertu d'une loi. ' ; 
Dans aucun cas, les articles secrets d'un traite ne peuvent t 

I etre destructifs des articles patents". , 
l' 
l 



2. 

The existing European Community Treaties were concluded 

by the King's Government and approved by Parliament 

according to that Article. 

At the time of the conclusion of the ECSC Treaty, 

and, somewhat later, of the ill-fated EDC Treaty, 

constitutional objections were raised in Belgium 

against those treaties, on the one hand by people 

who did not favour them and who were, of course, 

eager to fight them with legal ;;,,rguments as well 

as with other ones, and. on the other hand by jurists 

of the old school who believed that the participation 

of Belgium in supranational organizations was 
incompatible with the Belgian Constitution as it 

then stood and that Belgium could not enter into 

such organizations without first amending its 

Constitution (l). 

The Belgian Council of State (2) and also four 
of the six professors then in charge of Constitutional 

( l) See, for a good summary of. that controversy : 
W.J. GANSHOF VAN DER'MEERSCH, "La constitution 
belge et !'evolution de l'ordre juridique inter
national", in Annales de droit et de sciences 
politiques, vol. XII, N° 49 (1952). See also 
the extended relation of the consideration 
by the Belgian Parliament of each of both 
treaties, in P.F. SMETS,Les traites internationaux 
devant le parlement (1945-1955), Brussels 1978, 
pp. 285-489. 

(2) See Doc. Ch.,1952-1953, N° 163. 



Law at the Belgian Universities (l) appeared to 

be of that opinion, which. was, however, strongly 

opposed (2). 

The views of those who thought that the treaties 

concerned were incompatible with the Belgian 

Constitution may be summarized. as follows. They 

deduced.from its Article 25,according to which 

"all. powers. stem from the· Nationn and "have to 

be exercised in the manner prescribed by the 

Constitution" (3), and also from a rather absolute 

interpretation of state sove.reignty and national 

independence,• that Belgians could-only be subject, 

in their own country, to Belgian authorities 

established by, or according to,.the Belgian 

Constitution. They found that an~ transfer of 

sovereignty to authorities not so established, 

and in particular to authorities like those of 

the ECSC and of the EDC, was an inconstitutional 
delegation of state power and an.infringment upon 

national independence. Lookifig in detail at the 
powers actually transferred by the treaties concerned 

to-those European authorities, which were even 

described in certain coimllents as "foreign", they 

pointed· out that many of these powers had to be 
exercised, according to the Belgian Constitution, by 

(L) See Doc. Ch., 1952-1953, N° 696. 

3. 

(2) See, inter alia, my article "La constitution belge 
et l'Europe", in Syntheses, N° 69 (February 1952), 
and J. DABIN's "Note complementaire sur le probleme 
de l'integration des souverainetes", in Annales 
de droit et de sciences politigues, vol. XIII, 
N6 51. (1953). 

(3) Full French text of Article 25: "Tousles pouvoirs 
emanent de la nation. Ils sont exerces de la maniere 
etablie par la constitution". 



the authorities established by, or according to, it 

and that they could not, without violating the 

Constitution, be exercised by any other authority: 

they referred, in particular, to the legislative, 

executive and judicial powe:s of the ECSC and of 

the. EDC, to the fiscal. powers of the ECSC, and 

also, of course, to the military powers of the 

EDC', and of NATO as well. 

Against those views it was observed that Article· 25 

of the Belgian Constitution does only concern the 

exercise of powers within the sphere of national 

public law.and. that it is only valid within the 

internal legal order of Belgium. It was also observed 
that nothing in that Article, which has a. democratic, 

and not a nationalistic, meaning,. nor in any other 

provision of the Belgian Constitution, and also 

nothing in the general spirit of that Constitution, 

forbade the Belgian Government and the Belgian 

Parliament, being the legitimate representatives 

of the will of the Belgian nation,. to conclude and to 
approve, in the manner prescribed by Article 68 

4. 

of the Constitution, treaties establishing international 

or supranational organizations. It was further observed 

that the conclusion and the approval of such treaties 

• did not infringe upon national independence, since 

Belgium thereby integrated itself into a larger 

Community and dit not subject itself to a foreign 

power (1). 

(1) J. DABIN, op.cit •• 



I, for my part, stressed at that time the 

relativity of state constitutions and state 
sovereignties and the superiority of international 

law and supranational law, even in statu.nascendi( 

over national law. I held that a problem of 

nconstitutionality~ with respect to a national 
constitution, cannot even.arise as·to the 
contents. of a treaty between states,, since the. 

constitution of a state can only be. the highest 

norm within the legal order of that state and 

cannot, as such, govern relations between states : 

r felt that a state constitution can just be 
relevant to determine the formai · competence, of· 

I those representing that state in such relations. 

I pointed out that. this was the more true as 
to treaties.like the European Community Treaties, 

which. established a higher legal. order than the 

legal orders of the states and.which were to be 
seen as =eating themselves Constitutional taw 

for that higher legal order (1). 

Other arguments, for or against,. and' more or less 

convincing, were expounded as well. 

Nothwithstanding any constitutional objections, 
the ECSC Treaty and the EDC Treaty were approved 
by'the Belgian Parliament, respectively in 1952 
and in 1954. So were also approved, in 1957, 
the treaties establishing the EEC and Euratom 

and, later, all further treaties concerning the 

European Communities. 

(1) See my article in Syntheses referred to above. 

5; 



3. 

In 1970 an Article 25bis was inserted into the 

Belgian Constitution. 

It provides that "the exercise of stated powers 

can be attributed by a treaty or by. a law to 

institutions of public- inte=ational law" (1). 

It was a belated result of the constitutional 

controversy about the European Communities. 

Mainly in order to appease that dispute, the 

introduction of constitutional provisions 

conce=ing inte=ational or supranational 

organizations was initiated already at the 

time of the approval of the.EDC Treaty (2). 

------It- was however delayed by. internal. political

difficul ties (3), and also by the Congo problem (4), 

(1) Full French text of Article 25bis : "L'exercice 
de pouvoirs determines peut etre attribue par 
un traite ou par une loi a des institutions 
de droit internationi3.l public". 

6. 

(2) The procedure to amend. the Constitution on that subject 
was initiated by the Government on October 6, 1953, 
i.e. before the approval of the EDC Treaty by the 
House of Representatives, on November 26, 1953, 
and by the Senate on March 12, 1954. 

(3) The Christian Democrats blocked the procedure in 
1955, as a protest against the education policy of 
the then ruling Coalition of Socialists and Liberals. 
The Socislists blocked it in 1959, as a protest against 
the economic and social policy of the then ruling 
Coalition of Christian Democrats and Liberals. 

(4) Invoking that problem, .the Government,at the beginning 
of 1960, asked Parliament to suspend further consideration 
of the matter. 



7. 

then forgotten for some time (1), and later 

taken up again, together with the internal 

institutional reforms which were considered 

since 1965 (2). 

Article 25bis might, of course, have been 

better ·phrased than. it actually is~- It contains 

wordings which might be.· interpreted narrowly (3). 

So might be in particular the ad'jective "stated" 

which qualifies the. substantive "powers"" : that 

ad.jective was indeed used with a rather restrictive 

purpose, so, as- not- to i-nclude mc!et:_eEni.na.te. transfer.s

o£ power (4) • 

4. 

This possibility of a restrictive interpretation of 

Article 25bis should however not entail. major 

difficulties in the case of the Draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union. The Union, as 

The procedure to amend the Constitution which 
was initiated in 1953, was prolongated in 1958. 
It was not continued in 1961. 

(2-) A new procedure to amend the Constitution was 
initiated in 1965. Its principal purpose was to 
adopt provisions conce=ing the relations between 
the Belgian linguistic communities. 

(3) 

( 4) 

This was already feared when the idea of such an 
Article was put forward. DABIN pointedly observed, 
in his "Note compl611entaire~ referred to above : 
"le danger est que les precisions ne soient par 
trop limitatives et qu'elles n'apportent trop 
d'entraves aux processus d'integration necessaire". 

Those who wrote the Article also wanted to make 
a difference between the attribution of the 
"exercise" of stated powers and the attribution 
of those powers themselves. Such a difference can, 
of course, be made in theory: it appears however 
to be meaningless in practice. 



8. 

proposed in the Draft Treaty, certainly has the 
character of an "institution of public international 

law", within the meaning of Article 25bis (1), and 

the competences conferred to the Union by the 
Draft Treaty do not appear to exceed the "attribution 
of the exercise of stated powers", as envisaged 

in that Article. 

The Draft Union Treaty does not go much further than 
the existing Community Treaties, which are certainly 

covered by Article 25bis: there is only a difference 

in degree, not in essence, between the powers to be 
exercised by the Union under the Draft Treaty and those 

· to be exercised by. the Communities under the 

existing Treaties. 

It thus appears that Article 25bis cannot.be of 

much help.to those who would like to oppose the 
Draft Treaty on the basis of constitutional arguments. 
That . would not, of course, prevent th= from arguing that,. 
in their view, the powez:s to be exercised by the Union under the 
Draft Treaty are too indete:cminate to be covered by that Article 

5. 

• 
If however any incompatibility might be deemed 
to exist between Article 25bis, or any other provision, 
of the Belgian Constitution, and the Draft Treaty 

(1) Whatever they may exactly mean, the te:cms "institutions 
of public international law" were definitely not 
intended to exclude supranational organizations 
(see P. WIGNY, La troisieme revision de la Constitution, 
Brussels 1972, p. 349). 
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establishing the European Union, I would personnally 

feel, in the line of my earlier writings, that 
even restrictively phrased or restrictively 
interpreted provisions of a national constitution 

cannotprohibit supranational integration, which 

is, in my view, governed by general. principles 
transcending national law: I feel that supranational. 

integration has to be seen as an aspect of 
,.the right of self-determination", which "al·l peoples 
have,. (l) and which cannot. be denied. to the 

people of Europe, "anything in the constitution 

or laws of- any state to· the. contrary notw1tlf-'· 

standing" (2) • 

(1) See Article 1, 1, of the International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights and Article 1, 1, of the 
International Covenant on Economict Social and 
Cultural Rights. 

(2) See Article VI, Section 2, of the Constitution or 
the United States of America. 



.10 •.. 

Procedure to be followed for Belgium to be a Party 

· to the Draft Treaty. 

The procedure to be followed for Belgium to be a 
Party to the Treaty establishing the European Onion, 

as proposed by the European Parliament, would be 
governed. by the already mentioned Article 68 of 

the Belgian Constitution (1), as traditionally 

interpreted and applied : . the King's Government 
would conclude the Treaty,or accede to it, 
and. would then have to obtain its approval by 
Parliament, before ratifying it. 

2. 

In so far as Article 68 concerns the King's power 

to conclude treaties, one might observe that it 
only mentions explicitly "treaties of peace, alliance 

and commerce" and that it does not clearly cover 
treaties establishing international or supranational 
organizations, except, of course, to the extent that 
such treaties might somehow belong to one of-the 

three categories so mentioned. 

( l) See p. l above. 



The wording thus used in Article 68 may seem to be 
rather narrow, but it has always been understood 
so as to imply the King's general and exclusive 
power to conduct relations with other states or 
with other subjects of international law and so 
as to embrace all treaties and agreements with 
such states and subjects : the conduct of external 
relations has- indeed, to be seen as one of the 
essential and exclusive duties of the.King as Head 
of the State, one-which of course He performs, 

11. 

like any other of :Ris duties, on the advice of 
His--Mi-nistersr who are- responsible- to Parliament- (1) •-

If the European Union, as prop1sed.by the European 
Parliament, is to be established. by a treaty between 
states, -such a treaty must, as far as Belgium - is· con
cerned-, be concluded, or acceded to, by the 

King's Government. 

3. 

Also in so far as it- r-equires the consent .. of 
Parliament for certain categories of treaties, 
Article 68 does not clearly cover treaties 
establishing international or supranational organi

zations. 

It may however certainly be held that, if perhaps 
not as to its explicit wording, it does, as to its 
spirit, require such consent for such treaties. 

(1) See also the Decree of November 22, 1830, on the 
Form of Government and Articles 63 and 64 of"the 
Belgian Constitution. 



On the one hand, one may feel that treaties establishing 

international organizations and, still more, 

treaties establishing supranational organizations, 

are, by their very nature, likely to "burden the 

state" and to "oblige. Belgians individually" and 

. that, in many cases, they have. 'that effect indeed. 

On the other hand, some of those treaties, in parti

cular. the now existing European Community Treaties, 

may be considered as "commerce treaties". It may, 

moreover, be held that treaties transferring powers 

to inte=ationaJ. or supranational entities are important 

enough to dese:V'e a. formal approval of Parliament, 

even if such approval is not,explicitly required, 

as it is for treaties involving a modification of 

the state's boundaries. 

The treaties establishing the Council of Europe (1), 

the ECSC (2.), the EEC and Euratom. (3), and also the 
European. Convention on Human Rights (4) were all 

submitted to the approval of Parliament. So were also 

the treaties and protocols additional to, or 

modifying them. 

(1) The Statute of the Council of Europe was approved 
by an Act of February 11, 1950. 

(2) The ECSC Treaty was approved by an Act of June 25, 
1952. 

(3) The EEC Treaty and.the Euratom Treaty were approved 
by an Act of December 2, 1957. 

(4) The European Convention on Human Rights was approved 
by an Act of May 13, 1955. 
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Likewise, the approval of Parliament was sought, inter alia, 

for the Charter of the United Nations (1) and for the 

International Covenants on Economic, Social and, Cultural 

Rights and on Civil and Political Rights (2). 

In practice, it uses to be sought for all treaties of 

some importance, including those concerning matters 

which in the aomestic legal order would have to be, or 

usually are,decided by Parliament .• 
----------------------- - -------. 

' . 

Any treaty creating something like the European 

Union proposed by the European Parliament would 

thas need, as far as Belgium is concerned, the 

consent of Parliament. 

4. 

The consent of. Parliament to· a treaty has to be 
obtained from both Houses : the House of Representatives· 

and the Senate. It uses to be given in the form of 
an Act of Parliament, according to the procedure followed 

for domestic legislation (3). 

(l) The Charter of :the United Nations was approved 
by an Act of December 14, 1945. 

(2) The International Covenant on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights and the International Covenant 
on Civil and Political Rights were approved by an 
Act of May 15, 1981. 

(3) Strictly speaking, an Act of Parliament (in French: 
"lei") is formally required only for treaties 
involving modifications of the state's boundaries 
(see Article 68 of the Belgian Constitution). The 
cobsent of Parliament to any other treaty, might, 
initheory, be given in any other form,~ by 
Resolutions adopted to that effect in each of 
both Houses, but it is, also, in practice, always 
gi~en in the form of an Act of Parliament. 



In general, an Act of Parliament approving a 

treaty only contains one Article, according 

to which the treaty concerned shall "have full 

effect" (ll. It may however also contain other 

provisions. 

No qualified majority is required. for the 

approva'1: of any particular kind: of treaties. 

Such a majority is specifically not required 

as to treaties transferring powers to inter-

national. or supranational organizations (2). 

s. 

The approval of a treaty by Parliament does not 
oblige the King to ratify that treaty. It only 

authorizes Him to do so ~. the King's Government 

freely decide .whether to ratify, or not to 
ratify, the treaty, even if it is approved by 

Parliament. 

Likewise, the approval of a treaty by Parliament 

does not preclude the King's Government from 

later denouncing the treaty., or withdrawing from it. 

They would not need the approval of Parliament 

for such a denunciation or withdrawal. 

(l) In French: "Le traite ••• sortira son plein et 
entier effet". 

(2) Already since a number of years, in fact since the 
time of the controversy about the ECSC Treaty and 
the EDC Treaty, it has been proposed to insert into the 
Belgian Constitution a provision requiring a qualified 
majority for the approval of treaties transferring 
powers to international or supranational organizations : 
it was intended to amend to that effect the existing 
Article 68. However, no provision of thatkind has been 
adopted so far. 



Of course, the King's Ministers are responsible. to 

Parliament for the Government's policy as to the 

ratification of treaties, and- also· as- to the 

denunciation of, or withdrawal from, them: 

parliamentary control applies to such matters, 

·IS. 

as well as to all other matters of.Government policy. 

6. 

Complications might arise from certain" provisions .. · 

of the Special. Act of August 8 1 1980, concerning 

the institutions of the Flemish COllllllunity, the 

Flemish Region,. the French Community and the 

Walloon· Region, and of the Act of December 31, 1983, 

concerning the institutions of the German-speaking 

Community. 

Cal 

For treaties and agreements concerning educational, 

cultural,. health or welfare. matters belonging to. 

the domestic competence of the Flemish Community, 
of the_ French Community and of the Gel:lllan-speaking 

Community, Article 16 of the Special Act of August 8, 

1980 {l) and Article 5 of.the Act of December 31, 1983 (2) 

require the consent of the Community Councils concerned. 

(l) French text of that Article: "§ l. L'assentiment a 
tout traite ou accord relatif a la cooperation dans les 
matieres visees a !'article 59bis, § 2, 1° et 2°, et 
§ 2bis, de la constitution et aux articles 4 et 5 de 
la presente loi est donne soit par le conseil de la 
communaute fran~aise, soit par le conseil flamand, soit 
par les deux conseils s'ils sent l'un et l'autre concernes. 
§ 2. Les traites vises au.§ ler sent presentes au conseil 
competent par l'executif de la communaute". 

(2) French text of that Article: "Les articles 5, § 2 et 8 
a 16 de la lei speciale sent applicables a la communaute 
germanophone". 



16 .• 

Both Articles.are hardly compatible with the.Belgian 

Constitution, in so far as they submit the conclusion 

of certain treaties with other states or other 

subjects. of. international law to the consent of 

other. bodies than Par.liament and so infringe 

upon the constitutional powers of the King and of 

Parliament. 

They neverthelesa exist and might be considered to 

apply to the Treaty establishing the European 
Union, as drafted by the European Parliament, since 

that treaty would indeed contain provisions on 
educational, cultural., health and .. welfare matters 

belonging, within the Belgian legal order, to. the 

competence of the three Cormnunities, concerned. 

rt would then be necessary to obtain not only the 

consent of both.Houses of. Parl.iament, but also 

that of the three Cormnunity Councils. 

That would, of course, be rather cumbersome and perhaps not 

very reasonable, but it would not be something new. The Inter-

______ _rl_cltiC>nal Co_v~~a,_i:i_t. o_n Economic, . Soc_i_?.J, _an~ Cul:t;11rc1-l Rights w.as~~
indeed, before-beincr ratified by the King's Government, submitted 

to the approval of the Council. of .. the French Community and to the · 
approval of the F18I!lisl: Council, as well as to the approval 

of both Houses of Parliament (lf. 

(1) The International Covenant on Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights, which was approved, together with 
the. International. Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights, by an Act of May 15, 1981, as already mentioned 
above, was also approved separately by a Decree of the 
Council of the French Community on June 6, 1982, and 
by a Decree of the Flemish Council on January 25, 1983. 
rt was not submitted to the approval.of the Council of 
the German-speaking Community, since Article 5 of the 
Act of December 31, 1983 concerning that Community did not 
yet exist at that time. 
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(b) 

For treaties and agreements concerning,more generally, 

tiiatters belonging· to the domestic·competence of the· 

Flemish Community,of the Flemish Region, of the 

French Community, of the Walloon Region and of the 
German-speaking Community, Article Bl of the Special 
Act.of August 8,1980 (1) and Article 51 of the Act 

of December 31, 1983 (2) provide that the Executives 
of .. ·the Communities and Regions concerned have to 

be "associated" with the negotiations as to these 
matters. 

These Articles would apply to the Treat~ establishing 
the European.Union, as draffed by the European Parliament, 

since that treaty would indeed contain.· provisions on 
matters belonging, within. the Belgian legal order, 

to the competence of the three Communities and of 

the two Regions concerned .• 

The Executives of these Communities and Regions should 
therefore have to be informed of,. and have to be 
consulted on, the negotiations concerning these 
provisions, and they should, as to· these provisions; 
have the opportunity to put forward their remarks, 

their wisp.es and their proposals. 

(1) French text of that Article: "Dans les matieres qui 
relevent de la competence du conseil, son executif est 
associe aux negociations des accords internationaux, 
le roi restant le seul interlocuteur sur le plan inter
national, dans le respect de !'article 68 de la • 
Constitution". 

(2) French .text of that Article: "Les articles 62, 68- a 73, 
78, 79, §§ l en 3, 81 et 82 de la loi speciale sont 
applicables a la communaute germanophone". 



7. 

Quite naturally, the approval of a treaty by 

Parliament is sought by the Government: they 

initiate the procedure with a Government Bill, 

which they introduce to that effect in one of 
both Houses, .. in the same way as they do when 

promoting domestic legisiation. 

As far as the three Belgian. Communities, or any 

of themr may be concerned, the already mentioned 

Article . 16 of the Special Act. of December 31, 
1983 explicitly provides that the consent of 
their Councils to a treaty is.sought by their 

Executives. 

Thus, if a treaty establishing a European Union 

would be signgd by the Belgian Government, the 
normal way of seeking the approval of Parliament 
for such. a. treaty, would be.the introduction of a 

Government Bill to that effect. Likewise, the 
normal way of seeking its approval by the 
Community Councils would be the introduction of 
Government Bills to that effect by their respective 

Executives. 

8. 

18. 

Private Member's Bills to the effect of approving 

i~ternational treaties were hardly conceivable until 
recently. 

Such Bills were however already tabled, but none of them 
ever proceeded much further. 



They appear to be a form of pressure on the 

Government to urge the putting into effect of 
the treaty concerned·. That was tried, without 

success, as to· the European Social Charter, which 

Belgium signed in 1961 but which it has not yet 

ratified (1). 

A Private Member's Bill to approve a treaty may 
also be a means to make some other point. Such was. 

the avowed purpose of a Private Member's Bill 

to approve .the Internatinal Covenant on Economic, 

Social and cultural Rights, whicr was introduced· 
in the Council. of the• French Comm.unity, precisely . 

in order to assert that Council's competence to 
approve treaties concerning matters within its 

domestic competence (2). Sometime later, the 
Executive of. the French Collllilunity introduced 

themselves a Bill to seek the approval of their 
Council for that Covenant and had it passed (3). 

Tl-.ere may be some doubt as to the admissibility of 
Private Member's Bills proposing the approval 
of treaties, since such Bills interfere with 

19. 

the King's power to conduct relations with other 

states or with oth~r subjects. of international law. 

(·1) See Doc. Senat, 724 (1980-1981) - N° 1 •. 
(2) Doc. Conseil culturel de la Communaute culturelle 

francai~~, 33 (1979-1980) - N 1. 
(3) See pp. 15-16 above. 



That difficulty should however not be taken 

too seriously, since, even if passed and 
sanctioned, such a Bill would not have the 
effect to oblige the Government to ratify the 

treaty concerned (1). 

Of course, a Private Member's Bill to approve 
a. <Jraft treaty or a treaty not yet concluded 

.or not yet acceded to, by the Government, would 

be senseless. 

(1) See pp. 14-15 above. 

20. 



II 

Political Aspects. 

A. 

General Remarks. 

The Europe.an Union, in particular as proposed· in the 
Draft Treaty adopted by the Europe.an Parliament on 
February 14, 1984, seems not to be a major issue in 

Belgium'~ 

21. 

'Jlhere is neither serious opposition against, nor much 
enthousiasm for the Draft Treaty, which even appears 
not to be .known very much outside a rather narrow circle 
of people interested in European affairs.. The Draft 
Treaty has hardly, or not at, all, been mentioned, or 
discussed by the mass media: neither the press, nor 
radio or television have given it any special attention. 
Parties and other similar groups are.generally in 
favour o·f it, at least verbally, but mostly without much 

zeal: some .of them uttered criticism as to certain 
aspects of the Draft Treaty. 
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B. 

The Belgian Political Parties and the Draft Treaty. 

l. 

In the- European Parliament all Belgian. Members (l) present 

at. the.final vote on the Draft Treaty on February 14, 1984 

voted. in favour of the, r:raft and of the :RP.solution concerning 
it. They included. representatives, of all Belgian Parties 
represented in the Assembly except the PRL (2) : the 

two Members belonging to that Party (3) and also one 
Flemish Liberal (4) and one Francophone Socialist (5) 

were not present at the vote (6). 

2 • 

. On May 24, 1984 the Belgian House of Representa-

(l) At the time of the vote on the Draft Treaty establishing 
the European Union, Belgium was represented in the European 
Parliament by 10 Christian Democrats (7 of the CVP, 3 of 
the PSC), 7 Socialists (4 of the PS, 3 of the SP), 4 Liberals 
(2 of the PVV, 2 of the PRL) and 3 Members belonging to 
"linguistic" Parties ( l of the VU, l of the FDF and l of 
the RW). . 

(2) Chanterie, Croux, Marek, Phlix, Van Rompuy, Vandewiele and 
Verroken, of the CVP; Deschamps, Herman and Vankerkhoven, 
of the PSC; Van Hemeldonck, Van Miert and Vernimmen, of 
the SP; Glinne, Lizin and Radoux, of the PS; De Gucht, of 
the PVV; Vandemeulebroucke, of the VU; Spaak, of the FDF; 
and Gendebien, of the RW. 

(3) Beyer de_Ryke and Damseaux. 
(4) Pauweleyn, of the PVV. 
(5) Dury, of the PS. 
(6) Those four Members had however signed the presence list 

for the sitting of February 14, 1984. 



tives (_1) adopted a Resolution in which the Belgian 

Government was requested, on the one hand, "to take 

immediately the initiatives necessary in order to 
negotiate with the other Member States on the Draft 

Treaty establishing the European Union" and,- on the 
other hand, "to start as quickly as possible the 

ratification procedure, as soon as an agreement is 

reached between Member States on the Treaty,and to 
urge the Governments of the. other Member States to 

do the same" (2). 

The Resolution, which was drafted in its final form 

23. 

by the External Relations Coimnittee of the House, 
resulted from the amalgamation of· two Motions. The· 
first of them was moved on March 22, 1984 by Mr Dierickx, 

a leader of the Belgian Greens (3). The other one was 

moved, also on· March 22, 198_4, by a Christian Democrat, · 

Mrs Demeester- De Meyer (4); it was also signed by the· 
floor leaders of the four Majority Parties (5) and 
by those of two of the-Opposition Parties as well (6.). 

Of the 212 Members of the House, 176, including Members 
of all but one of the Parties represented in the. 

(1) In the Belgian House of Representatives, as sitting in 
May 1984, there were 61 Christian Democrats (43 of the CVP, 
18 of the PSC), 60 Socialists (34 of the PS, 26 of the SP), 
52 Liberals (28 of the PW, 24 of the PRL) 2 Coimnunists, 
29 Members belonging to "linguistic" Parties (20 of the 
VU, 1 of the Vlaams Blok, 5 of the FDF, 2 of the RW, 
l of the RPW), 4 Greens (2 of Agalev and 2 of Ecole), 2 
Members belonging to the UDRT-RAD and 2 independent 
Members. 

(2) Doc. Ch.,893 (1983-1984) - N° 2, p. 6, and Ann. Ch. 
1983-1984, pp. 2975-2976. 

(3) Doc. Ch.,892 (1983-1984) - N° 1. 
(4) Doc. Ch., 893 (1983-1984) - N° 1. 
(5) Blanckaert, of the CVP, De Winter, of the PW, Henrion, of 

the PRL, and Wauthy, of the PSC, 
(6) Baert, of the vu, and Van der Biest, of the PS. 



House ( l) , and also the two independent Members, took 

part in the vote on the Resolution. They adopted it 

unanimously (2). 

24. 

Th?y included 55 Christian Democrats (41 of the CVP, 14 of 

the PSC), 42 Socialists (22 of the PS, 20 of the SP), 

47• Liberals (25 of the PVV, 22 of. the PRL), the two 

Communists, 24 Members belonging to "linguistic" 

Parties ( 18 of the VU, 3 of the FDF, the two Members 

of the RW and the one Member of the RPW), 2 Greens, the 

two Members belonging to the UDRT-RAD and the two 

independent Members. 

The debate on the Resolution, which was held. on May 23, 

was rather short. Only Mr Dierickx, Mrs Demeester-De Meyer, 

the rapporteur. (Mr Grootjans, a Liberal), the. Minister of 

External Relations !Mr Tindemansl, one Flemish Socialist 

(Mr Van Velthoveni and one Francophone Christian Democrat. 

(Mr Thys), took the floor. They all expressed their 

support for the Draft Treaty. 

'l'Wo of them showed however some skepticism. 

On· the one hand, Mr Dierickx uttered his fear as 

to what the Governments might do with the.Draft Treaty, 

if they would negotiate on it in the usual manner. He 

strongly insisted that Amendements to the Draft, which 

was already a compromise, should not be dealt· with by 

diplomats but by the European Parliament itself. 

On the other hand, the Minister of External Relations 

welcomed the Resolution but expressed some doubts as to 
what might happen to the Draft Treaty. He found it a 

paradox that it was put forward at a moment of crisis in 

(l) The one Member representing the Vlaams Blok did not parti
cipate. 

(2) Ann. Ch.. 1983-1984, pp. 2975-2976. 
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the European.Communities: he mentioned the problem of 

the acc·ession of Spain and Portugal and the financial 

difficulties, in particular those concerning the British 

contribution. He also said that he already knew that 
some Member States of the Communities would never accept 

the Draft Treaty as adopted by the European Parliament. 
He nevertheless expressed the wish that the House would 
pass the Resolution, as unanimously as possible. He 

. declared that the. Belgian Government would accept it and 

that they would negotiate with the other Member States 

in order to have a text which could be adopted by a certain 
number of Member States without incidents • 

• 

Before the vote on the Resolution, on May 24, some reser
vations were expressed by· one of the two Communist 
Members of the House, Mr. Fedrigo. He criticized what 

he found to be the capitalistic and.antidemocratic action 

of theexisting European Institutions and their policy 
of industrial dismantlement, growing unemployment,. im
poverishment of the working people and social regression. 

3 •. 

A Motion concerning the Draft Treaty was also introduced 

in the Belgian Senate- (1) on March 20, 1984 by Mrs De Backer
Van Ocken, a Christian Democrat and former Minister (2); it 
was·also signed by the floor leaders of the four Majority , 
Parties (3) and by those of the three principal 

(1) In the Belgian Senate, as sitting in March 1984, there 
were 56 Christian Democrats (40 of the CVP, 16 of the 
PSC), 50 Socialists (29 of the PS, 21 of the SP), 43 
Liberals (23 of the PVV, 20 of the PRL), 1 Communist, 
25 Members belonging to nlinguistic" Parties (17 of the 
VU, 6 of the FDF, 2 of the RPW), 5 Greens (1 of. Agalev 
and 4 of Ecolo) and 1 Member belonging to the UDRT-RAD. 

(2) Doc. Sen., 658 (1983-1984) - N° 1. 
(3) Andre, of the PSC, Gijs, of the CVP, Herman_.Michielsens, 

of the PVV, and Wathelet, of the PRL. 
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Opposition Parties (l). 

Its wording was practically the same as that of the Motion 

which was introduced two days later in the House of Represen

tatives by Mrs Demeester-De Meyer. 

The Motion of Mrs De Backer-Van Ocken is still under consideration 

in the External Relations Committee of the Senate. 

4. 

It may.be interesting to have a look at the votes of the Belgian 

Parliament on the existing Community Treaties, and on the EDC 
Treaty as well.. It so appears. that in. those previous: occasions the 

Belgian Parties did not show the unanimity which they presently 

display in their votes for the Draft Union Treaty •. 

The. ECSC Treaty was approved by the Belgian Senate on February 5, 
1952 and by the Belgian House of Representatives on June 12, 1952. 

In the Senate 102 Senators voted for, 4 voted against, and 58 · 

abstained. In the House of Representatives.165 Members voted for, 

13 voted against and 13 abstained. 

The EDC Treaty was approved by the Belgian House of Representatives 

on November 26, 1953 and by the Belgian Senate on March 12, 

1954. In the House of.Representatives 148 Members voted for, 

49 voted against and 3 abstained. In the Senate 125 Members. 

voted for, 40 voted against and 2 abstained. 

The EEC Treaty and the Euratom Treaty were approved by the Belgian 

House of Representatives on November 19, 1957 and by the Belgian 

Senate on November 28, 1957. In the House of Representatives 

.174 Members voted for, 4 voted against and 2 abstained. In the 
Senate 134 Senators voted for, 2 voted against and 2 abstained. 

(l) Delmotte, of the PS, Wyninckx, of the SP, and Van der Elst, 
of the vu. 

• 



The votes on the ECSC and on the EDC were held under 

a Christian D.emocrat Government (l), the vote on the 

27. 

EEC and Euratom under a Coalition Government of Socialists 

and Liberals (2). 

The voting behaviour of each of the Parties then re

presented in Parliament is shown in the Table on p~ge 29. 

It may be summarized as follows. 

The Communists voted against each of the three Bills 

of Approval., in both Houses. 

The Socialists massively abstained in the Senate on the 

Bill concerning the. ECSC •Treaty, but a- very large majority. 

of them approved it in the House of Representatives, with 

only a few others voting against or abstaining. They 

were rather sharply divided, in both Houses, on the Bill 

concerning the EDC Treaty, which small majorities of them 

approved but which. large minorities of them.voted against. 

Later they massively voted in favour of the Bill approving 

the EEC Tr.eaty and the Euratom Treaty. 

The bulk of the Christian Democrats each time voted in 
favour of the Treaties in both Houses. Some of them however 

voted.against, or abstained on, the Bills.concerning the 

ECSC and the EDC. Later~ the Christian Democrats were 

practkal:]¥" unanimous 

the EEC and Euratom. 

in voting for the Bill concerning 
• 

(l) At that time, there were, in the Belgian House of 
Representatives, 108 Christian Democrats, 77 Socialists, 
20 Liberals and 7 Communists, and, in the Belgian Senate, 
90 Christian Democrats, including one Independent Catholic, 
62 Socialists, 20 Liberals and 3 Communists. 

(2) At that time, there were, in the Belgian House of 
Representatives, 96 Christian Democrats, 86 Socialists, 
25 Liberals, 4 Communists, l Flemish Nationalist, and, 
in the Belgian Senate, 79 Christian Democrats, including 
one Independent Catholic, 72 Socialists, 22 Liberals and 
2 Communists. 
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The voting behaviour of the Liberals was very similar 

to that of the Christian Democrats. They even more 
massively supported .the ECSC Treaty, and they were 

absolutely unanimous .in voting for the EEC and Euratom 
Treaties. Practically all of their Senators supported 

the EDC, but in the House of Representatives relatively 
more Liberals than Chr.istian Democrats voted against 

it, or abstained. 

"Linguistic" Parties were·not represented in Parliament 

at the. time of the votes on the ECSC and on the EDC. 
There was only one Flemish Nationalist in the House of 

Representatives at the time of the vote on the EEC and 

on Euratom ·: he abstained • 

• 

28. 
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- Votes in the Belgian Parliament on .the Community Treaties. 

House of Representatives 

For Agaj,nst Abstaining 
,Christian Democrats ECSC 89 2 7 

EDC 97 9 l 
EEC and Eur.atom. 82, 1-

Socialists ECSC 59 5 6 
EDC 39 30. l 
EEC and Euratom 73 

Liberals ECSC 17 l 
EDC 12 4 l 
EEC and Euratom 19 

Communists. ECSC 5 
EDC 6 

I EEC and Euratom 4 

Flemish Nationalists ECSC 
(1) EDC 

EEC and Euratom l 

·Total ECSC 165 13 13 
EDC ·148 . 49 3 
EEC and Euratom 1.1.i 4 2· 

. S.enate 

· For Against Abstaining -
Christian Democrats ECSC 84 l 2 (2) 

(2) .EDC 75 10 (2) l 
EEC and Euratom 64 L (2) 

SqciaJ,ists ECSC -~ 56 
EDC 31 26 l 
EEC and Euratoxn 54 l 

Liberals ECSC 18 
EDC 19 l 
EEC and Eilratom 16 

Communists ECSC 3 
EDC ·3 
EEC and Euratom 2 

Total ECSC 102 4 58 
EDC 125 40 2 
EEC and Eur.atom .134 2 2 

(1) Not represented in the House in 1950-1954. 

(2) Including one Independent Catholic. 
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5. 

It appears from the voting behaviour of their rep;resentatives 

in the European Parliament (1) and in the Belgian Parliament (2) 

that the Belgian Parties are generally iri favour of the 

Draft Union Treaty. 

However, on other occasions, in particular 
for the European Election 

when recently 

of June 1984, • campaigning 

which, in fact, all Belgian Parties mainly used. to show 

their strength on the national level, some of them have 
hardly referred to the Draft Union Treaty; other ones 
explicitly mentioned it in their Programmes for that 

Election or expressed their views on it otherwise, 

sometimes with some criticism. 

The present attitude of each of theni may be summarized 

as follows (3). 

In their Programres for the European Election of June 1984, 

both Belgian Socialist Parties, the. Francophone PS (3) 
and the Flemish SP (4),have explicitly supported the 
Draft Union Treaty. At the same time they have, in terms 
slightly different in form, but to a large extent equivalent 
in substance, asked for reforms within the framework of the 
existing Community system. They both want the role of the 

(1) See p. 22 above. 
(2) See pp. 22-25 above. 
(3) For this section of my report, I asked the Leaders of 

all Parties represented in the Belgian Parliament for 
information on the matter. Mr Ansiaux, of the VU, 
Mr Deprez of the PSC, Mr de Wasseige and Mr Humblet, of 
the RPW, Mr Dierickx, for Agalev and Ecole, Mr Hendrick, 
of the UDRT-RAD, Mr Massart, of the RW, Mr Michel,of 
the PRL, Mrs Spaak, of the FDF, Mr Spitaels, of the PS, 
Mr Swaelen, of the CVP, Mr Van Geyt, of the PCB-KPB, 
Mr Van Miert,. of the SP, and Mr Verhofstadt, of the 
PVV,were kind enough to provide such information. Mr Dillen, 
of the Vlaams Blok, dit not reply. 

(4) ~ee : Le programme euro~een du 1=arti socialiste po.= les 
elections du II Juin I 84, pp. 4-5 and 18-21. 

(5) f~g4 ; F~,..;:;f~;:oi'ft~a voor de Europese verkiezingen van 17 juni 

i 
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European Parliament to be strenghtened and extended 

in the fields of legislation and of finance and as 

to the control of policy: they want it in part~cu-

lar to be closely associated with the appointment of 

the Commission. They both insist that the Council 

should cease to serve only national interests a:nd that· 

it should properly apply the majority principle. 

The SP have also insisted that the Commission should 

again be the driving force of the Community and 

that they should be fully independent of the national 

Governments : they have also advocated an extended 

right of access of individuals to the Court of Justice 

and more freedom of action for the Court of Auditors. 

On their part, the PS have asked for a direct partici.

pa tion of the regions and of the communities, as 
presenUy existing within Belgium, in the dete:cnination 

of policy at the European level. 

31. 

In the Programne of the Francophone Liberals (the PRL) 

for the European Election of June 1984 (1), two brief 

mentions were made of the Draft Union Treaty: at one 
point to propose its adoption by a referendum in each 

Member State and, at another one, to propo.se that it 

should explicitly guarantee. human rights and democracy .. 
They have also proposed a strengthening of the existing 

Community Institutions. They have insisted that the • 

European Council should 

of policy, and that the 

only dete:cnine general issues 

Council should implement by 

majority decisions the policy so decided. They have 

asked for an extension of the powers of the European 
Parliament and they have proposed that a general mandate 

(l) See : Une rneme foi : l'Europe, la liberte, pp. 10-11, 
13, 16-17, 19-20. 



be given to the Co11U11ission to conduct sectorial 

policies. They have advocated financial solidarity 

within the Community and the effective creation of 

a European currency, with E~U notes and coins. 

They also have asked that the regions be represented 

in the European Parliament. 

In their Programmes for the European . Election both 

Green Parties; Agalev and Ecole (1), have welco11U11ed 
the Draft Union Treaty as a first. step towards a 

democratic Europe, but they have found it to meet 

their demands only in part. They want full constituent 

and legislative powers for the European Parliament, 

and a real European Government responsible to that 

Parliament. They have strongly insisted that the 

present nationalistic and bureaucratic tendencies 
should be eliminated and that the existing states 

should be decentralized so as to give.real powers to. 

the regional and local communities : the Francophone . 

. Greens have specifically asked for a Chamber of Regions 

to be established in addition to the existing European 

Parliament. The Greens have also expressed some fear 

for a possible European centralism and they have 
required more attention for their own ecologist and 
pacifist views. 

32. 

( 1) See : Agalev 8, Europe€s licht op green, programma voor 
de Europese verkiezingen van 17 juni 1984, PP.. 28-29; 
L'Europe des ecologistes, orogramllie Ecole pour les 
elections europeennes du 17 juin 1984, p. 18; 
and a Press Conununique of Ecole of February 3, 1984, 
Ecole, priorite a l'Europe des regions et des citoyens. 
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The Francophone Christian Democrats (the PSC) , when 

campagning for the European Election, described 
the Draft Union Treaty as an essential and important 

document, and pointed out.that the Christian Democrat 

Members of the European Parliament had unanimously 

voted for it (l). 

33. 

The VU (Flemish Nationalists) are not very enthousiastic· 

about the Draft Union Treaty. They criticize it. in so 

far as it appears to maintain and to confinn the 
~ power of the Member States and also in so far 
as it allows. the European Council to restore conmion 

fction fields not only to cooperation but even to 
the-competence of the Member States. They mainly. regret 

the Draft Treaty to be founded on the existing s,tates 

and not on the regions and they would like to have 
the. Council: replaced by a Senate of the Regions. As 

to the role of the European Parliament they have 
views similar to those of the Socialists and of the 

Liberals (2). 

The RPW (Walloon Nationalists) criticize the Draft in 
so far as it still appears to conceive the European 
Union as a Confederation of States and not as a really 
federal sys.tem with a real Government and a real Parliament, 
and in so far as it ignores the regions which they want 
to be the basic elements of such a system, rather than 

the now existing national states (3). 

(1) See: Temps nouveaux, N° 44, June 1, 1984, p. 2. 
(2) Information provided by Mr Anciaux, President of the vu. 
(3) Infonnation provided by Mr Humblet, Senator for the 

RPW. 



Both other francophone Parties, the FDF {l) and the 

RW (2), fully support the Draft Treaty and want Belgium 

to approve it as soon as possible. 

The UDRT-RAD (a right wing middle class Party) are in 

favour of the Draft Treaty, at least as to its spirit. 

They would however have it examined more closely by 

one of their cOIIm1ittees, which woulclreport on the 

matter by the end of. this year (3) • 

The other Belgian Parties do not seem to have shown 

much interest for the Draft Union Treaty since. its 

adopt;ioo. by the European Parliament, apart from their 

participation in the introduction. of, and. in the further 

work on, the Motions proposed on the matter in the 

.· Bel.gian Parliament (4). 

c. 

34. 

The Belgian Social and Economic Organizations and the· Draft 

Treaty (5). 

l. 

In a joint plenary session on June 7, 1984 the Central 

Council of the Economy and the National. Labour Council 
unanimously adopted an Opinion on European Integration, 

which included a section dealing with institutional 

aspects. 

( l) Information provided by Mrs· Spaak, MP for the FDF. · 

(2) Information provided by Mr Massart, President of 
the RW. 

(3) Information provided by Mr Hendrick, President of 
the UDRT-RAD. 

(4) See pp. 22-26 above. 
(5) For this section of my report, I asked the teaders of 

. the main Social and Economic Organizations existing 
in Belgium for information on the views of their organi
zations concering the Draft Union Treaty. Such information 
was kindly provided by Mr Hinnekens, of the Boerenbond, 
by Mr Vanden Broucke, of the ABVV-FGTB, and,with some 
more detail, by Mr Leysen, of the VBO-FEB, and by Mr Houthuys, 
of the ACV-CSC. 
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In that section of their Opinion, they insisted that 

the existing treaty rules concerning the decision 

making process in the Communities should be properly 

observed, and they also said that further inspi;ration 

should be sought in the Draft union Treaty proposed by 

the European Parliament: they noted with.pleasure 

that the Belgian House of Representatives had recently 

resolved to support it • 

.'.rhO:se Councils include representatfyes. of all major 

35. 

, . Kconomic and Social Organizations existing in Belgium, 

among them the Federation. of Belgian. Enterprises (VBO-FEB), 

the Socialist, Christian Democrat and Liberal Confedera

tions of Workers Unions (ABVV-FGTB, ACV-CSC, ACLVB-CGSLB), 
' aild: the Farme·rs · Union (Boerenbond) • 

The Opinion of both Councils thus. appears to express, 

at. least in general and guarded te:cms, the common 

approval, by all those erganizations,. of the idea of the 

Union proposed by the European Parliament. 

2. 

In particular, the Federation of Belgian Enterprises 

(VBO-FBE), which have already for a certain time supported. 

the idea of strengthening the.European Institutions, in 

the line of the Tindemans Report of 1976, now also appear 
a ~-

to be very much in favour of the Draft Union Treaty. 

Being particularly in favour of the idea of differentiated 

application of common actions and policies within the 

existing Communities, they now appear to be specifically 

interested by Article 35 of the Draft Union Treaty: since 

that provision permits a differentiated application of 
Union Laws, it might, according to their views, lift the 

obstacle which Article 235 of the EEC Treaty seems to have been 

so far for the development of new policies. 



3. 

The ABVV-FGTB, the ACV-CSC, and the Boerenbond have 

not, as such, taken a particular position as to 

the Draft Union Treaty. 

They respectively support the favourable attitude 
adopted towards it by the European.Trade Union 
Confederation, by the European Union of Christian 
Democrat Workers, and by the European People's Party. 

36. 
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D. 

The opinion survey of March 1'}84. 

An opinion survey was organized in Belgium for the Commission of 
the European Communities by Dimarso in March 1'}84 (1) • 

:rn o.ne· of its questions, the general idea of. a European·• 

Uni_c;,n was submitted to the respondents in the following 

te:cms: "Some people say: 'The members of the European 
Parliament who will. be elected in 1'}84 should,. as a 

main aimr work towards a political union of the member 
c6Untries- of the Comuhi ty· with an: European~ Governmen"t 

responsible. to the European Parliament'.Do you have 
an. opinion on that point and. if yes are you for(very 

much or to some extent) or against. (to some extent 

or very much)"? 

24 % of the respondents did not have an opinion on the 

question. 14 % of them.were very much for, 31 % to 
some extent for, 25 % neither for nor against, 5 % 

to some extent against, and 1 % very much against the 

'idea fo=ulated in the question (2) • 

Thusr about one half of the respondents had no opinion 
or were neither for nor against, and most of the other 
half were for, but rather "to some extent" than 
"very much", with very few people against, also rather 

"to some extent" than "very much" .• 

Those results of the survey might confi:cm the general 
trends which I have tria:l to summarize briefly at the 

beginning of this part of my report. 

(1.) See Euro-Barometre N° 21, May 1'}84. 

(2) See ibid., Table 4. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This Report is in three parts. Part I deals with the question 

whether, assuming that the necessary political will exists, there 

are any strictly legal or constitutional obstacles to the United 

Kingdom's accession to the European Union. 

there are no such obstacles. 

Our conclusion is that 

In Part II, we consider whether the political will exists. Our 

conclusion is that, for the time being at any rate, it does not. 

The United Kingdom government has not yet taken a policy decision 

on the Draft Treaty, either in principle or in detail, but it is 

already reasonably clear that the government's position is likely 

to be unfavourable. Apart :from the Liberal-SOP Alliance we have 

been unable to identify any substantial body of opinion, in 

Parliament or in the country generally, which favours the proposal 

or is even prepared to take it seriously. 

In Part III, we try to explain the negative character of British 

attitudes, and we express some reservations of our own about the 

Draft Treaty. 

One of the misfortunes of those who comment on European affairs in 

Britain is that, whatever they say, they are liable to be called 

"euro-fanatics" at home or "anti-communautaire" elsewhere in 

Europe. . If our Report seems negative in tone, it is because we 

feel it more important to state the problems frankly and 

realistically than to refrain from criticism as a kind . of personal 

pledge of loyalty to the Community. 
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PART I: LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

For the United Kingdom, the Draft Treaty establishing the European 

Union, like the Treaties of Paris and Rome, presents few problems 

of accession or incorporation. The constitutional difficulties, 

stemming from a largely unwritten constitution and the doctrine of 

the absolute supremacy of Parliament, concern entrenchment of the 

Treaty as an autonomous and paramount legal order. 

The power to enter into the European Union 

It is almost sufficient to say that, in relation to external 

affairs, the United Kingdom remains a monarchy. The external 

treaty-making power is a prerogative right of the Crown, which 

cannot be impugned within the Kingdom in or by the courts [1]. As 

a corollary of the doctrine of parliamentary supremacy, however, 

treaties are not directly applicable within the Kingdom, and the 

courts cannot take judicial notice of them until they are embodied 

in statutes .enacted by Parliament. It has recently been indicated 

that English courts will recognise principles of customary 

international law as forming part of English law [ 2] , but this does 

not include treaty obligations; for these, legislation is 

necessary. 

The legal situation was best summed up by Lord Atkin, sitting in 

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council (then the "Supreme 

Court" of the British Empire): 

Within the British Empire there is a well-established rule that 

the making of a treaty is an executive act, while the 

performance of its obligations, if they entail alteration of 

the existing domestic law, requires legislative action. Unlike 

some other countries, the stipulations of a treaty duly 

ratified do not within the Empire, by virtue of the treaty 

alone, have the force of law. If the national executive, the 

government of the day, decide to incur the obligations of a 

treaty which involve the alteration of law they have to run the 

-2-



risk of obtaining the assent of Parliament to the necessary 

statute or statutes. To make themselves as secure as possible 

they will often in such cases before final ratification seek to 

obtain from Parliament an expression of approval. But it has 

never been suggested, and it is not the law, that such an 

expression of approval operates as law, or that in law it 

precludes the assenting Parliament, or any subsequent 

Parliament, from refusing to give its san50tion to any 

legislative proposals that may subsequently be brought before 

it. [ 3 l 

Thtis·,the power of accession to the European Union is exclusively 

that of the Crown (i.e., de facto, the government) independent of 

Parliament. But the power of implementation, or of incorporation, 

belongs exclusively, in turn, to Parliament. 

The power to implement the Eurooean Union 

The honouring of treaty obligations in the United Kingdom is both 

facilitated, and at the same time imperilled, by the doctrine of 

Parliamentary supremacy. According to that doctrine, there is no 

law which Parlia.ment cannot enact, or repeal, in its ordinary 

legislative capacity; it can make or unmake any law whatsoever. 

In elucidating the doctrine, Dicey formulated three central 

propositions: 

First there is no law which Parliament cannot change ... 

acting in its ordinary legislative character. A Biil for 

reforming the House of Commons, a Bill for abolishing the House 

of Lords, a Bill to give London a municipality, a Bill to make 

valid marriages celebrated by a pretended clergyman, who is 

found after their celebration to be not in orders, are each 

equally within the competency of Parliament, they each may be 

passed in substantially the same manner, they none of them when 

passed will be, legally speaking, a whit more sacred or 

immutable than the others, for they each will be neither more 

-3-



nor less than an Act of Parliament, which can be repealed as it 

had been passed by Parliament, and cannot be annulled by any 

other power. Secondly, there is under the English 

constitution no marked or clear distinction between laws which 

are not .fundamental or constitutional and those laws which are 

fundamental or constitutional • • • • Thirdly, there does . not 

exist ••• any person or body of persons, executive, legislative 

or judicial, which can pronounce void any enactment passed by 

the British Parliament on the ground of such enactment being 

opposed to the constitution, or on any ground whatever, except, 

of course, its being repealed by Parliament. [4] 

Herein lies both the strength and the weakness of the United 

Kingdom constitution. The law recognises no difference between 

constitutional laws, organic laws or ordinary laws. There is no 

hierarchy of norms; no law is "a whit more sacred or immutable" 

than another. A Bill seeking the most fundamental constitutional 

change .encounters no greater procedural obstacles than does one 

seeking to unite two or three English parishes. Indeed, a statute 

implementing the European Union could commence its parliamentary 

progress as a private member's bill, however unlikely that may be, 

Nor are there substantive difficulties: if Parliament is supreme, 

it may delegate, or disable itself of, any particular power or 

powers it ·wishes. Such is the design and force, for the present 

Coinmunities, of Section 2 of the European Communities Act 1972, 

which· incorporated the Treaties of Paris and Rome [ 5] . But owing 

to the absence of any distinction between different types of laws, 

there exists in the United Ki11gdom. constitution no means of 

entrenchment of legal norms. This is what Lord Scarman calls "the 

helplessness of the law in the face of the legislative sovereignty 

of Parliament" [6] and it constitutes the apparently insurmountable 

problem for those who seek to draft and entrench a British Bill of 

Rights [7]. 
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The European Communities Act successfully incorporates the 

Community legal order in the United Kingdom for the time being but, 

at least according to the traditional theory of British 

constitutional law, it does not and cannot entrench it. The 

theoretical possibility of abrogation of the Community norm, by 

simple parliamentary majority, remains constitutionally valid 

whatever the breach of Community law, and the threat of such a 

course from some British quarters is one of the causes of continued 

discomfort in viewing the commitment of the United Kingdom to the 

Communities. 

Th~!i· rigours of strict adherence to the doctrine of Parliamentary 

si'.ip
0

i"emacy have been mitigated, in the view of some judges, by 

British membership of the present Communities. Lord Denning, 

Master of the Rolls, suggested in an obiter dictum in 1979 that the 

doctrine of implied repeal (lex posterior derogat .~ priore) no 

longer operates in English law to nullify Community obligations in 

the face of unintentionally inconsistent subsequent statute law; 

for Parliament to abrogate the Community treaties it must do so 

intentionally and expressly [ 8]. Implied support for this 

proposition is indicated in a more ·recent judgment of Lord Diplock 

in the House of Lords [ 9]. But it seems to be the case that, if 

Parliament chose to legislate explicitly, the courts could not 

refuse to give effect to its will. So long as parliamentary 

sovereignty is indestructible by legislation or by any other· means, 

··constifutional theory can accommodate no more. 

There is one possible procedure, as yet not fully tested in the 

courts, by which laws may become entrenched in the United 

Kingdom. It was not attempted in the enactment of the European 

Communities Act, but might be considered if the government sought 

to implement the European Union. What are called "manner and 

form" statutes impose procedural restraints upon the future 

activities of Parliament in the manner prescribed by the statute. 

The area of sovereign power, as distinct from procedure, remains 

limitless; but by this theory, sovereignty is divisible between 

Parliament as ordinarily constituted and Parliament as constituted 

under the entrenched provisions of the manner and form statute. 
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Thus; according to this theory, Parliament could by statute 

incorporate the obligations of the European Union within the 

domestic system of the United Kingdom, and provide within the 

statute itself that it may not be amended or repealed save by 

recourse to some specific procedure - say, a weighted majority in 

Parliament. Any ordinary (purported) statute subsequently seeking 

to abrogate the Union by repeal of the incorporating statute (or 

parts of it) would then be a nullity. 

There has been some judicial recognition of manner and form 

restraints, particularly in the Commonwealth [10], although some 

opinion denies their existence [ 11 ] . There is also some debate as 

to what may legitimately constitute such a restraint. Neverthe-

less, such -a device might fruitfully be incorporated into any 

enabling statute for the European Union, and if successful would 

more closely align British constitutional adherence to Community 

norms to that of other member states. 

Subject to that, the question of United Kingdom accession to the 

European Union is ultimately a question of political reality rather 

than constitutional or legal theory. It would depend on the 

political will of the government of the day and the size of its 

Parliamentary majority . The risks for a government seeking to 

accede to the Union and to incorporate its provisions in domestic 

law are illustrated by the history of accession to the present 

Communities. 

The election manifesto of the Conservative Party in 1970 and, after 

the election, the Conservative Government's White Paper, "The 

United Kingdom and the European Communities", contained a 

commitment to entry if the terms were acceptable. After 

negotiation, the government secured a majority of 102 in the House 

of Commons on a motion approving the principle of entry. On the 

Second Reading of the European Communities Bill, however, the 

government's majority was reduced to 8, and the majority on Third 

Reading was only 17. Thus, notwithstanding accession, the 

obligations arising from accession were incorporated in domestic 

law by, but only by, the slimmest of margins. 
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Finally, we should briefly mention the theoretical possibilities of 

legislation by Private Member's Bill or by a Bill introduced in the 

House of Lords rather than the House of Commons. 

The government could not be compelled, against its will, to accede 

to the Union by a Private Member's Bill; nor would a Private 

Member's Bill seeking to incorporate the law of the Union in 

domestic law have any prospects of success against the will of the 

government. The same applies to a Bill introduced in the House of 

Lords where the government does not necessarily command a majority, 

·· •since . .the legislation would have to pass the Commons. The only 

'" usefulness of a Private Member's Bill would be as a means of 

~timulating debate. 

It is possible that, if the government were anxious to legislate 

and were uncertain of its majority in the House of Commons, a 

European Union Bill would be introduced first in the House of 

Lords, where it might receive more sympathetic consideration, so 

blunting the edge of opposition in the House of Commons. This is 

not probable. In the absence of a clear majority in the Hous.e of 

Commons, a government would not be likely to attempt to legislate 

at all. 
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PART II: SOCIO-POLITICAL ASSESSMENT 

This part of the report is divided into five sections. Section 1 

sets out the public reactions of government Ministers and, in 

summary form, the points made to us in informal discussion with 

government sources. Section 2 deals with attitudes of the major 

UK political parties. It discusses in turn: the present 

attitudes of the four main parties; the likelihood of any 

significant changes of attitude in the near future; and the 

relationship of the views of MEPs on the one hand, and those of MPs 

and home-based party research departments and activists on the 

other. Section 3 sketches the views, insofar as they have been 

formulated, of leading interest groups, as reflected through the 

organisations representing employers and trades 

comments briefly on the attitudes of the media. 

brief, deals with public opinion as a whole. 

Section 1: The Government 

(a) Public Attitudes:. 

unions. Section 4 

Section 5 , also 

The United Kingdom government has not yet adopted a definite policy 

on the Draft Treaty. But a good indication of the government's 

initial reaction has been given by Mr Malcolm Rifkind, Minister of 

State at the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, who will be the U. K. 

representative on the ad hocq committee on institutions of the 

Community. set up. at the. Fontainebleau. summit .. 

Answering a Parliamentary Question in the House of Commons on 27 

June 1984, Mr. Rifkind said 

Although there are some aspects of the Spinelli report to which 

we do not object, we have made it clear that there are some 

proposals that we cannot support. I draw special attention to 

the proposal to phase out the national veto after· 10 years and 

the proposal to increase the powers of the European 

Parliament. We have made it clear that those are the two main 

recommendations that we cannot support. [12] · 
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In answer to other Parliamentary Questions, both Mr Rifkind and the 

Prime Minister have stressed the scope available under the existing 

treaties : 

-The Prime Minister : We are not convinced of the need for a 

new treaty since the existing treaties provide plenty of scope 

for the further development of the Community. [ 13] 

-Mr. Rifkind : Our view is that the existing treaties provide 

for the further development of the Community and we are not 

persuaded of the need for a new treaty. [ 14] 

At the time of the first debates in the European Parliament on the 

EUT ( September 1983), Mr Rifkind gave a yet more general view of 

the government's approach 

The European Parliament has focussed our attention on the issue 

[ how the Community can be improved] in its debate on [ the 

Spinelli] report which argues for a more elaborate Community 

structure with greater powers for its central institutions. 

That is not our approach. To us, institutions must be 

subservient to policies. Closer co-operation should not be 

forced but must grow out of practical ways in which as a 

Community we can work together for our common good. 

and reality must come before form. [ 15] 

He went on to list some of the concrete areas where 'working 

together can pay real dividends'. 

"{b) Iiif2,'i-mal indications: 

Substance 

The public pronouncements quoted above show that the United Kingdom 

government is likely to be opposed in principle to two of the 

fundamental fea.tures of the Draft Treaty: the phasing out of the 

veto and the increase in the powers of the Parliament. In 

informal discussion, other areas of concern have been identified, 

some of them no less fundamental. We set out the points as they 

have been made to us in summary form: -
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(1) Relationship with the Community Treaties: There is nothing to 

prevent the parties to the Community Treaties agreeing to a new 

Treaty which would supersede the existing treaties. But such 

agreement must be unanimous. The provision in the Draft Treaty 

whereby it would take effect once ratified by Member States 

representing two-thirds of the population of the Community is 

contrary to international law. ( Articles 41 and 54 of the Vienna 

Convention on the Law of Treaties.) 

(2) Competence: Articles 11 and 12 have the effect of making it 

considerably easier than it now is to give competence to the union 

rather than proceed by cooperation among the Member States. It is 

not clear what sort of majority in Council would be required to 

make the step from cooperation to common action. 

(3) Appointment of the Court of Justice: Article 30 gives the 

Parliament the function of appointing half of the members of the 

Court, the other half being appointed by the Council. Not only 

would this destroy the convention that the Court of Justice is 

c.omposed of judges representing each of the national law systems of 

the Community, but it is inherently objectionable for the 

legislature to appoint the judiciary. There is nothing comparable 

in the procedure for appointment of international tribunals. The 

nearest parallel is the nomination of candidates for judges on the 

European Court of Human Rights by the national g·roups in the 

Council of Europe Assembly but those nominations are in effect 

made by the States parties. It is an almost universal 

constitutional practice in domestic law for the executive to 

appoint the judiciary, which, once appointed, is entirely 

independent. This provision would politicise the appointment of 

the Judges in a most undesirable way. 

(4) Legislation: The effect of Article 38(4) seems to be that a 

Council draft amended by the Commission and adopted by the 

Parliament will pass into law unless the Council can muster a 

qualified majority to reject it, 
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(5) Budget: The effect of Article 71(2) is that the procedure for 

adopting organic laws applies to amendment of the present system of 

Own Resources or creation of any new system to replace it. That 

gives the Parliament a substantial role in a decision which at 

present is in the hands of the Council and Member States (on a 

proposal by the Commission) under Article 201 EEC. Article 72 

effectively abolishes the present distinction between obligatory 

and non-obligatory expenditure. Article 76 changes the present 

budgetary procedure and, as a result of the change brought about by 

Article 72, gives Parliament powers in relation to obligatory 

expenditure far beyond what it now has. By Article 76(2)(£) 

Parliament may on second reading reject by a qualified majority 

amendments adopted by the Council. This gives Parliament the last 

word on all budgetary issues and, in effect, the power to force the 

Member States to increase domestic taxation. 

(6) The Commission: In addition to its role in tabling amendments 

to legislation under Article 39, Article 40 gives the Commission 

the exclusive power to issue regulations and decisions required for 

the implementation of laws. It only has to inform Parliament and 

the Council. The Commission is also given the right to oppose 

amendments approved by Council or by Parliament to the budget on 

its first reading, such opposition having the result that the 

relevant arm of the budgetary authority must take a fresh decision 

by qualified majority on second reading. On the other hand, the 

··:Commission loses its exclusive right to initiate legislation: by 

'i\:'ftide 37 ( 2) it must introduce a draft if asked to do so by 

Parliament or Council, or if it fails to do so, Parliament or 

Council may introduce a draft. 

(7) Judicial Review: Article 43 extends the powers of review by 

the ECJ considerably. One point ( which could be an improvement on 

the present situation) is that an equal right of appeal and equal 

treatment is given for all the institutions before the Court of 

Justice. This would appear to have the effect of giving a right 

of action against the Parliament, which does not now exist in a 

number of instances. The Article gives the Court jurisdiction to 
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impose sanctions on a Member State 'failing to fulfil its 

obligation under the law of the Union'. Similar power is given to 

the European Council in cases of persistent violation of 

fundamental laws, by Article 44. In relation to fundamental laws, 

under Article 4 the Union is to take a decision on its accession to 

the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the UN 

Covenants. The U. K. government has hitherto strenuously opposed 

the idea of Community accession to the ECHR and would have similar 

objections to its accession to the Covenants. 

(8LMonetary matters: The Draft Treaty envisages radical moves 

towards monetary union under its provisions on the European 

monetary system and fund. Participation would be obligatory as 

would the partial election of national reserves to the EMF. The 

role of the ecu would be expanded to that of a reserve currency. 

(9) Defence: The objectives of the Draft Treaty refer to security 

and defence matters. These are not elaborated in any coherent 

manner but there are reference to cooperation· in fields ranging 

from arms sales, MBFR and disarmament to general security ( Article 

9). These aims are unlikely to be acceptable to all the Member 

States. 

(10) Forms of Cooperation: The Draft Treaty proposes two levels of 

combined action by Member States: common action and cooperation, 

the former referring to areas where the Union has exclusive 

competence. Political cooperation itself is implicitly covered by 

cooperation but both headings remain obscure at key points in the 

Draft Treaty. 

( 11) General: The Draft Treaty attempts to codify a far wider 

range of activities than is currently covered by the Community 

Treaties but without sufficient detail to make for consistency or 

clarity. In addition, it allows for operational practices to be 

decided by institutions and other bodies at a later stage. This 

presumably means that the ultimate power to determine the shape of 

Union Institutions would rest with the· Parliament. 
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Section 2: The· Political· Parties: 

As mentioned in the Introduction, we have been unable to identify 

any substantial body of opinion in the UK, outside the Alliance 

parties (Liberals and Social Democrats) which favours the Draft 

Treaty or is even prepared to take it seriously. A very good 

indicator of the importance attached by a British political party 

to a particular issue in any year is its place in the agenda of the 

Party Conference in September/ October. In 1984, even the Liberal 

Party, the most enthusiastic for the Union, only held a debate on 

the '1984· Euro Elections'. The motion for debate lamented the 

patty's performance, along with that of .its SDP Alliance partner, 

in the EP elections; and was highly critical of its EP partners in 

the Federation of European Liberals and Democrats (ELD). There 

was hardly a mention of the Draft Treaty. 

(a) The Conservative Party 

As the party of government, having no need to take account of any 

coalition considerations, the attitude of the Conservatives is 

crucial for at least the next three years. It is, however, 

necessary to distinguish 'the government' from the Conservative 

party at large in the UK; and to distinguish both from 

Conservative MEPs . 

. :,_;':,i:he · at'titudes of the Conservative Party as a whole have been 
,:;:~!i;.-' ·, :.., . 

summarized by the Party's Research Department as follows: 

Firstly, 

"There is a belief that the time is not ripe for European 

Union, although this does not diminish the support in principle 

for the general idea in due course" ( underlining added). 

Such qualifications speak volumes. The project is firmly in the 

category of 'not for today' Secondly, 

"There is the strongly held view that, since the UK has an 

unwritten constitution unlike most of the rest of our Community 

partners, ... an 'evolutionary' process towards European Union 

is more desirable than a 'revolutionary' approach ( by means of 

a Treaty)". 
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Whilst the line of reasoning here may not be obvious, it probably 

reflects unease that there would be no constitutional 'bulwark' 

against progressive erosion of UK 'sovereignty'. 

Many of these reservations are shared by several Conservative 

MEPs. This is so despite the votes cast in favour of the Draft 

Treaty by many of them. (The group voted on 14 February 1984: 

22 in favour, 5 abstentions,. 6 against, 18 not voting). A free 

vote was allowed despite a certain amount of resistance to it by 

Party managers back home. 'Explanations of vote' followed soon 

after. A fairly typical example of the true meaning of a vote in 

favour came from Christopher Jackson, MEP 

Undoubtedly some of the ideas in the draft treaty are 

controversial, 

veto. I was 

for example its recommendations concerning the 

among those who voted for the draft as deserving 

further discussion yet made clear the importance they attach to 

the continuation of the veto . . . [ 16] 

At the time of the free vote in the EP (14 February 1984) Derek 

Prag, MEP, explained the EDG's stance thus : 

The essential difference within the group - and it is a fair 

and legitimate difference to anyone who knows the history both 

of the United Kingdom and of Denmark - is between those who 

believe that· written treaties are necessary in a voluntary 

union or community of peoples and those who believe in organic 

development, the evolutionary process, gradualism and 

pragmatism. (17] 

Thus, if there appears to be a degree of ambiguity about 

Conservative attitudes to the Draft Treaty at present, it is not 

one which affords much comfort to the Treaty's promoters. Any 

House of Commons vote on the Draft Treaty will see most 

Conservatives vote as as they are told by the party managers -

reflecting the Ministerial views already quoted. A few would 

break ranks; rather more might abstain. 
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(b) The Labour Party 

According to a Party Research Officer, the Labour Party has 11 to the 

best of my knowledge ... never made a formal statement on the 

question of European Union 11
• Commenting on the absence of 

substantial documentation, he added 11 That might of itself be a 

significant reflection of the importance attached to the issue by 

the Labour Party 11
• 

There appears to be no great difference between the Party's stance 

in the ··EP and its stance at home; and no likelihood of Labour 

sii:pportlrig the Draft Treaty. At Community level, in the 1984 

Manifesto of the Confederation of the Socialist Parties, Labour 

entered a reserve stating that it 11 did not-support 11 the sections on 

'Institutional improvements in favour of the EP' and 'An improved 

financial system'. Labour is also absent from the Annex declaring 

PSI and PSDI support for the Draft Treaty. [18] 

Indeed, Labour's own national Manifesto for the 1984 European 

elections was careful to leave open the 'withdrawal' option. It 

stated that 

[EEC] rules may stand in the way of a Labour Government when it 

acts to cut unemployment. It is in this context that we 

believe that Britain, like all member states, must retain the 

option of withdrawal from the EEC. 

,',!11'·,'•'.· 

This is of course a careful compromise: but the compromise 

operates in reverse as well. Those most in favour of 

'full-hearted' UK membership of the EC do not wish to expose 

themselves too far by any open support for the Draft Treaty . 
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(c) The Liberal Party 

The Liberals have been unequivocal in their support for the Draft 

Treaty. They have, however, no voice in the EP and only a very 

small voice in the UK House of Commons. From their point of view, 

much the most promising place in which to fight for a debate on the 

Draft Treaty is the House of Lords. They have more represen

tatives there (including such 'elder statesmen' as Lord Gladwyn), 

numerous and often influential SOP allies, and independent 

'cross bench' sympathisers. A debate in the House of Lords could 

be no more than an attempt to 'show the flag', undertaken without 

any expectation that a majority for Draft Treaty 'in the Lords 

(itself unlikely) could 'shame' the Commons into agreement. 

The 'Liberal Programme for Europe' ( 1983) declared "We have been 

fully committed to the goal of Political and Economic Union for the 

peoples of Europe since ..• 1958". The document closed by 

emphasising "the importance of working towards European federation" 

but, perhaps significantly, it did not mention the Spinelli 

proposals which were due for debate in the European Parliament 

immediately after its publication. 

The next step was the drafting of the joint Liberal-SOP Alliance 

Manifesto for the 1984 EP elections. In Chapter VI ( 1 An Effective 

Democratic Europe') the parties had an opi:,ortunity to 'go firm' on 

the Draft Treaty. They did not. Indeed, one person actively 

involved in the drafting had the impression that, even at this 

level of attention and awareness, almost no-one had heard of the 

Draft Treaty. Chapter VI itself is delphic at crucial points 

We want to streamline the Community's structure and its methods 

of decision-making. This can be done without changing the 

Treaties 

The use of the veto in the Council must be severely restricted 

Alliance MEPs will seek to join with like-minded MEPs •.. 

in the construction of an ever-closer union among the peoples 

of Europe. 



Equally significant was the absence of debate on the Draft Treaty 

at the Party's Assembly in the late summer of 1984. Attention was 

focussed instead on the Party's unhappy relations with the ELD, and 

its delicate relations with the British SDP, to which we now turn. 

(d) The Social Democrats 

Michael Gallagher of the SDP was the sole Alliance MEP until June 

1984. Voting for the Draft Treaty, he said, 

,:,,," I wish to put it beyond doubt that the Alliance is solidly 

· .. ,,behind the development of European co-operation along the lines 

set out in this preliminary draft treaty'. 

Party sources have indicated, however, that they have been under 

little pressure so far to justify their position on the Draft 

Treaty, although they have on occasion been attacked by the 

Conservatives about it. It has caused some, though not serious, 

strain in their relations with. the Liberals. There is more than a 

hint of difference in the approaches of some of the SDP's own 

leaders. 

The generally favourable orientation of the SDP should not conceal 

two qualifications. First, Dr David Owen ( now leader of the 

party) is clearly less enthusiastic about the Draft Treaty than 

either ,the Liberals or his own predecessor, Mr. Roy Jenkins. 

· ''''Second·; ,the SDP is not at all likely to expose itself to any 

political risk, or 'high profile' in favour of the Draft .Treaty. 

It is regarded as a good idea in the long term, but at present as a 

'non-starter' in UK terms. 

On the veto, the SDP's consistent line has been to argue for 

reduction rather than abolition; they succeeded in getting this 

written into the Alliance manifesto. Beyond this, there has been 

no detailed statement that can be regarded as authoritative since a 

article by Mr Jen kins in The Guardian in 1982. 
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Section 3: Interest Groups 

(a) The Confederation of British Industry ("CBI"): 

The CBI has not, to date, produced any detailed reaction to the 

Draft Treaty, and does not appear to have plans to do so. Its 

reactions to parts of the Draft Treaty, and to its general thrust, 

may be inferred from such documents as the 1983 Conference note, 

'Making the EC Work Better: Managing Recovery'; and more especially 

the short pamphlet issued just before the 1984 EP elections, 

'Making Europe Work Better: how MEPs can help British Business'. 

Under the heading, 'No to a two-tier Community', the CBI says: 

••• unification of the internal market ••. must be the major 

policy objective. Proposals for a Community policy which 

would divide the Member States into two ••• are inconsistent with 

this objective and must be opposed. 

And on decision-making : 

Better decision-making will not be achieved without moving 

towards majority voting where the Treaty [ of Rome l allows it. 

Insistence on unanimity for everything blocks progress towards 

a true common market.' 

The CBI's insistence was on thorough consultation in early stages 

61 Community legislation ( "There must be no recurrence of the 

'Vredeling rabbit' pulled out of a hat ... 11
). Heavy emphasis was 

placed on the completion and simplification of the internal market, 

ending non-tariff barriers and establishing full liberalisation for 

services. On many individual policy-areas, the CBI said things· 

very similar to the Draft Treaty, but its complete silence on the 

Draft Treaty itself indicates the CBI view that it should be 

possible to accomplish most that is desired through the existing 

Treaties, with only piecemeal change. There is no indication that 

the CBI intends to make the Draft Treaty a major issue, or that it 

is prepared to go to the barricades or push the Government on 

behalf of it. 
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(b) The Trades Union Congress ("T.U.C.") 

The TUG has, at the time of writing, not yet discussed the Draft 

Treaty in General Council, and thus has no formal 'corporate' 

view. It is clear however, that the TUC has 'no love for 

Spinelli', though it is quite favourably disposed to certain 

specific orientations qf the Draft Treaty. 

The attitudes reported here are those of TUC's researchers, who 

have read the Draft Treaty, rather than its members, most of whom 

· have not. They are in favour of retaining 'unanimous voting', 

'i. ~·: the veto. They are against the grant of additional powers to 

the EP in general. They do not favour notions of defence and 

security policy at Union level. They respond 'more positively' to 

political co-operation, and feel there should be 'more of it', 

without specifying the mechanics. Co-operative ( pluri-national) 

industrial projects are viewed as 'very important to us', as is the 

extension of policy in the social field, particularly as concerns 

workers' rights and conditions. However, they question whether a 

change in the institutional arrangements is needed to generate the 

political will to carry through such policies. They note, with 

dissatisfaction, that the 'primacy of the CAP' is not called into 

question in the Draft Treaty. 

·,, i;:-~ir:;. >.· 
... Section. 4: The Media 

";--,., 

The British media gave the Draft Treaty their usual, sporadic, 

attention. This can be gauged from the Press· : there were 

flurries of interest in September 1983 and February 1984 when the 

votes were due. Even these were mainly confined to the 'quality' 

newspapers, whose reaction might best be described as darkly 

sceptical. Later, they ignored it. The popular Press, when it 

did not simply ignore the Draft Treaty, was scathing. 
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'Visionary' was probably the commonest of the polite epithets used 

to describe the Treaty. Here are a few examples from The Times 

and The· Guardian beginning in September 1983: 

The vision ... will be one step nearer reality. Except that it 

will ~ happen. Not in the next couple of years and probably 

not for many more years to come .•.• Tomorrow's proposals .•. have 

simply become worthy attempts to keep the idea of unity alive 

amid the yawns of the public and most politicians. [20] 

The draft treaty will probably remain for many years little 

more than a theoretical nudge in the direction of unity •.... 

National governments ... are in no mood for handing over 

significant powers to a supranational body. [ 21] 

Federal union likely to remain just a vision. [22] 

[I]ts chances of being implemented in the foreseeable future 

are remote in the extreme. The Parliament 

agreeing to send, its resolution direct to the 

recognised 

10 national 

this in 

parliaments for consideration, rather than sending it to the 

Council of Ministers ••• Several countries, including Britain, 

would certainly veto any proposal which would do away with the 

right to a veto. [23] 

The Economist was the most positive. Its headline (18/2/84) read 

"The EEC speeds up from a snai11•s pace to a crawl. 11 

If British attitudes are hard to understand, it should not be 

forgotten that this is the diet on which 'informed' opinion has 

been fed. 
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Section 5: Public Opinion 

In the light of the foregoing, it might be expected that public 
the 

opinion in the UK would be universally hostile to /Draft Treaty. 

Unfortunately, most of the questions posed in leading surveys are 

not of a form to enable us to say whether this is so or not. The 

evidence is best described as, first, inconclusive and, second, 

paradoxical. 

As was pointed out by the tireless Mr. Prag, the Euro-barometer 

poll carried out in October 1983 in the UK, indicated that 70% of 

those questioned were 'in favour of the unification of western 

Europe.' Further, this percentage has not dropped much below 60 

in the years that the polls have been carried out, whatever the 

state of opinion at the time about the 'Common Market'. The 

difficulty with such questions is obvious: they are so vague and 

high-sounding that to oppose them is akin to opposing virtue. 

They in no way evaluate' views concerning the form and scope of 

'union' nor ·what interviewees would be prepared to forego to attain 

certain objectives. 

In contrast, one can point to the dismal but perhaps equally 

inconclusive level of turnout in the 1984 EP elections. A gain, it 

may be replied that this in part reflects disillusion with exactly 

·the shortcomings to which the Draft Treaty addresses itself; this 

''·'tdo appears unconvincing . 
. :!,: 

The basic point is that most - even supposedly 'well-informed' -

people in the UK have so far not even heard of the Draft Treaty; 

still fewer have the slightest notion of its content, status or 

modalities. And if these were conveyed to them in the form of 

such questions as 'Would you favour the ending of the UK veto ?', 

or in terms of taxation powers, there is little doubt what the 

answers would be. 
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Conclusion 

On present evidence, there is no prospect of the .UK House of 

Commons voting in favour of the Draft Treaty in this Parliament. 

The likelihood of the House of Lords doing so is greater, but not 

much greater, than zero. The Prime Minister's personal opposition 

to such notions is legendary, 

It is just conceivable that the issue could arise in the event of 

an inconclusive result at the next General Election. But this too 

is most unlikely. · Only if one or both of the .Alliance parties 

(improbably but successfuily) made it a condition for participation 

in a pact with another party; · or if, against the evidence, the 

Alliance parties· were to make sweeping gains, might this happen. 

It is fair to point out that an rextra 10%, say, of the popular vote 

would have produced such gains for the Alliance at the last 

election, It is fair to reply that even in an election whose 

outcome was in little doubt, that extra 10% failed to materialize. 
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PART III: PERSONAL ASSESSMENT 

The attitude of the United Kingdom must seem, and indeed is, very 

discouraging, But the promoters of the Draft Treaty should 

perhaps bear three things in mind. 

First, membership of the Community was "sold" to the British public 

as an economic benefit. The political advantages of European 

integration were - perhaps wisely at the time - underplayed, 

British accession was followed almost immediately by severe 

,:,"''economic· depression; and the problems of adapting to a completely 

new typ'e of political and judicial system - 11 foreign" in every 

sense to British preconceptions and ways of working - were acute. 

The result is that the Community ideal has failed to capture the 

British imagination and, more fundamentally, that greater political 

integration is not seen as the natural development of the existing 

Communities. 

Second, the fact that the United Kingdom does not have a written 

constitution, and seems to have no machinery for entrenchment of 

treaty obligations, is indicative of an important feature of the 

British temperament and outlook. There is little awareness of 

11 the staten or its 11 institutions 11
• Personal loyalty is more to 

the person of the monarch than to the monarchy as such. Most 

citizens are far more aware of the fact that they are English, 

Sce>ttish or (despite partition) Irish than that they are British or 

that they are citizens of 'the United Kingdom' ( which is hardly 

more than a term of art for the purposes of international 

relations). There is an innate preference for allowing 

institutions to develop, as the failure of all attempts radically 

to reform the second chamber of Parliament ( the House of Lords) 

shows. The idea that important political ends can be achieved by 

creating new institutions, and the symbolic significance of 

creating them, are not regarded as self-evident. 
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Third, the British approach to legislation and, in the commercial 

field, to the making of contracts involves looking carefully at the 

"small print" and leaving as little to chance as possible. Every 

foreseeable eventuality must be provided for in advance. There is 

therefore an inherent unwillingness to agree the principles and 

allow the details to look after themselves. The attention of the 

U. K. government to the small print of the Draft Treaty is simply a 

natural instinct. And it has not gone unnoticed that, when 

politicians in other countries have expressed enthusiasm for the 

European Union, the small print of their speeches contains many of 

the same reservations on essential points. 

We do not therefore find it surprising that the British',attitude to 

this Draft Treaty, coming at this time, is negative. Indeed, we 

have serious reservations of our own, which we mention in a moment. 

We do, on the other hand, detect a growing awareness - at least 

amongst those who are directly involved - of the importance of 

finding a way to make the Communities work better, and of the 

benefits that greater European integration can bring. The 

attitude of the CBI reported in Part II is particularly significant 

in this respect. 

In many respects, the most significant step towards integration of 

the United States was neither the Declaration of Independence nor 

the framing of the Constitution, but the decision in the "Steamship 

Monopoly Case" (Gibbons -v- Ogden, 1824) when the Supreme Court 

first applied the Commerce Clause. In the Community we have, as 

it were, started with the Commerce Clause. It is perhaps right 

that we should now embark on drafting the Constitution. But that 

was a long job, even in 1787. It should not divert us from the 

immediate task of making the Commerce Clause work - a task which, 

on the evidence in Part II of this Report, many opinion-formers in 

Britain are likely to find more congenial. 
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For our own part, we are particularly concerned about four features 

of the Draft Treaty:-

(i) The proposed constitution of the Court of Justice of the 

European Union, and the exercise of judicial control; 

(ii) The proposed constitution of the legislature and, 

specifically, the proposal for a unicameral Parliament; 

(iii) The extent to which the Draft Treaty provides for the 

effective exercise of executive power. 

(iv) The droits acquis of non-acceding Member States. 

THE COURT OF JUSTICE 

The Court of Justice (like the Supreme Court of the United States) 

has made a spectacular contribution to the process of European 

integration. One of the reasons why it has been able to do so has 

been that the objects of the Communities are both limited and 

clearly defined by the Treaties. In particular, the EEC Treaty 

sets out with some precision the ends to be achieved and, expressly 

or by implication, the social and economic theory underlying these 

prescriptions. 

The specific prescriptions of the existing Treaties, the doctrine 

of direct effect and the machinery of Article 177 have all made it 

possible for the Court to treat what are essentially social and 

i'•economic issues as legal issues. Further, the Court has been 

•,:,:,~ble, 6n the basis of the Treaties, to define with some precision 
·!;i;T''" . .. ,i 

the line of demarcation between the competences of the Communities 

and those of the Member States. We must, however, question 

whether this dynamic role of the Court would have been tolerable, 

in British eyes at least, if the jurisdiction of the Court had not 

itself been limited by the scope of the Treaties. 

The Draft Treaty offers no clear definition of the jurisdiction of 

the Court, of the ends to be achieved or of the underlying social 

and economic theory. It is, at any rate, not clear to us which of 

the "Principles" of the EEC Treaty (far less the detailed rules of 

later Articles) are to be regarded as "expressly or implicitly 
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amended by this Treaty" (EUT Art. 7(2)). To what extent, for 

example, could the legislative organs of the European Union 

lawfully adopt a dirigiste competition policy in place of the 

existing free market policy, permit restrictive trading agreements 

or encourage the creation of public or private cartels or 

monopolies ? 

The choice between a regulated economy and a free market economy is 

clearly a political choice about which, as is evident, the 

governments of Member States may differ. Nevertheless, for the 

.. EEC, the choice has been made in the Treaty and the Court can give 

effect to the political choice by applying the Treaty. We do not, 

' at the moment, see how the Court .could do so if it had first to 

decide whether. or not the political choice had in fact been made. 

The difficulty would be all the greater if the Court were forced to 

decide between the interests of a majority of Member States which 

had ratified the EUT and those of a minority which had not. 

Suppose,· for example, that a European Union consisting of seven ·of 

the existing Member States were to legislate in favour of greater 

state aids for ailing industries, abandoning the strict controls on 

state aids under the existing treaties; and suppose that this were 

seriously to affect the competitive position of undertakings in the 

non-acceding Member States who would (unless they are to be 

deprived of droits acquis) continue to be members, together with 

Would the the acceding majority, of the existing Communities. 

legislation of the European Union be lawful or not ? · 

It is not enough to say that this question would be decided by the 

Court of Justice in the light of all the Treaties, since the 

question then is "Which Court of Justice ? 11 Article 30 of the EUT 

provides for the reconstitution of the Court of Justice of the 

Communities under an organic law of the European Union, and for the 

appointment of at least half of its members by the Parliament; 
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That being so, the Court of Justice of the European Union cannot be 

the same as the Court of Justice of the Communities. Would the 

Court of Justice of the Communities continue to exist ? If so, 

how would a conflict between· that Court and the new Court of the 

European Union be resolved ? 

We offer this example, not as a juridico-philosophical conundrum, 

but because it seems to us to be a serious possibility that a 

minority of the existing Member States would not be prepared to 

ratify the EUT. The problems created by such a situation are 

proJ;,lems which, in our opinion, the promoters of the Draft Treaty 

must face. 

Further, even if all the existing Member States were to ratify the 

EUT, one must ask whether, given the extensive competence of the 

legislative organs of the European Union, the Court of Justice 

could continue to exercise the same sort of judicial control as it 

exercises at present. As Professor Jacque has pointed out in his 

General Report to the recent FIDE Congress on "The Principle of 

Equality in Economic Law" (page 16), judicial control presents less 

difficulty in the context of competence li~e than where a wide 

margin of appreciation is left to the administration. While the 

point is not precisely the same, there is already some evidence 

that, as the application of the existing Treaties proceeds further 

into tl:i,e margin of appreciation, the Court finds it increasingly 

:s,. ··difficult, to be "adventurous". One of the reasons, we would 

\iuggest; is that judicial control must, if it is to be acceptable, 

itself be con trolled. 

THE PARLIAMENT 

The Parliament envisaged in the Draft Treaty is a unicameral 

Parliament. It has been suggested that a "bicameral legislature" 

is achieved by sharing the legislative function between the 

Parliament and the Council. We suggest that this is not a sound 

analogy for two reasons: first, because the Council is, by its 
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nature, representative of government - of executive power; and 

second, because the Council is representative of central government 

which may be, but frequently is not, sensitive to the divergent 

interests of regions. 

The interests--of the executive organs of government are not 

necessarily, and certainly not always, identical with the interests 

of the legislator. We do not think this becomes any the less true 

if the executive is transposed into a larger context. Moreover, 

it is at least arguable that part of the purpose of the European 

Union is ,to diminish the influence of the nation state. We are 

not satisfied that this aim is likely to be promoted by the 

entrenchment, within the legislative organs of the Union, of the 

rights of Luxembourg with no provision at all for, say, Scotland, 

Bavaria or Catalonia. We do not say this out of disrespect for 

Luxembourg, but because, in the context of a meaningful European 

Union, the Scots, the Bavarians and the Catalans are unlikely to 

find such a situation, if perpetuated, acceptable. 

Even if that is not so, it is characteristic of nearly all 

bicameral legislatures that the composition of one Chamber is 

determined by the numerical weight of population, while the. 

composition of the other is "regional 11 
• The reason , as we 

understand it, is that legislative power should not depend wholly 

on the will of the densely populated urban areas. Even in the 

' curious case of the British House of Lords, regional interests are 

frequently taken. ·more into account th.ere th.an in the House of 

Commons. 

The Member States differ considerably in the constitution of their 

central governments. Some are highly "centralist"; others are 

not. Precisely because their constitutions differ, it cannot be 

assumed that, in the context of the Union, a Council composed of 

representatives of the governments of Member States would or could 

perform the same function vis-a-vis a Parliament elected on the 

basis of population as does, in a national context, a Second 

Chamber elected on the basis of regions vis-a-vis a First Chamber 

elected on the basis of population. 
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THE EXECUTIVE 

As we understand it, the Draft Treaty presupposes that the 

Commission, deriving its mandate from the Parliament, would be 

capable of performing the functions assigned in other constitutions 

to the Executive. This appears to presuppose, in turn, that the 

sole function of the executive is to execute the will of the 

legislature. We suggest that this is not so. 

It is an essential function of the executive to make political 

ch.oices. Given the potentially vast range of competence of the 

European Union, the choices to be made would be numerous and, in 

mahi' cases, urgent. Is it clear that a Commission enjoying no 

direct popular mandate would be capable, acceptably, of exercising 

such choices ? 

self-evident. 

We would suggest that, at any rate, it is not 

DROITS ACQUIS 

The provisional view of British government sources ( see Part II, 

Section 1) is that the provision in the Draft Treaty whereby it 

would take effect once ratified by Member States representing 

two-thirds of the population of the Community is contrary to 

. ·, international law. Whether or not this argument is correct as 

·,:,.stated,, ,it seems clear that a majority of the parties to an 

.. ,. existing treaty cannot, by entering into a new treaty, deprive the 

minority of droits acquis under the existing treaty. In the case 

of the Community treaties, the Court in Van Gend en Loos has 

emphasised that their beneficiaries are "peoples" and not just 

states. There are therefore moral as well as legal objections to 

a situation in which the majority ( the population of Member States 

ratifying the EUT) can deprive the minority of droits acquis under 

the existing Community treaties. 
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It may be suggested that the EUT seeks to preserve the acquis 

communautaire; therefore the population of non-ratifying Member 

States will be deprived of nothing. But is it not equally 

arguable that the EUT offers a majority of the existing Member 

States the opportunity to appropriate to themselves the acquis 

communautaire to the detriment of the non-consenting minority ? 

The answer to this question depends on how one defines the acquis 

communautaire. But we would suggest that it consists, not simply 

in such individual rights as the right of free movement, but in an 

adherence to the economic philosophy and the institutional 

framework enshrined in the existing Treaties. The example given 

.. ,,m<\lbov'". of a situation in which the European Union sought to alter 

the legislation on state aids seems to us to illustrate that the 

acquis communautaire does consist, at least in part, in the 

philosophical and institutional substructure of the existing 

Communities. It therefore seems to us to be unavoidable that 

unanimity in bringing about the European Union in the form proposed 

is a moral, as well as a legal imperative. 
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I.U.E. 31-8-'84 

The draft Treaty establishing the European Union 

2: The judicial system 

by T. Koopmans 

I - Introduction 

The European Parliament's draft Treaty aims, as the 

preamble states, at "continuing and reviving" the European Communities 

as well as the European Monetary System and the European Political 

Cooperation. Among these three forms of organization, only the 

European Communities are relevant, it seems, as far as the judicial 

system is concerned. In so far, the draft seeks to "continue and 

revive" the'existing European Communities. The"obvious approach to-a

discussion of the draft's meaning for the judicial system would consist, 

therefore, in outlining the major problems the actual functioning of 

the Communities has given rise to in this field. 

However, that approach does not look very promising. It may 

be true that the draft intends to overcome a certain number of difficulties 

which tend to characterize the Communities' decision making practice; 

the draft itself doe_s not say so explicitly, but the explanatory statement 

starts by expressing Parliament's lldissatisfaction with the Community's 

institutional system" and its criticism of "the inadequate ,nature of the 

powers conferred on the Communities by the Treaties" 1)., But it is also 

true_ that this dissatisfaction, and these criticism~,. db not touch in 

any way the judicial system framed by the treaties establishing the 

European Communities. More particularly, they do not concern the Court 

of Justice and its activities. Signore Spinelli, who was perhaps more 

than any other member of the European Parliament actively involved in 

initiating and elaborating the draft, enumerated in a recent article 

six considerations and experiences that caused the Parliament to take 

the initiative; and none of these six motives had anything to do with 

the Court2). Some other authors go one step further: they consider that 
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only the Court actually operates as an integrative force in Europe 

and that it is the failure of the other institutions to play such 
. h . d d 1. 3) a role whic in uce Par iament to act . 

In these circumstances, it is not astonishing that the planned 

transition from European Communities to European Union does not, at first 

sight, imply major changes in the rules on the Court of Justice, or on 

the judicial system in general. On the contrary, many planned provisions 

have a familiar ring for those who have been working on the basis of the 

existing treaties. Such is, for example, the case of Article 4 of the 

draft, on the protection of fundamental rights: in defining these rights 

as those "derived in particular from the common principles of the 

constitutions of the Member States and from the European Convention 

for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms", it adopts 

the formula developed by the Court's case law and later confirmed by 

a "common declaration" on human rights issued by the three other 
. . . 4) 
1.nst1.tut1.ons . 

There are novelties, nonetheless. Jurisdiction of the Court 

is extended (Article 43); a system of sanctions is devised (Article 44); 

and the prospect of an "homogeneous judicial area" is hold out (Article 46) 

Each of these three innovations merits our attention, but before trying 

to analyse them, we should like to put them immediately in their proper 

perspective. The scope of judicial scrutiny depends not so much on 

matters of jurisdiction, or on the system of sanctions, but rather on 

standards applied by the courts in exercising judicial review. These 

standards have normally been developed over the years; this is also 

true in the case of the European Communities, where tne Court of Justice 

gradually constructed a body of case law with regard to the margins of 

judicial control, on the basis of the legal principles that govern, in 

the treaties and in the administrative law of the Member States, the 

division of tasks between the judiciary on the one hand, the political 

and administrative bodies on the other. It would be a dangerous mis

conception to think that an extension of jurisdiction could have a 

bearing on the standards applied for determining the scope of judicial 

reviews); in so far, the new Article 43 might remain without any effect. 
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It is worth adding one other observation: whatever the extension of 

the Union's powers, economic matters will still form the core of the 

Union's activities, as in the days of the Communities; but it is a 

well-known problem in many legal systems how to combine the conduct 

of modern economic policies with the requirements of judicial review 

f d ' ' ' . 6) Th. d d 1 1 1 o a ministrative action . ings ten to eve op very sow y, as 

judicial attitudes in this respect seem to depend on deep-rooted 

conceptions with regard to the role of courts in general. 

Those who like change may, however, derive some comfort 

from the idea that the draft, apart from making minor changes in the 

judicial system, is based on a union with objectives that are much 

more ambitious than those of the existing Communities. It is well 

known that the Court of Justice,, in interpreting the law of the 

Communities, was often inclined to look at what legal provisions were 

meant to achieve, and that it thereby took account of the general 

aims of the European Communities. Its case law on social security was, 

for example, entirely based on this approach?); the same method has 

been applied to more complicated issues, like those concerning· the 

definition of obstacles to intra-Community trade. The mere fact that 

the draft Treaty fixes new and much wider objectives may thus, in the 

long run, provide fresh inspiration to the judges. The differences 

are not unimportant: whereas the EEC-treaty sets out to establish a 

common market and to promote a harmonious development of economic 

activities (Article 2), the draft Treaty seeks to attain "a common 

harmonious development of society" and to promote peace and even the 

exercise of full political, economic and social right~, by "all the , 
peoples of the world" (Article 9). 

More immediate consequences, for the scope of judicial 

action, may flow from the inclusion of the protection of fundamental 

rights. It is a trite observation that comparative legal studies 

abundantly show how much the powers of judicial review are strengthened 

by the courts' willingness to consider themselves as the ultimate 

guardians of human rights; American constitutional law, in particular, 

has undergone a complete change, especially as far as the scope of 
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review is concerned, since the Supreme Court started to reappraise 

the American Bill of Rights in the late forties 8). The American 

example is by no means isolated: the French Conseil constitutionnel 

only started to play an effective role in French political life 

after having taken the courage of interpreting the 1958 Constitution 

in such a way that its preamble embodies protection of human rights 9). 

In the light of these experiences, an analysis of the 

judicial system can hardly be accomplished when the wider issues raised 

by the draft Treaty are not discussed. We shall, therefore, first 

embark upon a rapid journey through the forests of jurisdiction and 

then steer our course to problems of substance, hoping to be thus 

finally able to give an overall assessment of the position of the 

judiciary under the draft Treaty. 

II - Problems of jurisdiction 

a. General 

Article 43 of the draft Treaty adopts the· Community rules 

governing judicial review but it states that these .rules shall be 

supplemented on the basis of seven "principles". These principles 

amount to seven roughly defined extensions of jurisdiction; detailed 

rules are to be given later by Union legislation. The draft has no 

provisions on the transition from the old to the new regime; one must 

suppose that the old rules continue to apply as long as the legislative 

bodies have not yet specified the new remedies. 

The seven extensions are all related to l?~unae in the 

actual rules on jurisdiction, and to difficulties in their application, 

that have been largely discussed at conferences and in legal literaturelO). 

Their importance is, however, very unequal: some of. them involve matters 

of principle, others are of a sheer techn~cal nature. Anyhow, it would 

not appear that the seven clauses of Article 43 form Parliament's 

response to the Seven Deadly Sins of the Community; even pride and 

anger, although common elements to most political activities, are 

presumably far removed from the quiet world of judicial life. 
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b. Technical_eroblems 

In the technical category, I would first range the extension 

of the ri£ht_of_action_of_individuals against acts of the Union that 

adversely affect them (Article 43-1). Under the present rules, access 

of individuals to the Court is excessively restricted. If private 

individuals, including business corporations and other "undertakings", 

are not themselves the addressee of a decision, their rights of action 

are very limited indeed; according to Article 173 of the EEC-treaty, 

they have to show that the provisions of a regulation or a decision 

are "of direct and individual concern" to them. Even a most liberal 

interpretation of these terms cannot bring the Community system into 

line with most national systems of administrative law, which simply 

require an "interest". Both the Court and the Commission had recommended 

this extension in the opinions on the European Union which they gave 

in 1975 at the request of the Council 11
). 

Does the change also mean that private persons can attack 

general rules as well as individual decisions? The answer must be 

affirmative; the existing provisions give already such a remedy to 

the Council, the Commission and the Member States. The proposed change 

brings the system of remedies .closer to French administrative law, 

which always recognized appeals against regulations (though not against 

statutes); German and Dutch law have traditionally been more cautious. 

The result is then that, for example, any enterprise can ask annulment 

of a Commission regulation on group exemptions of a certain class of 

agreements from the prohibitions of Article 85 (e.g. exclusive licensing 

of patents), if it feels adversely affected. In othe~ wbrds: the door 

is henceforth wide open. The wider access to the Court may be conducive 

to a heavier case-load for that institution. But it may have important 

implications from a legal point of view: direct actions against 

general rules issued by Union institutions can also be used to bring 

the European Parliament's exercise of its legislative function under 

judicial control. The Court of Justice would thus have power to review 

legislation in a way constitutional courts usually have. The Court 
. lf d h . . ' ' h E U · lZ) itse propose as muc in its opinion on t e uropean nion . 
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Second item in the "technical" category: eg,ual_treatment 

for_all_the_institutions before the Court (Article 43-2). This seems 

to imply two things. First, Parliament cannot, under the existing 

rules, bring an action for annulment unde~ Article 173 EEC-treaty, 

although it can bring an action for failure to act under Article 175; 

Article 173 limits the right of action expressly, as far as Community 

institutions are concerned, to the Council and the Commission. This 

is slightly illogical, and it could perhaps be helped by a somewhat 

imaginative interpretation, based on the unity of the system of 

remedies rather than on the precise wording of the relevant provisions; 

it is not completely 

willing to take that 

impossible 
13) way 

that the Court of Justice might be 

Secondly, equal treatment of institutions before the Court 

probably implies that the European Parliament and the Council will be 

entitled to submit written observations to the Court, and to argue 

their case orally, in procedures concerning preliminary rulings. 

Actually, the parties to the main action, the governments of the Member 

States and the Commission have these rights, and the Council onty 

if the validity or the interpretation of one of its acts is at stake 14 ). 

In practice, the Council is only represented if the dispute involves 

the validity of one of its regulations; probably, therefore, Parliament 

will be the only institution to benefit from the principle of equal 

treatment. Or will perhaps the fifth institution, that the draft Treaty 

adds to the existing four, vid. the "European Council", develop the 

desire to make its views on legal matters known to the Court? It looks 

unlikely, but it cannot be excluded (in particular if the "European , 
Council" will be endowed with a separate secretariat'): 

The third technical item is jurisdiction of the Court to 

. annul an_act within_the_context_of_an_agglication_for a gre!iIDi!!i!!:::i 

ruling_or_of_a plea of_illegalitr. This extension of jurisdiction 

raises a highly technical point. It is probably based on the Commission's 

recommandation to restore the balance between the wide powers the Court 

has under Article 173, on actions for annulment, and the very limited 

possibilities opened by Article 177 in so far as it regards preliminary 

rulings on "the validity ••• of acts of the institutions"lS). The 
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implications of the Commission's idea are not very clear. It may 

first mean that provisions on the effects of annulment, like Articles 174 

and 176, also apply when a regulation is declared invalid in a judgment 

under Article 177. The Court of Justice sometimes applied these 
. . . 1· . 1· 16) provisions already by analogy in cases on pre iminary ru ings , but 

it has been severely criticized for doing so, and some 

even roused the indignation of well-known French legal 

of these judgments 
17) 

scholars . The 

Commission's proposal may, however, secondly involve a much wider problem: 

if direct actions for annulment under Article 173 are well-founded, 

the Court declares the act in question to be "void", which has always 

been taken to mean that the act has never lawfully existed; on the 

contrary, a declaration of invalidity under Article 177 presently implies 

no more than that the act is 

judgment does not work "erga 

not operative 
,,18) 

omnes • 

in the case at hand; the 

The draft Treaty obviously takes·up this latter idea· by ex~ 

pressly granting a power of annulment in the framework of a preliminary 

ruling. In practical terms, this may not be a very impressive step: 

the Court held already that national courts are not obliged to ask for 

preliminary rulings on the validity of an act whose invalidity has 

already been pronounced by the Court in a different cas.e under Article 177; 

and the Court went out of its way to stress that national courts remained, 

of course, free to reintroduce the question, but that they should 

normally do so only if they felt doubts as to the extent of the invalidity 

d . 19) d already pronounce , or as to its consequences • However, the propose 

change has a considerable importance for the theory of invalidity: 

it has.often been said that the existing rules, in opet}ing possibilities 

for annulment only to certain parties and within certain time limits, 

and in accepting then a plea of illegality, with different consequences, 

in pending litigation, aim at striking a balance between the requirements 

of legality of administrative action and legal certaintyZO). The proposed 

reform could be seen as sacrificing the latter for the benefit of the 

former. 

Will the reform increase jurisdiction of national courts? 

Article 184, which embodies the plea of illegality, is usually 

considered as the expression of a general principle; the Court of Justice 
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"d . f . s· h 1 . d 21 ) · sai so in one o its imment a -Ju gments . If that view is the 

correct one, it is possible to see the inclusion of questions of 

validity in Article 177 as the expression of the idea that any national 

court can, by way of a plea of illegality, be faced with a problem 

of validity, and that it was therefore necessary to extend the scope 

of preliminary rulings to these matters. However, if that is true, 

the proposal to grant a power of annulment within the context of a 

plea of illegality implies that national courts will be able to 

pronounce such an annulment, only supreme courts being bound to 

interrogate the Court of Justice before doing so. The monopoly of 

annulment, actually in the hands of the Court of Justice by virtue of 

Article 173, would be broken. Such a development would do great harm 

to the uniform application of Union law; it would also raise the 

delicate question whether annulment by a court of one Member State 

would have effect in a different Member State. For these reasons, it 

would seem wise not to introduce the proposed change without some 

accompanying measure; personally, I would be in favour of extra

polating slightly the line of the existing case law, by providing that 

national courts cannot pronounce the invalidity of acts of Union 

institutions without first having interrogated the Court of Justice
22

). 

Such an amendment would amount t.o an increase of the number of cases 

in which reference to the Court is compulsory. The step appears 

.greater than it actually is, as national courts will in practice 

always refer matters of validity of Community acts to the Court of 

Justice under Article 177. The German Finanzgerichte, very inventive 

in discovering validity problems, gradually developed a practice of ... ;, 
never pronouncing an invalidity without having question~d the Court 

of Justice. But national courts should be obliged to follow this 

road if their appreciation of the validity of common rules can entail 

the annulment of such rules. 

c. Declarations of PEi~£iP1~ 

Under this heading, I bring first the clause on ££~P~1~£EI 

jurisdiction of the Court to rule on ~~l-~i~putes between Member States 

in connection with the_£~i~£fives of the Union (Article 43-7). These 

\ 
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objectives being framed in wide terms, almost any litigation between 

Member States will belong in this category. The proposal thus broadens 

and widens the provision of Article 182 EEC-treaty. Its result is an 

increase of jurisdiction of the Court of Justice at the expense of that 

of bodies like the International Court of Justice. This is interesting 

enough for those who like to theorize on the legal character of the 

proposed Union; but its practical bearing is slight, as litigation between 

Member States is extremely rare. 

The proposal has no relation to a recent declaration of the 

Heads of State and Government (European Council) to the effect that 

international agreements between Member States will, as far as 

appropriate, provide for jurisdiction of the Court of Justice for 

· · · h 23) Th. d 1 . h" h interpreting t ese agreements • is ec aration - w ic concerns 

the relations between national courts and the Court of Justice, and 

not those between-Member States - has a completely theoretical nature: 

it is the agreements between Member States themselves which are to 

provide for the Court's jurisdiction, and the negociating practice 

of the Member States' diplomats does not show an excessive zeal in 

that direction. The Interim Committee on the Community Patent is a 

case in point: it first devised a "common patent appeals court" in 

order to be sure that matfers· of validity of Community patents would 

be looked into by real experts, and it then came gradually round to 

the idea that patent law could perhaps better do without any interference 

of the Court of Justice. It must be admitted, though, that the Court 

of Justice did not increase its popularity among patent experts by 

holding that, under certain conditions, the principle 9f free movement , 
of goods precludes patent holders from·relying on rights national 

24) 
legislations normally attach to patents • 

Second declaration of principle: the clause on jurisdiction 

of the Court to impose sanctions on a Member State failing_to_fulfill 

i~~-~~lbgations under the law of the Union (Article 43-6). As long as 

implementing legislation is missing, it is hard to see what kind of 

sanctions the drafters had in mind. These sanctions do not encompass 

suspension of rights deriving from the application of the proposed treaty, 

or non-participation in certain Union institutions, for that is the kind 
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of sanction only the European Council can impose under Article 44 and 

under Article 4, par. 4 of the draft, in case of "persistent violation" 

by a Member State of democratic principles or fundamental rights 

or of other important provisions of the treaty. If that is so, it is 

difficult to see what kind of sanction the Court should impose in case 

of a "normal" failure by a Member State to fulfill its obligations. 

Fines seem even less appropriate as a sanction for Member States 

than they were for great steel producers who chose to disregard the 

Co11llllission 1 s production quotas: they will not act as a deterrent. If 

the Member State's failure to fulfill its obligations consists of 

maintaining legislation not compatible with Union law, one might think 

of nullity of such legislation; the Court of Justice gave a little 

push in that direction by holding that citizens cannot be subjected,_ 

to penal sanctions if the prohibitions upheld by these sanctions are 

incompatible with Cotlllilunity law according to a judgment rendered by 

the Court under Article 16925 ). However, such an approach is not 

very helpful if the Member ·state's failure consists of not having 

enacted certain measures. 

'The problem is not of the greatest importance. First, 

although actually the judgment that finds that a Member State failed 

to fulfill its obligations, can only give a declaration to that effect, 

experience shows that the Member State concerned will comply, at least 

in the long run. Secondly, it is far from sure that the introduction 

of sanctions would help to accelerate the process: more often than not, 

failures to act stem not so much from conscious decisions to be slow, 

but from somewhat untidy tactical moves by governmenta,br government , 
agencies, aimed at staving off peasant rebellions dr"trade union 

pressure or at ushering a certain amount of legislation ·through Parliament 

without major accidents. 

d. Protection of fundamental_E~g~;~ 

Jurisdiction of the Court of Justice for the protection of 

fundamental rights vis-a-vis the Union (Article 43-3) has already 
26) been extolled for a number of years . It is unproblematic, and at 

the same time it is the thin end of the wedge. It is unproblematic 
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because everybody wants it, because it is in the line of the general 

evolution of the European Connnunities, because it would strengthen 

the "Europe of the citizen" and because it would ease some existing 

tensions between national courts and the Court of Justice. And it 

is the thin end of the wedge because it may have a considerable 

impact on the scope of judicial review throughout the proposed Union. 

We shall deal with that particular topic when discussing matters of 

substance and stick, for the moment, to problems of jurisdiction in 

the strict. sense of the word. 

The Connnission had strongly reconnnended this extension of 

the Court's jurisdiction in its 1975 opinion on the European Union. 

It based its suggestions on the idea of the rule of law ("Rechtsstaat"), 

which it also found expressed in the Court's opinion, and it concluded 

that a Union treaty should provide for uniform binding rules protecting 

the rights of individuals. Therefore, it said, individuals should have 

comprehensive possibilities of access to the Court if they allege 

breaches of human rights and fundamental freedoms, so as to enable 

the Court to play a key role in safeguarding these rights and freedoms 27). 

These suggestions, which probably form the background of the proposed 

reform, may in their turn have drawn their inspiration from the German 

legal system, and especially from the particular form of action called 

"Verfassungsbeschwerde" (constitutional complaint). It is a general 

form of appeal to the Federal constitutional court available to 

any person alleging that his fundamental rights as guaranteed by the 

_federal constitution have 
-- . d . . . 28) 
.or a m1.n1.strat1.ve act • 

been denied by any statute, judicial decision 

If a right of action of such a general nature should be given 

to the citizens of the future European Union, its exercise will no doubt 

have to be qualified in order to keep the judicial system workable. In 

German law, for example, the rule is - subject to some exceptions - that 

ordinary remedies should be exhausted; without such a rule, the "Verfas

sungsbeschwerde" would, in a way, criss-cross through the normal remedies 

and appeals and so disrupt the ordinary working of the judicial system. 

The effect of the rule of exhaustion of remedies is that the constitutional 
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complaint more or less functions as a kind of super-appeal, albeit 

with a limited scope, namely to enable the constitutional court to 

check whether the earlier judicial decisions in the case assessed 

the plaintiff's fundamental rights in a correct way. With some 

exaggeration; one might summarize the situation as one in which a 

citizen first fights his way through local court, appeal court and 

supreme court and then asks the Federal constitutional court to test 

whether these judges have duly respected his fundamental rights. There 

are two obvious consequences: the system makes litigation long and 

costly, and it tends to enhance the controlling function of the 

constitutional court. 

Introduction of a remedy similar to the German constitutional 

complaint would, then, provide the Court of Justice with powers 

to control the national courts. It might therefore provoke some 

susceptibilities among the superior courts. It is difficuH to see, 

however, how fundamental rights could be protected by the Court of 

Justice without implying a certain form of control of national courts. 

As it is, citizens will always be able to bring an action before a 

national court if they.feel aggrieved in one way or another, be it by 

violation of their fundamental rights or otherwise. Community law, 

or Union law, will not diminish possibilities of access to courts 

existing at the national level, and a right of action before the Court 

of Justice will thus necessarily involve some element of scrutiny of 

the national courts' performance. 

These considerations raise a somewhat different problem. The 

proposed remedy will, according to the draft Treaty, bli;.· available in· 

all cases where "the protection of fundamental rights vis-a-vis the 

Union" is at stake. That expression seems to embrace violation of such 

rights by national bodies acting on the basis of Union law; the 

mechanism of the common agricultural policy is constructed in such a 

way that practically all individual decisions are taken by national 

authorities. In such a case, the aggrieved person will always first 

seize the national court as he would not like to loose his right to 

rely on other grievances than those concerned with fundamental rights. 

Is it open to the plaintiff, in such a case, to raise also the in-
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compatibility of the national decision with the national constitution? 

Under the present treaties, this is a matter of national constitutional 

law, which has given rise to well-known differences of opinion. The 

German constitutional court will probably consider that protection 

of fundamental rights at the Union level dispenses national courts 

from controlling compatibility with the national constitution on that 
. 1 . zg) h · ld h . . . f particu ar point ; sue wou , at any rate, seem t e situation i , 

and as far as, national bodies merely act as agents of the Union. The 

latter condition gives, however, rise to new problems: do, for example, 

tax inspectors act as agents of the Union when they proceed to levying 

value added tax. on certain transactions? Probably not; but in many 

instances, national legislation on VAT will raise exactly the same 

problems on human rights as the Community directives. Some national 

courts, like the Dutch Hoge Raad, always start from the assumption 

that national VAT-legislation cannot be applied in a way diverging 

from the prevailing interpretation of the VAT-directives. 

Double protection of fundamental rights, on the basis of the 

national constitution and on the basis of the Union treaty, can therefore 

not be excluded. To make matters worse, there may even be a treble 

protection, as the European Convention of Human Rights will continue 

to apply. The rule on the exhaustion of national remedies in that 

Convention30) implies, in my view, that an individual complaint to the 

European Commission of Human Rights would not be admissible before the 

Court of Justice would have rendered its judgement under Article 43 

of the proposed Union treaty. Chronologically, the Strasbo.urg institutions 

would therefore come last. This situation necessarily implies that 
; 

the European Court of Human Rights will exercise a cettain controlling 

function with regard to the decisions of the Court of Justice in this 

respect. Such would even be the case before the Union adheres to the 

European Convention in conformity with Article 4(3) of the draft Treaty. 

The right of action proposed in Article 43 for the protection of human 

rights will thus be conducive to a kind of "escalation" of remedies. 

These consequences make it urgent to take a fresh look at the question 

how to reconcile the two great systems of legal integration in Europe, 

that of the Communities and that based on the European Convention of Human 
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Rights - a problem we shall return to, The same consequences also 

show something else: the price to be paid by European citizens for 

protection of their fundamental rights at the Union level is the risk 

of having to wait quite a while for· their claim to be ultimately 

settled. 

e. SuEervision_of_national_courts 

Article 43-5 intends to create a right of appeal to the 

Court of Justice against decisions of national courts of last instance 

where reference to the Court for a preliminary ruling is refused or 

where a preliminary ruling of the Court has been disregarded. The French 

text of the draft reads "pourvoi en cassation" for right of appeal. 

The proposed introduction of this remedy rests on the 

assumption that national courts, and supreme courts in particular, 

presently fail to do what they should do, and that a direct appeal to 

the Court of Justice will help them mend their ways. Practitioners 

- and your reporter is among them - will have great difficulty in 

accepting these two bas.ic premisses. As a general proposition, it is 

just not true that supreme courts fail to refer matters to the Court 

which they ought to have referred. Most statements to the contrary 

rely on considerations of a purely theoretical nature, or on isolated 

decisions which, without any further proof, are considered as 

indicative of national courts' general attitudes towards Community 

law, and in particular towards references to the Court of Justice
31

). 

Such hostile behaviour on the part of national courts is very rare 

indeed. The duty to refer to the Court of Justice as elllbodied in 

' Article 177, 3rd par., EEC-treaty, requires national courts, and 

·especially supreme courts, to meet two contradictory demands: on the 

one hand, they are to be aware that a persistent failure to refer will 

lead to lack of uniform application of Community law and so, ultimately, 

to disintegration of the Community as a legal entity; on the other 

hand, they should refrain from having automatically recourse to the 

Court of Justice in all cases having something to do with Community law 

(for example: in all cases on VAT), even in cases where every lawyer can 

guess the answer the Court will give. It has never been established 
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or, indeed, been posited, that, as a rule, supreme courts have not 

been able to strike a reasonable balance between these two requirements. 

There is more to it. The Court's case law assumes that 

Article 177 EEC-treaty is the expression of a general idea inherent 

in the Treaty's approach to the judiciary: the idea of collaboration 

between national courts and the Court of Justice. It is for that 

reason that the Court of Justice leaves a certain margin of appreciation 

to national courts faced with the question whether or not they are 
. d f 32 ) h . . . f . oblige to re er . In sue a situation, granting a power o review 

of national decisions to the Court of Justice might amount to a change 

of approach, to the substitution of hierarchy to collaboration. 

This does not end the debate: would it be a good thing to 

have hierarchical relations between national courts and the Court of 

Justice? I wonder. First, it is not at all clear whether the system 

of preliminary rulings will effectively work better after such a change. 

Secondly, we may make tacitly a choice on the organisation of the 

judiciary in the European Union of the future, and we could very well 

have reasons to regret that choi.ce later. In the long run, it is probably 

better to have a "Union judiciary", alongside of national hierarchies of 

courts, for the European Union, just as the United States have a dual 
. · 33) 

system of courts (federal courts and state courts) • If that is the 

ultimate choice, it does not seem very obvious to begin by creating 

appeals from state courts to the Union court, the Court of Justice. 

Many observers will think (and some do think already) that the Court 

of Justice is to be the ordinary appeal court for any question involving 

Union law34 ). If the. drafters of the Union treaty werp really contemplat

ing a central position of the Court of Justice in. the judicial system 

of the future European Union, they would have done better to create 

union courts of first instance for appeals exclusively implying union 

matters and turning on points of fact more than on points of law, like 

courts of first instance in competition matters or an administrative 

tribunal for staff cases. Creation of such an administrative tribunal 

has already been proposed by the Commission; but the Council, in its 

own mysterious way, discovered first a certain number of difficulties 

and then found a new problem to every solution. However that may be, the 
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time seems to have come to stop bickering about the lack of enthusiasm 

of one or two national courts in their dealings with Community law, and 

to start thinking seriously about the future outlook of the judicial 

system in a European Union. In so far, the draft Treaty is a lost 

opportunity. 

III - Matters of substance 

a. The_objectives_of_the_Union 

We saw earlier that the objectives of the Union are couched 

in wide terms: the preanble alludes to the notions of democracy, human 

rights and rule of law, the objectives of the Union mentioned in 

Article 9 range from a harmonious society to peace in the world, and 

the provisions on the policies of the Union enable the European Council, 

in Article 68, to include defence policy and disarmament among matters 

to be submitted to cooperation and, eventually, to common action. There 

is some political cunning in the framing of the draft Treaty's structure: 

it embraces many fields of action, but it does so in such a way as to 

permit considering .the urgency of one form of action rather than another, 

and to elaborate gradually, subject by subject, the global policy of the 

Union. This evolving model of policy making has definite advantages for 

the Union's decision making practice; but that does not mean that it 

facilitates the work of judges who are to put a certain activity of 

one of the institutions in the general framework of the activities of 

the European Union. In other terms: the question is whether these wider 

objectives of the Union can still be made operational ~l the courts. 

There is one easy answer to this: the Union takes over the 

Community patrimony, the famous "acquis communautaire" (Article 7), and 

encompasses thereby the aims of the EEC-treaty; hence, courts can 

continue to base their interpretations on these aims like they did before. 

This answer is, however, not completely satisfactory, for the ·real 

problem is, of course, how the old EEC-aims relate to the Union objectives. 

These objectives are new only in part: they also partially restate 

some of the EEC-aims - but not all. For example: Article 9 of the draft 

Treat~ restates the aim of progressive elimination of imbalances between 
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regions, but it is silent about fair competition; it recapitulates 

the prospect of free movement of persons, without mentioning free 

movement of goods. There might therefore, in the view of the drafters 

of the Union Treaty, be a kind of order of priority between different 

aims and objectives. One would hope not; for it is the very notions 

of fair competition and free movement of goods that have been crucial, 

in the Court's case law,.for elaborating step by step the legal concept 

of a common market. Most of the "grands arrets" have been built on the 

idea that a common market implies abolition of discriminatory situations 

and of obstacles to intra-Community traffic. 

There may be an element in the draft Treaty to counterbalance 

the possible loss of workable general concepts: ~ts institutional 

provisions are manifestly intended to reactivate the legislative process. 

This is a very important point. Everyday experience shows that in many 

fields of Community action, harmonization of national legislation is 

long overdue. And the question is more and more urgent whether courts 

can continue to assume that Community legislation, though lacking for 

the moment, will be brought about in the near future, and that in the 

meantime case law can fill the gap. Things get even worse when, as 

happens sometimes, politicians populating legislative bodies show their 

disdain of the Communities' objectives: can courts have resort to these 

same objectives when acting because nobody else does? 35). If legislative 

machinery remains stuck for years and years, it is not any more up to 

the courts to put the situation righti they are not equipped for that 

type of work in the long run, and 
. . f . d . . 1 f . 36 ) limits o the Ju icia o fice • 

they cannot go beyond the inherent 

The draft Treaty ai~?· at unlocking 

the wheels of the legislative machinery, by giving-a-n~w shape to 

legislative power, which will be shared between Council and Parliament. 

There is no certainty that mere changes in institutional provisions 

will accomplish this feat; 

d
. . 37) 

to venture pre ictions . 

and it is beyond the scope of this paper 

But it would surely be bad for the future 

development of European law if judicial decisions could neither rely 

on clear and workable concepts on long term aims, nor on any real 

upsurge of rule making activities. 
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The Union's taking over of Community patrimony implies that 

fundamental market freedoms as embodied in the EEC-treaty and as 

elaborated by the Commission's practice and by the case law of the 

Court of Justice and some national courts, will continue to be in 

force. These market 

concept of a common 

freedoms are individual freedoms derived from the 
38) 

market . They have something in common with 

human rights; in German literature, their legal position has sometimes 

been charaterized as "grundrechtahnlich", as not-so-dissimilar
39

). 

It may be true that the classical human rights as, for example, 

embodied in the European Convention find their basis in the freedom 

and dignity of the individual person; but some typical market freedoms, 

like the right to move freely or not to be discriminated against, 

are not far removed from this same sphere of thought. The question 

arises, then, how the relationship between these two categories of 

rights and freedoms must be seen and, in particular,. which one is 

to prevail in case of contradictory implications. 

A first thing one discovers when thinking about this 

problem is that most of the time the rights of these two categories 

strengthen .each other rather than showing a contrast. Non-discrimination 

in the common market fortifies equal protection before the laws, and 

the free development of the individual is helped by the freedom to 

move without being subjected to arbitrary interference of irrnnigration 

police, custom officers or tax authorities. The freedom to choose 

one's profession as it appears in some national constitutions could 

hardly be effective without protection against abuse of dominant 
40) 

positions on the market • And the gradual inclusion of· aliens in 
' the national regimes of rights and freedoms can hardly be imagined 

without the Corrnnunity's efforts to obtain free movement.of persons, 

and, in particular, without the limits that have thus been put on the 

national authorities' unfettered discretion to expel· aliens that 
. 1 . d41) previous y existe . 

The remaining difficulty is what to do when there should be 

a clash, and when no efforts to reconcile the effects of different 

freedoms succeed. I would personally prefer not to take the general 

view that rights belonging to the human rights catalogue should always 
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and automatically override social and economic freedoms. Much depends 

on the persons who claim protection of their rights and freedoms, human 

rights being primarily concerned with protecting the weak against the 

mighty; on the situation in which protection is claimed, those in-

volved against their will being better suited to having their claims 

upheld than those who willingly accepted that situation; on the intensity 

of the alleged breach, freedom of expression being more liable to be 

violated by forbidding demonstrations than by dissolving book cartels. 

When nothing helps, and when, finally, the chips are down, we should 

probably realize that the European Union will be based on a clear 

political ideology, described in the opening words of the draft Treaty 

as "commitment to the principles of pluralist democracy, respect for 

human rights and the rule of law", but that it is not based on any 

h . b . . h"l h" 4Z) W"d . c oice etween competing economic pi osop ies . i e-ranging ob-

jectives have thus their use, after all. 

b. The_iudicial_area 

The "homogeneous. judicial area" will be created, according 

to Article 46 of the draft, by cooperation between Memb.er States, i.e. 

without specific powers of Union institutions; Commission and Parliament 

"may", however, submit appropriate recommendations. The degree of 

homogeneity of the judicial area may thus become quite relative. 

The draft Treaty does not tell us what it means by "judicial 

area", but it gives two examples of measures apt to promote it. The first 

example is "measures designed to reinforce the feeling of individual 

citizens• that they are. citizens of the Union". As a goo:,! fishery policy 

will certainly reinforce (or even create) the fishermen's feeling that 

they are citizens of the Union, a clause like this may mean anything or 

nothing. The most likely explanation is that the drafters have been 

toying with ideas like European passports, exchange of students and 

duty-free hand luggage. Anyway, the relation with the judicial system 

looks tenuous. That is certainly not so for the second example: the 

fight against '.'international forms of crime, including terrorism". 

In the past, suggestions have now and then been made to create such a 

crime fighting area; for a certain time, President Giscard d'Estaing 

\ 
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seemed to pursue the idea ("espace judiciaire"). It is an interesting 

idea from a general point of view, as its implementation would extend 

the Union's business into the field of criminal law. Politically, there 

are some pitfalls in this path: experience has shown that some govern

ments do not like to get involved in other governments' dealings with 

terrorist movements. Even the mere coordination of extradition 

practices can, as the Bask problem has ·shown these last years, implicate 

nations in other nations' problems, or even in the accompanying violence. 

Consequently, the two examples are not very helpful for finding 

out what the homogeneous judicial area can be taken to mean. The Union 

institutions could make a virtue out of necessity by inventing a legal 

program that can do justice to the ambitious wording of Article 46. 

Why not start a real effort for unifying commercial law? Lawyers have 

had guilt feelings ever since Pascal's jeering observations on the 

"trois degres d'elevation du pole" that turn a whole body of case law 
. d d d h " 1 . . · 1 • ·' · ,,43) upsi e own an on t e p aisante Justice qu une r1.v1.ere borne . 

Modern conditions make many disparities even more difficult to understand 

and to accept. There is one snag to it: the institutions should first 

eliminate disparities that directly affect the establishment and 

functioning of the common market. And they can already. do so now, on the 

basis Article 100 EEC-treaty, a provision which has given rise to many 

studies but whose potential is not nearly exhausted: remarkably little 

has been actually done so far. 

Meanwhile, the judicial area could as well wait for better 

times. Scant comfort is offered by one of the European Parliament's 

working papers on the draft Treaty, seemingly content wjth the following 

consideration: "The creation of a judicial area will help to bring 

to fruition the concept of European citizenship, the main component 

of which is the common enjoyment of fundamental rights"
44

). 

c. To~-i~act of human_rights_erotection 

Only a few examples suffice to show that human rights protection 

may conduce to quite important innovations of the law and to results 

that nobody had imagined before. American criminal procedure has been 
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profoundly influenced by the U.S. Supreme Court's stand on human rights, 

and the prison system of many European countries had to be reformed 

because of the implications of the European Convention of Human Rights. 

To push the matter somewhat further: for a moment it looked as if 

capital punishment in the U.S. would be abolished by the Court on account 

of its being contrary to the American Bill of Rights; and a similar 

fate menaced state laws forbidding abortion45 ). I admit that these latter 

decisions came at a time which must by hindsight be described as one of 

the great epochs of judicial activism in America; and this wave of 

activism culminated about 180 years after the coming into force of the 

Bill of Rights, and one century after the introduction of the XIVth Amend

ment to the Constitution which turned out to be such a great help to the 

Supreme Court. But I submit that comparative studies show how difficult 

it is to foresee the change of judicial attitudes in this respect; the 

French Conseil constitutionnel took everybody by surprise when it ad

opted its new approach in 1971 46). In these matters, prophecies are 

even less reliable than weather forecasts in Great Britain. 

Nobody knows, therefore, .whether the Court of Justice will be 

tempted to spread· its wings in a comparable way. At all events, the 

Court's position will be inevitably reinforced. First, with regard to 

national courts: under the existing arrangements, the Court and the 

national constitutional courts are, in a way, competing powers in the 

field of human rights; but the combined effect of Articles 4 and 43 of 

the draft Treaty will be to confer certain controlling powers on the 

Court of Justice. Secondly, the delicate balance of power between the 

Court and the political institutions of the Union is t~pped in favour , 
of the former: not the legislative but the judicial 'power of the Union 

will have a final say on the meaning of fundamental freedoms, and there

by on the implications .of these freedoms for all rule giving and 
' administrative activities. Thirdly, the Court's stature in the eyes 

of the general public will increase, as it will be easier for the 

citizens of the Union to see the Court really as "their" court when they 

have more possibilities of entering into the passions of the litigants. 

Other circumstances suggest that changes of judicial attitudes, 

if forthcoming, will be slow. It will, in the most optimistic forecast, 
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take years and years before Union law will touch on matters of dis

armament; it might very well even take years before Union policy will 

cover subjects like protection of the environment, coordination of 

urbanization schemes or pri·son reform. Many areas likely to give rise 

to human rights problems will thus, for the moment, be excluded from the 

Court's jurisdiction. The first years of the Union will probably be 

characterized by efforts aimed at consolidating and expanding common 

economic policies and at extending the common market to fishery and to 

transport. The technicians of economic law will, for the moment, hold 

their ground. 

Some further thinking gives, however, reason to foresee that 

unexpected developments may nevertheless occur. The Union scheme implies, 
." according to the draft Treaty, jurisdiction on human rights on the 

part of national courts, the Court of Justice and the European Court of 

Human Rights; each of these categories of judges has its own contribution 

to make. The Strasbourg court may be more sensitive to human rights 

issues, just as its Luxemburg sister institution is more liable to 

respond to problems regarding discrimination, or division of powers among 

Union and Member States. Some mutual adjusting will be· necessary. Even 

now, there are some areas in which Community law does not seem completely 

attuned to the evolutions that have taken place under the Human Rights 

Convention. The very liberal interpretation the Human Rights Court 

Article 6 of to "civil rights" covered by the fair trial clause of 

C 
. 47) 

onvention may have important consequences for certain practices 

gives 

the 

usually followed in the economic law of the Community, like for example 

in competition law. 

' This brings us, finally, to the future existence of two areas 

of legal integration.in Europe: the European Union and the Council of 

Europe,. under whose auspices the European Convention on Human Rights 

functions. If the Union will take shape in the way indicated by the 

draft Treaty, judicial relations between these two areas will be 

strengthened. The Union may, therefore, more and more become the real 

heart of the Council of Europe. Some political developments work in the 

same direction. In the·near future, Spain and Portugal will accede to 

the Communities; Turkey will, if it does not begin to take return to 

\ 
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democracy seriously, be all but a nominal member of the Council of 

Europe. What remains then, is chiefly the Member States of the Community 

and the countries bound to it by free trade arrangements, like Sweden, 

Norway, Switzerland and Austria. In other words: the factual situation 

in the Council of Europe could be much the same as the one that is 

gradually evolving in the field of economic integration, where the 

Connnunity takes the lead but works in close collaboration with the 

countries of the free trade area. This collaboration could be intensified, 

also at the judicial level. Actually, the free trade agreements are 

interpreted by the Court of Justice as well as by the supreme courts of 

countries like Austria and Switzerland; there is a certain risk of 

diverging interpretations48). If forms could be found for instituting 

a judicial collaboration between the Community and these countries, the 

future Union might inherit a judicial structure which, if gradually ex

tended to other Union matters, would in real terms be at the same time 

the judicial structure within the Council of Europe. After some time, 

the rift between the two organizations would vanish. Such a perspective 

might help to overcome certain fears among Connnunity lawyers about a 

human rights court partially composed of judges from third countries 

that would impose its legal views on Union institutions.· 

d. The authoritz_~f Union law 

"A genuine rule of law in the European context", said the 

Court of Justice in its opinion on the European Union, "implies binding 

rules which apply uniformly and which protect individual rights". It 

also warned that the Union should not be given a loose-r.legal structure 
' than the existing Cotmnunities, as otherwise the value of Community. law 

d . . . h d4 g) 1 k . f h d f h . would be 1m1n1s e • It oo s as 1 t e raters oft e Union Treaty 

took this warning to heart. Article 42 of the draft confirms the main 

principles actually underlying the significance of Cotmnunity law: 

direct applicability, precedence over national law, joint responsibility 

of the Commission and Member State authorities for implementation of 

Union law, and possibilities to invoke that law before national courts. 

Wider access of individuals to the Court of Justice, and continuation 

of the system of preliminary rulings, will do the rest. 

\ 
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First problem: the fact that legal rules on the authority of 

Union law are uniform does not necessarily mean that this authority 

will be perceived and endured in the same way by all the citizens of 

the Union. The experience with the Communities has, so far, been very 

eloquent on this point. Different attitudes on the authority of Community 

law in, say, Italy and England result not only from different assessments 

of the European Community and its law, but also from different ideas 

about what authority is like. More uniformity depends on the evolution 

of ideas that are rooted in century old traditions and in the way people 

behave towards their family, the Church, the burgomaster and the tax 

collector. Complete uniformity seems hardly desirable, but some progress 

in its direction can be made. As law evasion is nowadays rapidly spreading 

from South to North, and insolence with regard to public authorities 

from North to South, we should not despair too quickly. 

Second problem: is there any effective stimulus for public 

authorities to comply with Union law and to take their share in its 

implementation? There is, of course, the mecanism of sanctions provided 

for by Article 44 of the draft Treaty. It may help, but it is unwieldy: 

it requires a request of Parliamen't or Commission, a finding of a 

persistent violation ~y the Court, a hearing of the Member State concerned, 

a draft.decision of the European Council, approval by Parliament, and a 

definitive decision by the European Council. That will probably mean that 

it can only be used in cases of exceptional gravity. What remains, is the 

possibility for private citizens or undertakings to appeal to the direct 

effect of Union law.over the head of national rules of implementation; 
. . . · . 50) . 

experience shows that such a way is sometimes very effective • This , 
attractive method is not always open: it cannot be used, for example, 

if the Union rules deny a right to somebody (e.g. to replant an old 

vineyard), or if they cannot be effective without collaboration of the 

national administration (e.g. premiums for stocking table wines for a 

certain period). Citizens always run the risk of drawing a blank when 

they rely too much on the self-propelling qualities of Union law. Com

pliance with Union law by the Member States will therefore probably be 

secured in much the same way as the one that actually ensures the ob

servance of Community law: it is a combination of political pressure, 

\ 
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by the Commission and by interest groups, of legal means, through the 

threat of legal actions by the Commission or by citizens, and of feelings 

of solidarity: even the most unwilling administration sees after some 

time that the common interest ought to prevail. No statesman, whatever 

his (or her) brinkmanship, will easily take the risk of disrupting 

the European construction. 

Third problem: will the system of sanctions contribute to the 

birth of a European Union that has all the characteristics of a federal 

State? Without engaging in battles on labels, one might nevertheless 

be realistic enough to see the difference between the proposed Union 

and the federal States that the world has witnessed these last two 

centuries. No expedition of Union troops will call the defiant Member 

State to order. And it is perhaps better so: Robert Schuman's famous 

speech of 9 May, 1950, that triggered off the integration process, sought 

exactly to displace movement of troops by more peaceful ways of coming to 

grips with each other. 

I do not rule out, nevertheless, that the proposed system of 

sanctions has a certain bearing on the legal nature of the Union
51

). 

For· me, it is especially Article 4 par. 4, on penalties against the Member 

State that violates persistently democratic principles, which gives 

the draft Treaty its particular ·flavour. The Union makes itself, there

by, responsible for the Member States' carrying on their democratic 

traditions. Such a situation might have far reaching effects on the 

international relations of the Union; but it may be too early to speculate. 

IV - The place of the judiciary -; 
Under the draft Treaty, the position of the judiciary will be 

reinforced. This increase of judicial power is in particular due to 

two general ideas which seem to belong to the mainstream of the views ex

pressed in the draft: the generalization of judicial review and the 

judicial protection of human rights. It is pretty obvious that these 

ideas have been influenced by experience gained in countries with 

constitutional courts. It is also clear that the drafters of the Treaty 

focused their attention exclusively on the more general aspects of 

the jurisdiction of constitutional courts. It is curious to observe, in 

\ 
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this connection, that the draft is silent on control of regularity of 

the elections of Members of the European Parliament - a more technical 

subject but one that could, even in the present situation, very well 

be committed to the care of the courts, and even perhaps to the care 

of the Court of Justice. In France, the Conseil constitutionnel has 
. . d" . "l . 'l 1"52 ) . ·1 Juris 1ct1on over e content1eux e ectora ; a s1m1 ar arrangement 

would neatly fit in the proposed Union and, perhaps, be a first little 
53) step on the way to uniform electoral procedures . 

The powers of the Court of Justice are strengthened by the 

draft Treaty. This does not result from a reinforcement of the Court's 

position vis-a-vis the national courts, but from the place the Court 

has in the Union's judiciary: the increase of its powers goes primarily 
', 

at the expense of the powers of the other Union institutions. Is that an 

advantage? Personnaly, I am far from sure that general theories about 

the correct frontier between "the" judicial and "the" political area 

or between work of "the" courts and "the" legislative bodies can be of 
54) 

any great help . So much depends on the situation in which the dividing 

line is to be traced. It may be true, as professor Cappelletti puts it 

in one of his recent books, that there is a general tendency towards 
. . f . d. . l . . d 55 ) b l d an increase o JU 1c1a creativity nowa ays ; ut such a genera tren 

does not give us a recipe for every single occasion. On the whole, 

however, I would not regret a certain growth of judicial power in the 

actual situation of European integration. There are certain things the 

proposed Union will probably have in common with the existing Communities; 

and these have been continuously troubled by their weak political 

structure. The draft Treaty seeks to overcome this weakness; but it is, 
; 

at the very least, questionable whether the prop.osed Institutional 

changes can achieve such a result. A Union that combines an ambitious 

program and far reaching powers with a weak political structure may need 

a strong judiciary. 

There is a second reason not to be too cautious in this respect: 

it is commonly acknowledged that, thus far, the Court of Justice did its 

work well. The general lay-out of European law owes more to the Court's 

patient needlework than to the defective legislative machinery or to the 

solemn declarations of these last years. It was the Court's case law that 
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developed the legal principles which support Connnunity law - principles 

many of which can now be found in the draft Treaty, like the priority 

of Connnunity law, the direct effect of Connnunity provisions and the 

protection of human rights. The very idea of legal principles as part 

of the law to be observed in the application of the treaties has been 

introduced and worked out by the Court. Its judgments have consistently, 

and from the very beginning in the early days of the Coal and Steel 

Treaty, tried to dig up the general principles of law that were to form 
56) 

gradually the backbone of the connnon law for Europe . As to further 

evolutions, there is no need to lack confidence. 

Will, then, the Court's position in the famous "equilibre 

institutionnel" be substantially changed? Parliament seems to think so, 

for the draft Treaty modifies the method of appointing the members of the 

Court (judges and advocates general): under the Union treaty, half of them 

will be appointed by Parliament, the other half by the Council (Article 30 

par. 2). The only explanation I have 

documents is that such a solution is 

been able to find in the parliamentary 

"fair and realistic115 7) . It is fair . 

to add, however, that similar 

appointment of members of the 

solutions exist in some countries for the 
. ·. . 58) 

constitutional court . The proposal to 

follow these solutions in the framework of the Union may underestimate 

the difference between a national and a Community context. Experience 

shows that politicians usually assume - for reasons I personally fail 

to understand - that the nationality of members of the Court is very 

important. The proposed method might thus lead to a situation where 

the Council would insist on the appointment of ten or twelve judges on 

its part, every government represented in the Council wanting, so to , 
say, "his" judge; Parliament would then probably have·to add as many, 

and the Court would become completely unmanageable. If parliamentary 

·influence on the appointment of members of the Court is sought, I 

should prefer the American system of "advice and consent": judges of the 

U.S. Supreme Court are appointed by the President, but the Senate has 
. h 1· h sg) h . to give t e green ig t • In fact, t e American Senate developed a 

policy of exercising a certain control on the quality and the morality 

of the President's appointees in order to prevent, in particular, that 

\ 
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a none-too-scrupulous administration could monopolize the Court for its 

own friends. There is no reason why the European Parliament could not 

play a comparable role. 

One final word about the place of the judiciary in the draft 

Treaty's scheme. The drafters rely heavily on the courts and on judicial 

activities for many things they have in mind in order to get European 

integration again on the move; that confidence is not misplaced. They 

also propose specific ways in which the judiciary could ~et more involved 
' in aspects of the integration process, like the proposed extensions of 

the Court's jurisdiction show; some of these proposals are important and 

interesting, although some ·others may disappoint. But all this should not 

make us forget that here lies not the real problem: it is just feasible 

" to make treaty provisions· .on jurisdiction, and that is perhaps easier 

than to frame a common policy on nuclear energy, or on road transport, 

or on river pollution. It is these policies, however, that Europe is 

waiting for, alongside of a great many other common policies. 

European law cannot· be made by lawyers alone.· That may be a 

sobering thought for those who like to reflect on the relation between 

law and politics . 
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The European Parliament 

Draft Treaty establishing 

a European Union, 

Constuticnal and Political 

inplications in Denma~k 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

By Per Lachmann 

I, The Draft Treaty and the Danish Constitution 

1. An approval by Denmark of the Draft Treaty establishing 

a European Union would have to be made either through an 

amendment to the Constitution or by a bill adopted in 

accordance with the special procedure in section 

20 of the constitution governing transfer of powers 

from Danish to international authorities. 

The procedure for a Constitutional amendment being 

very difficult and time consuming the focus of interest 

lies in examining the possibility of adhering to the 

Draft Treaty by way of a bill pursuant to section 20 

of the Constitution. This procedure requires either 

a 5/6 majority in the "Folketing" or a simple majo

rity coupled with a referendum. 
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2. The Draft Treaty uses a sometimes very broad lan-

guage open to differing interpretations. The findings 

of this report is therefore subject to a number of 

reservations regarding the interpretations of the Draft. 

3. The power of the European council to transfer matters of 

cooperation to matters of common action is difficult to 

comply with under the terms of section 20 of the Consti-

tution. and will probably require an 

amendment to the Constitution unless decisions by the 

European council to transfer matters of cooperation 

to matters of common action is taken by unanimity. 

4. The enlargened competence of the Cnion "ratione mate

riae'' is in principle compatible with section 2o of the 

Constitution. However a m.i;nber of clarifications in the 

text as to the extent of the new competences should be 

made prior to any Danish accession pursuant to Section 

20. Pending such clarifications it might be that at 

least one substantive provision of the constitution 

which reserves certain jobs in the public administration 

to Danish nationals would have to be amended by the 

procedure for constitutional amendmends. 

5. The explicit provisions regarding the supremacy of 

Union law would most likely not give rise to con

stitutional problems in Denmark because it is unli

kely that a conflict between the fundamental rights 

of the Danish Constitution and the fundamental 

rights protected by the Union would occur. 

6. T_he composition and voting rules for the Parlia

ment and the Union Council gives Denmark a re

presentation which is less than in a full-fled-
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ged federal State, and which could become even 

smaller if an organic law redistributed the seats in 

Parliament. It is open for discussion whether this is 

compatible with section 20 of the Constitution, which 

requires a "fair" representation. 

The legal instruments available to the European 

Council in matters of cooperation are not clearly 

defined. A clarification may be necessary to com

ply with section 20 of the Constitution. 

The increased powers of the court could in any 

case be accomplished in accordance with section 

20 of the Constitution. 

7. The combined effect of all the changes contained in the 

Draft Treaty might be considered to be of such politico

constitutional importance that a Constitutional amend

mend rather than a bill pursuant to s'ection 20 would be 

considered the most correct solution, but such an 

interpretation is not necessary from a legal point of 

view. 

II.The Draft Treaty and the Danish political parties. 

1. All leading Danish Parties have in a Folketing motion 

rejected the Draft Treaty proposed by the European Parliament. 

2. This rejection is an expression of a broad concesus on the 

approach to the European Union. The steady but slow progress 

is preferred to great leaps which cannot be implemented for 

want of popular support. 
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3. The center of gravity in discussions on the future develop

ment of the Community towards a European Union should in the 

view of all Danish parties be the new policies to be made in 

the fields of industry, tecnology, research and development, 

energy and the protection of the environment. General insti

tutional reforms are rejected by all the parties, and the right 

of veto is considered a necessity also in the future. 

is 
4, Within this general concensus there/a clear difference among 

the parties with respect to smaller institutional amendments. 

This difference is often not clearly expressed due to the 

necessary alliance among the major parties regarding foreign 

policy including European policy.The Liberals and - to a lesser 

degree the Conservatives - are more open to such smaller 

reforms while the Social-democrats and the Radicals 

are taking a more defensive attitude in this respect. The 

Social-democrats have after their poor results in the European 

elections set up a committee t9 study their position with re

spect to Europe's role in the world. The outcome of this com

mittee work is difficult to forecast, yet important for the 

party and thereby for Denmark. 
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PART ONE: The Draft Treaty establishing the European 

Union and the Danish Constitution. 

I. The Draft Treaty establishing of the European 

Union. 

1. The purpose of this section is not to give legal 

evaluation - let alone a political one - on the 

merits of the Draft Treaty establishing the European 

Union. It is rather to provide some preliminary 

information as to the constitutional process required 

in Denmark should this draft be submitted for appro

val in Denmark. 

2. A few general remarks may however be called for. From 

the point of view of a lawyer who has to check into 

the compatibility of the Draft with the national 

constitution it is striking that although the Draft 

is based on clear principles and ideas it contains 

quite some measure of·. arnbigui ty. No doubt part of 

this is due to the inability of the present reporter 

to fully comprehend all the intentions behind the 

various articles and paragraphs in the Draft. Part of 

the ambiguity is on the other hand unquestionably 

contained in the basic approach chosen by the Euro

pean Parliament. 

a. While the Draft is based on the "acquis cornrnuni

taire", the future position of the basic Community 

Treaties is only defined in the broadest terms. The 

treaty provisions relating to the objectives and 

scope of the Treaties are part of the law of the 

Union, though not of the new Treaty. They may be 

amended only by the procedure governing treaty amend

mends. 
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All other provisions of the Treaties which are not 

incompatible with the new Treaty are also laws of the 

Union, but subject to amendmends through the proce

dure for organic laws. 

We would suggest that the determinations as to which 

provisions of the basic Treaties concerns their 

objectives and scope opens up an area of great legal 

uncertainty. Likewise it is impossible to have an 

exact idea as to which of those provisions that have 

been implicitly amended by the new Treaty. 

Finally the determination of any incompatibility of 

the "other" Treaty provisions with the new Treaty is 

marked by the same kind of legal uncertainty. 

A few examples may illustrate some of the diffi

culties: 

- Does article 235 of the Rome-Treaty concern the 

"Scope" of that Treaty? In the affirmative should 

it be considered that the objectives in Article 9 

of the Draft have explicitly or implicitly replaced 

Art. 2 of the Rome-Treaty with respect to the ob

jectives which may be pursued under Article 235? 

If Article 235 is applicable under the Draft it is 

conceivable that not only the legislature may apply 

it, but also the European Council with respect to 

cooperation matters, and if so will the requirement 

of unanimity be maintained? 

- Do Article 30-36 and Article 48 paragraph 4 

(which makes an exception for the free movement of 

workers with respect to the public administration) 

of the Rome-

Treaty concern the "objectives and Scope" of the Rome-
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Treaty, and in the affirmative have these provisions 

been implicitly amended through Article 47 of the 

Draft relating to free movements? 

These are only a few of many questions which we feel 

unable to answer with any reasonable degree of cer

tainty. 

b, It seems however certain that the new Draft does 

involve fundamental amendmends of the basic Treaties 

without however respecting the procedures laid down 

in Article 236 of the Rome-Treaty and the equivalent 

provisions of the other basic Treaties. This of 

course raises delicate problems which are dealt with 

below under chapter VII. 

c. The distinction - conceptually clear - between 

common action and cooperation also seems in the legal 

sphere to raise a number of questions. In particular: 

through what legal instruments is the cooperation 

exercised and executed. The European Council - the 

primary centre for cooperation - may pursuant to Article 

32 undertake Commitments in the fields of cooperation. 

Are such commitments part of the law of the Union which 

· is directly applicable in the Member States pursuing to 

Art. 42.? And to what extent is the Court competent to 

interprete and ajudicate with respect to such commit

ments. 

Art. 10 paragraph 2 defines common action as all 

the internal and external acts of the Union including 

among other things recommendations from the Union 

institutions. According to Art. 46 the Commission and 

the Parliament may adopt recommendations with a respect 

to cooperation undertakings regarding "esp!ce judici

aire" and other enumerated matters. The European Council 

may adopt recommendation regarding all matters of 
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cooperation pursuant to Articl~ 32. It would, however, 

not be logical to imagine that such recommendations 

would bring a cooperation action under the area of 

common action. 

For the purpose of this paper we will assume that 

cooperation matters are dealt with as intergovern

mental cooperation. To the extent that this assump

tion may be erroneous the subsequent evaluation of 

the constitutional implications in Denmark has to be 

reconsidered. 

II. The Danish Constitution. 

1. The Danish Constitution in its present form was adopted 

in 1953. Compared to other.constitutions it is singular

ly difficult to amend. Consequently, amendments to the 

Constitution are the extreme exception in Danish con

stitutional life. In this century, the Constitution has 

only been amended in 1915 and in 1953. The requirements 

for amending the Constitution are contained in section 

88 of the Constitution. According io this section a bill 

to amend the Constitution which has been passed by the 

Parliament - "Folketing" - under the procedure for 

ordinary laws must be presented once more to a newly 

elected "Folketing". The new "Folketing" must then adopt 

the same constitutional text without any further amend

ments, Following the second adoption the proposal shall 

be submitted for a referendum for approval with a 

simple majority. However, the votes in favour of the 

amendment must in any case amount to at least 40% of the 

total electorate. 
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This very cumbersome procedure (which was even more 

stringent prior to 1953) has in fact led to a kind of a 

politic-constitutional common wisdom that only amend

ments passed in unanimity by all major political parties 

and likely to be of such popular 

interest that a major turnout to the polls can be 

secured can be considered in Denmark. 

2. It was exactly this very cumbersome procedure for 

amending the Constitution which led professor Max 

S¢rensen to suggest to the Parliament in 1952 that 

provisions might be inserted allowing for transfer of 

constitutional powers to international authorities 

without amending the Constitution. The Danish Consti

tution, originally drafted in 1849 under strong influ

ence from the Belgium Constitution of 1831 was inspired 

by the Dutch Constitutional provision with regard to 

transfer of sovereignty to international authorities. 

The text proposed by Max_S¢rensen suggested that such 

transfer of sovereignty could be decided by an ordinary 

bill. However, a certain minority in the "Folketing" 

would have the right to request that such a bill be 

ratified by the next elected "Folketing" prior to its 

entry into force. In the political process necessary to 

achieve unanimity among all major political parties on 

the constitutional amendments in 1953 the procedure for 

adoption of such bill was however dramatically amended. 

A majority of 5/6 of the total "Folketing" (i.e. 150 

members out of the 179 members must vote in favour) is 

required. If this majority is not obtained, though 

simple majority is secured, the bill can only be promul

gated if it has been submitted to a referendum in 

accordance with section 42 of the Constitution. Pursuant 

to this section a bill adopted by Parliament can be 

rejected by the electorate if a majority votes against 

and this majority constitutes at least 30% of the total 

electorate. 
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The provisions of section 20 have only been used twice 

since 1953. The first time was Denmarks accession to the 

European Communities. The bill for accession did not 

obtain the required 5/6 and was consequently submitted 

for a referendum where it received the consent of almost 

2/3 of those voting amounting to more than 50% of the 

total electorate. 

The second time of application of section 20 was the 

conventions for the European patent and for a Community 

patent. The bill for Danish accession to these conven

tions did not receive the 5/6 majority. The bill has 

been considered unfit for a referendum and is therefore 

still on the government's table. 

The procedural aspects of the Danish provision regarding 

transfer of sovereignty to international authorities 

differ considerably from those of other Member States if 

not qualitatively then at .Jeast quantitavely. Also the 

substantive provisions regarding transfer of sovereignty 

seem somewhat more strict in Denmark than in other 

Member States. The text of section 20 paragraph 1 reads 

as follows: 

"Powers vested in the authorities of the 

Realm under this Constitution Act may 

to an extent to be determined be delegated 

to international authorities set up by mutual 

agreement with other States for the promotion 

of international rules of law and cooperation." 

The theoretical background for the provision is ex

plained by Max S¢rensen in the following manner in his 

textbook on constitutional law: 

"It is a fundamental principle in Danish con

stitutional law that legal authority vis-a-vis 
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citizens is exercised by organs directly 

established pursuant to the Constitution or 

which, in any case, are a part of the Danish 

constitutional system. The legislative power lies 

primarily in the elected assembly. The executive 

power lies with the ministers responsible towards the 

"Folketing", the elected municipal councils or with 

independent executive agencies which, however, are 

subject to the Danish legal system as regards the 

regulation of their responsibility. The judicial 

power rests with the independent courts instituted by 

the Constitution. It is true that the legislative 

power may within certain limits delegate its compe

tence to other organs and it may to a certain extent 

change the distribution of competence between the 

courts and the administration, but this does not 

authorize it to transfer powers to organs which are 

outside the Danish constitutional system. Such a 

transfer of competence .would not be possible without 

amending the Constitution as it would violate the 

said fundamental principle that authority over 

citizens are exercised by Danish organs". 

"Any power which pursuant to the Constitution is 

exercised by the authorities of the Kingdom may be 

transferred pursuant to section 20. When this provi

sion speaks of powers vested in the authorities of 

the realm under this Constitution Act, it is not only 

the specified competences in the Constitution, such 

as the King's right to cause money to be coined in 

section 26, but also the broad categories of consti

tutional competences spelled out in section 3 of the 

Constitution" (which institutes the legislative power, 

the executive power and the judicial power respective

ly) • 
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"The powers vested in the authorities of the Realm to 

which section 20 refers do not include the power to 

amend the Constitution. Pursuant to section 88 only 

the legislative power and the electorate in combi

nation can exercise this power, and it is therefore 

not exercised by an authority in the sense of section 

20. It is therefore not possible to transfer to an 

international authority the power to amend the Con

stitution, for instance to determine that the form of 

government should be republican, that foreigners be 

given voting rights, that a person who is taken into 

custody is not required to be brought before a judge 

within 24 hours or that expropriation is possible 

without due compensation. It is however obvious that 

the very transfer of powers provided for in section 

20 may to a certain extent amend the Constitution in 

the sense that the powers will no longer be exercised 

by Danish authorities as presumed in the Constitu

tion, but by the international authority to whom the 

powers have been transferred. In other words, section 

20 allows for the amendment of the system of compe

tence established by the Constitution, whereas the 

material conditions for or limitations in the exer

cise of these powers may not be changed." 

III. Section 20 and the substantive provisions of the Draft. 

1. It is possible to read Art. 45 in such a way that 

this article which refers to Art. 9 concerning the 

objectives of the Union gives the general delimi-
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tation of the powers of the Union"ratione materiae". 

According to such an interpretation the Union would 

be able to legislate, take executive action and 

actions with respect to third countries covering all 

subject matters referred to in Art. 9. The competence 

of the court would obviously cover the same fields. 

Given the fact that the aims of the Union in Art. 9 

are described in the broadest possible terms such interpre• 

tation would in fact imply that the Union had unlimited 

competence. Under Section 20 of the Constitution , however, 

may only be transferred "to an extent to be defi-

ned". In his textbook on constitutional law 

Max S¢rensen states that: 

"this condition imply that there must be acertain 

level of precision with respect to the powers to be 

transferred. 

Negatively, it may·be said that it is excluded to 

transfer all legislative competence or judicial 

competence in general etc. Even less it would be 

possible to transfer all powers belonging to Danish 

authorities and thus abolish Denmark as an indepen

dent State. 

The required level of precision implies that the 

powers are clarified with respect to their kind 

legislation, administration, judicial decisions etc. 

- as well as with respect to their subject matter. 

The comparable provision in the Norwegian Constitu

tion section 93 uses the words "within a materially 

limited field". The Danish provision must be under

stood in this sense. It is consequently required that 

all decisions which may be taken by the international 

organ are defined with respect to their subject 

matter or object. 
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On the other hand it cannot be demanded that this 

delimitation should be formulated in a narrow way. 

There is no quantitative criteria in the wording of 

the Constitution. There is no basis for implying any 

demand that the transfer can only be made within a 

limited scope meaning within few subject matters or 

within areas of lesser importance. 

Consequently, nothing prevents powers to be trans

ferred with respect to subject matters defined in 

broad categories such as the provisions in the Treaty 

of Rome concerning the European Economic Community, 

in particular Art. 3. 

It is obvious that under the above given interpre

tation of Art. 45 Section 20 would be inapplicable. 

Only a full- scale constitutional amendment could be 

used in such a case. 

On the other hand it would seem from the general 

scheme of the Draft that the intention has been that the 

Union may only exercise competences pursuant to the 

individual articles of chapter l - 3 of part 4 and 

part 5 regarding the finances of the Union. If this 

assumption is correct and Art. 45 therefore could be 

clarified in this respect without any change in its 

meaning one will have to look at the delimitations 

given in the various chapters in part 4 and part 5 of 

the Draft. 

2. Compared to the competence of the present communities 

the Union's competence seems to be enlargened in dif

ferent ways: 
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- new areas of activities such as education, culture 

and health are added. 

• The union competence in areas where the Community has 

only a very limited competence such as taxation and 

social affairs is greatly increased. 

- limitations inherent in the Community Treaties with 

respect to the exercise of the competence are either 

set aside by the Union Treaty, or may possibly be set 

aside by decisions of the Union institutions. As said 

above in chapter I it is very unclear to the present 

reporter to what extent this may happen. 

- The competence to impose taxes and collect the 

revenue as "own income" is without limits in the 

Draft. 

- the objectives of the Union provided for in Art. 9 of 

the Draft is considerably wider than the objectives 

in Art. 2 and 3 of the Rome-treaty, 

Given the impact which these objectives nave 

for the interpretation of the various substantive 

provisions this will also be a factor in enlarging the 

competence of the Union compared to the competence of 

the Communities. 

Nevertheless, nothing would in principle exclude the 

transfer of powers to this wider extent pursuant to 

section 20 of the Constitution. As is quoted above 

from Max S¢rensen there is no requirement in the 

Constitution with respect to the quantities of the 

powers transferred. 

It is not possible without a very detailed study to 

see if the powers intended to be transferred by means 

of the various provisions are spelled out sufficient-
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ly clear to meet the requirement of section 20. This, 

however, would rather be a matter of drafting and 

clarity than of quantity. 

The clarity required does of course not imply that 

there can be no room for future interpretations. Many 

important questions with respect to the present text 

should,however,be solved prior to a possible signa

ture of the Draft. Such questions would include: 

- A clarification of Article 7 as discusssed under 

chapter I. 

- Does Article 55, which gives the Union concurrent 

competence in the field of social, consumer protec

tion, regional, environmental,education and research, 

cultural and information policies give the Union a 

general competence with respect to these matters 

subject only to the individual limitations in the 

following Articles? 

- In Articles 57-59 and 62 the Union is given power 

to encourage the attainment of various objectives. 

Does such power limit the Union to making programmes 

which the Member States may or may not chose to comply 

with? 

- Pursuant to Article 56 the Union may take action 

with respect to social an health matters "in parti

cular in matters relating to" a number of specified 

objects. Does such wording imply that in fact any 

other action in the field of social and health policy 

which conforms to the broad objectives in Article 9 

would also be possible? 

- Article 4 paragraph 1 may be read to imply, that the 

Union will have as one of its tasks to ensure the 
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compliance of Member States with the fundamental rights 

of the Union. It is obvious that the Union will be under 

an obligation not no violate the fundamental rights and 

not to legislate in a way which compels Member Sta-

tes to act contrary to the fundamental rights of the 

Union. However, if Article 4 paragraph 1 is also in

tended to grant authority to the Union to protect the 

citizens against other violations of their fundamental 

rights, one would have to inquire what remedies the 

Union would have at its disposal. It appears from para

graph 4 of Art. 4 and from Art. 44 that if Member Sta

tes in their own rights violate the Human rights of 

their citizens, the only legal remedy for the Union is 

a partial suspension of the participation in the activi

ties of the Union If this interpretation is correct it would 

seem that no powers would be transferred from Danish 

authorities in this respect. 

3. It must be kept in mind that the Union may not pur

suant to Article 20 be authorized to act contrary to 

the substantive provisions of the constitution. 

If the freedom of movement with respect to persons 

would include all jobs in the public administration, 

i.e. if Article 48 paragraph 4 of the Rome-treaty is 

considered contrary to Article 47 or if it 

may be amended through the adoption of an organic 

law, then this part of the Draft would require a 

constitutional amendment. 

4. Article 11 on the Draft Treaty 

·authorises the European Council to transfer matters 

of "cooperation" to the area of "common action". Such 

transfer will inevitably imply a corresponding 

transfer of competence to the Union pursuant to 

Article 2o. 
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However,Section 2o of the constitution does not allow 

a transfer of the powers contained in that section. 

In other words, the institutions of the Union may not 

by their own action decide to transfer matters from 

national competence to Union competence. The 

powers to be transferred therefore must be defined at 

the time of the adoption of the bill. 

Theoretically it would be possible for the "Folketing" to 

transfer powers so to speak in advance in all cases co

wered by Article 11. Such a construction was applied at 

the time of Denmarks accession to the EC with respect to 

Article 235 of the Rome-Treaty. Where others may consider 

Article 235 an instrument of gradual transfer of competence 

to the Community,the approach taken in Denmark was to 

transfer in the bill of accession all powers to the Com

munity with respect to Article 235. In this as in all 

other cases, the transfer of power is subject to the 

understanding that the powers may still be exercised by 

Danish authorities until such time as they are used 

by the Community. 

However
1

one may doubt whether it would be realistic 

to transfer in advance all powers which could be the 

subject of a decision pursuant to Article 11. 

If decisions pursuant to Article 11 will be taken by 

unanimity it would on the other hand be possible to 

pass the necessary bills pursuant to section 20 each 

time a subject matter would be transferred from 

"cooperation" to "common action". The Danish prime 

minister would then have to make sure,prior to his 

formal acceptance of any decision pursuant to Article 

· 11 that the necessary bill under Section 20 of the 

constitution had been passed. 
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IV.Section 20 and the supremacy of Union law over the 

fundamental rights guarantied by the Constitution. 

The transfer of competence pursuant to Art. 20 of the con

stitution does not imply that the recipient insti-

tutions may act in contravention of the fundamental rights 

guaranteed in the Danish Constitution. 

The principle of the supremacy of the law of the Union even 

vis-a-vis national constitutions therefore raises a pro

blem, The problem is however not new. It already exists 

in the Community as it stands. 

In certain other Member States having extensive cata

loques of fundamental rights a certain national case law 

already exists in this respect. In Denmark it has been 

co.nsidered most unlikely that a conflict would ever 

arise due to the fairly limited scope of the fundamental 

rights guaranteed in the.Danish constitution and the 

limitation of the competence of the community. 

The practise developed by the ECJ with respect to funda

mental rights has further eliminated the likelihood of 

any prospective conflict. 

Article 4 of the Draft codifies the Court's jurispru

dence with respect to fundamental rights and it would -

even with the expanded Union competence - be most 

unlikely that a conflict would arise. A further analysis 

of the fundamental rights guaranteed in the constitu

tions of the Member States might even show, that all 

relevant fundamental rights found in the Danish Constitu7 

tion would be fully covered by the common principles of 

the constitutions of the Member States, which must be 

protected by the Court pursuant to Article 4 of the 

Draft. 
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It would therefore seem that no problems of principle 

would arise due to the fact that under section 20 of the 

Constitution no powers to act contrary to the fundamental 

rights of the constitution may be transferred. 

V. Section 20 and the Institutional set up of the 

Union. 

1. Under Section 20 powers may be transferred to inter

national authorities.set up by mutual agreement. 

Max S¢rensen writes that the most important element 

in this respect is that: 

"the authority shall be international. The 

transfer may thus not be made to the authorities 

of a foreign state. It is immaterial how the 

international organ is constituted and what 

legal position it has. It may be an organ 

composed of representatives of the Member 

States' governments or parliaments. It may be 

a parliamentary organ elected through direct 

elections in the Member States in total, or 

it may be an independent organ the members of 

which are not bound by instructions from any 

side, such as for instance the Commission of 
I 

the European Communities or an international 

court." 

"The international authority shall be created 

by mutual agreement. • .• When the term "mutual" 

is used with respect to the agreement the aim 

undoubtedly is not only formal in the sense 

that the agreement is made by mutual obligations 

on all the participating states. The aim is 

also and in particular that the agreement must 

be based on a certain principle of equality in 
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the sense that the international authority must 

have the same powers with respect to all partici

pating States and that there is no discretionary 

discrimination between the participating States 

with respect to their influence in the organiza

tion. This does not exclude, however, that the 

size of the population or other similar quanti

tative factors are taken into account in the 

determination of the composition of the indivi

dual organs or in the voting rules or with 

respect to definition of rights and duties at 

1 .. arge. 

2. The Draft contains no provisions with respect to the 

number of seats in Parliament or their distribution 

among the Member States. It must therefore be assumed 

that the provisions presently in force will continue to 

apply. It would however seem that the Union may by way 

of an organic law amend these provisions pursuant to 

Article 7 paragraph 3 of the Draft. 

The voting weight of each Member State in the Union is 

on the other hand fixed by reference in the Draft to 

Article 148 of the Rome-treaty. It may therefore only be 

amended in accordance with the procedure laid down in 

Article 84 of the Draft. 

In a full-fledged federal structure the seats in Parliament 

would be distributed solely on the basis of the number of 

inhabitants in each Member State. The Union Council would 

consist of representatives of the Member States each having 

one vote. 

Given the fact that the Union - whatever it is - is not 

a full-fledged federal State, one would have assumed 

that the element of equality of States would be more 
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preponderant than in a federal State. However the Danish 

vote in the Union Council is only 5% of the total votes 

compared to 10% on the basis of state equality. In the 

Parliament the Danish representation is 3,4% compared to 

1,8% based on total equality of the electorate. 

If one adds to this picture the possibility that a new 

organic law could revise the distribution of seats in 

the Parliament in the direction of total equality of the 
I 

electorate and thereby diminish the share of Danish 

Seats, there seems to be some basis for discussing 

"fair representation". 

The composition of the Court and the Commission may also 

be changed by an organic law. In our view it would be 

unthinkable that the smaller Member States lost their 

seats in these two institutions. A discussion with 

respect to these institutions would therefore focus on 

the lack of any legal guarantees in this respect. 

3. The legal instruments available to the Union are mostly 

clear and represent a continuation of the Community's 

legal instruments. 

The commitments and recommendation~of the European 

Council with respect to matters of cooperation may 

however give rise to doubts as mentioned in chapter 

I. The term "commitment" is thus in the Danish 

text called "forpligtelse" which means obligation. 

We have nevertheless assumed that such commitments are 

either political in nature or at any rate not part 

of the law of the Union which pursuant to Article 42 

is directly applicable in the Member States. Under 

that assumption no powers would be transferred from 

Danish authorities to the European Council. 
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4. The European Court of Justice will.continue within 

its present functions. However an organic law shall 

give some further functions to the Court. One of 

these merit some further examinations with respect 

to the Danish Constitution. 

A right of appeal to the ECJ against national courts 

of last instance shall be instituted where a reference 

to the ECJ for a preliminary ruling is refused or where 

a preliminary ruling of the Court has been disregarded. 

The English text differs from the Danish and French Text 

Jhich only proposes a "Pourvoi en Cassation". The latter 

versions do respect the basic nature of Article 177 of 

the Rome-Treaty which leaves the right to decide the 

cases to the national Courts. We shall therefore assume 

that the French and Danish texts are the correct ones. 

The evaluation of a procedure for "cassation" with 

respect to section 20 of·the constitution raises some 

doubts. In his memorandum to the Danish Government on 

the relation between the EC Treaties and the Danish 

Constitution Max S¢rensen discusses if the preliminary 

procedure contained in Article 177 of the Rome-Treaty.involves 

any transfer of powers. 

In this point of view: 

"the answer would seem to be negative. It is 

clear that the national court maintains its 

competence in the main litigation without restric

tions. 11 

Max S¢rensen points out that: 

"it is a normal part of arrengements under inter

national law that a national court which is to 

apply international law must apply thos inter

pretations which are rendered by the competent 

international instance." 
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It would be tempting to view the supplementary right 

of "cassation" to be given to the Court as nothing 

more than a practical tool which can not affect the 

basic function of the system of preliminary rulings. 

In practice the national Court will still maintain 

its competence with respect to the final decision in 

the main litigation. 

It is on the other hans also possible to consider the 

proprosed new procedure, as implying the creation 

of a "cour de cassation" within a limited field under 

the Union. Viewed as such, the right to annul national 

court decisions of last instance (under the conditions 

laid down in Article 43 alinea 5) and order a new trial 

could be considered as exercising/competence which 

otherwise belongs to national courts. Transfer of 

powers pursuant to Section 20 would in that case be 

required. 

VI. Section 20 and the European Union as a quasi 

federation. 

We have in the preceding chapters looked into some of 

the main elements in determining whether section 20 of 

the Danish Constitution is of application with respect 

to the Draft presented by the European Parliament. 

It may be expected, however, that in the event the Draft 

would be submitted to the "Folketing", an argument would 

be advanced to the effect that the Draft involves more 

lo~s of sovereignty, ;tl1,a11, i_s pei:-mi,ssi.ble,,\.lnc::l~r, ~ection 20 .:;--.:.:.:·::Cimo:·· :::,\1..:i 1..(1 ,:~J.;..:·)L.'.~'::1:1: ~-"-~-•:i .1~1 .... ~,·- e .. 11...,•.).. .,.: .• _ .•. (-:.. 

of the cons ti tut ion. The, CC?Jffi.t'r~~forsRl j .7~e ~~!:¥ vide 
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Union Competence "ratione materiae", the limited Danish 

influence in th decision-making process, the unlimited 

right of the Union to impose taxes and the strong 

position of the Union as a subject of international law 

might taken together be considered beyond what may be 

acomplished by virtue of section 20 of the constitu

tion. In favor of this viewit may be argued that the 

Union in fact is a federal State and that section 20 

only covers transfer of powers to international authori

ties, and not to a federal state. 

Against this argument it could be pointed out that the 

basic meaning of the term "international authority"in 

section 20 is no doubt to exclude transfer of competence 

to foreign States. The federal State would - in our case 

- not be a foreign State since Denmark would be a Member 

State. It could further be said that section 2o does not 

use the term "international Organization" but interna

tional authority thus clearly accepting that also 

entities which are so sovereign, that they would not be 

classified as international organizations may be adhered 

to pursuant to Article 20. 

We - for our part - would,however, not find it unrea

sonable if adherence to a full-fledged federal State 

would be considered as being beyond what may be accom

plished pursuant to section 20 of the Constitution. 

However the Union is clearly not a full-fledged federal 

State. 

To go beyond this, and assume that adherence to a highly 

integrated Union which is not a full-fledged federal 

State could in principle not be accomplished via section 

20 of the constitution would in our view not follow from 

the text or legislative history of section 20. It would, 

however, clearly be within the legitimate rights of the 

"Folketing" to make such a qualitative interpretation of 
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Section 20. Under such an interpretation the application 

of section 20 could be restricted to transfer of powers 

of a politico-constitutional importance, which is 

consonant with the requirements for adopting a bill 

pursuant to Section 20. An interpretation of this kind 

would in our view imply an evaluation of the combined 

impact of all the changes proposed compared with the 

present situation under the Community Treaties. 

It ~hould be noted that the "Folketing" did not rely on 

a qualitative interpretation with respect to the Europe

an Patent Conventions. A qualitative approach would 

clearly have resulted in an adoption of the patent 

Conventions pursuant to section 19 of the Constitution 

(i.e. simple majority), without application of section 

20 as these Conventions are void of any politico -

constitutional importance . 

. VII. Procedures for adoption in Denmark. 

1. The Danish constitution and legal tradition with respect 

to international law is the so called dualism. Pursuant 

to section 19 of the constitution the King (Government) 

negociates and ratifies international treaties. The 

consent of the "Folketing" - given as a folketing re

solution or in form of a bill - is required in all 

important cases. 

The implementation of treaties is generally subject to 

specific legislation in casu first of all a bill pursu

ant to section 20 of the constitution. 

A bill containing the "Folketing" consent to ratifica

tion pursuant to section 19 of the Constitution and 
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provisions for transfer of powers pursuant to section 2o 

would be introduced by the Government. 

2. The Draft Treaty on the European Union is obviously 

amending to basic EC - Treaties and the Danish autho

rities are therefore obliged - on top of their own 

constitutional procedures - to follow the rules laid down 

in Article 236 of the Rome - Treaty (and the equivalent 

Articles in the other treaties). Only after completion 

of such procedures a bill could properly be introduced 

nationally. 

3. A private member of the "Folketing" could introduce the 

Draft by a "foresp¢rgselsdebat'' (questions to the 

Government with a formal debate). At the end of this 

debate a formal motion may be adopted which could 

express the opinion of the "Folketing" with respect to 

the Draft and request the Government to submit a bill as 

described above. 

VIII. Summary and Conclusions 

1. An approval by Denmark of the Draft Treaty establishing 

a European Union would have to be made either through an 

amendment to the Constitution or by a bill adopted in 

accordance with the special procedure in section 

20 of the constitution governing transfer of powers 

from Danish to international authorities. 

The procedure for a Constitutional amendment being 

very difficult and time consuming the focus of interest 

lies in examining the possibility of adhering tot.he 

Draft Treaty by way of a bill pursuant to section 20 

of the Constitution. This procedure requires either 

a 5/6 majority in the "Folketing" or a simple majo

rity coupled with a referendum. 
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2. The Draft Treaty uses a sometimes very broad lan-

guage open to differing interpretations. The findings 

of this report is therefore subject to a number of 

reservations regarding the interpretations of the Draft. 

3. The power of the European council to transfer matters of 

cooperation to matters of common action is difficult to 

comply with under the terms of section 20 of the Consti-

tution and will probably require an 

amendment to the Constitution,unless decisions by the 

European council to transfer matters of cooperation 

to matters of common action is taken by unanimity. 

4. The enlargened competence of the Union "ratione mate

riae" is in principle compatible with section 2o of the 

Constitution. However a number of clarifications in the 

text as to the extent of the new competences should be 

made prior to any Danish accession pursuant to Section 

20. Pending such clarifications it might be that at 

least one substantive provision of the constitution 

which reserves certain jobs in the public administration 

to Danish nationals would have to be amended by the 

procedure for constitutional amendmends. 

5. The explicit provisions regarding the supremacy of 

Union law would most likely not give rise to con

stitutional problems in Denmark because it is unli

kely that a conflict between the fundamental rights 

of the Danish Constitution and the fundamental 

rights protected by the Union would occur. 

6. The composition and voting rules for the Parlia

ment and the Union Council gives Denmark a re

presentation which is less than in a full-fled-
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ged federal State, and which could become even 

smaller if an organic law redistributed the seats in 

Parliament. It is open for discussion whether this is 

compatible with section 20 of the Constitution, which 

requires a "fair" representation. 

The legal instruments available to the European 

Council in matters of cooperation are not clearly 

defined. A clarification may be necessary to com

ply with section 20 of the Constitution. 

The increased powers of the court could in any 

case be accomplished in accordance with section 

20 of the Constitution. 

7. The combined effect of. all the changes contained in the 

Draft Treaty might be considered to be of such politico

constitutional importance that a Constitutional amend

mend rather than a bill pursuant to section 20 would be 

considered the most correct solution, but such an 

interpretation is not necessary from a legal point of 

view. 
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PART TWO: The Draft Treaty establishing a. European Union 

and the political parties. 

I. The Danish political parties. 

The following parties are represented 1n the "folketing'.' 

using the traditional yet sometimes erroneus left/right 

order: 

Venstresocialisterne (Leftist Socialists) 5 

Socialistdsk Folkeparti (Peoples Socialists Party) 21 

Socialdemokratiet (Social-democratic Party) 57 

(S) Det radikale Venstre (the Radical Party) 10 

(G) Kristeligt Folkeparti (Christian Peoples Party) 5 

(G) Centrumsdemokraterne (the Center-democrats) 8 

(G) Venstre (The Liberal Party) 23 

(G) Det konservative Folkeparti (the Conservative 

Party) 42 

(S) De frie Demokrater (the Free Democrats) 

Fremskridtspartiet (the Progress Party) 

1 

5 

Outside the parties (the Faroe Islands and Greenland) 2 

Total 179 

The four parties with a (G) added are forming the government. 

The two parties with an (S) added are in general supporting 

the Government in domestic economic issues.This block has a 

practical majority as the two members outside the parties 

will not both vote against the Government in a critical issue. 

The list shows that Denmark is blessed with numerous parties. 

We shall in the following concentrate on the four most impor

tant parties which for our purpose are the Social-democratic 

Party, the Radical Party, the Conservative Party and the Liberal 

Party. 
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II.The "Folketing" debate on EC-questions in May 1984. 

1. In May 1984 the two leftwing Socialist Parties in the 

"Folketing" requested a Folketing debate on the following 

question to the Government: 

''Will the Foreign Minister inform the Folketing of 

the Government's position on the EC policy for the next 

five years including the future financing of the EC, the 

plans for a Union, plans for incorporation new areas, such 

as security and culture under the EC cooperation,the relation 

between the institutions and the safeguarding of the right of 

veto." 

The questin was part of the campaign prior to the elections to 

the European Parliament, and its formulation gives an indi

cation of the issues that the ant~ EC parties wanted to be 

central in the campaign. 

The thrust of the answer by the Foreign Minister may be illustra

ted by the following excerps: 

"If we should evaluate the EC- cooperation solely on the 

basis of the picture presented by the mass medias no one 

could be blamed for getting a false impression of the status 

and importance to Denmark of the cooperation. I say this not 

to blame the medias, but as a reminder that they are quite 

naturally more interested in conflicts and quick fixes 

than in quiet and steady progress. Obviously, there is always 

room for improvements and one may always find some grounds 

for c~iticism, but the crux of the matter is that by and 

large EC cooperation is funcioning in a way which is satis

factory and which is beneficial to Denmark." 

The answer of the Foreign Mi~ister was centered around the 

budgetary problems and the need to develop new common policies 

for industry, tecnology, research and development and 0 energy. 

To the ~nister common actions in these fields: 
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''should be the center of gravity 1n discussions on the 

future of the EC rather than long- term plans for a Euro

pean Union, like the Draft Treaty establishing a Euripean 

Union proposed by the European Parliament.'' 

This approach indicates similarly how the four govenrmental 

parties wished to focus the debate prior to the European elect

ions. 

In the debate the two left-wing Socialist Parties proposed 

a motion which was clearly designed to appeal to the anti EC 

part of the Social-democratic and Radical electorate. However, 

these two parties presented their own motion with the following 

text: 

"the Folketing decides, that the conservation of the right 

of veto and the maintenance of the distribution of compe

tence between the Council of Ministers, the Commission and 

the European Parliament is the basis for Denmarks membership 

of the EC. 

The Folketing consequestly rejects the Draft Treaty esta

blishing a European Union as proposed by the European Par

liament." (The motion included a second paragraph on the 

substantive EC cooperation) 

The adoption of this motion would in all likelihood have been 

secured by the two left-wing Socialist Parties once their 

own motion had been defeated. In this situation the four 

parties in Government chose to vote in favour of the motion, 

Only two Center-democrats of the Government coalition ab

stained and spoke out against the motion.The two parties to 

the extreme left and the two parties to the extreme right 

voted against the motion. 

The formal Danish position on the Draft Treaty is thus quite 

clear. The Draft is unequivocally rejected by both .the opposition 

and the Government, 
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2. The most fundamental issue related to the European Union 

is no doubt the question of the approach. With the possible 

exception of the Center-democrats all Danish parties are clear

ly functionalists. In their view the best and in fact only 

possible way towards a Union is to make new common policies 

and strenthening the existing ones. Such endevours are suppor

ted by all the major parties. We would suggest, that in this 

respect Danish political parties are as integrationists as 

parties in most other Member States. Increases in the ''own re

sources'' of the Community to this end is also favoured by the 

major parties. 

This is not to suggest that proposals to this end would always 

be blindly supported. Special national as well as party interests 

may of course call for special positions. The fundamental point, 

however , remains that there is a general concensus among the 

major parties that new policies in the central areas are both 

necessary and desirable, and that Denmark as a small country 

is vitally dependant of the succesful outcome of such policies. 

As regards the institutional set up a broad agreement likewise 

exists among Danish parties that the existing Treaties must 

remain the center and basis for a Union to come. 

It is obvious that the Draft Treaty presented by the European 

Parliament with its heavy emphasis on revising the institutions 

, dropping the right of veto and fundamentally disregarding 

the content of the future policies must be felt as problematic 

and counterproductive by all the major parties. 

The interventions by the Foreign Minister and the various 

spokesmen of the political parties in the Folketing debate 

referred to above confirms this. With the exception of the 

Center-democrats the Government parties were clearly embar

rassed by the Draft which'' is a matter for our children to 

decide upon once they grow up'' as the spokesman of the Liberal 
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Party put it. Any identification with the Draft was clearly seen 

as unhelpful in the general contest for seats in the European 

Parliament. To the Social-democrats and Radicals a firm rejec-

tion af the Union was undoubtedly a way to appeal to that part 

of their electorates to whom the EC membership is disagreable. 

The only two parties whose spokesmen dealt 1n substance with 

the Union were the two anti EC left-wing Socialist parties. 

This clearly indicates that 1n fact all parties shared the eva

luation that the Draft would favour the anti EC parties in the 

elections to the European Parliament. 

The Folketing motion of May 1984 certainly is a true reflection 

of the fundamental and contemporary Danish position with respect 

to the Draft Treaty. We would, however, suggest that the 

motion does not give a nuanced picture of the position of the 

political parties voting in favor of the motion. Certain fea

tures of the Danish political' scene which we shall examine below 

may explain why. 

III.The fundamentals of Danish politics 1n EC matters. 

It is the rule and not the exception that Danish Governments 

are minority Governments. Danish domestic politics are there

fore as a rule based on short-term political alliances. In 

foreign policy - including EC policy - the major parties have, 

however, traditionally maintained a more or less permanent 

alliance. Danish foreigp policy has in this way largely been 

unaffected by any domestic political instability. 

This alliance implies that even in opposition the alliance 

parties exercise influence on Danish foreign policy. It also 

means that while in opposition the parties cannot 

as in most other countries - exploittheir lack of responsibi

lity to recapture votes lo•t due to foreign policy decisions. 
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Over the last year serious rifts have shown in the alliance 

on external policy between the Social-democratic Party and the 

Government. This is not the place to analyse the rift itself. 

Below we shall provide some information on the reasons for the 

rifts with respect to EC matters. Here we would only stress 

that the parties of the present Government for want of any real 

alternatives have accepted a number of foreign policy motions 

by the Folketing which were clearly not to their liking. In 

other wordshthe nuances of opinion among the major political 

parties may not always be deduced from Folketing motions 

under the circumstances prevailing in the Danish political life. 

This is particularly so with respect to the Liberal and 

Conservative Parties to whom no viable alternative to the 

big foreign policy alliance has existed so far, Thus the two 

non-Socialist Governments which have been in existence 

since 1973 have both had to accept Folketing motions stating 

that they did in fact continue the very same policy as their 

Social-democratic predecessors, 

2. The vulnerable position of the Social-democratic and Radical 

Parties, 

The problems facing the two parties with respect to the EC 

may be clearly seen from the following comparison of the re

sults of the most recent elections to the Folketing and to the 

European Parliament. 
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Leftist Socialists 

Peoples Socialist Party 

Other small anti EC parties 

without seats in the Folketing 

The Popular movement against EC 

Total anti EC votes 

Social-democratic Party 

Radical Party 

The four parties in Government 

Free Democrats and Progress 

Party 

Total pro EC votes 

Folketing 

elections 

Jan. 19 84 

2 • 7 ~ 

I, 

11. 5 lo 

2 • 0 % 

not running 

16 • 2 % 

31. 6 % 

5 • 5 % 

43.1 % 

3. 6 % 

83.8 % 

EP elections 

June 1984 

1. 3 ~ ,, 

9 • 2 ,, 

not running 

2 0 • 8 % 

31. 3 % 

19.5 % 

3 .1 % 

42.6 % 

3. 5 % 

6 8. 7 % 

The table shows that the pro EC parties continue to dominate 

in the Folketing having ,83.8 % of the votes .However, the anti 

EC share of the electorate is roughly one third of the total 

electorate, which incidentally is almost the same as in .the 

referendum in 1972 on Danish membership of the EC. 

The discrepancy between the elctorate and the Folketing in 

EC matters is however, not evenly distributed among the 

parties. It is on the contraray concentrated in the two parties 

that moved the motion adopted by the Folketing in May this 

year, i.e. the Social-democrats and the Radicals.These two 

parties are obviously in a vulnerable position on EC issues, 

having an important fraction of their electorate disagreeing 

with the policy of the party. They are therefore - particularly 

while · in opposition - focusing their concern on how to main

tain and (re)establish the appeal to their electorates. 
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IV.The differences among the major political parties 

While Folketing debates tend to focus on points of agreements 

in order to continue the big foreign policy alliance the elec

tions to the European Parliament necessarily involves a certain 

focussing on the party differences. The various election mani

festos adopted prior to the European elections bear witness to 

this. 

1. The liberal Party. 

The Liberal Party manifesto to the European elections ad

heres to the general Danish concensus by stressing that the 

Party is basing its policy on the Rome-Treaty. However, it 

goes on to say that the Liberals accept treaty amendments 

which strengthen the ability of the EC to act with respect 

to problems where common action yields the best results. 

According to the manifesto the national conflicts in the 

Council of Ministers are increasingly blocking for the 

Community inteiests. The manifest-0 suggests to strength~n 

the role of the Commission to counteract this development. 

The right of veto is in this way maintained though the 

manifesto explicitly proposes to abolish the widespread 

misuse of this right. 

The Liberals favors an increased influence to the European 

Parliament. This should be achieved on the basis of the 

existing Treaties by way of interinstitutional agreements. 

It is suggested that the European Parliament in this way 

should be given a right af veto against proposals from the 

Commission. 

The Liberals are also in favor of a closer coordination 

between the EPC and the Treaty cooperation. In particular 

the Parliament should be more actively integrated with the 

EPS. Such closer coordination between the Treaty cooperation 

and the EPS should give the Community a possibility to speak 

and act on behalf of the Member States in order to increase 

th 0 EC influence on the international peace and security. 

• 
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While defence matters should be left to the NATO European 

security arrangements should be dealt with in the EPS. 

The Liberal manifesto also speaks out 1n favor of a generally 

stronger involvement of the EC ineducation and culture, and 

calls for special Community initiatives in the field of edu-

cation, in particular with respect to vocational training . 

It should be stressed, however, that the major part of the 

Liberal manifesto is devoted to the policies to be pursued 

by the EC. The institutional sections of the manifesto is 

however important and are - in contrast to the manifestos 

of the other major parties - put in the beginning of the 

man~esto. It may easly be seen that the Liberal manifesto 

in form, and to a certain extent also in substance, differs 

from the tone and content of the Folketing motion of May, 

though it remains within its broad concensus as far as the 

Draft Treaty is concerned. 

2, The Conservative Party. 

The Conservative approach to the institutional questions 

is more prudent than the Liberal,· The Draft Treaty is 

firmly, but diplomatically rejected by repudiating "arti

ficial new modes of cooperation which do not enjoy any 

popular support and which is therefon, endangering the 

steady but slow progress of the Community". In the Conser-

vative view the existing Treaties are a sufficient basis 

for the cooperation, though it is emphazised that they 

should be used in a more complete way. 

Also the Conservative favors a strenthening of the role of 

the Parliament, but they do in fact only envisage a larger 

controlling function for the Parliament. 

While the Conservatives also favo~ an increased cooperation 

with respect to education,they note that the subject falls 
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outside the Treaty, and they do not call explicitly for the 

cooperation to take place within the Community institutions. 

The Conservatives differs from the Liberals as to the security 

policy, which in the Conservative view should be dealt with in 

the NATO. 

3. The Radical Party. 

Compared to the two foregoing manifestos the Radical manifesto 

is quite defensive 1n its approach. All institutional devel

opments and increases in the EC competence are rejected and the 

importance of separating the Treaty cooperation from the coope

ration outside the Treaty is strongly emphasized, A political 

or military Union is specifically rejected as is an economic 

and monetary Union. The right of veto is strongly stressed. 

The Radicals do not foresee any increased role for the European 

Parliament, and the democratic controle of the Community must 

lie with the national Parliaments according to that party. 

4; The social-democratic Party. 

The Social-democratic manifesto outlines the policies which the 

Party will support in the EC. In a second part of the manifesto 

the Social-democrats undertake to oppose inter alia: 

changes in the competences of the institutions, 

- any erosion in the right of vet~ 

- any granting of rights to the European Parliament in 

matters of security and defence, 

-the inclusion of education and culture under the Treaty coope

ration. 
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It is it obvious that the Social-democratic manifesto - like 

the Radical-is designed to appease the important fraction of 

their electorateswhich is critical of the EC - to use 

the term often used in the Social-democratic Party. Another 

way of achieving this was the preponderance of candidates on the 

Social-democratic list, who were .known to have voted against 

the Danish membership of the EC in 1972. 

The rather poor showing of the Social-democrats in the 

European elections is, however, sometimes explained exactly 

as a consequence of the lack of a clear profile in an election 

where a number of other parties both to the left and the right 

of the Social-democratic Party may concentrate on either being 

1n favor or against further integration.Be that as it may, the 

Social-democratic Party itself has felt a need to clarify their 

policies with respect to the EC. Following the elections 

The anti EC wing of the Party demanded that a committee be 

set up to study the pros and cons of belonging to the EC. The 

leadership of the Party count~racted by proposing that the 

commitiee should study the role of Europe in the world ,and the 

Social-democratic position in this respect. It will no doubt be 

of vital importance both to the Party and to the Danish policy 

with resrect to the EC what this committee may achieve. 

V. Summary and conclusions. 

1. All leading Danish Parties have in a Folketing motion 

rejected the Draft Treaty proposed by the European Parliament . 

2. This rejection is an expression of a broad concesus on the 

approach to the European Union. The steady but slow progress 

is preferred to great leaps which cannot be implemented for 

want of popular support. 
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3. The center of gravity 1n discussions on the future develop

ment of the Community towards a European Union should in the 

view of all Danish parties be the new policies to be made in 

the fields of industry, tecnology, research and development, 

energy and the protection of the environment. General inst~

tutional reforms are rejected by all the parties, and the right 

of veto is considered a necessity also in the future. 

is 
4. Within this general concensus there/a clear difference among 

the parties with respect to smaller institutional amendments. 

This difference is often not clearly expressed due to the 

necessary alliance among the major parties regarding foreign 

policy including European policy.The Liberals and - to a lesser 

degree the Conservatives - are more open to such smaller 

reforms while the Social-democrats and the Radicals 

are taking a more defensive attitude 1n this respect. The 

Social-democrats have after their poor results in the European 

elections set up a committee to study their position with re

spect to Europe's role in the world. The outcome of this com

mittee work is difficult to forecast, yet important for the 

party and thereby for Denmark. 
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Introduction 

This paper begins by summarising the constitutional aspects of 
Ireland's accession to the e~isting European Community Treaties, 
insofar as th~y have implicatio,s for Ireland's ratification of the 
proposed 'l'reaty setting up the C.:uropean Union. It then considers 
how far the 'l'reaty setting up the Union may be inconsistent with 
the Constitution of Ireland as at present, and how the inconsistency 
should be resolved. It describes the procedures, under the Irish 
Constitution, for amending the Constitution, and for ratifying a 
treaty such as the Treaty setting up the Union. Lastly, it briefly 
assesses the elements likely to influence public opinion in Ireland 
at the various stages of these procedures. 



Constitutional aspects of Ireland's accession to the existing Treaties 

Before Ireland's accession to the three existing European Community 
Treaties, it was clear that the oowers of the Community institutions 
were incompatible with the provisions of the Constitution of Ireland 
of 1937 dealing with legislative, executive and judicial powers.( ) 

Briefly, these provided that the sole power of making }awe for the 
State belonged to the Oireacht.as ( the President and the two Houses), 
although subordinate legislatures were permitted. Justice was to be 
administered i::Jcx«aB..i:IS by judges appointed as provided by the 
Constitution, and the Supreme Court was,to be the court of final 
appeal. Judges were to be appointen by the President. The executive 
powemof the titate, including those in connection with external 
relations, were to be exercised by the Government, which was to be ,,, 
responsible to the Dail (the.lower house). 

To make it possible for the Republic of Ireland to ratify the 
Treaties, therefore, an amendment to the Constitution was necessary·. 
Instead of a series of amendments altering each Article of the 
Constitution thought to be inconsistent with the Treaties, a single 
ameidment was adopted by the Oireachtas and approved by a large (!_,rjo) 
majority of the people in a referendum in 1972. The amendment, 
in the form of an addition to Iii• Article 29 of the Constitution 
(on internaJ.ional relations) provides s 

"The State may become a member of the European Coal and Steel 
Community (established by Treaty signed at Paris on the 18th 
day of April 1951), the European Economic Community (established 
by Treaty signed at Rome,Qn the 25th day of Harch 1957) and the 
European Atomic Energy.Community ( established by Treaty signed 
at Home on the 25th day.of i.larch 1957). No provision of this 
Constitution invalidates laws enacted, acts done or measures 
adopted by the State necessitated by the obligations of 
membership of the Communities or prevents laws enacted, acts 
done or measures adonted,py the Communities, or institutions 
thereof, from havin.; the./fo:fce of law in the State•~ 
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Several points must be made. First, illr~is limited to the existing 
three Communities, as established by treaties specifically mentioned. 
It would not therefore apply to a wholly new community, though it 
might apply to the existing Communities if they came to be based on 
new treaties. The amendment is therefore narrower than the 
corresponding provisions of the constitutions or the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and (perhaps surprisingl:£, 
Norway. ( ) · 

Second, the amendment wisely avoids listing the Articles of the 
Constitution which are, or might be thought to be, inconsistent with 
the powers of the institutions of the existing Communities. This means 
that no clarification or development of those powers under the Treatie& 
could give rise to difficulties merely because the draftsman had failed 
to foresee its future incompatibility with the Constitution. For 
example, it is now clear that the Community's powers in the areas of 
commercial policy ( )and fisheries ( ) and in the 
expanding areas dealt with by Community legislation which come within 
axalaxha Communit) competence under the principle stated in the AETR 

Jucig11en:t,< are all exclusive powers, and that no corresponding 
powers remain with Member States. The exclusive nature of these powers 
was less clear in 1972 than it is t.oday. This is important because 

· omission or any list or constitutional provisions affected made it 
possible to avoid having to decide whether the T:taaties were, or might 
through the development of Community law become, inconsistent with 
Article 5 of the Constitution 1 "Ireland is a sovereign, independent, 
democratic state". A State which has no powers in the fields or 
commercial policy, fisheries, or a variety or other spheres on which 
the Community of which it is a member has legislated is obviously less 
sover(Agn than one which still retains powers in those spheres. Any 
list or the Articles or the Constitution and the Treaty provisions 
which might'"'J)rove incompatible with them would also have to make some 
provision to cover the unforeseeable developments under Article 235, 
EEC Treaty. A·general, all-purpose amendment to the Constitution was 
the only poactical approach to the problem. 

The wording or the amendment was narrow in another respect, 
which has given rise to doubt and some practical difficulty. It 
authorises Irish legislation which would, but for the amendment, 
be incompatible with the Constitution only if the legislation is 
"necessitated by the obligations of membership of the Communit:ies•. 
The question has arisen whether the Convention on a European Community 
Patent ( ) was a measure ratification of which was "necessitated 
by the obligations of membership". Although negotiated under 



Community auspices, it is a convention, not a regulation or a directive. 
Some Irish lawyers have therefore doubted whether ratification is 
obligatory for Member States under Community law, even in spite of 
the Council Declaration ( )which says that it is obligatory. 
These doubts are due to a narrow and, in the present writer's view, 
incorrect interpretation of Article 5 EEC Treaty, rather than to 
a particular interpretation of the amendment to the Constitution. 
Clearly, the question whether Member States have a obligation to 
ratify the convention is ultimately a question of Community law, not 
a question of Irish constitutional law. It seems highly unlikely that 
the Court of Justice, which has interpreted Article 5 ......- widely( ) 
on a number of occasions, would rule that ratification was not legally 
necessary. However, even if that is correct, it does not follow that 

' 
ratification of all conventions drafted, in some sense, under\ · 
Community auspi:ces is obligatory for Member States under Commfulity 
law t the European Monetary System agreement is proof that some very . 
important arrangements are "optional". 

. I 



The Treaty setting up the European Union 

The first question that arises is whether the Treaty setting up 
the European Union (herein called "the Union Treaty") would be covered 
by the 1972 amendment to the Constitution of Ireland. If it was, no 
further constitutional amendment would be necessary. However, it seems 
clear that the Union Treaty could not be thought of as a mere amendment 
of the three existing Community Treaties, or as merely reconstituting 
the existing Communities under a new name. Any such interpretation is 
excluded by the broad scope of the new Treaty I by Article 1, which 
speaks of setting up the European Union I by Article 6, on the legal 
personality of the Union, which would be unnecessary if the Union was 
merely taking over the legal status of the existing Communities I by 
Article 7, on the "acquis communautaire" 1 by Article 82, which 
provides for the possibility that not all of the Member States of the 
existing Communities may initially ratify the new Treaty I and by the 
broader explicit scope of the new Treaty. 

If the h•skltwti■xxa:tx:nrl1D1a 1972 amendment to the I~ish 

Constitution does not cover the new Treaty, the next question is whether 
t.he provisions of the new Treaty are compatible with the rest of the 
Constitution. It is clear that they are not, for reasons essentially 
similar to the reasons which made an amendment to the Constitution 
essential in 1972. 

The new,.Treaty provides (Article 36) that the legislative powers 
of the Union are exercisable by the Parliament and the Council, acting 
essentially on the initiative of the Commission. Under Article 42, 
the law of the Union is directly applicable in Member States, and 
prevails over national law. In addition, the Commission would have 
implementing legislative powers (Article 40). These Articles are ,.., .. ,. 
not compatible with Article 15 of the/4Constitution which (subject to 
the amendment to Article 29 to allow legislative powers to be given to 
the Community institutions) says that the exclusive poxer of making 
laws for the State is vested in the OireachtasCthe President and the 

two !~uses of the legislature). 



5. 

Under the new Treaty the powers which are classified as executive 
by the Irish Constitution would be exercised by the Council and the 

Commission. Article 21 says that the Council would exercise powers 
in the field of international relations s whatever powers exactly 
might be conferred on the Council, they wouldii•l~S~ers of the kind 
now exercised by the Community institutions, which in Irel~nd rl1DI 
bxxxixxxill1l are exercisable (except insofar as the Community is 
concerned) only by the Government, under Article 29 of the Constitution. 
The powers of the Commission are to be laid down by the basic law 
(loi orp;anique) on that institution, but in the meantime it would 
have the same structure and operation as the Commission of the 
Communities whose executive powers, as already mentioned, would be 
inconsistent with the Constitution of Ireland if it were not for 
the 1972 amendment. Specifically, Article 28 of the new Treaty 
says the Commission would adopt implementing regulations and take 
the necessary executive decisions to put Union laws into operation, 
would carry out. the budget, represent the Union in external relations, 
and supervise the application of the new Treaty and the laws of the 
Union. These powers, howRver they_ might be subsequently defined, 
could not be reconciled with the Constitution. Nor would it be .. 
possible for Ireland to ratify the new Treaty in the hope of being 
able to ensure subsequently that the basic laws governing the powers 
of the institutions of the Union were so drafted as to be consistent 
with the Constitution as it stands. 

One question that did not previously arise should be mentioned. The 

Constitution of Ireland(cla)sifies governmental powers as "legislative, 
executive and judicial'~ honetary powers, if they had to be fitted 
1.nto this clR.nnification, would be "executive" powers. Monetnry 
powers therefore may be exercised only by or on the authority of 
the Irish Government, unless their exercise is authorised by either 
the existing provision dealing with the European Community or the 
future provision dealing with the ~uropean Union. However, if it 
is accepted that monetary powers are "executive" powers within the 
(broad) meaning of that word in the Constitution, no express mention' 
of monetary powers would be needed in the new provision dealing with: 
the European Union. 



6. 
The new Treaty says very little about judicial powers. Article 30 
provides briefly that the Court is to ensure that the law is observed 
in the interpretation and anplication of the new Treaty, and of all 
acts adopted under it. It provides briefly for appointment of judges 
by the Parliament and the Council, and says that other matters are to 
be dealt with by a basic law (loi organique). Article 43 provides 
for judicial control, on the lines of existing Community law, and 
comp~ eted by a basic law. Thi.s basic law would extend the rip;hts 
of indivirlunlo to challonp-e lor;al tlcts :11::llka:,r adopted by the Union, 
p::l.ve the Court eXpress jurisdiction in fundamental rights cases 

involvinp; the Union, and jurisdiction in a "procedure prejudicielle• 
i.e. by reference or case stated from national courts. The Court 
would have power to review the failure of national courts to refer 
questions of Union law to it, and to "sanction"the failure of i1ember 
States to fulfil their oblip;ations. All this would involve a very 
substantial increase in the jurisdiction (and the volwne of work) of 
the Court. The Court's overall powers, therefore, however exactly 
they might later be defined, would be incompatib ·. e wi.th the Articles 
of the Constitution of Ireland an the administ: ·,":;_0n of justice by 
judges appointed by the President of Ireland. 



7. 
Some other comments may be useful. 

First, the scope of the activities of the Union, as expressly 
envisaged, is wider than those provided for by the existing Treaties. 
The new Treaty refers explicitly to citizenship (Art. 3) of the Union, 
fundamental rights (Art.4), the power of enquiry of the Parliament 
(.,rt .18), sanctions on l·iember States (Arts. 43, 44), international 
crime (Art.46), credit policy and the European monetary system (Arts. 
51,52), policies on telecommunications, research, and energy (Art.53), 
health, consumers, regions, the environment, education and culture, 
information (Arts. 56-62,passim). It is more explicit about inter
-national relations than the existing •J'reaties (Arti:63-69). It is -true that much of this is little more than the existing Communities 
are already doing, but the express provisions must inevitably result 
in wider and increased powers. More directly relevant to the subject 
of this paper, Art. 68 provides that the Council may enlarge the field 
of cooperation to cover armaments, arms sales to third countries, 
defence policy, and disarmament, and may transfer a sphere from the 
area of cooperation between Member States to the field of common i.e. 
Union,action. Less controversially, the Union is to supervise the 
consistency of the international policies of !·!ember States (Art.67). 
and is to use its influence to promote peaceful settlement of conflicts~ 
security,discouragement of a'1;gression 1 c'etente, and mutual reduction ... 
of military forces and arms on a balanced and controlled basis,Art.63). 
These are objectives, not powers, but they make it obvious that the 
scope of the activities of the Union would not be limited to the 
economic and social spheres, as a reading of the existing Treaties 
would su~gest was the initial scope of the existing Communities. 



8. 

In dratting a new amendment to the Constitution or Ireland to 
allow ratification of the new Treaty, the Irish Government will have 
to decide whether to limit it to the European Union, based on the new 
Treaty, or to make it a broader amendment permitting the Oireachtas 
to ratify any international agreement giving powers to international 
institutions, on the lines of the provisions of the German, Italian, 
Luxembourg, Dutch and i~orwegian Constitutions. It seems likely that, 
if the Irish people are willing to approve by referendum an amendment 
permitting Ireland to ratify the Treaty setting up the European Union, 
they would not be significantly less willing to vote for a more general 
amendment. Such opposition as there will be to an amendment concerned 
only with the new Treaty would not be significantly stronger llri if 
the amendment were in wider terms. 

Whether the future amendment to the Constitution is drafted to 
cover 0·1ly the European Union, or to cover any international or any 
~uropean institutions, it is clear that, for the same reasons as in 
1372, it must be a single amendment in general words, not a list or 
Constitutional provisions being modified. If that is acce,-,ted, it 
follows that it is not necessary to go through the new Treaty in 
detail comparing it with the Constitution of Ireland. Nor is it 
necessary to discuss whether the clauses of the new Treaty dealing 
with the"organs"of the Union might come into conflict with the 
Constitution, in the future. The only immediate problem concerns 
the European ~lonetary Fund which, under Art. 33.4, has the independence 
necessary to guarantee monetary stability. This phrase glosses over 
the very difficult problem of the degree or independence needed to 
carry out ~et alone to guarantee) such an objective. However, in 
the absence of some definition of the future powers or the Fund, it 
does not seem useful to discuss how far the powers of a monetary 
authority not under the control ~f the Irish legislature would be 
consistent with the Irish Constitution. 

The question of the "organs" of the European Union, and the 
question of the European Community Patent Convention, discussed above, 
imply that the new amendment to the Irish Constitution should be worded 
broadly enough to cover new organs and arrangements not expressly 
co~,templated by the new Treaty and not based on leo1:islative measures 

sdonted bv it. Irish Governments will want to ensure that difficulties 



such as that which arose over the Community Patent Convention do not 
arise again. They are perhaps not likely to do so (the proposed 
Community trademark measure, for ex: .. mple, is to be 11 Hep:ulation and 
not a conv~~tion), but the problem should be dealt with. 



Sovereir;nty in the form of p;eneral clause ;,i 
iven if the amendment is/substantially similar to the 1972 

amendment ("The State may become a member of the European Union. 
No provision of this Constitution invalidates •• ~), the question will 

~ ~ 
. be raised, inipolitical if not necessarily in~legal context, whether 
rat~fication would be consistent with the "sovereign" statue of Ireland 
provided for in Article 5 of the Constitution. Without attempting a 
definition of "sovereignty" or trying to give an exhaustive reply to 
the question, some points may be made.< ) First, legally 
Ireland's sovereignty would be reduced precisely as mucht,but no more 
than,the sovereip;nty of every other Member State of the European 
Union. Politically, a small State with relatively little influence 
on its own gains more, on balance, by having a vote in the Council 
of the European Union than it loses by giving up certain powers. 
If, as seems likely, Ireland's economic interests would depend on it 
becoming a member of the European Union, then the point should be made 
that a State has more real soverei~nty if it is prosperous than if it 
is not. 

Second, sovereignty is not a precise concept, and the new Treaty is 
(even more than the EEC Treaty) a traite-cadre, a constitutional .,, 
framework, not a· static treate,..loi. It is not possible to say, if 

· the political integration of Europe proceeds mn the lines envisaged 
by the new 'l'reaty, at what point in the process member States would 
cease to be ~sovereign; because they would transfer their sovereiimty 
~radually to the Union, and no one act of transfer would be decisive, 
politically or legally. Having said that, however, since the new 
Treaty conte1,0plates (notably in Art .68) enlargement of the sphere 
of cooperation and transfer of particular fields from cooperation to 
common action, in areas including foreign policy and defence, it 
would be impossible to say that l'lember.States of the Union would 



"· 
still be "sovereign" after all the transfers ot powers visualised by -the new Treaty had been carried out. The history of federations 
suggests that they do not remain at a stage of partial integration 1 

they either progress further, or they separate again. 

Sovereignty de facto, as distinct from sovereignty de jure, depends 
on how far economic realities allow the State concerned to control 
its own destinies. In the case of a small country with a very open 
economp (i.e. external trade represents a very high proportion of 
GNP) which is heavily dependent on foreign capital, control over 
its economy is strictly limited. Ireland's experiment with import
-substitution lasted from the l';l;SOs until the 1950s1 by which time 
it was obvious that its usefulness had ended. 

In spite of the "framework" nature of the new Treaty, and its 
relie.:'.l.ce on "lois organiques" to fill in even very important matters, 

and in spite of the fact that many of its/BtBifsions state aims and 
not legal powers, the new Treaty looks more like the constitution ot 
a federation, or at least a confederation, than the existing Treaties 
do. This is partly because the most conspicuous change proposed is 
the conversion of the Parliament into one chamber (admittedly, with 
limited powers) of a bicameral legislature. It is also because the 
new Treaty speaks explicitly of exclusive and concurrent powers 
(e.g. Arts. 121 47, 48, 50-53) and of the primacy of Union la~:· (Art. 
42). The "federalist" .ethos is unmistalmble, al though the powers 
which would belong exclusively to the Union as soon as the Treaty 
came into force would be no more extensive, at first sight, than 
the exclusive powers of the existing Com.:.unities. Art.64.2, for 
example, merely declares the existing law. ( ) Article 32, 
however, which contemplates the enlargement of the competences ot 
the Union, does not (as Article 235 EEC Treaty now does) make that 
B'.Jlba:~n•xtxg1n1:atitimx•lx■xx~Hlsit;,x::blxa:ttKill 
limit the enlargement to cases where it is shown that it is"necessar,y 
to attain, in the course of the operation of the Common Market, one· 
of the objectives of the Community~ 

In spite of this, the new Treaty retains, in Art. 23, a modified 
version of the "Luxembourg compromise~ under which, during a trans
-itional period of ten years, a Member State may invoke a "vital 
national interest" and, if the Commission recognises that the interest 
in question comes into this category, no vote takes place and the 
matter is reconsidered. This clause preserves a significant element 
of sovereignty, for as long as it is in force, although its operation 
depends' on the Commission accenting the importance of the matter for 



t:1 ....... 
the Member State in question. 

It must be clearly said that "soverei!:e;nty" is not a precise 
concept, either in Irish constitutional law or (I suspect) anywhere 
else. It is a political concept, not a legal concept. There is no 
definition of sovereip;nty in Irish constitutional law, and no case law 
to clarify the concept. The Irish Constitution does not embody a 
hierarchy of rules or principles, so sovereignty is not, legally, 
a concept or a princinle with higher status under the Constitution 
than any other principle. (No doubt it hEE a hip;her status politically 
than many other concepts or principler,). 

Reading the draft 1,:uropean Union Treaty, it is possible to 
imagine that, if the ~1ember States do what the Treaty contemplates, 
they will gradually move along a spectrum, beginning with the existing 
situation under Community law, towards a situation in which their 
sovereignty, if it still exists, would be very limited indeed. The 
Treaty conter,'.plates the transfer, to the Union, of some at least or 

...... "-'-\,._, . 
all of the kinda of powers which t! transferred to a federation by 
its member states. One cannot now say how many of these powers will 
in fact be tr~sferred, or in what order, or on what conditions. One 
therefore cannot say at what point in the future f,]ember States would 
cease to be "sovereign; even if there was a precise concept of 
sovereignty, which is far from being the case. 

The fact is that there has never previously been, as far as my 
knowledge extends, a treaty between independent States which 
contemplated transfers of governmental powers great enough to 
establish a federation, but which did not at once transfer those 
powers. Since the ~eg:n:exm:f:>dtxmveze±lll;K~ extent of the powers or 
members of a federation may vary widely, the key question at first 
sight appears to be at what point the members would cease to be 
"ull subj~ts of public internntional law. But even this question 
is not really a useful one: States which clearly no longer have any 
treaty-making power in the field of external trade are not fully 
sovereirrn in the conventional sense. The reality is that the concepts 
of "independence" and "sovereircnty" are not appropriate to the 
situation created by the existinr: Gommunity Treaties, or to the Union 
treaty. Member States would no longer be "sovereir:n" in the normal 
sense when foreign policy and defence had been entirely traly'erred 
to the Union, but it seems unlikely that even the transfer of these 
powers, assuming it occurs, would be made in one single step. 



~Sovereignty" and "independence" are formal and political concepts, 
not primarily legal ones. If one asks the more practical question: 
how may a small country with an open economy best safeguard its interest! 
in an increasingly interdependent world? it is obvious that its 
ir.terests may be better orotected by the safeguards for members of 
r, federal or near-federal system than by "sovereip;n" statehood without 
close ties by treaty or otherwise. The important question to ask is 
how the safeguards for the interests of each member state co~pare with 
those which would be available to it if it was neither a member of, 
or closely associated with, the Community or the Union. For example, 
Ireland, which has not been represented at international "Summit" 
meetings, would have ~reater influence at those meetings through the 
Co,~rnunit,y or. the Union than it is ever likely to obtain in any other 

w11.y. 



Bringing the law of the European Union into force in Ireland 

An amendment to the Constitution of Ireland must, under Article 
47 of, the Constitution, be made by referendum. An amendment is 
approved if a majority of the votes cast at the referendum are in 
favour. There is no requirement that a certain minimum of the 
electorate should have voted. Voting in Ireland is not compulsor;r. 

Every proposal for the amendment of the Constitution must be 
initiated in the Dail (Article 46, Constitution). When passed (or 
deemed passed, under Article 23, in the case of disagreement between 
the two Houses) by both,Houses of the Oireachtas, it is submitted 
to the electorate by referendum. It is signed by the President, and 
becomes law, only after the referendum has approved it. 

/ 
Private l'lembere' Bills are permitted in the Dail, but they are 

extremely rare, and it is inconceivable that a Bill of such importance 
would be introduced by anyone except the Government. Under Article 
28 of the Constitution, Ireland has a s~stem of cabinet government, 
in which the government normally has the support of a majority of the 
members of the Dail. 

An amendment to the Constitution on the lines of the 1972 
amendment/M~~l~ it possible for Theland to join the European Union, 
but would not make Ireland a member. Ratification of the new Treaty 
would take place after the amendment to the Constitution had been 
signed by the President and so passed into law. Ratification of any 
treaty is an ac~ of the Government under Article 28 of the Constitution 
but no treaty (even one expressly mentioned in an amendment to the 
Constitution) becomes part of the domestic law of the Irish State 

· except by an Act of the Oireachtas. After the Constitution had been 
... amended, therefore, it would be necessary for the new Treaty to be 

. enacted into law by an Act similar to the European Communities Act 
1972. The most important clause of that Act is s.2, which provides s 

From the 1st day of January 1973, the treaties governing the 
European Communities and the existing and future acts of the 
institutions thereof shall be binding on the State and shall 
be part of the domestic law thereof under the conditions laid 

down by these treaties. 
This clause, because it embodies a renvoi to Community law, ensures 
that in any case of conflict.between Irish law and Community law, 

· the latter prevails. It also ensures that Community measures have, 



in Irish domestic law, whatever direct effects are given to them by 
Community law, no more and no less. The amendment to the Constitution 
of course ensures that Community measures (and Irish measures 
necessitated by the obligations of membership) are immune from 
challenge on constitutional grounds. As between non-constitutional 
measures of Irish domestic law the normal rules (Acts prevail over 
delegated legislation, later legislation prevails over prior 
legislation enacted by the same authority) so that express powers 
have to be given to enable e.p;. the Government or a 1-linister to 
amend an Act, even in order to bring it into line with Community law. 
This was done by th~an 1972 Act, s.3. 

So that Ireland/ratify· the new Treaty setting up the European 
Union, an Act essentially similar to the European Communities Act 

'"'"'~ -~t.! 1972 would~be necessary and appropriate. (Some drafting improvements 
could be imagined). 

The rules of Irish law concerning the supremacy of Community 
law, and the effects of rules of Community law which are not directly 
applicable, would be the same, under the new Treaty,as in the case of 
the Community Treaties. ( ) . 

The Irish constitutional rules.just stated appear to deal with 
1.•:o,ud., ......, • .,i,.t, ,1,/'i'~~ - ,.,°"I fh,. ..... 

the question :ef 111;:; rl!e· el.eel ;;i_t'n-♦,-!n 4-Pfi'\,111,snb bha=a the Union had ,~ . 
exceeded its own powers. If the new provision in the Constitution, 
of Ireland corresponds to th~t already discussed, and if the 
legislation giving effect to the Union Treaty in Ireland contained 
a clause corresponding to that in the European Communities Act 197?, 

O. determination by the Community Court that the Union had, or ha!! 
not, exceeded its powers, if that question was raised before it, 
would be binding on the Irish courts. This situation, of course, 
would not necessarily be the case~- the legislation, or the 
constitutional provision itself, ·0 ::::-e differently drafted from the 
present p:r'tlvisions. But there is no reason to believe that they 
would be. Unless Irish public oninion altered r,reatly, it would 
be most improbable that the provisions would be deliberately 
drafted so as to make the Irish Supreme Court, rather than the 
Court of Justice, the ultimate arbiter of whether, in the view of 
Irish law, the Union had exceeded its powers. The only practical 
result of draf\_)ng the provisions in thAC way would be to make 
it possible (though no doubt it would be unlikely) for the two 
courts to give conflicting decisions on the question, if it ever 
arose. Irish public opinion is not so concerned about the possibility 

- of the Co"1mmity exceeding its powers, and is not likely to be so 



concerned about the 
wider) powers, that 

possibility of the Union exceeding its (much 
the possibility of 

intentionally created, for the purpose 
such a conflict would be 
of protecting Iris~ 

soverei~nty or otherwise. As is eXPlained below, Irish public 
ooinion is not as sensitive as public opinion i"-certain other 
!:,ember States about enl8.r€_1:ement of the powers of the Community. 

For the reasons given below in the socio-political part. of 
this paper, it is impossible to imagine a referendum being held to 

allow Ireland to join the Union unless at least one of the present 
two lar~e political parties was in favour. However, once the 
referendum was passed by the people, no further difficulty would 
arise unless a new government ca~ie into office which was opposed 
to Ireland joining the Union. :.J::lless this haopened, (which would be 

unlikely if the referendum had c"0n nassed by the people), the 
rovernment which had promoted the referendum would be able to ensure 
that the le!'!';islation needed for accession was enacted. 



' 

ll, 

Neutrality - not a legal question 

'rhe question of Irish neutrality is discussed below, as a 
political question. There is nothing in the Constitution of Ireland, 
or in any Irish legislation or Irish law, on the ~uestion of Irish 
neutrality. It has been suv.r;ested that a provision stating Ireland's 
neutrality should be added to the Constitution, but this sur;r;estion 
seems to have no sip;nificant public support. Such a provision, if 
it were seriouply considered, would necessitate a definition, or 

rv~~~~ · 
would at leas1;i(_a discussion, of what is meant by Irish neutrality. 
A provision in the Irish Constitution .stating Ireland's neutrality 
would ultimately be incompatible with Ireland's membership of the 
European Union. Once this is understood, it is improbable that 
any movement to have such a provision added to the Constitution 
would make signi,ficant progress. 



18 
A new Irish Constitution? 

For completeness, another possibility should be mentioned. It has 
been su~gested from time to time that a whole new Constitution should 
be drawn up, and adopted by referendum. This would certainly be one 
possible wny of makin~ certain chan~es in the existin~ Constitution 
which might not be aggK~xri passed by referendum if they were put to 
the voters separately. If, for any reason, a whole new Constitution 
were drawn up and put to the voters in a referendum, the issues 
concerning Ireland's accession to the ~uropean Union (assuming that 
the new Constitution was so drafted as to permit accession, which 
presumably it would be) would be cmmbined with the issues, whatever 
they were, about the relative merits of the new constitution and the 
~xisting Constitution. This in turn would mean that, if the new 
constitution was adopted, the issues concerning accession to the 
µnion would not be decided by referendum i Ireland uses referenda only 
when it is necessary to amend the Constitution, or to adopt a new 
one, and not on policy questions, however important. The decision on 
accession would therefore be made by the legislature. This is not the 
I 

place to discuss the desirability, or otherwise, of extensively altering 
the present Constitution. It may simply be mentioned that the main 
peason why tDe idea has been su~gested in recent years is that it has 
~een felt that extensive changes might be necessary to make the 
Constitution more attractive to those people in Northern Ireland who 
are onposed to reunification of Ireland. However, it is obvious that 
constitutional changes, however extensive, might be a necessary condition 
I 
but could never be a sufficient condition for reunification, and that 
the other conditions, whatever they may turn out to be,a:rKxmare 
:i:n&rlK111rx (not to mention economic and other matters) are more 
I . 

important. 



• 

PART II Political aspects 

This Part of this paper assesses some of the elements which are 
likely to influence pub\ic opinion in Ireland at the time of the 
referendum which would be necessary to enable Ireland to ratify the 
Treaty setting up the European Union. 

Ireland is the only Member State of the Community which was a 
colony within living memory. National independence is therefore not 
taken for granted as much as in other countries. Ireland is also the 
only Member State xll:im:xx11:111ndata:rsxt:krt in the position of having 
part of what it regards as its national territory under the jurisdiction 
of another Member State. On the other hand, Ireland is a small country,: 
and never had an empire. It does not feel itself to have, or to have 
had, a world-wide influence which it would be reluctant to see merged 
into a European group of states. Irish people are accustomed to the 
idea that important decisions affecting their interests are taken 
outside Ireland, whether in London,· \'lashington or Brussels. They are 
not annoyed, as I feel that English people are often annoyed, by the 
thought of decisions affectin~ their interests being taken by 
"foreigners" (even when the U.K. has a vote and a veto). Most Irish 
people are not prejudiced against the idea of the existing Community 

• I 
extending its powers, in the way that many Danes and English people 
are prejudiced against it. The 1972 referendum campaign in Ireland 
did not need to concern itself with reassurance against exaggerated 
or irrational fears. Irish people are not prejudiced against 
foreigners. In the 1972 referendum, no less than 8% of those voting 

' 
were in favour of joining the Community, a remarkably high proportion 
in a country which did not experience invasion during World War II 
and therefo"re which is not influenced by the argument that it must 
never be allowed to happen again. 

However, there is relatively little interest in the "European 
ideal" in Ireland. Only one leading Irish politician has a reputation, 

-#I" l\ :J ,, 
in Ireland or elsewhere, as being,(1:ommunautaire. This is not merely 
because Ireland is not large enough to feel that Europe cannot be 
built without her, or to feel that she has an important responsibility 
in international relations. It is also because of the extent to which 
Irish opinion was preoccupied with the problem of Northern Ireland, . 
even before the present troubles began there fifteen years ago, in 1969. 



. For these and other reasons, Ireland has not played a role in the 
' Community which has been sufficiently influential and constructive 
. to give Irish public ,opinion confidence and satisfaction comparable 
· to that derived from Ireland's involvement, in the less recent past, 
in the United Nations. This is partly because the achievemehts of 
e.g. Ireland's first two Presidencies (during which, inter alia, the 
first two Lome Conventions were concluded) were too complex and not 
conspicuous enough to be widely realisedk. \v~\ Ao. tl. 



1L 

Irish attitudes towards the Community have been primarily 
concerned with economics. Initially it was, correctly, regarded as 
likely to benefit Ireland economically in various ways, and to a very 
important extent. More recently, there has been a tendency to criticise 
the Community, somewhat unfairly, for its inability to prevent or 
surmount xx• world recession, increased oil prices, and unemployment 
in Ireland and elsewhere. This disillusionment has coincided with 
the unpleasant effects of(very necessary) measures taken to put 
government finances and the national economy in order, and to reduce 

, budget and balance-of-payments deficits, overspending, and excessive 
forei~n borrowing. Even the very large economic benefits which Ireland 
has unquestionably obtained from xk• Community membership have not 
prevented these difficulties from arising, but the difficulties have 
caused public opinion to underestimate the benefits. 



'l'he siPjnificance of 1~orthern Ireland .... 
As already mentioned, the problems of Northern Ireland., and. of 

Ireland's relations with the U.K. in the light of the N.Ireland 
problem, have occupied the attention of many Irish people who would. 
otherwise have been thinking about Community affairs. However, it 
has been a Northern Ireland politician, John Hume, who has aone most 
to involve the Community constructively in N.Ireland. Many people 
in N. Ireland realise that they would get greater benefits from the 
Community if they were part of the Hepublic of Ireland, or if they 

,ould be treated in the same way as the Hepublic. But the Community has 
not been able to make the border between N. Ireland and the Republic 

wither away. 
. .. --·· 

• So far, progress towards European integration is 
not regarded as a way (certainly not an adequate BkJCX&i:Lda«i&kJ way) 

for of solving N. Ireland's difficulties. One of the papers written 
the New Ireland Forum ( )points out that "the structure 
agriculture in the Nor~h has moved closer to that in the South although 
the use of MCAs has increased the cost and complexity of cross-border 
trade ••• membership of the Community has facilitated co-operation on 
issues such as cross-border development ••• However, in 1979 economic 
cooperation between North and South was inhibited by the ~ecision of 

the UK to stay out of the .c;uropean i·ionetary System ••• Hembership of 

of 

the European Community has •• benefited both parts of the island but 
the South, because of its 
use of it •• there would be 
agricultural policy could 
Another paper (_ 

independence, has been able to make greater 
more advantages to the North if a specific 
be developed rather than one on a UK basis~ 
)pointed out that the use made by the 

South of Community loan instruments, mainly the European Investment 
Bank, has been enormously greater than the use by the North. The New 
Ireland .Forum paper on the le12;al systems in Ireland ( ) ... 
pointed out that Community law is likely to be a significant 
harmonising factor in legal development in both jurisdictions. 
However, the main Report of the .Forum says very little about the 
Community, merely mentioning ( . )that an integrated economic 
policy for the whole country would be in the interests of both parts, 
since both have common interests in areas such as agriculture and 
regional policy which diverge from the interests of Britain. 

An improvement ~~Jl;..j_si tuation in Northern 
Ireland wo·,ld allow Irish people to turn/..their attention to Community 
affairs. ~!ore important, the more the Community can play a useful 
and constrictive role in r;ort~ern Ireland, the more favourablJ' public 

~ 



• 

; cpinion in both parts o! Ireland will regard it. Northern Ireland 
t:ierefore is both a reason why Irish politicians, with the notable 
exc8otion of John Hurne, have given less time than they might have 
given to Community affairs, and is also an opportunity for the Community 
t) r,:ake a real contribution which would not only be worthwhile in 
it,:elf but would sir;nificantly increase its popularity in both parts 
of Ireland, and no doubt in Britain as well. Northern Ireland's 
nroblems are costing the U.K. more than one thousand million pounds 
sterling each year, and though the corr spending cost to the Republic 
is less in absolute terms, it is greater in relation to the size of 

the country's budget. 



Irish attitudes to European Political Cooperation 
European Political Cooperation, though useful, has so far been so 

modest that it is difficult to deduce much from Irish attitudes-.towards 
it. When, as in the Tindemans Report in 1976, it was suggested that 
defence matters might be included within the sphere of political 
cooperation, or when it was su~v.ested in the European Parliament that 
defence procurement should be witilixxxmr dealt with by the Community, 
the Irish reaction was negative, but not/Bni~~&~~~s of principle. 
In fact Irish politicians have seen no difficulty in advocating Irish 
neutrality and giving at least verbal support for European integration. ! 

Irish attitudes to increased Community powers 

The attitudes of Irish politicians and of public opinion do not 
display lltlQX.lll:t the automatic objection to any increase of Community 
powers, or even to the use of existing Community powers or to specifio 
examples of Community powers such as the direct effect of Community 
law, which are conspicuous in some other hember States. Irish people 
in general are not opposed to increases in the powers of the Community • ... 
Only a very small minority in Ireland share the attitudes, summed up 
in the emotive word"sovereignty~ which are common in Denmark and in 
the United Kingdom. It has been said ( ) that "Britain,like 
Denmark and Greece, joined Lthe Community:7' not because it wanted 
to be in but because it feared to be out~ Without discussing this 
rather severe statement, one can say that although Ireland certainly 
would have been unwise to stay out once the U.K. joined, Irish people 
have never felt any of the ambivalence, to put it no more strongly, 
which is felt in the U.K. about the Community. There is no widespread 
or general prejudice in Ireland against the Community. The popular 
attitude is quite different from that in Britain. 



Irish Neutrality 

Irish neutrality has never been defined. It is not mentioned in the 
! . 

Constitution. It is not the subject of any treaty. It is an attitude. 
I 

It is therefore not easy to describe, although it has been the subject 

of a valuable book by my colleague in Trinity College, Dublin, Patrick 
) Keatinge. ( 

The idea of Irish neutrality has been associated with independence 

from Britain. The Irish people did not wish to be involved in "England'. 

wars~ They have a certain distrust of major powers. Irelanrt's 

• geographical position made it possible to stay out of conflicts in 

Europe without having to maintain armed forces adequate to resist .' 
' 

invasion: Irish neatrality has been relatively cost-free. In 1938, 

Ireland negotiated the closing of British naval bases on Irish soii, 

and this made possible Ireland's neutrality in World War II. "By 1945 

the basis for a national tradition of neutrality, both as a value and 

a policy, had been laid~ (\ o\i._ ) After Ireland joined the U.N. 

in 1955, and in the 1960s, the Irish government worked for disarmament 

measures and progressive withdrawal of armed forces in Europe. These 

were regarded with approval in Ireland as demonstrating an independeny 

and constructive foreign policy, although Ireland's voting record in 

other respects in the U.N. was not very different from that of other 

western European countries, or those of the other European neutrals, 

Austria, .!!'inland, and :2wiiz:11U!:laxil.i Sweden. Ireland never joined NAro. 

One reaso~su~gested for this was that NATO member states' commitment 

to respect each others' territories might imply recognition of the 

legitimacy of British rule in Northern Ireland. However, a stronger 

if less explicit reason is that, for geographical reasons, the Irish 

people do not feel threatened by Eastern bloc forces, and so see less 

need for military preparedness than peoples further east. The feeling 

that Ireland's neutrality is in some sense morally preferable to 

involvement in the East-West conflict or even to membership of a 

defensi ,e military alliance has been strengthened by Ireland's 



contributions to U.N. peacekeeping forces, and by the view of Irish 
people that peacekeeping, neutrality, and aid to developing countries 
are related. 

Ireland applied to join the European Communities in 1961. During -the previous two years, and subsequently, Sean Lemass, then Taoiseach 
(prime minister) made a series of public statements to the effect that 
Ireland would involve itself in European integration without any 
reservations as to how far it might go in the areas of foreign policy 
and defence, and that in due course Ireland would cease to have a 
policy of neutrality. In the discussion before the referendum on 
Irish accession, in i·iay 1972, the two major political parties both 
advocated accession, and both took the view that membership of the 
Community would not compromise Irish neutrality in the foreseeable 
future. Since the corresponding view was not held by Austria, Finland 
Sweden or Switzerland, the Irish view implied that Irish neutrality 
was different from the neutrality of those countries. In 1979 Jack 
Lynch said that Ireland had no traditional or permanent policy of 
neutrality, and that in the Community Ireland would u:Jitimately cease 
to be neutral. In a debate in the D~il in 1981 Charles Haughey, then 
Taoiseach and leader of the same political party as his two predecessorr 
just mentioned, accepted that full political union in the Community 
would ultimately involve an end of Irish neutrality. Lemass had 
probably thought wore/~gofiftt}i!itrality than either of his successors, 
and it is clear that he did not believe that neutrality should be a -brake on Ireland's partictpation in European integration. 

Irish neutrality therefore has been an attitude which Irish 
people have been able to take for granted, for geographical reasons, 
without analysis and virtually without economic or other sacrifices. 
(Iriland has never had compulsory military service). It has certainly 
been a less clear position than those of the four recognised European 
neutral States, Austria, Finland, Sweden and Switzerland. Keatinge .. 
identifies two prlxi.x ixxerpretatixxx points of view. The first is a 
" ·"1 ' . . i pragmatic v ew of what national prosperity, security and ndependence 
make appropriate. This is the view of/gtml3Sr!ty of the two major 
political parties, and the essence of it is non-membership of any 
military alliance. This view would imply that Irish neutrality might 
be lessened or given up if other national interests or aims justified 

tt II 
doing so. The second is a more far-reaching view, expressed by the 
small Labour Party (which has been in government only as the junior 
partner i~a coalition, and which does not seem likely to achieve 
power alone in the foreseeable future) and by others, mostly outside 

the Oireachf'ls. This view regards neutrality as a basic, immutable, 

• 
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moral principle of national policy. 
Since neutrality,is highly regarded by Irish opinion, but has 

,1ever yet conflicted with any recognised national interest or made 
:1ecessary any significant economic sacrifices, it is impossible to 
be certain which of these two views would be closer to ::t:klr Irish public 
opinion after careful consideration of Irish accession to the proposed 
treaty on European Union. However, those who clearly advocate the 
3econd, more inflexible version of Irish neutrality are in general 
less representative of Irish opinion than the two major parties, though 
their articulate and indeed emotional advocacy of a more extreme concept 
of neutrality might win some public sympathy• 'It seems unlikely that 
either concept would ultimately prove enough to produce a majority of 
the electorate opposed to accession to a European Union. Neither of 
the major parties has had occasion to explain the reasons for weakening 
or giving up Irish neutrality for the sake of the economic and political 
advantages of participating in a European Union, but such an e,cplanatory 
campaign by Q.Pth the large parties, when the time comes, would certainly 
have a considerable influence on public opinion. One significant sign 

.ff"~:, ..... ~ ... 
. is that, although._ Labour Partyf~Uf.~ested in 1980,_th~i:._neutrality 

. ,.. . "' .. ~. should be written into the Constitution, there is no.i(substantial body 
of opinion which wishes this to be done. However, in Ireland and 
elsewhere many people hope that neutralist attitudes and military 
weakness miF,ht enable them to avoid being involved in any possible future 
conflict in Europe, and the wish to avoid such involvement is an 
unrlerstandable one. 
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Economic Issues 

Economic questions formed a large part of the debate in Ireland on 
accession to the Communities. They would probably be important in the 
debate on accession to the Treaty on European Union. How they will be 
considered will depend on economic ctevelopments in the Community and 
in Ireland in particular durinf. the period between now and when Ireland's 
accession to the European Union has to be decided. We do not know how 
long that period will be, or how the economies will perform during it. 
The economic advantages of joining the European Union would also have ! 

to be compared, presumably with (i) remaining outside the European 
Union but inside the Community, and (ii) leaving the Community entirely. 
Neither alternative is likely to be attractive, but neither can usefully 

be discussed. 
Irish public opinion would obviously be more favourable to the 

European Union if the Community proves itself successful economically 
.in the xiccx coming years. tlttllllllg" it is impossible to isolate the effect 
of the Community on the Irish economy in 1973-1984 from the effects of 
. ' 
~.g. the energy crisis, global recession, the Northern Ireland problem 
and its huge cost to the Dublin government, and Irish economic and 
financial policies followed during the same period. However, it is 
' clear that membership of the Community has given Ireland very large 
economic bene-fits, notably in improved access to markets on the 
I . 
fontinent, hi~her prices for a~ricultural products, and receipts from 
FEOGA and the Social and Regional iunds. Ireland could have benefited 
more if its problems of farm structure and land use policy, and 
I 
more efficient industry and public administration, had been solved • 
. It is probable that the economic advantages for Ireland of joining the , 
European Union and obtaining the full ecomomic benefits of membership 

will be very strong. 



• 
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Ireland's role in the Community 

'.l'he Irish people would be more interested in and more favourable 
to the proposal for European Union if Ireland was playing a greater 
role in the Community. One major Irish initiative in the Community, 
if successful, would go far to convince Irish opinion that Ireland 
could make an important contribution. The kind of measure which would 
most interest Irish opinion would probably be the adoption of a Community 
policy, p:cposed and worked out by Ireland, on trade with developing 
countries, or of course on Northern Ireland. Irish attitudes on 
neutrality (quite apart from other States' views) would probably 
discourage Irish politicians from suggesting that the Community should 
~ake any major initiative to reduce international tension. Irish-inspired 
measures to eliminate barriers to intra-Community trade, if they were 
effective and far-reaching, would also help to persuade Irish opinion 
that European inte~ration could bring important benefits. (Indeed, 
if the present Irish Presidency ••~~-•~•xb brings the third Lome 
ne12;otiations to a successful conclusion or pushes through a useful 
package of measures on intra-Community barriers, thorough coverage b;y 
the media of these achievements would have some of the effects 
under discussion). Like most European peoples, the Irish tend to be 
exasperated with the Community not because it is too integrationist 
but because it is not moving fast enough, and 
by short-sigtted disputes over petty issues. 
by statesmanlike leadership in the Community, 

1, ... <. .1'.J. l •L 
i:i;overnment

1

( contributed to it CN° f"'"'"'~ K • 

is too often obstructed 
The Irish would be pleased 
especially if an Irish 



The attitudes of the main political parties 

It has been convenient to refer already, in the section on Irish 
neutrality,to statements by the three leaders of the largest political 
party in Ireland, Fianna F':i1. More recently, Mr Haughey has made 
more inflexible statements, but he has never argued against the 
principle of European political integration or of Ireland's involvement 
in it, and it seems likely that his statements were more influenced 
by short-term party-political tactics than by long term thinking. 
Neutrality is popular enough in Ireland to tempt politicians to accuse 
their opponents of failure to preserve it. 

Of the three main political parties, the second largest, Fine Gael, 
now led by Dr Garret BitzGerald, is probably the most favourable to 
European integration. That party holds 'Jdm::trltKrli:KgJDCD:lix the more 
moderate and more pragmatic view o~ neutrality identified by Keatinge, 
and Dr FitzGerald is the most Community-minded politician in Ireland. 

much smaller 
The attitude of the/Labour ~arty is less easy to summarise. The 

Labour Party argued against accession to the Community in 1972, though 
perhaps not all its members argued with conviction. It loyally 
accepted the verdict of the 1972 referendum. In the 1980s the Labour 
Party published/i~¥~H~8 ~olicy papers.< ) The paper on the 
European Community unreservedly supports the Community and Ireland's 
involvement in it (while naturally calling for more socialist 
policies), saying "Labour •• has sought, since Irish entry in 1973, 
to contribute fully and positively to the development of the institutior -~ 
policies and programmes of the Community, and to its overall progress." 

, The paper ori European Political cooperation stressed"the vital 
importance of neutrality in all of this country's international 
dealings~ "Creating a socialist basis for the future of the Community 

• 

does not i~ply any diminution of Ireland's long-standing neutral • 
position". European political cooperation is a "threat to Irish 
neutrality" and Ireland should adopt "a non-aligned position~ 
The question of what Ireland's attitude should be if the Community 
were to discuss military issues is left open, and the non-aligned 
position was undefined. The apparent implication is however that 
the Labour Party would be opposed to Ireland being involved in any 
developments which compromised Ireland's freedom to be "nlbn-aligned~ 

Keatinp;e however considers that since neither Fianna .!<'ail nor Labour 
has repudiated the commitment to eventual European union, implying 
involvement in collective defence, their real position, as distinct 
from their rhetoric, may be essentially similar to Fine Gael's. 



• 
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'l'rade unions and F:mployer orp;anisa tions 

'rhe attitude of Irish trade unions towards Ireland's accession 
to the ,~uro~ean Union treaty is likely to be a result of two• elements, 
the relative strength of which it is difficult to assess in advance. 
These two· elements are, first, the economic advantages of jointng 
the Union, compared with the economic results of not joining, and 
second, the extent of the feeling, among trade unionists, against 
join:i.ng, on political grounds, primarily concerned with neutrality. 
In the short term, the economic consequences of joining will presumably 
be, :.n substance, simply a continuation of the existing situation 
within the Community. It is now, and may well be when the ouestion 
n.rises, very much more difficult to say what the economic consequences 
of stayinp; out of the Union would be for the i·lember States of the 
Community, if any, which decide not to join the Union. Presumably 
these would depend, in part, on whether their reluctance to join the 
{jnion was thought to be temporary or permavnt. In the case· of Ireland, 
the economic consequences of both joining and of not joining would be 
affected (though much less than in _1972) by whether the U.K. joins 
or not. Probably, as in 1972, the majority of trade union members 
would vote in accordance with their economic interests~as they saw 
them when the time comes, and the leaders of the trade union movement 
would tend to adopt the attitude adopted by the Labour Party, and 
indeed would probably largely determine that attitude • ... 

The attitude of the employer organisations in Ireland (the 
Confederation of Irish Industries and the Federated Union of Employers) 
is almost certain to be based on their view of the economic results 
of joining or not joining, and to be uninfluenced by (or little 
influenced by)political considerations. They would however be more 
influenced than trade unions by the argument that Ireland's interests 
would be better protected if Ireland continued to have the maximum 
influence available to it in European affairs, which would imply that 
Ireland should join the Union when it comes into existence. 
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Public opinion and the media 

In the li~ht of what has been said above, the probable attitude 
of public opinion and media opinion can be summarised briefly. The 
media in Ireland are mostly moderate and middle-of-the-road on most 
issues, and do not often diverge si~nificantly from public opinion 
in general on issues relevant to the European Union. Of course, 
different newspapers, for example, represent different tendencies 
within public opinion, but all the national newspapers and all, or 
almost all, of the provincial and local papers are, and are likely 
to remain, moderately "pro-European'! Television, which is .1:x.1:;p: 

influentia1,;ftthough State-run, b not significantly government 
influenced on issu,es/relevant to the European Union (measures have 

(.directly) 
been in operation for years to prevent television from giving publicity 
to the I.R.A.). However, there i5 a minority in the media which• 
adheres to the more far-reaching view of Irish neutrality, and which 
therefore, as in 1972, will be opposed to Ireland joining the European 
Union, even if the economic consequences of not joining were clearly 
unattractive. Such minorities are vocal, and the controversies they 
arouse excite public interest and are therefore good fn ljhs media"'~4'( • 
In 1972 what can now be seen to have been a small but vocal minority 
of anti-EEC opinion obtained a considerable amount of publicity, and 
t'le same viewpoint will no doubt be thoroughly aired (as indeed it 
should be, in view of the importance of the issues at stake) when the 
occasion arJ.ses. Both public opinion and the media will no doubt 
give a f\reat deal of attention to the question of neutrality, both 
because it has been a vague concept, taken for granted rather than 
analysed in the past, and because it is more i:ikxi::;p::lal likely to 
arouse discussion and controversy than the economic issues. It will 
by now be clear that the writer believes that the majority attitude 
to Irish neutrality is the "moderate" or "pragmatic" one, and that 
although Irish public opinion supports this attitude, it is not 
likely to prevent Ireland from following what presumably will be its 
economic interests and joining the European Union. 

• 



The Catholic Church 

For completeness, a mention should be made of the influence 
of the Roman Catholic Church in Ireland. Although it is less strong 
than it was, it is still greater than in most other European 
countries. Approximately 95 ~ of the population of the Republic 
of Ireland are Catholics. The 1937 Constitution "recognised" the 

• ''special position'' of the Church as that. of ''the great majority of 
the citizens", but this clause, which had never been considered as 

• having any practical effects or as being more than a statement of 
the obvious, was removed from the Constitution, by referendum and 
without any opposition from the Church or from any significant body 
of opinion, several years ago. Irish Catholicism is somewhat 
conservative, and there was a majority in favour of the referendum 
to add a provi'sion to the Constitution designed to prevent both 

' ' 

the legislature and the courts from legalising abortion. 

It seems unlikely that the Church or Catholic opinion in 
Ireland wc,uld take any position for or against Ireland joining 
the European Union. No real view of this kind emerged in the 
discussion before the referendum in 1972 on joining the Community. 



Irish opinion in a referendum on accession to European Unions conclusio1 
It is not easy to foresee the circumstances most likely to lead 

governments to advocate ratification of the European Union treaty. 
This might result from an economic crisis which only a more united 
6urope could surmount, or it mi~ht result from accumulated public 
impatience with the pett:i:ness of politicians and civil servants who 
are now obstructing the operation of the Community. Or it mi~ht result 
from creative leadership from European statesmen. 

Irish public opinion would almost certainly support a major 
initiative in European integration if it was led by an Irish politician. 
In the absence of such an initiative, the result of a referendum on ~ 
Ireland's accession to 
of the two large Irish 

a European Union would depend on the attitudes 
political parties. Accession would be impossible 

unless one of those parties was in favour of it. Either, in power, 
would seek the support of the other, to obtain a bipartisan attitude, 
as in 1972. If both were in favour, the refendum would almost certainly 
approve accession. If one of the two large parties opposed accession, 
the outcome would be doubtful. Much would depend, if the two parties 
disagreed, on the campaign to explain the purpose of the referendum and 
the reasons for joining the European Union. Of the two big 
Fine Gael would be more likely to be in favour of joining. 

parties, , 
Fianna Fail, 

however, would find it more difficult to oppose joining if the Social 
Democratic and Labour Party in Northern Ireland, now led by John Hume, 
was in favour. In the Republic of Ireland, the Labour Party would 
certainly be concerned by the implications of joining for Irish 
neutrality, but it is not clear if they would go so far as to oppose 

joining if the economic arguments for it were strong, as they almost 
certainly would ·be. Apart from the question of neutrality, Ireland 
and Irish opinion would not be as onposed to the incipient federalism 
of the European Union as the United Kingdom and Denmark would probably 
be. ·' Ir~sh opinion is not opposed to the Community institutions 
having greater powers. Fine Gael in particular has sunported majority 
voting in the Council, strengthening the Commission, and direct 
elections for the European Parliament. Fianna F~il have been less 
explicit, but by coincidence Fianna Fail have never been in power when 
Ireland held the Presidency, and so have never had·occasion to see its 

political potential. 

! 

• 
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Dr. jur. Carl Otto Lenz 

The Draft Treaty Establishing the European Union 

Country Report for Federal Republic of Germany 

A. Constitutional Questions 

I. The Ratification Process 

The draft Treaty establishing the European Union, is, in the 

terminology of the Basic Law, a treaty "with foreign States". 

It is therefore to be concluded by the F;ederal President. 

(Article 59(1)). To be valid, the relevant act of the 

Federal President requires counter signature by the Federal 

Chancellor or the appropriate Federal Minister (Article 5 8 ( 1)) . 

From these provisions, and from their position in Section 5 

of the .Basic Law, headed "the Federal President", 

one may conclude that not only the competence to conclude 

treaties, but also the preparation of the conclusion of the 

treaty, is a matter for the executive, i.e. for the Federal 

Government, responsible to Parliament. 

Since the draft regulates the political relationships of the 

Federation, and furthermore relates to objects of 

:federal legislation, it requires the agreement or collaborat:ioi'i 

of the bodies competent for federal legislation, in the form 

of a federal law. This means that the Federal Government must 

tirst submit the draft to the Bundesrat, in the usual 

procedure. The Bundestag and Bundesrat may of course call 

upon the Government to bring the Draft Treaty before them 

for debate, but this call does not replace submission by the 

Federal Government. The draft goes back with the Bundesrat's 

opinion.to the Federal Government, which has a chance to comment 

on the opinion. It then goes to the Bundestag for the so-called 

First Reading, in which the Federal Government and spokesmen 
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for the parliamentary groups would set out their basic 

attitude towards the Treaty. It is then referred to the 

committees; it may be taken that the Foreign Affairs 

Committee will draw up the decisive report for the Bundestag, 

while a dozen or so other committees will be called on to 

give opinions to the Foreign Affairs Committee (so-called 

joint consultation). A special problem is presented by the 

participation of the Europe Committee which the Bundestag has 

formed. This Committee, consisting half of German Bundestag 

members and half of German members of the European Parliament, 

was set up in 1983 to advise the German Bundestag on funda

mental questions of Europe policy. According to the procedure 

found for this, the relevant report of the Europe Committee 

would go not to the full House, but to the Foreign Affairs 

Committee,which is competent, and to certain other committees 

for joint consultation, with the proviso that the full House 

be presented only with a report on the result of the consulta

tions on this report of the Europe Committee. The Europe 

Committee would thus be no,t on the same level as the classical 

committees of the German Bundestag, but subordinate to them; 

nevertheless, through it there would be a possibility of letting 

the views of German members active in the European Parliament 

be included in the discussions. 

On the basis of the Foreign Affairs Committee's report containing 

the opinions of the other consultative committees and the 

result of the consultations on the views of the Europe Committee, 

the second (and last) debate in the German Bundestag on the 

law agreeing to the draft Treaty would be held. No motions 

for amendments to the draft Treaty are admissible. The draft 

Treaty may only be accepted in toto, or rejected. If the 

act of acceptance is adopted, it is tr3.JlS!l1itted to the Bundesrat. 

The act of acceptance is passed if the Bundesrat consents to it 

or another of the conditions laid down in Article 78 of the 

B1sic L1w is met. It is not passed if an objection by the 

Bundesrat is not overridden by the Bundestag, or if necessary 

consent is not secured. Going into the details here would 
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exceed the bounds of this paper. If the act of acceptance 

is passed accoridng to these provisions, it is then, after 

counter -signature by the appror,riate members of the Federal 

Government, signed by the Federal President and published in 

the Federal Law Gazette. 

Summarizing, it may be said that the joint action of the 
I 

Federal Government, Bundestag, Bundesrat and Federal President 

is necessary, to pass an act of acceptance of the draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union. 

II. Is amendment of the Basic Law necessary in order to implement 

the Treaty in the Federal Republic of Germany? 

a) Preliminary remark: The Basic Law of the Federal Republic 

of Germany is a very pro-integration constitution. Even the 

preamble states that "the German People" is "animated by the 

resJlve ... to serve the peace oi the world as an equal 

partner in a united Europe." Again, Article 24 says- that the 

Federation may by legislation transfer sovereign powers 

to intergovernmental institutions, may enter a system of mutual 

collective security for the maintenance of peace, and in doing so 

will consent to limitations upon its rights of sovereignty. 

The text of the preamble,which designates equal partnershif) of the 

Federal Republic of Germany in a united Europe as tihe appropriate 

form of the promotion of peace expected of the Federal Republic, 

constitutes not only an encouragement but also an empowerment 

for the Federal Government, Bundestag and Bundesrat to advance 

along the path towards the unification of Europe, insofar as 

the goals of the draft Treaty do not contradict those of the 

Basic Law. On a reading of the relevant articles of the Basic 

Law, particularly the preamble ("to serve the peace of the world"), 

Article 1 (2) (human rights as the basis of peace), Article 9(2) 

(ban on associations directed against the concept of international 

understanding, Article 24(2) (maintenance of peace through entering 

a system of mutual collective security), Article 24(3) (peaceful 
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settlement of disputes between States), Article 26 (ban.on 

acts tending to disturb the peaceful relations between nations, 

State responsibility for armaments production), Article 87a 

(armed forces only "for defence") and the corresponding pro

visions of t:he draft Treaty (preamble "resolved to strengthen 

and preserve peace and liberty by an ever closer 

union"), Article 9, 3rd and 4th indents, Article 63(1) and 

(2), the similarity of objectives and of language leaps to 

the eye. From the viewpoint of promoting peace, then, the 

Basic Law and the draft Treaty are not in contradiction. 

b) The draft Treaty does not contradict the duty of the 

constitutional bodies of the Federal Republic of Germany to 

maintain the national and political unicy of the German people and 

to achieve the unity and freedom of Germany in free self

determination, nor does it withdraw this obligation from them. 

The existing legal position is to.that extent maintained, in 

particular Article 5 of the Germany Treaty, whereby the three 

Western occupying powers undertake to support the reunification 

of the Germans in a democratic State. Britain and France 

are co-signatories of that Treaty, and at the same time members 

of the European Communities. The other Member States have, 

to the extent that they belong to the North Atlantic Alliance, 

joined in assuming these obligations (see e.g. the final 

communique of the 16th session of the North Atlantic Council 

in Paris, 9-11 May 1955, when the Federal Republic of Germany 

took part for the first time; Europa-Archiv 1955/p, 7927, and 

finally, the Washington Declaration of the North Atlantic 

Council of 31 May 1984, point 7; Federal Government Bulletin 

1984 No. 65, p. 579). 

Ratification of the draft Treaty would presumably not change 

anything in this legal position. There are, however, voices 

in the Federal Republic of Germany calling for this aspect 

to be incorporated in the draft Treaty. 

c) Article 24 empowers the Federation to transfer 

individual sovereign powers by mere federal legislation, but 

does not allow abandonment of the Federal Republic of 

Germany's existence as a State in favour of a European State. 
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It is true that the dcaft Treaty provides for the transfer 

of far-reaching powers in important areas of national life 

to the European Union in the limits provided therein and 

according to the procedures provided for. That this would end 

the members' existence as States is however neither deducible 

from the text nor the declared intention of its authors. 

A far-reaching transfer of powers ought, however, in view of 

the Basic Law's attitude towards European unification, seeing th~ 

Federal Republic as an equal partner in a united Europe, 

to be covered by Article 24, which except for the inadmissibility 

of transferring the core of State power, contains no other 

limitations in its wording. 

The same conclusion is arrived at by Everling 

(integration 1/84 p.12-23, esp. p. 15), Hilf 

and Schwarze (Eine Verfassung flir Europa p. 265 and 32f). 

Moreover, the draft Treaty allows the Member States as such 

far-reaching coo2erative powers over the European Council 

and over the Council of the Union within the framework of the 

European Union. In the case of, for instance, the formation 

of the Commission, these go beyond the rights allowed the 

Bundesrat in the constitution of the Federal Republic of 

Germany. Again, the area of direct control by the European 

Union seems not to go beyond the stage already reached in 

the European Communities: the European Union will have 

specific administrative competence in the coal and steel, 

agricul
1
ture and competition sectors, while al 1 other admini

stration will as before continue to lie in the hands of the 

Member States. 

On the whole, then, the advancement and intensification of 

European integration provided for in the draft Treaty can be 

see·n as a maintenance of the existence as States of the Member 

States and therefore also of the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Moreover, the fundamental structures of the Federal Republic 

of Germany ought not to be affected, since this is not possible 

even by a law amending the Constitution (Article 79(3)). Here, 

however, the finding must be that the structures of the European 

Union not only do not contradict those of the Basic Law, 
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but largely.correspond to them. This is true as regards both 

the promotion of peace and respect for human rights 

(Preamble and Article 1 of Basic Law, 3rd indent of Preamble 

and Article 4 of draft Treaty). Likewise, the precept of 

democracy is further realised than the extent hitherto achieved in• 

the European Communities (see Article 20(1) and (2) of Basic 

Law, Article 14-19 of draft Treaty). The same is true for 

the principle of the social State (Article 20(1) of Basic Law). 

Again, the principle of constitutionality, or better the rule 

of law (Article 20(1) and (3) of Basic Law) has its corres

pondence in the draft Treaty (Preamble, 3rd indent, and 

Articles 41-44). The idea of division of powers, too, both 

between legislature, executive and judicature and between 

Union and Member States, is reflected in the draft Treaty (see 

in particular part 3, Institutional Provisions, and part 2, 

'Ihe objectives, methods of Action and CbJtP=tences of the Union, Articles 9-13, 

which deal in particular with delimiting the powers of the 

Union and those of the Member States). The principle of the 

Federal State is likewise maintained. It is not impossible 

that some powers of the Union will detract from those of the 

Lander, but in this context one can hardly speak of a "voiding 

of the Lander's existence, as States" ( Tomuschat, Commentary 

on the Bonn Basic Law, Article 24, No. 68a). It has already 

been pointed out that the application of Union law remains 

overwhelmingly a matter for the Member States and therefore, 

in accordance with the distribution of powers pursuant to 

Article 30, 83 ff of the Basic Law, largely a matter for the 

Bundeslander. 

III. Conclusion 

From the viewpoint of the Basic Law, no constitutional objections 

to the overall conception of the draft Treaty or the main 

features of its elaboration can be raised. 

There are, however, fears that the extensive powers to be 

transferred to the European Union might lead to serious inter

vention in the economic and social structure of the Federal 

Republic. In particular, the right given the Union to increase 
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its own revenues even against the opposition of the Federal 

Republic (Article 71(2) of the Draft Treaty) will certainly 

be treated critically in the Federal Government, Bundestag 

and Bundesrat. Possible resistance can _ be overcome only bv 

sufficiently strong political resolve towards European integration. 

We shall therefore turn in the next part to the attitude of 

politically important groups towards the draft Treaty. 

Prospects for the draft Treaty 

The .draft Treaty's prospects of becoming law naturally 

depend on the attitude of important political and social 

groups. These can at the moment be described as follows: 

I. Parliaments and Parties 

a) The German members of the European Parliament have 

taken the following positions on the draft Treaty: 



Federal Republic 
of Germany 

of which 

Number of 
seats 

81 

Vote Took part 

1 69 

2 64 

aye no 

67 0 

59 0 

abstained 

2 

5 

did not 
take part 

12 

17 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
C D U / 34) 42 
C S U 8 

1 

2 

35 ( 2 8 + 7) 

3 7 ( 30 + 7) 

35 

37 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S P D 35 1 

2 

30 

25 

28 

20 

0 

0 

2 

5 

5 

10 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
F.D.P. 4 1 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CD U Christian Democratic Union 

CSU Christian Social Union 

F.D.P. Free Democratic Party 

SP D Social Democratic Party of 
Germany 
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This means that the German d,elegation, like those of Italy, 

Belgium and the Netherlands, agreed to the draft Treaty 

by a large majority. To be sure, in the German delegation 

too consent declined between the first and second votes. 

Though the CDU/CSU managed to raise the number of ayes by 

two, so that 37 out of 42 CDU/CSU members voted for the draft, 

in the second vote, of the SPD members 20 voted aye (-8), 

none voted no, and 5 abstained (+3). In the FDP too, the 

number of ayes fell from 4 in the first to 2 in the second 

vote. 

b) The Association of Forner POWs and the Europe Union approached 

the CDU/CSU, SPD and FDP in connection with the adoption of 

the draft Treaty by the European Parliament. Additionally, 

the Bundestag has had two debates on the draft Treaty. The 

following picture can be drawn from this: 

1) All groups in the German Bundestag, including the Greens, 

referred the draft Treaty to the Committees, with instructions 

to deliver the opinion asked for by the European Parliament 

within one year; i.e., the German Bundestag is prepared to 

enter into the debate on the draft Treaty and not put the 

matter in the pending file. On the other hand, it cannot be 

deduced from this motion for a resolution that the German 

Bundestag is unconditionally prepared to go it alone. If 

the procedure in other Member States should take very much 

more time, it is to be feared that the Bundestag too will not 

deliver its opinion by April next year. 

2) The German Bundestag has held two debates on the draft 

Treaty; moreover, the group leaders have dealt with the topic, 

in response to the enquiries· by the Association of ~bmer POWs 

and the Europe Union. The positions of parliamentary groups 

apparent from this can be summarized as follows: 

CDU/CSU, SPD and FDP welcomed the European Parliament's initiative, 

without dwelling in detail on the draft Treaty. The representa

tives of the Greens too welcomed the debate on the draft Treaty, but 
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"because it.gives a chance to sound the alarm publicly". 

They want to "engage in a constitutional debate only once 

the time is ripe for introducing the countermodel to the 

present European Community" (Mr. Vogt, Bundestag member for 

Kaiserslautern, at the 68th Session of the German Bundestag, 

Friday 13 April, p. 4788 and 4790). Similar statements 

were made in the Bundestag debate on 7 July 1984. 

Minister of State Mertes has declared on behalf of the 

Federal Government, without prejudicing any later detailed 

opinion, that he "finds a number of important principles of 

our own Europe policy in the European Parliament's draft 

Treaty" (68th Session, 13 April 1984, p. 4791). Similar 

positive indications were given by the parliamentary groups 

to the President of the European Union, former Federal 

President Walter Scheel, and to the President of the Associa

tion of Fbrmer Pems, Werner Kiesling, who on behalf of his 

Association had striven to secure rapid treatment of the 

draft. In view of this basically positive attitude by the 

groups that have g.overnment experience, it can be reckoned 

that any difficulties in the parliamentary debate, which can 

never be ruled out, would be overcome to result in a positive 

opinion from the Bundestag. The same may also be assumed 

of the Bundesrat, since the German people would fail to 

understand differing opinions from the two houses of the 

Federal Parliament, made up of representatives of the same 

parties. 

This report would however be incomplete if it did not cite a few 

critical voices. The draft Treaty did not play the role in 

the European election campaign that its authors had wished. 

The view has even occasionally been put forward that Europe's 

problems cannot be.solved by "grand political projects". 

In the period leading up to the elections, there were critical 

voices in the press about the European Parliament. Of many 

examples I shall quote only two: "Imagine there's an election 

and nobody goes" (Stern, 14 June 1984) and "I am not going 

to vote today" (Welt am Sonntag, 17 June 1984). It would be 
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astonishing if the authors of these articles showed any 

more sympathy for the European Parliament's draft Treaty than 

for the second direct elections to that Parliament. 

There were also critical voices from the academic community. 

I refer here in particular to the papers and discussion 

contributions at the international congress of the Institute 

for the Study of Integration of the Stiftung Europakolleg, 

held in Hamburg from 3-5 November 1983 (Schwarze/Bieber, 

Eine Verfassung flir Europa, 1984). Of many examples I shall 

quote here only Professor Werner von Simon of Freiburg. He 

quoted former Federal Chancellor Helmut Schmidt with approval: 

"So we have to identify ourselves with Europe now ... I don't 

believe in it" (op cit. p.98). 

Such statements did of course not go unchallenged, as the 

report of the ensuing discussion shows (op cit. 110-113, 

esp. 111,112). But scepticism at the draft's ambitions and 

its chances of realization seem 

thread through the whole book. 

to me to run like a red 

The same is true of the contribut:i.ons published in the 

magazine "Integration" (1/84) on the European Parliament's 

draft Treaty. Here too I quote only one example: under the 

heading "A European Constitution for Visionaries?" Werner 

Weidenfeld, professor at Mainz University, writes: "The basically 

important and good idea of working out a European constitution 

has been given concrete form by the European Parliament in a 

way that is questionable as regards both content and procedure" 

(p. 37). 

III. The Attitude of Public Opinion in General 

The attitude of public opinion in general to the European 

Parliament's .)roject for a European Union is hard to establish, 

since this question played no part in the election campaign. 

The problem must therefore be approached by roundabout ways. 
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The Parliament's draft provides, roughly speaking, for the 

inclusion of new areas of activity aFt1ong .. the competences of· 

the European organs; for increased recourse to majority 

decisions and for greater power for the Parliament. Opinion 

surveys on these topics do exist. 

Firstly on the European Parliament: in late 1983, 83% of 

all those questioned knew of the existence of the European 

Parliament, as against 76% in_ 1979, with men at 93% being 

almost_ 20% ahead of women, at 75%. Similar figures to those 

for women are recorded for people with only elementary 

education and for workers, while people with leaving certi

ficates, civil servants and the self-employed show figures 

even higher than those for men. 

The increase in familiarity has not however helped towards 

improving image. The number of people who had a good impression 

of the European Parliament's work 

1979 and 1983 (42% against 23%). 

a poor impression almost tripled 

practically halved between 

The number of people with 

(from 10% to 29%). The 

number of those with no opinion remained almost constant 

(48% against 46%). 

Against this background, it is hardly surprising that more 

than half those surveyed took the view that the ultimate 

decision should lie not with the European Parliament but with 

the Member State Governments. Nevertheless, 44% took the 

view that the European Parliament should take binding 

decisions.for all Member countries in a few important areas. 

The difference between men and women is considerable. 52% 

of men are in favour of more powers for the Parliament. 46% 

wish to leave decision-making power to the governments, while 

60% of women want this. Only 36% of women want more powers of 

decision for the Parliament. Against this background it is 

hardly astonishing that the majority of all those surveyed 

rejected an all-European government (56%), while only something 

over a quarter, namely 27%, were in favour. Among men the 

figures were 35% for, 50% against. Among women, rejection 

is more than three times as strong as agreement (61% against 

19 % ) • 
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In line with this is the fact that more than half of those 

surveyed are not prepared to accept economic disadvantages 

in order to support poorer countries in the European Community, 

while 46% are prepared for this. Among men, the figures are 

equal (49% against 49%). Among women, readiness to accept 

sacrifice is smaller (44% for, 53% against). 

As against this, environment protection in Europe should where 

necessary be imposed compulsorily. 94% are in favour 

of this, with only 5% against. There are no significant 

differences between men and women here. 

As far as German reunification is concerned, some 2/3 

are of the opinion that Western European unification has no 

effect on this, i.e. that it neither impedes (as between 

16% and 19% believe) nor fac~litates (15%) this process. 

This fits in with the general picture that only 53% of the 

population regarded the European elections as very important 

and only 62% intended to take part. The actual electoral 

participation lay between these two figures, namely at 56.8%. 

There 

Thus, 

are, however, also figures conveying 
2 
/3 of Germans feel themselves to be 

a different picture. 

"European", with 

European consciousness being especially marked among the 

middle age-groups,from 30 to 59. It rises with degree of 

education and professional qualification. People with leaving 

certificates or higher education, civil servants, the self

employed and professionals feel most European. In line with 

this, 
2
/3 of Germans regard membership in the European Community 

as a good thing. Only 6%, not even one tenth, regard it as 

a bad thing. Likewise, the break-up of the European Community 

would be explicitly regretted by 72% of those surveye~ 

only 6% would welcome it and the rest are indifferent. 

These figures are based on two representative surveys 

carried out by the Sociological Research Institute of the 

Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung in October 1983 on 2000 and in March 
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1984 on 3082 German citizens entitled to vote. As the Konrad

Adenauer-Stiftung itself admits, the results are contradi:ctory. 

It writes: "Against the background of large numbers of bad 

reports of the European Community ... the image of Europe 

among the Federal German population in March 1984 is split. 

On the one hand, the general agreement with the European 

Community and identification with the European idea has 

strengthened, but on the other, in Germany too it is disappoint

ment and anger ... that determine the assessment". The 

report continues: "But these two trends are only apparently 

contradictory. In fact, anger and disappointment at economic 

developments on the one hand seem to lead to increased support 

for the process of European integration on the other. The 

prevalent mood can perhaps be summed up by the slogan: 'high 

time too! 111
• 

In such a situation, characterized by contradiction, the 

future of the project will depend on the determination of 

the political leadership to make the European Union a redlity. The 

Federal CDvenm:ent and the great majority of the Bundestag have 

never left any room for doubt that they are resolved to advance 

along this path. 



Dr. jur. Carl Otto Lenz 

Der Entwurf eines Vertrages zur Grilndung der Europaischen Union 

Landerbericht Bundesrepublik Deutschland 

A Verfassungsrechtliche Fragen 

I Zurn Ratifizierungsverfahren 

Der Entwurf eines Vertrages zur Grilndung der Europaischen 

Unionist in der Terminologie des Grundgesetzes ein Ver-

trag "mit auswartigen Staaten" Er wird deshalb vom Bundes

prasidenten geschlossen. (Artikel 59 Absatz 1). Der ent

sprechende Akt des Bundesprasidenten bedarf zu seiner Gilltig

keit der Gegenzeichnung durch den Bundeskanzler oder den zu

standigen Bundesminister (Artikel 58 Absatz 1). Aus diesen 

Vorschriften sowie aus ihrer Stellung in Abschnitt 5 des 

Grundgesetzes, das die Oberschrift tragt "Der Bundesprasi

dent",wird geschlossen, dass nicht nur die Vertragsschliessungs-

kompetenz, sondern auch die Vorbereitung des Vertrags-

schlusses eine Angelegenheit der Exekutive,d.h. der parlamen

tarisch verantwortlichen Bundesregierung,ist. 

Da der Entwurf die politischen Beziehungen des Bundes regelt 

und sich ausserdem auf Gegenstande der Bundesgesetzgebung 

bezieht, bedarf er der Zustimmung oder Mitwirkung der fur die 

Bundesgesetzgebung zustandigen Korperschaften in der Form 

eines Bundesgesetzes,d.h., dass die Bundesregierung den Ent

wurf in dem liblichen Verfahren zunachst dem Bundesrat zuzu

leiten hat. Selbstverstandlich konnen Bundestag und Bundes

rat die Regierung auffordern, ihr den Vertragsentwurf zur 

Beratung vorzulegen, aber diese Aufforderung ersetzt die Vor

lage durch die Bundesregierung nicht. Der Entwurf geht mit 

der Stellungnahme des Bundesrates an die Bundesregierung zu

rlick, die Gelegenheit hat, sich zur Stellungnahme des Bundes

rates zu aussern. Er geht dann an den Bundestag in die soge-

•.. I ..• 
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nannte Erste Lesung, in der die Bundesregierung und die 

Sprecher der Fraktionen ihre grundsatzliche Haltung zu dem 

Vertrag darlegen wurden. Er wird dann an die Ausschusse uber

wiesen, wobei davon ausgegangen werden kann, dass der Aus

wartige Ausschuss den entf,cheidenden Bericht fur den Bundes

tag ausarbeiten wird, wahrend etwa ein Dutzend weitere Aus

schusse zu Stellungnahmen an den Auswartigen Ausschuss auf

gefordert werden (sogenannte Mitberatung). Ein besonderes 

Problem stellt die Beteiligung der vom Bundestag gebildeten 

Europakommission dar. Diese Kommission, die zur Halfte aus 

Mitgliedern des Deutschen Bundestages und zur anderen Halfte 

aus deutschen Mitgliedern des Europaischen Parlaments be

steht, ist 1983 geschaffen worden, um den Deutschen Bundes

tag in grundsatzlichen Fragen der Europapolitik zu beraten. 

Nach dem hierfur gefundenen Verfahren wurde der entsprechende 

Bericht der Europakommission nicht dem Plenum, sondern dem 

federfuhrenden Auswartigen Ausschuss und einigen anderen 

Ausschussen zur Mitberatung mit der Massgabe uberwiesen, im 

Plenum lediglich ein Bericht uber das Ergebnis der Beratungen 

uber diesen Bericht der Europakommission vorzulegen. Damit ist 

die Europakommission mit den klassischen Ausschussen desDeut

schen B..mdestages nicht gleich-, sondern nachgeordnet, dennoch 

besteht uber sie die Moglichkeit die Auffassungen der im 

Europaischen Parlament tatigen deutschen Abgeordneten in die 

Beratungen einfliessen zu lassen. 

Aufgrund des Berichts des Auswartigen Ausschusses, der die 

Stellungnahmen der iibrigen beratenden Ausschiisse und das 

Ergebnis der Beratungen iiber die Vorstellungen der Europa

kommission enthalt, findet dann die zweite (und letzte) 

Beratung im Deutschen Bundestag uber das Zustimmungsgesetz 

zum Vertragsentwurf statt. Zurn Vertragsentwurf sind ~nderungs

antrage nicht zulassig. Der Vertragsentwurf kann nur in toto 

angenommen oder abgelehnt werden. Wird das Zustimmungs-

••• I • •• 
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gesetz angenommen, so wird es dem Bundesrat zugeleitet. Das 

Zustimmungsgesetz kommt zustande, wenn der Bundesrat ihm zu

stimmt oder eine andere der in Artikel 78 Grundgessetz ge

nannten Voraussetzungen erfiillt wird. Es kommt nicht zustande, 

wenn ein Einspruch des Bundesrates nicht vom Bundestag iiber

stimmt wird oder eine erforderliche Zustimmung nicht erteilt 

wird. Auf die Einzelheiten hier einzugehen wiirde den Rahmen 

des Vortrages sprengen. Kommt das Zustimmungsgesetz nach die

sen Vorschriften zustande, so wird es nach Gegenzeichnung 

durch die zustandigen Mitglieder der Bundesregierung vom 

Bundesprasidenten ausgefertigt und im Bundesgesetzblatt ver

kiindet. 

Zusammenfassend kann gesagt werden, dass das Zusammenwirken 

von Bundesregierung, Bundestag, Bundesrat und Bundesprasident 

erforderlich ist, um ein Zustimmungsgesetz zum Entwurf eines 

Vertrages zur Griindung der Europaischen Union zustande 

zu bringen. 
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II Bedarf es einer Knderung des Grundgesetzes, um den Vertrag 

in der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in Kraft zusetzen? 

a) Vorbemerkung: Das Grundgesetz fur die Bunctesrepublik 

DeutschLand ist eine ausserordentlich integrationsfreundliche 

Verfassung. Schon in der Praambel heisst es "Das deutsche Volk" 

sei "von dem Willen beseelt ... als gleichberechtigtes Glied 

in einem vereinten Europa dem Frieden der Welt zu dienen." 

Ausserdem heisst es in Artikel 24,der Bund konne durch Gesetz 

Hoheitsrechte auf zwischenstaatliche Einrichtungen libertragen, 

er konne sich zur Wahrung des Friedens einem System gegenseitiger 

kollektiver Sicherheit einordnen und werde hierbei in Be

schrankungen seiner Hoheitsrechte einwilligen. 

Der Text der Praambel, der die gleichberechtigte Mitgliedschaft 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland in einem vereinten Europa als 

die angemessene Form des von der Bundesrepublik geforderten 

Friedensdienstes bezeichnet, stellt nicht nur eine Ermutigung, 

sondern auch eine Ermachtigung filr Bundesregierung, Bundestag 

und Bundesrat dar,auf dem Weg zur Einigung Europas voranzuschrei

ten, sofern die Zielsetzungen des Vertragsentwurfs denen des 

Grundgesetzes nicht widersprechen. Bei der Lektiire der entspre

chenden Artikel des Grundgesetzes, insbesondere der Praambel 

("dem Frieden der Welt zu dienen"),Artikel 1 Satz 2 (Menschen

rechte als Grundlage des Friedens),Artikel 9 Absatz 2(Verbot 

van Vereinigungen, die sich gegen den Gedanken der Volkerver

standigung richten), Artikel 24 Absatz 2 (Wahrung des Friedens 

••• I •.. 
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durch Einordnung in ein System gegenseitiger kollektiver 

Sicherheit),Absatz 3 (friedliche Regelung zwischenstaatlicher 

Streitigkeiten), Artikel 26 (Verbot von Handlungen, die sich 

gegen das friedliche Zusammenleben der Volker richten, staat

liche Verantwortung fur die Kriegswaf£enproduktion), Artikel 87a 

(Streitkrafte nur "zur Verteidigung") und der entsprechenden 

Bestimmung des Vertragsentwurfs (Praambel" In dem Willen durch 

einen noch engeren Zusammenschluss, Frieden und Freiheit zu 

wahren und zu festigen") , Artikel 9,3. und 4.Anstrich, Artikel 63, 

Abs.l und 2, fallen die gleichgericttete Zielsetzung und die 

ahnliche Sprache auf. Unter dem Gesichtspunkt des Friedens

dienstes entsprechen sich also Grundgesetz und Vertragsentwurf. 

b) Der Vertragsentwurf widerspricht auch nicht der Verpflichtung 

der Verfassungsorgane der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, die natio

nale und staatliche Einheit des deutschen Volkes zu wahren und 

in freier Selbstbestimmung die Einheit und Freiheit Deutschlands 

zu vollenden, noch nimmt sie ihnen diese Verpflichtung ab. Es 

bleibt insoweit bei der bestehenden Rechtslage, insbesondere bei 

Artikel 5 des Deutschlandsvertrages,in dem sich die drei 

westlichen Besatzungsmachte verpflichten, die Wiedervereinigung 

der Deutschen in einen demokratischen Staat zu unterstiltzen. 

Grossbritannien und Frartkreich sind Mitunterzeichner dieses 

Vertrages und gleichzeitig Mitgliedstaaten der Europaischen Ge

meinschaft. Die ilbrigen Mitgliedstaaten haben, soweit sie der 

••• I •.• 
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Nordatlantischen Allianz angeh6ren, diese Verpflichtungen mit 

Ubernommen (siehe z.B. Schlusskommunique der 16. Tagung des 

Nordatlantikrates in Paris vom 9.-11.Mai 1955, an der die 

Bundesrepublik Deutschland zum ersten Mal teilnahm; Europa

Archiv 1955/S. 7927 und zuletzt Washingtoner Erklarung des 

Nordatlantikrates v. 31. Mai .1,984, Ziff er 7; Bulletin der 

Bundesregierung 1984 Nr. 65, S. 579) 

An dieser Rechtslage wilrde sich durch die Ratifizierung des 

Vertragsentwurfs wohl nichts andern. Es gibt jedoch Stimmen in 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, die fordern, dass dieser 

Aspekt noch Eingang in den Vertragsentwurf finden muss. 

C) Artikel 24 ermachtigt den Bund zur Ubertragung einzelner 

Hoheitsrechte durch einfaches Bundesgesetz, erlaubt jedoch 

nicht ein Aufgeben der Staatlichkeit der Bundesrepublik Deutsch

land zugunsten eines europaischen Staates. zwar sieht der 

Vertragsentwurf die Ubertragung von weitgehenden Befugnissen 

auf wichtigen Gebieten des staatlichen Lebens auf die Euro

paische Union in den dort vorgesehenen Grenzen und nach den 

dort vorgesehenen Verfahren vor. Dass dadurch die Staat-

lichkeit der Glieder beseitigt werden sollte, ist aber weder clan Text 

des Entwurfes zu entnehmen noch die erklarte Absicht seiner Ver

fasser. Eine weitgehende Ubertragung von Befugnissen dilrfte 

jedoch angesichts der Haltung des Grundgesetzes zur europaischen 

Einigung, das die Bundesrepublik als ein gleichberechtigtes 

Glied eines vereinten Europa ansieht, durch Artikel 24 ge-

deckt, der, sieht man davon ab, dass der Kern der Staatsgewalt 

nicht ubertragen werden darf, seinem Wortlaut na·cn kei"ne wei tere... 

Grenzen enthalt. 
Zurn selben Ergebnis kommen Everling (Integration 1/84 

s.12-23,hier 15) Hilf und Schwarze (Eine Verfassung fur Europa S.265 u. 32f) 

... / ... 
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Ausserdem raumt der Vertragsentwurf den Mitgliedstaaten als 

solchen weitgehende Mitwirkungsbefugnisse uber den Europaischen 

Rat und uber den Rat der Union im Rahmen der Europaipchen_ 

Union ein. Diese gehen z.B. bei der Bildtmq der Korrmission noch liber 

die Rechte hinaus, die dem Bundesrat in der Verfassung 

der Bundesrepublik Deutschland zugestanden werden. 

Ausserdem scheint der Bereich der Direktverwaltung der Euro

paischep Union nicht uber den Stand hinauszugehen, der bereits 

heute in den Europaischen Gemeinschaften erreicht ist 

die Europaische Union wird konkrete Verwaltungsbefugnisse auf 

den Sektoren Kohle und Stahl, Landwirtschaft und Wettbewerb 

haben, wahrend die gesamte ubrige Verwaltung nach wie vor in 

den Handen der Mitgliedstaaten liegen wird. 

Insgesamt kann also die im Vertragsentwurf vorgesehene Fort

schreitung und Intensivierung der europaischen Integration als 

eine Aufrechterhaltung der Staatlichkeit der 

Mitgliedstaaten, also auch der Bundesrepublik Deutschland, an

gesehen werden. Ausserdem durfen die Grundstrukturen der Bundes

republik Deutschland nicht beeintrachtigt werden, denn solches 

ist nicht einmal durch ein verfassungsanderndes Gesetz moglich 

(Artikel 79 Absatz 3). Hier muss jedoch festgestellt werden, 

dass die Strukturen der Europaischen Union denen des Grundge

setzes nicht nur nicht widersprechen, sondern weitgehend ent

sprechen. Das gilt fur das Friedensgebot ebenso wie fur die 

Wahrung der Menschenrechte (Praambel Artikel 1 GG, 3. Anstrich 

der Praambel und Artikel 4 des Vertragsentwurfs). Ebenso wird 

••• I ••• 
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das Demokratiegebot -iiberr das bi,slang in den Europaischen 

Gemeinschaften erreichte Mass hinaus verwirklicht.(siehe 

Artikel 20 Absatz 1 und 2 GG, Artikel 14 bis 19 Vertrags

entwurf). Das gleiche gilt fur Sozialstaatsgebot (Artikel 20 

Absatz 1 GG), auch der Grundsatz der Rechtsstaatlichkeit, 

besser der Herrschaft des Rechts, (Artikel 20 Absatz 1 und 3 

GG), hat im Vertragsentwurf (Praambel 3. Anstrich sowie 

die Artikel 41 bis 44) seine Entsprechung gefunden. Auch der 

Gedanke der Gewaltenteilung sowohl zwischen Legislative, Exe

kutive und Judikative als auch zwischen Union und Mitglied

staaten hat im Vertragsentwurf einen Niederschlag gefunden 

(siehe insbesondere den 3. Teil: Institutionelle Bestimmungen, 

sowie den 2. Teil: Ziel, Aktionen und Zustandigkeiten der Union 

Artikel 9 bis 13 , die sich insbesondere mit der Abgrenzung der 

Zustandigkeiten der Union und denen der Mitgliedstaaten be

schaftigen).Das Prinzip der Bundesstaatlichkeit wird ebenfalls 

gewahrt. Zwar ist es nicht auszuschliessen, dass einzelne Be

fugnisse der Union zu Lasten der Lander gehen, aber von einer 

"Entleerung der Landerstaatlichkeit" (Tomuschat, Kommentar 

zum Bonner Grundgesetz, Art. 24, Rdnr. 68a) wird man in 

dem Zusammenhang schwerlich sprechen konnen. Es wurde schon 

darauf hingewiesen, dass die Anwendung des Rechts der Union 

vorwiegend Angelegenheit der Mitgliedstaaten und damit ent-

sprechend der Kompetenzverteilung nach Artikel 30, 83 ff GG 

weitgehend Sache der Bundeslander bleibt. 

• •• I ••• 
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III Ergebnis 

vorn Standpunkt des Grundgesetzes her lassen sich gegen 

die Gesarntkonzeption des Vertragsentwurfs und die Grund

zlige ihrer Ausgestaltung keine verfassungsrechtlichen 

Einwande erheben. 

Es gibt jedoch Beflirchtungen, die urnfangreichen Befugnisse,die 

der Europaischen Union ilbertragen werden sollen, konnten 

zu schwerwiegenden Eingriffen in die Wirtschafts- und 

Sozialstruktur der Bundesrepublik flihren. Insbesondere das 

der Union zugesprochene Recht, auch gegen den Widerspruch 

der Bundesrepublik die eigenen Einnahrnen der Union.erhohen 

zu konnen (Art. 71 Absatz 2 Vert_ragsentwurf) , wird sicher

lich in der Bundesregierung, irn Bundestag und irn Bundesrat 

einer kritischen Betrachtung unterzogen werden. Mogliche 

Widerstande konnen nur durch einen entsprechenden politischen 

Willen zur europaischen Einigung liberwunden werden. 

Wenden wir uns deshalb irn nachsten Teil der Haltung politisch 

wichtiger Gruppen zu dern Vertragsentwurf zu. 
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B Die Aussichten des Vertragsentwurfs 

Die Aussichten des Vertragsentwurfs, geltendes Recht 
,. 

zu we,rden, hangen naturgemass von der Hal tung wichtiger 

politischer und gesellschaftlicher Gruppen ab. 

Diese lasst sich im Augenblick wie folgt beschreiben: 

I Parlamente und Parteien 

a) Die deutschen Abgeordneten des Europaischen 

Parlaments haben zu dem Vertragsentwurf wie 

folgt Stellung genommen: 

••• I ••• 



Sitzzahl 

BR DEUT SCHLAND 81 

davon 

Abstimmung 

l 

2 

teilgenommen 

69 

64 

ja 

67 

59 

nein 

0 

0 

enthalten 

2 

5 

nicht 
teilgenommen 

12 

17 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CD U / 34 

C S u al 42 
l 

2 

35 (2 8+ 7) 35 

37 (30+ 7) 37 

0 

0 

0 

0 

7 

5 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
S P D 35 l 

2 

30 

25 

28 

20 

0 

0 

2 

5 

5 

10 
- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F.D.P. 4 l 

2 

4 

2 

4 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

. --- -----------·-----------------------

CD U Christlich Demokratische Union 

CSU Christlich-Soziale Union 

F.D.P. Freie Demokratische Partei 

SP D Sozialdemokratische Partei 
Deutsch land 
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D. h ., die deutsche .Delegation hat ahnlich wie die Delegationeri 

Italiens, Belgiens und der Niederlande dem vertragsentwurf 

mit grosser Mehrheit ihre Zusti'l!:TTUilg gegeben. _11.llerdi n9s nahm auch 

in der deutschen Delegation die Zustimmung von der ersten zur 

zweiten Abstimmung ab. Zwar konnte die CDU/CSU die Zahl der 

Ja-Stimmen um zwei erhohen, so dass 37 von 42 CDU/CSU-Mitgliedern 

fur den Entwurf stimmten; aber bei der SPD stimmten in der 

zweiten Abstimmung 20 mit ja (-8), keine~ mit nein, 5 enthiel

ten sich der Stimme (+3). Auch in de~ FQP oing die Zahl der 

Ja-Stimmen von 4 in der ersten auf 2 in der zweiten Abstimmung 

zuriick. 

b) Der verband der Heimkehrer und die Europa-Union haben sich 

aus Anlass der verabschiedung des Vertragsentwurfs durch das 

Europaische Parlament an CDU/CSU, SPD und FDP gewandt. Ausserdem 

hat der Bundestag zwei Aussprachen zu dem Vertragsentwurf durch

gefiihrt. Daraus lasst sich folgendes Bild gewinn~n: 

1) Alle Fraktionen des Deutschen Bundestages, auch die Griinen, 

haben den Vertragsentwurf an die Ausschiisse liberw~esen mit dem 

Auftrag, 'die vom Europaischen. Par lament erbetene St_ellungnahme 

binnen eines Jahres abzugeben, d.h., der Deutsche Bundestag ist 

bereit, in die Debatte liber den Vertragsentwurf einzutreten und 
. .. . .. 

die Sache. nicht au,f die',lan<;je ·Bank. zu schieben. Ande~erseits 

wird man aus diesem En~schli~ssungsantrag nicht entnehnien konnen, 

dass der Deutsche Bundestag.unbedingt zu einem Alleingang bereit 

ist. Sollte das Verfahren in anderen Mitgliedstaaten sehr viel 

••. I •.. 
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mehr Zeit in Anspruch nehmen, so steht zu befiirchten, dass 

auch der Bundestag nicht bis zurn April nachsten Jahres seine 

Stellungnahme abgeben wird. 

2) Der Deutsche Bundestag hat zu dem Vertragsentwurf zwei Aus

sprachen abgehalten, ausserdem haben sich die Fraktionsvor

sitzenden auf Anfragen des Verbandes der Heimkehrer und der 

Europa-Union mit diesem Thema beschaftigt. Die sich aus diesen 

Unterlagen ergebene Haltung der Fraktion lasst sich wie folgt 

zusarnrnenfassen: 

CDU/CSU, SPD und FOP haben die Initiative des Europaischen Par

laments begriisst,ohne sich in Einzelheiten auf den Vertrags

entwurf festzulegen. Auch die Vertreter der Griinen haben die 

Debatte iiber den Vertragsentwurf :gutgeheissen, "weil. sie Gelegen

heit gibt, offentlich Alarm zu schlagen". Sie wollen sich 

"in die Verfassungsdiskussion erst einschalten, wenn die Zeit 

reif ist, das Gegenbild zu der jetzigen Europaischen Gemeinschaft 

einzubringen "(Abgeordneter Vogt, Kaiserslautern in der 68. Sitzung 

des· Deutschen Bundestages,arn Freitag, den 13. April, S. 4788 und 

4 7 90) . .'1\hnlich lauteten die 11.usserungen in der Bundestagsdebatte 

vom 7. Juli 1984. 

Staatsminister Mertes hat fiir die Bundesregierung erklart, ohne 

e:iner spateren genaueren Stellungnahme vorzugreifen, dass er 

"in datLVer:tragsentwurf des Europaischen Parlaments einige wichtige 

Grundsatze unserer Europa-Poiitik wiederfinde" (68. Sitzung am 

13. April 1984, S. 4791) . .11.hnlich positiv haben sich die Fraktionen 

auch gegeniiber dem Prasidenten der Europa-Union, Bundes-

••• I ••• 
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prasidenten a.D. Walter Scheel und dem Prasidenten des Ver

bandes der Heimkehrer Werner Kiesling geaussert, der sich im 

Namen seines Verbandes fur eine rasche Behandlung des Entwurfs 

eingesetzt hatte. Angesichts dieser grundsatzlich positiven 

Einstellung der Fraktionen, die Regierungserfahrung haben, ist 

damit zu rechnen, dass etwaige Schwierigkeiten bei der parla

mentarischen Beratung, deren Auftreten nie auszuschliessen ist, 

im Sinne einer positiven Stellungnahme des Bundestages liber

wunden werden. Ahnliches darf auch vom Bundesrat angenommen 

werden, denn das deutsche Volk wlirde eine unterschiedliche 

Stellungnahme beider Hauser des Bundesparlaments, die aus 

Reprasentanten derselben Parteien zusammengesetzt sind, nicht 

verstehen. 

Dieser Bericht ware jedoch unvollstandig, wenn nicht noch einige 

kritische Stimmen zitiert wlirden. Der Vertragsentwurf hat im 

Europa-Wahlkampf nicht die von seinen Urhebern gewlinschte Rolle 

gespielt. Gelegentlich ist auch die Auffassung vertreten worden, 

die Probleme Europas konnten nicht "durch grosse politische 

Entwlirfe gelost werden". In der Presse hat es im Vorfeld der 

Europa-Wahlen kritische Stimmen zum Europaischen Parlament ge

geben. Statt vieler will ich nur zwei Beispiele zitieren: 

"Stellen Sie sich vor, es ist Wahl und keiner geht hin" 

(Stern, 14. 06. 84) und "Ich gehe heute nicht zur Wahl''. (Welt am 

Sonntag, 17.06.84). Es ware schon liberraschend, wenn die flir 

diese Artikel Verantwortlichen dem Vertragsentwurf des Euro

paischen Parlaments mehr Sympathie entgegenbringen wlirden als 

der zweiten Direktwahl dieses Parlaments. 

. .. I • •• 
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Kritische Stimrnert hat es auch in der Wissenschaft ge

geben. Ich verweise hier insbesondere auf die Referate 

und Diskussionsbeitrage der internationalen Tagung des 
~ 

Instituts fur Integrationsforschung der Stiftung Europa-

Kolleg in Hamburg vom 3. - 5. November 1983, 

(Schwarze/Bieber, Eine Verfassung fur Europa, 1984). 

Statt vieler mochte ich hier Professor Dr. Werner von 

Simson, Freiburg zitieren. Dieser zitiert zustimmend 

den fruheren Bundeskanzler Helmut Schmidt. "Nun sollen 

wir uns also mit Europa identifizieren Ich glaube 

daran nicht" (aaO S.98). 

Naturlich sind solche ~usserungen nicht unwidersprochen 

geblieben, wie der beigefugte Diskussionsbericht beweist 

(aaO S.110 - 113, hier 111,112). Aber die Skepsis gegen

uber den Ambitionen des Entwurfs und seinen Realisierungs

chancen zieht sich doch, so scheint mir, wie ein roter 

Faden durch das ganze Buch. 

~hnliches gilt auch fur die Beitrage, die in der Zeit

schrift "Integration" (1/84) zum Vertragsentwurf des 

Europaischen Parlaments veroffentlicht worden sind. Auch 

wieder hier ein Beispiel: Unter der Uberschrift "Europaische 

Verfassung fur Visionare?" schreibt Werner Weidenfeld, 

Prof~ssor an der Universitat Mainz: "Die grundsatzlich 

wichtige und gute Idee, eine Europaische Verfassung zu er

arbeiten, wurde vom Europaischen Parlament in einer Weise 

konkretisiert, die inhaltlich und prozedural mit Fragezeichen 

zu versehen ist" (S.37). 

I ... . . . 
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III Die Haltung der Offentlichen Meinung im allgemeinen 

Die Haltung der offentlichen Meinung im allgemeinen zu dem 

Entwurf des Europaischen Parlaments flir eine Europaische Union 

ist schwer zu ergrlinden, weil diese Frage im Wahlkampf .keine 

Rolle gespielt hat. Man muss sich deshalb diesem Problem auf 

Umwegen nahern. Der Entwurf des Parlaments sieht, grob gesprochen, 

die Einbeziehung neuer Tatigkeitsfelder in den Aufgabenbereich 

der Europaischen Organe, eine verstarkte Hinwendung zu Mehr~ 

heitsentscheidungen und einen grosseren Einfluss des Parla-. 

· men ts vor. Zu diesen Themenbereichen liegen durchaus Umfragen vor. 

Zunachst zum Europaischen Parlament: 

Ende 1983 wussten 83% aller Befragten von der Existenz des Europaischen 

Par laments ,gegenliber 76% im Jahre 1979, wobei die Manner mit 93% um fast 

20% vor den Frauen mit 75% liegen. Ahnliche Zahlen wie die 

Frauen, weisen die Personen mit Volksschulbildung und die 

Arbeiter auf, wahrend Personen mit Abitur, Beamte und Selb

standige noch liber den Werten flir die Manner liegen. 

Die Zunahme im Bekanntheitsgrad hat jedoch nicht zur Ver

besserung des Ansehens beigetragen. Die Zahl der Personen, 

die einen guten Eindruck von der Arbeit des Europaischen Parla

ments hatten,haben sich von 1979 bis 1983 fast halbiert (42 zu 23%) 

Die Zahl der Personen, die einen Schlechten Eindruck hatten, hat 

sich nahezu verdreifacht (von 10 auf 29%). Die Zahl derjenigen 

ohne Urteil ist nahezu konstant geblieben (48 zu 46%) . 

. . . I ... 
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Vor diesem Hintergrund ist es nicht erstaunlich, dass mehr als 

die Halfte der Befragten der Ansicht sind, die letzte Entschei

dung soll nicht beim Europaischen Parlament, sondern bei den 

Regierungen der Mitgliedslander liegen. Immerhin sind 44% der 

Auffassung, das Europaische Par lament sol le in einigen wichtigen 

Bereichen verbindlich fur alle Mitgliedslander entscheiden. Der 

Unterschied zwischen Mannern und Frauen ist erheblich. Die ~1anner 

sprechen· sich mit 52% fur mehr Kompetenzen des Parlaments 

aus. 46% wollen die Entscheidungsgewalt bei den Regierungen 

belassen. Bei den Frauen wollen dies 60%. Nur 36% sind fur 

mehr Entscheidungsbefugnisse des Parlaments. Vor diesem 

Hintergrund ist es nicht verwunderlich, dass die Mehrheit 

aller Befragten eine gesamteuropaische Regierung ablehnt (56%), 

- wahrend .rnir ein gutes. Viertel, namlich 27 %, dafur ist. Bei den 

Mannern betragt das verhaltnis 35% dafur,50% dagegen. Bei 

den Frauen ist die Ablehnung mehr als dreimal so stark wie 

die zustimmung (61% zu 19%). 

Dem entspricht, dass mehr als die Halfte der Befragten nicht be

reit ist, wirtschaftliche Nachteile fur die Unterstlitzung armerer 

Lander der Europaischen Gemeinschaft in Kauf zu nehmen, wahrend 

46% dazu bereit sind. Bei den Mannern ist das Verhaltnis ausge

glichen (49 zu 49). Bei den Frauen ist die Opferbereitschaft 

geringer (44 ja, 53 nein) 

... I ... 
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Umgekehrt soll der Umweltschutz in Europa notfalls mit Zwang 

durchgesetzt werden. Dafur sprechen sich 94% aus, nur 5% sind 

dagegen. Zwischen Mannern und Frauen gibt es keine signifi

kanten Unterschiede . 

Was die Wiedervereinigung Deutschlands angeht, so sind etwa 

2/3 der Auffassung, dass die westeuropaische Einigung darauf 

keinen Einfluss hat, d.h.,dass sie diesen Prozess weder er

schwert ~as glauben zwischen 16 und 19%) noch erleichtert, 

~as glauben nur 15%).Es passt in dieses Gesamtbild, dass nur 

53% der Bevolkerung die Europa-Wahlen fur sich sehr wichtig 

gehalten haben und nur 62% sich beteiligen wollten. Die wirk

liche Wahlbeteiligung lag zwischen diesen beiden Zahlen,namlich 

bei 56,8%. 

Es gibt aber auch Zahlen , die ein anderes Bild vermitteln. So 

' 

j 

flihlen sich 2/3 der Deutschen "als Europaer" angesprochen, wobei 

das Europabewusstsein bei den mittleren Jahrgangen 30 bis 59 Jahre' 

besonders ausgepragt ist. Es steigt mit dem Bildungsgrad urd der beruflichen 

Qualifikation. Personen mit Abitur oder Hochschulausbildung, Beamte, .5elb-= 

standiae i.,nc_ freie Berc1fe fi.ihlen sich am meisten als Europaer angesprochen • 

Dementsprechend halten 2/3 der Deutschen die Zugehorigkeit zur 

Europaischen Ganeinschaft fur eine gute Sache. Nur 6%, nicht einmal ein Zentel, 

halt sie fur eine schlechte Sache. Dementsprechend wurde eine Auflosung 

der Europaischen Gemeinschaft von 72% der Beftagten ausdrucklich 

.bedauert, nur 6% wurden sie begrussen, der Rest_wurde ihr gleich-

..• I . .. 
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gliltig gegenliberstehen. 

Diese Zahlen beruhen auf zwei Reprasentativumfragen, die das 

Sozialwissenschaftliche Forschungsinstitut der Konrad-Adenauer

Stiftung im 0ktober 1983 bei 2000 und im Marz 1984 bei 3082 

wahlberechtigten Bundesblirgern durchgeflihrt hat. Die Ergebnisse 

sind, wie die Konrad-Adenauer-Stiftung selbst zugibt, wider

sprlichlich. Sie schreibt:"Vor dem Hintergrund vielfaltiger 

schlechter Meldungen liber die Europaiscfie Gemeinschaft ... 

ist das Europabild der bundesdeutschen Bevolkerung im Marz 

1984 gespalten. Einerseits hat sich die allgemeine Zustimmung 

zur Europaischen Gemeinschaft, die Identifikation mit der 

Europaidee verstarkt, andererseit~ bestimmen auch in Deutschland 

Enttauschung und Verargerung ... die Einschatzung". Der Berichterstatter fahrt 

dann fort: "A.ber beide Tendenzen stehen nur in einem scheinbaren 

Widerspruch zueinander.Tatsachlich scheinen Verargerung und 

Enttauschung liber die wirtschaftlichen Entwicklungen auf der 

einen Seite zu einer verstarkten Zustimmung zum europaischen 

Integrationsprozess auf der anderen Seite zu flihren. Es scheint 

eine Stimmung vorzuherrschen, die man vielleicht unter das Motto 

stellen konnte: Jetzt erst recht ! " 

In einer solchen durch Widersprliche gekennzeichneten Lage 

wird die Zukunft des Projekts von der Entschlossenheit der 

politischen Flihrung abhangen, die Europaische Union zu 

verwirklichen. Die Bundesregierung und die grosse Mehrheit 

des Bundestages haben nie einen Zweifel daran gelassen, 

dass sie entschlossen sind, auf diesem Wege voranzugehen. 
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ABSTRACT 

Conference version of report on the finance 
provisions of the draft treaty establishing 
the European union 

1. The report starts with an analysis and discussion of the 
present budgetary and financial system as well as the 
budgetary problems facing the Community. 

,,.,.,. 

Compared with national budgets.and gross domestic 
product the Community budget is of very limited size 
and its.impact on the economic development and the 
European integration process is of modest nature. 

The own-resources system contains several elements which 
were new and unproven on the international scene when 
introduced in the mid-70s. Member states are legally 
committed to finance common activities approved in tl-..e 
Council. The financing system is linked to the contents 
of the Community system and not to the economic clout 
of member states. 

2. The budgetary powers of the three institutions reflect 
the powers invested in those institutions with regard 
to the legislative process. 

Counc.il approves the legal acts and has the final word 
with regard to obligatory spending. The ccm;;,osition and 
total amount of non-obligatory spending are fixed in 
an institutional interplay between Council and Pu.rliarnent 
with the Commission as the initiator. 

The Community system is thus far more coherent and logic 
than it seems at first glance. 

3. In recent years different approaches to the integration 
process have been brought to the forefront. 

Until approximately 1980 there was only one approach. 
Council approved the contents of the common policies 
and financing was provided automatically by ~he own
resources system. The financial flows between member 
states were not given much attention. It was taken ror 
granted that grosso modo all member states benefitted 
from their membership of the Cowmunity. 
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For the last four years this approach has been contested 
by some member states and those member states have focused 
on the budget as the primary instrument in. the Community 
system. By way of budgetary discipline expenditure should 
be re.duced to a certain well-defined framework with a 
specific ceiling for agricultural spending. The budget 
must produce an equitable financial result for all 
member states. 

The negotiations concerning the future financing of the 
Community are, therefore, not so much a question of 
specific financial amounts, but a question of which 
Community structure and which approach to the Community 
member states wish for the rest of this century. 

"""" 4. Parliament has for a long time been a protagonis~ and 
defender of the approach which served the Community 
well until contested a few years ago. 

Parliament has supported the strengthening of the 
integration process and the deepening of the Community 
structure by way of new and other common policies to 
supplement the common agricultural policy. 

This general philosophy is the main building brick. Not 
only in the finance provisions but also in the draft 
treaty as a whole. Parliament thus rejects the approach 
to give priority to budgetary considerations instead of 
the contents of the Community system. 

5. Parliament proposes that a better and more well-defined 
distribution of responsibility between national policies 
and common policies are brought about. This will provide 
a better background to take up new common policies as 
it will alleviate national budgets to the same extent 
as the Community budget grows. 

6. The revenue system proposed in the draft treaty is grosso 
modo in conformity with the present own-resources system. 
However, the VAr ceiling is rejected which will make it 
possible for the union to call up the amount necessary 
to finance common policies without any upper limit. 

7. On the expenditure side the most important proposal is 
the doing away with the distinction of obligatory 
versus non-obligatory spending. This is in conformity 
with the proposal to do away with the Council's 
existing exclusive legislative powers .and confer that 
power to the union as such. 

The annual increase for total expenditure is determined 
in the framework of multiannual financial programmes. 



8. A system of financial equalization is proposed without 
being very specific on how it would work in practice. 

Y. The present budgetary procedure is replaced by a 
complicated new procedure which, however, can be 
summarized in the way that it confers on Parliament 
nearly all powers in the budgetary field. 

10.. The report contains a short chapter on the implication 
for economic integration. 

11. The general assessment of the possibilities for gaining 
support in member states for Parliament's proposals 
concerning tj::,e finance provisions is not very optimistic. 
On the basis of recent experience it does not seem 
likely that member states will agree to such sweeping 
changes as proposed by Parliament. 

3 September 1984 



I. Introduction 

Many people regard the Community budget and the 

pr~sent financial problems as being of a strictly fiscal 

or technical nature. They look upon the budget as a 

book-keeping exercise which has nothing to do with the 

structure and contents of the Community systemr This is 

a wrong approach. Past experience, not only for the 
• 

life span of the European Communities, but also the 

evolution of nation states, has given ample proof of 

the budget as a ninge in the historical process. 

The American rebellion agaii;st British color.ial rule 

was based upon a small fiscal question, but the pcliticc1 

importance has never been forgotten. "No taxation withou; 

representation". The American rebellion was set in 

motion by a discontent of bei:-,g· taxed with::::ut· :1d?.i.ng 

the right to determine the size of the taxation and 

for what purpose money was collected. 

A large part of history concerning the establishment 

cf the nineteenth century of the German Empire is a 

history of taxation. During that period of human 

history the main source of government revenue was 

customs duties. No wonder, then, that the first step 

towards unification of the German states was the 

Zollverein in 1830. 

It is an indisputable fact that no state can b~ 

created without having access to revenµe:. F~r~i~er~·(Jr2. 

the size of revenue will very often deterrnin8 the ~209e 

of developmer,t. of a net,.; nation .state~ 

On top of these economic and financial ccnsiJer~~ic~~ 

comes the institutional and legal aspect of which 

institution has the powers to collect revenue and tc 

determine the size and composition of the expenditure 

side of the budget. 

Much of Europe's medieval history is a tale of 

continuous struggle between king and parliirnent, abouc 

exactly that question. The king wanted to spend, but 

needed the consent of pailiament to collect the necessar. 
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revenue. Parliament, on the other hand, did not want to 

spend and tried to limit the .room of manoeuvre of the 

king with the unavoidable result that an institutional 

cl~sh followed. On the surface the struggle was about 

money, but in reality it was about who governs the 

'realm: the king or the parliament. 

No wonder, then, that in recent years the budget 

has come to the forefront of Comyiunity life. 

Financially, the substance and composition of the 

budget determine financial flows between citizens, 

regions and sectors in the Community, but above all 
. • 4 

between member states. There 1s general agreement that 

the financial fiows which appear in the budget 

constitute only part - and some people think a very 

minor part - of the economic and financial consequences 

for the individual member state of the Community. 

However, this has not prevented these flows from being 

used in a highly political battle to change the 

structure of the budget. 

·At present, the: Community's budget authority is 

made up of three institutions: Council, Parliament, 
. d. ·9-ol) . ·91- 21 

Commission. The treaty was revlse 1n 1- 1 ar.a 1- :i 

to increase Parliament's influence on the budget, 

generally in the area of the so-called non-obligatory 

spending. 

This was regarded as a milestone ten years ago, but 

Parliament now takes the view that these increa~ed 

powers are insignificant, indeed totally unsatisfactory. 

Pending the possibilities for a further change in 

the treaty which has not until now found propitious 

ground in the Council, Parliament has continuously 

tried to expand its powers by interpreting the treaty to 

its own advantage every time the 

produced a difference of opinion 

Parliament. 

budgetary procedure has 

between Council and 

Not surprisingly this has led to a constant b~ttle 

between Council and Parliament during the annual b11dget 

procedure with Parliament in the attacking role and 
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Council as the defender. There is no need to go over 

that familiar ground. Suffice it to say that Parliament 

has won certain limited victories, but grosso modo the 

di~tribut{on of powers is still as foreseen when Budget 

Treaty II was implemented in 197 5·. 

Since 1977, only two budgets (the 1978 budget and 

the 1983 budget) have been approved without any dis

agreement of legal or political nature between Council 

and Parliament. Parliament has rejected one budget (the 

1980 budget). Council took Parliament to court on the 

1982 budget,,,.but did not pursue the matter as a 

settlement was made. Three countries took Parliament 

to court on the 1981 budget, but did not pursue the 

matter. For the 1979 budget and 1984 budget there was 

disagreement between the two in.sti tutions on whether 

the· amount· of non-obliga-tbry spending complied with 

the rules laid down by the maximum rate of increase or 

whether a new rate had to be f ixr->d by mutual agreeme:1t. 

Some people maintain that the reason for Parliament's· 

attitu4e towards the budget is that Parliament has no 

powers with _regard to the Community's legislative 

process which makes it unavoidable that Parliamen:: 

directs its efforts towards the one area where the 

treaty provides powers, that is the budget. 

This theory may provide part of the answer but to 

our mind the main reason is quite simply that Parliament 

has grasped that the road to influence on Community life 

and the structure of the Community system is by way of 

the budget. 

This leads to the starting point of this report, 

which is that the budget and the distribution of 

budgetary powers on the three institutions are of 

fundamental importance for the structure of the 

Community system and the way the Commun'ity will tend 

to develop for the rest of this century. 

We are not dealing with t-echnical questions which 

are only open for experts but with a political question 

of the highest importance for the future evolution of 

the European Corr~unity. 
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II. The present Community budget 

1. Size of the budget 

• The Community budget is small compared with national 

budgets as well as gross domestic product in the 

Community. 

Since 1973 the Community budget has amounted to 

between 1.8% and 2.7% of national budgets . 
• 

At the lower end of the range we find 1975 with 1.8% 

and at the top we have 1979 and 1980 with 2.7%. 

Compared with gross domestic product the percentage 

has fluctuated between 0.51% (i~ 1974) and 0.91% (in 

1981)'. 

There is no need to elaborate on the fact that.we 

are operating with very small figures which have a very· 

limited impact on national economies and play a minor 

role in the integration process. 

The main reason why the Com~unity budget has not 

grown faster is that except for Lhe common agricultural 

policy, common policies are still of an embryonic nature. 

The hard fact is that the member states have not been 

willing to design and adopt common policies giving rise 

to expenditure over a broad level, but have been quite 

content to confine the activities of the Community to 

the common agricultural policy. This seems often to be 

overlooked in the debate on the Community's structure. 

2. Expenditure 

This picture 1s borne out by an analysis of the 

expenditure side cf the budget. 

It is dominated by the common agricultural policy 

which in the period from 1973 to 1984 has taken up 

between 60% and 80% of total expenditure. 

Both the absolute amounts and the share of tr.e total 

budget have fluctuated rather wildly over the years. 

The highest share was realized in 1973, but 1978 com0s 

close. The lowest point was obtained in th12 beginni1:g 

of the 198Os when the world conjuncture 1,;as favourabls 
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(high and risi~g world market prices) while at the same 

time the interr:al Community production was stable. 

The common agricultural policy is often criticised 

fo~ its high expenditure level. This criticism does not 

seem to be corrob~rated by the figures in the annual 

Community budget. Measured in per cent of gross domestic 

product the common agricultural policy took up 0.36% in 

1973 and according to the approv~d budget for 1984 the 

corresponding figure for this year is 0.59%. Compared 

with agricultural support in other industrial nations 

this percentage seems rather modest. Agricultural 

support in the USA is running at'the same level, perhaps 

a little higher, while Japan spends approximately three 

times as much. 

Since the rnid-1970s the Community !1as increased 

appro~riations for the Regional Fund and the Social 

Fund. The main purpose is to assist underdeveloped 

regions in the Community and to provide the Cor .. m:rni ty 

with financial resources to alLc?viate the repercussions 

of the international economic crisis. 

In 1973-only the Social Fund wa~ implemented and 

took up 1.2% of the total budget~ In 1984 the Social 

Fund had been supplemented by a Reg·i.onal Fund and thsse 

two funds amounted to 10.4%. 

This may not be good 

ambitions, but it is not 

critical voices. 

enough 

as bad 

in v1· ew of the "' -'-- l--ljU 

as maintained by the 

The discouraging i tern when analysing the Ccmmuni t:• 

budget is the very limited size 0f apprc~riaticns fer 

industry, technology and research. 

In 1973 total appropriations for these purposes 

were 72 million UA corresponding to 1.8% of the total 

budget. In 1984 total appropriations are 719 million 

ECU corresponding to 2.8%. This shows clearly that the 

Community has not been able to launch new common 

policies. 

It is, however, not the fault of the budget system 

but must be blamed on the lacking political will amc,nq 

..,,,_,. 
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member states to adopt and implement new common policies. 

The Commission has forwarded a string of proposals but 

they have become stuck in the thick mud in the Council. 

,Table 1 illustrates the development of the co

operation on the expenditure side of the Community 

budget from 1973 to 1984. 

3. Receipts 
i 

The Community is financed by customs duties, agri-

cultural import levies and up to one percentage point 

of a uniform assessment basis for value added tax (VAT) 31 . 

It is remarkable that the finJncing of the Com

munity is linked to the contents of the Community system. 

Customs duties are collected by individual member 

states but paid into the Community budget. As the 

Community consists of a customs union it is natural 

that the revenue of customs duties does not belong to 

any individual member state but to the Community as 

such. If a member state wishes to import from the 

outside world it is free to do so but it has to pay 

a price in the form of customs duties. This is what 

is called the Community preference. It is therefore 

no anomaly that Britain with a higher share of its 

import from the outside world than the Community averag-= 

does pay in customs duties which surpass its share of 

Community gross domestic product. This is exactly what 

the system means and by rroducing this result it works 

as designed. 

The same 1s se£n ~hen analysing ag=icult~ral 

import levies. A Community pr~ference is one of the 

fundamental principles of t!1e comr.1on agricultural 

policy, like it or not. These levies, therefore, produce 

the same result for the agricultural sector as the 

customs duties do for the industrial sector. 

The third revenue .source, and the buoyant one, is 

VAT receipts. This is what constitutes the financi_al 

ceiling because the present rules limit the Corr,munity's 

financial resource to one percentage point of a uniform 

assessment basis. 
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This revenue source cannot claim the same link to 

the contents of the Community system as is the case 

for customs duties and agricultural import levies. 

The.re are two reasons why the Community introduced 

the VAT as a financial source. Firstly, it fitted in 

nicely with the efforts to harmonize the basis of 

indirect taxation in the Community. Secondly, VAT 

taxes consumption and not investment. 

It is interesting to note that the inclusion of 

VA'r means a certain progressivity in the financing of 

the Community as consumption per head is higher 1n the 

richer member states than in the'poorer ones. 

Even if this was not an explicit purpose it goes 

some way to meet the claims of progressivity on the 

revenue side of the budget, which have been made 

by some member states in recent yea'rs. 

Table 2 presents the total financial resources at 

the disposal of the Community in the period 1973 to 

1984 and the importance of the main revenue sources. 

The table bears out that the agricultural import 

levies are volatile while the customs duties carinct be 

expected to increase significantly. Thus the only 

buoyant element is VAT. 

4. Significant elements in the Community's financi.,19 
svstem 

Viewed in a historical perspective, the financing 

system of the Community is unique in several aspects. 

First of all, rr:ember sta-c.es are legally committed 

to pay into the budget what is necessary co finance the 

common activities adopted by the Council (provided 

of course that the revenue needed does not surpass the 

VAT ceiling). This means in fact that the financin9 or 

the Community is not dependent on national contributions 

voted by national parliaments. A refusal by a member 

state to pay according to the rules of the own-resource~ 

system would constitute a breach of an international 

treaty and there would be no doubt how the Court of 
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Justice would rule in such a case. The Community does 

not work under the threat of individual member states 

withholding financial resources unless they are 

acq:immodated in one way or another. The contrast to the 

financing of traditional international institutions 

is very clear, indeed. 

Secondly, the financing of the Community is not 

linked to the economic clout of the member states, 
~ 

for example gross domestic product, but reflects the 

two corner-stones of the Community, that is the customs 

union and the common agricultural policy. Also in this 

respect the Community breaks with'the financing system 

of traditional international institutions. 

These two factors are the basis for the own resources 

system which is one of the most significant elements of 

the Community structure. The first factor means that 

the Community has access to financial resources f.rorn 

the time they are collected in member states. This is 

why they are own resources. The second factor underlines 

that we are dealing with a Community with ten member 

states and not a loose international cooperation 

encompassing ten national states. 

III. The Community's budgetary procedure 

1. Different types of appropriations 

The treaty distinguishes between obligatory and non

obligatory spending. 

Obligatory spending is expenditure which necessarily 

results from the treaty or from acts adopted in accordance 

therewith. 

Typical examples are appropriations for FEOGA and 

agreements with third countries. 

Non-obligatory spending is expenditure which does 

not necessarily result from the treaty or from acts 

adopted in accordance therewith. 

Typical examples are appropriations for the Regional 

and Social Funds. 
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The distinction between the two types of spending 

is of paramount importance for the budgetary procedure 

and the distribution of powers among the three insti-

tutions which constitute the budget authority. 

The Commission has the right of initiative in this 

as in other areas. 

The' Council has the final decision with regard' to 

the size and composition of obligatory expenditure. 

This is logical. It is the Council which adopts the 

legal acts which constitute the basis for expenditure. 

Accordingly, it must be up co the Council to decide the 

amount necessary to carry out the obligations which 

follow from thesP. legal acts. It is in accordance with 

the fact tbat Parliament does not have any legisldtive 

power that the powers of Parliament concerning obligatory 

spending are very limited. 

Had Parliament been given powers with regard to 

obligatory spending, it would have been possible for 

Parliament to obtain legislative powers via the 

budgetary system. By reducing or increasing obligatory 

spending Parliament would have forced the Community 

either to change the legal acts or to face a situation 

~1here the Comrauni ty could not fulfil its legal commit

ments. 

This is a case in point that the Community system 

with regard to distribution of powers among instit~tions 

as well as the structure of the common policies and 

their financing is far more coherent and well thought 

out than most people thi.nk when they first meet the 

very complicated Community system. 

With Budget Treaty IT of 1975 Parliament got 

influence on the size and composition of non-obligatory 

spending. 

Parliament has the final word with regard to size 

as well as composition, provided that the rules for 

application of the maximum rate of increase are 

respected. 
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As non-obligatory spending does not result from the 

treaty or legal acts it is up to the Community 

institutions to fii the amount for the common activities 
• 

acq:,rding to political priority. There are no legally 

binding commitments. The exclusive power of the Council 

· in the legislative process does not prevent Parliament 

from influencing the size of appropriations for headings 

in the budget which are classified as non-obligatory .. 
spending. 

There is a gap in the treaty in the sense that it 

does no-. specify which appropriations are obligatory 

and which are non-obligatory. ~ 

For a good many years this question was not raised 

during the ~nnual budgetary procedure. The existing 

classification was taken for granted by all three 

institutions. 

Tliis peaceful situation was broken in the auturrn of 

1981 .,,,,,,n Parliament unilaterally changed the classi

fication of some items in the budget and unilaterally 

decided to classify certain new items as non-obligatory 

spending. 

This was a matter of principle for the Council and 

as a political solution was not reached th~ Council 

took Parliament to the Court of Justice. 

During the spring of 1982 a political settlement was 

worked out which was signed June 30 1982 by the 

Presidents of the three institutions. This common 

declaration contained severa} · new elements but tile ~1ost 

im.port.:E1t one for the classification question is that. 

it lists the disputed items and maps out a procedure 

to be followed in case of disagreement in the future. 

The common declaration did not prevent Parliament 

from unilaterally breaking the agreement with the 

Council in the second half of. 198J concerning the 

classification of amounts to be ·paid out to Britain. 

Parliament has for a long time wished to change tte 

treaty, exactly on the point of distinction tetween 
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obligatory and non-obligatory spending. This is, indeed, 

one of the major points of the draft treaty establishing 

the European Union, which we will take up later. 

• 2. Existing powers-of the three institutions 

According to the treaty there is a clear-cut 

distribution of powers among the three institutions 

which constitute the budget authority. , 
The Commission forwards a preliminary draft budget 

and takes part in the Council's deliberations and the 

meetings in ParJinment and Parliament's budgetilry 

committee. The role of the Commi~sion in the budgetary 

procedure is thus very much like the Commission's ,, 
general role as the initiator and the guardian of the 

treaty. 

The Council decides on the draft budget which is 

forwarded.to Parliament. Legally this takes the form 

of a Council decision. It is the Council which has the 

final word with regard to obligatory spending while 

the fixing of non~obligatory ~pending partly falls 

under. the competence of Parliament. 

It is the President of Parlia~ent who declares that 

the budget has been finally adopted. 

If important reasons warrant it, Parliament may 

reject the draft budget and request that a new draft 

be submitted to it. 

Furthermore, Parliament ha:s the final wcrd wit!: 

regard to the composition of non-obligatory spending. 

The treaty implicates a s,Jrt of ~ing-pong bet~een 

Council and Parliament. Council forwards a drafc bJdget 

before a deadline. Parliament makes amendments (non-· 

obligatory spending) and proposes modifications 

(obligatory spendi11g) within 45 days and it is up to 

the Council to act on these proposals. When Council 

has decided on the proposed modifications the 

budgetary procedure for obligatory spending has· been 

completed. With regard to amendments the Council's 
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decisions are communicated to Parliament which completes 

the budgetary procedure by finally deciding on non

obligatory spending at its December session. 

~ By and large, this procedure has served the Com

munity well and is a good example of how to distribute 

powers among various institutions with the aim of 

establishing an interplay leading up to a final decision 

backed by the consent of all involved . 
• 

This, however, supposes that all the institutions 

play by the rules. There are two snags in this 

assumption. 

Firstly, the rules do not al~ays cover tl1e whole 

spectrum of possible problems, and even if they do the 

institutions do not always reach the same interpretation. 

A typicial example of this is that the treaty contains 

only a general classification of obligatory versus 

non-cbligatory spending. 

If and when a differenc2 of opinions arises, it 

,places the institutions in the dilemma of either having 

to negotiate a common interpretation of the said question 

or to take the matter to.the Court of Justice, o~ the 

allegation that one of the institutions has acted 

illegally. 

Experience shows that Pa=liament has found it qcit~ 

attractive to try to find out just hew far it can go 

before the Council finds that a major shi~t in powers 

is taking place. 

This is a highly political game with the Council 

trying to defend its pr~rogatives without reaJ.ly 

knowing where to put down its foot and how firmly cc 

defend its position. 

Since 1975 Parliament has definitely gained much 

greater influence on the budgetary procedure by 

gradually pushing the interpretation of the treaty 

in the direction wished by Parliament. The aim 

has generally been to make room fer a steeper increase 

in non-obligatory spending than Council has voted. 
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Secondly, the budgetary procedure, as laid down in 

the treaty, is of legal nature. 

It does not preclude that the institutions circumver.t 

th~ treaty and fix an important part of the budget by 

a mutual agreement. 

Such a procedure means that political considerations 

replace the strictly lega~ procedure. As long as all 

three institutions are agreed that this can be done, 
• 

it is possible to do it that way. Who shall take the 

matter to the Court of Justice with the allegation that 

one of the other institutions has acted illegally if 

there is political agreement bet°Neen the three 

institutions? 
." 

It is in this respect that recent years have shown 

the biggest slide in the budgetary procedure compared 

with the strict rules in the <::reaty. 

The first and most spectac,.1lar example is what has 

happened to the maximum rate of increase. The treaty 

clearly specifies how to apply a complex set of rulc:s. 

to respect this rate but adds that another rate may be 

fixed by agreement between Council and Parliament. 

Reading the treaty no one can have any doubt that 

the possibility of fixing another rate is some sort of 

escape clause to be used when special circumstances 

make it appropriate. Otherwise, there would be no 

reason foi having the complex set of rules when this 

special paragraph could be replaced by one sentence 

saying that the size cE non-obligatory spending i::; 

fixed· by Council c~nd P~.1.~liarrient by agree~ent~ 

This interpretation nocwithstanding, Parliament has 

forced a level cf non-obligatory spending which 

surpasses the maximum rate of increase for practically 

all Community budgets since the late 1970s. 

The driving force behind this has been the demand 

put forward by Parliament that there is a political 

need in the Community for a higher level of spending. 

This may be. right or wrong but it underlines the point 
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that gradually the procedure in the treaty is being 

replaced by political considerations. 

This became crystal clear in the second half of 

199'3 when the draft budget for 1984 was being discussed. 

Parliament unilaterally rejected an earlier agreement 

between Council and Parliament concerning classification 

of the amounts to be paid out to Britain. Furthermore, 

Parliament put forward, not as a. suggestion but as a 

claim, that ~gricultural spending should be reduced 

by a considerable amount. 

What was alarming about this claim was not that it 

was made but that it was not made according to the 

rules of the treaty. According to the treaty Parliament 

should haye put forward a modification to reduce 

agricultural spending. This modificati0n would have 

been approved unless rejected by Council by a qualified 

majority. After the Council decision during the Cou!'lcil's 

seconu reading in the midd.le of Novemb,;,r 1983 the 

budgetary procedure for agricultural expenditure would 

have been finished as at this point we are dealing with 

obligatory expenditure. 

Instead, Parliament put forward .its claim at a 

special meeting between Council and Parliament, cailed 

during Parliament's final session in the middle of 

December 1983. Parliament did recognize that the 

budgetary procedure for agricultural spending had 

been finished but suppo=ted its claim by pleading the 

important political considera~ions. 

Fortunately, for the respect of the trc3ty, Csu~cil 

did not budge but chose in this case to stand fir~ a~d 

tell Parliament that its claim could not be met as the 

budgetary procedure for agricultural spending had been 

completed a month ago. 

3. Conclusion 

The danger of the present budgetary procedure is no: 

that there are certain gaps where different inter-
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pretations can be put forward but that one institution, 

Parliament, is fundamentally dissatisfied with the 

whole structure of the budgetary procedure. 

'Parliament is of the opinion that the strict 

budgetary procedure, as laid down in the treaty, should 

be replaced by a continuous, pol!tical negotiation from 

start to end of the budgetary procedure. 

As it is the President of Parliament who declares 

the budget finally adopted it gives Parliament the 

upper hand in the sense that unless Parliament 1s 

satisfied a legally adopted budget will not be available 
' from the beginning of the budget year. 

The Council has resisted this attempt not only 

because it would greatly increase Parliament's influence 

on the budget but also because Council cannot renounce -

not even implicitly - the treaty. It would crea~e a 

precedent in other areas. 

It is open to interpretation which .line the newly 

elected Parliament will follow but most indications are 

that it will ·continue the road taken by the former 

Parliament. 

If that happens Council will in a few years, pecl12ps 

sooner, come to a crossroads where it must make the 

political decision between either facing up to Par] ~amen~ 

and maintain its prerogatives as laid down in the trea~y 

or giving in to Parliament and accept a fund2mcntal 

change in the di·stribution of pcwers concerni.19 the 

budgt:tary procedure. 

IV. The Community's present budgetary problems 

1. Own resources 

It became clear at the end of the 1970s that the own 

resources, as defined in the decision of April 1970, woul,:' 

not be sufficient to finance the Community 1n the future. 

Continuation of present policies would not be 

possible as customs duties and agricultural import levies 
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would tend to level off, leaving the VAT re~enue as the 

only buoyant element. It is a well-known fact that the 

expenditure level for the common agricultural policy is 

hig•ly volatile and a steep increase for a year or two 

would threaten to break through the VAT ceiling. 

It would be even more difficult to launch and implemer 

new common policies. At the beginning of the 1980s an 

increase of the VAT revenue for the Community of 0.1 
' 

percentage point puts approximately 1,000 million ECU 

at the disposal of the Community. This is peanuts compare, 

to what would be necessary for a broad range of new 

common policies. ' 

In political terms, it was perhaps more important 

that the enlargement with Spain and Portugal would be 

impossible unless the financial resources at the disposal 

of the Community were increased. If the VAT ceiling was 

maintained it would mean that Spain and Portugal were co

jo.i.n quite another Community th.2'1 the one they had wanted 

to be members of. Such a political venture was simply 

not feasible. 

For 1982 the own resources were fully exhausted. 

For 1983 the Community accually used more than was 

at its disposal under the own-resources syst~m. The 

call-up per cent of VAT was fixed at 0.99, but 

expenditures, equal to 675 million ECU under the 

common agricultural policy were carried over to 1984. 

For 1984 tt1e Commission estimates a shortfall 

revenue amountir1g to app=oximately 2,000 millicn EC~. 

The Commission has asked for tl1is amount to t:e ~la=ed ac 

the disposal of the Community ::)y adva,iced pay'.ner.ts cf 

VAT revenue from the member states. 

For 1985 the preliminary draft budget of the 

Commission envisages a shortfall 

million ECU. 
of approximately 

The Commission intends to solv~ this problem by 

letting the increase of the VAT ceiling to 1.4% take 
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effect from October 1 1985 which will make it possible 

to operate with a call-up per cent of VAT for the whole 

of 1985 of 1.12%. 

, It took several years and was very difficult to 

agree on an increase of the VAT ceiling from 1% to 1.4%. 

This must not obscure the fact that this increase will 

hardly be sufficient to 

the end of the 1980s. 

tide the Community over until 

If we start on the assumption that the preliminary 

draft for 1985 is based on correct data the Community 

will sail into the new era of increased VAT resources 

wi.th a VAT per cent of 1.12. Add 'to this an estimat.e of 

0.2% which will be needed to finance the enlargement and 

the astonishing fact is that a new and further increase 

will impose itself. The European Council has partly 

foYcseP11· this which i's why a further increase t.0 i. 6-

taking effect in 1988 is mentioned as a possibility. 

The unavoidabie and disheartening conclusion is ths.t. 

the Community may be able to finance itself until 1990 

on the basis of a VAT per cent of 1,4 or 1.6 but only 

on the condition that the structure cf the common 

activities is frozen in its present shi.,pc. 

We will thus six years from now see a Community with 

one predominant common policy giving rise to ex9endit~r~, 

namely the common agricultural policy, and the baiance 

of the financial resources used mainly tq finance the 

enl.ar,:;ement. 
No new common policies gi~ing rise to exp2nditu1·e 

Community system will be just as unbalanced as ·i·t has 

been for the last five-ten years. 

It is remarkable that this has not really been 

understood when the financial problems were negotiated. 

Only a few countries supported a VAT increase to bet1·leen 

1.5 and 2%. Most member states were quite happy that 

the VAT increase was limited to 1.4%. Among them were 

Britain and the Federnl Republic of Germany whi~h have 
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• 

for years advocated a better balance between the 

Community's common policies but when the Community 

came to the crossroads they were not willing to place 

the financial resources necessary to implement such a 
• policy at the disposal of the Community. 

2. Budgetary discipline 

A new concept has been born during the recent 
• negotiations on the Community's future financing: 

budgetary discipline. 

Until the meeting of the European Council in June 198 

budgetary discipline was a concc'Pt which was hardly 

known in Community circles, but after that juncture it 

has risen in importance with every meeting of the 

European Council. 

The main idea of budgetary discipline is to define 2. 

financial framework for total Community expenditure. 

Before each budgetary year it is decided how much total. 

expenditure is allowed to increase and the budget must be 

drawn up with respect of that ceiling. 

During the first half of 1984 this appro2.ch was 

further refined in the sense that a separate ceiling for 

agricultural expenditure and for non-obligatory 

expenditure was worked out. 

For agricultural expenditure the idea is that t~E 

annual increase shall be lower than the growth rate of 

the own resources. Both figures are to be calculated 

on a base covering three years. 

Furthermore, account has to be taken of special 

circumstances, in particular following from the enlarge

ment. This phrase means that the general rule is not. 

to be applied in a strict sense but may be abrogated 

if and when it is deemed necessary . 

. It was primarily Britain, supported by the Nether lane' 

and the Federal Republic of Germany, which managed to 

get approval of this ideA. 

For no11-obligatory spending agreement was reached 

that the maximum rate of increase should not be surpassed 
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for the coming budgets. To respect this aim the member 

states took it upon themselves to decide on a draft 

budget inside half of the maximum rate which leaves 

the.other half at the disposal of Parliament. 

It is not difficult to see the political aim of 

budgetary discipline but it is, indeed, a strange 

animal in the Community zoo. It is without any fou:1datior. 

in the treaty or the acquis communautaire. , 
Firstly, it is doubtful, to put it mildly, whether 

budgetary discipline as agreed upon by the Council is 

in conformity with the treaty. It may be said that the 

Council is free to impose upon itself any sort of 

discipline but this can hardly be right when the rul?s 

infringe the powers of other institutions or runs 

contradictory to the treaty. 

1:·he idea· of fixing a framework for total expenoiture 

before the budgetary procedure is not foreseen in the 

treaty and may, indeed, be said to limit the Commission'.s 

right of initiative. What is left of this right if the 

Council has announced beforehand that whatever the 

Commission puts forward and whichever arguments ar-e L'SEed 

to support it, the Council has ~lready decided what to do: 

The interplay between the institutions is more or 

less violated in the sense that the Council has decided 

not to use the last paragraph of Article 203, 9, which 

foresees the possibility.of fixir.g a new and high:::r 

maximum rate of increase. Wha.:: is the purpose of havin•=! 

this paragraph in the treaty if one of the institutions 

decides .::hat it cannot be used? Parliament can 

rightly say that the finelj-tuneci budgetary proc~dure ~as 

unilaterally been set aside by the Council in the sense 

that the end result with regard to total expenditure 

as well as its distribution on obligatory and ncn

obligatory appropriations has been decided in advance 

by the Council. 

The ceiling for agricultural expenditure m&y be said 

to question the contents of what is called obligatory 

expenditure. Hitherto, obligatory expenditure has been 
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fixed at the amount which followed automatically from 

legal acts adopted by the council. The amount of obliga

tory expenditure was, as it were, determined by the 

co~tents of the legal acts and not to be fixed at an 

arbitrary level by the Council. 

If the ceiling is to be respected the Council has 

only two possibilities. The first one is to make 

arbitrary cuts in agricultural SP.ending so that the 

budgetary ceiling replaces the legal acts as the decisive 

vehicle for the size of agricultural spending. This woJlj 

mean that the concept of obligatory spending was de 

facto removed from the vocabular] of the Community. The 

second one is to tell the Agricultural Ministers that 

they must ~hape a common agricultural policy for which 

expenditure does not surpass the ceiling. This is, of 

course, feasible, at least in theory, but it means that 

the policy--making of the Community is moved from one 

Council (agriculture) to another (budget). Furthermo~e, 

an interesting clash would occur in case the Agricultural 

Ministers are not inclined to follow the directives 

imposed upon them by t!le European Council and imple,11e11ted 

by the Budget Ministers. 

The decision not to surpass the maximum rate of 

increase is of course perfectly legal, but it is 

questionable whether it remains so if the other 

branch of the budget authority - Parliament - does 

not agree. 

Under this rule non-obligatory spending would grow 

at a very modest rate, ind~eci, measured in real terxs. 

It is very difficult to see how the Comrr,unity could ta.Ke 

up new common policies if the growth rate of expenditure 

for this purpose is limited to 7 or 8%. The consequence 

of this policy is thus that the Community is frozen in 

its present shape with the inevitable result that all 

pioblems associated with the Community's future 

financing will still be there at the end of the 1980s. 

It is often said that as member states are taking 

a very rigorous attitude towards the expenditure side 
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of national budgets the same st1ould be tl1e case where 

the Community budget is concerned. 

This attitude which is comprehensible is based on a 

wrong philosophy concerning the role of the Community and 
• 

the division of responsibility between, on the one hand, 

the nation state and, on the other hand, the Community. 

The European nation states have in the past 

implemented common policies over a broad range. It is 

only natural that these policies ~re being scrutinized 

and that expenditure often is being trimmed. From time 

to time exjsting policies have to be adapted to new 

circumstances and at present neaEly all member states 

face the unpleasant fact that public expenditure has 

out-grown what the economic base can sustain. 

But thi:c is not the case for the Community. The 

Community has only one common policy which gives rise 

to expenditure, namely the ccrr.mon agricultural policy. 

For this policy exactly the same scrutiny as the one 

applied by the nation state has been carried out to 

make savings. A lot of measures have been adopted to 

this effect. 

In all other areas no common policies worthy of this 

word have been implemented. A restrictive line towards 

expenditure means that no common policies are bein9 

shaped. It means that the distribution of responsibility 

between the nation state and the Comll'unity is being 

left t~ its present status. 

It is,. indeed, strange th.at no serious atte:npt ha-s 

been made to allocate certain tasks to the C8mmunity 

and abandon the same tasks at a national level. Such a 

procedure would mean that the responsibility and 

expenditure would be transferred from national level to 

Community level. Total expenditure in Europe would not 

rise because national expenditure would go down and 

Community expenditure would accordingly 90 up. If 

policies are picked with an eye to what is suited for 

international cooperation it may even be cheaper for 

everybody concerned to let the Community do the job 
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instead of having ten individual nation states trying 

to do it at the same time! 

, The much heralded concept of budgetary discipline 

mat well turn out to be a snake in the Community paradisE 

Institutionally, it may trigger off a major confrontatior 

between the different branches of the budget authority. 

Legally, it is doubtful whether it is in conformity with 

the treaty. It may jeopardize the common agricultural 

policy and at the same time bar the way for new and 

other common policies. 

3. Budgetary imbalance ; 

The most difficult point during the accession 

negotiations in 1970 and 1971 was the British contributio, 

to the Community budget. When this prob:;.em was. solved 

it w2s clear that the negotiations would be snccessfully 

concluded. 

British calculations at that time pointed towards 

a financial burden for Britain, but it was rightly 

stressed by the other member states that tl1e calculations 

were based upon the assumption of a static Community. 

If Britain took the lead in developing the Community 

outside the agricultural sphere it wculd change che 

p~ttern of financial flews between member states. 

It is interesting to note that the Britisl1 criticism 

has not been static but has developed ever the years. 

It started as a dissatisfaction with the receipts 

side of the budget, that is th~ cwn-resources system. 

The British Governme~t took the vie~ that as Britain's 

share of imports from non-member countries was above t~e 

Community average Britain would pay in customs duiies 

and aqricultural import levies in excess of what a GDP 

key would have led to. Apparently it did not make any 

difference that this is exactly ~ow the own-resources 

system is sucoosed to ·work because of the Community - . ... .. 
preference. 

This approach led to tl12 adoption of the 

corrective mechanism 4 ) which was agrGed in principle at 

the European Council meeting in Dublin in 1975. 
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A few years later the British Government evoked once 

more the budgetary problem but now it was presented in 

the sense that the so-called British net contribution 

wa~ grossly out of line with Britain's relative standard 

of living. 

In conceptual terms, this change of approach 

signified that from focusing on the receipts side only 

the British Government now also brought the expenditure 
• 

side into the picture. 

For the last five years the concept of net contribu

tion. has dominated the Community's agenda and played 

a maier role in the Community's life. 

This is regrettable - for several reasons. 

Firstly, the British net contribution amounts to 

between 0.3% and 0.4% of the UK's gross domestic product. 

The Community as such has paid a heavy price for 

trying to solve a problem which cannot be said to be c~ · 

importance either for the Ccmmuni ty its elf or for Brita;_:

This goes without saying that the whole basis of 

~alculation of the net contribution is subject to 
. t. . 5) cr1. 1.c1.sm . 

Secondly, nothing in the treaty or the acquis 

communautaire warrants the concept of net contributicn. 

On the receipts side the own-resources system lays 

down tha~ the geographical place for collecting revenue 

is of no importance and that there should be no lin~ 

between what_ is paid in from a member state and its sha::-cc 

of Co;:mnunity GD?. In fact, it can be said that there is 

no such thing as member states' pay~ents to t~e Cc~rnu~i~~ 

budget because what member states pay in belongs to the 

Community as such and the member state is only acting 

as a collector. 

On the expenditure side we distinguish between 

two types of appropriations in the budget. The common 

agricultural policy is based upon the principle that 

the geographical place for payments is irrelevant. It 

should amount to the same for the individual farmer 

whether he receives restitutions, sells to intervention 



or sells his products on the market. Thus the fact that 

a farmer in one country receives restitutions makes it 

possible for a farmer in another country to sell on the 

m:1.rket at the going price. This is why we speak of a • 
common policy and not of ten individual policies which 

are coordinated. For the structural funds exactly the 

opposite applies. Here we have, at least implicitly, a 

geographical key to ensure that the Community assists 

' less developed regions in their endeavours to obtain 

economic growth. 

This analysis shows why it makes no sense to operate 

with the concept of net contribution. The receipts side 

of the budget and the expenditure following from the 

common agricultural policy explicitly reject a 

geographic.al ~ey . For the structurol fun.ds a 

geographical key has already been implemented. 

The concept of net contribution is thus a mixture of 

receipts and payments - mutuallv incompatible - based 

on a philosophy which is in contradiction to the very 

principles of the Community system6 ). 

Parliament has ad6pted a line which has very much 

in common with the above analysis which has also been 

the case, at least partly and in softer terms, for 

nearly all other member states except Great Britain. 

In the second half of 1983 and the beginning of 1984 

an attempt was made to solve the British budget problem 

by focusing exclusively on the payment side of the 

Community budget. 

The philosophy behirid chis approach was that. the 

British budget problem had acisen because o[ the 

imbalance between common policies and the resultin~ 

financial flows between member states. A glance at the 

expenditure to member states measured in per cent of 

their GDP shows that Britain receives a share far below 

the Cort1JT1unity average. (For 1982 total expenditure 

amounted to 0.75% of Community GDP while payments to 

Britain amounted to 0.49% of the British GDP). If the 

imbalance were corrected it would mean that the British 
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share would approach the Community average and there 

would be no British budget problem. In the meantime the 

Community should take upon itself to alleviate the 

Bri;tish problem by partly compensating the expenditure 
7 ) 

shortfall . 

At the European Council meeting at Fontainebleau a 

mechanism was approved which does not totally. follow 

this philosophy but at least has,certain resemblances. 

However, the fact that the Community at the same time 

decided to implement a bugetary discipline will mean that 

in four or five years' time the present im!:>e.lance betweer. 

common policies will still exisi and the British budget 

problem will return to the negotiating table. 

The weak chain in the armour is that the CommuDity 

did not decide to establish new common policies and to 

regard th~ mechanism to solve the British pt'obl~ffi as a 

transitional mechanism. Instead, it must be feared that 

the mechanism is here to stay and that new common 

policies will never be permitted to take off. 

4. Different philosophies towards the Community's 
financing · 

What to the general public appears as a budgetary 

or financial question is thus a question of which 

philosophy to apply for the future development of the 

Community. The main battle is about approach and not 

about money. Even if the two things in the long run are 

int"ertr...-·ined .. 

One appro~ch -- th~ p~re on~ - gives· fu:l priority ~a 

the ccntent.s cf the Community system, that is the ccmmc-n 

policies, and the budget is allocated a role very much 

i.n the background. What matters are the legal acts and 

the substantial decisions taken by the Cou0cil. The 

budget is merely a book-keeping account which reflects 

these decisions but does not hav~ any impact on policy. 

If expenditure is rising too fast or if a budgetary 

imbalance arises the problem is not a budgetary or 

financial one, but a question of whether or not the 
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Community system works as intended. The budget is the 

instrument which sets off the alarm but any correction 

has to be taken via a change or an adaption of the 

exi,sti ng legal acts. The budget has no role in pol icy

making. 

The own resources should be expanded considerably. 

The increase of the VAT ceiling to 1.4% and possibly a 

further increase to 1.6% is regarded as totally 

' insufficient. There must be enough financial manoeuvring 

room to permit the development of new common policies 

while at the same time the existing common policies are 

continued grosso mode in their pr2sent shape. 

The role of the own-resources system is to provide 

financing of the common policies adopted by the Council. 

In principl~, no financial ceiling should be a9plied as 

this will implicitly act as a brake on efforts to 

further the integration process. 

Budgetary discipline as worked out during the first 

half of 1984 is some sort of anathema to this approach. 

For o"bligatory spending expenditure follows what is· 

necessary to implement the common policies. For non~ 

obligatory spending, appropri~tions necessary to launch 

and implement new common policies should be approv~d. 

This does not mean that the Community should spand withou~ 

taking into account the harsher financial climate buc 

that a financial straitjacket is totally out of .order. 

Ar1 analogy -to national policies is rejec~ed on th~ 

basis that a Comnunity in an embryonic phase must 

necessarily face a rapid increase in spending as 

com:non policies are grad:.ially accelerating. 

The concept of net contribution does not belong in 

this context. The own-resources system works as designed 

and the expenditur2 side of the budget may be cha:1ged i: 

there is a need for it but, if so, it must be done by 

way of the common policies and r.ot by intervention in 

the budget itself. 

The other approach - the budgetary one - is looking 

at the Community system ftom the opposite side of.the 

spectrum. 
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The budget must work inside a rigorous financial 

framework and produce equitable financial results for 

each member state. If something is wrong with the 

budget it should be remedied at once by direct changes 

in the budgetary and financial mechanisms. If such steps 

are incompatible with the existing common policies and 

the legal acts adopted by the Council, these· have to 

be changed to produce the necessary budgetary and 

financial results. First priority is thus given to 

the budget and all the rest has to follow as best it 

can. It does not real.ly matter what we du or what we 

do not do in conformity or not with the Community 

system as long as the budgetary results are satis

factory. 

The analytic base for the Community system and its 

budget is approximately the same as for a grocer's shop. 

Expenditu~e must not ex~eed revenue and if it does 

happen expenditure has to be cut to fit the revenue 

available. 

A higher VAT ceiling can only be contemplated when 

a rigorous savings policy has not brought down 

expenditure to the level of revenue. 

Budgetary discipline has been consecrated in. this 

approach. If only the Community can bring its expendi.ture 

into line all _will be well. It does not matter that 

the common-agricultural policy is jeopardized and that 

the integrat,ion process is- :::ieing brought to an 2ibruct 

stop. 

In this approach there is a strict analogy tot~~ 

nation state. When tt1c individual member state 

save the Community must also save. The effect of this, 

namely that an existing national policy is being tri~med 

while the common policy of the Community is being killed 

before it even gets off the ground is not being 

discussed. 

Budgetary imbalance i~ another key word in this 

approach. The budget must show an equitable burden 

sharing (the word profit sharing is far better as the 
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Community is producing a surplus but is, however, not 

used). Failing that, the budgetary system including 

the own-resources system should be changed. This should 

no~ be done by adapting the common policies to bring 

about a better balance but by way of direct changes 

in the budgetary system as such. 

This underlines the difference in conceptual terms 

between those who on the one hand have talked about a 

better balance between common policies and those who 

have used the term a better budgetary balance. This may 

sound as a question of semantics but is not at all so . 
• 

It is a question of how you approach the very principles 

of the Community system and which role to assign to the 

budget. 

Until 1980the first aprroach (the i?Ure approach) 

was the only one in the Community. There was no talk 

about budgetary discii?line or budgetary imbalance and 

the co11~ept of net contribution was never heard of. 

The founding fathers of the Community had with great 

skill drawn up a Community which was logic in the sense 

that the substantial decisions taken by the Council were 

the determiriing factor and the budget did not play any 

role as such in policy-making. 

The reason for this is not difficult to comprehend. 

It was the only way to further the ir::tegration process 

where new common policies could continuously be .:..aunched 

and implemented. 

In this conceptual framework the driving force is 

new decisions and the financing is being provided by th~ 

member states without questioning the growth rate of 

expenditure or the financial result for each individual 

member state. 

The founding fathers realized that a Community where 

the financial aspect is predominant would stop the 

integration process. Member states would try to sa•;e 

money (either to reduce total spending or to use the 

amount at national level) and.member states would only 

support the common policy if the difference between 

· receipts and payments was positive. 
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This prediction of what one or the other of the two 

approaches would mean for the European integration 

process has indeed been borne out by experience during 

th~ last five - ten years. 

Around 1980 the pi.cture changed in the sense that 

the pure approach was no longer the only approach. One 

member state, with more or less firm support from one 

cir two other member states, introduced the budgetary 

approach. 

The heart of the n1atter of the negotiations on the 

Community's future financing for the last five years 

has been whether the pure approi':ch should continue c:o 

be the predominant one or whether it should b~ replaced 

by the budgetary approach. 

This h~s been difficult to realise because tangible 

factors such as financial. flows and money ha~e been in 

the forefront cf the picture. However, digging a little. 

deeper we see clearly that the money question has only 

been a skirmish while th.e main battle conc,:,rning the 

conceptual basis for the Community has raged in the 

background. 

The solution reached by the European Council at 

Fontainebleau i~ June 1984 may be ~aid to ~afeguard the 

essential elements of the pure approach while at the 

same time it accommodates important elements of che 

budgetary approach. It is thus a political ccmprcmise 

and as such it ;;ill undoubtedly place the Corr.m·.1ni t:,: in 

a di:: icul t situation when necessary deci s ior.s a.re to 

be taken in the years ahead. 

The battle has not been won by any party but a 

ceasefire has been concluded in the hope that the 

problems will di:nini:;h as the Community de·,1elops further. 

That is a pious hope and it remains to be seen whether 

it will be fulfilled. 

5. The position of the European Parliament 

The European Parliament has for many years suppo:-c2c 

th~ European integration process. Indeed, it can be sa!~ 
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that up to the rnid-1970s Parliament put forward many 

ideas for new common policies._ After that period, however 

Parliament's attention has gradually focused more on 

institutional questions than on the contents of the 

Community system. Parliament has devoted more and more 

time to obtain increased powers and more influence on 

the decision-making procedure with the inevitable result 

that less time has been available_ for dealing with the 
' common policies. 

With regard to the budgetary question Parliament has 

always defended what we termed the pure approach in the 

analysis under point 3 above. 

Not only has Parliament been a steadfast supporter of 

the Community system but it has maintained its procedure 

concerning the budgetary system and its role even in a 

period where several member states ha·Je been willing to 

consider important changes. 

On many occasions Parliament has pointed out the 

pitfalls and weaknesses in the special arrangements 

agreed in the Council as temporary solutions to the 

British budget problem. Parliament has called for a 

permanent solution in conformity with the princirles of 

the Community system and within the framework of the 

existing own-resources system. 

With regard to own resources Parliament has taken t~e 

view that the existing one per cent VAT ceiling is 

totally insufficient to finance the Community. Parliar:,e:c: 

has ~sked for abandonment of the ceiling or at least 

introduction of a more flexible procedure to lift the 

ceiling if and when the need arises, 

Parliament has been heavily criticized for being 

a spendthrift and it is correct to say that the word 

budgetary discipline does not play a predominant role 

in Parliament's vocabulary; This is, however, not 

surprising in view of Parliament's general philosophy 

regarding the Community system. Parliament's position 

is also more nuanced. Parliament has tried to impose 

savings in the common agricultural policy on the 
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Council, without much success. Nor has the attempt to 

increase non-obligatory spending been successful as the 

Council has not provided the necessary legal basis for 

ne~ common policies. 

The British budget problem or rather tl1e term 

budgetary imbalance has been regarded by Parliament as 

a result of the imbalance in the Community system and 

not as a strictly budgetary or financial problem. 

Parliament's views on the philosophy behind the 

Community system and the role. of the budgetary system 

are thus logical and correspond closely to the approach 

which dominated the Community scr-ne until 1980. 

Parliament is the only institution which has been 

able to define and maintain a coherent view en the 

problem of·the future financing of the Community. The 

Council has been under constant pressure from one me1".li1er 

state with more or less support from a few others. The 

Commission has found it diffic'Jlt to map out the narrc1·· 

road between Scylla and Charybdis. On the one hand the 

Commission has by instinct defended the pure approach. 

On the other hand the pressure for a political solution 

has pushed the Commission towards the budgetary approach. 

V. Summary of part five - the finances of the Union 
(Articles 70 - 81) 

Article 70 contains the general aims and provisicns. 

Article 71 concerns the revenue. VAT is to be the 

main revenue source while at the same ti~e a special 

role is.assigned to loans. 

Article 72 deals with expenditure and lays down tha~ 

expenditure shall finance the common policies adopted 

bv the Union. 

Article 73 proposes a system for financial 

equalization to alleviate excessive economic imbalance 

between the regions. 

Article 74 puts forward a proposal to divide 

responsibility between the nation states and the 

Com~unity. It al5o contains a provision for multi-
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annual financial program~es which will provide the 

framework for revenue and expenditure in the years ahead. 

Article 75 confirms that the budget must be in 

bal;nce. It also defines the role of lending and borrowin 

Article 76 defines the budgetary procedure which 

will be even more complicated than the already existing 

rules in Article 203 of the treaty. 

Article 77 deals with provisional twelfths in case 
' the budget has not been approved ·at the beginning of 

the financial year. 

Article 78 says that the budget is implemented by 

the Commission. 

Article 79 deals with audit of the accounts. 

Article 80 and Article 81 concern the account and 

discharge of the annual budget. 

VI. The main features of Parliament's proposal 

1. General philosophy 

'l'he starting point for the analysis of the provisious 

concerning the finances of the Union (Articles 70 - 81) 

is that Parliament does not wish to change the role of 

the budgetary system in the integration process. 

Adoption of Parliament's proposal would mean that 

the budgetary system would play the same role as was 

assigned to the budgetary system in the treaty o[ Rome 

and the acquis cornmunautaire which dcvelo9ed in the 

period 1958-1980. 

It is the legal aces adopted by the Union which 

determine the size of the expenditure and member s~ates 

are committed to put the necessary financial resources 

at the disposal ot the Union. 

It is explicitly said that the revenue of the Union 

shall be utilized to guarantee the implementation of 

common actions undertaken by the Union. 

Parliament turns the blind eye to recent ideas 

concerning budgetary discipline and budgetary imbalance. 

The role of the budget is to reflect what has been 

agreed upon by.the decision-making institutions and the 
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role of the financial system is to provide the necessary 

financial resources. 

Once more Parliament turns out as the defender of 

the'philosophy behind the treaty of Rome and the approach 

which was designed to facilitate and further the 

integration process. 

This is not surprisir1g when one recalls that 

Parliament was for many years th~ advocate of new 

common policies. With its draft treaty Parliament has 

once more invoked the need for new common policies. 

Tha distribution of roles assigned to, on the one ha1,d, 

the budget, anion the other, th1 contents of the 

Community system reflects this list of priorities. 

2. National policies versus common policies 

An interesting feature of the draft treaty is that 

it takes on without any hesitation the distribution of 

responsibility between, on the one hand, national. 

policies and, on the other, common policies. 

This is a task the present Community has evaded with 

great skill to the detri.ment of the Community system 

as well as the budgetary system. 

The draft treaty foresees that the Commission shall 

submit a report on the division between the Union and 

the member states of the responsibility for implementing 

common actions and the financial burdens resulting 

therefrc:n. 

The Ccmmunity would be wel.l served if thia task is 

carried out properly. 

With regard to substance it would de away with the 

present mess where nobody knows which tasks are assi;ned 

to the Community (except for the common agric:1ltural 

policy which, by the way, is gradually being 

renationalized by national subsidies) and which tasks 

are to remain at national level. 

With regard to the budget such a division cf labour 

would provide a much better possibility Eor makiDg the 

necessary financial resources avai~able because it could 
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be proved that the national treasuries would witness 

lower expenditure in the areas where common policies 

were launched. 

t This is certainly a key feature in the draft treaty 

and it may be said without any reservations that the 

present Community or a future Community on the basis of 

the draft treaty - or another treaty - will only be 

viable if member states muster the political will to 
• 

grasp the magnitude of this problem and find the 

necessary answers. 

On top of the common agricultural policy, which 

should certainly continue to be~ common policy, we 

would like to bring forward a few ideas of our own where 

the efforts wholly or partly could be transferred from 

national to Corr~unity level. 

Industrial policy is a prime example. Net only could 

the Community pursue and increase efforts to improve the 

internal market but the com~on policy designed to 

promote industry in the entire European geographical 

sphere could be mapped out. In many circles it is feared 

that this would be a costly venture where the Community 

would take over lame-duck industries and run Ui? the cas'~ 

associated herewith. This is far from certain. The 

Community could be more selective. It could 1 . . ' con a i -c 1 er, 

financial assistance on an equitable effort by private 

industry. It could provide equity capital instead of oi 

as a supplement to loan capital. The ESPRIT [Jrcgramme 

is a case in point on hew this could be done in a way 

which is agreeable, and hopefully profitable, tc the 

Community, to the nation state and to private industry .. 

Research and technology also come to mind. In the 

United States or Japan there are not ten member states 

competing with each other in the same area. Europe 

should concentrate its research an ~ommon policies and 

common programmes. We should learn from the United States 

that only where research is linked to private industr; 

do we get the necessary new technology. The task for 

Eur.ope would then be to pool research· and technology 
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expenditure in sectors associated with the new technology 

and to provide the necessary framework for a fruitful 

cooperation between research institutes and private 

industry. 

In the same breath Europe sho~ld build the necessary 

infrastructure to transfer knowledge, not only inside 

each individual nation state but also to the ten 

member states. Such an infrastru9ture could do two 

things for Europe. Firstly, it could launch Europe into 

the era of the information society by providing the 

necessary tool. Secondly, i.t would offer a springboard 

for European industry into this ~ew era as a producer 

2nd a consumer. Let us not forget that the Roman 

Empire was based upon transport of people. The British 

Empire which emerged during the industrial revolution 

was based upon transport of gooJs. Ih the coming age 

it is transport of knowledge which will be decisive 

and if Europe does not master thls we shall not be a~le

to compete on an equal footing with USA and Japan. 

These are only a few examples of what can and should 

be done at .Community level. It illustrates the fact 

that the starting point in the draft treaty, namely 

national level versus Community level., is the right 

one. It also shows cl~arly that even if scmething, pcrhaF 

a lot, can be done without giving rise to expenditure, 

Europe will never be able to weather the point unless 

all member states. show a much clearer ccmlT:i.tment tc 

increase the financial resources of the Community. It 

is also clear that stich an attitude will. only e~erge 

iE the Comm...inity and th2 Com.1,u:1ity ifis"titutiCr.s are 

able to demonEtrate for which purposes they need the 

money and that the money will be spent in an efficient 

way for worthwhile projects covered by common poli~ies. 

3. Revenue 

It is explicitly said in Article 71 that the reve~ue 

of the Union shall be of the same kind as that of the 

European Communities. 
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The revenue sources are thus customs duties, 

agricultural import levies and VAT. 

As the only buoyant element is VAT we will limit 

ou~ analysis to that particular element. 

The draft treaty rejects the present system according 

to which an upper-limit for the call up per cent of VAT 

is determined in the treaty. 

The Union may call up the amqunt of revenue 

necessary to finance the common policies adopted by 

the Council. 

This is in conformity with the main philosophy 

advanced by the Parliament conceining which is the cart 

and which is the ox, the Community.system or tl:e budget. 

This approach is brought o~t clearly in Article 74, 

subparagraph 2, according to which a multictnnual financia2 

programme lays down the projected development in the 

revenue and expenditure of the Union. These forecasts 

shall be revised annually and be userl as a basis fot 

the preparation of the budget. 

Thus the heart of the matter is that the multiannual 

programme sets forth an annual increase in expenditure 

which governs the annual increase in· the call up per cer.t 

of VAT. 

As we sl1all see when we analyse the expenditJre side 

the distinction between obligatory and non-obligatory 

spending is rejected and there is thus no limit neither 

for the annual increase 1n expenditure, Gor fer the 

revenue scurces. 

Institutionally, the procedure means that th0 

Council's exclusive powers on the revenue side of ~he 

budget are rejected in the sense that it is the Union 

which determines common policies, expenditures and 

therefore also the total amount of revenue. 

This is undoubtedly a major step. The Council has 

up to now vigorously defended its exclusive powers witi 

regard to the revenue side of the budget. The Co:nmi s

sion' s proposals 81 to grant Parliament a say in 

increases of the VAT per cent above 1.4% were rejected 

with near-unanimity by the Council. 
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There has been no development for the last 6 - 12 

months indicating that the member states would take a 

more· favourable attitude towards granting Parliame.nt 

p01'¥rs on the revenue side. 

There is no reason to hide that nearly all member 

states find it a hideous idea to transfer some of their 

taxation powers to the European Parliament regardless 

of the procedure it would involve. 
l 

It is just as clear that this is a cornerstone in 

the building proposed in the draft treaty. If the 

European Parliament does not receive powers with regard 

to Cbmmunity revenue it does not:make much sense to 

increase its powers with regard to expenditure and 

common policies because Council could block the use 

of such powers by limiting the available regenue. 

The argument is often advanced that the Europe2.n 

Parliament will never be a real Parliament without power~ 

to tax the European citizens. It is certainly correct 

that no Parliament has ever manifested itself without 

taxation but there is not much prospect that member 

states are willing to cross that bridge at the present 

juncture. 

Another argument to support taxation powers for 

Parliament is that it would mean a more "responsible" 

Parliament taking a more restrictive attitude towards 

expenditure. This may be right or wrong but to our mind 

the argument is a little bit out of context. Either 

it is a good thing to increase expenditure for ccmmcn 

pol·icie~ or it is a· b~d thing. Whether or noc it wc~lci 

help to bring abcut a change in the mood of the European 

Parliament seems to be slightly irrelevant. 

'The virtues of basing the Community's finances 

on VAT are fairly clear. T:1e VAT system is already 

working. The assessment base is well-known. It has bee~ 

implemented in all member states. It is buoyant. It 

introduces a certain element of progressivity on the 

revenue side of the budget. So far, so good. 
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It is, however, to be regretted that the occasion 

has not been used to float ideas for other sources of 

revenue. 

To do so is to invite criticism for being too 
• 

fanciful. But to limit the Community's revenue to VAT 

will pose difficulties in two respects. Firstly, there 

is certainly a limit to the amount of VAT revenue which 

the member states will forgo. Secondly, the crucial element 

' in the financing system - the connection between common 

policies and revenue sources - is not being pursued. 

It would have been a good idea if the European 

Parliament had put forward propos~ls for other sources 

of revenue which go at least some of the way towards 

meeting these preoccupations. 

One posiibility would have been to propose an energy 

levy, either in the form of a ~irect levy on energy 

consumption or an energy impor~ levy. Both possibilitie2 

are feasible and both could be combined with important 

progress towards a common energy policy in the Community. 

Another idea could be to focus on nation state aids 

in tbe member states. According to Articles 92 - 93 of 

the treaty of Rome member states are authorized by the 

Commission to use state aids when certain conditions 

are fulfilled. The Community could go a step further 

and use the nation state aids as a tax basis for 

Community revenue, The system could work in the wo.y 

that member states should pay a certain percentage, 

!or example 10%, of autho~ized nation state aids into 

the Community budget. Sue~ a system would certai~ly 

make it less attractive to operate a state aid system 

in member states. It would serve as a Com~unity 

instrument to promote a more efficient in~ustrial basis 

in the whole Community while at the same time providing 

a handsome revenue for the Community. 

The draft treaty does not rule out that the Coffirnunity 

may need new and other revenue sources. It is stated 

explicitly in Article 71, 2, that the existing sources 

of revenue may be amended or that the Unicn may create 

new revenue sources. 
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The provisions concerning revenue sources are 

therefore not totally static but dynamic in the sense 

that it is foreseen that the Community may not in the 

lon~er run be viable with a financial framework confined 

to the present revenue sources. 

It is, however, doubtful whether it will be possible 

to introduce new revenue sources by means of an 

organic law. 
' The draft treaty maintains the present system where 

the member states collect the revenue. It is, however, 

foreseen that tho Union may set up own revenue-collectinc 

authorities. In legal terms, thi~ seems to be 

superfluous. In any case it can be taken for granted th~t 

the member states will not be willing to establish such 

authorities. 

4. Lending and borrowing 

According to the treaty anrl the present fin~ncial 

regulations the Community can borrow on the international 

capital markets and lend the amount for specific 

purposes de~ined in a legal act adopted by the Council. 

There is no general provision fer the Community to 

borrow and lend. It can only be done when the Council 

has so decided and specified the amount and the aims. 

The legal act adopted by the Council is the pivot of 

the operations while the presentati~n in the Ludgec is 

only for book-keeping purposes. 

The draft treaty changes this situation. 

The Union may authocize the' Commissior. to is:cue lcar.2 

The maximum. amounts are defined in the annual budget. 

It is explicitly said that,borrowed funds may only be 

used to finance investments. 

These provisions are not totally clear and not 

totally in conformity with Article 75 which says that 

· the adopted budget must be in balance. 

If we are dealing with a balanced budget, as is 

the case for the present Community budget, loans may 

clearly not be used to finance expenditures covered 

by the budget. 
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This problem could be solved if the draft treaty 

contained a provision for loan financing and opened 

the door for a budget where revenue would not equal 

ex~enditure but this is not the case. 

Then we are more or less back to square one in the 

sense that loan operations can only be used for 

specific purposes in accordance with a legal act. If 

that is the idea it is difficult to see why the draft , 
treaty should contain provisions on loan operations. 

If it is not the case it should be more clearly explaine~ 

which role is assigned to lending and borrowing. 

It is an open question wheth~r the proposed lending 

and borrowing differ from the task already performed 

by the European Investment Bank. 

The pr6visions concerning lending and borrowing are 

thus among the weakest and most elusive in the draft 

treaty, which is a pity because a more important and 

a more clearly defined role for lending and borrowing 

could definitely promote tt1e integration process. 

5. Expenditure 

Aside from doing away with the VAT ceiling the 

revenue side of the budget proposed in the draft treaty 

does not differ in principle from the present own

resources system. 

The same analogy of continuation cannot be said to 

exist for the expenditure side which in several respects 

differs fundamentally f::"om the preser;t budgetary system. 

Even if the general philosophy - common policies 

determine expenditure - is the same i~ the draft treaty 

as in the treaty of Rome and acquis communautaire 

several importar;t changes are introduced in the draft 

treaty. 

The first and most important one is that the dra=t 

treaty rejects the pre~ent disti~ction between obligatory 

and non-obligatory expenditure. All expenditure is 

treated on an equal footing with regard to annual increds~ 

and, as we shall see later, in the bud3etary procedure. 
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This change is in conformity with the change in the 

legislative procedure which rejects the hitherto 

exclusive powers of the Council. 

• Analytically, it makes good sense to supplement the 

proposed legislative procedure with a budgetary procedur, 

where all sorts of expenditure are subjected to the same 

rules and procedures. 

There is no reason to distinguish between obligatory 

and non-obligatory spending if and when the present 

Community system is replaced by a system where tl:e leoal 

basis for expenditure is of a quite different nature. 

We must bear clearly in mind that the draft treaty 

foresees a Community system, a legislative procedure 

and a budgetary system which differ substantially and 

in principle from the present system. 

There will be no legal acts which automatically lay 

down the size of expenditure as it is the case for 

obligatory spending under tha present rules. 

There is no maximum rate of increase for·non-obliga

iory expenditure, and the finely-tuned balance between 

Council and Parliament which ls brought about by the 

present system is replaced by quite another balance of 

powers. 

The annual increase for total expenditure· is dete~n·1~ 

in the framework of multiannual financial programrr.-2s. 

This is clearly one of the cases where the draft 

treaty hores that political wisdom ,1ill pre>vail becauc:ra 

it is not fo~eseen what happens if such programmes 

cannot be agreed upon or if they give rise to expendi~ur2 

out of proportion with realities or what member 

states are willing to acc.ept. It is said that the 

programmes shall be revised annually but that is one 

of many provisions which in themselves are admirable ones 

but at the same time open up for confrontation between 

the institutions and the member states. 

The draft treaty contains a modest but very useful 

provision which the Community should have taken up long 

ago, namely to evaluate annuall.y the effectiveness of 
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the common policies in view of the costs associated 

therewith. 

There is ·no doubt that for too long a period 

exP,_enditure has gone on rising in the Community without 

a thorough analysis of the common policies and the 

common actions to prove whether the money is spent 

for the designed purposes and, if so, it is spent in 

the right way. , 
A cost-benefit analysis would do the Community a lot 

of good. 

If the result were-that some of the money was not 

well spent then the Community cculd make savings and 

by so doing prove that is is not acting as a blind man's 

buff. 

If, on the other hand, the analysis proves that 

the money was well spent the Community would remove 

the suspicion that this is not so and be in a much 

better position to increase spending. 

This provision in the draft treaty would be a very 

usefu·1_ instrument when deciding on the division of 

responsibility between, on the one hand, the ndtional 

level and, on the other, the Com!Tlunit.y level and it 

would go a long way towards providing the basis for 

the multiannual financial programmes. All assuming 

that the analysis is carried out in an efficient way 

and that failures are exposed and not stowed a~ay. 

6. Financial equalization 

It is specifically said in Article 73 that a system 

of financial equalization shall be introduced in order 

to alleviate excessive economic imbalances between che 

regions. 

It is, howe·,er, not said how such a system shot.:ld 

work. The starting point for an analysis must be whecher 

it should work on the revenue or on the expenditure side 

of the budget. 

If the idea is to introduce a financial equalization 

system on the revenue side the effect would be a complete 

change in the own-resources system. We ha\'e seen in 
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chapter II that the own-resources system does not take 

relative welfare into account. If this were to be done 

to ensure that member states with a GDP per capita 

below Community average should pay less than member 
• states with a GDP per capita above Community average 

a complete recast of the system would be called for. 

Of course, such a change could be implemented if the 

member states were willing to do so. But it should not. 

be obscured that it would mean a replacement of the 

own-resources system by quite another system. 

In legal terms, the effect would be that revenue 

collected in the member states were.not the property 

of the Community from the moment of collection because 

they had to be subjected to a multiplication factor 

reflecting -relative welfare. Or in other words, the 

revenue had to pass through national .treasuries in order 

to be reduced or increased by a multiplication factor 

and only after that process had heen completed the 

amount would be transferred to the Community. Such a 

system is perfectly feisible but only if the national 

treasuiies were i~troduced as an accounting machine 

between, on the one hand, the citizens and the 

enterprises and, on the other, the Community. 

This point is more 6learly seen when keeping in mind 

that the same effect could be obtained by paying 1n VAT 

according to the present rules and introducing a spe,~1al 

levy on me6ber states with a GDP per capita above 

Community average and a special subsidy on member 

states with a GDP below Community average. 

It is doubtful whether such a system ~ould bring 

about a real equalization. It would of course mean a 

transfer from rich to poor member states but it would 

not necessarily mean a transfer of money from rich to 

poor citizens. 

This point can be illustrated by an example. Denmark 

would pay a sum of money to Greece but to do so all 

Danish citizens would be taxed regardless of their 

income and all Greek citizens regardless of their 
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income would witness an alleviation of their fiscal 

burden. The implication would be that a poor Danish 

citizen would be taxed in order to alleviate the fiscal 

burjen of a rich Greek citizen.· 

This is really the heart of the matter because it 

would mean that we are moving away from the idea of a 

Community to a more traditional pattern of international 

cooperation where member states are transferring money 
• between each other. This can hardly be what the 

European Parliament wants. 

To avoid this effect the equalization system would 

have to be introduced on the expenditure side. 

It would mean that schemes to support poor regions 

and poor citizens would be implemented. The Social Fund 

is already performing this task with more or less success. 

Similar schemes or tunds could be set up. 

With the equalization system operating on the 

expenditure side of the budyet we are back in the main

stream of Parliament's philosophy regarding the Community 

system and the role of the budget. 

7. Budgetary procedure 

In the present budgetary. procedure (Article 203 of 

the treaty) we have the following distribution cf powers 

between the institutions: 

The Commission J?roposes. 

The Council decides on a draft budget which is 

forwarded to Parliament. The Council takes the 

final decision with regard to obligatory spending. 

During the institutional interplay with Parliament 

Council has an important say with regard to non

obligatory spending. It may even be said that 

Council by way of the maximum rate of increase 

exclusively can define the framework for non

obligatory spending but not its composition. 

The President of Parliament finally approves 

the budget. Parliament may forward modifications 

1-41 C .AA. ,,w·_.-.~ ..... -,,: 
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on obligatory spending but has no direct powers 

in this area. With regard to non-obligatory 

spending Parliament has the final word but 

cannot surpass the maximum rate of increase 

without the consent of the Council. 

It is thus the Council which has the upper-hand in 

this institutional interplay. 

The draft treaty proposed by,the European Parliament 

constitutes a sweeping change. 

It is still the task of the Commission to forward a 

preliminary budget. . 
The Council finds itself stripped of all powers to 

decide and is relegated to the institution which makes 

amendments to the Commission's proposal so that 

Parliament can decide. 

Parliament is the institution which in the end-takes 

all decisions with regard to size as well as composition 

of the budget. 

It is no overstatement to say that the budgetary 

procedure and the distribution of powers between the 

institutions have b~en completely turned ar6und. 

It becomes clear already in the first phrase which 

says that the Commission forwards the draft budget to 

the budget authority. According to Article 203 of the 

treaty the preliminary draft budget is forwarded to the 

Council. 

Under the present rules it is the Council which 

establishes a draft budget by a Council decision and 

focwards it to Parliament. 

This is not the case 1n Article 76 in the draft 

treaty. According to the proposed procedure the Council 

may approve amendments and the amended budget is forwarde 

to Parliament. 

The implication of this is that unless Council agrees 

on an amendment the a~propriations in the Commission's 

draft budget stand. Under the present rules there is 

no appropriation unless Council takes a decision with 

qualified majority. 
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It is a minor point but may not prove to be so in 

practice that amendments according to the draft treaty 

shall be approved by simple majority. In a Community of 

twelve member states, approval of amendments calls for 
• the vote of seven member states. Judging by experience 

in recent years it is highly unlikely that seven member 

states may agree on an amendment and the proposed 

procedure would thus mean that the large majority of 

the appropriations proposed by th·e Commission would 

stc1nd. 

The next step in the procedure is a first reading 

by Parliament. Parliament may amend by an absolute 
" 

majority the amendments of the Council. Parliament 

may also on its own initiative approve other amendments 

by a simple majority. 

This brings out the general thrust of the proposal 

which is to increase Parliament's powers. 

The third step gives ~he Commission the possibility 

to oppose amendments approved by the Council or by the 

Parliament. If the Commission chooses to do so the 

appropriations are referred back to the relevant 

institution which will ha~e to.make a fresh decision, 

this time by a qualified majority. 

The fourth step gives the Council the right to amend 

the amendments approved by the Parliament. This can only 

be done by a qualitied majority. 

After having d6rie so the Council forwards once mere 

the draft budget to Parliamen~ which at its second 

reading may reject amendments of the Council by a 

qualified majority. 

This finishes the budgetary procedure and Parliament 

finally adopts the budget by an absolute majority. 

It is clear that the Council can never decide 

finally on an appropriation or reject amendments 

proposed by Parliament. The Council can only make 

amendments either to the original draft forwarded 

by the Commission or to the amendments approved by 

Parliament. 
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The only powers which are given to the Council are 

that by a qualified majority it can request the 

Commission to submit a new draft. 

It is interesting to note that to do so the Council 
• needs a qualified majority while simple majority is 

sufficient to make amendments in the first place. 

The proposed procedure is very complex, even 

Byzantine. It is difficult to see why and how such a 
' procedure is proposed when the ai~ quite clearly is to 

transfer the decision-making powers from Council to 

Parliament. 

It is difficult to see why t~ draft treaty in some 

cases proposes simple majority, in other cases qualified 

majority and in other cases again absolute majority. 

It makes good s.ense to use different voting procedures 

under the present rules because of the distinction 

between obligatory and non-obligatory spending and th2 

fine-tuned balance between Council and Parliament. 

But it does not make much sense under the system 

proposed in the draft treaty which do~s away with the 

distinction between different types of expenditure and 

place the decision-making exclusively with Parriame!':t. 

It looks as if the authors have wished to forward a 

procedure which at least bears some resemblances to 

Article 203 while not containing any of the important 

features of this article. 

VII. The implication for econ0mic integration 

In the last 30 years economic integrat~on, among 

other things in the shape of economic and monetary union, 

has played a pr~dominant role in the academic and 

political debate. Many scholars have tried to map out 

how to facilitate and promote the economic integration 

and many studies have been produced. 

As the European Community is the only genuine 

example of economic integration, it is only natural that 

many of the ideas have been put forward in the European 
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debate and that many of the European experiences have 

served as basis for the academic debate. 

In 1977 the Commission sponsored the MacDougall

rei:xirt9} on the role of public finance in European 

integration. 

The MacDougall-report is the main reference work to 

determine whether or not financial measures will promote 

the integration process. • 
It is both disappointing and regrettable that the 

provisions on finance in the draft treaty do not really 

make an attempt to take up the challenge of the 

MacDougall-report to design a budgetary and financial 

system suited to promote economic integration. 

In fact, the MacDougall-report has pointed the way 

ahead in calculating the size of Community expenditure 

necessary for different stages of the integration process. 

It is said that in a pre-federal integration stage 

Communic.y expenditure should rise to between 2% and 2.5% 

of total Community gross domestic product. 

The next stage could be a federation with expenditure 

running at 5-7% of GDP (2-3 percentage points higher 

if defence expenditure is included}. At this stage the 

European federation would encompass many common policias 

to increase productivity and living standard while at 

the same time alleviatina regional differences. 

In the final stage total Community expenditure woulc 

amount to 20-25% of GDP or perhaps even higher and 

then place a European federation on an equal footing wi~h 

USA. 

To our mind, the draft treatv would have stood a 

better chance if it had been based firmly on the solid 

theoretical background provided by the MacDougall-report. 

This could have been done by incorporating in the 

draft treaty a gradual phasing in of higher Community 

expenditure as replacement for expenditure at a national 

level. Changes in the expenditure as well as the revenue , 

could have been planned at pre-determined levels which 

would have given a clear picture of where the Community 

is going and how fast. 
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The MacDougall-report analyses efforts to equalize 

income differences in existing federations. It comes to 

the conclusion that interregional differences have been 

reduced by up to 40%, even if federal expenditure amounts 
• 

to a very small size measured in terms of GDP. The exact 

figure for USA is federal expenditure amounting to between 

2% or 3% of GDP to reduce interregional income differences 

by up to 40%. 

Nor is it discussed or foreseen in the draft treaty 

whether we should use the Community budget to influence 

the business cycle. 

It is quite evident that this.has not been the case 

in the past because a budget of less than 1% of total 

Community GDP will not have any tangible effect on the 

business cycle. 

This will, however, not be true if total expenditure 

rises and reaches for example between 3% and 5% of GDP and 

the possibility for influencing the business cycle will 

grow as expenditure rises in per cent of GGP. 

It may or it may not be the intention of the authors 

to see the budget in such a role but the topic is not 

raised, either directly or indirectly. 

The same applies to the distribution of responsi

bility between the private and the public sectors. In 

many member states this question is in the forefront oE 

the political debate and the question of which tasks 

should be fulfilled by the public sector and which tasks 

should be taken up by the private sector is giving rise 

to many reports of different nature. 

As a more specific measure, loan transactions can 

be used to promote a real European capital market. If 

and when ;ending and borrowing is included in the 

financing of the Community's activities the Community 

clearly forgoes a possibility to promote economic 

integration if the opportunity is not used for building 

a European capital market. 

In the longer perspective there seems to be a gap in 

the analysis concerning the. relationship between 

monetary policy and fiscal policy. If we are to establish 
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an economic and monetary union in Europe we have to 

establish consistency between what is done by monetary 

policy and what is done by fiscal policy. There must, 

so ~o speak, be parallel progress. This is a point 

which has been elaborated by Alle'n and Kenen 10 ). 

They do not find a fiscal union absolutely necessary 

as a supplement to a monetary 

certainly facilitate things a 

union. But it would 

lot. The essential point 
~ 

is, however, that it is difficult to ensure consistency 

between monetary policy and fiscal policy if decisions 

are taken on different levels and in this respect the 

draft treaty poses a very serio~s problem, indeed. If 

total Community expenditure rises to a magnitude where 

it influences the business cycle and plays a role in the 

integration process fiscal decisions would be taken on 

national as well as Community level. It is far from 

certain that the same would b8 the case for monetary 

pclicy. In any case we would f~ce an acute dilemma of 

economic policy decisions in different areas being 

taken on different levels with the clear risk that 

incoillpatible decisions are taken. 

The finance provisions cannot be said to promote the 

integration process and the reader of the dr2ft treaty 

is left with the impression that this aspect has not 

really been taken into account when the finance 

provisions were drawn up. 

VIII. Conclusion 

Our general appreciation of the finance provis!o~s 

in the draft treaty is that it is primarily the 

institutional aspect which has interested the authors. 

The main goal has clearly been not only to increase 

Parliament's powers but to shift nearly all of the 

present powers invested in the Council t6 the Parliament. 

That may be good or bad according to political 

preference. Clearly the authors are of the opinion 

that it would.be good but their case is not argued 

properly. 
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With regard to the specific provisions many of the 

proposals appear to be very cumbersome in practice. This 

• goes for example for the complicated budgetary procedure 

in Article 76. 

)Q!!L.~• 

There is a certain logic in the institutional system 

put forward and the role assigned to budgetary and 

financial questions. The transfer of legislative powers 

from the Council to the Union ana the removal of the 

distinction between obligatory and non-obligatory 

spending is a case in point. 

The general philosophy is coAerent and very closely 

follows the one which lies behind the treaty of Rome, 

that is: the contents of the Community system determines 

the size arrd composition of the budget and the own

resources system provides the necessary financial means. 

It is, however, regrettable that the authors have 

focused so narrowly on the institutional aspect of the 

finance provisions that the possibility for shaping a 

budgetary and financial system in harmony with the 

development of new and other common policies has not 

been used. 

Judging by recent experience member states do not 

seem willing to accept the proposed finance provisions, 

primarily because they do net want to transfer the 

necessary powers to the European Parliament and to give 

up revenue sources of the size foreseen in the draft 

treaty • 

1) Treaty amending Certain Budgetary Provisions of 
the Treaties establishing the European Communities 
and of the Treaty establishing.a Single Council 
and a single Commission of the Europear! Communities, 
referred to as Budget Treaty· 1, which was signed on 
22 April 1970 (se~ Official Journal of the 
European Communities, No. L 2 of 2 January 1971). 

2) Budget Treaty 2, signed on 22 July 1975, was 
published in the Official Journal of the European 
Communities, Brussels, No. L 359 of 31 December 1977. 
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3) Decision of 21 April 1970 on the replacement of 
financial contributions from member states by the 
Communities' own resources. OJ L 94 of 28th April 
1970. 

4) Council Regulation (EEC) No. 1172/76 of 17th May 
1976 setting up a financial mechanism. OJ L 131 
of 20th May 1976. 

5) See "Member States and the Community Budget", 
by J. 0rstr0m M0ller, Copenhagen 1982 . 

• 
6) "Financing the European Economic Community" by 

J. 0rstr0m M0ller. National Westminster Bank 
Quarterly Review, November 1983. 

7) Prop~sal submitted by the Da~ish Government in 
Aug11st 1983. 

8) The future financing of the Community. Draft 
decision on new own resources. Communication from 
the Commission to the Council. COM(83)270 of 
6 May 1983. 

9) MacDougall Report: The Role of Public Finance in' th~ 
European Communities, EC Commission, Brussels, 1977. 

10) Allen, P.R. and Kenen, P.B.: "Asset markets, Exchange 
Rates and Economic Integration: A Synthesis", 
Cambridge University Press, New York, London 1980. 

3 September 1984 
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Table 2 

AgrJcultural 
import levies 

Amount 

•Pct. of own 
resources 

Sugar levies 

Amount 

Pct. of own 
J"esources 

Custom!'I duties 

Amount 

Pct. of own 
resources 

Financial 11 contribution 

VAT 

Amount 

Pct. of own 
resources 

l pct. of 
assessment 
basis 

rct. of own 
resources 

Cal I-up pct. 
(V/\T pct.I 

• 

Development of the Community,'s own resources 

1973 1974 l 9_75 1976 1977 

Cll.4 255.0 510.4 1,035.2 1,576.1 

98.4 75.l 79.7 128. 5 2112. 4 

-

1,986.8 2,737.6 3,151.0 4,064.5 3,927.~ 

2,257.5 1,904.0 2,152.0 2,482.1 2,494.5 

Source: rre 11 mi nary dr-a (t budget for l qn5, Volume 7, page 1\/68, 
11/69, 11/72. 

1) From 1973 to 1978 all member states paid financJal conlribu
tlons an<l no member states pald in VJ\1' contrlb11t:.lons. 1979 was 
a transitional year. Six mt:?mbcr slates paid VAT contributions 
and three member states financial contributions. From 1980 nine 
member states have. paid VAT contributions and Greece has paid 
financial contril.>Utlons as the uniform assessment basis has 
not yet been implementCd in Greece. 

1973-1984. 

1978 

l. 872. 7 

406.2 

4,390.9 

5,329.7 

.. 

• • 

Hllllon ECU 

1979 

1,678.6 

10.3 

46L9 

2.8 

5,189.1 

31. 7 

2,302.1 

9,047 

55.2 

I 

1980, 

l,5J5.44 

8.6 

466.94 

2.6 

5,905.7 

33.l 

-·' 
9,910 

55.6 

o. 73 

1981 

1,264.9 

6.7 

482.5 

2.4 

6,392.4 

32.3 

151. 4 

,. 
ll ,680 

58.9 

0.78 

-,._ 

1982 198) 1984 

1,522.0 l,347.l 1,946.7 

6.9 5.9 7,7 

705.8 948.0 1,003,l 

3.2 4.l 4.0 

6,815.3 6,988.6 7,623.5-

30.9 30.4 30.] 

197.0 217.7 

• 

12,974 ll,719 14,608 

58.9 59.6 58.0 

0.92 . 0.99 0,99 
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1) INTRODUCTION 

The Draft Treaty establishing the European Union constitutes 

so far the most tangible piece of evidence of the new 

assertiveness of the directly elected European Parl.iament. In 

Altiero Spinelli's own words, the European Parliament decided to 

assume on behalf of the citizens which had elected it, the task of 

preparing and proposing a wide-ranging reform of the Communities 

after having realized 'the obvious impossibility of overcoming the 

glaring contradiction between the needs of Europe and the ability 

of Europe run by the Council to respond to these needs' (1). 

There is widespread agreement that most of the shortcomings 

of the EC are due to the inadequacy of its ins ti tut ions and. it is 

quite understandable that such a staunch Europeanist as Spinelli 

should devote so much of his effort to a proposal largely centered 

on institutional reform. Whether such an effort will eventually 

produce adequate results is thus a question which first and 

foremost requires an assessment of the institutional provisions 

included in the Draft Treaty. 

Any assessment of institutional architecture, especially if 

·still only on paper, is a task that requires a high degree of 

speculation. Institutional blueprints always present numerous gaps 

and undetermined aspects which may produce results sharply 

contrasting with those originally envisaged by the draftsmen (2). 
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In the case of the Draft Treaty such an assessment is made even 

more difficult by the rather oblique and imprecise way in which 

the desirable end results are expounded by Spinelli. One can only 

deduce that Spinelli, convinced of the inadequacy of the Council's 

/Jecision-making, 

attributing more 

bodies of the 

,....inter governmen'tal 

is envisaging an institutional structure 

decisional power~o_.the_genuinely_s_up_r_ana-t-i-onal-
_ .. - --- -

EC to the detriment of those expressing ---------
decision-making patterns ( 3). If greater 

supranatipnalism should provide the solution to most EC problems, 

such a broad statement does not allow an assessment of the 

internal consistency of the set of institutional provisions 

contained in the Draft Treaty. Besides problems stemming from 

defects of institutional blueprints in general and of the Draft 

Treaty in particular, further analytical difficulties are to be 

found in the attempt to come to grips with the (dynamic) nature of 

political processes. In various political systems a number of 

institutions have been known to evolve in such a way as to acquire 

scope, importance and powers going well beyond those specifically 

pTovided for, in those systems' cons ti tut ions. 

Very little can be done to fill out the gaps and to clarify 

the gray areas in the Draft Treaty. To the extent to which such a 

task remains unsuccessful, the assessment of the Draft Treaty's 

institutional provisions will have to rely on a high degree of 

speculation. But the other two sets of problems mentioned above 

can hopefully be circumvented more satisfactorily. 
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If the subjective motives and aims of the initiator of the 

Draft Treaty remain vague and undetermined, they may be assumed to 

be based on what .could be considered an objective assessment of 

the performance and, inevitably, of the shortcomings of the EC and 

its decision-making institutions. But institutionalization,that is 

the process whereby institutions acquire their position in the 

political system, can be measured at various points in time on the 

'basis of objective criteria. As a matter of 

fact,institutionalization presents another, internal, aspect; that 

is the development in an organization of those characters that 

will permit it to become externally institutionalized vis-a-vis 

the other bodies interacting in the system. In particular, Samuel 

Huntington and Nelson Pols by agree that ins ti tut ions should be 

adaptable, autonomous, reasonably differentiated from their 

environments and complex (4). 

An evaluation_of_the_pr:e.s.ent __ instAt.1-1tional balance of the EC 

should provide us both with an iqea of t~e_ shortcomings the Draft 

degree of ins ti tutionali.z.at.ior:i-r.eached by each relevant EC body --,,,..---~~----- . -· -- - ·---~-- -------·--------
under the 11resent Treaties. Such findings could be projected in 

the light of the speci.fic provisions of the Draft Treaty. An 

assessment of the institutional provisions of the Draft Treaty 

would thus depend on what institutions should prove to have the 

greatest potential for more institutionalization. Our attention 

will be mostly devoted to internal aspects of individual EC 

bodies' institutional development. But each institution's internal 
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development will have external consequences affecting all the 

others .. The political development of the system as a whole will 

depend on the overall balance of relationships in the EC 

institutional circuit, and in this light our study of individual 

institutions is to be understood. 

Institutionalization theory has been conceived having in mind 

th'e po'li ti cal development of the nation-state. Considering that 

the proposed Union in many ways resembles a federal state, it can 

be studied with the instruments provided by the theory. The 

peculiar nature of the incipient European Political 

system,however, suggests a distinction between two different sets 

of the criteria proposed by Huntington and Polsby. A highly 

institutionalized body in the European political system should 
' 

score highly on all four, but while two of the criteria, 

complexity and adaptabilit~, can be seen as indicators of an 

institution's 

authoritative 

potential capability to perform 'tasks of 

resource allocation, problem solving, conflict 

·,.,;settlement ... and so on', the other two criteria, autonomy and 

di ff e ren.ti..a.t,:ion from environment, could also indicate an 

institution's propensity to act as a truly European, that 

is,supranational, rather than as an intergovernmental decision-

making body ( 5) . 

2) THE INSTITUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
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a) General problems 

The institutional set-up of the EC has suffered from a number 

of general problems, largely imputable to defects of the original 

design. It is not our intention here to proceed to a systematic 

evaluation of the malaise of the., EC. But a quick overview i:s. 

necessary for the continuation of our analysis. As others have 

·,,•convincingly. pointed out, the evolution of the EC has been 

severely hindered by the peculiar features of the Treaty of Rome . 

. Lacking the flexibility normally characterizing const.i tut ions, the 

Treaty made it impossible for the EC to develop beyond a certain 

point. Even if 'there is some movement in the joints of the 

Treaty, permitting interpretation and institutional evolution 

the very length and specificity of the European document compounds 

the fact that it is a treaty requiring unanimous approval for 

change', thus, making it 'different· from a document that allows 

change to be made in it only with the support of a large majority 

of its constituent members'(7). Such a rigidity is in open 

cont,rast .,with the need for flexibility implicit in the functional 

and neofunctional principles animating the Communities. 

Individual theories of integration have surely shown their 

inadequacy not· only in predicting but also in explaining the 

evolution of the EC (6). Some of the major problems afflicting the 

EC and its institutions, however, can be explained by considering 

the limits of the functionalist principles that informed the 

original communitarian design. Contrary to the hopes that interest 
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aggregation would more and more often take place at the European 

level (as the formation of European Trade Union federations would 

indicate), national interest groups are protecting and entrenching 

themselves rather than overlapping (as the sad reality of wine and 

fish wars is showing), thus contributing to the endless disputes 

among the member states' governments. The original intention to 

protect the Commission by insulating it from the national 

•governments, resulted in a division of the policy-making process 

along functionally determined lines, involving the competent 

branches of the national bureaucracies and ultimately 

strengthening the nation-state (8). 

Moreover, whatever spill-over effect has indeed taken place, 

enlarging the scope and augmenting the import of EC activities, it 

has also underlined the problem of legitimacy within the 
~-~-=---:,,,, 

Community. Commissioners are individually appointed by the member 

governments while the Commission as a whole is subject to the 

censure of the European Parliament. The prospect of the possible 

""":trans·.:f.er of important prerogatives to a virtually unaccountable 
ij;.';, .. 

supranational if!stitution has contributed greatly to the 

strengthening of the Council and to the entrenchment of the 

unanimity principle. Ever si-nce the Luxembourg compromise, 

unanimity has been the rule, and the few instances in which 

majority votes have been taken in the Council to overrule 

individual members' paralyzing vetoes must be considered as 

sporadic exceptions. The rationale behind all this would be that 

unanimity makes each member government responsible, and 
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accountable to its Parliament, for each Council decision. The re

introduction of majority vote would create a 'democratic deficit' 

which could hardly be filled under the present institutional 

arrangements (9). 

The trend in_f_ay:o_ur_g_f_in:t.e.r.go.Y..ernmental decision-making was 

also reinforced by 'protective' reactions of governments to the 

·rri'onetary, energy and generally economic crises of the seventies, 

,:sculminating with the official incorporation of the European 

Council as a Community institution in 1974. The enlargement of the 

Community, as well as the continuing economic difficulties 

experienced by all member countries, brought to the fore another 

major problem of the Community, that of 'own resources'·. The 

Community has 'a. right to its own resources, but it ( has ) no 

clear right to resources which ( are) adequate to perform those 

tasks which ( have ) been required of it'. The Community therefore 
I 

' lacks autonomy and its proper functioning totally depends on ' 

supplementary allocations decided by the Council and ultimately by 
'.; . 

· the''rriember states ( 10). 

Last, but not least, as. pointed. out in the Committee of. Three 

Report on European Institutions, EC decision-making has been 

affected by the 'general phenomenon of an excessive load of 

business aggravated by slow and confused handling (which) may 

be summed up in the one French word lourdeur'(ll). Such an 

administrative inefficiency, probably originated by the decline of 

the institution best equipped to expedite technical procedures, 
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the found a ratchet in the relationship of 

interdependence existing among the various EC institutions and the 

-consequent need for several revisions of the same subject matter. 

All of the factors listed above, while having a general, and 

mostly negative, impact on EC decision-making, have produced 

diverging effects on individual institutions. but one could also 
~~~_.;.:=.;.;,;=.-;.::=----:::.:.:.._==-c.;:= -~- •0••- .• -- ---

argue that the course taken by the events could at least partially 

on the characteristics of the single institutions ·involved 
" 

and that an institutional explanation of the present situation of 

the EC could be attempted. In· order to do so, we shall examine in 

closer detail the Comm:j.ssion, the Council of Ministers with its 

spinoff and ancillary bodies, and the European Parliament, trying 

also to assess the degree of institutionalization of each 

institution. As for the other major EC institution, the Court of 

Justice, the only problem seems to be, according to the Three Wise 

Men, the preservation of its perfect independence. The Court 

therefore deserves the distinction of not being specifically 

considered, at least in this first part of the analysis, 

especially-· considering that another paper in this conference will 

be centered on the subject. 

b) The Commission 

In the Treaty of Rome, 

genuine supranational body, 

the Commission was conceived as a 

designed to be the 'motor' of the 

Community. According to the Treaty, the Commission was meant to be 
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the initiator of Community policy and guardian of the Treaties, as 

well as to act as a mediator among the member states and as an 

administrator of the affairs of tqe Community, 

All commentators agree that, after an initial period during 

which the Commission carried out its tasks competently and 

efficiently allowing for the successful take-off of the Common 

Market, there has been a steady and considerable decline in its 

powers and function-performing capabilities, to the point that now 

the Commission 

elsewhere ( The 

often prepares proposals actually initiated 

European Council and Council of Mini:ffifr,s on--all 

extra-Treaty policies). Applying to the Commission the Huntington

Polsby model, which measures adaptability on the basis of an 

ins ti tut ion's age, seen mostly as acquired ability to attract new 

functions, one must attribute the Commission a very low score on 

this criterion (12), 

The Commission was sufficiently well equipped to perform the 

· :,::tasks neatly outlined in the Rome Treaty. But as soon as 

challenges ( of an economic, technological, and even social and 

environmental nature.) arose from sectors- outside the o-fficial 

blueprint of the Treaty, the Commission was unable to respond, The 

lack of autonomy the Commission has in disposing of its own 

resources can certainly be considered to be a very severe handicap 

which has progressively hindered the Commission's performance even 

in areas designated as the Commission's domain in the Treaty of 

Rome. If the unwillingness of the member governments to give up 
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additional portions of their sovereignty was probably an 

unsurmountable obstacle for the Commission, such a failure was 

also partially due to the Commission's structural deficiencies. In 

~ r;o· other words, the Commission is not sufficiently cor.iplex to be able 
:J ~~~ '<F t move into new policy areas. This might sound like a paradox 
;J,.,.'=.P 

.,,_,,j~.,rt_} i ven the large number of directorates general, directorates and 

other sub-units into which the Commission is divided. But even so, 
..IL 
;~as we have seen, the Three Wise Men tell us that the Commission is 
,,+-_~ . 
'Am,-o overloiCcted; it simply 

~:ltifunctional position 

has too much work" to do in its 

as initiator of Community policy, 

and guardian of the Treaty. On the other -~ mediator, administrator 
c,-, j 
,,..),'"'hand, as the var.ious subdivisions of the Commission are determined .,,,.,,. .. 
S by the total number of Commissioners and director generals the 

✓ 

l:c1'
1

t''member states are entitled to, they do not respond to its actual 

~ task performing needs. Many of the sub-units tend to perform a 
.,; ~~'Cl 

' Q/1'". single function, usually dealing with highly technical aspects 

"' 

pertaining to a single policy area, often overlapping with the 

~~\work of other sub-units belonging to different DGs. In conclusion, 

-~ ;i::~?, considering that communication within the Commission mostly 

occurs vertically and almost never horizontally, not only is the 

Commission 

·tunctionally 

overloaded, but it 

complex organization. 

also lacks the power of a 

.Q.@..,~ - ,{ <-. c_..A.~cv..y 
\-G-='-".OV, _L..._ < c...uo.f ''-..~f', "--

The lack of legitimacy of the Commission 'has certainly 

prevented it from moving into new areas to maintain progress and 

meet fresh challenges 'once' the detailed guidance contained in 

the treaties was gradually exhausted' (13). As pointed out by 
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Ernst B. Haas, the concept of legitimacy hinges on 

participation/representation and performance ( 14) . Through the 

early years of the Community the Commission drew its ·legitimacy 

from the representativeness of the member governments, signatories 

of the Treaty. There is enough evidence that, with the possible 

exception of the honeymoon period that followed the Treaty of 

Rome, the investiture given the Commission by the member 

governments was conditional on the preservation of some means of 

national control. The national quota system with which Commission 

officials are selected, even if considered to be non-influential 

in terms of the behavior of individual Commissioners, certainly 

has an impact on the institutional integrity of the Commission. At 

least one-third of the very important Al positions (mostly 

director generals) is filled by 'parachuting' outsiders, generally 

national civil servants, directly into the position, while the 

number of direct.or generals who work their way up from starting 

positions below A3 is very small. The reasons and some of the 

implications of this situation are clearly stated by Stanley 

Henig: 

It has always been considered undesirable for 
any one nationality to gain a stranglehold 
over a particular sector of policy making, 
there is a general rule that a Commissioner 
and his director general will be of different 
nationalities and also a broad understanding 
that normally directors and directors general 
to whom they work will be from different 
countries. This also applies to heads of 
division and directors. Since each country 
wishes to preserve its share of these senior 
posts, procedures for the filling of vacancies 
may be cumbersome. Unless there is to be a 
redistribution between nationalities involving 
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potential upheaval in a number of DGs, 
vacancies at A3 level and above have to be 
filled by somebody from the country to whom 
the . post 'belongs'. This frequently 
necessitates outside recruitment at the behest 
of that country even if suitable internal 
candidates of other nationalities are 
available. Where posts are filled by internal 
promotion, merit will only be one factor to be 
taken into account. The career pattern of an 
A7 entrant may well be limited to a rise to A4 
unless he or she is lucky enough to win what 
amounts to political patronage (15). 

,"'• '1 
' Accor'ding to another e of EC bureaucracy 

opta,:ion of national offic1.-al-~nto the decision-making 

the co-

process 

presents 'a major challenge to the institutional identity of the 

•Commission'. Many such officials see their EC appointment as 'a 

useful interlude in their national career', and, working mainly in 

technically specialized committees and sub-committees involving 

representatives of the member countries, never develop a sense of 

belonging to a European civil service (16). Their mid-career 

entry, frustrating the aspirations of young 'European' officials 

might indeed contribute to the decline of the performance (and 

)Ei'gi timacy )' of the Commission. All of these considerations warrant 

·,,for ·the Commission the attributfon of a low score on the 

coherence/boundary definition criterion proposed by the 

Huntington-Polsby. model ( 1 7). 

c) The European Council, the Council of Ministers and COREPER 

In the opinion of at least one attentive student of EC 

institutions and decision-making, the European Council, COREPER, 
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and the Council of Ministers can be considered, at least for 

analytical purposes, as one institution. Indeed COREPER and the 

European Council can be seen as responses of the Council of 

Ministers to shortcomings of the institutional set up of the EC 

( 18) • 

The Council, in its various ministerial manifestations has 

been expanding its policy making and even policy initiating powers 

chiefly at the detriment of the Commission. In a parallel fashion 

a number of accessory institutions have been created (Secretariat) 

or reinforced (COREPER), giving_ the impression that the Council 

itself is becoming a permanent European institution capable of 

giving continuity and long-term perspectives to EC policy making. 

In order to do so, the Council still needs the cooperation of the 

institution best equipped to expedite technical procedures, that 

is the Commission. But Council decision-making is also deeply 

affected, both in scope and efficiency, by its need to delegate 

the administrative preparation of its own decisions to standing or 

ad hoc working parties, set up by either the Council itself, or 

COREPER or even the Special Committee on Agriculture. Such working 

parties have an enormous importance in determining the 

intergovernmental nature of EC decision making. According to 

Christoph Sasse their 'de facto autonomy ... leaves them free to 

determine which decisions reach the political ( COREPER - Council) 

level'. Despite, but maybe because of, this seldom acknowledged 

importance of working parties, they are often staffed with home

based experts with very little familiarity with EC methods and 
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propensity for compromise. Some working-parties' members desire to 

preserve unchanged the national position can considerably delay or 

even prevent the reaching of decisions (19). 

The cumbersome decison-making processes, now almost 

exclusively centered on the Council in its various forms 

(Council(s) hereinafter ), being based on lengthy preparatory 

·stages in ad hoc or standing committees at various levels, and 

involving long bargaining sessions a'llongst its own members and 

always requiring the mediation of the Commission, are a reflection 

·of the institutional ambiguity of what has now become the most 

powerful EC institution. 

In many respects, from the point of view of the would-be 

European political system, the Council(s)- are non-

institutions. They are even less autonomous and coherent than the 

Commission. In fact, the Council(s) and their activities are 

.>· qiz:ectly . controlled by the member states' governments to which 

their ·members individually belong. Even the various ancillary 

organizations, such as COREPER and the whole host of ad hoc or 

standing committees and working parties, are· mostly staffed with 

national civil servants all holding very different views as to 

what is to be done and how to do it. 

But the very same national governments and civil services 

which may be at least partially responsible for the disappointing 

performance of the Community in recent years, bestow upon the 
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Council those sources of strength which the Commission sorely 

lacks. The Council(s) derive from the national parliaments, to 

which their individual members are accountable, the legitimacy to 

act in any policy area in the national (as part of EPC) or in the 

communitarian interest, with or without the rubber stamp of the 

Treaty. In this the Council(s), although meeting sporadically and 

in various personnel permutations, have shown remarkable 

adaptability exploiting the resources of national diplomatic 

traditions and also creating new structures to perform some of the 

newly acquired tasks. The wide scope of the powers of some of the 

Council(s) and the interchangeability of some of the Ministers 

involved have also given them a sort of albeit discrete functional 

complexity (20). 

Looked at as integral parts of the national governments and 

the civil services to which all their members and officials also 

belong, the Council (s) and related organizations even have a high 

degree of autonomy and coherence, even if resulting from 

compromise among peers. 

d) The European Parliament 

The European Parliament has been termed as 'not much of a 

,parliament' and is much more often mentioned for the powers it 

lacks than for the powers it does have ( 21). Formally the EP has 

budgetary powers, control over the executive, a legitimizing 
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function and some legislative powers. But in practice, however, 

despite direct elections, such powers remain rather limited. 

Parliament's budgetary powers are formally the most important 

of the lot, but in practice they amount to much less than commonly 

believed. Being only on the expenditure, and not the revenue, 

side, they have very little impact on policies. Even the power to 

reject the budget as a whole has only minor practical consequences 
:.,.-: . 

', given the provision granting the Commission monthly appropriations 

(on the basis of the previous year budget) until the new budget is 

approved (22). Parliament can also amend non-compulsory expenses, 

that is expenses pertaining to policies not explicitly provided 

for in the Treaties. These expenses do not amount to more than 

twenty per cent of the whole budget, and Parliament alone can 

increase them only through a very complicated procedure and not by 

very much. As the powers to propose modifications of compulsory 

expenditure 

. Partiament 

and 

is 

to discharge the budget are even weaker, 

afforded very few opportunities to allocate 

lef· .. _ alone raise them. As a matter of fact, Parliament 

does not even have complete control over its own expenditure, nor 

does it determine the salary levels of MEPs, which is done by the 

member governments on the basis of national parliamentary salaries 

(23). MEPs also lament the non-existence of a statute of the 

European Parliamentarian. This places them in a situation of 

objective personal and collective disadvantage with respect to all 

other EC and national officials. 
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All of the above factors do not favour the autonomy and the 

' 
coherence/boundary definition of Parliament, despite the 

relatively small number of dual mandates left after direct 

e1ections(24). An evaluation of the importance of the other powers 

of Parliament, entails a discussion of its singular relationship 

with other EC institutions. Parliament has the power to dismiss 

the Commission by a qualified majority vote. Dismissal of the 

Commission would be a very draconian measure compared to its 

effects, and as such it has never been used, especially 

considering that the new Commission would still be appointed by 

the member governments. Thi,s. feature o:C the EC ins ti tutionaL set

up also belittles the legitimizing function of the EP, since it 

has no executive body to appoint and to invest with the legitimacy 

it ·draws from the European people through direct elections. 

The 1·egislative powers of the EP amount to the faculty to 

express opinions on Commission proposals with very little or no 

impact on the legislative output. Such a situation has even 

deteriorated for the EP, since the emergence as. prime policy 

making body of the European Council, with which the.EP.has no 

organic relationship. Given the paucity and scarce salience, of 

Parliament's powers and functions not very much can be said about 

its (functional) complexity and adaptability. After direct 

elections, however, with the parallel increase in the size of the 

Assembly, the EP has developed a more diversified structure. At 

the same time some of its sub-units, such as the Parliamentary 

groups, have become themselves more salient, while the scope and 
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number of activities of the EP seems to have also increased. 

Boosted by its new legitimacy the EP has become more vocal on a 

number of issues, such as civil rights and nuclear deterrence, 

having international resonance. The very Draft Treaty we are here 

examining is the testimony of the EP's attempt to give itself the 

powers and functions of a constituent assembly. 

c) EC decision-making. Institutional explanation. 

The main thrust of Spinelli's argument is that the Community 

.has to give itself a new Treaty not only to fulfill the federalist 

dream but also because the present patterns of inter-governmental 

decision-making are to a large extent responsible for the 

inefficiency of EC machinery and· for the declining appeal of the 

European ideal in at least some of the member states. Spinelli's 

main motive is well grounded, but if an effective cure has to be 

sought for the Community's malaise one has to go beyond the lack 

;, '·'o{': ·t):Hi tic'al will explanation, barring which no solution can be 

found. 'Poli ti cal will' is a very fuzzy term, and a very difficult 

variable to operationalize. It can be considered as a dichotomous 

variable 

accurately, 

(either negative or positive), but, probably more 

as a continuous one, measurable on a scale. Although 

the motives of the national states will probably always be 

particularistic, they might adopt pro-European strategies on the 

basis of some of those very mo.ti ves. As a result of the 

combination of various pro or anti European impulses, one could 
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conceive situations where the overall 'political will' might be 

neutral or even moderately positive with respect to European 

integration. It does not seem to be farfetched to put forth the 

hypothesis, comforted by several federal and consociational 

experiences, that the presence of adequate institutional 

structures might actually help. shape the 'political will' of the 

various would be members of the Union (245 

., . 
A solution to the present problems of the EC can therefore 

possibly be found by trying to see what is wrong with its 

ins.ti tutions. But in order to avoid the pitfalls of inane 

tautologies, one has to accept the view that EC institutions' 

deficiencies may have other (structural) causes than the simple 

fact that member governments do not want them to work. 

The Community is still an embryonic political system and it 

would be naive to expect a high degree of institutionalization of 

its decision-making bodies, The low scores on the various criteria 

,:, .,,,pf institutional development detected for. the three bodies we have 

•· ;-·considered · should not come as a surprise. What can be more 

disturbing for the 'European' cause is the trend towavds-· a- lower 

level of institutionalization characterizing the evolution of the 

· Commission, while the Council(s) seem to have at least th~B 
adaptability to fill the vacuum (26). The combination of these two 

-1\J,l 

trends is at the basis of the decreasing dynamism, efficiency and y..~ 
,,,__j, . 

ultimately 'Europeanism' of EC decision-making. 
~ "-~ .:::o-1.s-t-
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Unfortunately, as mentioned in an earlier footnote, the 

model gives us criteria to measure Huntington/Polsby 

institutionalization but does not explain it. It has been 

suggested that the institutionalization of an organization might 

be favoured by activities of its members designed to obtain credit 

vis-a-vis those to which they are accountable ( 27). This is 

certainly not the place to attempt a revision of 

· 1.nsti tutionalization theory, and it might be enough to say that 

,the legitimacy and accountability of an organization must be 

important pre-requisites for its institutionalization. 

seen, the legitimacy of the Commission rests on I As we have 

I) the specific _R,..QY_i_si_ons __ of~_the Treaty _1i11d as such the negative 

,inst~tutional development of the Commission can be explained with 

the gradual exhaustion of the tasks provided for in the Treaty or 

with their declining importance vis-a-vis the emerging 

environmental challenges (economic crisis, technological gap, 

defense concerns etc.) 

Strictly speaking, from an EC perspective, the Council(s) 

also present a very low level of institutionalization, and their 

remarkable adaptability in crisis situations could be hard to 

explain. But the Council(s) have on the Commission an 

'unfair'advantage, allowing them to escape the strait-jacket 

represented by the Treaty ru1d stemming from their position between 

the European political system and the set of the national ones. If 

one considers the Council(s) as a negotiating forum for the 
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representatives of the various branches of the national 

governrnen ts, rather than as an institution of the EC, the picture 

looks very different. 'The agreement to agree' existing in the 

Council might be more than adequate to give it the needed 

coherence. 

The individual components of the Council, receive their 

legitimacy from the· national Parliaments to pursue the national 

interest ... , (albeit disguised as a European one). And as branches of 

the national civil services they individually have even more 

coherence, autonomy, 

institutionalization. 

and sense of collegiality; in a word more 

The desire to strike the best possible 

bargain might produce in the short term individual policy 
I 

decisions not radically diverging from those hypothetically made 
I 

by a supranational authority in the 'general interest'. But the 

long term perspectives are very di.fferent. The ultimate goal of 

the members of the Council(s) is not the pursuit of a 'general 

interest' . Hence the disregard for the development of adequate 

.structures and the lack of comp le xi ty to carry out the ever 

' increasing· work-load. Hence the inefficient operat'ion· of" EC 

machinery. 

The European Parliament is the 'odd man out' of the 

" situation. It is now the only body with continuing 'European' 

legitimacy among those we have considered As such i.t is 

struggling towards the acquisition of new functions, of more 

autonomy and of a greater sense of purpose. But is is too early to 
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say whether this trend towards greater institutionalization will 

be enough to carry it beyond the limits of its formal powers. 

'xJ Summing up, the Commission is probably still the best 

' equipped institution to carry out the tasks pertaining to the 

functioning of the Community. Parliament, on the other hand, is 

the only institution having the European legitimacy to sustain its 

"initiatives. Ironically, their very supranational character has 

pegatively affected their internal and external 

institutionalization in the European Political system. The 

qevelopment of both institutions has been hindered by their being 

( subject to the rigidity of the Treaties. The very precise 

determination in the Treaty of the Commission's competences, seems 

to have denied it the legitimacy to adapt to the performance of 

the new functions required for the preservation and expansion of 

the system. In other words the limits posed on the internal 

institutionalization of the Commission have prevented its external 

institutionalization as well. In the case of Parliament the exact 

opposite .has occurred, as the very limited external powers 
. ·~: i. . ; .. 

afforded it by the Treaties have discouraged any sort of internal 

institutionalization (28). 

The Council(s) on the other hand, have been able to by-pass 

the rigidity of the Treaties, thus becoming the most important EC 

decision-making institutions. Their very intergovernmental nature 

has not only given them ad hoc short term goals and consequently 

enormous flexibility, but has also permitted them to utilize the 
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material and institutional resources of the member states. Here it 

looks like external institutionalization might be favoring the 

internal development of the Council(s), but the picture is not 

very clear. The existence of an institution specifically designed 

to carry out technical tasks has induced the Council to elicit the 

cooperation of the Commission even for those policy areas outside 

its competence. It is possible that the structures the Commission 

'is giving itself to accommodate the requests of the Council(s) 

will give it again a more crucial role, made possible by the 

internal weakness of the Council(s) at the European level. 

3) INSTITUTIONAL REFORM IN THE DRAFT TREATY FOR A EUROPEAN UNION 

a) The new institutional circuit 

If the diagnosis is correct, those bodies having weaker 

supranational inclinations have shown greater ability to face the. 

difficulties of the Community. The Council(st have displayed 
/ 

adequate adaptability and have been able to rely on member state 

resources in order to maintain an acceptable level of autonomy and 

comp le xi ty. On the contrary, among those bod·ies having" greater 

supr-anati.on·aJ.- potential., the Commission has been unable to go 

beyond certain structural and juridical limits. The European 

Parliament could have provided the stimulus, the support and the 

legitimacy for a renewed activism by the Commission. But it would 

seem that the existing institutional circuit was unable to link 

together effectively the -two more supranational bodies. 
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Appropriately, the first institution presented and discussed 

in the Draft Treaty is the European ParJJ-ament. Art. 16 identifies 

the most important functions of the European Parliament in a very 

modern way. 

~ functions, 

!lo modern Parliament exercises by itself legislative 

nor does it create in its own ranks the executive. 

Well functioning Parliaments (and political systems) are based on 

the sharing of powers with the executive in some issues and on 

their abi·l'i ty to act as stimuli for the activities of the 

executive ,,,,":cffid as checks on their behaviour. Indeed, the European 

Parliament, as portrayed in art. 16, occupies a central position 

in the European political system. It participates in the three 

main areas of activities of other bodies: legislati.on, buqgetary =-

processes, international cJ,gLe.ll.men:ts. Therefore, it comes into 
' 

contact and enters into a dialectical. relationship with the 

Council of the Union ~hich is involved, according to art. 21, in 
= 

the legislative and budgetary procedures and enjoys powers in the 

field of international relations, with the Commission, and to a 

lesser extent with the European Council. And since it will have 

, • .. the power ,to conduct inquiries and receive petitions addressed to 
. ''i• 

it by the citizens of the Union, it will keep in close contact 

with its voters (presumably through the various parties as well). 

Moreover, and most importantly, the European Parliament, 

though not involved in the selection of the President of the 

Commission and of the Commissioners, is given three important, 

indeed decisive, powers: over the political programme of the 

Commission, over the activities of the Commission (political 
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supervision), over the Commission as such. Indeed, once the 

President of the Commission has been appointed by the European 

Council, the fundamental relationship and its working and very 

survivability are in the hands of the European Parliament. From 

formal investiture through political supervision to a motion of 

censure, the relationship between the European Parliament and. the 

Commission comes very close to the ones established in the forms 

of pure ··parliamentary governments, though with some significant 

differences. These will be better appreciated following an 

analysis of the Commission itself. 

There is no doubt that the Commission is meant to represent 

the executive in the European political system (29). As in all 

democratic regimes it is an executive which draws its legitimacy 

from the popular will. The (positive) peculiarity is that it 

enjoys a double, albeit indirect, legi.ti.maey-. The President of the 

Commission is designated by the Euro2ean Council (th~t is, by the 

Heads of State or Government of Member States who, by definition, 

•enjoy the legitimacy of their respective national electorates). 

But the Commission as a whole will take office only after its 

inve·stiture by the Parliament (that is, by the representatives 

specifically elected by the European electorate). Once in office, 

the Commission can be dismissed only after a motion oT censure 

voted by a qualified majority of the European Parliament. 

Correctly intepreted, this clause entails a shift of power away 

from the European Council towards the European Parliament. In 
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practice, away from an intergovernmental body towards a 

supranational one. 

Strengthened in its legitimacy, as long as it enjoys the 

.confidence of the European Parliament, the Commission is given the 

opportunity to exercise incisive powers as spelled out in art. 28, 

that is: 

Article 28 

Functions of the Commission 

The Commission shall: 

- define the guidelines for action by the Union in 

the programme which it submits to the Parliament 

for its approval, 

- introduce the measures required to initiate that 

action, 

- have the right to propose draft laws and 

participate in thee legislative procedure, 

- issue the regulations needed to implement the 

laws and take the requisite implementing 

decisions, 

- submit the draft budget, 

- implement the budget, 
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represent the Union in external relations in the 

instances laid down by this Treaty, 

- ensure.that this Treaty and the laws of the Union 

are applied, 

- exercise the other powers attributed to it by 

this Treaty. 

The role of the Commission as the engine of action is 

therefore specifically recognized and codified. The Draft Treaty 

has correctly identified in the Commission asupranational body 

capable of dynamic initiatives and it has attributed to it the 

relevant powers. Moreover, the Commission se.ems to combine in its 

structure and functions the two criteria of authority and 

legi.timacy essential according to Haas for the production of 
r -.,, 

positive institutional outcomes. Of particular relevance is the 

fact that 

practically 

designation 

appointment 

the European Council, an 

loses control over the 

of its President and 

of the various members of 

intergovernmental body, 

Commission following the 

its participation in an 

the Commission. Hence, the 

Commission acquires a considerable amount of discretionality in 

the carrying out of its tasks - important as. they are. Having 

become responsible to another supranational body, the European 

Parliament, a major opportunity is created for the launching of a 

virtuous circle. In the process, the Commission and the Parliament 

would act to enlarge supranational functions and powers. The lack 

of provisions to solve possible conflicts of opinions and policies 

f' c-.:-
~v----" --.e. 
~.,.,,.,.. -~ 
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between the European Council and the Commission, though, deserves 

some attention. 

fu~ong the mostly vague functions attributed to the European 

Council - the only very precise one being that of the designation 

of the President of the Commission - it is not possible to detect 

the means through which the European Council might be able to 

prevent the President and the Commission from undertaking actions 

not to its liking. It is only possible to envisage some informal 

means of pressure to be utilized, such as the formulation of 

recommendations and the undertaking of commitments in the field of 

cooperation, the information of Parliament about the activities of 

the Union in the fields in which it is competent to act, and, 

above all, the exercise of other powers attributed to it by the 

Draft Treaty. It is conceivable that through recommendations, the 

underlining of previous or future commitments, informations, the 

European Council might make it difficult for the Commission, even 

when backed by Parliament, to proceed too far in some areas. 

However, in the final instance, an alliance between the Commission 

and Parliament could produce that virtuous supranational circle 

which is in the intention of the draftees. 

Only theoretically could the European Council resort to 

mustering support from the Council of Union. This body, consisting 

of representatives of the member States appointed by their 

respective Governments, will certainly be very responsive to the 

demands, queries, and pressures of the European Council. Its 
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powers are limited however. It will, indeed, (Art. 21.1) 

·'participate, in accordance with (The Draft) Treaty, in the 

legislative and budgetary procedures and in the conclusion of 

international agreements'. But its suggestions, tts inputs can be 

easily overruled. Of course, the case may be extreme but if it is 

.so, it will exactly be because of its relevance. 

Apparently, the Council of the Union retains a major weapon. 

When it comes to the drafting of the budget - initiated and 

submitted, in accordance with the Treaty, by the Commission - the 

Council of the Union may m'l.ke its approval very difficult. This 

can be done either on the sheer merit of the proposals or as a 

form of blackmail or bargaining when the conflict of interests and 

policies between the Commission and the Council of the Union 

itself (or the European Council, since one must take for granted 

that the Council of the Union or some of its members might act 

abiding by some preference or desire expressed by the European 

Council or, again some of the latter's members) is very sharp. 

However; in such an occurrence it will be up to the European 

Parliame.nt to decide the issue. It will not be easy, due to the 

predictable ample series of cross-cutting pressures, but 'on 

second reading, the Parliament may reject amendments adopted by 

the Council only by a qualified majority. It shall adopt the 

budget by an absolute majority' .(art. 76.f.)' 

If the reasoning followed so far is correct, then neither the 

Commission itself nor Parliament alone are endowed by the Draft 
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Treaty with exclusive and specific supranational powers. It is 

their potential and lil<ely collaboration which represents the 

promise of a shift of authority into a supranational direction. No 

doubt, this would represent a major achievement. However, before 

giving a positive evaluation to the virtuous linkage between the 

Commission and Parliament, one must further inquire into the way 

powers can be effectively exercised and, more precisely, which 

areas can be affected by these powers and which areas can, on the 

contrary, be insulated. More powers in fewer and irrelevant areas 

will, of course, represent not much of an achievement. 

b) Issue areas 

It is a well known contention of the functionalist school 

that efficient performance in one issue area is likely to produce 

spill-over effects. While it is difficult to assess the validity 

of this principle in the concrete experience of the EEC, it 

a,ppears rather clearly that the Draft Treaty is not inspired by 

this principle. Indeed, it is well spelled out that common 

institutions will be entrusted 'only with those powers required to 

complete successfully the tasks they may carry out more 

satisfactorily than the States acting independently' ; (preamble) 

that to attain the specified objectives, 'the Union shall act 

either by Common action or by cooperation between the Member 

States' (art.10) even though, what is important, 'the fields 

within which each method applies shall be determined by this 

Treaty' (art.10); and, finally, 'the Union shall. only act to carry 
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out those tasks which may be undertaken more effectively in common 

than by the Member States acting separately, in particular those 

whose execution requires action by the Union because their 

dimension or effects extend beyond nati'onal frontiers' (art. 

12.2). 

The balance between exclusive and concurrent competence is 

then not pre-established, rigidly fixed. This would alow not 

simply some discretionality in terms of interpretation and action, 

but as it is pointed out in several instances, the conversion from 

forms of cooperation into common action of the Union. However, 

there is -a clause of safeguard in this process: art. 68.3 'by way 

of derogation from Article 11.2 of this Treaty, the European 

Council may decide to restore fields transferred to common action 

in accordance with paragraph 2 above either to cooperation or to 

the competence of the Member_ S.tates' . Even though the 

exceptionality of this derogation is explicitly stressed, it 

appears that subject to a unanimous approval by the Council of the 

Union one or more Member States can refrain from 'some of the 

measures taken within the context of common action'. On the other 

hand, the restoration of some field to c.ooperation or to. the 

competence of the Member States as decided by the European Council 

is a powerful weapon against the supranational inclinations of the 

Commission. It is not possible to speculate on the likelihood of 

these developments nor on the manner they might produce themselves 

because Art. 32. 2 is exceedingly vague: 'The European Council 

shall determine its own decision-making procedures.' 
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All this said, the issue areas where common action is 

explicitly stated and required are several and important: within a 

period of two years following the entry into force of the Treaty, 

the free movement of persons and goods; within a period of five 

years, the free movement of services; within a period of 10 years, 

the free movement of capital. It is in the (potentially shifting) 

balance between exclusive and concurrent competence concerning 

·economic policies that the Union, particularly through the ability 

,¥l-nd the intiative of the Commission, might move from cooperation 

to common action. Indeed, writing some time ago in an anticipatory 

vein, Haas suggested that if institutional evolution were to occur 

along the lines of a an 'asymmetrical overlap', 'legitimacy would 

be increased because collective performance would be better, 

provided the evolving pattern. of coordination were to stress the 

confluence of decisions relating to R&D and economic growth' (30). 

At present, in the Draft Treaty, there is no special emphasis 

on R&D and on economic growth. Perhaps inevitably, the number of 

fields to be covered by cooperation and/or common action resembles 

a sh~pping list (31). Not much different could probably be done in 

the light of previous commitments and actions. Moreover, the 

evolution of the EEC has enlarged the number of fields which one 

way or another are affected by EEC actions, policies, and 

decisions. While this is definitely an instance of 'asymmetrical 

overlap', because there is a lack of -• a clear-cut di vision of 

competences between the center and the member units: both share in 

the management of crucial fields of social and economic action', 
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action, there is little doubt that recent difficulties in the 

relationship runong EEC members are due to the inability to 

identify and assign priorities. Therefore, the shopping list 

presented in art. 53 might ncit mean much, even though necessary. 

The important step will be taken by the Commission which is 

entitled, in s'everal instances, to define the guidelines and 

objectives to which the action of the Member Sates shall be 

subject on the basis of the principles and within the 'limits laid 

down by the 1 aws (art. 28),. 

Obviously, the most important area of intervention and action 

is represented by the budget. The power of the purse remains a 

very influential element in analyzing and assessing the overall 

distribution of power among different institutions. It has been in 

the past (32), and in all likelihood will remain in the future, an 

element of contention within the Union. Authority on the budget is 

shared by the European Parliament artd the Council of the Union 

which are entrusted with its adoption and by the Commission which 

submits the draft budget and is responsible for its 

implementation. However, the sorest issues in the past have 

concerned on the one hand the transfer of, resources (revenues) 

from Member States to the EEC and their allocation. The Draft 

Treaty contains some innovative propositions. In particular art. 

71. 3 'In principle, the authorities of the Member States shall 

collect the revenue 

the Union as soon as 

of the Union. Such revenue shall be paid to 

it has been collected. A law shall lay down 

the. implementing procedures for this paragraph and may set up the 
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Union's own revenue-collecting authorities' and art. 74.2 'on a 

proposal from the Commission, a multiannual financial programme, 

adopted according to the procedure for adopting laws, shall lay 

down the projected development in the revenue and expenditure of 

the Union'. Once more, the Commission is entrusted with a 

significant function, with the power to initiate an important 

programme. 

•' .I.· 

c ),.Tnsti tutionalization of EC bodies and EC decision-making 

The funds to carry out the activities and the policies of the 

Union are, of course, very important and their a~ount and the way 

they are collected will tell us a lot about. the availability of 

the Member States to contribute to the process of unification and 

to strengthen it. Indeed, the financial autonomy of the Union is a 

clear indicator, together with its new juridical status, of its 

growing potential for institutionalization. Since the Draft Treaty 

c_ontains many provisions designed to weaken the ties between the 

;:,union and the Member States, specifically in indicating the 

possibilities of a transition from cooperation to Common action, 

one would surmise that in those instances, the Union will acquire 

more differentiation from the environment (albeit with a note of 

warning: some bodies can and must become more differentiated, such 

as the European Parliament and the Commission; others, such as the 

European Council and the Council of the Union will encounter some 

fixed limits). Moreover, one ought not to confuse external 

differentiation with internal differentiation. Obviously, the 
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European political system contains potentialities for both types 

of differentiation. Both have to be assessed and specified. 

Financial and juridical autonomy leads to external 

differentiation from the environment. This is further strengthened 

when there emerges substantial 'consensus on the functional 

boundaries of the group and on the procedures for resolving 

·, disputes which come up within those boundaries (33)'. While we 

have see.-!1, that, appropriately, the functional boundaries have been 

left somewhat flexible, the procedures for resolving disputes may 

be analyzed from two points of view. The first one is the 

existence of a specific body, the Court of Justice. The second one 

is the provision of a Conciliation Committee (art. 38.4), which 

shall consist of a delegation from· the Council of the Union and a 

.delegation from the Parliament and with the participation of the 

Commission, empowered with the. resolution of conflicts deriving 

from divergent views on draft laws. 

In itself, the EEC has shown to possess enough adaptability, 
' 

··•)'.,,;t 
that is the ability to face environmental challenges and to· 

survive and change in its environment. The formulation of the 

Draft Treaty itself is evidence of this, at least potential, 

adaptability. Finally, the European political system has always 

been characterized by complexity, that is the existence of 

organizational subunits, hierarchically and functionally, and 

differentiation of separate types of organizational subunits (34). 
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In the light of the Draft Treaty which institutions present 

the greatest potential for institutionalization within the 

European political system? There is little doubt that the 

European Council has already reached the upper limits in terms of 

its potential for institutionalization. It cannot exceed certain 

boundaries in its autonomy from the Members states as it cannot 

acquire more adaptability. Indeed, its very strength, apart from 

·1 ts potential for more or less supranationali ty, is dependent upon 

its -streamlined- structure and close relationship and perfect 

linkage with the governments of the Member States. Moreover the 

functions attributed to it by the Draft Treaty do not require for 

their performance any growth in differentiation or any increase in 

comp le xi ty. While, of course, it may well be that the Member 

States will want .to endow themselves and the European Council with 

appropriate structures to counteract the enlargement of functions 

attributed to the Commission, it is more likely that a different 

strategy will be followed. 

The· most probable and best equipped candidate for a strategy 

against the development of supranational patterns of EC decision

making appears to be the Council of the Union. Because of its 

nature, being made up of representations of the Member States 

appointed by their respective governments and led by a Minister 

who is permanently and specifically responsible for Union affairs, 

the potential institutionalization of the Co_uncil of the Union 

enjoys some favorable conditions. Obviously, its strength will 

derive from its ability to interpret the wishes and preferences of 
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individual ;•,!ember States. Therefore, its autonomy will be somewhat 

curtailed. However, its adaptability and its complexity will be 

determined by the assessment of its importance by the Member 

States. Since art. 21 not only specifies that the Council will 

participate in the legislative and budgetary procedures and in the 

conclusion of international agreements, but that it will also 

exercise powers in the field of international relations besides 

the other powers attributed to it by the Draft Treaty, it is 

likely that the Member States will be willing to provide their 

representations with all those resources needed to confront the 

Commission and Parliament effectively. Therefore, the 

adaptability, the differentiation, and the complexity of the 

Council of the Union are likely to grow. That is, the Member 

States will have· to decide how many personal and physical 

resources they are willing to devote to a body which is the most 

likely to protect their interests and to promote their preferences 

in the face of the choices made by the Commission and Parliament. 

Individual Member States' Ministers, permanently and specifically 

responsible 

at stake in 

surrounding. 

for Union affairs, will put something of their career 

this function and· wiTl have a vested interest in 

themselves wi.th highly competent collaborators. . The 

very size of the representation will not simply be a sign of the 

interests 

deterrent 

each individual 

against coups 

State has in European affairs, but a 

de main by the Commission and/or 

Parliament. Moreover, a large representation could be organized in 

a functionally and structurally efficient way. If and when this 

becomes the case, the Council of the Union will preempt some of 
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the activities traditionally carried out by the European Council 

and become the true counterpart of the Commission and Parliament. 

Its internal institutionalization will favour and facilitate its 

external institutionalization (35). 

In order to evaluate the potential for institutionalization 

of the two more supranational institutions, one must engage in 

some speculation. This speculation, though, has to be founded on 

the one hand on the past experiences of the Commission and of 

Parliament, on the other on the indications emerging from the 

Draft Treaty. The choice of the President of the Commission by the 

European Council assumes particular importance in this light. 

Presumably_. his designation, because of the utmost importance of 

his role, will have to be unanimous. It is therefore possible that 

a man lacking a prominent personality will be selected (36). It is 

also possible that the subsequent constitution of the Commission 

by the President will be strongly influenced by his consultation 

. of the European Council. However, as we have already stressed, 

Parliament ·might then exercise some of its powers. Moreover, it is 

well known that the office, especially when endowed with 

significant functions and exposed to appropriate historical 

circumstances, may shape the role. Much will of course depend on 

the relationship to be established with the European Parliament 

(and much on the vigilance of public opinion). 

Much more, in the light of past experiences and grievances, 

will be the product of an appropriate organization and structure 
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.of the Commission. It is easy to foresee a major confrontation of 

opinions, interests, and strategies when art. 26 will have to 

produce its effects: 'The structure and operation of the 

Commission and the Stcttute of its members shall be determined by 

an organic law'. Until then only some speculations may be put 

forward and related to the outcomes desired by those who want to 

relaunch the process of unification. 

If the Commission represents the executive of the European 

Community, then its composition ought to be fairly representative 

in terms of nationalities of its Member States. Its size should 

not exceed that of viable cabinets, but it should not be fixed the 

organic law in order to allow for that flexibility that the 

Draftees of the Treaty have strenuously sought to preserve 

throughout the institutional design. It is easy to foresee than an 

important choice will be made concerning the structural autonomy 

and the financial independence of the Commission. Its structural 

organization will be better left undetermined so that new fields 
. 

and new problems could appropriately be dealt with, again with 

•flexibility. As to finances, it is in the interest of the 

Commission · to enjoy an unres:tricted allocation as well as to be 

able to draw on funds allotted for specific programs. 

In the past, the Commission has alternatively played a very 

dynamic role and a rather subordinate one. Its limited internal 

institutionalization has negatively affected its performance, 
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hence its external institutionalization. If the President and the 

members of the Commission are capable of pushing their autonomy to 

the extreme limits, are willing to devote their resources to a 

strengthening of the internal complexity of the Commission and to 

exploit all the opportunities provided by the Draft Treaty (which, 

admittedly, must be given shape and sanction by the organic law), 

then the Commission will definitely acquire a very propulsive 

position in the overall institutional design. We believe that the 

most favorable conditions are created by the formulations of the 

Draft Treaty. Moreover, since an institutional arrangement takes 

shape through a dialectical confrontation among the different 

institutions which comprise it, it should not be forgotten for a 

moment that the Commission has plenty of opportunities to enlarge 

its role vis a vis the other institutions. Most important, by 

mustering the support of the European Parliament it may be able to 

strengthen the 

facilitating the 

Parliament, while 

institutionalization 

legitimizing itself. By 

of the Parliament, the 

Commission also creates the premises for a mutually advantageous 

,,,,., relationship. In fact, the 'engine of action) is located in the 

circuit of this specific relationship. It will be the flow of 

legitimacy and support from Parliament to the Commission and of 

the ideas and initiatives from the Commission to Parliament which 

will give birth and sustain most, if not all, the supranational 

potentialities. 

The European Parliament ought now to enjoy several 

preconditions for a successful institutionalization. The first 
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elective term might be considered a sort of apprenticeship period. 

The awareness of the drawbacks and the hindrances to its action 

has already been translated into the Draft Treaty. Other 

organizational and structural inconvenients have been discovered. 

Above all, however, the European Parliament enters into a phase in 

which either it succeeds in creating a sort·of self-propelling 

institutionalization or it will be doomed to survive as a 

rubberstamp or merely a representative assembly. In the latter 

case, the risk being of further delegitimization in the eyes of 

too many voters. 

of 

Theoretically, 

support through 

the European Parliament may enlarge its scope 

the activities undertaken by the various 

parliamentary 

particularly 

groups. The role of transnational parties becomes 

important. The risk is, as several instances of 

Presidential governments show, that the executive (that is the 

Commission) will represent general, probably progressive, in all 

likelihood supranational, interests, while Parliament might become 

· the -.. repository of particularistic, probably defensive, in some 

cases purely national, interests. There is no guarantee that this 

syndro·me will not manifest itself, especially if the institutional 

circuit were to encounter unforeseen initial obstacles. These 

obstacles could play against the institutionalization of 

Parliament in several ways. 

First of all, by preventing its full working autonomy through 

a lack of sufficient financial allocations. This lack of 
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resources would also make it difficult to move towards a clear 

differentiation from the environment (national contexts and 

national parties, even though in several cases the dual mandates 

can · be considered not simply a hindrance, but also an asset). 

Insofar as they are utilized by their holders as an instrument 

through which they can represent 'European issues', in their 

respective national Parliaments they constitute a useful component 

in a complex linkage process, which admittedly could also go the 

other way• ,around. It would as a consequence also make unlikely the 

evolution of a process of growing internal complexity. In view of 

the several important and technically significant tasks the 

European Parliament will have to fulfill, the creation of 

appropriate expertise will become an urgent need. Moreover, 

through an increasing differentiation and a growing complexity and 

in interaction with the (potentially well equipped) national 

representations in the Council of the Union, the European 

Parliament will also have to go through a process of 

specialization. 

Past experiences show that relatively large, democratically 

elected, representative assemblies have the potential of becoming 

institutionalized 

of powers and. 

balanced. There 

these positive 

opportunities for 

provided their scope of support, their exercise 

their level of activities remain relatively 

is no doubt that the European Parliament enjoys 

elements. The Draft Treaty provides the 

a positive outcome, even though many variables 

are not in control of the Parliament as an institution but of the 
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(usually neglected) political parties. While we have stressed that 

the lack of 'political will' is most of the time a poor 

explanation for structural phenomena - and tends to be utilized as 

an alibi for inaction - in this particular case, there is no way 

of denying that most of the opportunities will have to be 

exploited by national and transnational parties. Therefore, a 

major element of uncertainty remains - indeed, it looms large - as 

to the institutionalization of the European Parliament. 

It has been remarked that 'from the mid 1960s onwards 

Europeans have tended to argue that maj.ori ty voting in the Council 

and direct elections of the Parliament might offer the deus ex 

machina for the integration process' (37). It is appropriate, 

then, that after a brief analysis of the, mostly unexploited, 

potentialities-of a directly elected Parliament and the indication 

of the positive changes the Draft Treaty introduces for its role, 

.one might turn to the issue of voting. 

i'''\vhile',. it might be true that in many cases, the voting 

procedures and t.he need for unanimity have hindered, delayed or 

prevented some. important decisions, it is also true that all 

Member States have been unwilling to abandon that safeguard of 

their interests represented by unanimous voting, that is by 

individual veto powers. Morevoer, the persistence of the clause 

of unanimity in the workings of the Council of Ministers is less a 

cause and more a reflection of the difficulties of the integration 

process. All this said, however, it remains that the overcoming of 
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unanimous voting would represent a real achievement, or at least 

would oblige all Member States to look for effective conciliation 

procedures. The introduction of new rules of the game would 

automatically impinge upon the behaviour of the players, their 

expectations an their inclinations. 

In a very pragmatic and cautious way the Draft Treaty creates 

· a series of situations in which qualified majorities are necessary 

' . 
required. When obstacles appear and an issue - such as the 

budget is considered too important to be left to a simple 

majority, absolute or qualified majorities are required. This will 

not simply allow for some time to ponder the matter but also to 

proceed to the necessary conciliation of interests and opinions. 

However, in all cases a majority, though qualified, must emerge. 

Legislative deadlock is contemplated only in extreme cases. Even 

then (art. 76:'where one of the arms of the budgetary authority 

;has not taken a decision within the time limit laid down by the 

Financial Regulation, it shall be deemed to have adopted the draft 

referred tCJ, it'), it can be broken by one of the bodies. 

However, a powerful brake may come into being if the Member 

States so decide. Only exceptionally will the Council of the Union 

be required to resort to the unanimity of representations 

(abstentions not counted); that is only when expressly specified 

by the Treaty. A major loophole, however, remains open for the 

European Council. Art. 32.2 explicitly allows the European Council 

to maintain the principle of unanimous voting by stating: 'the 
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European Council shall determine its own decision-making 

procedures'. While probably unavoidable, this small clause and the 

way it will be translated into actual procedures represent at the 

same time a sort of mortgage the Member States might want to put 

on the process of European unification and the yardstick to 

measure·· their willingness to go beyond the limits of the past. The 

acceptance of majority voting would represent a real breakthrough, 

made possible, even though not yet likely, by the several checks 

and balances provided in the Draft Treaty and which can be 

activated by the dissenting Member States. Obviously, there is no 

easy solution to this real- stumbli.ng bl-0.ck.,- but the fixation of' a 

time limit beyond which the unanimity principle will no longer 

·hold. 

d) Effectiveness of institutional reform in the Draft Treaty 

Summing up, the Draft Treaty incorporates, utilizes, gives 

coherence and clarity to many proposals for change and improvement 

formulated by different committees in the past (38). But the whole 

is much more than the sum of its parts (and of its in_tellectual 

and politic al debts). Indeed, the Draft Treaty is intende'd to 

redefine the objectives of European integration and to confer on 

more efficient and democratic institutions the means of attaining 

them ( 38). It does so in a way which can be defined at the same 

time as pragmatic and gradualist, and ambitious (39). 
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The strategy is pragmatic and gradualist because it does not 

aim at a total restructuring of the European institutional 

arrangement. It tries to provide remedies for the most serious 

deficiencies. In particular, it gives a greater role to the 

European Parliament legitimized by its direct election and 

attempting to exercise its muscles. It overhauls the functions of 

the Commission introducing those modifications necessary for the 

·. morale of its components and for the obviously pivotal role it 

must play between the Council(s) and the European Parliament. At 

the same time, the strategy is very weary in reducing ipso facto 

the powers and trimming the prerogatives of the Member States. No 
; 

clear cut break is envisaged with the recent past, which might be 

counterproductive. Indeed, the draftees explicitly stress their 

intention to 'entrust common institutions, in accordance with the 

principle of subsidiarity, only with those powers required to 

complete successfully the tasks they may carry out more 

satisfactorily than the States acting independently' ( 40) . Behind 

this simple sentence, a wide field of interpretation and 

initiative and action for common institutions opens up. Although 

s'till at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the Member States (who can still 

resort in many instances to the channels of traditional diplomacy 

or to common action within other international organizations), EC 

institutions are no longer formally precluded from expanding their 

areas of intervention, as was the case under the Treaty of Rome. 

Quite clearly, the draftees are aware of the impossibility to 

start from scratch and they have taken into account the assets as 
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well as the liabilities of the existing institutional arrangement. 

i,1orevoer, they have tried to preserve whatever institutional 

dynamism the existing arrangements still possess and to exploit it 

in the desirable direction. At the same time they have squarely 

tackled the critical problem, that of the balance, or better 

imbalance of powers and functions between intergovernmental bodies 

and supranational institutions. Their ambition is most evident in 

the well designed efforts to create an overall situation in which 

functions and powers will be gradually, but irresistibly shifted 

away from intergovernmental bodies to supranational institutions, 

specifically from the Council.(s) to the institutional circuit 

created by the mutually advantageous relationship between the 

Commission and Parliament. 

The hope and the promise of the arrangement so devised. are 

that the streamlining of the decision-making process, which, 

however, does not entail any deliberate or manipulatory exclusion, 

will prove to be successful because capable of combining elements 

both of participation/representation and performance. Moreover, 

this arrangement does not contemplate the concentration of power 

in one single body, which would' lead to a dee ision~making. 

paralysis were that body become and prove unable to exercise 

power. Nor does it excessively diffuse power among too many 

competing institutions, which would lead to fragmentation. While 

some complexity is to be found in the web of relationship tying 

together the Commission, the Council of the Union, and the 

European Parliament, there seems to be no doubt that the 
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Commission and the Parliament enjoy a fair amount of asymmetrical 

overlap. This is to be considered very positive, if Haas is right 

and to say the least, he is convincing - in saying that 

asymmetrical overlap is likely to produce positive outcomes. Even 

more so if, to use again Haas' words, the virtuous path between 

the Commission and Parliament leads to 'incrementalist 

strategies', which 'have been considered the engine of action' 

.(,41) • 

4) CONCLUSIONS 

All this said, it is time to come to a global assessment of 

the institutional provisions of the Draft Treaty. A fair amount of 

speculation is needed. . We will keep it on the grounds of some 

well-established criteria. In the first place, there exists in the 

Treaty a profound awareness of the past difficulties and the 

failure of more or less encompassing blueprints for change. The 

difference with similar past attempts is that the Draft Treaty is 

the product of an elaboration by the popularly elected and 

representative body of the European political system. It cannot be 

,shelved or put aside without entailing a major crisis. Moreover, 

several parliamentary groups are committed to its ratification and 

important personalities have already expressed their approval. The 

.Draft Treaty is, so to speak, a sign of the times. 

However, this does not automatically mean that a shift of 

powers and functions from the intergovernmental bodies to the 
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supranational institutions will necessarily follow. The T:"eaty 

indicates with all clarity the steps to be taken, the safeguards, 

and the intentions. It is at the same time flexible, for instance 

in making room for intervention by the intergovernmental bodies at 

practically all stages in the decision-making process, and vague, 

for instance in the vital field of voting procedures. The.manner 

in which some of the several unspecified clauses will be filled 

and clarified; the manner in which other clauses will be 

interpreted, allowing 

intergovernmentalism and 

quite a 

supranationalism, 

fluctuation 

more than 

between 

anything 

else, the manner in which the Commission and Parliament. will. be 

willing and able to acquire, assert, and exercise their functions 

and powers, all will make a major difference in the implementation 

of the Treaty. However, it ought to be stressed that the Draft 

Treaty contains all the elements capable of leading towards 

supranationality in a more or less gradualist and pragmatic way. 

As a matter of fact, the assertion of powers by the 

Commission and Parliament accompanied by a show of capability in 

performing accurately their functions of decision-making and 

implementation ( 42) and participation/re·presentation, 

respectively, plus the effective institutionalization of the 

Council of the Union, which will testify of the will of the Member 

States to accept a greater. amount of supranationali ty, might 

create the premises for a quasi-federalist arrangement. It is not 

farfetched to anticipate in the long run a withering away of the 

European Council insofar as the various Member States will feel 
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confidently represented and protected by the Council of the Union. 

This body, acquiring some of the already rather limited functions 

of the European Council, might transform itself in a sort of 

Second Chamber representing the States and with some specific 

voting procedures. 

It is not simply that requirements of functionality will push 

~nto that direction, but the intrinsic logic of the institutional 

arrangement devised in the Draft Treaty entails such a 

development. The accurate balance of powers among the different 

institutions is designed in such a away as to facilitate this 

development, even though there is nothing compulsory nor 

ineluctable in it. The institutional circuit is capable of 

sustaining a virtuous dynamic, indeed it provides the necessary 

incentives for the Commission and Parliament. At the same time, it 

can reach an equilibrium as it is, without any further transfer of 

powers and functions. A stalemate will be difficult to tolerate 

for both the Commission and Parliament and would probably produce 

str~ins within the Council of the Union as well if, as it is to be 

'" expected, role and career expectations will develop among the 

permanent representatives of the Member States. 

Perhaps, the weakest element in the overall architectural 

construction is constituted by the lack of enforcement mechanisms 

(explicitly mentioned only in art. 44). The truth of the matter 

is, of course, that one cannot have a healthy and sound 

integration process founded on deterrent or blackmail measures. 
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However, some constraints against non-integrative behavior ought 

to be foreseen and some disincentives envisaged. Another weak 

point or at least an element which might create problems is the 

openness of the Treaty to accession by new Member States. In the 

light of past experiences, new Members will probably slow down the 

integration process (but this. might be transformed into an element 

of strength: buying time in order to absorb and translate all the 

supranational impulses) and create some institutional confusion. 

The consolidation of the unification process will have to be 

postponed. Again, this postponement might be accepted in order to 

accommodate effectively and positively unforeseen and/or necessary 

modifications. It is the very manner the Treaty is drafted which 

would allow the accommodation of new Member States and the 

introduction of modifications. In fact, the Draft Treaty suggests 

the possibility and the desirability of an ongoing process of 

unif~cation with no specific end in sight. 

By far the most relevant objection to be addressed to the 

Draft Treaty is that it leaves too many elements unspecified, too 

many holes to be filled. Some of these element.s and holes concern 

important components of the overall construction. We have already 

stressed that a lot in terms of achievements and performance will 

depend on the way the issues of the voting procedures, especially 

in the European Council, are solved. Much is also dependent upon 

the way the Commission and the Council of the Union will structure 

their bodies, will recruit their staff, will provide incentives, 

will be willing to test the limits of their influence, authority, 
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political imagination. Finally, and probably most significantly, 

many unpredictable developments may result from the complex web of 

interrelationships which are established on paper and will come 

into being in practice, particularly in the frequent triangular 

relationship among the Council of the Union, the Commission, the 

European Parliament. It is our contention that, given the need for 

a prestigious designation by the European Council·and enjoying the 

·prerequisites of a potentially powerful and influential office, 

the Pr.esident of the Commission will feel under pressure to 

exploit all his potentialities. This ought to compel him (or her) 

to look for support from the European Parliament and to establish 

that virtuous path whose treading will lead to further 

integration. It seems to us that the institutional circuit 

contains several relevant potentialities to be exploited. It is a 

quasi-federalist structure in the making and capable of overcoming 

the foreseeable obstacles. If ratified, the Treaty will have to be 

implemented and fulfilled through many political maneuverings, 

political initiatives, and innovative behavior. As it stands, on 

···'the whole,· it already contains the necessary ingredients to 

·, continue and revive the democratic unification of Europe' : 

institutional wisdom and political will could produce positive 

outcomes. 

. 
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NOTES 

1) Altiero Spinelli, Towards the European Union, Sixth Jean 

Honne t Lecture, European University Institute, Florence, 13 

June 1983. 

2) Just one example very close to our hearts: Article 14 of the 

Draft Treaty delegates to an organic law the determination of 
,'' 

a uniform 

Parliament. 

procedure for the election of the European 

The existing literature, on the other hand, 

provides us with conclusive evidence that even apparently 

minor differences in electoral laws can produce radically 

divergent consequences for the political systems they affect. 

See in particular: Douglas W. Rae, The Political Consequences 

of Electoral Laws, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1967; 

Richard S. Katz, A Theorv of Parties and Electoral Systems, 

Baltimore, Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980. On the basis 

of the future law, the European political system might develop 

in,;, .a number of different directions which are impossible to 

.. l\.' 
envisage here. 

3) Spinelli, cit.; Our observation on the vagueness of Spinelli' s 

motives is only meant to underline the ensuing methodological 

problems. Spinelli's exposition of his motives and final aims 

is made less than crystal clear by a number of political 

constraints and practical considerations. These, however, must 

perforce be ignored here. We are also aware that by implicitly 
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defining the Council of Ministers as an intergovernmental 

institution we are not doing full justice to its supranational 

attributes (see Joseph Weiler, .Supranationalism Revisited -

Retrospective and Prospective European University Institute 

Working Paper, Florence, 1981.) But for all practical 

purposes, and for our analysis, the erosion of the 

supranational features of the Council., as pointed out by 

Weiler himself (Supranationalism, cit., pp. 36-40), authorizes 

the more reductive definition. 

4) The four categories will be termed respectively as: 

adaptability, autonomy, coherence/boundary definition, and 

complexity. See: Samuel P. Huntington, Political Development 

and Poli tic al Democracy in World Poli tics, 1965, 17: 386-430; 

Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies, 

New Haven, Yale University Press, 1968; Nelson W. Polsby, The 

Institutionalization of the U. S. House of Representatives, 

American Political Science review, 1968, 62: 144-168. On 

internal and external institutionalization see: Maurizio 
. ' 
Cotta, Classe Politica e Parlamento in Italia. 1946-1976, 

Bologna, Il Mulino, 1979, p. 285 et passim. 

5) An institution scoring highly on the first two criteria and 

low on the remaining two, would paradoxically be more 

detrimental to the European political system than an 

institution presenting low scores on all four accounts. In 

fact a situation would be created where an institution would 
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be performing the vital ·functions of a system ( the EC) while 

pursuing the goals of different ones (the member states). For 

this reason, of the four criteria, the latter two will be 

privileged in the course of our analysis in order to assess 

the potential 'European' institutionalization of EC decision

making bodies. The· quotation is from Polsby, cit., p. 144. 

6) See Carole Webb, Theoretical Perspectives and Problems in 

Helen Wallace, William Wallace and Carole Webb eds., Policy

Making in the European Community, 2nd ed., Chichister and New 

York, Wiley & sons, 1983, pp. 1-42. 

7) See 

The 

Samuel i{rislov, Claus-Dieter Ehlermann and Joseph Weiler, 
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THE DIVISION OF ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL POWERS 

BETWEEN UNION AND STATES: SUBORDINATE OR 

COORDINATE RELATIONSHIP? 

Comments on the Draft Treaty establishing 

the European Union 

For a quarter of a century Europe has lived on the 

political capital invested in the Treaty of Rome. Industry, 

trade and agriculture have been transformed by the common 

market, the commercial and the agricultural policies laid down 

in that treaty. The European Community has held quite firm 

against the fragmentation of the market that bedevilled 

relations between its member countries in the 193Os; and it 

has become a trading power on the scale of the United States •.. 

But the institutions and instruments that made this possible 

were inherited from the founding fathers. Far too little 

has been done to build on that inheritance. 

"Far too little": those are normative words. The 

norms of economic union to which they relate include a 

completely open internal market, for services and high 

technology products as well as the more ordinary manufactures; 

enough monetary integration to ensure against beggar-thy~ 

neighbour devaluations within the Community and to provide a. 

means of defence against American interest rates and the 

Japanese exchange rate;. a common energy policy that offers a 

stronger defence against the effects of disruption in the 

international petroleum market; a common industrial policy to 

promote a European information technology that can compete 

with the Japanese and the Americans. Without such measures, 

. our efforts to recover a dynamic and competitive European 

economy will remain hamstrung. With them, there should be 

no cause for inferiority to the great economy ,of the United 

States. 
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The root cause of the Community's failure to develop 

may be identified in the right of veto. "How can the complex 

and diversified unit that the Community has become", as 

President Mitterrand put it in his address to the European 

Parliament on 24 May 1984, "be governed by the rules of the 

Diet of the old kingdom of Poland, where every member could 

block the decisions? We all know where that led". (l) The 

European Parliament's Draft Treaty proposes to eradicate 

this cause of Europe's impotence through the principle of 

Union legislation enacted by majority votes of both Council 

and Parliament. <
2

> 

The voting system for enacting laws by codecision 

of Council and Parliament is stipulated in articles 17, 23 

and 38 of the Draft Treaty, where obstruction by veto finds 

no place. Unanimity is, it is true, required for amendment 

of the.Treaty (art. 84), appointment of the Commission's 

President (art. 24 - it is assumed that the European Council 

will continue to use the unanimity procedure) and integration 

of defence and foreign policy (arts. 66-8). But it is fair to 

suppose that, under the procedures proposed in the Draft 

Treaty, economic policy would not be obstructed by individual 

member governments. 

(1) Europe Documents No. 1312, 20 May 1984, Brussels, p.6. 

(2) J.-P. Jacque identifies these as the heart of the Parliament's 

proposals: "instaurer le vote a la majorite qualifiee du 

Conseil'' and "doter le Parlement d'un droit de participer 

a la prise de d~cision legislative et budgetaire". See 

"Bilan et perspective sur le plan institutionnel", in 

R. Hrbek, J. Jamar, W. Wessels (eds), The European Parliament 

on the Eve of the Second Direct Election: Balance Sheet and 

Prospects, Bruges, De Tempel for the College of Europe, 1984, 

p.93. But see also the possibility under the Draft Treaty 

of enacting Union laws with a minority vote in the 

Council (p. 9 below). 
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The Draft Treaty gives the Union the right to 

legislate over a vast field of economic and social policy, 

including the ess_ential powers implied by the norms itemised 

above and a lot more besides. The Union's right is, 

properly, to be exclusive with.respect to the completion of 

the common market and the common commercial policy (arts. 

47-8, 64); and it is to share with the Member States a 

concurrent right to legislate on almost the whole of economic 

policy and a large part of social policy. This paper will go 

on to show, article by article, why the field for Union 

legislation on economic and social policy may be regarded 

as too extensive. But since the Draft's endeavours to deal 

with this problem are to be found for the most part in its 

general and institutional provisions, it is necessary first 

to consider these in so far as they bear upon the issue. 

Concurrent competence: a risk of over-centralisation? 

"If the system of the Union is to be uniform, the 

law of the Union must take precedence over national law ... 

This is not a question of political supremacy, but simply a 

condition of consistency."< 3
> If the European Union is to 

establish the essential elements of an economic union its 

laws must clearly have supremacy over Member States' laws 

as far as those elements are concerned. But where concurrent 

competence reaches beyond the essentials, the case-for Union 

supremacy is not so clear. For although the term has a fine 

ring about it of share-and-share-alike, concurrent competence 

turns into exclusive competence with respect to any matter 

on which the Union has legislated. As Wheare put it, the 

authority which, "in case of conflict, is to prevail ..• will 

possess, in my opinion, potential though not actual exclusive 

jurisdiction"C 4); and Biehl observes that concurrent competence 

( 3) K. de Gucht, "Working Document on the Law of the Union",· 
in Report drawn up on behalf of the Committee on 
Institutional Affairs on the subs tanee of the preliminary 
draft Treaty establishing the European Union, Part C: 
Preparatory Do eumen ts, European Parliament Document 
1-575/83/C, 15 July 1983, p.11, para. 32. 

(4) K. C. Wheare, Federal Government, London, Oxford University 
Press for the Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
1951 (first edition 1946), p.79. 
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has been the most important basis for centralisation in the 

relations between Bund and L!l.nder in the Federal Republic of 

Germany. (5 ) 

Thus it appears that the scope of concurrent 

competence in the Draft Treaty would allow the Union to fix 

the rate of any tax anywhere within its territory, to control 

the budgets of national or local authorities, to stop any 

research programme, to drive a road through any part of a 

member country, to determine the school curriculum and to 

run the health service. Although it may be objected that 

the Union would not in practice for a very long time, perhaps 

would never do such things, it is necessary to examine very 

carefully any aspect of its constitutions that could be more 

centralising than those of the existing democratic federations 

such as Australia, Canada, the German Federal Republic, 

Switzerland or the US. 

One reason why the European Union needs to be less 

centralised than the existing federations, not more, is to 

reflect the cultural and social diversity which is such a 

cherished value for the peoples of Western Europe. To err 

on the side of an over-centralised economic policy would be 

particularly inappropriate when there is so much uncertainty 

as to which policy can deal successfully with the contemporary 

economy. Experiments with a variety of policies are needed; 

and the Union's solidarity could only suffer from attempts 

to enforce on the member states a policy that failed. Much 

of the diversity of social policy reflects diversities of 

culture and society, which should be respected not suppressed; 

and social policy too can only benefit from variety and 

experiment. 

(5) Dieter Biehl, Die Ausges tal tung des Finanzausgleichssys terns 

in der Bundesrepublik im einzelnen, unpublished paper, 1983, 

p.62ff. 
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More fundamentally, the danger of over-centralisati·on 

has been sensed by contemporary Europeans and they do not 

like it, at any level of government. The people could become 

politically alienated and the foundations of civic order be 

undermined if the Union were to suppress the political vitality 

of the local or national communities within it, as it could 

if it were to assume responsibility for the bulk of economic 

and social policy. 

The Draft Treaty's attempts to limit centralisation 

The principal architect of the Draft Treaty, Altiero 

Spinelli, was aware of the danger of over-centralisation. 

The chief defence which he and his colleagues in the European 

Parliament's Committee on Institutional Affairs devised 

against it was the principle of subsidiarity, which according 

to Spinelli would make "Union action ... subsidiary to that 

of the Member States, and not vice versa". (G) 

The Draft Treaty provides that "The Union shall only 

act to carry out those tasks which may be undertaken more 

effectively in common than by the Member States acting 

separately, in particular .those whose execution requires 

action by the Union because their dimension or effects extend 

beyond national frontiers" (art. 12). ( 7 ) Yet the question . 

whether "effects extend beyond national frontiers" is a 

matter of degree; and American experience shows that it can 

be interpreted very widely indeed. The US ConstituEion 

empowers Congress "to regulate commerce ... among the several 

States". Not only have the words "regulate" and "commerce" 

been "so liberally construed by the Supreme Court that the 

federal government now has almost complete control of the 

(6) A. Spinelli, "Note on some problems of terminology", in 
Report of the Cammi ttee on Ins titutionai Affairs, Part C, 
op. cit., p.160. 

(7) The Preamble expresses the intention slightly differently: 
"to entrust common institutions, in accordance with the 
principle of subsidiarity, only with those powers to complete 
successfully the tasks they may carry out more satisfactorily 
than the States acting independently". 
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industrial and commercial life of the country". (8 ) There has 

been further pressure to interpret "the phrase 'inter-state 

commerce' ... so 

altogether". ( 9 ) 

generously that 'intra-state' disappears 

As Justices of the Supreme Court said in 

"There is a view of causation that would obliterate the 

distinction between what is national and what is local in 

1935 

matters of commerce. Motion at the outer rim is communicated 

perceptibly, though minutely, to recording instruments at the 

centre."(lO) The Supreme Court then drew a distinction between 

"direct and indirect effects". But by 1942 the Court was 

concerned not with whether effects were direct or indirect 

but whether they were substantial: "Even if an activity be 

local and though it may not be regarded as commerce, it may 

still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it 

exerts a substantial economic effect on inter-state commerce, 

and this irrespective of whether such effect is what at some 

earlier time might have been defined as 'direct' or 'indirect'."(ll) 

Confining Union legislation to tasks whose "effects extend 

beyond national frontiers" may not, then,provide a very 

significant limit to Union competence without a fairly generous 

concept of how substantial the effects would have to be. 

Whether a task can be "undertaken more effectively 

in common" depends, moreover, on the nature of the task. The 

Draft Treaty stipulates that the Union shall effect the 

approximation of the laws relating to taxation "in so far as 

necessary for economic integration" (art. 49). If economic 

integration is defined, as it could be, to include fiscal 

uniformity, this does not leave diversity much of a chance. 

Wherever, indeed, the Union decides to adopt uniformity in a 

particular field as an objective, the principle of subsidiarity 

is no help, because such a task can hardly be undertaken 

except in common. 

(8) A. L. Goodhart, "The Constitution of the United States", in 
Patrick Ransome (ed.), Studies in Federal Planning, London, 
Macmillan, 1943, p.256. 

(9) Wheare, op. cit., p.143. 

(10) Justices Cardozo and Stone, in the case Schechter Poultry 
Corporation v. United States (1935) 295 U.S. 495, p.554, 
cited in Wheare, lac. cit. 

(11) Supreme Court in the case Wiqkard v. Filburn (1942) 317 U.S.111, 
p.125; U.S. v. Darby (1941) 312 U.S. 100, p.119; cited in 
Wh1are, loc. cit. 
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The Basic Law for the Federal Republic of Germany 
' provides that the central government shall have legislative 

rights in the field of concurrent legislation "in so far as 

a necessity for regulation by federal law exists because 

the preservation of legal or economic unity demands it, in 

particular the preservation of uniformity of living conditions 

extending beyond the territory of an individual Land". (l 2 l 

This provision has been interpreted, according to Biehl, as 

placing on the Bund an obligation to promote the unification 

of living standards in the federation, with highly centralising 

consequences for economic policy, squeezing 

both L~nder and local authorities. (l 3 ) The 

the au:tonomy of 

European Union 

Draft Treaty, one of whose objectives is "the progressive 

elimination of the existing imbalances between its regions" 

(art. 9), may contain the potential for a similar outcome. (l 4 ) 

The Preamble to the Draft Treaty does qualify its 

determination "to increase solidarity between the peoples of 

Europe" by acknowledging the need to respect "their historical 

identity, their dignity and their freedom". But this seems 

to offer scant protection against the ample potential that the 

Diaft offers for objectives that would tend to uniformity. 

When to this is added the tendency of policy-makers in 

institutions that govern large areas to give weight to economies 

of scale rather than to the value of diversity in government 

of small areas, (l 5 ) the suspicion that the principle of 

subsidiarity may not be a strong enough guarantee against 

(12) English translation from Arthur W. Macmahon, in his 

Federalism Mature and Emergent, New York, Russell & 

Russell, 1962, (first edition Doubleday, 1955), p.16. 

(13) Biehl, op. cit., p.63ff. 

(14) See also art. 45.2: ''The structural and conjunctural 

policies of the Union shall ... promote ... the 

progressive elimination of the existing imbalances 

between its various areas and regions", and art. 58: 

"The regional policy of the Union shall aim at reducing 

regional disparities ... ''. 

(15) See for example Ioan Bowen Rees, Government by Community, 

London, Charles Knight, 1971, especially ch. 2. 
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-over-centralisation can only be reinforced; and Jacque 

adds confirmation to this from a juridical perspective, in 

observing that the principle of subsidiarity "ne possede, 
\ 
a nos yeux, qu'une valeur methodologique et non juridique. 

Elle devrait servir de guide au Parlement lorsqu'il definie 

les competences communautaires, mais ne saurait figurer dans 

le Traite meme comme limite juridique a l'intervention de 
~ 

l'Union, en raison de son caract~re mouvant 

subjective qui peut en etre faite". (lG) 

et de l'appreciation 

In addition to the principle of subsidiarity, the 

Draft Treaty contains two devices intended as checks to over

centralisation. One of these is that laws shall "as far as 

possible ... restrict themselves to determining the fundamental 

principles governing common action and entrust the responsible 

authorities in the Union or the Member States with setting out 

in detail the procedures for their implementation" (art. 34). 

It may be doubted, however, whether fundamental principles 

can be made effective without specifying their implications 

in a good deal of detail; and the Community's experience 

appears indeed to show that directives, which are supposed to 

bind member states "as to the result to be achieved, while 

leaving to domestic agencies a competence as to form and means", 

are frequently more detailed than regulations, which are to be 

"binding in every respect and directly applicable in each 

Member State" (Treaty establishing the EEC, art. 189). The 

other device lies in the system of voting on Union legislation 

in Parliament and Council. 

Bigger majorities are required to enact organic laws 

than other laws; and "a law which initiates or extends common 

action in a field where action has not been taken hitherto 

by the Union or by the Communities must be adopted in accordance 

with the procedure for organic laws" (art. 12). The meaning 

of "extends common action in a field where action has not been 

taken hitherto" is not absolutely clear (how can action be 

(16) Op. cit., p.89. 
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extended if it has not been taken hitherto?). The intention 

is surely to require the procedure for organic laws wherever 

a law would reduce the field of competence of Member States; 

and it might be better to express this provision in that way. 
' The important issue is, however, the procedure for voting on 

organic laws, as provided in articles 17, 23 and 38 • 

. Organic laws may be passed by qualified majorities 

in the Parliament (a majority of members and two-thirds of 

votes cast) and in the Council (two-thirds of the weighted 

votes cast and a majority of the representations). If the 

qualified majority is obtained in the Parliament but not in 

the Council, however, or if the Council has amended the draft 

law by an absolute majority (a majority of the weighted votes 

cast, comp:irising at least half the representations), the 

draft is considered by a Council-Parliament Conciliation 

Committee. Failing agreement there, the "text forwarded by 

the Council" goes back to the Parliament, which can again. 

approve the draft by a qualified majority. The final vote 

must then be taken within three months in the Council, which 

may reject the draft by a qualified majority: thus the law 

is enacted provided that one-third plus one of the weighted 

votes of the member governments are in favour. 

The "text forwarded by the Council" may, of course, 

have been amended by an absolute majority in the Council; and 

if this is the text on which tne Parliament votes, at least 

an absolute majority in the Council will have favoured the 

law, rather than just the one-third plus one required for 

the final. vote. But Parliament may amend the "text forwarded 

by the Council" provided that the amendments are tabled by 

the Commission. The Parliament can therefore, if it has the 

Commission's support, overrule a weighted vote of anything 

up to two-thirds of the representations of the Member States. 
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The enacting of laws against the opposition of up 

to two-thirds (or even up to half) of the weighted votes of 

the representations of the Member States can hardly be what 

Spinelli had in mind when he wrote that "the concept of 

competences in the draft ... demands strong proof of consensus 

both within Parliament and in the Council any time a forward 

leap is envisaged". (l 7 ) Nor can it really be said that Union 

action is subsidiary to that of the Member States. The Draft 

Treaty seems to reflect, indeed, a continuing preoccupation 

with the problem of a Community that is too weak in relation 

to the States, whereas once a Union is established with wide 

competences and majority voting, the problem can become the 

converse of strong Union and weak States. But any such 

preoccupation is by no means the only reason why the Draft 

Treaty does not embody a satisfactory solution to this problem. 

More significantly, the complexity and interdependence of 

modern economy and society have made economic and social 

policy so pervasive and interdependent that a clear division. 

of powers between Union and States has become increasingly 

difficult to define. (l3 ) It should cause no surprise if 

second thoughts are needed on such an intractable problem. 

(17) Altiero Spinelli, Towards the European Union, Sixth 
Jean Monnet Lecture, Florence, European University 
Institute, 13 June 1983. Corbett accepts that, in 
the case where a law is passed against a weighted 
majority of up to two-thirds in the Council, "we no 
longer have real codecision", but believes that "it 
is surrounded by sufficient safeguards, and at the 
end of a long enough procedure, to be regarded as 
exceptional" (Richard Corbett, "Reform of the Council: 
The Bundesrat Model", The Federalist, July 1984, 
Pavia, p.60). But the safeguards do not seem that 
strong, nor the procedure that long; and even were 
the case exceptional, a crucial competence might 
nevertheless be removed from Member States. 

(18) This point was already made in the mid-1950s by 
John Fischer, "Prerequisites of Balance", in 
Arthur w. Macmahon (ed.), Federalism Mature and 
Emergent, p.62, where Fischer also cited Max Beloff, 
"The Federal Solution in its Application to Europe, 
Asia and Africa", Political Studies, June 1953, 
regarding the centralising tendency in federations 
that has followed on the expansion of governments' 
economic and social responsibilities. 
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Stronger safeguards 

If it is accepted that there is a case for stronger 

safeguards against over-centralisation, the European Parliament 

may wish to consider what changes in the Draft Treaty could 

help to meet that case, without undermining its central features 

of codecision, majority votes and competence with respect to 

the essential elements of economic union. 

One such safeguard could be a stronger voting role 

for the Member States' representatives in the Council, without 

approaching the paralysing right of veto. "Strong proof of 

consensus" within the Council could be provided by the require

ment of a qualified majority (two-thirds of weighted votes and 

a majority of the representations) if an organic law, or one 

that reduces the competence of Member States, is to be enacted. 

Even an absolute majority (a majority of the weighted votes 

and at least half the representations) would serve better than 

the one-third plus one of weighted votes proposed in the 

present Draft. 

Although Jacqu~ doubts the "juridical value" of the 

principle of subsidiarity, the American cases cited earlier 

(on p.6) may indicate that a more precise definition of the 

reach of the phrase "inter-state commerce" could have 

strengthened the propensity of the Supreme Court to interpret 

it in a way that gave weight to the autonomy of the States; 

and the German Commission on Constitutional Reform made 

suggestions for sharpening the wording of certain of the 

articles of the Basic Law that relate to the relation between 

Bund and Land competences, in 

autonomy for the L~nder. (l9 ) 

ways that would secure greater 

It may be worth while for jurists 

(19) Biehl (op. cit., p.64) cites some comments by 

Eberhard Grabitz (1979) on this point. 
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at least to consider the potential for making the principle 

of subsidiarity more effective by sharper definition in the 

Treaty and by "spelling out further the role of the Court in 

defending the principle of diversity". <
20

> 

Scepticism as to the effectiveness of sharper wording 

of general principles may, however, well be justified. We 

will therefore consider, in analysing article by article the 

Draft Treaty's sections on economic and social policy, how 

far the Union's competences could usefully be limited by 

closer definition of particular aims or fields among its 

competences, the instruments it may use in relation to them. 

or the conditions under which they may, apply. <
21

> We will 

at the same time try to identify those aims, fields and 

instruments that must be allocated to the Union if it is to 

create an economic union that can satisfy the essential needs 

of its citizens. 

(20) Roy Pryce, Towards European Union, (Report of a Federal 

Trust Study Group on the European Parliament's draft 

proposals for a new Treaty), New Europe Papers 8, 

London, 1983, p.12. 

(21) The possibility of defining exclusive competences for 

the Member States is not considered in this paper. One 

reason is the view of an eminent jurist, citing the 

experience of courts in interpreting the Canadian 

constitution, that "a second exclusive list is a very 

great nuisance" (Wheare, op. cit., p.82). Yet Wheare 

also shows that concurrent jurisdiction too "adds yet 

another dispute about jurisdiction to the already 

formidable list" (loc. cit.), which suggests that it may 

be the nature of modern economic and social policy 

itself that makes such disputes inevitable, rather than 

the choice among particular combinations of exclusive 

and current lists. The clinching reason for not 

considering exclusive lists of Member States is this 

layman's view that an exclusive States' competence for 

direct personal taxation cannot be very different from 

confining the Union's compe~ence to taxes other than 

d rect personal taxation. 
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The common market and common commercial policy 

The aims and instruments for achieving a common 

internal market and an external trade policy were already 

given to the Community in the Treaty of Rome. Without them, 

there can be no economic union. The common market remains 

far from complete because the Community's institutions, 

blocked by the right of veto, have not been strong enough 

to ensure that the aims of the Treaty are realised. The 

Draft Treaty for European Union would rectify that institutional 

weakness; and there can be no faulting the Draft for maintaining 

external trade and trade among the Member States as fields of 

exclusive Union competence. The questions that should be 

raised about these articles (47-9 and 64) relate, rather, 

to a certain excess of detail and a potential for excessive 

harmonisation. 

External trade policy. Excess of detail can hardly be· 1. 

attributed to the Draft's provision for external trade 

policy: "in the field of commercial policy, the Union shall 

have exclusive competence" (art.64.2). The Union's competence 

is simply defined by the field. Nor does the definition of 

the field seem likely to present undue difficulty. The Treaty 

of Rome uses the words "common policy in the matter of 

external trade" (art.111.1) and that presumably includes 

invisible as well as visible trade. It is not so clear that 

the Draft Treaty provides for a common policy on all other 

aspects of external economic relations, which have grown 

increasingly important with the growth of international 

economic interdependence. Development aid is covered (art.64.3); 

and the provision for monetary union would deal with external 

monetary relations. But it is not so clear that the Union 

would have power to make policy an inward or outward investment. 
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Trade among the States. The Draft's treatment of internal 

trade is not so straightforward. Article 47.1 includes the 

words "The Union •.. shall have exclusive competence for 

trade between Member States", which would, with the addition 

after "competence" of the words "in the field of policy" 

(to avoid any implication that a state-trading system might 

be intended) be precisely analogous to the provision for 

external trade policy: simple definition of a field of 

exclusive competence. But the Draft also adds the objective 

"to complete, safeguard and develop the free movement" and 

stipulates instruments in the form of "detailed and binding 

programmes and timetables", specifying the number of years 

within which free movement is to be achieved. Yet it is 

not obvious that the institutions of the Union should be 

told by the Treaty precisely what they must aim to do in 

their field of exclusive competence or how they are to do it. 

There can be no doubting that free movement of people, services, 

goods and money among the Member States must be one of the 

bases of the Union; and perhaps "complete, safeguard and 

develop" adds something to the objectives already defined in 

the EC Treaties< 22
> without adding too much. But the detailed 

specification of means for attaining the objectives may be 

based on an inappropriate analogy with the Rome Treaty, when 

detailed Treaty obligations had to be employed to secure 

action by the Member States since the Community institutions 

lacked the strength to ensure that even such a central 

objective would be fulfilled by the development of Community 

policy after the Treaty had been ratified. With the 

institutions designed by the Draft Treaty, however, the boot 

is on the other foot. The Union institutions have the 

strength to make their own policy in any field of Union 

competence, without being told how to do it by a Treaty 

ratified by the States. 

(22) "The Community shall be based on a customs union covering 

the exchange of all goods" (Rome Treaty art. 9 .1); 

"restrictions on the free supply of services within the 

Community shall be progressively abolished" (art.59). 
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When we see how far such a bare definition of 

competence as "to regulate commerce ... among the several 

States" has taken the US federal government into regulation 

of the economic affairs of the States, we may have cause to 

ask whether "complete, safeguard and develop" might not give 

too much weight to the case for harmonisation where this 

conflicts with cultural diversity. This again raises the 

question whether the Draft Treaty could better embody the 

value of diversity in its objectives and in some other of 

its provisions. 

The Draft Treaty might, then, be improved by reducing 

the provision on internal trade to the plain definition of 

the field: "The Union shall have exclusive competence in the 

field of policy for trade between Member States". But this 

does not come high on the list of potential improvements; 

the Union could live with the text as it stands. Article 47 

also gives the Union exclusive competence "to complete, 

safeguard and develop the free movement of persons ... and 

capital". Beyond the free movement of workers, which the 

Treaty of Rome lays down, c23
> the free movement of persons 

is not a matter of economic policy so will not be considered 

here. The Draft Treaty requires the free movement of capital 

to be completed "within a period of ten years following the 

entry into force of this Treaty"; and this has to be seen in 

conjunction with the Draft's provisions for monetary union, 

of which the movement of capital is one aspect (seep. below). 

Competition policy. The Draft Treaty gives the Union exclusive 

competence "to complete and develop competition policy at the 

level of the Union" (art. 48). The Rome Treaty defined the 

aims of competition policy as being to prevent abuse of "a 

dominant position within the Common Market" (art. 86) and to 

prohibit agreements "likely to affect trade between the Member 

States and which have as their object or result the prevention, 

restriction or distortion of competition within the Common 

(23) "The free movement of workers shall be ensured within the 

Community not later than the end of the transitional period" 

(art. 48 .1). 
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Market", five main types of such agreement being specified 

in particular (art.85). This definition has stood the test 

of a quarter of a_century fairly well. The main objection 

has been that the Rome Treaty omits any safeguard against the 

creation of dominant positions as distinct from their abuse; 

and the Draft Treaty is surely right to generalise to the 

economy as a whole the system for authorising mergers that is 

provided with respect to the coal and steel sectors in the 

ECSC Treaty (art.66). The wisdom of the words "complete and 

develop competition policy at the level of the Union" is not 

so clear, if this gives the Union a free hand to range beyond 

the definitions of competition policy in the Treaties 

establishing the EEC and the ECSC. Might not the term 

"competition policy" be stretched far beyond those limits? 

Does "policy at the level of the Union" mean that the Union's 

competence still reaches only to agreements "likely to affect 

trade between the Member States", or is it less meaningful? 

If the answers to those questions imply scope for expansion 

of Union competence far beyond the concepts of the existing 

Treaties, it might be wiser to stick closer to those Treaties' 

wording that has stood the test of time fairly well. 

Article 48 of the Draft Treaty contains two further 

points, which may respond to criticisms of the articles on 

competition policy in the Treaty of Rome. One concerns "the 

need to prohibit any form of discrimination between public 

and private undertakings": here it might be argued that 

provisions inherited by the Union from the Rome Treaty offer 

adequate safeguard against this. (24 ) The other point enjoins 

the Union to bear in mind "the need to restructure and 

strengthen the industry of the Union in the light of the 

profound disturbances which may be caused by international 

competition" . 

( 2 4) " any aid, granted by a Member State or granted by 

means of State resources, in any manner whatsoever, which 

distorts or threatens to distort competition by favouring 

certain enterprises or certain productions shall, to the 

extent which it adversely affects trade between Member 

States, be deemed to be incompatible with the Common 

Mace·ket" (Rome Treaty, art. 92). 
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It has been argued, including by the pre'sent author, 

that the Commission should have authorised a joint programme 

of capacity reduction by the man-made fibre manufacturers 

so that they could better meet international competition; 

and that the Community should have encouraged such programmes 

in a number of troubled sectors. Article 85 does allow the 

Commission to permit agreements "which contribute to the 

improvement of the production or distribution of goods or 

to the promotion of technical or economic progress while 

reserving to users an equitable share in the profit resulting 

therefrom, and which (a) neither impose on the enterprises 

concerned any restrictions not indispensable to the attainment 

of the above objectives, (b) nor enable such enterprises to 

eliminate competition in respect of a substantial proportion 

of the goods concerned". If words such as "equitable share", 

"not indispensable" and "eliminate competition" are thought 

to load the dice too heavily against agreements that help to 

improve production or promote technical or economic progress, 

there may be a case for rectifying that more precisely in 

article 48 of the Draft Treaty, rather than introducing 

concepts such as "restructuring" and "profound disturbances 

which may be caused by international competition", which 

present difficulties of interpretation and rest uneasily in 

what amounts to the constitution of a union of states. 

Approximation of laws and taxation. The Draft Treaty follows 

the Treaty of Rome in seeking to iron out those aspects of 

Member States' laws and taxes that distort economic trans

actions within the common market. The Rome Treaty provided 

for "the approximation of such legislative and administrative 

provisions of the Member States as have a direct incidence 

on the establishment or functioning of the Common Market" 

(art. 100). The Draft Treaty, referring to "the laws, 

regulations and administrati.lve provisions relating to undertakings, 

and in particular to companies", sets the somewhat different 

objective of approximating them in so far as they "have a 

direct effect on a common action of the Union" (art. 49). 
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The US may have left too much autonomy with the individual 

States in matters of company law. But local variations in 

"laws, regulations and administrative" provisions may have 

their justification in the social and cultural diversity 

among European countries; and it seems desirable to preserve 

such variation where it does not have a substantial and 

"direct influence on the establishment or functioning" of 

the common market or the economic union. Might not the 

Draft Treaty's formulation which requires approximation 

where there is "a direct effect on a common action of the 

Union" make it too easy for the Union to initiate common 

action that implies excessive uniformity, and then to steam

roller any of the Member States' policies that stand in the 

way? If so, it might be better to return to the Rome Treaty's 

"direct incidence on the establishment or functioning of the 

Common Market". 

Article 49 of the Draft Treaty goes on to require 

that "a law shall lay down a Statute for European undertakings", 

which fills a need about which the Rome Treaty was not 

sufficiently explicit, even if the Commission found a 

justification for proposing a European Company Statute under 

article 101, which requires distortions due to differences 

between Member States' laws to be eliminated. Article 49 

then moves on to "the approximation of the laws relating to 

taxation", which a Union law is to effect "in so far as 

necessary for economic integration within the Union". Economic 

integration could, as suggested earlier, be defined in such 

a way as to require complete fiscal uniformity throughout the 

Union. That this is not a fanciful suggestion is shown by 

one of the most-quoted books on the subject, which asserts 

that "total economic integration presupposes the unification 

of monetary, fiscal, social and countercyclical policies". <
25

> 

Yet the structure and rates of tax are at the heart of modern 

politics, and of social policy in particular. The Union needs 

to get the money for its own expenditure (art. 71 of the Draft 

Treaty provides for this) and divergences between Member States' 

(25) Bela Balassa, The Theory of Economic Integration, London, 

Allen & Unwin, 1962, p.2. 
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taxes should be reduced in so far as they substantially 

distort inter-State trade. But beyond that, the States 

should be left to collect their own taxes at their own rates 

in their own way. The alternative is likely to drain them 

of political vitality, by shifting to the Union the major 

decisions of social policy. 

Two changes in article 49 might help to guard against 

this. One would be, following wording in article 101 of the 

Rome Treaty, to replace "in so far as is necessary for 

economic integration" by "in so far as Member States' taxes 

substantially distort the conditions of competition in the 

Union" (or perhaps "substantially distort economic transactions 

among the Member States"). In addition, it might be appropriate 

to exclude personal income tax from the Union's jurisdiction. 

For.whereas a measure of harmonisation of company tax and 

indirect tax may be needed to make the economic union work 

efficiently, the case for interference in the States' income 

taxes is weaker; and this would preserve for them a chasse 

gardfe where they can vary their total revenue and influence 

the distribution of incomes. 

General economic policy 

The Member States have reached·a stage of inter

dependence where they need a common economic policy, to help 

maintain equilibrium between their economies, provide a 

framework for their economic development, safeguard their 

interests in and contribute to the management of the wider 

international economy. The drafters of the Rome Treaty did 

not venture to seek a transfer of powers to this end from the 

States' central banks and finance ministries. The Draft Treaty 

is more courageous. 

Article 50 gives the Union "concurrent competence in 

respect of conjunctural policy, with a particular view to 

facilitating the coordination of economic policies within the 
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Union". The word "conjunctural" has an association with the 

management of shorter-term trends in the economy, which may 

be unfortunate at a time when policies designed to be effective 

over a longer period tend to be viewed as more important. 

Perhaps the more operative term is, in any case, the "economic 

policies" that are to be coordinated. But whether the 

policies are called conjunctural or economic, we have entered 

a field which is harder to define than trade policy, competition 

policy or the approximation of tax and company law; so it is 

harder to envisage the limits of Union action in coordinating 

the economic policies of the States. 

One ppint is quite clear. "Laws shall lay down the 

conditions under which the Commission, in conjunction with 

the Member States, shall utilise the budgetary or financial 

mechanisms of the Union for conjunctural ends" (art. 50.4). 

The Union is to use its money ("our money", if we are the 

Union's citizens) with regard for the aims of its conjunctural 

(better perhaps "economic") policy. The limits to this action 

depend on the amount of money to be raised and spent by the 

Union; and the Draft Treaty sets no limit to this (arts.71,72), 

although the potential use of the Union budget for conjunctural 

purposes is limited by the Draft's stipulation that "the 

adopted budget must be in balance" (art. 75). Member States 

intending to establish the Union could well raise the question 

of a limit to the Union's tax-raising powers since, as the 

experience of the Federal Republic of Germany shows, the 

division of revenue between them is fundamental to the balance 

of power between Union and States. The Union would be too 

weak in relation to the States, and unable to make its proper 

contribution to efficiency and welfare, if it were shackled 

by limits of the order of magnitude that now prevails; but 

it might be reasonable to consider, in the light for example 
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of the Macoougall report, (26 ) a limit of say 5 per cent of 

the Union's GDP, which could be raised only by Treaty 

amendment. <27 > 

The limits to Union power under paragraphs 2 and 3 

of article 50 are not so easy to define. Paragraph 2 

requires the Commission to "define the guidelines and 

objectives to which the action of the Member States shall be 

subject on the basis of the principles and within the limits 

laid down by laws"; and paragraph 3 stipulates that laws 

"shall lay down the conditions under which the Commission 

shall ensure that the measures taken by the Member States 

conform with the objectives it has defined". <
28

> Thus the 

Union is to establish the aims of Member States' economic 

policies and control the means, i.e. the policy instruments, 

by which the aims are to be achieved. 

(26) The Role of Public Finance in the European Communities, 

2 vols, Brussels, Commission of the EC, April 1977. 

(27) There would be less risk of a Treaty limit stunting 

the development of the Union sometime in the future 

if Treaty amendment were to require a large majority, 

rather than unanimity of the Member States as proposed 

in article 84. 

( 2 8) Paragraph 3 goes on to m.ake "the monetary, budgetary 

or financial aid of the Union conditional on compliance 

with the measures taken under paragraph 2 above". It 

is normal that balance-of-payments support should be 

conditional on governments' compliance with policy 

guidelines; but it is another question whether a Union 

policy for supplying cheap butter to old age pensioners 

should be withdrawn from those who inhabit a certain 

Member State, just because of recalcitrance by a 

government they might well have voted against, over an 

issue which can be quite a subjective one - as 

negotiations between the IMF and Brazil, for example, 

show. 
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The outcome of a Member State's economic policy is 

a matter of common interest, because inflation or deflation 

is transmitted to other Member States through the economic 

transactions between them. It is therefore right that the 

Union should seek to influence the Member States' policies 

towards a mutually satisfactory outcome. But a requirement 

that the Union control "the measures taken by the Member 

States", which could well become control over all their 

economic policy instruments - however these might be defined 

is another matter. 

One reason for doubting its wisdom is that the 

relationship between measures and outcomes is a matter of 

judgement, not of objective fact; and such judgements have 

become very hazardous in these turbulent times. They offer 

only a shaky basis for a massive incursion into the polities 

of the States. 

A second reason for doubt is uncertainty as to the 

instruments which the Union might feel justified in requiring 

the Member States to use under its supervision. Incomes 

policy is a contentious issue, hotly contested by liberal 

economists, politicians who believe in them and many 

traditionalist trade unionists. Yet it is quite conceivable 

that incomes policy, which not long ago enjoyed widespread 

support, could again win enough support to attract the votes 

of, say two-thirds of the votes cast by the Members of the 

European Parliament (which need be no more than a bare majority 

of all MEPs), the Commission, and the representatives of France, 

Greece and Italy in the Council (or Greece, Italy, Portugal 

and Spain after enlargement), to name only currently socialist-led 

governments. The Members of the last European Parliament must 

have thought this feasible, or they would not have voted in 

favour of article 56, which provides that "the Union may take 

action in the field of social and health policy, in particular 

in matters relating to ... collective negotiations between 

employers and employees, in particular with a view to the 

conclusion of Union-wide collective agreement". Now it happens 
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that the present writer shares the view that imperfections 

are inherent in modern labour markets to the extent that, 

if inflation is to be controlled, the only alternative to 

horrendous unemployment is incomes policy - even if the 

incomes policy takes the non-statutory form of nation-wide 

or industry-wide (as in West Germany) collective agreements 

between trade unions and employers' associations. But to 

impose this view on a country where the government is 

bitterly opposed to incomes policy or the trade unions are 

going to kick it overboard would be to court a failure of 

that policy and to strain solidarity within the Union up to 

or beyond the breaking point. The same could be said of an 

attempt to counter a recession or restrain a boom by invest

ment planning (c.f. article 51, with its "objective of 

coordinating the use of capital market resources by the 

creation of a European capital market committee"). 

Alternatively, a right-wing qualified majority of 

MEPs, supported by a right-wing Commission and the governments 

of Britain, Denmark and Germany (or Britain, Denmark, Germany 

and the Netherlands after enlargement), could prohibit incomes 

policy or investment planning in the Member States that wanted 

to use those instruments. Or they might decide that budgetary 

laxity was generating inflation in some Member States and that 

national budgets therefore had to be controlled. This is 

really quite plausible, since budgetary control was wanted by 

the officials and central bankers on the widely-acclaimed 

Werner Committee, who proposed that "quantitative guidelines 

will be given on the principal elements on the public budgets, 

notably on global receipts and expenditure, the distribution 

of the latter between investment and consumption, and the 

direction and amount of the balance". (29
> Nor are bankers, 

(29) Report to the Council and the Commission on the realisation 

by stages of economic and monetary union .in the Community 

(the Werner Report), Suoplement to Bulletin 11-1970 of 

the European Communities, Luxembourg, 8 October 1970, p.19. 
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officials and politicians lacking today who are convinced 

that budgetary control is the key to a healthy economy. Yet 

the control of the budget balance, let alone the size of 

receipts, expenditure, consumption and investment, is a 

concept that is alien to federal systems; and even in the 

highly centralised United Kingdom, the present government has 

encountered great difficulty in imposing such constraints on 

the local authorities. 

Union control over States' budgets would, then, be 

an infringement of their autonomy that the search for a 

unified economic policy could hardly justify. Not only is 

the economic outcome of such measures quite speculative, 

but consistency of the several States' economic trends, 

although desirable, is not an absolute necessity, with the 

interdependence among them, although .very significant, remaining 

far short of the interdependence among the regions of most 

Member States. 

With the exception of money, indeed, the idea of 

Union control of the States' instruments of economic policy 

seems to be of dubious validity. The non-monetary instruments, 

such as incomes policy, budgets and quantitative planning, 

are highly sensitive in terms of both party-political 

orientation and the autonomy and vitality of the States' 

polities. To harness Member States' instruments of this kind 

to a concept as wide and general as that of the Union's 

economic or conjunctural policy would launch the Union into 

uncharted and quite likely dangerous waters. The risk of 

dangerous waters must sometimes be taken. But here it does 

not seem justified, because control over monetary policy, for 

which the interdependence of the national monetary systems 

is anyway a convincing motive, would give the Union instruments 

as powerful as it probably needs at its present stage of 

economic interdependence. A simple solution would, then, be 

to define the Union's concurrent competence for economic policy 

in terms not of this potentially enormous field, but of more 
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specific fields and instruments: "budgetary or financial 

mechanisms of the Union" (art. 50.4) and the field of 

monetary policy - or, if more precision were desired, specified 

instruments of monetary policy. This might imply either 

amending the Draft Treaty to subject article 50 paragraphs 1-3 

to the method of cooperation rather than concurrent competence, 

or deleting those three paragraphs altogether. Some unnecessary 

undergrowth would thus be cut from the Draft, while giving the 

Union, in the field of monetary policy, the crucial strength 

that the Community now lacks. 

Monetary union 

Article 52 deals with monetary union. Before that, 

however, comes article 51, which gives the Union "concurrent 

competence as regards European( 3o) monetary and credit policies, 

with the particular objective of coordinating the use of 

capital market resources by the creation of a European capital 

market committee and the establishment of a European bank 

supervisory authority". The Union is given concurrent 

competence for monetary union in article 52; and if there is 

enough difference between monetary and credit policies to 

justify specifying the latter too, this could perhaps be done 

in the latter article. The purpose of article 51 seems, 

however, to be specifically to introduce the European capital 

market committee to coordinate the use of capital market 

resources and the European bank supervisory authority. 

With free movement of money and of financial services, 

a common regulatory framework for banks and capital markets 

appears a logical measure, although specially constituted 

authorities and committees are not the means employed for the 

purpose in at least some member countries. But the "particular 

objective of coordinating the use of capital market resources" 

(30) Another semantic quibble: how can there be concurrent 
competence as regards "European monetary and credit 
policies", when the States can hardly have competence 
for European policies? Should it not be concurrent 
competence for monetary and credit policies, without the 
adjective European? 
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seems to imply a planning of investment that is not practised 

in the majority of member states and is hard to reconcile 

with the neoliberal philosophy that underlies article 33.4, 

which affirms that "the European Monetary Fund shall have 

the autonomy required to guarantee monetary stability". 

Neither the neoliberal doctrine of article 33.4 nor the 

dirigiste implications of article 51 as it stands seem likely 

to appeal to a majority of Member States; nor do they embody 

principles that are essential for the establishment of the 

Union, even if it might later come to adopt them. Article 33.4 

was not in the Institutional Committee's earlier draft( 3l) 

and the present text could afford to do without it unless the 

Member States want to retain it. Article 51 could be confined 

to the establishment of the regulatory framework for the banks 

and capital markets. 

Article 52 requires that all Member States are to 

participate in the European Monetary System (52.1) and gives 

the Union "concurrent competence for 

ment of full monetary union" (52.2). 

the progressive achieve

Monetary policy will, 

as has already been suggested, remain a crucial field for 

Union policy after monetary union (however defined) has been 

achieved, as well as in the achieving of it. There should be 

no doubt about this, and it would be better to establish it in 

the article on the monetary system and monetary union, not 

just as an adjunct to credit policy as in article 51 of the 

present Draft. Article 52.2 could define the field of 

competence in such words as "the Union shall have concurrent 

competence in the field of monetary policy". The objective 

of full monetary union would be stated in a separate sentence. <
32

> 

(31) Report of the Committee on Institutional Affairs, Part A : 

Motion for a Resolution, European Parliament Document 

1-575/83/A, 15 July 1983. 

(32) Semantics again. Can the States really exercise competence 

for the achievement of full monetary union? If not, the 

definition of the field of concurrent competence should 

certainly be separated from the objective of monetary 

union. 
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The significance of this objective depends on how 

"full monetary union" is defined. In his preparatory document, 

the rapporteur on economic union wrote that "the final 

objective, which it will be possible to achieve following a 

series of automatic, irreversible stages, will be that of 

advanced unity which may go so far as the creation of a genuine 

common currency which is exclusive or parallel to the national 

currencies". <
33 ) Whether the common currency is exclusive or 

parallel is a critical distinction, for an exclusive common 

currency puts an end to any monetary or currency policy 

conducted by the Member States. Changes in the exchange rate 

are no longer available to help correct disequilibria between 

Member States' economies, so that the whole burden of adjust

ment is likely to be thrown on deflation or inflation; and 

if pronounced cultural or institutional differences underlie 

the disequilibria, the dose of deflation or inflation required 

to overcome them might be severe enough to endanger the Union's 

political stability. A parallel currency, on the other hand, 

gives the Union a common instrument of policy and medium for 

transactions·, while leaving room for Member States to secure 

changes in their exchan.9e rates and to conduct monetary 

policies alongside that of the Union. 

Despite the risks involved in moving to an exclusive 

common currency, the benefits of reaching that stage would 

be great. The European currency would be an enormous 

convenience to business and to citizens. It would enhance 

the security of the Union's internal market against the danger 

of fragmentation. It would give the Union a powerful instru-

ment to counter external monetary threats such as high American 

interest rates or a low Japanese exchange rate, and to participate 

in constructing a sound international monetary system. It 

would set the seal on the economic union and affirm, not just 

in words but in a most impressive deed, the commitment to 

political union among the Member States. It is therefore 

desirable that the definition of a full monetary union includes 

(33) J. Moreau, "The Economic Union", in Report of the Committee· 

on Institutional Affairs, Part C, op. cit., p.57, para. 129. 
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the creation of a common currency and the ending of exchange 

rate changes and of controls on movements of money among the 

Member States. 

Article 52 of the Draft Treaty requires all Member 

States to participate in the European Monetary System (subject 

to article 35, which allows for delays to be authorised if 

Union laws would cause "specific difficulties" for particular 

States) and provides for an organic law< 34 l to "lay down rules 

governing ... the procedures and the stages for attaining 

monetary union". The rules are to govern in particular "the 

Statute and the operation of the European Monetary Fund", 

"the conditions for the effective transfer to the EMF of part 

of the reserves of the Member States", "the conditions for 

the progressive conversion of the ECU into a reserve currency 

and a means of payment, and its wider use", and "the duties 

and obligations of the central banks in the determination of 

their objectives regarding money supply". The transfer of 

part of the States' reserves to the EMF and the wider use 

of the ECU, including as a reserve currency and a means of 

payment, would give the Union the means to develop its monetary 

system, based not only on the exchange rate mechanism and 

lending arrangements of the EMS but also on the promotion of 

the ECU as a parallel currency and on the EMF as a federal 

reserve bank. This system could, as it developed, increasingly 

secure the benefits associated with ·an exclusive European 

currency. The use of the parallel currency could, indeed, 

evolve to the point where changes of the States' exchange 

rates, even though formally permissible, were no longer practic

able, and later to replace the national currencies altogether. 

This could be the best route to full monetary union. 

But whatever the likely proportions of organic evolution and 

of formally enacted steps, one major barrier will probably 

have to be confronted: the prospect of progress to full monetary 

(34) Requiring a qualified majority in the Parliament, together 

with an absolute majority in the Council,or with the Commission 

and one-third plus one of the weighted votes in the Council 

(see p.9 above; a two-thirds majority in the Council is 

suggested on p.11). 
\ 
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union without their explicit consent may well be more than 

some Member States will accept. The problem lies not just 

with the British or the French. The Germans, whose society 

has in the past been torn apart by inflation, remain acutely 

sensitive to the danger of catching it from their partners. 

The Bundesbank was hard to convince that even the fairly 

innocuous Stage One of the EMS was not going too far and 

firmly opposes the transition to Stage Two and the establish

ment of the European Monetary Fund. Even transactions in 

ECUs are not allowed within the German monetary system, because 

indexation is prohibited for fear it could lead to inflation, 

and a. currency unit linked to other Member States' currencies 

is regarded as indexed. The German government could over-rule 

the Bundesbank if the grounds for doing so appeared politically 

secure. But the fear of inflation may be deep-rooted enough 

among the people to render conflict with the Bundesbank on 

such an issue politically dangerous; and such fears would not 

be allayed by article 52.4, which allows the European Council 

(presumably by a unanimous vote) to suspend entry-into force of the 

monetary laws for five years after the Treaty becomes effective. 

Wessels, in a commentary on the Draft Treaty, appears to find 

it singular that the Draft does not require ratification by 

national parliaments for the establishment of full monetary 

union (or of a West European defence system), <
35

> 

If German support for the European Union Treaty were 

to be conditional on provision for Member States' assent to any 

approach to full monetary union beyond the point of no return, 

the European Parliament would probably seek some form of 

accommodation with the German government. This might be 

analogous with the formula for transition from the first to 

the second stage when establishing the EEC, which was 

"conditional on a confirmatory statement to the effect that 

the essence of the objectives laid down in the Treaty for the 

first stage has in fact been achieved" (Rome Treaty, article 8.3). 

(35) Wolfgang Wessels, "Der Vertragsentwurf des Europ!l.ischen 

Parlaments f!.\r eine Europ!l.ische Union", Europa-Arehiv; 

25 April 1984, p.242. 
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The transition in this case would be to full monetary union, 

whether with an exclusive Union currency or, if "national 

monetary symbols", as the Werner Report put it, were to be 

retained, with "the total and irreversible convertibility of 

currencies, the elimination of margins of fluctuation in 

exchange rates, the irrevocable fixing of parity rates and 

the complete liberation of movements of capital". <
35 l This 

condition could be incorporated in the Draft Treaty with 

"the procedures and the stages for attaining monetary union" 

(art. 52.3), and would deal with the timetable for the free 

movement of capital (art. 47.3 and p.15 above) as well as 

with the permanent locking of parities or the replacement of 

national currencies by a European currency. 

Microeconomic policies 

The need for European industry to have secure access 

to a wide European market does not grow less. The third 

industrial revolution causes specialisation and scale of 

output, and hence the need for the wide market, continually 

to increase; so measures to remove the remaining barriers 

within the market and to keep it open become increasingly 

important. The Rome Treaty has provided most of the instruments 

needed for this, with its articles on the free movement of 

goods (articles 9-37) and the rules governing competition 

(articles 85-94, which include the control of state aids that 

may distort competition). 

If removing distortions to competition were all that 

is required of microeconomic policy, these instruments of 

negative integration provided by the Rome Treaty as it stands 

would be sufficient, in the hands of the institutions of the 

European Union which, unlike those of the Community, would be 

strong enough to ensure that the instruments are fully used. But 

the market imperfections. ,inherent in the modern economy as 

well as the social pressures generated by the third industrial 

revolution have caused all the European governments to introduce 

(36) Werner Report, p.10. 
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a wide range of industrial policies. If these policies 

were a temporary aberration, the instruments of negative 

integration could control and eventually remove them. But 

although there is disillusion about support for lame ducks 

and lax treatment of uncompetitive firms, none of the European 

governments showssigns of abandoning policies to promote 

technological development and to facilitate adjustment; and 

except on the utterly unrealistic assumption that the 

structure of industry will come to approximate the perfect 

competition model, economic theory justifies the governments. 

The European Union will be born into a world where industrial 

policy is a necessary fact. Thus the Union's microeconomic 

policy cannot be confined to the extirpation of Member States' 

industrial policies. 

One consequence of this is that the Union should 

recognise the validity of Member States' or firms' industrial 

policies where these contribute to economic progress rather 

than stand in its way. This is doubtless why the Draft Treaty 

enjoins the Union, in making its competition policy, to 

"bear in mind ... the need to restructure and strengthen the 

industry of the Union" (art. 48). The Community has likewise 

accepted the Member States' subsidies to a number of troubled 

industries, while trying to ensure that the subsidies are 

linked with measures of adjustment. Thus the instruments of 

negative integration can be used to promote positive adjustment: 

subsidies to troubled sectors or agreements among those sectors' 

firms can be made conditional on measures to promote a return 

to competitiveness. 

The Community's financial resources have provided 

it with a carrot as well as a stick. Money from the Social 

Fund, the Regional Fund, the European Investment Bank, the 

New Community Instrument and ECSC funds have been used to 

support industrial adjustment. The ECSC Treaty, in addition 

to authorising the Community to raise loans and to levy a 

turnover tax of up to 1 per cent of the value of coal and 
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steel production (or more if a two-thirds majority in the 

Council s,o decides), gives the Community powers to influence 

investment, and to control production and prices if a 

"manifest crisis" (art. 58) has been declared. Thus the 

Community can complement its right to control Member States' 

subsidies by the use of its own, rather slender, financial 

resources; and in the particular sectors of coal, steel and, 

of course, agriculture, by more direct regulation of the 

market. But outside these particular sectors, the Community 

has only a slight capacity to do more than attempt to control 

the industrial policies of Member States, whereas there must 

be a strong presumption that interdependence has reached the 

point where the States' policies alone are not enough, but 

common policies using substantial common instruments are 

also required. 

gives 

The powers to 

the Union (art. 

tax and borrow that the Draft Treaty 

71.2) would make a very 

if the Union can use its financial resources 

big difference, 

to support its 

microeconomic policy. The Draft Treaty also makes particular 

provision, in article 53 on "sectoral policies", for 

agriculture and fisheries, energy, transport, telecommunications, 

industry, and research and development. 

An introduction to that article specifies its concern 

with "specific 

policies". ( 37 ) 

sectors of economic activity" and "sectoral 

While these terms are entirely appropriate as 

regards agriculture and fisheries, energy, transport and 

telecommunications, the word "sectoral" is not so apt with 

respect to industry and to research and development, where 

at least some of the Union's policies should apply over a 

much wider area than is commonly known as a sector. 

(37) Once again, the Union's concurrent competence is to 

apply to policies "at the level of the Union". But 

can Member States have competence for policies at Union 

level? Would it not be better to give the Union 

concurrent competence for"sectoral policies in so far 

as these have a bearing on inter-State trade''? 
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The aim of the Union's sectoral policies is defined in 

the first sentence of article 53 as "to meet the particular 

needs for the organisation, development or coordination of 

specific sectors of economic activity", which sounds as if 

the drafters had schemes of sectoral planning rather prominently 

in mind, even if the aim of "development" could encompass 

almost any legitimate aim of policy. As if aware that the 

first sentence may have a somewhat dirigiste and bureaucratic 

flavour, the next sentence may be intended to reassure liberals in 

that the policies "shall, by the establishment of reliable 

framework conditions, in particular pursue the aim of 

facilitating the decisions which undertakings subject to 

competition must take ~oncerning investment and innovation": 

the Union is to provide a framework for investment and 

innovation in a market economy. 

To the non-lawyer, the wording of this introductory 

paragraph may seem unwieldy and give a slightly odd impression. 

But it is not necessary to raise objections provided that the 

jurists can assure us that it adds something significant to 

the Draft without giving too much scope for unintended or 

unpredictable consequences. If the jurists are not sufficiently 

sure of that, the Draft could be strengthened by confining 

this paragraph to "the Union shall have concurrent competence 

in the fields of sectoral policy specified in this article, in 

so far as such policies have a bearing on inter-State trade". 

Industry; research and development 

Both paragraph d of article 53, on research and 

development, and paragraph e, on industry, are concerned 

mainly with the instruments of Union policy, and in this 

both emphasise coordination and guidance of the policies of 

Member States. For research and development, the Union 

"may draw up common strategies with a view to coordinating 

and guiding national activities and encouraging cooperation 

between the Member States and between research institutes", 



while for industry it "may draw up development strategies 

with a view to guiding and coordinating the policies of the 

Member States in those industrial branches which are of 

particular significance to the economic and political 

security of the Union". 

The Draft Treaty cannot be faulted for concentrating 

on instruments rather than aims in these two fields. For 

the aims can hardly avoid being as broad as those of economic 

policy, which are outlined in the preamble of the Draft and 

defined in article 9. <
38 ) But the general injunction to the 

Union to coordinate and guide "national activities", in the 

case of research, and "the policies of the Member States", 

in the case of industrial branches with particular significance 

for economic and political security, does not help to determine 

the limits to centralisation in the Union. Apart from the 

principle of subsidiarity, there is no legal limit, it would 

seem, to the Union taking control of the whole of research 

activities in the Member States, shutting down a programme of 

research on developing a microcomputer or even on a cure for 

influenza, for that matter. <
39 ) Nor, as we have seen, is 

(38) In particular "the economic development of (the Union's) 

peoples with a free internal market and stable currency, 

equilibrium in external trade and constant economic growth, 

without discrimination between nationals or undertakings 

of the Member States by strengthening the capacity of 

the States, the citizens and their undertakingsto act 

together to adjust their organisation and activities to 

economic changes"; "the progressive elimination of the 

imbalance between its regions"; "the improvement of 

international commercial and monetary relations"; "the 

harmonious and equitable development of all the peoples 

of the world". 

(39) Question for jurists: would the term "national activities" 

give the Union control only over Member States' policies 

or also over research activities that are independent of 

public policy? 
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the principle of subsidiarity much help since the Draft Treaty 

defines the coordination of national research and development 

activities as an objective of Union policy - which can hardly 

be undertaken more effectively "by the Member States acting 

separately". More than in most other activities, freedom 

and variety are essential for research. The Union should 

surely confine itself to the promotion of research proj·ects 

whose scale puts them beyond the scope of the several Member 

States and to cooperation with the States in encouraging 

research and development, rather than "coordinating and guiding 

national activities", which could open the way to telling the 

public authorities in the Member States, and even eventually 

the researchers, what they are and are not to do. Those 

functions which are suitable for the Union in this field could 

be performed by use of the Union's financial resources, without 

need for powers of compulsion over the research policies of 

Member States, let alone of independent institutes and 

researchers. The Union's financial power will be such that 

it should be able to offer joint finance on terms that would 

induce Member States to cooperate or failing that to sponsor 

Union projects independently, without any resort to compulsion. 

Thus it would be better to omit the provision for coordination 

of national activities and to concentrate on the remainder of 

the paragraph on research and development, concerning expendi

ture of the Union's own money on promoting research, whether 

on its own or jointly with others. Paragraph d would then 

read "in the field of research and development, the Union may 

provide financial support for joint research, may take responsi

bility for some of the risks involved and may undertake research 

in its own establishments". If omission of the sentence 

regarding coordination of national activities does not preclude 

Union control of the Member States' research policies and 

activities, a sentence should be added to preclude it specifi

cally. If reference to common strategies and coordination is 

held to be desirable, this could be by the method of cooperation, 

which depends on unanimous agreement. 
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There must be a similar concern about the provision 

for "guiding and coordinating the policies of Member States" 

in the field of industry. The limitation of such control to 

"those industrial branches which are of particular significance 
• 

to the economic and political security of the Union" is 

doubtless intended to confine the scope for directive policies 

on the part of the Union to certain sectors that are 

especially security-sensitive, even if the term "economic and 

political security" might permit of wide interpretation. But 

however wide the interpretation, the restriction to security

sensitive sectors may offer too narrow a scope for Union 

policy: much of industrial policy aims to promote innovation 

and investment and to facilitate adjustment over the whole 

of "industry" (including services as well). Such matters are 

already the subject of Community policies on competition, 

state aids, external trade and expenditure from its various 

funds and financial instruments; and it seems desirable that 

there should be scope for the Union to play a more positive 

role in promoting innovation, investment and adjustment than 

the Community has been able to do. It may be argued that the 

Rome Treaty, whose patrimony the Union is to take over (art.7), 

already offers the legal basis for any desired expansion of 

such expenditure from the resources that would be available 

to the Union. But if there is any doubt about this, it would 

seem desirable that paragraph eon industry should provide, 

as paragraph don research and development does, for Union 

expenditure,to promote innovation, investment and adjustment, 

whether alone or jointly with Member States. 

The Esprit programme is but a small beginning to such 

expenditure, confined at present to research; Euratom's 

expenditure has also been dwarfed by that of Member States; 

and the large public investment in developing European aircraft 

has been kept separate from the Community. But Union programmes 

of development and investment in such high-technology branches 

could well be promoted on the basis of Union finance. 
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(Article 54.1 also provides for ''indu§trial cooperation 

structures", such as, presumably, the Airbus programme, 

to be converted ".into a common action, of the Union" if the 

European Council so decides.) 

Union funds could also help to secure adjustment 

in sectors with problems such as shipbuilding or a number 

of branches .of chemicals or engineering. An aim of 

article 53.e may be to ensure that rationalisation programmes 

for such branches are not obstructed by, say, one firm or 

one Member State. The industrial logic ,of this may be 

impeccable, if one takes, as the present author does, a 

rather Japanese view of industrial policy. But unless 

"branches which are of particular significance to the economic 

and political security of .the Union" can be quite narrowly 

defined, the provision for Union coordination could go far to 

suppress the industrial policies of Member States. If such 

a degree of centralisation is not thought desirable, there 

could be merit in resting the Union's industrial policy on 

the existing Community instruments (competition policy, 

control of state aids, common commercial policy), with the 

crucial expansion of the funds available for Union expendi

ture. Paragraph e could, then, refer to this Community 

patrimony (as does the paragraph on agriculture - see below) 

and provide for Union expenditure (along the lines of 

paragraph don research and development); and it is for 

consideration whether the paragraph could stop short at 

that. (
4o) Additional instruments, that could be useful for 

Union policy in industry as well as other, fields, would be 

the "specialised European agencies" which article 54 authorises 

the Union to establish. 

(40) Paragraph e of article 53 also includes two sentences 
about procedures. "The Commission shall be responsible 
for taking the requisite implementing measures. It 
shall submit to the Parliament and the Council of the 
Union a periodic report on industrial policy problems." 
Such procedures are not specified in res,pect of other 
matters and it is not clear why the Union should not be 
left to fix its own procedures in this matter too, instead 
of having them enshrined in the Treaty. The Draft would 
be none the worse if these two sentences were dropped. 
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Transport, telecommunications 

The main concern of articles 74-84 of the Rome Treaty, 

on transport, is to remove any distortions that affect intra

State trade. The European Investment Bank offers means for 

investment in "projects of common interest to several Member 

States which by their size or nature cannot be entirely 

financed by the various means available in each of the 

Member States" as well as "projects for developing less 

developed regions" and some other projects "called for by the 

progressive establishment of the Common Market" (Rome Treaty, 

art. 130); and the Regional Fund and New Community Instrument 

could also be used to finance projects that would contribute 

to a Union transport network. But it remains true that 

"the distinctive feature of the common transport policy is 

the lack of positive guidance given by the (Rome) Treaty". (4 l) 

A transport network that makes movements of people and goods 

among the Member States easier is an important element in 

creating a politica+ and economic union, and the Draft Treaty 

is right to require the Union to "undertake common acti·ons 

to develop the capacity of transport routes so as to 

create a transport network commensurate with European needs" 

(art.53.b). It may not be so certain that the Rome Treaty's 

provisions against discrimination and distortions in intra-State 

transport need to be supplemented or replaced by a further 

requirement for the Union to "undertake common actions to put 

an end to all form of discrimination, harmonise the basic 

terms of competition between the various modes of transport, 

eliminate obstacles to trans-frontier traffic" (Draft Treaty, 

art. 53b). Nor, following our earlier argument about 

subsidiarity (p.6ff above; see also pp. 18, 19), is the 

requirement for the Union to "pursue a policy designed to 

contribute to the economic integration of the Member States" 

necessarily appropriate in a 'Ireatydesigned to keep the Union 

to what really needs to be done in common, since "economic 

integration" can be so widely defined (see p.18). It might 

be better to replace this reference to economic integration 

(41) Nigel S. Despicht, Policies foY' TY"anspoY"t in the Common 

Mal'ke t, Sidcup, Lambarde Press, 1964, p. 34. 
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by a formulation similar to that suggested on p.18 for tax 

harmonisation, e.g. "in the field of transport, the Union 

shall remove dist.ortions that affect economic transactions 

among the Member States". 

The Rome Treaty has no reference to telecommunications, 

which have become increasingly important with the rise of 

information technology. The Draft Treaty remedies this 

omission with paragraph c of article 53, which requires 

that "in the field of telecommunications, the Union shall 

take common action to establish a telecommunications network ..• ". 

Since the analogy with the case for a Union transport network 

is quite close, it seems odd that this is not followed, like 

the reference in paragraph b to the transport network, by 

"commensurate with European needs". The text continues, 

instead,to require common standards and harmonised tariffs. 

The common standards are doubtless desirable but it might be 

advisable to confine the requirement to harmonise tariffs by 

"in so far as necessary to facilitate inter-State communications''.. 

The text then provides that the Union "shall exercise competence 

in particular with regard to the high technology sectors, 

research and development activities and public procurement 

policy". This reference to research and development in 

relation to telecommunications seems to add nothing to 

paragraph don research and development. It is questionable 

whether the "high technology sectors" related to telecommunications 

should be treated differently from other high-technology sectors 

which would come under paragraph eon industry; and the same 

could be said of public procurement. If the. high technology 

sectors and public procurement need to be mentioned here, they 

should surely also be mentioned elsewhere; if they do not need 

to be mentioned elsewhere, it is doubtful whether they should 

be accorded a special mention here. 
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Agriculture, energy 

For agriculture and fisheries, the Draft Treaty rests 

solely on the Rome Treaty: "in the fields of agriculture and 

fisheries, the Union shall purs~e a policy designed to attain 

the objectives laid down in Article 39 of the Treaty establishing 

the European Economic Community" (Draft Treaty, article 53 

paragraph a). Article 39 of the Rome Treaty lists five 

objectives: "to increase agricultural productivity"; "to ensure 

then:by a fair standard of living for the agricultural population ... "; 

"to ensure reasonable prices in supplies to consumers"; "to 

stabilise markets"; "to guarantee regular supplies". Stabilis-

ation of markets and security of supplies relate to the peculiar 

characteristics of agricultural markets and of food as the most 

basic economic necessity; and prices to the consumers also 

relate, up to a point, to the latter characteristic. But 

productivity and producers' living standards are not more 

relevant to agriculture than to various other sectors; and 

the question has been asked why one group of producers should 

be specially favoured in this way. The answer lies, of course, 

in the bargain that was struck when the EEC was established; 

and the retention of the Rome Treaty's formulation may be 

seen as a political condition of acceptance of the European 

Union Treaty. 

Special treatment is also given to the field of energy 

in the Treaties establishing the European Community. For coal 

(as for steel), the objectives can be grouped under headings 

similar to those for agriculture, with the addition of the 

development of international trade (ECSC Treaty, article 3). 

For atomic energy, safety and security are also stressed 

(Euratom Treaty, article 2). But there is no mention in these 

Treaties of oil or gas, or of an overall energy policy. 

As for agriculture, paragraph f on energy in article 53 

of the Draft Treaty is confined to the statement of objectives: 

"in the field of energy, action by the Union shall be designed 
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to ensure security of supplies, stability on the market of the 

Union and, to the extent that prices are regulated, a 

harmonised pricing policy compatible with fair competitive 

practices. It shall also be designed to encourage the develop

ment of alternative and renewable energy sources, to introduce 

common technical standards for efficiency, safety, the protection 

of the environment and of the population, and to encourage the 

exploitation of European sources of energy". 

Security of supplies and stability on the market are 

of peculiar importance with respect to energy as to agriculture; 

and standards for safety and for the protection of the environ

ment and of the population also .have particular significance 

in the field of energy. The Draft Treaty is right to give 

the European Union these responsibilities which the Member States 

are decreasingly able to carry, or where, as in the case of 

safety and environmental standards, actions in one Member State 

can have significant effects beyond national frontiers. The 

objective of a harmonised pricing policy to the extent that 

prices are regulated is also hard to gainsay, although it seems 

likely that this is already covered by article 101 of the Rome 

Treaty which requires the removal of any "disparity existing 

between the legislative or administrative provisions of the 

Member States (which) distorts the conditions of competition in 

the Common Market". Encouraging the development of alternative 

and renewable sources of energy as well as other European sources 

are worthy aims; encouraging conservation would also be a worthy 

aim - but this raises the question whether it is advisable to 

list objectives in so much detail, or whether these more 

detailed objectives are not implicit in the wider objectives 

of security and stability. There should be some reluctance to 

enshrine in a Treaty that has many of the characteristics of a 

constitution specific policies that may in the future cease to 

be such significant priorities. But apart from this, and the 

perhaps unnecessary addition of "common technical standards for 

efficiency" among the things that Union action is to introduce, 
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paragraph f appears to include only objectives with respect 

to which a strong case can be made for common action by the 

Union, and not to include matters that would be better left 

as the exclusive province of the States. Whether, in order 
• 

to preserve their proper province for the States, the Union 

competence should be explicitly confined to action in pursuit 

of the specified objectives is a matter for jurists rather 

than economists to judge. 

Social policy 

The Institutional Affairs Committee's rapporteur on 

"policy for society" was concerned: to gain popular support 

for the European Union project. "We cannot", he wrote, 

"expect Community citizens to enthuse about a purely insti

tutional project or support it without knowing what policies, 

and the substance thereof, will be implemented by institutions 

of the future Union". But he went on to "admit that a positive 

description of the policies aspired to cannot include many 

practical details if it is seen as part of a venture designed 

to result in the drafting of a text that could serve as a 

constitution". <
42

> We have already encountered, in our 

examination of the part of the Draft Treaty concerning economic 

policy, some articles that appeared to contain unsuitable 

details. But the part of the Draft on "policy for society" 

raises doubts of another order: regarding the suitability of 

allowing the Union to coerce the States at all where social 

policies are concerned. 

Article 55 of the Draft Treaty gives the Union 

"concurrent competence in the field of social, health, 

consumer protection, regional, environmental, education and 

research, cultural and information policies". Thus the Union 

appears to have potentially exclusive competence (see p.3 

above) for social policy as a whole or, if the word social is 

to be more narrowly interpreted than in customary English 

usage, at least over a very large part of social policy. 

(42) G. Pfennig, "The European Union's powers in the area of 
policy for society", in Repo:r t of the Cammi ttee on 
Institutional Affairs, Pa:r t C, op. cit., p. 65 para 2, 
p.66 para 5. 
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It is a rorrna,Lprinciple of federal constitutions that 

functions are not transferred from the States to the federal 

government unless the States are unable to perform them 

satisfactorily; and the drafters of the European Union Treaty 

clearly intended the principle of subsidiarity to have the 

same result (see p.5 above). 

leaving the 

Proposals 

great bulk 

for federal systems 

of social policy with usually envisage 

the States. ( 43 ) Yet the constitutional defence of States' 

autonomy in these matters under the Draft Treaty seems to rest 

heavily on the principle of subsidiarity, which may as we have 

seen be an inadequate safeguard. 

One way to limit the scope for the Union's incursion 

into Member States' autonomy in these fields would be to 

confine the Union's "concurrent competence in the field of 

social, health, consumer protection, regional, environmental, 

education and research, cultural and information policies" 

(art. 55) explicitly to only such parts of those fields as 

are specified in the subsequent articles 56-62. Yet even 

this would leave some provisions with highly centralising. 

potential. Thus "the regional policy of the Union shall 

comprise the development of a European framework for the 

regional planning policies possessed by the competent authorities 

in each Member State" (art. 58). If a framework is to be 

effective, it is necessary to ensure that the policies made 

within the framework do indeed conform to it: hence the possi

bility that the Union could veto a local authority's decision 

to build a by-pass or, conversely, could force the building 

of a road in the teeth of local opposition. Article 58 opens 

the door, then, to detailed interference by the Union in what 

can be very local affairs. . "The Union-wide validity and 

equivalence of diplomas and school, study and training periods" 

(art. 60) may give the Union scope to impose excessive uniformity 

of curricula in schools and higher education. "The establish

ment of general comparable conditions for the maintenance and 

creation of jobs" (art. 56) might be interpreted extremely 

( 4 3) See for example Francesco Rossolillo, Ci tta terri torio 

istituzioni, Napoli, Guida Editori, 1983, p.62ff. 
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widely; and "trade union rights and collective negotiations 

between employers and employees, in particular with a view 

to the conclusion of Union-wide collective agreement" has 

already been mentioned as an area where there could be high 

risks in Union intervention without local consent. 

A second possibility would be for the Union to be 

allowed to spend its money in the fields or on the aims 

specified in articles 56-62, or even in the very wide fields 

listed in article 55, but not to interfere in legislation 

expenditure by Member States, except where the Rome Treaty 

already provides for this (eg with respect to equal pay and 

to the size of subsidies to investments in the various regions). 

Harmonisation of Member States' legislation could also be 

subject to the method of cooperation, based on unanimous 

agreement among the Member States. If the European Parliament 

is not fully convinced by these arguments, and Union control 

over States' legislation is thought to be particularly important 

in some parts of the areas listed in articles 55-62, the list 

of subjects specified in these articles should be carefully 

scrutinised in order to determine where the case is particularly 

strong, so that subordination of State to Union legislation 

would be confined to as short a list of subjects as possible. 

Conclusions 

A number of ways in which the Draft Treaty might be 

amended have been considered, some of which may be regarded 

as important or even essential improvements, others as minor 

ameliorations that might help to make the draft stronger or 

more acceptable. 

Perhaps the most significant single issue is whether 

the principle of subsidiarity can be made a more effective 

safeguard against the danger of over-centralisation. One 

possibility is to define the principle more sharply, particularly 

in order to forestall any attempts to circumvent it by adopting 
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inherently centralising objectives.· Another possibility would 

be to give more weight to the values of diversity and decentral

isation in the general objectives of the Union. 

Something of this purpose has been served by the fifth 

and fourteenth amendments to the us Constitution, providing 

that no person be deprived "of life, liberty and property 

without due process of law", which have caused the Supreme Court 

at times to invalidate legislation to regulate economic life. (44
> 

The interpretation of the equivalent elements of the Canadian 

Constitution seems, according to Wheare, to amount to a power 

for the central government to legislate on "trade and commerce, 

except where it conflicts with property and civil rights in a 

province", with the latter phrase being given such a wide inter

pretation that "the scope of 'trade and commerce' has been 

greatly narrowed". (45
> But there has in both cases been 

"much uncertainty about the respective powers of general and 

state governments, because of the conflicting and ambiguous 

language adopted". (46 ) In view of the greater diversity among 

the European peoples, it is particularly important that the 

Union Treaty be as clear as possible in this respect. 

The Draft Treaty offers everybody within the Union's 

jurisdiction"the fundamental rights and freedoms derived in 

particular 

the Member 

from the common principles of the Constitutions of 

States and from the 

Protection of Human Rights and 

European Convention for the 

Fundamental Freedoms (art. 4.1) 

and requires the Union to undertake "to maintain and develop, 

within the limits of its competences, the economic, social and 

cultural rights derived from the Constitutions of the Member 

States and from the European Social Charter". The EEC Treaty 

provides that it "shall in no way prejudice the system 

existing in Member States in respect of property" (art. 222); 

and article 7 of the Draft Treaty makes the "objectives and 

scope" of the Treaties establishing the EC into "a part of the 

(44) Wheare, op. cit., p.145. 

(45) Ibid., p.137. 

(46) Ibid., p.149. 
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law of the Union" which can only be amended in accordance 

with the procedure for revision" of the Treaty, i.e. by 

unanimous agreement (art. 84). If "the system existing in 

Member States in respect of property" is not to be counted 

among the "objectives and scope" of the Rome Treaty, however, 

this provision could be amended by the procedure for organic 

laws (art. 38). Further consideration should perhaps be given 

to the possibility of strengthening any of these potential 

bulwar~s against too much centralisation. 

Another general safeguard would lie in requiring a 

qualified, or even an absolute, majority of the votes of 

Member States' representations in the Council, instead of just 

one-third of the weighted votes plus one, if the Union is to 

enact laws that "extend" its common action. (On the other hand 

it would seem desirable that appointment of the Commission's 

President and amendment of the Treaty could be decided by 

something short of unanimous agreement.) 

None of these general safeguards seems, however, 

strong enough to obviate the need to define limits to the 

Union's action in fields specified in the Draft Treaty, in 

order to prevent the exercise of the Union's concurrent 

competence from automatically giving the Union exclusive 

competence over an excessively wide area. These limits may 

be defined in terms of the aims, fields or instruments of 

Union policy, or conditions that must apply if Union action 

is to be justified. 

One of the ways in which Union activity can be limited 

in certain fields is by confining it to cases which have a 

"direct incidence on the establishment or functioning of the 

Common Market" (as the Rome Treaty .puts it, in article 100 

on the approximation of laws) or which involve "distortions in 

economic transactions among the Member States'', o·r some such 

formulation. Such limits have been suggested above with 
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respect to competition policy, approximation of laws relating 

to undertakings, tax harmonisation, transport and tele

communications. 

Other aims can in addition be allocated to the Union, 

such as stability of markets and security of supplies 

(agriculture, energy). As far as agriculture is concerned, 

this aim is not defined in order to limit Union activity to 

action taken to further it, but in order to guide Union action 

in the whole field of agricultural policy. There is a strong 

case, however, for limiting any use of special Union powers 

allocated by the Draft Treaty in the field of energy to these 

and a few other specified ends such as safety and environmental 

protection, beyond which any action in this field would have to 

rest on the powers given it elsewhere in the Draft Treaty, as 

well as in the Community Treaties. Other examples of specific 

aims laid down for the Union are the creation of a "tele

communications network" and of a "transport network commensurate 

with European needs"; and the Union's powers specific to these 

two fields could well be limited to that, together with the 

removal of distortions that concern economic transactions 

among the States. 

A narrower definition of fields for Union action than 

the Draft Treaty proposes has been suggested for competition 

policy ,(to concern the matters defined in the EEC and the ECSC 

Treaties), and for tax harmonisation (to exclude personal 

income tax). A narrower definition has likewise been suggested 

for the field that contains the heart of the Draft Treaty's 

economic proposals: conjunctural (as the Draft Treaty puts it) 

or general economic policy. Here it is proposed that, while 

the Union should use any of its own financial and budgetary 

instruments in pursuing its general economic policy, its inter

ventions regarding the Member States' laws, policies and 

instruments in this field should be confined to monetary affairs, 

leaving the States' and local authorities' budgets in the sphere 

of Member States' autonomy. 
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This leads on to the issue of those provisions in 

the Draft Treaty that give the Union concurrent competence 

to coordinate the policies or actions of the Member States. 

Where, as with monetary policy, exclusive competence for the 

Union is a legitimate eventual aim, such a provision is 

justified. Where, as with research and development, such 

a degree of centralisation appears highly undesirable, it 

has been suggested that the Union's activity be based on 

expenditure from its own resources (which under the terms 

of the Draft Treaty can be very substantial}, whether alone 

or jointly with Member States, but that no provision be made 

for the Union to exercise compulsion over the research policies 

or programmes of the States. Industrial policy comes somewhere 

between the two,, but this paper, in accordance with the 

decentralist (or federalist} philosophy that underlies it, 

leans towards a formulation in the Draft Treaty similar to 

that suggested for research and development, bearing in mind 

that the Rome Treaty already gives the Union important 

instruments of industrial policy in the form of the competition 

policy, the control over state aids, the common commercial 

policy, and the financial and budgetary resources which under 

the Draft Treaty can be increased so as to carry much greater 

weight. 

Also in line with the paper's decentralist and 

federalist philosophy, it is suggested that the Union's power 

to control the States' laws, policies or expenditure on social 

policy should be very restricted, if indeed the Union is to 

have any such power beyond the few items that it inherits from 

the Community. The Union's power to spend its own money in 

these fields using the method of common action is, however, 

viewed more tolerantly. Apart from this, the method of 

cooperation appears more suitable than that of common action 

over most if not all of this field, because the relationship 

between Union and States should not be based on compulsion. 
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The major instance with respect to which it has been 

suggested that Union competence could be limited by a condition 

is that of full monetary union, transition to which could be 

conditional on Member States' agreement that adequate equilibrium 

had been established in their mutual economic relationships. 

Apart from those matters that reflect the great issue 

of subordinate or coordinate relationships between the Union 

and the States, there are some articles that contain what 

appears to be unnecessary detail, whose removal would strengthen 

the Draft Treaty. Examples are to be found in relation to 

telecommunications and the free movement of goods and services. 

None of these .detailed critieisms of the Draft 

Treatyrs provisions for economic and social policy should be 

taken as calling in question the essential principles that 

are embodied in the Draft. The intention is quite the opposite. 

The Draft has attracted the support of the Belgian and Italian 

Parliaments and President Mitterrand has said kind words about 

it in his address to the European Parliament on 24 May 1984; <
47

> 

and it is to be among the documents to be considered by the 

Ad Hoc Committee established following Mitterrand's initiative 

at the Fontainebleau summit. But that is a far cry from 

ratification of the Draft Treaty as it stands. A great deal 

of effort will have to be put into persuading parliaments, 

the public and of course governments if a European Union Treaty 

containing the Draft Treaty's essential features is to be 

ratified; and careful consideration of proposed amendments to 

the Draft should both help to improve the Treaty and contribute 

to the process of persuasion: a sort of engrenage between the 

European Parliament and political forces in the Member countries. 

Such a process is not only necessary if enough governments and 

parliaments are to be convinced that the Treaty should be 

ratified. It would also help to establish what Wessels has 

rightly stressed is an essential basis of the European Union: 

its legitimacy in the eyes of the citizens. <
43

) 

( 4 7) Op. cit. 

(48) Op. cit., p.243. 
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One particular merit of giving a prominent place in 

such discussion to the main concern of this paper - safeguards 

for the proper autonomy of the Member States - could be to 

channel nationalist reactions in a constructive direction. 

Even if one does not go all the way with Friedrich's categori

sation of the type of constitution to which we are accustomed 

in the West as "a system of effective, regularised restraints 

upon the exercise of governmental power", (49 ) this is certainly 

a most important aspect of the European Union Treaty. In 

reacting to such an approach, however, the European Parliament 

should be determined to defend the hard core of its Draft: 

co-decision by Council and Parliament with no time limits and 

majority votes; and basic economic powers in the fields of the 

internal market, monetary union and the Union's financial and 

budgetary resources. 

(49) Carl J. Friedrich, "Federal Constitutional Theory and 

Emergent Proposals", in Arthur W. Macmahon (ed.), op. cit., 

p. 516; Fridrich refers here to his Cons ti tu tio nal Government 

and Democracy (revised edition), Barton, Ginn, 1950. 
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EUROPEAN UNION: SOME HISTORICAL DIMENSIONS 

Roy Pryce 

I. INTRODUCTION 

TDe· aim"of'this paper is to put the current discussion of European 

Union in a broader historical framevork in order to .give perspective to 

the issues which are nov being discussed. (l) These issues - about the 

future development of relations between the members of the Community, 

their future common goals and the strategies to achieve them - have been 

the object of discussion aJ1ld argument through the whole history of the 

Community. One question to be examined is to what extent the nature and 

substance of these discussions have changed over time. Another question, 

with more immediate practical implications, is what ve have learned about 

the- relative· effectiveness of the various diffe·rent strategies and '!lethods 

that have been tried as ways of moving towards that •ever closer union 

among the European peoples' to which the original signatories of the Rome 

Treaties (as well as those who have subsequently become members of the 

Community) committed themselves. And we can also ask, in the light of 

past experience, how close current discussions about European Union are 

to fulfilling the conditions for moving towards this grander, but still 

amorphous, goal to which the members of the Community have been formally 

committed since 1972; a commitment they have regularly reaffirmed, most 

recently in the 'Solemn Declaration on European Union' agreed at the 

European Council meeting in Stuttgart in June.• 1983. 

Tlie answers to these• questions necessarily inv.olve- a view of the 

nature of the process in which the members of the Community are involved, 

and of its dynamics. Today students of these issues are far less certain 

than they used to be both about how to categorise the process and also how 

to explain its development~ Their uncertainty is a reflection of the 

evident differences between the member states ·about the range of functions 

which the Community and its various appendages should fulfill and how - if 

at all - they should be further developed. These differences are a central 

and very obvious feature of all the discussions that have so far taken 

place between the member governments on European union. They are reflected, 

(1) This paper is a contribution to a TEPSA project, supported by the 
European Cultural Foundation, entitled "From Community to union? A 
critical appraisal of past attempts and current prospects". 
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too, in the proliferation of different models for the future - contrary 

te the •~pectations of some of the early theorists, the search for closer 

unity has not proved to be a unilinear and cumulative process. In some 

respects, indeed, it has generated forces which have strengthened the 

o:stacles in the way of its original members' goal of SJl ever closer 

union. Over the same period other obstacles have remained, sustained by 

factors quite outside the control of the countries of western Europe. In 

assessing current prospects of attempts to move towards European Union 

it is important to remind ourselves of these and other aspects of the 

legacy of the past forty years of struggl~ in western Europe to achieve 

closer unity and its relevance to the present. 

II.· PROTAGONISTS AND OBS'rACLES 

The prota5onists of unity 

Progress towards.the goal of closer unity has always depended 

essentially on the attitudes, policies and initiatives of the political 

elite in each country. The general public has, for the most part, ~layed 

only a passive role. In the immediate aftermath of the second world war 

the emotional thrust behind the cause of European unity was so strong that 

substantial numbers could be mobilised for meetings and demonstrations. 

Such occasions are now rarely attempted. The attitudes of the general 

public havQ played a significant part in individual countries in either 

encourating leaders to take initiatives or to set parameters to their 

.policies. The referenda held on enlargement have been important political 

occasions t6''· approve, or disapprove, of elite initiatives, and now direct 

· elections pr'i;'.;,:i.de an opportunity for the public to intervene in the 

election of MEPs each five years. But there is no evidence currently of 

any general public concern with the state of the Community that could 

either erupt into pressure for more forward movement, or be mobilised to 

do so. 

Like the general public, the political elites in western Europe have 

been strongly in favour, over the whole of the postwar period, of closer 

unity. But this support for a generalised proposition has been accom

panied by major differences on what this should consist of and how it 

should be achieved. It was only with the emergence of the six-memb~r 

Community that a sufficient homogeneity of purpose was achieved to enable 

significant prorress to be made towards ambitious goals. Even then, there 

were still major disa&reements. And with the successive enlargements of 
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the Community, these have multiplied. At the same time the original 

t . f 1 d rs so stronglT imbued with a determination to over-genera ien o . ea e , , 

come Franco-German hostility and prevent another war, has given way to 

a younger generation with a less certain motivation. 

It was originally hoped that the- progressive· extension' of a process 

of economic integration would both mobilise more elite groups in favour 

of further developments of the process, and at the same time reinforce the 

role of non-national elites. Neither has happened on any significant scale. 

It is true that the steadily increasing scope of common action has involved 

more and more elite groups in society. But it has not bred any substantive 

new pressure for future advance. Community-level associations with broad 

horizontal functions - such as UNICE and the ETUC - are more concerned with 

maximising their influence within the system as it is than worrying about 

how i.t mig_ht or should develop. If pressed such bodies will respond, but 

experience shows that they only rarely develop of their own volition 

pressures for significant change in the system as a whole. 

The process has also failed to develop significant alternative 

sources of leadership to those provided by those in positions of national 

authority. There is no-one today playing a role comparable to those played 

by Monn.et. and Hall stein. It has become increasingly difficult· for the 

Commission or its President to play such a role, and although the European 

Parliament may aspire to do so, its nature as an assembly is bound to 

inhibit its capacity to carry it out. The nearest equivalent that operates 

today is the presidency of the Council, but not all national leaders are 

willin-g. or able to. set aside their specific national interests when they 
are in the chair. 

Taken together, these various factors suggest that the strength of 

the thrust towards closer unity has diminished rather than increased over 

the years: can the same be said of the obstacles in the way of its 
achievement? 

The search for unity? a divisive goal 1 a divisive process 

One of the ironies of post-war western Europe is that the search for 

unity has itself been a persistent source of friction and division in the 

relations between the countries of the area. This is due partly to con

tinuing differences between them about how far and how fast they are 

prepared to go, and corresponding differences about organisation and the 
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location and exercise of power within the bodies set up to promote unity. 

But it is also due to the inherent complexity of such a process, which 

involves not only trying to reach agreement about common action in speci

tic policy areas, but also managing the process and deciding on priorities 

at each stage. This is made all the more complicated because the process 

is certainly not unilinear: it involves several different dimensions -

·such as the number of countries involved, the scope of their common 

action, its intensity, and the rules for taking decisions together. 

There can be - and in the west European experience there has been - sub

stantial tension between them. There have been, for instance, not only 

conflicts ·of interest about the desirability of a small, tightly-knit 

eroup a.a opposed to a wider and more loosely-organised group, but also 

about the relative priority to be given to widening the scope of common 

action or making it more effective. As well as generating a new degree 

of interdependence, the search for closer unity has also therefore 

generated its own internal tensions. 

Thia has been true of each of the three distinct phases of this 

search since 1945. During the first of these, from 1945 to 1950, the 

major cleavage was between those favouring a wide but loose set of arrange

ments based on intergovernmental cooperation and those who sought a more 

radical approach. At that time the British were effectively able to call 

the tune, but at the price of building up a considerable body of discontent 

on the· continent. 

_ The strength of this was revealed in the successive phase which 

opened with a successful challenge to British leadership through the 

creation of the fir$t Community built around a ne_w Franco-German under

standing. But it was several years before the Six were able to establish 

themselves - not least because of British hostility. And when the 

British admitted defeat and in 1961 sought to join they discovered that 

the Six were divided about whether the door should be opened, and also -

when it had been firmly shut by de Gaulle - about the future development 

of the Community itself. It was that conflict which precipitated the 

1965 crisis and a period of stagnation from which the Community only 

recovered after de Gaulle's resignation in 1969. By then it had become 

apparent that the Six could not continue to refuse those who asked to 

join and said they were willing to abide by the rules of the club. But 

what was in one way the moment of their greatest triumph, the first 

enlargement in 1973, also posed a serious threat. For in admitting new 
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members the gates were opened to further geographical enlargement over 

time - and in admitting Britain and Denmark in particular the founding 

members ran the risk of a challenge to their model of Community-building. 

The consequences of their decision have become abundantly clear in 

th·e· latest phase· of the process·, since 1973. The degree of consensus 

achieved by the Six has now been compromised - perhaps irretrievably; 

and alternative models are now being advocated for'the future of the 

Community, which is now being debated in terms reminiscent in some ways 

of the pre-1950 period. Even after many years of working together, efforts 

towards closer unity are still a source of significant friction between 

the members of the Community. 

The consequences of a divided Europe 

An.other set of obstacles derives fr.om the same· circumstances•which 

have also provided a major incentive for the initiation of the process -

namely, the division of historic Europe. These obstacles are of two main 

kinds. In the first place there are those created by the hope that the 

post-war division is only a transitory experience, and that nothing 

should be done by the countries of western Europe to prejudice such an 

outcome. For the country which is most directly affected by the division, 

West Germany, this al$O means keeping alive the hope of eventual reunifi

cation. This concern was a major reason for the original opposition of 

the SPD to the Schuman Plan. It led subsequently to the insertion in the 

EEC treaty of the special provisions relating to 'internal' German trade. 

This defused opposition to the programme of economic integration but 

there has always been· in the Federal Republic a debate about how consistent 

the development of the Community is with a policy· of eventual national 

reunification. Today the.re are signs of renewed concern with this issue -

and any moves designed to promote closer union, particularly involving 

defence and closer political integr.ation, are bound to be scrutinised 

from this point of view. 

If this issue is of particular concern to the Federal Republic, there 

is another also deriving from the division of Europe - which affects all 

the member states. This is their strategic dependence on the United 

States. This has persisted throughout the period, unlike western .Europe's 

original economic and financial dependence which has been greatly reduced 

though by no means wholly eliminated. The continuing dependence in so 

crucial an area has greatly inhibited the development of the Community 

into a Union in the classic sense of the term - eg., with a common defence 

and foreign policy and a corresponding military capability and organisation. 
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The Atlantic framework which pre-dated the Community-building p~ocess 

is still cO'!lsidered by the great majority of the EC's member governments 

as the best and most secure way to ensure their defence. 

They have hesitated, therefore, to include defence in the scope of 

their Communi ty-l,,uilding efforts. The project for a European Defence 

Community was only undertaken because of the threa~ represented by the 

United States' decision to re-arm west Germany. And, contrary to the 

fears expressed at the time, it is significant that the failure of the 

EDC did not seriously retard the Community-building process. 

All subsequent attempts to develop a defence policy and military 

capability specific to the members of the EC have been constrained by 

fears that this might offend the US and hasten the day when the latter 

would no longer guarantee the security of western Europe. Such fears 

have even impeded the building up of a 'European pillar• within the 

Alliance, although such efforts have from time to time been encouraged 

by the Americans themselves. The current discussion about whether or 

not Western European Union might be the most appropriate organisation 

to develop for such a purpose reflects the continued differences on 

this issue. 

Similar worries in western Europe have also been a major factor in 

the low-profile, pragmatic and hesitant approach to the development, 

.alongside the Community, of political cooperation. As the discussions 

in the early .. 'sixties of de Gaulle's proposal for a Political Union 

showed, div_ergences of policy towards the United States, and a concern 

about the impact on the Atlantic Alliance of too _formal a union among the 

Six, were major reasons why his proposals proved unacceptable. The same 

reasons also go a long way to explain the preference for the Davignon 

approach eventually adopted in 1970, which has been well-characterised 

as "procedure as a substitute for policy".(l) 

With regard to economic integration the effects of the trans

Atlantic relationship have been much more complex. Support by successive 

(1) By William Wallace and David Allen in Wallace, Wallace and Webb, 
Policy-making in the European Communities, 1st ed., Wiley, Lo.ndon·, 
1977, chp. 9. 
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US, a·dmini·stratiems was undoubtedl;y of great help in the early years. 

But it is noticeable that as US interests have been affected adversely, 

that initial enthusiasm has been replaced by a much tougher stance. 

The members of the Community have responded in a similar vein - but 

several still hesitate to develop the European Monetar;y System in a 

way that could provide them with a more effective counterweight to the 

dollar. In short, the degree of west European dep~ndence on its protector 

continues to set limits to the extent and strength of the union which the 

governments of the region are willing to contemplate and able to achieve. 

The continued strength of the nation state 

Another barrier to closer union has been the way in which, contrary 

to some earlier expectations, the experience of working together has not 

either sapped the foundations of the participating nation states or 

stimulated overwhelming pressures for closer union. 

Where national structures have come under pressure - as in the case 

of Belgium - it has been for reasons unconnected with the existence of 

the European Community. Membership, on the other hand, has strengthened 

national structures and the sense of national identity and national 

interest. In some cases there has been a formal linkage. For the 

Federal Republic, for instance, taking part in the Community was part 

of the. process of rebuilding the authority of the state. Similarly, 

the entry of Greece meant rEcognition and support for a new national 

democratic regime. The smaller member countries have acquired prestige 

through their exercise of the presidency. And, paradoxically, member

ship has also meant the definition and defence of a more comprehensive 

set of •national interests' - for the purposes of bargaining around the 

Council table - than would otherwise have been the case. 

The strengthening of the national elements in the institutions of 

the Community, the creation of the European Council, and the emergence 

of a distinct preference for cooperation as the mode of working together 

in new policy areas, are all reflections of a corresponding reassertion 

of the strength and will of the member states. There was st~ll enough 

support in the earl;y 'seventfes to implement the commitment to direct 

elections to the European Parliament - but the governments have sub

sequently shown a marked resistance to giving it more power. Their 

leaders, together with their supporting political and bureaucratic 

elites, have a natural preference for forms of cooperation which leave 
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them with maximum autonomy - and not too much parliamentary inter

ference. 

The political system of the Community having been adjusted in 

these ways to meet the new mood, there is strong resistance from most 

of the new members to change it back, and bring it closer to the 

original Community model. At the same time, as far as the economic 

aspects of working together are concerned, the gains from the current 

level of integration, though certainly sub-optimal, are nevertheless 

still substantial. So while there is support for improving the opera-
• ) ~ !. 

tio?!. of the common market - from which the corresponding gains would be 

qlli te tangibl9'. - there is much less agreement about the desirability of 

pushing the process much further. This means that in spite of repeated 

calls to action the members are slow, and frequently unable, to respond .• 

Conclusions 

This brief survey of some of the main factors that have operated 

over the post-war period underlines· the persi-stence of a number of 

powerful constraints, and the emergence of others, which have made the 

search for unity so difficult and set parameters to its achievements. 

These constraints have so far prevented the emergence of a specific3lly 

European framework in the defence field and have dictated a very cautious 

approach towards a common foreign policy. They have also imposed limits 

to the pr9gramme of economic integration, though this has so far been by 

",f.ar .,the mo 9 t successful area of common action. 

But even in this area progress has been jerky and uneven. At each 

stage it has been necessary to identify areas of·a potential convergence 

of national interest and mobilise support for a specific project. The 

question now to be examined is ·.rhether some common features can be 

detected to account for the success of particular projects and strategies -

and the failure of others - and if so, what lessons can be learned of 

relevance to the current situation. 
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Ill THE EXPERIENCE OF THE Sil 

The emergence of the core group formed by the Six in 1950 proved 

to be a decisive development which has conditioned all subsequent deve

lopments. The years between 1950 and 1972 also witnessed the successful 

development of this group's prosramme of economic integration. This 

was however punctuated by moments of serious failure - dramatic failure 

in the case of the rejection of the European Defence Community (and 

its associated project for a European Political Community) in 1954, and 

a serious setback in the early 'sixties with failure to agree on a 

proposed Treaty of Political Union. 

The development
0
fconomic integration itself was also far from 

smooth. There were serious difficulties at every stage from the nego

tiation of the original Treaty of Paris, through ·the conception,. nego

tiation and ratification of the Rome treaties, and their subsequent 

implementation in the 'sixties - a period which saw a major crisis in 

1965 followed by a period of stagnation only ended by de Gaulle's 

withdrawal from power. Of the total period of 22 years substantial 

forward progress was achieved in about half - though even this rough 

guide to relative success or failure requires significant qualification. 

Within this period it is the negotiation of the basic treaties 

which ·stand out as the two most successful episodes, achieved respectively 

between 1950-52 and 1955-57. The two most notable failures on the other 

hand were those of the EDC and the Fouchet negotiations. Between the 

two, at a~ more modest· level of siiccess irf pushing forward the frontiers 

of common action, can be counted two developments at the end of the 

period: the agreement to initiate Political Cooperation in 1970, and 

the first attempt - agreed the following year - to move towards Economic 

and Monetary Union. It can, however, be misleading to ascribe marks for 

•success' or 'failure' purely in terms of agreements reached or rejected. 

Our judgement about relative success or failure of particular initiatives 

and strategies also bas to take into account such additional dimensions 

as the subsequent implementation of agreements formally reached (parti

cularly important in the case of the Rome treaties themselves) and the 

longer term ef.fects of negotiations which (like the Fouchet talks) failed 

at the time but which helped to prepare the way for a later positive 

outcome. 

To these reservatiomwe also need to add two other considerations 

that must also make us wary of generalisations based on an analysis of 
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particular moments in the overall process •. The first is that circum

stances change, and that history does not repeat itself. A strategy 

that may have been successful at a given moment may not be at all 

appropriate in a different context. One important factor that needs 

:to be taken into account is the international context..; in particular 

the extent to which this may or may not have provided resources for the 

protagonists of change or created obstacles in their way. For much of 

the period when the Six were al?ne in constituting 'the core group, for 

instance, both the general economic environment and the policies of the 

successive United States administrations operated as positive elements -

sometfmes in very specific and direct ways, sometimes in a more indirect 

and diffuse manner. Any attempt to derive lessons from this period of 

Community-building has to take account of these factors, and how they 

have been modified or chang~d subsequently. 

Similarly, the role of accident and chance has also to be borne 

in mind. It is sufficient to recall the importance of the outbreak of 

the Korean war in 1950 in changing the agenda of the protagonists of 

the Community approach, or the impact of Suez and the Hungarian rising 

in 1956 in the context of the negotiations leading up to the Rome treaty, 

to be reminded of the crucial influence such events exercised, suddenly 

changing the context in which particular strategies were being deployed 

and altering the balance of forces arrayed for and against them. Western 

Europe has never been fully in control of its own agenda and it continues 

to .be an area of the world highly susceptible - and vulnerable - to 

, ,changes both in relations between its presiding Super powers and the 

international economic environment. 

Such reflections do not however invalidate, ev.en if they warn us 

to be cautious about, the search for lessons from past experience. The 

period of the six-member Community was rich in initiatives to extend the 

area of common action - and in a variety of different outcomes. It is 

to these we now turn. 

If we begin ~ith the major successes represented by the basic 

treaties, we are immediately struck by the dissimilarities in the 

strategies and tactics employed to achieve them. The Schuman Plan took 

a narrow, sectoral approach, while the Spaak Committee combined this 

with a general common market. The Schuman Plan was the fruit of private 

reflection among Monnet and his advisers, communicated in a conspiratorial 

fashion to selected members of the French government, adopted by it with 
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little discussion, and launched suddenly on the world as a unilateral 

French initiative without any prior consultation with other interested 

governments. The early stages leading to the Rome treaties were in 

almost total contrast. They took the form of a very prolonged and 

public process, involving~ plethora of national proposals, several 

meetings of Foreign Ministers, and the Spaak Committee. The outcome of 

the two processes, though similar in form, was also very different in 

substance. For whereas the Treaty of Paris laid down a short timetable 

for the achievement of the common market for coal and steel and precise 

rules about how it was to be run, the EEC Treaty only sketched in 

general terms how the common market was to be achieved, and left major 

issues - including the construction of a common agricultural policy -

to subsequent negotiation. 

There were nevertheless some significant similarities between the 

two in terms cf basic strategy (eg., a political goal through an 

economic route, with a common market as the initial objective); the 

care taken in the initial drafting of the project to appeal to as broad 

a spread of national political and economic intere~ts as possible; and 

the critical role in both cases played by determined leaders. Without 

Schuman and Adenauer in particular the Community would never have even 

been formed. But Franco-German agr.eement, while a. necessary element, 

was not by itself sufficient. A purely bilateral partnership would 

have b·een regarded as divisive and menacing, nnd the two countries were 

not in a position - even had they wished - to impose terms on their 

neighbours. The formation and development a group of a sufficient size 

to lay claim to be a •~uropean' Community needed more willing and 

determined partners: and the leaders of the Benelux countries and Italy 

were as important as those of France and Germany in these initial stages. 

But alongside national leadership there was also that provided by Monnet 

and Spaak when he assumed the chairmanship of the committee that was 

to bear his name. Their contribution wns to identify, articulate, and 

even to some degree to personify, the common interest. They also played 

a major part in both cases in negotiating the agreements which enabled 

this common interest to be translated into very detailed terms. Through 

his Action Committee Monnet also created a very effective network to plan 

and promote the future development of the Community. 

It is the availability of such leadership acrQSS the member countries, 

the choice of an economic rcute to closer unity; the capacity to devise 
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projects to maximise the colll!Don interest while appeasing specific sectoral 

concerns; and the determination to drive the process a.long that emerge as 

the most fundamental reasons for the successful initiation and early develop

ment of the Community. The specific form and content of individual initiatives 

were less critical factors - though still important to the extent that these 

were able to identify an area of convergence of interests sufficiently wide to 

attract the support necessary to have them placed on the governments' agenda, 

and subsequently to ensure their successful negotiation, ratification and 

implementation. 

In contrast, both the EDC and the Fouchet episodes show the 

difficulties of reaching a successful conclusion in non-economic fields. 

In the first case the success of the initial negotiation was due to the 

fact·ors that had ensured the creation of the ECSC: above all, imagina

tive and determined leadership operating at both national and Community 

levels. But now the stakes were much higher, the issues far more sensi

tive, and the benefits far more debatable. In France the supportive 

coalition was unable to withstand the pressures from both right and left -

and without France the project was not a practical proposition. 

The later Fouchet negotiations, though arousing far less passion, 

demonstrated the sensitivity· of the issues raised by de Gaulle in his 

search for a way to assert control over the Community-building process -

.,,.: and par,ticularly those involving relations with the United States. Other 

"issues,were also involved - particularly after the British application to 

join the Community when the Dutch in particular were anxious not to 

create any additional difficulties for them: a clear example of the 

frequently repeated conflict between the processes of widening and 

deepening the Community. On this occasion, too, the support of the 

Federal Republic was less than whole-hearted in spite of the personal 

commitment of Adenauer himself. In short, many of the conditions for 

a successful initiative were lacking. 

These were not fully restored until after de Gaulle's departure 

from power. For a time this did not prevent progress in the implementation 

of the existing treaties, though after the crisis of 1965 even this was 

seriously impaired. The relaunching of Community-building at The Hague 

summit in December 1969 is of particular interest for several reasons. 

The triptych of completing, deepening and widening the Community which 

provided the basis for it was a very explicit package incorporating the 
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most salient national interests of the time, backed by a new Franco

German understanding between Pompidou and Brandt. Its central thrust 

was a resumption of progress in the field of economic integration. But 

this meant going beyond what had been agreed and stipulated in the 

treaties - and although the mood was one of renewed ambition it was 

nevertheless imbued with a certain caution. So while there was general 

agreement that the next target should be Economic ·and Monetary Union, to 

be sought over a period of ten years, the agreement reached in March 

1971 was limited to an initial first phase of three years and was taken 

in such a way - as a 'Resolution of the Council and the representatives 

of the Summits of the Member States' - as to avoid the need at that 

stage for a new treaty, or any process of national ratification. It is 

also significant that political cooperation was initiated in a_ similar 

and even more low-key manner without recourse to anything more formal 

than the agreement reached between the Foreign Ministers and adopted in 

its final form at their meeting in Luxembourg on 27 October 1970. 

Both decisions seemed to suggest that as the member states ventured 

more closely towards the most sensitive areas of national sovereignty 

they were tempering ambition with a more pragmatic and flexible approach. 

The gr·eat strains to which the new exchange arrangements (agreed as part 

of the first moves towards El-iU) were very quickly subjected in the summer 

of 1971 as a result of Americanmonet•ry policy were a reminder, too, of 

the difficulties, iich now had to be faced. The successful conclusion of 

negotiations for enlargement nevertheless produced a mood of temporary 

eup_horia at the Paris Summit of October 1972 when the leaders of those 

countries about to join met with the leaders of the Six to plan for the 

future. It is perhaps this m--od, and the need felt for a dramatic 

gesture suitable to the occasion, that explains the agreement then reached 

on a new set of goals and the grand objective of •transforming the ;.,hole 

comrlex of the relations between the member states' into a EuroFean Union 

by the end of the decade. 
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IV. THE ENLARGED COW"JNITT 

In proposing tne new goal oI ~uropean Union, the ,rench deliberately 

chose a very vague expression. They were mina.r·u1 or· the a.octrinal 

arguments that llaa previously aiviaea France rrom her par,ners when 

de Gaulle haa opposea. a l!.urope aes pa tries to the ··r:ommuni ty t:urope 

envisagea. in the treaties, itselr inspirea to no small a.egree by a 

feaeralisi; moael or a United States 111f Europe. 'i"he new concept was not 

or.ly vague: it' was completely aevoia or content. It was a totally blank 

blueprint. Theonly clue to possible substance lay in the wora. •transform'. 

ln the context or a statement which stressea the a.etermination or the 

leaaers oI tile enlargea Corcmunity to extena ana aeepen the process or 

integration, ana to strengthen their soliaarity, it appe~rea to mean a 

desire ,o ,ransrorm in the sense or a.rawing even closer together. 1'1ut 

this was not explicitly statea. l t was let·t to the various ins ti tut ions, 

who were askea to repor't by the end or 197'.l, to i;ry ana rill in the voia. 

•nis, then, was not an exercise in goal ae!'inition in tile same 

category as the ~clluman ?lan or the ~paak Committee Report. ,t proposea 

ne1 t~er a ,speci:t'ic objec'tive nor the means to achieve 1 "t. :w"or a wt.ile this 

su1 tea everyone rathPr well. ,he trouble startea when attempts b,;,gan to 

give the concep"t substance. ~ven now, 1n spite ot rei'teratea ana PVen 

solemn aeclarat1ons -to tile contrary, no consensus has emerged between the 

government.a on tne issue, o'ther than o!' a purely rhetorical nature. !naeed, 

it !las become increasingly evia.ent that several governments, whatever their 

formal commitment, are strongly op:,osea to any signiiicant •transrormation• 

-or relations wi tr,in the group which woula make them tighter ana more 

bino.ing. Moreover, there is more ana more aiscussion oI al tern:.tive 

moaels tor tile aevelopment oI those relations, all oI which start from 
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the hypothesis ct the unsuitability - some woula say, undesirability 

or a uni!orm aavance towaros closer rorms of union ror a gro•1p which 

now consists 01· ten members and is shortly to be expended to incluae two 
(1) 

more, with the entry of Spain ana Portugal. 

The besic pro',lem is that since 1973 the enlargea "om,runity has 

lackea that degree or consensus about common goals, 'backed by a 

unHormly high level or public support, which was the aominant 

characteristic or the six-member rommuni ty - ana. the essential prerequisite 

01· its capacity to generate success!ul strategies and proj<lcts for its 

development, And although there are soree super!icial parallels with 

the cont·lict between de Gaulle ana his partners about the organisation 

ana. a.evelopment or the c,-,mmuni ty, there are also runa.amental d 1!lerences 

between the situation then and now, ~ne is the ract that the Gaullist 

strategy was always contested within France i tsel!·. It a.id not rellect 

a national consensus, anct proved to be an interlude in that country's 

European policy ra tner than a permanent feature 01· it, 

well be true or Greece today. But it is not the case ror Denmark al11 

the Uni tea Kingaom, In 'both countries majority opinliton, r"r·1~cted in the 

policy or successive governments or ctil!e:i:'ent political composition, ·is hostile 

to closer rorms or union implying more 'binding rorms and m<>thoas or 

comcr:on action, And, while both - like (;aullists - assert the primacy 

or national autnori ty in the decision-making process, the :lanes· also 

oppose the develo;m.ent 01· a political unior in-plying a cow•.:,r. aef~,,ce 

and foreign policy, 

Ar.oth~r raJor dif!erence llas.J,e,an :t,he way in which changes in 

the e~ternal economic environMent since 1973 - anct their doTestic 

(lJ See paper by Wolfgang Wessels , 'Alternative strategies for institutional 
ret'orm•. 
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repercussions have impinged on the group. The member states, both 

indivia.uall:r and collectively, have been struggling with a succession of 

urgent and intractable problems: in!lation, unemployment, crises in both 

·traa.i tional ana. moaern sectors of inaustry, security o!· supply and costs of 

energy, threats to public order and so on. These agendas have nPcessarily 

absorbed a gre,.t deal ot· their energy and resources. Ana, as far as the 

Community,figenda itself is concerned, enlargement has also generated its 

own problems. One major impact, which was felt immediately in the wake 

of the first enlargement and which has persisted subsequently, is the 

amount of time and effort that now has to be devoted to the gro•J;>' s 

relations with the rest or the world - both in respP.ct of those policy 

issues coming within the ambit or the Community, and also those dealt 

with within the framework at· political coo;,er,;t ion. 'lh!!re have al.so been 

the succession or negotiations directly related to enlargement itself, 

includ.ing the 'renegotiation' of the British terms or entry. Even more 

time-consuming and divisive has been the need rorced on the memb•rs by 

.the convergence 01· a cluster or fundamental issues, to undF!rtak<a what 

has in efr 0 ct been a readjustment of the basic compact bP.tw9en them -

involving the cap, the overall budget, the British cor.tribution to it, 

and the development ot· new policy areas. Ar.d althongh th" deal struck 

at Fontainebleau in June 19!l4 initially appeared to hc.ve at last found a 

way through these issues, what has happened subsequently suggests that 

they may well to continue to dominate. the Community's agenda, and to 

gensrate ter.sion between its members. 

:::11 these cirtumstances, it is surprising that the C"o!Ilmunity has 

been capable of any !·orward movement during the past eleven years. There 

has not in fact been very much. The single substantial excepti~n has been 
(1) 

the creation of the European )[onetary s··stem. This achievement, mueh 

( 1) For a detailed account, see ?eter Ludlow, The rr-aking of the European 
~·one'ta:-y '3ystem. T.iut";i:i:rw:o-rthq., Tnrirlnl"I ir.R? 
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against thl!! general trend, briAfly saw the reappearance of a ::,attern 

famili~r in the Six: imaginative and aetermined leadership, involving 

both a Commun:. ty element( the role playea by Roy Jenkins in nrst making 

the proposal) and -, essentially -· a strong ~·ranco-Cerman drive supplied 

by the close agreement between Helmut Schmidt and ~Talery Giscard d•~staing. 

But it was characteristic of the changed times th~t the initial and 

moS't cri.tical negotia:tions were., conducted on an intergover mental basis 

outside the formal Commun:. ty machinery 

with the llritish halr in and halr out. 

and that the ~cheme was launched 

'i'his was a case where the 

predominant role or their respective currencies ,enabled the ~·ranch and 

the Uerncans to seize the initiative and.!:msh through a decision - once 

they were asr,ured that tho. British were not active·y going to oppose the 

ccheme. The same thrust has not, ho•,ever, Y"t developed to take the 

EMS further. 

As far as t.oe pursuit of European TJnion i tselr is concerned, this has 

been given only low ;,riority by most o!' the member governments. 'l'hose 

who favour progress towards it have succeeded in keeping it on the agenda, 

and in extracting regular and repeated commitments to it, but they have 

singularly railea to make any s.ignificant progress. towaras the.ir goal. 'he 

dit'hcul ties they !rave had to race w0 re cl 0 arly demonstrated in the mid 

'seventies in the course o.!' the elaboration and subsequent discussion of the 

Tindemans report. There were a sufficient number of governments in 

favour or making a serious attempt to aavance the matter to per~uade the 

others to accept a change in the procedure originally agreed. Tn addition 

to thEi reports from the individual institutions - the deadline !'or which 

was brought forward :to mid 1975 - the Belgian Prime Vinister was asked to 

submit a comprehensive report based bath on them and his own consultations 
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not oniy with governments but also "a wide range ot· public opinion" 

in the member states. This ,;as cl,.arly intended. to put more prestige 

and authority behind. the exercise. But, as >.•r Tindemans made quite 

clear in the £etter accompanying his report, he rapidly ran into 

difficulties, "Some people", he ~rote," believed that it was particularly 

in~appropriate to draw up a rPport on £uropean Union at a time wh,on the 

E1.u·.opean c~ncept was passin;: through a crisis and the incompleted 

European structure was swaying"• Ano. while, on the other hand, l!r 

Tindemans said that he had been st.ruck by the strength o!' popular 

support for a strengthened romr,,,rni ty, he nevertheless came to the 

conclusion, in spite of his own personal red.Pralist conviction~, that 

the time was not ripe to draw up a ConstitutiQn tor the t·uture "Suropean 

Union. Instead, b.e eoncentrated on making a series of proposals.on how 

the Corr;c,uni ty could. ov!'rcome its immediate crisis, defining a numh"r or· 

different dimensions of the f,~ture Union, and indicating the pract.ical 

steps thHt should be taken to "sAt in motion the dynamic process or 
( l) 

attaining the llnion•. 

!twas also notable t.h:t in nis discussion of economic and 

social .policies he sugge,,ted. a new approach. "!t is impossible at the 

present time", he 1;1;rote, 11 to submit a credihle progrc..ml'!ie of' ac':ion if. it 

is deemed absolutely necessary th. ·t in every case all stages should be 

reached hy all the :Hates at the sat1e time. 'l'he divergence of their 

economic and 1·1nanc1al s1 tu, tions is such tha.t, were we to insist on 

this, no progress would be p~ssible and ~rope would continue to crumhle 
( 2) 

away". 

( 1 J European Union. Heport by Mr Leo •rinc.emans to the European Co•~ncil. 
Bullet.in ,of the 1foropean ~ommuni ties, Supplement 1/76. ~·or an extensive 
discussion of' the neport see "einrich Schneid.er and Wol!·gang •~easels (eds), 
Auf d.em Weg zur i,;uropaischen Union ? Diskussionsbei trage ,.um 1'indemar.s
Bericht. J!;urol)a union Verlag, .oonn, 1977. 
( 2 ) Ibid, p. 20. 
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The .deport set out care!·u1 parameters and conditions for such a 

differential aevelopment, ana firmly rejected the idPs o:f JSurope ·a ls 

ilarte. NeV'rtbeless, it was highly signi!.icsnt that the new aegree of 

heterogeneity i!\-tbe Com:nunity bad led even Mr Tindemans to the conclusion 

that some greater aegree of Uexibility would be required in the ruture • 

The lieport greatly disappointed those who bad bopea that it would 

provide. the occa,·ion tor a re lance , ana its immea•iate results were 

meagre. The ~uropean Council :first shunted it off to the t·oreign 

N.inisters and then, a year later, quietly buriea it, And while it was 

not without some positive consequences - ror i,istance, in putting an 

end to some of the ciore absurd rormal distinctions betwiaen romrrunity 

business and political coo,ieration - the <1pisoae showed very plainly 

the absence ct a consensus on anything other than very modest and 

pragmatic steps :forwara.. 

In the next major report which, though not centrally ~oncerned 

with ~uroJean Union, nevertheless had some signi!ic:nt com~ents to make 

about· it, the tone was noticeably more negative. '.L·he Committee of 

Three in their Report on buropean Institutions of October 1979 aeclared 

th&t "An excess or· ambition, particularly when it begins ana ends with 

mere woras, breeds confusion, frustration, and !iha 7 ly indifference". 

In their co~cluaing paragraph they also added: ''The present time seems 

to us ill-suited to r·uturistic visions which presuppose a profound and 

rapid transrormation of attitudes within the romrcun:. ty, •he chance of 

such a transrormE-tion in the next few years seems to us exceedingly 

slgght". So whilo. +,be autllors s.ressea. 'that the , ommuni ty slloula have 

a clear view or its priorities at each s'tage or its a.evelopmen't, they 

also unaerlinea that these coula not be rixea once and !or all. !t foJlowea 
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from this ·th,.t "When we speak oI 1'uropean Urjion, there1·ore, we are 

speaking not so much oI a a.etinite goal as oI a a.irectinn o! movement". 

This was a very convenient re_a.afini tion oI l!,uropean Union as 

:far as the more reluctant governments were concernea., ror it meant that 
' 

they could· then claim that virtually everything they O.ia. - at the limit 

even meeting ana. talking together - coula. be construed as valuable 

progress in the right a.irection. 

vn the other nano., this view a.ia. not a.eter the German ~·oreign 

Minister, Jians-iJietrich uenscher, tram proposing in January 19tll that 

"a clear step Iorwora. towara.s J!iuropean Union•·· should be taken in the 

1·orm ot a new treaty. ihis, he ~ugges"tea, shoula. provia.e r·or thP. 

development oI a common foreign policy, the extension ot existing 

(.;ommunity policies, coora.ination oi security policy, ana. closer 

cooper.:.tion in cultural ana. legal matters. In the course 01· discu,ising 

his ideas with his colle,,gues, he 1·ouna. I irm support tram the i talian 

Foreign Minister, "Smilio i.:olombo, who tnen aa.a.ea. a snop]ing list ot 

his own, consisting ot proposals to strengtnen ana. extena. the economic 

and social tasks oI· the i.:omrr:un: ty. ~'hus was born the uenscher--(;olombo 

initiative which, given a generic blessing by the buropean rouncil in 

November 1901, was then subjectcca. to a.etailea. scrutiny by a special 

Ad Hoc Committee. TWO anu nalI years later it emerged tram this 

( l) 

process severely emasculatea., no longer in the 1·orm or a proposea treaty 

nor even as a 'Euro_;ean Act•(the name by '!'hich it wa.s known !'or some 

time), but as a 'Solemn .ueclaration on Jsuropean 1Jnion• formally adopted 
(2) 

by tile buropean Council at its meeting in ~tuttgart in June 1903. 

(lJ For i, a.iscussion of tins ana. other reiorm proposals, see 11erner 
'lleia.entela.\ edJ, Nur verpaste Chancen ? Europa Union ver~ag, Honn, l9tl3. 
\2) See Pauline Neville-Jones, "!'he uenscher-Colombo proposals', Common 
Market Law Review,Decemb~r 19tl3, ana. Joseph R.R.Weiler, 'The Uenscher
Colo~bo ~rait European Act: the politics oI ina.ecision•, Journal o!' 
European Integration, winter-~pring l9bJ. 
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As wi tll tile '1'inciemans neport, the ::,olemn JJeclaration ranges wi11ely. 

it un11erlines ,ne concern o! the memb 0 r governmen"ts "to pursue the work 

•egun by tile tre&t1es anll to reinvigorate the Communities, anll rean·irms 

- yet again an11. in precisely the same familiar terms, "their will to 

transrorm the whole complex or relations betwe,;,n -tlleir states into a 

J,;uropean union!' •. l:ommon oDjectives are set out, tile role oI tile 

ins ti "tut ions 11efine11, ano. separate sections are devotec1 to roreign 

policy, cultural coop~ration ana. tile approximation or· laws. Jj,.1t "the 

text consists Ior ,ne most par"t ei tiler or st&tements or current practice 

or the expression or pious hopes Ior the ruture. Disputes on rrucial 

issue·s n·im eit.h·er ·voi<1ea. s-i;-ec·inc p·roJfo'sa:ls 1515··real c·ontent·~ or !fad 

leci to an impasse. Vn a num· er o! issues the· llanish ana. t,reek gov 0 rnments 

insist.ea. that tlleir <1issent snoula. be 11isplayec1 in footnotes to the 

publisneci document, contrary to ,ne usual an11 more discreet practice 

ot having them recor11ec1 separately ano. out of public view. But the. 

minutes also recoroea.- a series or reservations and explanatory s"tatements 

made by tne otner signatories, r·or the mos"t p&r, relntea. to voting 

practices in tne Gouncil. '1'he attempt t.o achieve more majority voting 

and to moderate the aae or ,ne veto nac1 railed. All i;·at 1·ina' ly agreed 

iras a reference to 'the possibility' or· abstention in cases where 

unanimity- was·· require ti. There· was· also· snarp tiisagreement about even 

modest gestures towara.s increasing tne role o:t' the Je;uropean "arliament. 

-i·he signatories nevertheless decked out their meagre war,ee with 

much 1>uro-bunting. They not only rea:nirmed their will to a:: nieve 

Jsuro;,ean Union but asserted that such a TJnion was in !act being achi<'ved. 

They aduec1, how~ver, ,net tney woulci only consic1er whether sunicient 

progress haa. been ma11e i:o justify a formal treaty as part or a general 

review or progress towards Euro;iean unification to be una.ertaken in not 

later than five years• time. T~is was a harci-won but mod.est concession 
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maa.e by t~e sceptics - at little cost to themselves - to those who, 

like the authors o!' the original project, still hoped tna t somAthing 

positive would eventually come out o!" the exercise. 

For the reasons discussed above, this had few points in common 

with the processes which enabled the Six to a·:.vanc.e on tbe path to a 

wider and closer union. 'rhe basic dif!erence was that there was no 

agreement between the parties even on the desirability 01· a closer 

union. 'l'he rhetoric was maintained because some believed in it and. 

tnose who did not incurred no penaities by passively accepting it. 

The rituals o! regularly going over tbe same grouna were also maintained. 

'l'he latter have even begun to perllorm a certain modest function: tbe 

lienscner-<.:olombo discussions w•re used, !'or instance, to record and 

codiry establisbea practice. In a curious way, what ,..,. 8 originally 

intena.ea. to lead to a new blueprint 1·or the romr:,un1 ty bas ceen 

converted into a series o!' occasions Ior legitimizing ;:,ragmatism. 

Llut at the same time what began, in the mina.s or some o!' the 

newer member states at least, as a rather 1·utile exercise DI a purely 

rhetorical kind has now aevelo;,ea a momentum o! its own. Governmen"ts 

cannot. continue to rea!'f'irm their commitment to an objective without 

others beginning to take them seriously - or at any rate using the 

commitment i"or their own ena.s. This is v:b.a-t the European :?arliament 

has now aone in worJcing out its Dra!·t Treaty 9stablisning tbe <:uropean 

Union. The aetails or this c.o not concern us h 0 re - they are amply 

considered elsewhere. llut it is relevant to note tnat a new actor 

bas now become involvea in the game; that it has set out a coherent view 

o!' what JSuro;,ean Union shmlla look like quite sharply a.i!'! 0 rent !'rom the 

uncertain ap;:,roacb 01· the governments; ana ,hat in tne process it has also 

maae an important bid to increase its own powers. 
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This iriiti& tive contributed. in tum to the decision at the 1ontainebleau 

meeting of the European Council to set up an Ad !toe romrnittee "on the lines 

of the Spaak Committee" with the task of "making suggQctions for the 

improvement of the operation of European cooperation in both the rommunity 
( l) 

field and that of political, or any other, cooperation". 

In spite of its very wiae te,rrns ot· re1'erence it is not wholJ.y~clea-r 

to what extent the new rommittee will also consiaer J>uropean TTnion as 

such, 'l'here is little doubt that President Mitterana, the author 01' the 
(2) 

proposal, intended that it should - :incl•~:iir.ig the parliament's Draft Treaty, 

The explicit reference to the Spaak roromittee and the rE\quirement that its 

m-smbers should be the pe,rsonal representatives of the leadPrs of the .member 

states also clearly signalled his hopes that the rommittee would be able to 

initiate a new relance, The early dif1'iculties ovPr its compo~ition end 

chairman ere, however, a re1'lection of a very d.if!"ereni; sf't of political 

realities - and a t·oretaste of the problems it will face in its work. 

'l'here is little evid;,_nce to suggest that the attitudes and policies of 

the member gov•·rnments have changed in any significant way since the 

Uenscher-Colombo exercise, 1'he Committee seems condemned to go round 

the same circuit once again, with the prospect of a very similar outcome. 

Future prospe,cts 

In the p_ast, lack of ag_reement about •he ultim;-.te objoeci;ive has not 

proved an ahsolute barrier to forward movement, on condition that 

intermediate goals co,sld be identi1'ied capable of' appeating to a convergtence 

of national interests, and. that these were promoted by determined leadership, 

Currently these cond.i tions are not t'ulfilled - though there are signs of 

new pressures developing which could r~store momentum and a cl•arer ser_se 

of ~urpose. The major source of_ such pressures is the realis 0 tion that 

(1) European Council Meeting at Fontainebleau: Conclusions 01' the 
~resiuency, section 7. 
t2) See Mitterand's s;,eecil to the Euro;,ean p,srliaa,ent, vay 21:1,1984. 

' 
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the Community woula. be much more useful if it worked better. The 

incre&sing irritation at the persistence ot' barriers within the common 

market is' one illustration of this. Another is the inability of the 

member countries to compete effectively with the 'Tni ted States and "Tapan 

in the application and exploitation of advanced technologies. At the same 

time there is also increasing irritation with the United states over a 
( l) 

whole range of Ls sues - voiced even by Mrs Tha~cher. All point to the 

need ''t'o ~trengthen the Community. 3imilarly, · t:_ere· are ,good r•asons for 

the European members of the Atlantic Alliance to work more closely 

together within it, to define their common interests and to !'ind ways of 

expressing the,,e more e!'!'ectively. 

At the moment, however, there is no consensus about how to proceed on 

either .front. At the height of the budgetary argument with >!rs "'hatcher 

toere was so much pent-up !'rustrs;tion - that some began to argue that the 

only way forward would be to revert to the core group of the !:lix. This idea 

is also implicit in the ?arliar:ent•s Draft Treaty. But though the thought 

has great nostalgic appeal, it is difficult to see how it would work in 

practice. And although the current equation of dead.lock does not inspite 

great optimism, it is still the case that the ?·,rsuit of economic integration 

oft'ers the most promising way forward. !'uch d!IJl!lnds on the policy pursu'ld 

by the United Kingdom. So far Mrs Thatcher has resisted. the rising tide 

of pressure to take a full part in the l!;uropean l,'onetary System: th,-re are 

signs, howevPr, that resist<ince is waning. A posi ti,,e decision could open 

the way to-Nara.a a new thrc1st in the directionot' ~;conomic and >•onetary TTnion 

and a more promising 1·uture for the t;ommuni ty. 

As far as the foreign policy and d.el'ence sectors are concerned, it is 

(1) See, for instance, the rec,arks in 'Europe - The Future' about unilateral 
American action (para 16), and the strictures about the need for the ,rs 
to pay 'more attention to tbe internctional consequences 01· its a.omestic 
economic policies' (para lb) 
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much more. <1if1"icult to see all the member states moving forward together 

even in a flexible fashion. 'i'he policies pursue<l by the pro,sent Greek 

government have created grpat nffficulties for political cooperation; 

the .11anes still. choke over the no.ti.on at. a common. i'oreign policy; and 

the lrish remain wedded to neutrality. So it is hardly surprising that 

WEU has been wheeled out again as. the most promising framework for closP-r 

cooperation in defence matters. If progress in this area is possible it 

will be ma<1e by those countries which are members of it. 

As a group the '!'en are therefore still a long way from any 

prospect of an all-embracing Union 01· a classic type. It is becoming 

less and le·ss·likely that there will be-·any signiricant new· ct:evelopments 

before the entry or ::;pain and Portugal. Even though this will bring to 

an end the main phase al the Community•s geographical expansion, it is 

unlikely to lacili ta te the quest for closer union. l:m t many things could 

change in the medium term. }'or il the past shows how dill1cul t the 

struggle to acnieve closer unity has been, it also. reminns us how constantly 

the situation has changed - ann how leaders oI vision havo, been able to 

make good use o! even tne mont unpromising circumstances. 
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DE LA COMMUNAUTE A L'UNION 

(POUR UNE EUROPE A DEUX CERCLES) 

R, TOULEMO:-i 

L'objectif suprlme de la construction europeen
ne n'a cesse depuis l.'origine d'etre ~minamment politi
que. Les r~alisations €co11omiques et techniques de la 
Communaute charbon acier, du marche'. commun et de 1 'Euratorn 
€taient, dans la pens€e de leurs auteurs, des substituts, 
des palliatifs a l'Europe politique, momentanement para
lysee par le demi echec du Conseil de l'Europe en 1949-1950 
puis par !'abandon du projet de Communaute de d'fense en 
1 9 511. 

Le lien entre integration economique et solida
rite politique est apparu clairement lors du premier elar
gissement. La mise en place de procedures dites de coope
ration polititjue n 1 a ete possible qu'a partir du moment 
oili le conflit apropos .de 1 1 adhesion britannique a ete 
r€solu. Le Royaume-U11i, avartt m@me son adhesion, avait 
d'ailleurs manifeste son interet pour les aspects politi
ques de la construction europeenne. Lors des debats in 
ternes relatifs a !'adhesion cet argument a ete largement 
utilise. 

En depit ou peut-ltre a cause des difficultes 
rencontr€es .par l'int€gration €conomique, par suite des 
divergences d'interets nationaux a court terme accentuees 
p~r la drise_, la n€cessit€ d'une €tape nouvelle vers 
l'Europe politique s 1 impose aujourd 1 hui. 

La force de l'idee europ,enne provient de la,per
manence et de l'urtence des motifs qui militant en faveur 
de l'union des nations et des peuples de l'Europe restes 
ou redevenus libres. 

ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE o·E!UOE POUR L'UNION EUROPEENNE 
'51J::GE SOCIAL : 4. F.!UI:: IVIIC~ELET . 75006 c,,u;,15 
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Qu'il s 1 agisse de la d6fense d 1 int6rlts econo
miques ess·entiels au seuil d'une phase nouvelle et sans 
prec6dent d 1 evolution technique et dans un monde profon
d~ment perturb6 par l 1 anarchie mon6taire et les desequili
bres nord-sud avec leurs consequences sur les institutions 
de cr~dir, ott d'intl?r§ts stratl?giques alors que des cen
taines de fusees~ t~te nucl~aire sont braquees sur 
l'Europe occtdentale et que, sous cette menace, une partie 
de l'opir1ion°et1ropeen11e, notamme11t allemandd, semble ·tentee 
par la fi.nlar1disatio11, l'unio11 europ~enne apparait plus 
que jamais aux yeux des plus lucides l'alternative au de
clin. 

.-\pres 1 1 echec de tentatives repetees - rapport 
des SagP3, mission Tinde1nar1s,projet Ge11sher-Colomb~ le 
dernier Parle111ent europ~en, s011s 1 1 impulsion d 1une per
sonnalit~ exceptionnelle, a eu le ml?rite d'l?laborer un pro
jet d't1nion, it la fois an1bitieux par son caract~re englo
bant et les objectifs a long terme qu I il defini t, et realis
te par la modestie relative des transferts de competence 
ou des t1·ansforrnatio11s institutionnelles qu'il propose 
dans l'immedi:::tt. 

En annon9ant que ce projet ''lui convenait'' et 
qu' "il en approuva•i t l 'inspiration", le president 
~litterrand a cree la Stlrprise - les socialistes rran9ais 
n'avaient pas vote le proje·t - et contribue grandement 
~ la credibilit~ de l'entreprise. 

Certes la creation d 1 un cqmlte ad hoc de repre
sentants des chefs d 1 Etat et de Gouvernement lors du Sammet 
de ·Fontainebleau n'a pas ete accoi:npagnCe, comme il eut ete 
souhaitable, d'une prise en considera·tion privilegi6e du 
projet du Parlement, mais celui-ci a ete expressement 
me11tionn~ comme l'une des bases de la discussion. 

Il n'est done pas sans interlt de proceder a 
une analyse d 1une des difficultes principales que souleve 
tottt projet d'union europ6enne et des solutions esquis
sees dans le texte du Parlement, et~ mon avis, insuffi
samment approfondies. 

Cette difficulte n'est pas ou n 1 est plus celle 
de la supranationalite, OU si l'on prefere un terme moins 
barbare, celle du transfert ou de la conjonction des sou
verainetes nationales. En effet, personne aujourd'hui 
ne propose, au mains en premi~re €:tape, la mise en place 
d'un gouvernement europeen et personne ou presque ne nie 
la necessite d'institutions plus fortes et plus efficaces. 

L'obstacle desormais provient davantage des pro
fondes diffeEences d 1 attitude des Etats membres de la 
Communaute des Dix, et bient6t des Douze, apres l'~dhesion 
des deux Etats iberique~,a 1 1 egard des objectifs politiques 
de l'Union europ8enne. 

. . I . . 
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De tou te 8vi,dence, ] 1 Irl n.nde, qui est ho rs du 
pacte arlantiq1.te, le Danernnrk dont !'opinion e~t en majo
rit, hostile~ l'Europe politiqt1e, la Grice dont la soli
darite face~ la menace sovi~tique est qtlasi-inexistante, 
ne sont pas er1 citat, du main~ dans le proche avenir, de 
participer utilement lune entreprise visant ~ renforcer 
les liens de solidarit, politique et strat,gique entre 
Europe'.ens. 

Fa11t-il en conclttre que rien n 1 est aujottrd'hui 
possible dAns le cadre commt1nautaire? La tentation est 
grande en 0ffRt de concevoir un nouveau systE:"!me, plus 
restreint. p:ir exemple dans le cadre de l'Union de 
l'ELtrope -~ccidentale, et d'accepter la transforn1ation pro
gressiYe de la Communal.ltC en une sorte de nouvelle o. E.C. E 
ot1,·erte ~ tOLIS les pays eu~opJens dJmocratiqtles, y compris 
.lPs n,:;:,u~re:::-, et desormais dcipourvue d'objectifs p.ropre
mer1t poliriq1_1es. 

Bien des raisons permettent d 1 affir,ner q~1'accep
ter une telle ~volution serait tine erreur. 

Au sei11 d 1 une Co1nn1unaut~ dent l'~largissement 
progressif ne pottrralt d~sormais en aucune mani~re ~ere 
compensJ par tin renforcement des structures, toute v~rita
ble politique commune deviendrait sinon impossible, tout 
at1 rnoins precaire et peu efficace. LA polj_tiquP agricole, 
ctejEI. menacee, ne r8sistera.it pas 8. une telle 8vo.1ution. 

)lais surtout l'acquis de trente ans de vie 
commt1nat1taire, depuis la fondation de la Communaut~ 
charbon-acier, serait plus ou mains dissip8. En ctepit 
de leurs imperfections, les institutions comrnunautaires 
ant secret~ des traditions et des solidarit~s. Les fonc
tionnaire~, les experts, les hommes d'affaires des priys 
membres ant appris h travailler ensemble. D 1 in1101nbrables 
organiEmes pro:fessionnels ant ete crees. Les lohbies eux
ml?mes, a commencer par celui des agric1l-l teurs, font par
tie du cerreat1 ~ partir dt1qt1el on peut Aspirer (aire ec1e~ 
re l'Europe politique • 

Il convient d~s lors dg rechercher une formula 
qui concilie ces deux exigences apparamn,ent contradictoi
res 

- ne pas soumettre tout progr~s dg l'Europe 
politique au veto des Europ,ens les plus timords 

- ne pas s~parer 1 1 Et1rope politiqu8 d11 substrat 
vivnnt et fertile de la Con1munaute economiq1.1e. 

. . I . . 
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Lei auteurs du projet du Parlement n'ont pas 
ignore cette difficulte. Aussi bien ont-ils prevu que le 
nouveau traite etablissant l'Union europeenne entrerait 
en vigue:ir des lors qu'il aurait ete ratifie par "une 
majorite d 1 Etats membres de la'Communaute dont la pO?U
lation forme les deux tiers de la population globale des 
Communautes" (article 82). 'Le meme article prevoit que 
"les Gouvernements des Etats membres ayant ratifie se reu
niront imm8diatement pour d8cider d'un commun accord des 
procedures et de la date d 1 entree en vigueur du Traite 
ainsi que des relations avec les Etats membres qui n'ont 
pas encore ratifi8''• 

Il peut paraitre judicieux de reserver pour 
l'avenir cette question delicate. En fait il est douteux 
que les gouvernements puissent accepter de s 1 engager dens 
la voie d 1 une union europ8enne plus restreinte que les 
Communaut4s actttellessans avoir une id8e assez pr8cise 
des rapports qui pourraient s 1 etablir entre la nouvelle 
Union et les anciennes Communaut8s. Or le projet du 
Parlement est muet sur ce point. Il n 1 est done pas inutile 
d 1 examiner la question, de f'ormuler des hypotheses et 
d'esquisser des solutions conformes ~ la double exigence 
rappelee ci-dessus. 

* 

* 

L'acquis communautaire 
-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-* 

* 

Le Parlement a ete sensible a la necessite de 
preserver l'acquis communautaire en assurant une continuit8 
aussi parI'aite que possible entri les Communaut8s actuelles 
et la nouvelle Union. 

Un article figurant dens la premiere partie du 
projet de Traite intitule 1 1Union (article 7) a pour titre 
"-Acquis communautaire 11

• 

Il est ainsi redige 

1. L'Union f'ait sien l'acquis communautaire 

11 2. Les dispositions des traites instituant les 
"Communautes europeennes ainsi que des conventions et proto
"coles relatifs auxdites Communaut8s, qui concernent les 

.. I . . 
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"buts de celle-ci et leur champ d 1 application et qui ne 
"sont pas modifies~ de fa~on expresse ou implicite par 
"le present traite font partie du droit de l'Union. Elles 
"ne peuvent etre modifiees que selon la procedure de revi
n sion prevue a l'article 84 du present traite. 

11 J. Les autres dispositions des susdits traites, 
"conventions et protocoles font egalement partie du droit 
'' de l'Union pour aut~nt qu 1 elles ne soient pas incornpati-
'' bles avec le present traite. Elles ne ~e~vent ~tre modifiees 
11 que par la procJdur·e de la loi organique visee a 1 1 article 
II JS du present traite. 

'' 4. Les actes des Communautes europeennes ainsi 
"que les mesures prises dans le cadre du syst8me monetaire 
II europeen et de .la cooperation politique continuant a pro
n duire leurs effets, pour autant qu 1 ils ne sont pas incom
" patibles avec le present traite, tant qu'ils n 1 auront pas 
II ete remplaces par des actes OU mesures pris par les ins
" ti tu tions de 1 1 Union, conformemen t 8.. leurs compBtence s 
"respectives. 

" 5. L 1 Union respects tousles engagements des 
'' Communautes europ6ennes, en particulier les accords ou 
'' conventions passes avec un ou plusieurs Etats tiers ou 
"une organisation internationale". 

Dans la troisi~me partie intitulee "Dispositions 
institutionnelles", le projet de traite reprend l'archi
tecture generals des institutions communautaires avec leurs 
quatre piliers Parlement, Conseil, Commission, Cour de 
Justice, auquel vient s'ajouter le Conseil European dont 
le role eminent dans le domaine de la cooperation et dans 
celui de l'elargissement ulterieur des competences de 
1 1 ~nion, est ainsi juridiquement sanctionn8. 

Rien toutefois, dans ces dispositions rela~ives 
~ l'acquis communautaire ou ~ux institutions ne nous 8clai
re sur la situation relative de l'ancien syst8me commu
nautaire et du nouveau systeme de 1 1 Union 0 

Des lors deux hypotheses peuvent etre envisa-
g8es. 

Premiere hypothese desormais deux systemes co
exisient. Les institutions communautaires subsistent a 
cote des nouvelles institutions de l'Union. L'Europe a 
desormais deux Parlements, deux Conseils, deux Commis
sions, deux Cours de Justice (non compris celles de la 
Haye et de Strasbourg ••• ) , voire deux Conseils Europeans.: 

.. I . . 
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Formuler cette hypothese, c 1 est en faire appa
raitre l'absurdite. Il est evidemment plus realiste d'en
visager un seul systeme institutionnel fonctionnant avec. 
un nombre de participants differents suivant qua l'on se 
situe dans le cadre des Communautes anciennes ou dans ce
lui de la nouvelle Union; ' 

De meme il n'est pas realiste d 1 envisager qua 
las Communautes et 1 1Union puissent mener dans las domai
nes economique, mon8taire, agTicole, industrial, techno
logique, scientifique, social des politiques differentes 
et mains encore divergentes. En revanche, il n'est pas 
impossible de prevoir des obligations plus contraignan
tes et des objectifs plus ambitieux dans le cadre plus 
restraint de l'Union. L'ensemble des membres des Communau
tes ne souscrivant qua des obligations plus limitees mais 
las unset las autres agissant dans la meme direction 
generale. C 1 est en fait la situation qui prevaut des a 
present dans le domaine monetaire. 

* 

* 

L'Europe a deux cercles 
-*-*-*-*-*~*-*-*-*-*-*-

* 

011 est done conduit~ envisager uncertain re
couvrement des institutions et des objectifs g8n8raux de 
la nouvelle Union et des anciennes Communaut€s. 

Pour ce qui est des institutions, on peut envi
sager deux solutions juridiquement differentes mais pra
tiquement tres proches. Ou bien 1 1 on prevoit des institu
tions distinctes siegeant dans las memes lieux, sinon dans 
les m@mes lociaux, ou l'on accepte des institutions commu
nes mais ~ participation variable. 

La premiere solution suppose, pour etre prati
que, qua les memes personnes siegent dans les institutions 
des Communautes et dans leurs homologues de la nouvelle 
Union. Ainsi las memes Commissaires sieteraient dans la 
Commission des Communautes et po~r las Etats membres de 
l'Union dans la Commission de l'Union. Bien evidemment 
les memes ministres et Chefs d 1 Etat ou de Gouvernement 
siegeraient dans las Conseils des Communautes et dans ceux 
de l 1 Union. 

. . I . . 
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La deuxi8me solution, consisterait, suivant l'or
dre du jour, a admettre OU a ecarter la participation des 
repr8sentants (Conseils) ou ressortissants (Commissions) 
des Etats non membres de l'Union, rien n'interdisant, d'un 
Commun accord, ,d 1admettre dans d~s cas interm8diaires leur 
presence comme observateurs ayant ou non droit a prendre 
part aux deliberations. 

Il en serait de mime en tout etat de cause pour 
le Parlement et la Cour de Justice. Les ressortissants des 
Etats non membres de l'Union seraient tenus de s 1 absenter 
ou de s'abstenir des debats. et des votes ou decisions con
cernant l'Union. 

On ne 
8. deux cercles, 
pratique a bien 

manquera pas d 1 objecter que cette Europe 
seduisante en theorie, se heurtera dans la 
des difficultes. 

Telle mes,,re de politique commerciale prise par 
exemple dans un esprit de sanction a·la suite d 1 agressions 
ou de violatiomdes droits de l'homme (Afghanistan, Pologne) 
sera. decidee par 1 1 Union mais ne pourra l'ltre par les 
Communautes. D8s lors 1 1unit9 du march€ commun serait mise 
en cause. 

Le risq11" exis tc en effet que la duali te des cer
cles ne conduise ~ une ~~rtaine dualit8 des politiques. Il 
ne faut c~pendant pas s'exagerer la difficulte. Les exam
ples sent nombreux, dans le cadre communautaire actual, 
suppose homogene, d 1 applications differenciees des deci
sions. Pour nous en tenir a la politique commerci~le, il 
suffira d'evoquer les relations entre les deux Allemagne 
(non application du tarif douanier commun par la R.F.A. 
aux importations de R.D,A.) et les .nombreux cas d 1 appli
cation de l'article 115, rendus necessaires par certaine~ 
divergences de politique commerciale contingentaire. 

Un systeme preservant un noyau central d'Etats 
ayant en commun des ohjectifs non seulement 8conomiques 
mais politiqt1es, est certainement pr~f8rable ~ une 
Commt1naut8 paralys8e par son 8largissement au~ une Union 
politique coupee de l'infrastructure econornique que cons-' 
titue l'union douani~re et les amerces d8j~ acquises 
d 'uni·on 8conomique et mOn8taire. 

* 

* * 
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QttP L.::, "Et<1t:=; .fig11rernnt dar1:::- lt.' cerc1e restreint 
df' l 'Uninn ? Ce :--v'1~,-, :·1 chac1.1n d 1en ct,:ci.rlc•r. On pout CP
pe.nd-:i:tt~ formulcr cU,'3 2t present une quasi certitude et cleux 
interrog8Tions. 

Il est a 1-,011 ·pr8s certain, pour les raisons evo-., 
qu6es IJl1.1s hat.Lt, qu8 dans L'avenir prache, ni le Danemark, 
ni 1 1 Irlande, ni la Gr~ce ne seront disposees ~ rejoindre 
une l"nion europeenne ayant des objectifs proprement politi
ques, ce qt1i ne signifie pas que certaines formes de coopi
ration poli.tiq11e 8 la c·n.rte ne pourraient 8tre envisagees 
entre l'l~ior1 Pt ces pays dans ·tel ou tel domaine (1). 

IL est plcts difficile, ~ l 1 heure actuelle, de 
prevoir l'attitt1de qu 1actoptero11t l'Espagne et le Portugal 
c.\ l '8g?,rd du projet cl'T_-nion europeenne. Le souci de s'unir 
at1 bloc des d6mocratiPs europ~er1nes l'en1portera-t-il sur 
les r~ticer1ces ~ accepter des er1gaeements politiques con
traizn8nts avaitt une ~tape d'adaptation et d'integration 
a1t sein de:? Communaut,i-s economiques? 

1:r1fl11, le Rc,yaL1m0-Ur1i ne mar1qu0ra pas d'@tre 
emhb.IT':-13.;:;6 01.t tout au nwins divisC face a l 'EU.rope pol..it:i
qtt•.::-. Une fois de plus ·s 1 affronteront out re-Manche le souci 
dP parriciper aux affalres politiqLLes dt1 continent et la 
reticence~ s'engoger dans des _innovntions institutionnel
les jugE?es in;:;uft'isar!1;-;:2nt "pragma.tiques". Une fois de plus 
sans doute, les Anglais s'et'forceront c!e freiner le mouve
ment· quitte ~ le rejoindre si d'aventure il menace d'avan
cer sans eux. 

C'est du m1Jins ce que nous disent quelques 
Britanniques ''pro-europ~ens''• N 1 hesitez pas~ aller de 
l 1 avc1nt, m0rne san~ nou:::;. Si vous rBus:?issP.z, nous vous 
rejo.Lndt'on::;. Vo1.l?t qui est de n<1.tu.re ~l 8v.i ter le i'enou
vel lement des querellPs ".'ntre contin0n-raux sur l'attitude 
~ tenir ~ l'~gArd de ln Grande-I)rotagn~ qL1i a tant contri
bul? dctI"!.5 les annt~es c-inq11nnte et soixante Ll_ faire echouer 
les tentatives d'union politiqLte europcienne. 

. . I • . 

(1) Le developpement de la cooperation politique europeenne 
devrRit normalement se situer dans le cadre de 1 1Union, 
m~me si, dans une premi~re periode, at1cun e1argissement 
de la comp~tence exclusive ou conct1rrente de 1 1 Union 
n'est envisage (cf. article 11 du projet de trait~). 

; 



f' 

i 

' 

• 

9. 

Une objection demeure. Qu 1 adviendrait-il si 
un ou plusieurs des Etats qui refuseraient d'adherer a 
l'Union, refusaient 8galement 1es amenagements necessaires 
pour permettre une coexistence harmonieuse entre !'Union 
et les Communautes actuelles? 

La reponse est assez simple dens le principe 
meme si les difficultes pratiques a prevoir ne sont pas 
negligeables. Dans le cas d 1 une obstruction ne pouvant 
etre surmontee, il appartiendrait a 1 1 Union de reprendre 
et de developper en son sein les actions et les politiques 
qui se trouveraient paralysees. On peut esperer que la me
nace de voir les Communautes se vider de leur substance au 
profit de l'Union conduirait les pays minoritaires a adop
ter une attitude de cooperation. Il est egalement permis de 
penser qu'une situation leur donnant une position d 1 obser
vation et d'influence tout en menageant leur liberte d 1 ac
tion ou l'originalite de leur position, correspondrait 
assez bien a leurs souhaits . 
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.Introduction. L'orjgine du concept d'Union europeenne 

L'expression d'"union europ,enne" a eti utilisee pour 

la premiere fois au sommet de Paris d'octobre 1972 ou, dans le 
dernier po.int du communique, les Ghefs d'Etat et de Gouvernement 

· d.;.clarent que l'objectif final des E:tats dans l'entreprise co:n
:nunautai~e est "la transformation de l'ense:nbl~ de leurs rela

tions en une Union europeenne". 

· On ne trouve dans cwtte• declaration aucun• definition 

du concept. ~aisle contexte general de la relance europeenne 
emorcee des le so:nmet de La Haye en dece:nbre 1969 permet de di

gager une certaine explication. 

( 1 ) 
Ce texte est une version ligere:nent adaptee d'un expose prepare 

pour le Colloque de mai 1984 organise par ~•Institut de Poli
·tique international• et europeenne de l'Universite de Paris I 
~~nterre et consacre au theme : "La democratie chretienne, 

force internationale". 



Une des principales decisions de La Haye est de com

pleter 1 1 union douaniere et commerciale qui constitue la Commu

naute par une union economique et monetaire dont les premiers 
elements sont d 1 ailleurs adoptes des mars 1971. 

En 1972, a Paris, ce sont les politiques d'accompa

gnement qui se trouvent a l'ordre du jour : politique indus
trielle, politique regionale et politique sociale. 

· Apres le projet d'union economique et monetaire on ... 
parle du projet d'union sociale. (1) 

En evoquant l'idee d'"Union europeenne• on vise une 

globalite de matieres et d'engagements par opposition aux ap

proches partielles developpees dans la logique de l'integration 

fonctionnelle. 

Nous ne partageons des lors pas tout a fait l 1 opinion 

de notre colleg$ Zorgbibe qui semble ramener l'essentiel du de

bat sur l'Union europeenne a la querelle institutionnelle sur 
la suprana ti onali te. ( 2) 

Certes l'Union europeenne implique des progres insti

tutionnels importants et s'oppose certainem~nt a la pratique du 

vote a l'unanimite qui ressort du pur intergouvernementalisme. 

Mais l 1 essentiel ne nous parait pas se situer ace 

niveau. 

Nous pensons que le chancelier W. Brandt est plus pres 

de la r{al_ite lorsque s 1 exprimant devant le Parlement europeen le 

13 novembre 1973, il declare : 

"La Republique Federale a·fait de 1 1 Union europeenne sa 

mere patrie. 1 1 Etat national classique est la forme de 
vie d'hier. L'Union europeenne ne naitra pas d'une revo
lution supranationale ni du renverseemnt des poteaux 
frontiere3, mais d 1 une acceleration de l 1 effort fragmen
taire fonctionnel pour 1 1 Union economique et monetaire, 

l 1 union sociale, l'union politique. 11 

2. 



On retrouve dans ces propos l'idee de globalite des 

progres. 

C1 est une des composantes essentielles de 1 1 Union 
, 

europeenne. 

Mais il manque encore quelque chose d 1 essentiel : la 

transformation qualitative de cet ensemble. Caril ne s'agit pas 

de n'importe quels progres. 

Ce sera l'element nouveau du rapport 

Tindemans. 

I. Le_rapport_Tindemans (1974-1976) 

3. 

Le sommet de Paris cfe de'cembre 1974 se si t'ue a un nou

veau tournant de l'histoire europeenne. En France~ Giscard d~staing 

vient d'etre elu a la Presidence de la Republique tandis qu'en 

Allemagne Federale le chancelier Schmidt succede a Willy Brandt. 

C1 est l'occasion d 1 une nouvelle tentative de relance apres 

l'echec de l'union economique et monetaire. Ce programme de re

lance decide a Paris comporte notamment la decision de proceder 

a l'election du Parlement Europeen au suffrage direct et la de

finition du mandat confie au Premier Ministre de Belgique, Leo 

Tindemans, concernant l'Union europeenne. 

Celui-ci etabli~un rapport ace sujet apres consulta

tion des institutions europeennes, des gouvernements et des for

ces economiques et sociales de la Communaute. 

M. Tindemans se met au travail des janvier 1975 et 

prend son baton de pelerin. 



Au cours de visites dans toutes les capi~ales, et par

fois en dehors, il rencontre les representants de ces groupes 

politiques et des forces vives (3). Il s 1 agit d'une sorte de 

"consultation populaire" qui nous eloigne pour un temps de 
l 1 Europe bureaucratique et technocratique. 

Finalement quelle sera la conception de M. Tindemans 
sur l'Union europeenne? 

Le rapport presente debut janvier 1976 comporte cinq 

chapitres. 

4 . 

Le premier developpe la necessite d'une vision commune 

de 1 1 Europe auteur du concept d'union europeenne dent~- Tindemans 

8nonce les composantes 

1. se presenter unis au monde exterieur; 

2. tirer les consequences de la dependance reciproque de nos 
Etats en organisant uncertain nombre de politiques communes 

notamment en matiere economique et monetaire; 

3. rendre la solidarite effective par les politiques regionales 

et sociales; 

4. developper la prise de conscience au niveau des individus; 

5. renforcer l'autorite des institutions de maniere a accroitre 

1 1 efficacite de leur action. 

Le second chapitre traite de 1 1 Europe dans le monde et 

developpe les mecanismes d 1 une attitude commune dans certaines 

matieres de politique exterieure. 

Le troisieme parle de l'Europe economique et sociale 
et y propose notamment l'idee des progres differencies dans le 

domaine economique et financier. 



5 . 

Le quatrieme traite de 1 1 Europe des citoyens en evoquant 

les problemes des droits fondamentaux de la protection de l'envi

ronnement, des droits du consommateur et en proposant 1 1 idee de 
la Fondation Europeenne. 

Enfin le cinquieme chapitre expose les modifications 
institutionnelles qui devraient rendre la Communaute plus effi

cace dans son action : role du Conseil Europeen, du Conseil, 
de la Comm!ssion et du Parlement europeen. 

De 1 1 ensemble de ce rapport il resulte que l'Union 
europeenne est selon L. Tindemans, une nouvelle phase de l'inte

gration europeenne, qui s 1 amorce par une decision des Chefs de 

G~uvernement de prendre, dans differents domaines (politique 

exterieure ct interieure, conscientisation populaire et insti

tutions) des mesures constituant dans leur ensemble un progres 

gualitatif, celui-ci pouvant debaucher, dans une phase ulterieure, 

sur un Traite nouveau confirmant ces progres dans des textes 

contraignants et apportant aux mecanismes institutionnels, les 
adaptations reguises. 

On retrouve done ici l'idee de globalite que nous ex
primions au debut, en citant le chancelier Brandt. 

Mais il ya dans le rapport Tindemans un element nou
veau celui de la qualite des progres. 

On ne pourrait done pas dire qu 1 il ya Union Europeenne 
si par exemple on realisait l'idee des progres monetaires diffe

rencies (que 1 1 on a d'ailleurs realise en 1979 en instituant le 
systeme monetaire europeen). 

On. ne pourrait pas le dire non plus si le Conseil fonc

tionnait correctement dans le sens indique par M. Tindemans et 
par beaucoup d 1 autres avant lui et apres lui. 

Il faut un ensemble de mesure qui globalement consti
tuent un progres qualitatif. 



Ce n'est done pas un critere juridique qui determinera 
si l'on entre en Union Europeenne; les juristes le regretteront. 

On sait quelles suites ou plus exactement quelle ab

sence de suites a ete reservee au rapport Tindemans. 

6. 

Apres un an de discussions, le Conseil Europeen n'a pu, 

en novembre 1976 i La Haye, qu'exprimer des voeux pieux et deci-, (; , .. 

;· d.~r q ue 1 1 on ferai t un rapport annuel sur les pr ogres de 1 1 Uni on. 

Le Conseil et la Commission se sont atteles i cette 

tache et ont publie chaque annee un rapport annuel sur l'Union 

europeenne(l-t) 

Ce faisant, com~e · le remarque le Conseil par exemple 

dans son rapport de 19s1l!/1EBMinistrEBdes Affaires Etrangeres 

•ne cherchent pas i etablir un bilan exhaustif de 1 1 importante 

activite communautaire au cours de l'annee achevee, mais enten

dent souligner les progres realises dans les differents domaines 

de l'Union et traduisant dans la realite la conception commune de 

1 1 Union europeenne.• 

Certes des progres ont lite obser'ves chaque annee et 

quelques-uns d 1 entre eux sont d'une grande importance. Mais c'est 

un abus d 1 affirmer qu'ils •traduisent la conception commune de 

1 1 Union europeenne.• Precisement c 1 est 1 1absence de conception 

commune sur l'Union europeenne, c'est-i-dire sur les finalites 
ulterieures de l'integration europeenne qui fut la cause majeure 

de l'echec du rapport Tindemans. 

Et cette situation subsiste toujoure aujourd'hui. 



Il n'y a pas de consensus entre les dix Etats de la 

CommunautA sur le sens des progris i accomplir. voire de certaines 

des composantes actuelles. 

Certes il ya consensus sur l'idAe du MarchA Commun, 

d'une politique agricole et commerciale commune. 

Il n 1 est cependant pas certain que tous les.Etats ac

ceptent le sens de la.coopAration politique. 

Quelques Etats n 1 acceptent pas la finalitA politique 

de l.~intAgration Aconomique. 

Quelques autres voudraient modifier les iigles de la 

solidaritA et du financement. 

Comment, dans ces conditions, espArer qu 1 au niveau 

des gouvernements on puisse vAritablement avancer vers l'Union 

europAenne, sans une clarification de la dAfinition des objectifs 

i poursuivr~ par qui et comment? 

Les exercices ultArieurs de 1977 i 1981 vont confirmer 

l'impa·sse dans laquelle on se trouve tant que cette question cen

trale n 1 est pas rAglAe. 

C'est dans la perspective dAcrite ci-dessous qu'il faut 

situer et apprAcier les initiatives ultArieures visant i apporter 

des amAliorations partielles au fonctionnement de la CommunautA. 

Nous songeons en particulier au rapport de 1979 sur les institu
tions europAennes, aux initiatives du Parlement EijropA~n et au 

memorandu du gouvernement frangais. 

7. 



.. I 

8. 

1.- ilapnort sur les Institutions :=:uroneennes (dit "des trois sages") 

A/ Orip-ine: 4• l'initiative du President de la ilepublique Fran-

c;aise Valery <iscard d' C:stain[, le Conseil :C:uropeen du ~ decem

bre 1978 donna mandat i trois personnalites -MV. Eiesheuvel, Dell 

et 1-'.arjolin - pour rechercher de nouvelles propositions concretes 

destinees i assurer le fonctionnement harmonieux des Communautes 

et a progress er dans la voie de l 'TTnion ·C'urop8enne ( dans le res-

pect des Traites). 

ConforITlement ace mandat, les 11 '":'rois Saf.es" purent emettre en 

octobre I?7~ une s8rie de propositions,souv~nt techniques, rela

tives i l'orparrisation de chacune des Institutions, y compris le 

~arlement 'Surop8en. Fne pa:::"t.ie de ce rapport ccncerne 11 le ro.ouve

men t v ers l 'T._Tnion Europ€enne 11 . 

F/ Contenu de la partie intitulE:e "tnouvement vers 1 'Cnion 2u.:-oneene 11 

Four les auteurs, parler d'rnion Surop&enne revient en fait a d8cri-

re "un mouvement vers une Communaute qui se comporterait d'une fac;on de 

plus en plus solidaire, dans ses efforts pour resoudre les multi-

ples difficultees auxquelles la C:ommunaute et les Stats membres" 

doivent faire face a present et dans l'aveni~. Il ne s'agit pas 

tant de definir un "objectif determine" maisplutot de preciser 

les principaux obstacles qui devront etre franchis,ensemblm et 

solidairement par les paµs de l'~urope. 

?appelant tout d'abord que les priorit~s d'action com~unautairee 

(6 ) 

ne peuvent etre etablies une fois pour toute dans un monde en plei

ne evolution, les 11 Trois Safes" sou.lignent l I importance primordiale 

de deux des principes qui sent~ la base du ~ouvement d'unification 



La premiire peut etre definie comrne le devoir et l'interet bien 

compris par lespays de la Commnnaute de porter assistance a un 

des leurs confronte a une situation de grande difficulte~ et 

ce qeelques soient les raisons de ces difficul tes. 

La Solidarite passive se con~oit comme le souci partage par les 

pays de la Communaute de"s'abstenir, dans la mesure du possible, 

de tout acte qui pourrait rendre plus difficile la vie 

0:'tats et de la Communaute dans son ensemble". (7 ) 

d'autres 

Cetta double solidarite devrait permettre de palier au fait que 

la Cornmunaute ne dispose souvent que d'attributions et de pouvoirs 

limit.es. Cela est vrai dans les domaines eccnomiques, financiers et 

rnonetaires dent l'essentiel des "decisions sent restees et resteront 

tres probablement des decisions nationales"(§lns les prochaines annees. 

L•~urope se trouve confrontee a une_E~~acterise par des tendances 

inflationnistes durables, des tensions liees aux problimes energeti

ques, de faibles taux de croisaance,~Burcissernent des concurrences 

internationales, la desagregation du systime monetaire international. 

Dis ·lors, edans ce contexte, "la premiere des priori te est le main

tient. ,de la cohesion de la Communaute et de"(Pays msembres e_n vue 

de preserver l'acquis comrnunautaire". (9 ) De meme, "il est vital 

que dans ses different.es relations (avec ses partenaires economi-

ques et comrnerciaux) la Communaut§ et les Neuf se comportent co~me 

une unite". (XI) Ce qui implique qu'i.l faut s.'attacher a developper 

la ooperation politique et assurer un maximum de compatibilite 

entre les politiques nationales. ?n raison de son importance mais 

aussi de sa fra~ilite, le secteur §ne~f§tique pourrait constituer 

l'exernple d 1 u~e ~~elle coop~ration et solidarite co~rrunautai~e. 

·cet efard , que l'on choisi~s2 des actions concretes limitees et 



1 0. 

appreciables selon leurs merites propres, plut6t que "des projets 

vastes ou mal definis qui ne correspondraient pas a l'etat de 

developpement actuel de la Communaute". ( 11) 

C/ Signification 

Comme on peut aisement le constater, les auteurs de ce 

rapport dit "des Trois Sages" ont deliberement opte pour une vi

sion pragmatique du processus d'unification europeenne au detri

ment de ce qu'ils qualifient eux-memes de "grandes fresques fu

;turologiques qui selon eux supposent presque toujours une trans-

formation profonde et rapide des esprits", transformation du 

reste peu probable a courte echeance. 

Ce rapport ne semble pas avoir eu de suites identifia

bles en ce qui concerne l'Union Europeenne. Mais s'attendait-on 

vraiment ace qu'il en ait? Privilegiant les experiences concre

tes limitees et le renforcement des pratiques de solidarite (acti

ves et passives), le rapport correspond effectivement au niveau 

de developpement des capacites et de l'esprit communautaire. 

En rupture vis-a-vis des projets anterieurs beaucoup 

plus ambitieux, le rapport des "Trois Sages'' confirme la crise de 

finalite des institutions europeennes et n'apporte rien d'essen

tiel au concept d 1 Union Europeenne. 

2. Les resolutions du Parlement sur la reforme des institutions 

L'approche pragmatique du Parlement European consiste 

a mettre l'accent sur l'amelioration des institutions europeennes. 

Au cours des annees 1980, 1981 et 1982, le Parlement 

Europeen adopte 4'initiative une serie de resolutions visant 

a ameliorer le fonctionnement institutionnel des Communautes et a 

reamenager ses relations (en tant qu'organe directement elu) avec 

les autres institutions en insistant sur l'accroissement de son 

propre r6le dans le processus legislatif et dans la ratification 

des Traites. 
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A. Contenu des propositions 

a) Resolutions_du_17_avril_1980_concernant_relations_Parlement/ 

Commission_(rapport_Rey) 

Dans la perspective du renouvellement de la Commission 

(1981), le Parlement insiste sur la fonction politique de celle-ci 

dans son r8le d'"organe executif naturel de la Communaute" (12) et 

sa necessaire autonomie de gestion. Le Parlement reaffirme son 

droit a etre consulte et a donner son avis annuellement sur la 

politique suivie par la Commission comme d'ailleurs lors de la 

designation de son President. Designation qui devra donner lieu 

a un debat suivi d'un vote d'investiture du Parlement. 

b) Resolution_du_9_juillet_1981,_sur_les_relations_Parlement/ 

Conseil_(rapport_Haensch) 

Estimant que les pratiques developpees au cours des 20 

dernieres annees ont conduit a une reduction de "la capacite d'ac

tion et de la volonte de decision du Conseil et de la Commissionn 

(13), le.Parlement invite le Conseil a prendre des mesures con

cretes par le biais de declarations communes visant a ameliorer 

l'information reciproque, developper la consultation prealable 

du Parlement, accroitre et perfectionner les procedures de con

certation Parlement/Conseil, respecter "l'egalite fondamentale" 

(14) des deux institutions en matiere budgetaire. Enfin, le .Par

lement.jnvite le Conseil a revoir son fonctionnement particuliere

ment en ce qui concerne ses procedures de vote (retour a la regle 

majoritaire) et les delegations de ocmpetences a la Commission. 

c) Resolution_du_9_juillet_1981_sur_les_relations_Parlement/ 

Parlernents nationaux_(rapport_Diligent) 

Le Parlernent estime "que des rapports reguliers et or

ganiques doivent s'instaurer" (15) entre lui et les Parlements 

nationaux. Aussi, entre autres moyens, le Parlement propose une 

concertation accrue en vue d'accomplir certains actes cornmunau

taires (legislation communautaire) ainsi que l'etablissernent de 

contacts etroits entre les presidents et les rapporteurs des com

missions parlementaires europeennes et nationales. 



d) Resolution_du_9_juillet_1981_sur_les_relations_Parlement/ 

Comite_Economisue_et_Social_(rarrort_Beduel-Glorioso) 

1 2. 

Vu la composition et le role croissant du Comite Econo

mique et Social, le Parlement propose differentes mesures desti

nees a ameliorer son information sur les travaux du C.E.S. et a 
accentuer leur collaboration reciproque. 

e) Resolution_du_9_juillet_1981_sur_le_Parlement_et_le_rro

cessus_le~islatif_communautaire_(rarrort_Van_Miert) 

Considerant que "le Conseil et la Commission devraient 

s I engager' a accorder aux avi s adoptes par le Parlement ... sur l_es 

propositions legislatives de la Commission l'importance qu'~lles 

meritent" (16), le Parlement invite la Commission et le Conseil 

a accepter son droit d'initiative legislative et a tenir compte 

de ces initiatives. Ce qui implique un renforcement des procedu

res de consultation/concertation entre le Conseil et le Parlement. 

f) Resolution_du_9_juillet_1981_sur_les_Parlement_et CooEera

tion_Eolitisue_(raEEort_Ladz_Elles) 

Le Parlement, outre un renforcement des procedures de 

la Cooperation politique entre les Etats membres, souhaite pouvoir 

"exercer une plus grande influence" (17) (controle democratique) 

sur ces probl~mes. D~s lors, il conviendrait de prendre des mesu

res visant a ameliorer 1 1 information du Parlement. 

g) Resolution_du_12_decembre_1981_sur_les_relations_Parlement/ 

Conseil_euroEeen_(rapport_Antoniozzi) 

Le Parlement demande instamment au Conseil - quand celui

ci agit comme tel au sens des Traites ~ de respecter les procedu

res de oonsultation et de concertation necessaires, et de partici

per, par la presence de son President, au debat annuel du Parle

ment sur ''l'etat de l'integration europeenne et le r6le de la Com

munaute dans la politique internationale''· 
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h) Resolution du 17 fevrier 1982 sur le Parlement et traites ---------------------------------------------------------
internationaux_(raEEort_Blumenfeld) 

Constatant les pratiques constitutionnelles nationales en 

la matiere, le Parlement invite "le Conseil et la Commission a de

clarer qu'ils associeront le Parlement europeen a la conclusion de 

tousles accords conclus sur la base des traites instituant la 

Communaute (18) et a l'informer pour les autres accords interna

tionaux. L'objectif etant d'instaurer l'assentiment necessaire du 

Parlement pour la conclusion des traites et leur mise en oeuvre. 

B. Suites et signification 

Les resolutions du Parlernent Europeen ont incontestable

ment contribue a alimenter le debat institutionnel a l'interieur 

de la Comrnunaute. 

En octobre 1981 la Commission adopte, dans le cadre du 

rnandat du 30 rnai 1981, le rapport Andriessen sur les relations 

inter-institutionnelles. Ce rapport rencontre differentes sugges

tions du Parlement notamment en ce qui concerne la procedure de 

concertation en matiere legislative et budgetaire. Au cours du 

meme mois les Ministres des affaires etrangeres adoptent a Londres 

le rapport sur la cooperation politique. Il contient un passage 

sur l'amelioration des relations avec le Parlement, tant sur le 

plan des contacts inforrnels que formels. 

Les Ministres y decident de reprendre plus souvent les 

resolutions adoptees par le Parlernant. 

Ils notent qu'a l'issue d 1 une reunion du Conseil euro

peen, le President du Conseil fera une declaration au Parlernent. 

Enfin en novembre 1981 une rencontre a lieu entre le 

Bureau elargi du Parlernent et le Conseil Affaires etrangeres sur 

les questions institutionnelles. 



Comme on peut le constater 1 1 ensemble des resolutions 

du Parlement se situent dans la ligne des realisations possibles 

sans modification des Traites. Elles sont inspirees principalement 

du souci de voir augmenter le role politique du Parlement afin d'as

surer un meilleur equilibre institutionnel a l'interieur de la Com

munaute. C'est done un aspect important mais seulement partiel de 

l'Union europeenne. 

Globalement les resultats sont restes tres en dega de 

ce qui avait ete escompte. Neanmoins ils ont permis d 1 entretenir 

le debat·et d'empecher son enlisement . 

. -:J_. Le.--me1I1orandum du Gouvernement f:zmgai s du 9 octobre 1981 

A. Origine 

Il ne s'agit pas a proprement parler d'un document sur 

l'Union europeenne mais etant donne l'approche globale exprimee, 

on peut considerer ce memorandum comme une contribution au progres 

du concept etudie. 

Le nouveau Gouvernement frangais, issu des elections de 

mai et juin 1981, adresse aux differentes institutions europeennes 

un memorandum visant a promouvoir et guider une relance de 1 1 ac

tion communautaire. 

B .. Contenu 

Le document presente une serie de propositions assez 

precises relatives a tousles secteurs de l'activite communautaire. 

Partant de la constatation suivant laquelle, dans la 

difficile bataille economique actuelle, "il n'y a pas de puissance 

2olitique sans puissance economique; (ni) ... de puissance econo

mique sans un projet politique et culturel" (19), il s'avere done 

necessaire deviser des objectifs ambitieux en matiere d'emploi, 

d'autonomie energetique, d'independance industrielle et de justice. 

Pour ce faire, il n'apparait pas urgent d'envisager une reforme des 

Institutions. Par centre, ''il convient d 1 approfondir la concerta

tion avec les partenaires sociaux'' (20). 
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Sur ces bases, le Couvernement fran~ais propose au plan economique 

• · un r-e.co.urs. accru a l' emprunt, le passage a une nouvelle phase du S .M. E., 

et la definition d'une politique economique exterieure commune. 

Mais ces actions economiques doivent s•accompagner de l'elaboration 

d'un "espace social europeen".caracterise par une intensification du 

dialogue social, une coordination des depenses sociales nationales et 

d'une re-orientation du Fonds social. De mlme,la P.A.C. doit ltre 

re-amenagee afin de tirer mieux parti des richesses africoles de 

la Communaute et de maitriser l'evolution des depenses. Sn matiere 

energetique, le souci d'independance-et de aolidarite europienne doit 

s 1 allier au developpement d 'une cooperation av ec les F1·D. 

~nergies nouvelles, agronomie, connaissances et produits adaptes aux 

F"D, tels sent les domaines pr-ioritaires d •une action commune dans 

le domaine de la rechercb.e irrirue pa:- la constitution d'un "espace 

scientifique et technolo[ique europ~en 11
.; ~space qui ne peut oublier 

de se pen~her_sur les riactions et les besoins des travailleurs et 

des consommateurs. ~:nfin, le m~morandum fran~ais pr§voye le renforce

ment des politiques communes en matiere industrielle, commerciale 

et regionale avant de definir les axes d'un approfondissement des 

relations 2urope/Sud (aide au recyclage des capitaux, extension du 

stabex, politique pour les refugies). 

Le texte se termine par des propositions sur le fonctionnement 

des institutions dont 1 1 essentiel vise i assurer une meilleure 

application des Traites en matiare de vote permettant au Conseil 

de prendre ses decisions plus rapidement. 

Le gouvernement frangais propose que la Presidence ait normale

ment recours au vote lorsque le Traite le prevoi.t, etant admis 

que le vote pourrait etre differe si un ou plusieurs Etats 

membres le dernandent au no~ de la defense d'un interet national 

essentiel. 
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C/ Sipnification: Deux ans apres le Rapport dit des "trois Safes", 

et alors que le Farlement cherche a accroitre son role et a clarifier 

la repartition des competences com~unautaires, l'initiative franqaise 

sernble inspiree par le souci de dynarniser l'action commune dans une 

serie de dornaines nouveaux oQ des realisations concretes se font at

tendre. Ce choix peut ltre rattache aux principes definis par les 

"Safes" dans la mesure oU il vise a rencontrer des prot,lemes concrets 

que l'ensemble des Etats"membres s'efforcent de surmonter. On retrouve 

ici l'idee oue l'Fnion pourrait se faire "dans la crise" plutot que 
11

dans ses institutions. Cependant des concepts comme celui "d'espace 

~6cial ·europ~en'' devraient permettre aux. institutions europ§gnnes 

d'investir de nouveaux champs d 1 action et par 1~ d'enrichir le con

tenu de la notion d'Fnion. Il faut noter enfin l'important ''retour

nement• de la position frangaise en ce qui concerne le recours du 
vote .•• 

III. ;!_!!~!!ti!e_de_relance_au_niveau_des_gouvernements 

Le projet d'Acte European presente par la RFA et l 1 Italie 
(projet Genscher-Colombo) 

A. Origine : la proposition soumise au Conseil European des 

26-27/11/81 

Les echecs des approches partielles decrites ci-dessus 

allaient susciter un courant nouveau en faveur d'un retour a une 
conception plus globale. 

La premiere a mentionner est le projet d'Acte European 

' t' a' l'1'nitiative des Ministres des Affaires etrangeres presen e, 

et des Gouvernements allemand et italien, au Conseil European des 
26-27 novembre 1981. 
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Congu comme iin •Acte• auquel devraient adherer taus les 

pays membres, le projet Genscher-Colombo consiste en une tentati

ve de redefinition des objectifs fondamentaux de l'unification 

europeenne et des competences attribuees aux differentes institu

tions des Communautes. 

La premiire partie, concernant les •principes•, reaf

firme la volonte unanime de realiser progressivement "l'Union 

Europeenne• par un renforcement des Communautes Europeennes (et 

notamment dans les domaines culturel, juridique, •espace judi

ciaire•, securite) et de la Cooperation politique. 

La seconde partie, concernant les "institutions•, pro

pose une serie de modifications structurelles dent ''le regroupe

ment des structures de decision des Communautes et de la Coopera

tj-on-politique sous l'autorite du Coriseil Europeen• (21). Il est 

egalement prevu d'elargir les pouvoirs du Parlement (rapport an

nuel du CE au Parlement, developpement de la consultation et de 

la concertation). Mais aussi d'attribuer au Conseil des Ministres 

des affaires etrangires la pleine competence pour la Cooperation 

politique. 

Enfin, il est demande aux Etats membres de faciliter• 

la prise de decision au Conseil en recourant a l'abstention 

plutot qu'au vote negatif qui ne doit servir que lorsque des 

"interits vitaux• sent menaces. 

Une fois accepte, ''l'Acte Europeen• devrait servir de 

base a la realisation de l'Union ~t serait revise apras cinq ans 

dans le but de rass~mbler les progras realises, 

B. Deroulement et conclusions 

Les discussions du projet de rapport Genscher-Colombo 

se developpirent pendant pl~s de 18 mois tant au niveau des 

Ministres que d'un Comite d'experts gouvernementaux. 
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Finalement le Conseil Europeen de Stuttgart de juin 1983 

adopte une "declaration solennelle" tres en dega de ce que les 

promoteurs avaient espere et assortie au surplus de reserves 

grecque et danoise sur certains points deja fort attenues. (22) 

La declaration reaffirms dans le preambule la volonte 

des Dix de transformer l'ensemble des relations entre leurs Etats 

en une Union europeenne. 

Cette Union europeenne implique le renforcement et le 

developpement des Communautes qui sont le "noyau" de l'Union, par 

"l'approfondissement des politiques existantes et l'elaboration 

de ii°o'li tiques nouvelles dans le cadre des trai tes". ,,,,. .. --. 

Mais elle implique aussi un renforcement de la coope

ration politique par 1 1adoption de positions communes dans le 

domaine de la politique etrangere, "y compris la coordination des 

positions des Etats membres sur les aspects politiques et_econo

miques de la securite". 

Enfin les objectifs nouveaux consistent a promouvoir 

a) une cooperation plus etroite en matiere culturelle (notamment 

au niveau univeFsitaire) 

b) un rapprochement de certains domaines de la legislation des 
Etats membres dans le but de faciliter les rapports mutuels 

entre leurs ressortissants (protection commercials et indus

trielle, protection des consommateurs; etc .. ) 

c) des 'a'ctiors concertees pour faire face aux problemes internatio
naux de 1 1 ordre public, aux manifestations de violence grave, 

a la criminalite internationals organises et d'une fagon gene

rals, a la delinquance internationals. 

Vieht ensuite l'explicitation des mesures envisagees 

dans la ligne de ces objectifs, en commengant par les institutions. 

• 
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On y souligne notamment, la necessite, deja frequemment 

affirmee dans le passe, d'une etroite coherence et coordination 

entre les structures des Communautes et de la cooperation poli

tique afin de permettre une action globale et coherente de l 1 Union. 

Le Conseil europeen presentera au Parlement europeen un 

rapport a la suite de chacune de ses reunions et un rapport annuel 

sur les progres.realises sur la voie de l'Union europeenne. 

Rien n 1 est dit d'important en ce qui concerne le vote 

au Conseil si ce n'est que "toute possibilite susceptible de fa

voriser la prise de decision sera utilisee, y compris, dans le 

cas oa l'unanimite est requise, le recours a l'ibstention". 

La declaration rencontra quelques-unes des revendica

tions exprimees par le Parlement comme la presentation d'un rap
port sur la pre si dence, une communication anhuelle sur- le s~· pro

gres de la cooperation politique, la consultation du Bureau elargi 

avant la designation du President de la Commission, la presenta

tion du programme de la nouvelle Commission, la consultation du 

Parlement sur les accords internationaux d'importance significa

tive. 

Tout ceci n'est pas revolutionnaire mais confirme une 

pratique deja amorcee depuis quelque temps dans 1 1 activite de la 

Communaute. 

La declaration s'etend alors sur les champs d 1 action de 

l'Union, la strategie economique globale, la coordination des po

litiques economiques nationales, le systeme monetaire europeen, 

le renforcement de la politique commerciale, la realisation com

plete du marche interieur, la poursuite de la politique agricole 

commune en harmonie avec les autres politiques, le developpement 

d 1 une strategie industrielle au niveau communautaire, le develop

pement des politiques regionale et sociale. 



Rien de tres nouveau non plus dans la description des 

actions a entreprendre dans ces domaines. 

Ence qui concerne la politique etrangere, la declara

tion acte les pratiques introduites depuis quelques annees et 

deja confirmees dans la declaration de Landres d'octobre 1981. 

20. 

L'element nouveau est celui qui a trait a la coordination 

des positions des Etats membres sur les aspects politiques et 

economiques de la securite et la description d'actions dans le 

domaine culturel et en ce qui concerne le rapprochement des le

gi~lations dans le domaine commercial et industriel. 
': ' 

Enfin les dispositions finales comprennent quelques 

precisions sur la maniere de realiser 1 1 Union europeenne. Celle

ci se realise •par l'approfondissement et l'extension du champ 

d 1 action des activites europeennes pour couvrir d'une maniere 
coherente, bien que sur des bases juridiques differentes, une 
part croissante des rapports entre les Etats membres et de leurs 

rel a ti ans exteri eureE/1• 

Dans un delai de cinq ans, les chefs d 1Etat et de gou-

vernement reexamineront les progres realises et decideront s'il 

ya lieu d'incorporer ces progres dans un traite sur l'Union 

europeenne. 

"L'avis du Parlement sera sollicite ace sujet''· 

C. Appreciation 

La declaration sur l'Union europeenne de juin 1983 

est incontestablement un document important a differents titres. 
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D1 abord il reflete le compromis actuel possible entre 

les Etats membres sur le sens de l'action communautaire et sur 

les objectifs a poursuivre a court terme. 

Meme si la declaration, pour certaines matieres, ne 

fait qu'enteriner des pratiques en cours depuis quelques annees, 

elle n'en constitue pas mains un "status question·ia" · assez 

complet . 

D'autre part la declaration accredite en quelque sorte 

la conception de l'Union europeenne developpee dans le rapport 

Tindemans. 

I 
L'Union europeenne est une demarche globale, par 

laquelle des matieres de plus en plus nombreuses, interessant 

21 • 

les relations entre les Etats sont inclues dans le processus de 

concertation ou de deci~ion communautaire. 1•~ction communautaire 

va done maintenant bien au-dela de l'economique pour englober le 

culturel, la securite interieure et meme un peu de securite exte

rieure (a l'exclusion toutefois des aspects militaires). 

IR parait desormais acquis que l'Union europeenne est 

beaucoup plus gu'une question institutionnelle. 

Enfin l'idee d'un Traite sur l'Union europeenne est en

visagee ce qui donne une perspective aux engagements souscrits. 

Ceci dit, il reste evidemment de nombreux points obscurs. 

Le premier est la nature de la declaration. De quels engagements 

s'agit-il? Les nouvelles matieres seront-elles traitees dans le 

carlre de procedures com~unautaires ou inter-gouvernementales? 

La cooperation politique reste largement une affaire 

de bonne volonte, sur la base d'une structure tres fragile. 
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Enfin les reserves exprimees par certains pays montrent 

a quel point de divergences importantes subsistent entre les Dix 

au sujet du developpement de la Communaute et de sa finalite. 

Cette question fondamentale reste toujours ouverte apres 

la declarati-0n de Stuttgart. 

On comprend, dans ces conditions, que le Parlement n'ait 

pu s'en tenir a une aussi mince perspective a la veille de 1 1 elec

tion de juin 1984, 

IV.
0

_Le pro,i_et_de_Traite_sur_l'Union_europeenne \ 

Si le projet de Traite sur l'Union Europeenne a finale

ment ete adopts le 14 fevrier 1984 par 238 voix pour, 31 voix 

contre et 43 abstentions, il n'en a pas mains c~rmu -lne 

naissance laborieuse et certainement problematique jusqu'au 

milieu de l'annee 1983. 

Pour quelles raisons? 
D1 abord parce que precisement les Ministres preparaient 

depuis 1981 un projet d'Acte sur l'Union Europeenne : il 

fallut attendre les derniers mois avant Stuttgart (juin 1983) 
pour savoir que la montagne accoucherait d'une souris. 

En second lieu parce que l'initiative du dynamique 

A{t'iero Spinelli reste longtemps limitee a quelques amis 

fideles du club du •crocodile'' en raison, principalement, 

de l'opposition des democrates chretiens qui, se considerant 

comme les plus europeens, n'appreciaient pas de voir une 

initiative aussi importante leur echapper. 

Mais, coMme le _dit M. Spinelli lui-meme, une fois qu'ils 

decid~rent de s'engager, ils furent aussi ses allies les 

plus surs et c'est au sein de ce groupe que l'unanimite fut 

la plus gra.nde lors du vote final. (23) 

' 



A. Contenu du projet 

Le projet de Traits couvre 1 1 ensemble des matiires ~om

munautaires actuelles et en inclut de nouvelles. Ila pour but de 

poursuivre et de relancer l'oeuvre d'unification democratique de 

l'Europe en faisant sien l'acquis communautaire. Les objectifs 

sont plus ambitieux que ceux des Traites de Rome puisqu'ils com-

23. 

• portent aussi la promotion, dans les relations internationales, 

de la securite, la paix, la cooperation, la detente, le desarme

ment et la libre circulation des personnes et des idees. 

• 

Pour atteindre ces buts, l'Union agit selon les methodes 

de 1 1acti6n commune ou de la cooperation. L 1action commune com

porte les actes normatifs, administratifs, financiers et judiciai

res ainsi que les programmes et recommandations propres a l'Union, 

emanant de ses institutions et s'adressant soit a celles-ci, soit 
aux Etats., soit aux individue~-

La cooperation comporte les engagements que prennent 
les Etats dans le cadre du Conseil europeen. 

Des matiires de cooperation peuvent de\alir l'objet d'ac
tions communes. 

Les competences de l'Union sont soit exclusives (comme 

par exemple l'achivement du marche interieur, la concurrence, etc.) 

soit concurrentes a celles des Etats (par exemple la politique de 

conj onctnr!,, la poli tiq- monetaire, les poli tiques· sectori ell es, etc.) 

Lorsqu'elle est concurrente, l'action des Etats s'exerce 
la ou l'Union n'est pas intervenue . 

C1 est la loi organique qui d/4clenche 1 1action commune. 

Les institutions de l'Union sont les memes que dans les 
traites existants mais les pouvoirs sont differents. 



Le Parlement europeen participe a la procedure legis

lative et donne l 1 investiture a la Commission. Comme maintenant, 

il dispose evidemment de la motion de censure. 

24. 

Le Conseil reste co-legislateur et vote soit a la 

majorite simple, soit a la majorite qualifiee, soit a 1 1 unanimite. 

Une procedure de concertation est prevue lorsque le 

Conseil et le Parlement n 1 arrivent pas a s'entendre. En fin de 

compte le Conseil peut rejeter a la majorite qualifiee le texte 

adopte par le Parlement. Mais ace moment final aucun amendement 

n'est recevable. 

La Commission garde le droit d'initiative legislative 

mais le Parlement et le Conseil peuvent adresser une demande mo

tivee a la Commission pour l'inviter a presenter un projet. La 

Commission soumet son programme a l'approbation du Parlement. 

Elle est responsable devant le Parlement. 

Le Conseil europeen, compose comme il 1 1 est maintenant, 

formule des recommandations et prend des engagements dans le do

maine de la cooperation. Il designe le President de la Commission 

au debut de chaque legislature. Ce President forme la Commission 

apres consultation du Conseil europeen. 

La Gour de Justice assure le respect du droit dans 

l'interpretation du traite. 

Les matieres de competence de l'Union sont d'abord toutes 

celles des traites actuels, y compris un fonds monBtaire euro

peen, dans le domaine economique et de perfectionement du marche 

interieur. 
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Elles sont ensuite les dornaines de la politique de la 

societe, c'est-a-dire la politique sociale, la politique de pro

tection. des consommateurs, la politique regionale, la politique 

de l'environnement, 1~ politique de l'education et de la recher

che, la politique culturelle et la politique de l'information. 

Dans les relations internationales, la politique com

merciale est de competence exclusive, tandis qu'apres dix ans 

l'ensemble de la politique d'aide au developpement fait l'objet 

d'une action commune. 

Lorsque les actions exterieures ne sont pas des actions 

communes, elles sont menees dans le cadre de la cooperation : 

c'est le cas notarnment pour les aspects politiques et economiques 

de la securite. 

Mais· ec tout moment J..e Consei l • europeen. peu-t deci-der 

de transfArer a 1 1 action commune de politique exterieure undo

maine specifique de cooperation. 

Pour la mise en vigueur du traite, il est prevu que 

25. 

des que celui-ci aura ete ratifie par une majorite d'Etats membres 

des Communautes dont la population forme les 2/3 de la population 

globale des Communautes, les gouvernements des Etats ayant rati

fie se reuniront immediatement pour d~cider d'un commun accord 

des procedures et de la date demise en vigueur ainsi que des 

relttions avec les Etats n'ayant pas ratifie. 

B. Appreciation 

Il est incontestable qu'a premiere vue, en s'en tenant 

aux aspects formels, le projet de traite ales caracteristigues 

d'une constitution d'un Etat federal. Il definit a l'article 3 la 

citoyennete de l'Union, a l'article 4 les droits fondamentaux de 

ses citoyens, a l'article 5 le territoire de 1 1Union et aux ar

ticles suivants le systeme de pouvoir dans l'Union et les rela

tions entre l'Union et les Etats mernbres. 



Tousles elements d'un systeme federal paraissent 

reunis. 

Cependant le texte approuve se presente plutot comme 

une perspective que comme une realite pratique et des lors il 

semble plus correct de dire que l'Union est a definir comme une 

unite politigue et juridigue en evolution yers l'Etat f6d6ral (24), 

Pour parler de la creation de la Federation europeenne 

il faudrait une sorte de constitution federale, ce qui ne resulte 

ni du preambule, ni de la resolution ni des travaux preparatoires . 

. ,,L!Union ne se presente cependant pa11· ~o=e la. continu"S,tion 

des anciennes Communautes. Certes il est dit a l'article 7 que 

' "l'Union ~ait sien l'acquis communautaire". 

L'ensemble du projet constitue cependant une rupture 

par rapport au passe : il s'agit d'un depart nouveau avec en 
pa~tie de nouvelles institutions •ten tout cas de nouvelles re

lations d'autorite et de pouvoir. 

A cet egard le projet de Traite est fondamentalement · 

different de la conception de l'Union europeenne dans le rapport 

Tindemans. Celui-ci se situait nettement dans la prolongation des 

traites existant et n'envisageait qu'a une phase ult&-:ieure, la 

discussion d'un nouveau Traite qui acterait les progres qualita

tifs realises et notamment ceux necessitant une modification des 

traites. 

Le point d'interrogation majeur, dans le projet de 

traite du Parlement est celui du sort des Communautes existantes. 

L'article 82 dit en effet que "des que le present traite ! 

aura ete ratifie par une majorite d'Etats membres des Communautes 

dont la population forme les 2/3 de la population globale des 
Communautes, les gouvernements des Etats ayant ratifie se reuni-
ront immediatement pour decider d'un commun accord des procedures 
et de la date d'entree en vigueur du present traite ainsi que des 

relations avec les Etats membres qui n'ont pas encore ratifie". 
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Cette expression finale des Etats ''qui n'ont pas encore 

ratifie" semble indiquer qu'il ne s'agit que d'une periode de tran

sition de quelques mois en attendant que les derniers ne rejoignent 

le groupe majoritaire des "ratificateurs''· 

Or la situation pourrait etre tres differente : dans 

l'etat actuel des choses, il parait impossible, au mains pour 

trois Etats, d'entrer dans un processus de ratification d'un 

Traite d'une telle inspiration. 

Ace moment se posera evidemment le probleme de la co

exi'stence de deux ordres juridiques tres differents dent le contenu 

materiel est certes en partie assez semblable (marche commun et 

quelques politiques c6mmunes) - quoique les textes regissant la 

matiere ne soient pas identiques - mais en tout cas dent le sys

teme decisionnel differe fondamentalement. 

Certes cet~e situation existe deja en partie pour les 

traites C.E.E. et C.E,C.A. dent les dispositions materielles sent 

differentes par exemple pour la concurrence ou le regime des prix 

des produits concernes, 

Mais il s'agit li de questions relativement faciles i 

resoudre par le systerne de la hierarchie des normes et la relation 

entre un.e "lex generali s" et une "lex speciali s". 

Tout autre est la question de traites globalement dif

ferents en ce qui concerne les Etats c·oncernes et le·s matieres 
. , v1sees. 

On est done encore loin d'une solution satisfaisante 

~eme dans l'hypothese od le processus de ratification se mettrait 

en route . 
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Conclusions generales 

De ce qui precede decoulent les caracteristiques commu
nes du concept d'Union europeenne 

a) d'abord l'idee que les progres doivent viser la globalite des 

matieres : l'Union europeenne recouvre l'ensemble du processus 

d'integration, en matiere economique, sociale et politique. On 

retrouve cette idee a travers taus les textes qui en traitent. 

b) la seconde idee est que l'Union europeenne implique un meilleur 

fonctionnement des institutions notamment dans le sens du ren

forcement de l'Executif et du r&le du Parlement European. Cetta 

idee se retrouve mime dans le document le plus minimaliste, a 
savoir la declaration de Stuttgart de juin 1983. 

Les divergences portent principalement sur l'importance 
des progres a realiser et leur nature. 

Selan une premiere these, ces progres se situent dans 
la ligne des Communautes existantes. 

L'Union europeenne est la prolongation du systeme actuel 
que l'on veut ameliorer. C'est l'esprit de la declaration de 

Stuttgart. C'est aussi l'idee du rapport Tindemans. Celui-ci ajoute 

cependant que les progres doivent amorcer une transformation qua
litative- de la Communaute. 

Selan une seconde these l'Union europeenne ne peut rea
liser de reels progres substantiels qu'a partir d'un nouveau traite 
fixant les objectifs developpant les competences et ameliorant les 
structures decisionnelles. 

C'est la conception du Parlement europeen dans le projet 
de Traite. 

Enfin selon une troisieme these l'Union europeenne s'iden
tifie a la Federation europeenne. 

• V 
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C1 etait la conception sous-jacente i la proposition 

Jonker et du groupe du Parti Populaire Europeen, presentee le 

12 fevrier 1982, comme "alternative" i 1 1 initiative Spinelli. 

Le preambule s'exprimait ainsi : "desireux de creer, 

comme stade definitif, une Union europeenne dotee d'une consti

tution approuvee par les peuples de l'Union, cette constitution 

devra fixer l'organisation federale des relations des Etats 

membres avec l'Union et entre eux" . 

Et l'article 1 disait : ''Par le present traite, l~s 

Hautes Parties contractantes instituent entre elles la premiere 
. <'.;),.;;; 

,:;:, etape_. de 1 1 Uni on europeenne, ci-apres appelee l 'Uni on. 

L'Union a pour mission de definir les affaires communes 

des Etats membres et de les promouvoir ~e fagon A rendre possible 

son developpement et son achevement". 

Selon ce texte, l'Union europeenne est done le but, le 

stade final de l'integration. 

Encore que dans certains documents issus notamment de 

29. 

la democratie chretienne, on parle de 1 1 Union comme une etape vers 

la Federation europeenne. 

Le programme du Parti Populaire Europeen de 1978 dit 

q~~ ... "Pour nous, l'Union europeenne, objectif decide solennellement 

pa~•les chefs d 1 Etat et de gouvernement au sein du Conseil euro

pee et telle qu'elle a ete definie dans le rapport Tindemans, est 

une etape importante de la constructi~n europeenne. 

Nous continuons i assigner comme objectif final au processus d 1 uni

fication la transformation de l'Union europeenne et une Federation 

europeenne "sui generis", telle que 1 1avait dejA propose Robert 

Schuman, le 9 mai 1950, Cette Europe disposera d'une pleine capa

cite d 1 agir de maniere vigoureuse et convaincante le jour o~ elle 

se sera donne les institutions necessaires : 

- un Parlernent qui exprime la libre volonte des peuples, 

une Chambre des Etats qui represente les inter;ts legitimes des 

Etats rnembres, 

un Gouvernernent qui peut et doit gouverner au sens propre du terrne. 11 
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Il n'est done pas clair si c 1 est" l'Union ou la Federation 
qui est le but fin~l. Mais il est bien evident ~ue dans la phase 
finale c 1 est une constitution qui est a la base de l'Union ou de 
la Federation. 

En fin de compte si le concept de l'Union europeenne 

s'est clarifie depuis son lancement en 1972, il n'en subsists pas 

moins de nombreuses divergences d'interpretation. Les prochaines 

annees nous diront si un consensus est possible autour d'un con

cept marquant unreel progres dans le processus d 1integration. 
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Outline: The Transition from the Treaties Establishing the 

Europeax1 Communities to the Treaty Establishing the Europe:-:,n 

Union: Inter.national, Constitutional at1d Comparative Refle:<:ions 

Joseph H.E. Weiler & Jay J.Iodrall 

Article 82 of the Draft Treaty establishing the European Union 

provides: 

This· Treaty shall be open for ratification by all the Member 

States of the European Communities. 

Once this Treaty has been ratified by a majority of the 

Member States of the Communities whose population represents 

two-thirds of the total population of the Communities, the 

governments of the Member States which have ratified shall 

meet at once to decide by common accord on the procedures by 

and the date on which this Treaty shall enter into force.(1) 

By contrast, Article 236 of the Treaty of Rome provides that 

The Government of any Member State or the Commission may 

submit to the Council proposals for the amendment of this 

Treaty. 
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If the Council, after consul ting in Assembly and, vrhere 

appropriate, the Commission, Celivers 311 opinion in favour of 

calling a conference of representatives of the Governments of 

the Member States, the conference shall be convened by the 

President of the Council for the purpose of determining by 

cormnon accord the amendments to be made to this Treaty. 

The amendments shall e'.nt<iir · into force after being ratified by . . ,___ 

all the l,1ember States in accordance with their respective \ 

constitutional requirements.(2) 

The Draft Treaty establishing the European Union is not of course 

the first international treaty which foresees the possibility of 

only partial ratification by Member States of the European 

Community.(3) The Draft Treaty establishing the European Union, 

however, departs dramatically from the past practice of the /.'!ember 

States; it is conceived, as presently drafted, as a "successor".to 

the Treaties establishing the European Communities, not a 

subsidiary treaty existing within the fr@nework of the Treaty of 

Rome. The High Contracting Parties are defined, in the Preamble, 

as the !,1ember States of the European Communities, and it is 

difficult to envision the Union established by the Draft Treaty 

as presently formulated -- co-existing with the current EC. 

The unique character of the Draft Treaty gives rise to a formal 

legal problem regarding the procedure established for its 
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adoption. For if, as it seems at first blush, the Draft Treaty 

amounts to a massive amendment of the EC Treaties, the adoption 

and entry into force of the new may be incompatible with the 

revision provisions of the old. 

In concrete terms, the question is whether the Ilember States of 

the Community may legally adopt the Draft Treaty otherwise than by 

the procedure laid out in Art. 236(EEC). The terms of Art. 82(DT) 

somewhat blur the issue by leaving unresolved the final steps that 

will bring the Treaty into force. Art. 82(DT) does not provide, as 

many treaties do, for automatic entry into force. upon deposit of a 

preestablished number of ratifications. It provides, instead, that 

"the governments of the i.rember States ... shall meet at once to 

decide by common accord on the procedures by ... which this Treaty 

shall 

entry 

enter into force." The need for a 

into force leaves the parties some 

new common accord before 
~' 

room to'>'imanouver as they 

seek to complete the transition from European Community to 

European Union •. (~) In spite of this @nbiguity, Art. 82(DT) 
', 

clearly foresees fhe Draft Treaty entering into· force pursuant to 

a procedure which deviates from Art. 236 ( EEC) and, in theory, even 

against the will of up to four Member Stat es•. Apparently, the very 

procedure of entry into force of the Draft Treaty could, 

especially if only some Member States take the plunge, be tainted 

with illegality under Community law. 

The Relevance of the Issue 
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The legality of the adoption procedure is an issue that will 

arise, under one guise or a~other, in any future restructuring of 

the Community. In this legal sense it merits discussion 

regardless of the prospects of the Draft Treaty. Be that as it 

may, to many this issue might seem in some ways politically 

irrelevant: the type of legalism which gives lawyers a bad name. 

After all, should the required "political will" to adopt the Draft 

Treaty or an amended version thereof -- emerge, that kind of 

legalism will probably be brushed aside. Indeed, as we shall see 

below, even during the life of the EEC itself there have been 

Treaty ~~endments which did not respect the revision procedure ex 

Art. 236(EEC). By contrast, should the "political will" not 

emerge, this issue might assume a certain theological air, like 

the question of how many angels can dance on the head of a pin. 

And yet we believe that in the Community, this seemingly 

hairsplitting legalism partakes of an important political 

dimension -- greater perhaps than it could in other international

treaty-based entities. The so-called "primacy of politics" in the 

issues surrounding such a dramatic shift in the architecture of 

Europe 

issues; 

may add such 

especially in 

a political dimension even to purely legal 

light of the unique role that law (and, 

alas, lawyers) have come to play in the Community. We propose to 

digress briefly to examine the origins of law's key position in 

the process of European integration. 



The Prominence of Law in the European Community Process 

Hany have noted the striking a.1d even e:,::cessive importance v.-hich 

legal' questions assume in the EEC,(5) This state of affairs is 

due to a number of factors, In particular one may mention the 

following five considerations: 

1. At the risk of stating the obvious, the Community was and is a 

creature of law. When a nation-state adopts or changes a 

Constitution there is a more-or-less organic socio-political 

entity to which that Cons ti tut ion applies. There would be a 

"France" with or without, say, the 1958 Constitution; there would 

be an Italy .or a Germany with or without their Post-War 

constituttons.{6) 

Even today, over thirty years s'ince its inception, there would not 

be a ·European Community without the Treaties. Removal of a very 

few legal provisions would signal the end of the Community; it 

will be a long time yet before the Community assumes an organic 

social-economic-political identity apart from its legal framework. 

2. The European Court of Justice ~~d its astute use of Art. 

1 77 (EEC) introduced the rule of law into Community life in a 

manner which has no precedent in other international entities. The 

fact the national courts render final decisions based on 

transnational and uniform interpretation of the Treaties (and that 
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governments can hardly disobey their o·,m courts) has grafted onto 

the f,Iember States a habit of obedience to European Len·: \fhich is 

more usually associated vri th national lav,. 

3. Soldiers are often told that "I can't" is the cousin of "I 

don't want to." In the Community this maxim often applies when the 

Member States complain: "I can't." Legal argur.ient has a role here. 

Ilke, in his influential How Nations Negotiate explains: In 

negotiations a 

way of expressing firmness is to maintain that one's 

positions accord with legal or scientific principle ..• this 

is the principal function of legal ... argument; for you do 

not usually make· your proposal more attractive to your 

opponent by telling him that what you are proposing is in 

accordance with international law. However, if you make 

your opponent believe that you think your proposal is 

grounded on such principles, you may have conveyed to him 

that. your proposal is firm.(7) 

We may add that in the Community the reverse is even more true: 

the legal argument is a wonderful excuse for the claim, "I want 

but I can't." 

4. The open-textured, almost constitutional nature of the Treaty 

makes legal interpretation central to the Community's development. 
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Policy arguments masked as legal arguments abound much as in 

national constitutional governments. 

5. Finally, the Community system displays a much higher level of 

constitutional-legal integration than institutional-political 

integration. Law often performs functions which in other polities 

may belong to the political sphere.(8) 

.These factors help to explain why any legal argument in the 

Community, especially over. controversial issues, may assume a 

significance out of proportion to its apparent political 

importance. In the particular case of the Draft Treaty, we would 

single out two distinct considerations: 

Assuming that the procedure for adoption of the Draft Treaty ex 

Art. 82 ( DT) could be considered illegal, this legal fact would in 

our view have important political consequences. Although it is 

true 

of 

that unanimous Member State political will would remove much 

urgency from the issue of procedural legality, it is more 

likely that, at least at first, only some of. the Member States, if 

any, will favour the· Draft. Treaty enterprise. Others may display 

disinterest, even hostility. The legal argument will, I expect, 

become one of the tools which might be used by those governments 

opposed to the venture. Even more likely, a popular movement in 

favor of European integration along the lines of the Draft Treaty, 

combined with the European Parliament's relatively strong 
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support, might embarass hostile governments, in at least some 

Eember States, to the point that they \·1ould feel unable to voice 

open opposition. It might be politically convenient for 

governments, or political parties, to rnake supportive noises while 

searching for excuses for avoiding decisive action. An argwnent 

based on the "need to respect the legal and constitutional 

requirement solemnised in the Treaty of Rome" as ari obstructionist 

or delaying tac tic is almost tailor made for this kind of 

ambivalent political situation. 

The second political consideration inherent in the legal issue 

derives in a way from the first. Sensitive to tl-le risk that 

theDraft Treaty's political opponents may hide behind legal 

objections to the proposed implementation procedure, the Treaty's 

promoters tend, understandably, to go to great analytical lengths 

to find legal justifications for departing from Art. 236(EEC), 

especially in situations where not all the Member States adhere to 

the new order. As we shall see, much of this discussion relies on 

international law interpretations of the Treaty of Rome. It 

implicitly undermines some of the constitutional underpinnings 

which the European Court of Justice has attributed to the 

Community. We do not think that the battle for the Draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union should be fought at the. expense of 

the Community. The danger here (admittedly, the word "danger" 

betrays a value judgment) is that arguments in favor of the Draft 

Treaty will weaken the existing structure of the .EEC and damage 

. . . 
----- - -- - - - ---- -
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certain hard-won principles concerning the political-legal nature 

of the Community. 

The Entry into Force of the Draft Treaty: Two Basic Scenarios 

In this analysis of the legal-political issue of treaty revision, 

we will distinguish two legally and politic ally distinct 

situations. In the first scenario, all Member States decide to 

adhere to the Draft Treaty establishing the European Union, or a 

modified version thereof. In the second, not all of the Member 

States decide to adhere. This latter scenario presupposes a higher 

degree of political controversy and entails some additional 

grounds for legal opposition. We propose to examine several legal 

adoption procedure as currently constructs 

embodied in 

through 

Article 

which the 

82 may be viewed. \'le will not, at least in 

the· context of the conference, attempt to "adjudicate'' any of 

these constructs. They are presented merely as a basis for 

discussion. 

The First Scenario -- All Member States Dec:i,de to Adhere 

Let us assume, then, that all the Member States decide to adhere 

to the Draft Treaty establishing the European Union, or a modified 

version thereof. Under this scenario we assume that the Community 

will cease to exist when all Member States join the Union. Thus, 

we will not discuss., at this point, the relational problems of the 



Union and the Community; 

procedure itself. 
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the principal concern is actually the 

Legal Construct No. 1: The I,Iember States pursue the formal .::.,:..51..::::;__;;.=.;.::...:..:....::.::...:._.:....::...:.....-=. 

procedures provided in Art. 236(EEC). Legally, of course, this 

would be the neatest avenue for obviating the juridical issues. 

The problem is political: Art. 236(EEC) envisages a pathetic role 

for the European Parliament -- it is to be consulted only on the 

possibility of convening an intergovernmental conference. 

Parliament does not play a substantive role. Moreover, we have 

proof in the recent dismembering .of the Genscher-Colombo Draft 

European Act that intergovernmental negotiations are not conducive 

to radical change, The Genscher-Colombo proposal, unworthy of the 

na11e of European Union, was far less innovative than the present 
.c;..,,_.o;,..- .. 

Draft Treaty, yet even that proposal was _reduced to the anemic 

Solemn Declaration. The possible fate of the current Draft Treaty 

may be-imagined. 

··, 
•. 

'-It may, nevertheless, be possible to continue the current 

mobilization process and political negotiations of the Draft 

Treaty establishing the European Union and then, once accord is 

reached, have the Member States go through the motions of Art. 

236(EEC). Indeed, there are signs that the early Crocodile 

strategy of bypassing the governments of the Member States has 

been abandoned by even the most ardent promoters of the Draft 

Treaty. 
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Legal Construct Ho. 2: The f,Tember States re3.ch accord arid proceed 

to ratification vri thout respect for As already 

indicated, political accord would take the urgency out of the 

legal argument. Nonetheless, it is worthwhile for tvm reasons to 

discuss this construct as well: ( a) an attack on the procedure 

favoured by Parliament could be based inter alia on legal 

arguments; and (b) brief analysis of the issues under this 

construct will shed light on other more complex ones. 

On its face, the procedure of Art. 82(DT) seems incompatible with 

Community law. One way of overcoming this dif.ficul ty is to invoke 

the international legal basis of the Community. In spite of its 

.constitutional 

international 

aspects, the Treaty of Rome remains an 

legal instrument subject, at least for some 

purposes, to the traditional rules of treaty interpretation. On 

this premise it is not difficult to find precedents in 

international practice for organizational revision which 

disregards the organic revision clauses.(9) Indeed, there are 

well-known precedents in the history of the Community itself.(1O) 

The force of these precedents depends on their status under 

international and Community law. no-one-, to our knowledge, has· 

suggested that such cases have given rise to a new rule of 

customary international law. They may be classed, instead, as 

exemplars of the principle that the subsequent practice of the 

parties to a treaty constitute a valid source of authority for 

treaty interpretation. In this light, unanimous agreementto adopt 
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the Draft Treaty is not essential, but it is essential that no 

Member State actively object. The question, therefore, is 

whether the Eember States' practice has established the rule that 

Art. 236(EEC) may be dispensed with by unanimous agreement. 

The two instances cited above favor such a rule, but 

commentators(ll) and the Court of Justice, in at least one 

seem to deny it. 

some 

case, 

The Court of Justice, indeed, struck down a Community measure 

approved by the Commission and the Council, unanimously, for 

violation of a procedural requirement perhaps less important than 

Art. 236(EEC). (12) It goes without saying that in Roquette Freres 

the rights of the European Parliament were violated, and that is 

not the case here. Other interests, howeve.r, are involved as 

well. Art. 236(EEC) foresees a positive role for the Council and 

the Commission. Though the Council's interests may be satisfied 

by unanimous agreement of the Member States, the Commission's 

interests may still be violated. Because Art. 236 requires an 

opinion from the Commission only "where appropriate," there.is 

some room to maintain that the Commission has no absolute rights 

to be violated under Art. 82(DT). Furthermore, the "citizen of 

the Community"· has rights that must be protected, apart from those 

of the Member States and the Community Ins ti tut ions. Courts 

should, in principle, protect such "constitutional" rights from 

violation even by parliaments. Still, neither.Art. 236(EEC) nor 

Art; 82(DT) requires a Community-wide referendum; thus, if all 
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I:Ieraber State parliaments ratify the Draft Treaty, the Community 

citizen's interests are protected as well under the Drift Treaty 

as under the Treaty of Rome. 

In conclusion, within the framework of Community law, even 

unanimity might not suffice to legitimate a procedural deviation 

from Art. 

violation 

236(EEC). Under the case law of the Court of Justice, 

of the Commission's procedural rights could well 

constitute a violation of an "essential procedural requirement." 

In practice, as we have noted above, such objections maybe 

irrelevant if no Member State dissents. 

Legal Construct No. 3: A third approach to the problem of _....._.;.__..;...;;._-'-------'----'-

implementing the Draft Treaty v1ould be for all the Member States 

to withdraw from the EEC and.. then adopt the Draft Treaty in 

accordance with the terms of Art. 82(DT). The arguments used 

above to explain a unanimous disregard of Art. 236(EEC) apply with 

even greater force to a unanimous decision to withdraw. The Draft 

Treaty's emphasis on continuity between the Community and the 

proposed European Union, however, suggests that its authors did 

not envision such a tactic.(13) Furthermore, it smacks of legal 

artificiality. Even a legal fiction may serve to disarm opponents 

of the Draft Treaty who might use legal objections as an excuse 

for their opposition, but it cannot fully supply the moral 

authority we seek from the law. This option, in any event, will 
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be considered more fully below, in our discussion of the second 

scenario. 

The Second Scenario - Only some of the Member States Adhere 

Until now we have assumed that all the Member States of the 

Community decide to adhere to the Draft Treaty, or some modified 

form thereof. This hypothesis is politically unlikely, but has the 

virtue of simplifying the issues before us. If, as is probable, 

one or more Member States decline to join the European Union, the 

legal issues discussed above, neutralized by political agreement 

under· the first scenario, will become weapons in the hands of the 

Draft Treaty's opponents. Moreover, partial adherence would raise 

new legal issues regarding the rights of non-adhering Nember 

States under. the EC treaties and the possible coexistence of the 

Union and the Community. 

Legal Construct· No. 4: If it would be illegal, prima facie, for 

only some of the Member States to adhere to the Draft Treaty, it 

might .be possible for those states to withdraw from the Community 

before concluding the European Union. This solution, which would 

have an air of artificiality when practised by all the /.!ember. 

States together, would have enormous practical and political 

consequences if only six or seven Member States withdrew. In that 

case, the legality of withdrawal would become much more than a 

legal quibble. 
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First there is the strict legal issue. Commentators differ 

sharply on the legality, under Community lCtw, of unilateral 

withdra1·1al. The Treaty of 2ome does not provide explicitly one way 

or the other, though Art. 240 declares that"/t/his Treaty is 

concluded for an unlimited period." ( 14) Some writers maintain 

that this article necessarily precludes unilateral withdrawal(l5); 

othe.rs note that the failed European Poli ti cal Community treaty 

was defined as "indissoluble, 11 a much stronger term than 

"unlimited period."(16) Under this reading, therefore, Art. 240 

might indicate only the Member States' intention to distinguish 

the Treaty of Rome and the Euratbm Treaty from the ECSC Treaty, 

which was limited to 50 years. Thus, the term "unlimited period" 

means merely "not limited to any specific duration, 11 rather than 

"perpetual. 11 ( 17) The Court of Justice has hinted that it favors 

the former view, though it has not, of course, confronted the 

question squarely. In the case of Commission v. France, France 

maintained that Chapter VI of the Euratom Treaty lapsed when the 

Council failed to conirm or amend them within the time specified 

in Art. 76. Rejecting this interpretation, the Court stated: 

The Member States agreed to establish a Community of 

unlimited duration, having permanent institutions .. vested with 

real powers, stemming from a limitation of authority or a 

transfer of powers from the States to that Community. 

Powers thus conferred could not, therefore, be withdrawn from 

the Community, nor could the objectives with which such 
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powers are concerned be restored to the field of authority of 

the Member States alone, except by virtue of ar1 express 

provision of the Treaty. 

To adrni t that the whole of Chapter VI lapsed without any new 

provisions simultaneously coming into force would amount to 

accepting a break in continuity in a sphere where the Treaty, 

particularly by Article 2, has prescribed the pursuit of a 

common policy.(18) 

In _the absence of a clear provision regarding withdrawal in the 

Treaty of Rome, or a definitive reply by the Court of Justice, 1 

Article 56(1) of the Vienna Convention comes into play.(19} 

Article 56 ( 1) returns to the fu,,damental principle of treaty 

interpretation, the intention of the parties. (20) Some writers 

take the position that state practice limits a right of withdrawal 

to cases where it is provided for in the treaty in question unless 

the_ parties' intent is otherwise made very clear. (21) In essence, 

this view does not diverge ·from Article 56 of the Vienna 

Convention; it merely seeks to require a high degree of proof 

. before . right of withdrawal will be inferred.· With respect to the_ 

Treaty of Rome, the different interpretations of Art. 240(EEC) 

cited above illustrate how uncertain is the evidence concerning 

the intention of its fr~~ers. 
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In summary, it is not clear \,:h~ther the Member States adhering to 

the new Treaty could legally withdraw from the Community. The 

majority of commentators appears to agree that no right of 

unilateral withdrawal exists. In a sense, of course, that 

objection is politically irrelevant, as the British referendum on 

withdrawal from the EEC demonstrates. We are concerned, however, 

with the legitimacy of the new enterprise, and it would be 

inauspicious to appeal at the outset to the irrelevance of law. 

Even if there is a right of withdrawal from the Community, 

moreover, it could be dangerous to encourage such a tactic; the 

Community is a bird in the hand, the European Union is very much 

in the bush. Indeed, the main wealmess of this argument is not 

legal; it is the risk of destroying the old with no assurance 

that it will be replaced by the new. 

Legal Construct No. 5: To set the stage for our discussion of ===-....;;..;;;.;.;.;;;...c.....=.-__;....;;...;__..;;. 

thefifth and sixth constructs, let us consider the possible 

consequences of a rigid application of Art. 236 (EEC). Imagine 

that all the Member States, except Luxembourg, wish to adhere to 

the Draft Treaty.(22) Indeed, imagine that only a bare majority 

in the Luxembourg legislator opposes the r:iove. Art. 236 would, it 

appears, permit the representatives of no more than, say, 150000 

persons to thwart, legally, the desires of all other Hember 

States a."1d their peoples. The result clearly offends common 

sense; but this intuition must be translated into a legal 

construct that permits the nonapplication of Art. 236(EEC) in a 
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situation, unlike the previous constructs, v1here some of the 

Member States insist on its application. 

Some commentators seek to sidestep the legal problems of adopting 

a new treaty outside the amendment procedures established in the 

Treaty of Rome by characterizing the Draft Treaty as initiating a 

new legal order, instead of an amendment tp the Treaty of 

Rome.(23) That approach is appealing because of its simplicity, 

but it does not adequately resolve the underlying issues. If we 

construe the Draft Treaty as a new agreement between the Member 

States rather than an amendment to the Treaty of Rome, we run 

square into another problem: that a aroup of Member States have no 

power, under Community law, to enter into "private arrangements" 

in relation to subject matters which come within.the jurisdiction 

of the Community.(24) 

If _ this were not the case one would run the danger of a scenario 

no less disturbing than the "recalcitrant Luxembourg." Imagine six 

Member States regrouping to introduce a new vision for Europe 

which would, say, strengthen the role of national governments in 

the Community arid detract from the acquis. ( The Genscher-Colombo 

initiative was also termed a Draft European Act.) Could these six 

states, simply by calling their amendment a.new legal order, 

which it might well amount to, be able to_ escape, legally, the 

binding effect of Art. 236(EEC)? With no more, the idea of a new 
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legal order seems plausible in a situation of unani~ity (construct 

number two) but problematic in a divided Community. 

The situations outlined above, in which a tiny minority wants to 

block the will of a majority or a majority wants to circumvent 

Art. 236 (EEC) to undermine the goals of the Community, are the two 

"hard cases" with which we must contend. They illus.trate the need 

for legal principles(25) to differentiate situations in which a 

majority should or should not be allowed to act outside the 

frasnework of the Treaty of Rome. 

Legal Construct No. 6: The search for the principles alluded to in 

Construct No. 5 takes us into that delicate and profound zone 

where constitutional principle merges into social reality and 

political theory. 

careful clearly 

should· be free 

That veto is a 

In elaborating such principles, we must be 

to define the situations in which a majority 

of the minority veto embodied in Art. 236(EEC). 

safeguard designed to protect the Community 

structure from dismemberment by majorities. 

Before trying to delineate the parameters of these rare situations 

in which the Member States might legitimately consider deviating 

from Art. 236(EEC), let us see if the "laboratories of law, 11 

history and comparative analysis, offer us any insight. Our legal 

training instructs us to look for precedents; the trans-legal 

character of our argument forces us to look to political theory. 
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The history of constitutional reform in a nation-state cannot, by 

definition, constitute a precedent for ir..ternational lavv on the 

revision of international organisations. Nonetheless 1 in light of 

the "quasi-federal" character of the Community, it is instructive 

to examine these precedents in some detail. 

The first precedent, and the one that most closely fits the facts 

of recent years, is· the transformation of the United States from a 

Confederation under the Articles of Confederation to a federal 

state under the Constitution. The Articles of Confederation were 

the fruit of a struggle between conservative elements who favored 

a strong central government and radicals who wanted to keep the 

central · government as weak as possible. ( 26) In 1781, when the 

Articles were finally ratified by all the Colonies , the radicals 

had clearly carried the day. The Congress established by the 

Articles, not unlike the Council of Ministers, was composed of 

members appointed by the state legislatures,who acted on the 

states' instructions and could be recalled at will (Article 5). 

The Congress' jurisdiction was sharply limited, and it possessed 

no power to coerce states that disobeyed it. The Articles, lil<e 

the Treaty of Rome, could be amended only by unanimous agreement 

of the states (Article 13). 

During the six years between the ratification of the Articles of 

Confederation and the Constitutional Convention, the limitations 

of this decentralized system of government becaue auply clear.(27) 

1, 
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The stage v;as set for a major reorganisation when Virgi;-iia and 

l'Iaryland entered into a commercial agreement, even though such 

agreements were forbidden by Article 6 of the Articles of 

Confederation. ( 28) They called a convention in Annapolis with the 

stated purpose of expanding this agreement, using it as a 

springboard for calling a Convention to thoroughly revise the 

Articles of Confederation, to take place in ?hilac.e.lphia in 

1787.(29) 

Worried by these unilateral initiatives, Congress ratified the 

call for a convention in ?hilac.elphia. Both the delegates to the 

Annapolis Convention and Congress called expressly for a 

convention to prepare amendments to the existing Articles of 

Confederation, to be submitted to Congress and then to the state 

legislatures in accordance with Article 13. ( 30) 

When the Federal Convention of 1787 finally met, the delegates 

quickly convinced themselves that an entirely new Constitution, 

not merely amendments to the Articles of Confederation, was 

required. The Constitution they produced, unlike the Articles of 

Confederation, was to enter into effect when ratified by only a 

two-thirds majority of the states (Article 7). The contrast 

between the relatively modest amendments within the framework of 

the Articles, called for both by the Annapolis delegates and 

Congress, and the Constitution, which was ratified outside the 

terms of Article 13, inevitably evol{es the nearly simultaneous 
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development in the Community of the Genscher-Colombo 3I1d the 

Crocodile initiatives. 

~he history of the Swiss Constitution of 1848 provides a similar, 

though not quite parallel, precedent. The prior Cons ti tut ion, the 

Federal Pact of 1315, established a very vieal< central government, 

limited in its competences and with out power to enforce any of its 

decisions against recalcitrant cantons. The Federal Pact, however, 

unlil<e the Articles of Confederation, contained no clause 

regarding amendment. Nonetheless, a concerted effort to amend the 

Pact was made in 1832. In the 1840's, a series of religious 

conflicts led · to the formation of the Sonderbund, a defensive 

league of seven predominant.ly Catholic cantons. Al though such 

leagues were in principle permitted under the Federal Pact 

( Article ~i:n, . the federal Diet resolved to disband the league by 

force. The brief civil war that followed inflamed national 

feeling to the point that a renewed effort at Constitutional 

revision swept through the Diet and was ratified by a majority of 

the cantons within a year. 

· The Federal Pact provided no mechanism for amendment, but this 

lacuna has been interpreted as reflecting simply a tacit 

understanding that the Swiss Constitution could be amended only by 

unanimous consent of the cantons. ( 31) This view is borne out by 

the repeated attempts at revision and even by the objections of 

Switzerland's ·neighbors. Metternich objected in 1848 that the 
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federal ?act could not be amended by only a majority of the 

cantons and warned that international recognition of S\•Ji tzerland' s 

neutrality was contingent upon the terms of the Federal Pact.(32) 

He did not claim, significantly, that the ?act could not be 

modified at all, even though it contained no provision for 

amendment. Thus, the 1848 Constitution, like the .American 

Constitution, broke from past requirements - although unwritten 

ones - that amendments receive unanimous consent from the federal 

units under the earlier Constitution. 

The adoption of the American Constitution and the Swiss 

Constitution of 1848 furnish telling precedents for the current 

situation. To be sure, ·these precedents do not establish a rule of 

international law, such as would satisfy a lawyer treating the 

Treaty of Rome simply as an international legal instrument. But 

they do point us to a new perspective on the Draft Treaty, 

regarding it as an integrating step in constitutional history: a 

"heroic" revolutionary act. 

Drawing on these historic exmples, we would like to suggest a few 

principles, some negative .and some positive, that might serve 

to distinguish cases in which majoritarian treaty amendment 

may be permitted. \'le do not want to obscure the fact that this 

construct involves an illegality. A revolution, even if "heroic," 

remains a rupture of the legal order. \'Tnat we are aiming at is a 

set of guidelines that, while acknowledging the illegality of a 
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proposeC. action, would define conditions under vthich could be 

justified. \-/hile each one of these principles is necessarily 

somewhat ambiguous, cumulatively they may provide a framevrork for 

analyzing this and future initiatives. 

1. The new legal order principle. The essence of tl1is principle 

is not novelty, but a change so fundamental that it can be 

described as a "le gal order." In many situations it may be 

." 
difficult to specify the elements of a "fundamental" change. It 

can hardly be denied, however, that a restructuring of the entire 

institutional structure of the Community is "fundamental." As we 

have .suggested above, of course, i.t would be dangerous to allow 

anyone advocating a new legal order to neglect Art. 236(EEC). The 

principles listed below are intended to avoid including such 

initiatives as the Genscher-Colombo proposal. 

2. The proposed change must not detract from the acquis of the 

Community. Treaties must be interpreted in light of their aims 

and objectives. As one of the goals of the Treaty of Rome is to 

foster an "ever-closer union among the peoples of 

Europe"(Preamble), an amendment that furthers that ideal, even 

though it deviates from Art. 236(EEC), constitutes less of a 

rupture to the Community legal order. 

3. The proposed cha.-ige must not be forced on the minority.· The 

Member States who opt out must have their rights under the old 
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Co~T.unity respected. This stipulation raises the issue of the 

relations bet\':een the Community and ti-1e Union, v,rhicll. is discussed 

in Construct No. 7. 

4. The interests of democratic government must be preserved. In 

some ways, the Draft Treaty can lay claim to greater legitimacy 

than either the American Constitution or the Swiss Constitution. 

The commission that drafted the Swiss Constitution was appointed 

by cantonal representatives to the Diet; the Fr~T.ers of the 

American Constitution by state legislatures. By contrast, the 

European Parliament that provided the impetus for the Draft Treaty 

was directly elected by the citizens of the Member States. The 

ratification · procedure est.ablished in Article 82, moreover, would 

confer a democratic authority on the Treaty equal to that of the 

American and Swiss Cons ti tut ions. Both broke from the procedures 

established in the preceding constitutional orders, reducing the 

unanimity requirement to some degree of majority; all three derive 

their authority from ratification by overwhelming majorities in 

democratically elected legislatures . 

. m• . h .1noug .. 

Article 

comparisons 

82(DT) 

of the procedure for ratification embodied in 

and the Swiss and Americari precedents are 

persuasive, the yardstick of legitimacy must ul tirnately be Art. 

236(EEC). By this standard, as well, majority ratification of the 

Draft Treaty satisfies the requirements of democratic legitimacy. 

As Madison pointed out in The Federalist (no. 40), the interests 
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of democracy are not served when one state, representin~ 1/60 of 

the nation's population, C:J..."1 block the v1Till of the rest. The 

unanimity requirer:1.en t in the Cor:1:uuni ty confers a veto on one 

nation with 

re pre sen ting 

Market. As 

a population smaller than that of Florence, a country 

0.13% of the combined population of the Common 

one writer puts it, a "mutual veto ... represents 

negative minority rule."(33) 

To be sure, majori tarianisrn does not represent the sole 

democratic value. Constitutions protect minorities on certain 

issues from the will of the majority. Likewise, divisions of 

competence in a federal or confederal system protect the minority 

that inhabits a given territorial division from the will of the 

federal or confederal majority as regards certain issues,(34) 

either because they are believed to be particularly local in 

character or because they are most efficiently managed at that 

level. · 

The ideal division of competences in a federal or confederal 

system, . however, is not subject to a theoretical analysis. 

Instead, it reflects an empirical judgment in light of values that 

shift over time .. (35) The"democratic unit"·(36) in the Community, 

the Member State, is an historical accident, not a rational 

division designed to maximize democratic values and efficiency. 

Since no reordering of national boundaries in Europe is in the 

offing, the Draft Treaty has tried to accommodate the conflicting 
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demands of a democracy of nations a."ld a democracy of peoples. 

From this v311tage point, the unfairness of Article 236 1 s unanimity 

requirement emerges. .Al though it may be "undemocratic 11 to proceed 

from one stage of integration to another without the consent of 

all parties to the original agreement, to provide otherwise 

prevents the majority from reaching its 0\1,TI judgment on the ideal

-for that group in that moment of time-- division of competences 

within the federal or confederal system. The right to make such a 

choice is fundamental to democratic values, and should not be 

subject to "negative minority rule." 

.::L:.:e:.Jga°'::~::1 __ c:::..::o:..:n:.:s:..:t:..:r:..:u=c..:t~_l:..:'1.;;o..:· __ .:..7: Whatever the 1 e gal and po 1 it i cal 

justifidations for a transition from European Community to 

European Union under the Draft Treaty, we may have to confront, 

in Europe, the possibility of two institutions existing side-by

side. Such a Europe "a deux vi tesses" constitutes the most likely 

solution to the practical problem of guaranteeing the rights of 

Member States that do not feel ready to take the next step in 

European integration. It should be emphasized, however, that this 

practical political solution does not resolve the legal issue 

posed by a treaty that deals with fields in which the Eember 

States have 

Community and 

Treaty of Rome. 

transferred their sovereignty to the European 

adopted outside the amendment mechanisms of the 
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Europe has experimented before with parallel institutions. The 

practical inefficiency of this solution was recognized in the 

Vierger Treaty of 1965, which abolished the redundant institutional 

structure of the three European Communities. A similar redund~~cy 

endures, however, in the separation between the European Political 

Cooperation and the European Council. While that system has led to 

such absurdities as dividing meetings between Copenhagen ~~d 

Brussels, it has nevertheless survived. This fact suggests that, 

for all its inefficiency, a coexisting Community and Union may 

prove a viable transitional solution.(37) Of course, the parallel 

institutions of the Union and the Community could not function 

together as readily as did the institutions of the three 

Communities before 1965, because their composition would not be 

the same. Still, it should be possible to coordinate their 

operations to a large extent. 

The other solution that has been suggested,(38) to negotiate some 

form of association between the Union and the diminished 

Community, offers both advantages and disadvantages. -It is 

appealing because it would eliminate a great deal of duplication 

of effort and obviate the danger that nations who were members of 

both the Community and the Union might someday be subject to 

conflicting obligations. The association solution is risky, 

however, even as a theoretical proposal, because it presupposes 

that the Union members could withdraw from the still-extant 
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Community. As ·noted above, He must avoid at all costs arguments 

that put at risk the already consolidated gains of the Co;mnunity. 

Conclusion 

Throughout this discussion we have tried to be sensitive to the 

distinction between the legal and the politic al issues surrounding 

the implementation procedure envisaged by the Draft Treaty 

establishing the European Union. We realize fully that the legal 

issues we have examined are liable to be subsumed in a political 

accord or lost in the shuffle of political controversy; still, 

analysis of legal arguments at this stage of the game may prevent 

them from becoming political weapons. Ironically, however, perhaps 

the most fruitful legal construct for interpreting and justifying 

the Draft Treaty's departure from the terms of Article 236 EEC has 

proved to be precisely the one that draws most heavily from 

political theory. This is true for two reasons. The other 

possible constructs we have discussed, especially those that apply 

to the probable scenario of partial ratification, entail serious 

risks to the Community should they be accepted in principle. 

Second, a political analysis is intuitively more appropriate to 

the revolutionary nature of the enterprise at hand. It is fitting, 

when considering an effort as great as that of proceeding from a 

"European Confederation" to a "European Union," to recall the 

basic values underlying federalism and democracy. 
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Footnotes 

1. The following ' • +- • comoinaL,ions would. meet the requirements of 

Article 82: Any combination of six states including all of the 

Big Four; Any combination including three of the Big Four and 

Denmark; .Ar1y combination including Italy, France, and Germany or 

the United Kingdom, Italy, and Germany; Any combination including 

the United Zingdom, France, ·Germany and Greece or Belgium. If the 

United Kingdom, France, and Italy adhere, but not Germany, any 

combination must include the Netherlands or any of the following 

pairs: Greece and Denmark, Greece and Belgium, Denmark and 

· Belgium. It is impossible for any combination of six Eember States 

to satisfy the requir:ements of Article 82 unless it includes three 

of the Big Four. Source for population figures: Countries of the 

World and their Leaders: Yearbook 1984 (Detroit 1984). 

2. For-the sake of simplicity I shall deal only with the EEC; most 

issues are similar in the ECSC and Euratom. Cf. Article 96 ECSC 

and Article 204 Euratom. 

3. One example of such a treaty is the recently concluded Law of 

the Sea Convention. For a discussion of the roles of the Community 

and the Member States in that treaty, ~, Gaja, The European 

Community's Participation in the Law of the Sea Convention: Some 

Incoherencies in a Compromise Solution, in 5 Italian Yearbool< of 

Int' l. L. 110 ( 1980-81). 
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4. The juxtaposition of G..n imperative nshall ;:1eet at once 11 and the 

facultative "by common accord" is a classical way of reconciling 

incompatible interests. For a siLlilar formulation cf. Art. 

169(EEC). 

5. Ehlermann, Die Rolle der Juristen im Rechtsetzungsprozess der 

EG ( 1983) from which we have dravm and to which we are indebted. 

6. Though in both these cases constitutional changes altered the 

complexion of the nation, unifying Italy and partitioning 

Germany. 

7. Ilke, How Nations Negotiate 202 (1964). 

8. Weiler, ~T~h~e;__~C~o~rnn=1u~n~i~·t~y.,__~S~y~s~t~e~m=-: The Dual Character of 

Supranationalism, 1 Yearbool< of European Law 267 (1981). 

9. For exan1ple, the OECD supplanted the OEEC vii thout following 

the organic amendment procedures contained in the OEEC. See, 

Jacque The. European Union Treaty and Community Treaties, 

Crocodile, no. 11, 6, 7 (June 1983). 

10. The Convention on Common Institutions was signed with the 

Treaties of Rome. Although it modified portions of the ECSC 

Treaty, no-one objected that Art. ECSC had been breached. 

Catalano, The European Union Treaty: Legal and Institutional 
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Legitimacy, Crocodile, no. 11, 1, 2 (June 1983). The 

"acceleration decisions 11 of the 1960 1 s furnish another parallel. 

In Commission v. Italian Republic, Case 38/69 (1970) E.C.R. 47, 

Italy claimed that an acceleration decision modifying the terms of 

the Treaty of Rome had the status of an international agreement 

such as those foreseen by Articles 20 and 220(EEC). The Court of 

Justice disagreed, rejecting Italy's claim that her declarations 

at the time of the decisions operated as a reservation to an 

international instrument. See, Pescatore, The Law of Integration 

67 (Leiden 1974). 

11. See, Schwarze, Ungeschriebene Geschaftsfunrungsbefugisse fur 

die Komrnissien bei Untatigkeit des Rates? Zurn Fischerei-Urteil 

des EuGH v.5.5.1981., 17 Europarecht 133 (1982). 

12. Roquette Freres v. Council, Case 138/79 (1980) E.C.R. 3360. 

The Draft Treaty's concern for continuity manifests i ts_elf 

~,, especially in Article 7, entitled "The Comrr.uni ty Patrimony." 

· 14. - Cf. Ar.tic le 208 of the Eura tom Treaty. Article 97 of the ECSC 

limits that treaty to a term of 50 years. 

15. Akehurst, Withdrawal from International 

Organisations, in Current Legal Problems 1979 143, 151 (London 

1979). 
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16. Dagtoglou, How Indissoluble is tI1e Community?, in Basic 

Problems of the European Comrnuni ty 258 ( Oxford 1975). 

17, Id. at 259-260, 

18, Case 7/71 (1971) E.C.R. 1003, 1018. 

19. Article 56(1) reads: 

A treaty which contains no provisi,on regarding its 

termination and which does not provide for denunciation or 

withdrawal is not subject to denunciation or withdrawal 

unless: 

(a) it is established that the parties intended to admit the 

possibility of denunciation or withdrawal; or 

(b) a right of denunciation or withdrawal may be implied by 

the nature of the treaty. 

20. Article 

principle from 

56(l)(b) does not state an entirely different 

Article 56(1)(a); it merely expresses in concrete 

form the concept that the nature of some treaties may give rise to 

a presumption that the Contracting Parties intended .to· include a 

right of withdrawal. 

21. E.g. Akehurst, supra . 
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22. This situation is, of course, purely hypothetical. It is as 

unlikely th-at only- one f,.-iernber State 1:rould oppose the Draft Treaty 

as it is that Luxembourg would be the one to do so. 

23. Nickel, Le projet de trait& institua~t l'Union europeenne 

§labor§ par le Parlement europeen forthcoming in Cahiers Ce Droit 

Europeen (1984); Catalano, supra, at 2; Jacque, supra, at 7. 

24. Insofar as the envisaged jurisdiction of the Union comprises 

subject matters that fall within the exclusive competence of the 

the principle of preemption precludes the !-!ember Community, 

States from entering into agreements in those areas. To the 

extent that the new Treaty deals with matters over which the 

Member States have concurrent competence, the agreement would risk 

violating the principle of supremacy. We have warned all along 

that certain rationales for justifying Art. 82(DT) may risk doing 

grave ·harm to the Community acquis; this legal construct, which 

suggests that the transfer of sovereign powers from the Member 

• States to the Community may be revoked at any time, could wreak 

havoc on the exis.ting c·ommuni ty structure. 

25. The sort of principle that we are referring to clearly 

straddles the domains of law, philosophy and political science. 

Such principles are nonetheless "legal" principles; indeed, they 

· are essential elements of the legal edifice. The law must turn to 

fundamental principles when confronted by the "hard" cases that 

, 
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cannot be resolved by the usual legal methods. Dv;orkin, 

Taking Rights Seriously (London rev'd ed. 1978). 

26. The controversies leading to the final version of the 

Articles is recounted in detail by Jensen, The Articles of 

• Confederation (Madison 1948). 

• 

• 

27. The classic picture of a nation paralyzed by the weakness of 

its central government, painted by Fiske, The Critical Period of 

American History 1783-1789 ( Boston and New York 1888), has been 

much disputed in recent years. See, e.g. Jensen, The !Tew Nation: A 

of the United States During the Confederation 1781-1789 

(New York 1950); Morgan, The Birth of the Republic 1763-1789 

(Chicago rev'd ed. 1977). Stil~, the consensus survives that the 

Confederation was hamstrung in. certain areas, especially in 

foreign relations and commercial policy, and by its lack of power 

to collect taxes. 

28, The two states were, apparently, well aware that their 

agreement was illegal. Farrand, The Fathers of the Constitution 

100-101 (New Haven 1921) . 

29. Only five states were represented at the Annapolis 

Convention. The failure of this Convention, it has been suggested, 

was deliberate; it highlighted the need for radical, rather than 
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inc:-er:iental, )rov::.cleC c&ll 

Constitutional ccnvention. :d. ~t :ol-103. 

30. Con£;ress I resolution read, in part: 

there is provision in the 1\rticles of Confe(e:ce.tion 

and perpetue..l Union., for rna!:ing al ter3.tions t~rer?in, ':Jy the 

assent of & Congress of the 2..r1cl of the 

legislatures of the several States 

Resolved, - /That a ccrivention be assembled/ ... -for the sol·2 

and express purpose of revisin7 the articles of the 

Confederation; arid reporting to Congress a11d the several 

lef;islatures such alterations and provisfcns the::.--ei n, as 

shall, when agreed to in Congress, anc1 confirrwed by the 

States, render the federal Constitution adequate to the 

exigencies of government and the presec'.'vation of the Union. 

The Annapoli~ call v,as •simil-ar, calling for a convention 

to devise such fu:cther provisions as. shall appear to the;:i 

necessary to render the Constitution of. the federal 

government aC.equate to the exisencies of the Union; a.nd to 

report such a.1 act for that purpose, to the United States in 

Congress assembled, as ·when agreed to by them, and after1·✓-ards 
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confirmed by the legislature of every State, will effectually 

provide for the sa'Tle. 

Quoted by Madison in The Federalist, !Jo. L!Q, 

31. Gilliard, A History of Switzerland 91 (';!estport Conn. 1978) . 

32. Calgari and Agliati, 2 Storia della Svizzera 216-18 

(Bellinzona 1969). 

33. Lijphart, Democracy in Plural Societies 36 (New Haven 1977). 

34. 

Integration 

Cappelletti, 

Through· Law: 
. . 

Seccombe, and ·Weiler, Introduction, 

Europe and the American Federal 

Experience, vol. 1, book 1. (Forthcoming). 

35. Dahl,· Federalism and the Democratic Process, in Liberal 

Democracy, NOHOS XXV 95 (Pennock and Chapman eds. 1933). 

36. Id. 

37. In any case, these precedents show that coexistence cannot be 

dismissed as "inconceivable." See, Nickel, supra, at 30 . 

• 38. Jacque, supra, at 8. 
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Vorspruch page 1 

Die Strategie entnimmt die zu untersuchenden Mittel und Zwecke nur aus 
der Erfahrung. 

(Carl von Clausewitz, Vom Kriege, 19. Auf!age, Bonn 1980, S. 294) 

"Tactics is fighting and strategy is planning where and how to fight" 
("Strategy", in: International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, 
1967, Vol. 15, p. 281) 

Die Politik bedeutet ein starkes langsames Bohren von harten Brettern 
mit Leidenschaft und AugenmaB zugleich ••• Alle geschichtliche Erfah
rung bestatigt, .•• daB man.das Mogliche nicht erreichte, wenn nicht 
immer wieder in der Welt nach dem Unmoglichen gegriffen worden ware, 
aber der, der das tun kann, muB ein Fuhrer sein und nicht nur das, 
sondern ••• auch ein Held ••• Welche beides nicht sind, mussen sich 
wappnen mit jener Festigkeit des Herzens, die auch dem Scheitern aller 
Hoffnungen gewachsen ist, jetzt schon, sonst werden sie nicht im 
Stande sein, auch nur durchzusetzen, was moglich ist. Nur wer sicher 
ist, daB er nicht daran zerbricht, wenn die Welt, von seinem Stand
punkt aus gesehen, zu dumm oder zu gemein ist fur das, was er ihr 
bieten wi l !. .. , nur der hat den "Beruf" zur Politik. 

(Max Weber, Politik als Beruf, Munchen/Leipzig, 2. Auflage 1926, S. 
67). 
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Some Conclusions page 1/2 

Some conclusions 

To assess to utility and feasibility of various strategies for an 
institutional reform is a risky business. 

The aim where the strategy should lead to is not clearly defined; even 
more, there are diverging and controversial interpretations of how the 
institutional set-up of a European Union (whatever this means) should 
look like; For the sake of orientation, four institutional models,,are 
been identified categorizing numerous variations on that theme, but a 
''simple'' cost-benefit analysis of different strategies is not pos
sible. 

The very concept of "strategy" is not clearly defined, the academic 
debate about it is in a rather early stage and inconclusive; the paper 
thus suggests certain conceptual ingredients for "strategy" and iden
tifies nine different strategiees pursued or being in debate; those 
are however not clear cut alternatives but might be used in different 
periods. 

Methodological traps are all around: In analysing the relative feasi
bility and utility of each strategy, we have to draw lessons from 
unresearched history - being endangered of sticking to too simple 
analogies - and to rely on political science analysis - also known for 
its imperfect state of the art. Here the dangers are deterministic 
fallacies. This paper presents some theses by which preliminary con
clusions for different strategies can be drawn. The perception of the 
political top about political value of overall package deal is consi
dered as of major importance to achieve institutional progress against 
the resistance of the national we! fare system. In a system of "coope
rative federalism'' where the major actors are involved with both 
national and European responsibi Ii ties the political support for "ra
dical" strategies (saut qua! itatif in terms of transfering competences 
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to a new European level) is small. Challenges from the world outside 
Europe are not necessarily a mobilizing force. 

Conclusions from these analysis are not encouraging. Major internal or 
external crises excluded, the strategy which would have the highest 
degree of feasibility is to build up a new core area, though its 
utility of really getting new, different, more efficient and more 
democratic in st i tut i ona 1 set-up is - at best open to debate and the 
costs - in terms of destroying the existing Community framework high. 
Resignation about the futility of riew attempts can only be muted by 
the hope that perceptions and interest constellations are subject to 
possible change, 
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I. THE DEBATE ON INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGIES 

1. A neglected field of integration studes 

The academic and political debate on integration strategies was and is 
- compared with the discussion about the institutional legal forms and 
the policy substance of a European Union - underdeveloped. Though it 
is generally accepted that initiatives for a "re lance europeenne" need 
to be pursued and implemented by some kind of political strategies, 
there are few academic works which assess the relative utility or dis
utility of different options to combine and to mix actors/forces, 
(taking and pursuing the initiative) procedures (of preparing, pur
suing and implementing projects) as well as legal forms (of adapta
tion), scope and specificity of European initiatives.1 

In the political discussions, the proposals for integration strategies 
are quite often reduced to formulas like 
- "it's time to mobilize the political will", 
- .or it is the "intergovernmental" charakter which led to the fai-

lures2 

- or fall back on familiar patterns to get time-tables (e.g. the 
Werner plan, EMS resolution;· the final clause of the Solemn· Decla
ration) or to create new committees (Vedel, three wise men, Gen
sther/Colombo follow up, Spaak II). 

A major problem for these debates on strategies is the lack of no 
commonly defined or generally accepted goals of a European Union or 
its institutional structure; the concept of a European Union is kept 
on purpose vague; thus it is not possible to analyse a goal-instrument 
relationship in which the alternative ways to one specific clearly set 
goal could be assessed with some form of academic cost/benefit analy
sis.3 The selection among different strategies is thus directly linked 
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with different interpretations of a European Union and its institu
tional reforms. 

The debates both from academic as from political circles have been 
intensified due to both the Genscher/Colombo as to the crocodile club 
initiative. Spinelli's (at least early) "radical" shift away from (or 
even against) the government bureaucracy complex as major actors to a 
"coalition" of parliaments have induced a new wave of conceptual 
:,:,,,. < 

reflections about bits and pieces of strategies, many already floating 
around partly since the beginning of the integration process. The 
major part of this paper proposes to revisit basic assumptions of 
different strategies for institutional reforms. Theses on the integra
tion process are based on the methodological assumption that an as
sessment of integration strategies cannot be limited to a narrow view 
on Community institutions as they work or break down, 4 but need to 
include the environment in which Community strategies have to operate. 

2. Methodological fallacies - cliffs ahead in a stormy sea or how to 
minimalize the danger of falling in a methodological trap 

a) The risks 
. .• ' 

Considerations about integration strategies cannot be separated from 
their inherent methodological problems. Indeed, given the imperfect 
state of our art some methodological assumptions need to be set any
how. Some sources of fallacies quite common for discussion on European 
strategies should be however mentioned as a "caveat" for too fast a 
conclusion. They include the fallacies of historical analogies as 
consequence of the unreflected use of earlier "lessons", the determi
nistic fixation as consequence of too rigid feasibility approaches and 
the voluntaristic activism from a_ political "necessity approach". 
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Fallacies deriving from historical "lessons• 
Successes like the Spaak Committee and failures like Spinelli's 
Congress of the European People are quite often transposed into the 

, present: "When it worked then it w i 11 work again .•. " Or: Because the 
head of governments failed always we need alternative strategies. 

In taking up Hegel's view that history is al ways right•, the successes 
are given a higher "moral",weight than the failures; thus, what has 
succeeded in the history of European integration becomes sacrosanct 
and petri fies into a doctrine. The Monnet or Spaak method of integ
ration and strategies are thus sometimes turned - contrary to what 
those persons perhaps considered themselves - from a· useful strategy 
for a certain political constellation into a general rule which is 
taken out of its historical context. 

Historical progresses and persons turn into myths which are constrated 
to the rather miserable reality and should, by referring to them full 
of "awe", stimulate political actors to imitate their predecessors. 
The "great fathers" of the European Integration history, the Messina 
conference (which was apparently rather inconclusi ve5) and the Spaak 
committee (see the Fontainebleau Communique) are used to put some kind 
of moral pressure on present day politicians to act with the same 
couraga and-in the same direction. As long as these.myths are just 
used for motivating politicians to become more active for integration, 
they are not necessarily harmful; as soon however as they become 
master-plans or models from which a deviation is considered as sin, 
they might block constructive policies. Linked with the mystification 
of historical successes as a "force mobilitratrice" and master plan is 
the doctrinazation of an once accepted principle for institutional 
reforms, e.g. the formula of returning to the "original equilibrium of 
the treaties" or of retaining the national veto for "vital interests". 
Without analyz.ing .. the conditions for developing these principles and 
their respective usefulness in different situations, the claim to use 
them again (or to stick to them) becomes an obstacle to look at the 
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present and prepare actions for the future. Even if it would be proved 

that the deviation from such a principle was dysfunctional at a given 

time (in the terms of the respective historical tasks) a return to 

paradise might be as dysfunctional as the paradise might meanwhile 

have changed its character. Without analyzing the major factors for 

success and failures in the past and compare them with the constella-

• tion at the present, historical analogies are thus dangerous to work 

wl'th as they will be misleading. 

Strategies for the European Union in the second half of the eighties 

aer thus endangered to be based on superficial assessments of strate

gies, which were developed of the immediate post war period. Myths are 

also inviting ''revisionistic'' critics 6 destroying not only overrated 

successes but they tend to underestimate the influence of the once 
overestimated factors.? 

Another trap of historical lessons for strategies is to interpret the 

history only from today's need and pointing at lost opportunities, 

e.g. the claim that if we would.have only followed the Fouchet Plan, 

even in its most intergovernmental form, we would be much better off 

today, is again - not reflecting the constellation of the that time 

and mig_ht lead to an activism of using each possible step forwards 

·.•devoid. of any assessment of different strategies open and disregarding ,:-. ,, ... 
the utility to fight for a better solution than those which seem 
politically feasible. 

Another methodological problem of today's discussion on strategies is 

to present a classification of historical periods of the Community 

· which look! obvious at first sight, but at a closer view you wonder 

how meaningful this periodization really is for present day stra

tegies. For example, how useful is it for different kinds of strate

gies to refer to a "Europe of the second generation" as long as you do 

not make clear for what purpose and along which line you distinguish 

among "generations". Using different events and categories, you could 
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easily establish a classification with at least two, three, four 

"generations of Europeans8 Even with more sophistication it might be 

difficult to use these classifications· as different "generations" are 

working together in one ball game at the same time (from Spinelli to 

Fabius). 

Dahrendorf's classification of a First, Second and Third Europe9 is 

more elaborated but it has clear shortcomings in explaining present 

day developments in which the policies of several periods intermingle 

or.~ollide. Thus Weiler, lO has pointed at the "parallelism" of inter

governmentalization in the decision making with increasing suprana

tionalism tn the decision implementation. 

Traps of a feasibility approach 
The (useful and necessary) approach to analyse the political constel

lation of today referring to basic factors and structures (e.g. to the 

perseverance of the "nation state" or to the tensions of economic 

divergences) quite often leads explicitly or implicitly to explain the 

status quo as the only possible product of the historical develop
ments. 

As in other fields of society, "historical trends" are quite often 

extrapolated into the present- and future and, also- made· "sacrosanct": 

For example as we witness over the last decades, an increased involve

ment and weight of national governments and bureaucracies, some quite 

often assume implicitly that this intergovernmental izati on is a "na

tural" (!) and "logical" (!) development, which can and should not be 

counteracted. Without looking at the basic factors of these trend, e. 

g. the welfare state dimension (see below) and analyze its persis

tence, such extrapolations of a "visible" flow of events into acer

tain direction leave us unprepared for possible basic structural 
changes. 
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The future is equally "determined" by these factors leaving no real 

space for political manoeuvres by political actors. Their activities 

can just hasten or slow down the inbuild dynamic of an historical 

process. The inherent dangers of certain feasibility studies is thus 

political resignation. 

Again: we are inclined to base our considerations on strategies for 

the Euro~~an Union and its institutional on past instead on future 

cons tel 1 at ions. 

Problems of the "political necessity" approach 

The methodical trap the political necessity approach can fall into is 

caused by starting the debate on strategies by analyzing the world we 

1 i ve in. A most preferable program setting the maximum goal is then 

sketched.11 The implementation is then left to the politicians who are 

supposed to reach those goals if they only manage to mobilize the 

"political will" which must be present as the program reflects the 

most rational way to solve the problems ahead and will thus be sup

ported by all men of "good will". The intellectual quality is supposed 

to be the driving force. The way to reach this paradise can thus be 

paved e.g. by clear landmarks by binding timetables. Needed is just 

the political leader to convince citizens of the usefulness of their 
. '·•.:'. 

program. This approach was the inherent danger to lead to political 

activism turning around few personalities without a more systematic 

look into the policy. 

b) The plea for "educated guesses" 

The risks of falling into such methodological fallacies (which were 

exaggerated as paradise) are often seen and reflected, Nevertheless, 

the debate on integration strategies runs too often into such traps, 

thus reducing the potential for better based advi_ce and actions. Given 

the risk, should we then refrain from all use of history and systemic 
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analysis and develop "pragmatic" concepts which fit much better into 
present days' realities by avoiding any political and intellectual 
deviations caused by historical doctrines, oversimplified extrapola
tions or paradise oriented time tables? The argumentation against this 
quite often preached pragmatism is based on several grounds. 

The politi~al decision makers as well as academic observers draw 
exp'licitly (as was referred to above) or even more often implicitly 
from their personal experiences or at least from their personal inter
pretation of the Community hi story. "Pragmatism" means then quite 
often unreflected conclusions from limited experiences and a distort
ed set· of" facts consolidating into an "ideology" about what should be 
done and how it should be done. As Keynes pointed out, those who claim 
to be pragmatic base their actions on ''outmoded theories''. Thus: 
History is part of political life. What we need is not to exclude it 
(what is in any case impossible) but to exploit it more thoroughly for 
our strategies. 

An exploitation of history should be based on sound social science 
methods. Since Popper, we know that a verification of causal theories 
in a complex social world is impossible; however, falsifications are 
highly useful to refute theses and theories not explaining sufficient
l_y the reality. From academic research works we know how difficult it 
is to identify relevant variables (factors) and, in particular, to 
isolate them from additional factors, the "ceteris paribus clause" is 
difficult to keep, 12 so we are always running the risk of overestimat
ing the influence of one factor (e.g. the personality of decision 
makers or the perennial national interests) and of underestimating 
other factors like the compatibility of economic and political struc
tures (or vice versa). At the same time, to include all possible and 
potential factors into the debate on strategies is practically impos
sible and/or too costly in terms of time, money and energy. 
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For the debate on strategies, we should therefore highlight the pos
sible impact of certain factors. In a more extended research, those 
theses could be tested in case studies. For our conference, the theses 
should serve to stimulate discussions "representative" (as far as this 
is possible) for different constellations of factors. Given the limi
tations, our debate will and can certainly not find the one and only 
"truth" about how and why strategies to make progress on the way to 
European Uni on fail or succeed, but hopefully we put doubts forward 
vis-ci-vis oversimplifications and work out "probabi 1 i ties". A success 
of such a debate would be to come to more "educated guesses" superior 
in insights to at least some of the presently propagated views. 

By finding factors which can help to understand certain successful or 
unsuccessful ways to European Union, they could be identified as 
crucial el.ements for strategies to pursue. Thus, if we find out that 
package deals among member governments, are the most crucial factors 
for steps ahead (see below), then we would recommend not to spend only 
time on identifying the best integration forms along rational and 
functional lines but to combine useful integration steps with the 
interests of member governments. Second best options(= political 
optimum) in terms of a purely technical problem solution from a Commu
nity point of view should than be considered preferable to maximum 
solutions which are outside the political interests. 

This paper thus starts from the methodological approach that "feasibi
lity" (political potential and restraints) and "goal-achievement" are 
two criteria which need to be examined for a development of the stra
tegy. 

In accepting both criteria, it would be a mistake to first describe 
the ideal world, the paradise, and only then try to find ways to 
implement them. Quite often, the train is then already on a completely 
wrong track, from which it cannot be moved away. Right from the begin-
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ning, both the feasibility and the goal achievement aspect must be 
discussed together. 

By using this methodological device, it is assumed that within a set
up of historical and economic factors political action can change 
reality. 13 

II. THE EUROPEAN UNION - A VAGUE AND AMBIGUOUS AIM 

1. Of bits and pieces floating around 

When referring to institutional reforms, it is now usual to refer to 
- some concepts of a European Union as the goal to which changes and 
adaptations of the Community's political system should lead to. Also 
in term of intellectual charity it is helpful to reflect about the 
"finalite" of actions. 

The term European Union is - on political purpose - kept vague. 14 As 
with the term "integration", it imp! ies different meanings to differ
ent political forces. 15 The meaning of ''Union'' already refers to 
vario,us concepts in different languages.16 The "unionist" wing repre
sen.ted in the early integration history were strong defenders of 
intergovernmental cooperation stressing national sovereignty against 
federa 1 i sts demanding transfer of sovereignties. 17 In the Community 
history itself, the term European Union is only one among others for 
"more efficient and democratic European institutions" for achieving 
more "unity", more "common" policies", a new "federal" constitution 
etc. The Rome Treaty refers in its preamble to an "ever closer union 
among European peoples", the Fouchet discussions turned around a 
"political Union". 

The Paris Communique of 1972 is more comprehensive but does not pro
vide a clear goal either. The formula "converting, ... in absolut 
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conformity with the signed Treaties, all the relationships between 
Member States into a European Union" is vague about the institutional 
forms and policy contents as well as ambiguous and even contradictory. 
Later definitions by Tindemans and the three wise man stressed essen
tial principles (like that of solidarity), new tasks and detailed 
institutional and procedural proposals. The European Counci 1 "wel

comed" those reports by underlining different lines of further work 

(1 ike "consolidating" and "developing" of the "acquis communautai res" 
and "best use"_ of possibilities for cooperation methods).18 The latest 

attempt to define the European Union by the European Counci 1 in the 
Solemn Declaration and by the EP in the draft treaty on the European 
Union demonstrate few signs for a significant convergency on the mean

ing of European Union and its institutional set-up as a central part 
of the new political system, though certain extremes on both sides 
were exc 1 uded. 

For a debate on strategies, this ambiguity reduces the "value-free" or 
"neutral" character of advice academics can give. The definition of 

the goal is already .part of the strategy and must therefore take 
"strategical" consideration into account. 

2. Four models as possible goals .of a European Union 

Though we do not dispose of any politically legitimized and/or gene
rally agreed definition of an institutional set-up which could serve 
as the goal of a strategy, four models could be identified19 in the 
discussion. 

(1) In a "presidency" model, the European Council disposes the "su

preme powerr" acting above and outside the Community system. The 
i ntergovernmenta 1 character might be reinforced by a po 1 it i ca 1 

secretariat for the heads of governments reducing the role of the 
Commission and the Council Secretariat. The Council would turn de 
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facto into a Coreper on a higher level which would at least gua
rantee the legality of discussion. The European Parliament might 
have a teaching fun ct ion with some kind of moral persuasion. The 
European Un ion fol lows the concept of a ! 'Europe des patries'. 

(2) In the reinforced Community model, the relations between Community 
bodies are made more efficient: 

* the European Council turns also de jure into the Council on the 
level of the head of governments; 

* the Council decides by majority voting; 

* the Commission exercises its initiattve" and· im·prement·aTion 
function more forcefully, its position being reinforced by 
majority voting in the Council; 

* the European Parliament increases its power of control (with 
sanctions), but does not get more deeply involved in the deci
sion-making process. 

The European Union concept returns to the "original" equilibrium 
of the Treaty. 

· (3) The dual model is characterized by the co-decision making power of 
Council and .. Parliament of the. Union, both of which have to agree -
with different forms of majority - to legislative and budgetary 
acts, to treaties and to the installations of the Commission. 

The institutional concept of this dual model is based on two 
legitimacies: the national and the direct European. 

(4) The parliamentary federation set-up is conned by the supremacy of 
the European Parliament which elects the government and disposes 
over the final say in legislative and budgetary acts. The Council 
becomes a second chamber wLth some more rights in special "do.
maines reservees" I ike foreign affairs. 
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Those institutional models of the European Union do not necessarily 
deterine the strategy with which this set-up is to be achieved, i.e. 
one concept might be pursued with• different strategies; or one 
strategy might serve different models; nevertheless, we could expect 
certain affinities between the institutions are to play a principal. 
role in the final set-up on one side and the actors who are the 
dominant political force in a strategy on the other side. Furthermore, 
as some models - at least the dual and the federal - would need a 
legal implementation in form of a treaty or a constitution, the 
' . . 

"strategical requirements" are by far higher: For a "saut qualitatif" 
the strategy must be capable of inducing a more radical change than 
progress "a petits pas". 

III. INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGIES 

1. Conceptual ingredients 

Besides the ambiguity and diverging interpretations of the goal it is 
also the vagueness of what is called "strategy" which contributes to 
the difficulties in the academic and political debate. Quite often 
stra~egy .is used synonymously for "program" policies or goals. For our 
purpose, it is useful to draw a distinction b~tween the following 
elements: 

a) The actors in different stages 

* Who is are pushing for an initiative? A respective personality like 
Monnet, a group of influential advisers, a circle of the "elite" 
like the European Movement, the representatives of the European 
people, i.e. in the European Par! iament?· 
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* Who is the "catalysator" to take an accepted decision on the proce
dure for a follow-up (heads of government in the European Council, 
national parliaments)? 

* Who are the political actors/forces who are the object of the 
initiative, i.e. who are supposed to implement national Governments 
in the European Council (national parliaments or just Community 
institutions)? 

Who are the actors who need to be engaged for political support (e. 
g. parties, pressure groups, national parliamentarians)? 

b) Procedures and legal mechanism 

* What kind of procedures are used for undertaking the initiative -
e.g. informal, even secretive channels or formal, open treaty 
prov is ions (Art. 236)? 

* What kind of legal/procedural form is aimed at as result of the 
initiative e.g. legally unbinding declaration like the Stuttgart 
Solemn declaration or the reports on EPC, a treaty, or even a con
stitution. 

c) The modalities 

* What is the content of the initiative? Is it of broad overall 
nature including both several sectors of activities and an overall 
institutional change (e.g. the draft for a European Political 
Community, Draft Treaty of the European Parliaments), does it 
enumerate several areas of activities without any specific institu
tional changes like :the Werner report and the Paris 1972 summit; 
does it concentrated on few policy sectors like coal and steel, 
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monetary integration or on few key institutional sectors creating 
the European Council, the European Poli ti cal Cooperation reports? 
Does the initiative thus Jay the stress on institutional reforms, 
or on problem solving? 

* How detailed is the initiative? Is it a carefully draft and de
tailed.document (like the draft treaty on the European Union); more 
a genera I statement of major points where deta i Is a re open ( e.g. 
the 1972 summit) or the outline,pf few central topics to which 
others can be added (like the Monnet plan or the Giscard/Schmidt 
initiative on the EMW)? 

* How careful are the explanations drafted and presented to different 
forces - just a reference to the gloomy situation of Europe as 
raisonnement or more explicit in terms of the specific interest of 
the actors who are to implement the ini_tiati ve? 

* From what kind of dynamic mechanisms is the strategy supposed to 
draw its strength, e.g. economic inbui Id rationals of large mar
kets, the economic self interest of involved circles of the socie
ty, package deals among interests of different countries/nations, 

,., the democratic will of the European people, external threats the 
forces which are considered to set and to keep the train in motion. 

A debate of this vital part of an integration strategy needs to be 
based on some kind of "positive theory" explaining why and how the 
process of integration develops. Thus the validity of different 
integration theories plays a crucial role for the success of an 
integration strategies. The lamentable situation of general inte
gration theories20 increases the problems of advising a successful 
strategy. 
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2. Some types of strategies 

These elements of strategies can be mixed in numerous- combinations.

However from pursued attempts so far and from the debate, our conside

rations should concentrate on some types of strategies: 

( 1) The type of "statesmen" strategy stresses the role of the politic

al top21 which needs to be convinced in informal, secretive, high 

level contacts. The modalities should be drafted to fit the per

sonal characteristics and political style of the leading persona

lities. The character of the final product should be unbinding or 

- at least - the national parliaments should enter the scene only 

at the end. The probability is high that this strategy will mainly 

be used for a presidency model. The process should also exclude as 

far as possible "interdependent outsiders" like the Commission, 

the EP, etc.; if not possible otherwise, they should play only a 

secondary role as ''experts''. The "political will" of the real 

"European statesmen" is considered as the basic dynamic of this 
strategy. 

(2Y In the "conference" strategy22 national governments are fol lowing 

formal procedures either according to Art. 236 of the Rome treaty 

or by supernational conferences of governments aside from treaty 

provisions. Community bodies would be officially consulted in the 

first version. Expert committees and national bureaucracies play 

an eminent role. The final product consists of a treaty to be 

ratified by national par! iaments. Such a strategy, should mainly 

serve basic changes towards a dual or federal model. As the inhe

rent "dynamics" are considered the constitutinal procedures in
volving all formal actors. 

(3) The "coalition of parliaments" strategy identifies as major actors 

the parliaments with the European parliament in the conceptual and 

political lead.23 As the dynamics of the strategy are located with 
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democratic/parliamentary "revolt" against the bureaucratic net

work, procedures are to be based on parliamentarians besides the 

usual and formal negotiation machinery of governments. The final 

product will be a treaty reinforcing the role of the EP in a dual 

or federal model . 

.(4) Thg,,,,"revolutionary" strategy24 sees all "existing" political ac

tors (also parties and national parliaments) as defending their 

own status quo within the existing political system; this strategy 

looks for a mobilization of the "mass" by an "avant-garde" leading 

to a European "consti tuante" really representative of the European 

people. The final product will be a federal constitution. 

(5) In a "directoire" strategy25 only the statesmen of major (= larger 

= more ·powerful) countries agree on steps forward because only 

those are feeling the 0historical responsibilities" in a world

wide context and develop the energy (lacking to other governments) 

for taking bold decisions. In personal summits of those head of 

governments, the major dee is ion w i 11 be taken. Other countries 

will be pure "decision takers" which are confronted with "submis

sion" to the agreement by the "principal nations 1126 or exlusion 

from the "internal circle". The final product will probably give 

· the personal engagement of the political top a dominant role.· 

(6) A "core area" strategy27 propagates more integration for all those 

countries prepared to join - the assumption is that this circle 

will consist of the original member countries(= core area); the 

others will either follow the lead into a more integrated system 

or exclude themselves. The dynamic is based on the higher degree 

of interests among those countries. The final product is open to 

debate as this concept is proposed by actors with different insti

tutional concepts. 
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(7) The multi-tier or ''abgestufte'' integration strategy28 tries to 
combine a flexible implementation of generally agreed policies by 
some countries with a stability of the overall institutional 
framework and help for those countries which have difficulties to 
fol low. As for institutional reforms, this strategy needs more 
considerations. 

(8) The "problem solving or scope enlargement first strategy1129 re
duces the importance of the institutional reforms. Some of this 
school esteem the present formal decision-making and decision 
implementation structure as in general terms sufficient for solv
ing problems ahead of Europe; some want to exclude the more con
troversial institutional issues from the agenda as they might be a 
nuisance for going ahead with solving problems; some hope that by 
broadening the scope of activities treated by the Community will 
finally induce or "spill over1130 to an institutional reform. In 
all three variations of this school it is assumed that problem 
solving irrespective of the institutional form is the major drive 
for more integration. Institutional reforms are at best a by
product if not even a tactical nuisance. The flexibility of proce
dures within the established framework is given highest priority. 
The product in institutional terms is the status quo with adapta
tions and supplement leading towerds-a model of a reinforced 
Community system or to a presidency model. 

(9) The "I 'Europe a la carte" strategy31 , stresses the problem solving 
priority irrespective .of or even detrimental institutional conse
quences for the existing Community.32 Institutional engineering is 
at best the task at the end of a period rid of institutional and 
legal strait jackets. 

Those strategeis are not mutually exclusive; most of those are,even 
quite often pursued at the same time or at least consecutively in a 
"trial and error process''. However, strategies cannot be switched 
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arbitrarily. According to relative utility of different ingridients, 
plans of initiatives have to be made, priorities to whom to address 
and to which procedures should be employed have to be set, coherence 
between dynamic forces and procedures and actors have to be 
established. 

For,~s.~essing the relative uti Ii ty of these strategies, some "lessons" 
from J~e Community history - still rather unresearched as we know -, 
some -political science considerations on the "dynamics" of "system" 
also known for its imperfect "date of the art" will be developed in 
form of theses. From those analyses of the factors influencing the 
degree of uti Ii ty of certain strategies, we hope to reach an "educated 
guess" about the probabilities if those certain strategies will work. 

IV. THE RELATIVE IMPORTANCE 

1. The role of different groups of actors 

a) First theses: 

**********************************1*********************************** 

Progress towards more institutional integration was so far part of 
package deals among national interests as perceived by the political 
leadership in power, mainly heads of governments (who were strong 
enough to convince or overcome national political obstacles,33 or date 
the arguement the other way round with Spinelli: initiatives failed 
because the national governments (in the last decade: the European 
Counci I) were unable to reach an agreement). 
********************************************************************** 

This thesis implies and is based on: 
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(a) Steps towards a European Union with an institutional set-up were 
not following a master-plan conceived from an "idealistic" Euro
pean point of view which needed "only" technical and legal imple
mentation. Peace meal engineering with at most medium term per
spectives was dominant. Schneider pointed at the concrete politic
al interests dominating in the fifties.34 Milward even states that 
his findings about the period till 1951 "flatly contradict" the 
prominent role of European "idealism" based on the war-time expe
riences35 as they are elaborated by the work of Lipgens.36 

There is also no inherent historical deterministic force of the 
European society to move into a European federation, "the process 
of integration is (not a) thread woven into the fabric of Europe's 
political destiny". 37 

There is also no automatic implementation or at least no push 
strong enough by the functional necessities to solve problem 
together beyond national frontiers. 

Successes in integration attempts are thus not caused by the 
absence of national interests and/or the orientation of political 
actors towards an optimal European model,38 but by a congruence or 
at least compatibi 1 ity of national interests. 

(b) Institutional reforms were parts of an overall package in which 
the scope enlargment to,. deal with certain concrete, problems were 
the dynamic engine to set the train in motion. Pure institutional 
engineering did not attract throng support. 

On the other hand, progress towards European Union was not based 
on a "pure" package deal among "national" interests at a given 
moment. For a lasting· progress, structures, procedures and forms 
had to be included which lasted longer than the original package. 
Scope enlargement as such is not a sufficient guarantee for suc
cess. 

Necessary conditions for successes were thus twofold: The serv
ing of political needs and the creation of lasting structures and 
procedures. The structures as thus were quite often also the 
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result of compromises or package deals but they had an inbuild 
potential to start a process going beyond the original package 
deal. It was Monnet's chef d'oeuvre to combine exactly those 
elements in his CSCE plan. Indeed, the mastery of his plan is that 
it can be perceived as well as a master plan for European Unifica
tion as for French or German national political recovery.39 

The structures w_hich were created did only in exceptional 
cases replace the nation state as major political agency by a new 

,; European system but it mainly established rules and procedures for 
accommodation or co-existence of different even diverging national 
economic policies inside an outside the groups. Form and character 
of the ''institutionalization of interdependence 1140 is a major 
factor for failure or success (see also Thesis 17 and 20). 

(c) National interests are not a "fixed'' quasi unchangeable datum 
dictated by history and geography. To a large degree the percep
tion of national leaders about the policies in one sector and in 
the overall framework defines the national interest in a given mo
ment.41 These perceptions of national interests are not necessari
ly based on a "narrow self-interest•,42 but might also derive from 
some en! ightened self interest disregarding tangible short term 
costs for the sake of more indirect however less certain medium 
term benefits. 

The perception of national interests was not only a function of 
actual political needs but also of the ''vision" of political 
leaders (coming from a national environment) about the role of 
their respective countries in Europe and the world; thus for a 
debate ·on the perception of heads of governments it is necessary 
to analyse in which medium-term direction they want to move their 
country that includes also the alternatives open to them in compa
rison with more binding European solutions. It depends on that 
vision about the future role in how far costly compromises are 
accepted for the sake of establishing a reliable framework. 
The more the Community policy is however reduced to a management 
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of the status quo43 instead of creating potential future benefit, 
the more the short term view of national interests are dominant, 
coming the attempts of nation states to control the distribution 
of the costs and benefits of the package deals. 

This theses also implies that the perception of national inter
ests in steps towards European Union from the head of governments 
does not necessarily derive from "good" or "bad" integration 
attitudes of the responsible heads of governments but on how Euro
pean strategies serve different goals of their policies at the 
same time: 
- e.g. foreign policy goals like: gaining some kind of equal 
status (like for the FRG in the Monnet plan, like Ireland in the 
EMS etc.) or gaining influence on other partners and helping 
internal external economic policies (like for France in the Monnet 
Plan44 or gaining or reserving a large status in international 
affairs (like for the FRG and the UK in the EPC creation45; 
- e.g. winning general points vis-a-vis the electorate by selling 
specific policies with a European label; 
- e.g. by putting internal opposition forces in difficult posi
tions etc. 
Thus referring to the perception of national leaders does not 
imply that the achievement of progress was necessarily conditioned 
by having only_ "good Europeans" at the top of each national gov
ernment. Strong pro-integration attitudes were not a necessary 
prerequisite for successes. Again: Decisive was the overall poli
tical concept which the European initiatives served and the compa
tibility (not necessarily the identity or convergence) of this 
strategy with those of major partners. 

It is not the political will as such which was present or 
absent; this formula is dangerously often used to "explain" succe
sses -0r failures without making a more profound analysis. The 
formula of the "political will" develops into an empty category 
which - when present - is seen as a deux ex machina to implement 
initiatives, and - when absent - explains "easily" the lack of 
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progress. Thus the reference to the political will becomes a 

truism which quite often prevents a closer look into reality. 

(c) The perception of national leaders is vital, it is a necessary but 

not sufficient precondition for success. The political leaders 

must also be able to implement the ideas and enable the compro

(lli_s,es in the national setting. Steps forward were always accompa

nied by battles in the national environment about the usefulness 

of.. the Community for given interest. The "power" of leaders is of 

high importance. Thus it is not sufficient to analyze only the 

perception of political leaders but the national political con

text, the power relationships among political and societal for

ces.46 The political leadership is part of a political system in 

and by which the head of government has to operate. Especially for 

institutional reforms strong resistances have to be included in 

the analysis. The "national interest" is then the outcome of the 

national decision-making process - the battle in the capitals47 

with the head of governments in a dominant position when European 

initiatives are the object of negotiations. 

(d) This concentration on the role of political leadership does not 

imply that major statesmen have to create and initiate all plans 

and initiatives by themselves; those acts might and or quite often 

are prepared by the bureaucracy48 or by single personalities like 

Monnet or groups of experts. It is perhaps quite indicative for 

this thesis that plans might "float" around and for some time then 

being picked up by the political leadership who perceive them as 

useful in a given moment. Compared with the early fifties, the 

political leadership needs however to be involved more extensively 

in the seventies and eighties. 
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************************~*********2*********************************** 
A necessary but not sufficient precondition for a successful package 
deal was a primary·French/German agreement on the major ingredients 
of the package. The understanding between the French and the German 
leadership was the prerequisite for any major success. 
********************************************************************** 

This thesis implies or is based on following assumptions and lessons: 

(a) An initiative by one of those countries without an early under
standing with the other country did not work (see the Erhard 
Initiative from 1964, see Genscher/Colombo Initiative, see the 

French memoranda on the "especiale sociale et industrielle"). 

(b) A common French/German initiative proved quite often successful in 
the Community because the positions of the other countries were in 
the middle between the two so that a French/German agreement would 
not be detrimetal to their proper interests. 

(c) The rest of the original members recognized the crucial importance 
of a German/French understanding. Though perhaps complaining about 
a certain style of policy making - they did therefore not object 
to a special relationship as. furthermore the initiatives of those 
two countries normally were brought at an early stage into the 
Community framework. The inherent tendency towards a bilateral 
hegemony or di recto ire was counterbalanced by an appropriate use 
of Community channe 1 s. 

(d) Other countries could veto the French/German package, but not 
substitute it. Thus they have the power to prevent French/German 
plans buts the impact of their initiatives is significantly small
er than a French/German understanding. The. entry of new countries 
1 ike the U.K. has increased the frequencies and strenght of vetos 
but not lead to new constellations of driving forces. 
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( e) There was not necessarily a close identity or growing covergence 

of interests between France and the Federal Republic. To achieve a 

consensus between Germany and France force was always difficult. 

Failure of quite a lot of initiatives can be explained more by 

French/ German dlsaccord than by the "nuisance'' power of other 

members. This finding supports a core area or multitier strategy. 

**********************************3*********************************** 
As a driving force the will of the European people was of a secondary 

importance. 49 

********************************************************************** 

No initiative was successful because the "people" forced their leaders 

to pursue certain pro integration initiatives. Those initiatives which 

relied too much on "la volontl glnlrale'' as instrument ''against'' 

governments failed. This thesis- assumes: 

(a) A general pro European attitudes of citizens is not unimportant. 

It may serve as a "permissive consensus•50 which gives political 

leaders a certain freedom of manoeuvre which makes it difficult 

for opposition forces to attack them; a general pro-European 

attitude is a positive factor for them to "sell" their initiative 

and establish themselves as "statesman of historical and European 

rank". Thus, if this pro-European attitude in a country is not 

existing or disappearing, the freedom of maneouvre and the incen

tives to take and support initiatives are reduced as they do not 

serve any more for an overall political strategy (see Thesis 1). 

(b) Positive results of the Eurobarometer should not be deceiving: the 

potential for stronger European actions can be discerned, 51 how

ever if those actions are not taken, no government leader wi 11 

fall. Looking at studies about how voters decide about the party 

of their preference in elections, European initiatives were seldom 
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playing a decisive role, especially institutional technicalities 
do not find any popular reaction and to a certain degree the 
parliamentarrcoalition strategy is founded on a weak basis, as 
the last election campaign for the European Parliament has demon
strated. This implies that European initiatives were not crucial 
for political survival, maintenance of political power or the 
winning of political power. 

**********************************4*********************************** 
Political Parties inside and outside the Parliaments have played no 
major role of driving their leaders to strong actions, especially not 
in the field of institutional reforms, not even since the cooperation 
of parties in the European wide party groupings has intensified. 
*******************************************************************-lrl:* 

(a) One reason might be that gaining elections is the crucial function 
for each party: As elections were not decided on the ground of 
taking or leaving European initiatives (see thesis 3), parties did 
not "fight" for a European program. This argumentation does not 
exclude that parties were concerned with European questions, but 
they perceived them in "normal" times as of limited utility for 
winning elections. As with other topics-; catch-a-11 parties do not 
like to be on the negative side of a wide-spread attitude, thus 
they preferred in most member countries to pronounce themselves as 
pro-European without making this a basic crucial issue of e.g. the 
party leadership and program. -

(b) A second more speculative reason of a certain passivity of major_ 
parties refers to a perhaps instinctive drive of parties to con
s_erve power in their hands. Initiative to transfer powers to a 
European level might have been viewed as a reduction of their own 
influence - irrespective of European party groupings in or outside 
the European Par! iament. 
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If this thesis is valid, the parliamentary strategy will lack a cru
cial part of its dynamic. 

**********************************5*********************************** 
National Parliament as unities of their own have so far played no 
major role beyond what the party groups inside the Parliaments have. 
********************************************************************** 

Non partisan initiatives e. g. for the direct election of the European 
Parliament have been of a Jimited value. Reasons might be: 

(a) The often quoted loss of competences of national parliaments 52 

have not induced a revolt against national governments and bureau
craci•es. Rare outcries about insufficient information and partici
pation53 are muted (except for Denmark) by the "normal" interplay 
between the (majority) party(/ies) with the government and quite 
often by informal consultation procedures with the other parties. 

(b) As with parties, Parliaments might be reluctant to give up powers 
even if there are existing only "on paper" to some other body and 
even if this is democratically elected. 

· Thus, the assumption of the parliamentary strategy that there 
is a natural "alliance" of parliaments against national govern
ments and bureaucracies seems less valid than the thesis that na
tional parliamentarians might prefer the existing kind of perhaps 
mainly informal influence on at least their government (which they 
can vote out of office) and bureaucracy to a perhaps formally more 
democratic control of Community policies by a European Parliament 
where their influence is comparatively marginal. 
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**********************************6*********************************** 
Interests groups (including trade unions) limited their sometimes 
strong engagement on specific points, their general pro- and anti
European attitude is - similar to the public opinion - of a limited 
help or obstacle to initiatives for the institutional set-up of a 
European Uni on. 

********************************************************************** 

**********************************7*********************************** 
The national bureaucracies are not showing a persistent pattern. 
Though tending to power conservation in their hands and to a certain 
distrust of initiatives , there were in most member countries pro
integration coalitions in the bureaucracies of a considerable 
strength. 54 

********************************************************************** 

The often quoted blame that "national bureaucracies al though they have 
to take their place as major political actors. in the process and were 
indeed much more important to it than theory suggests, are deplorably 
i ! I-equipped for such a task (of long term calculations about gains 
and losses) trained as they are to destil with the greatest possible 
accuracy forecasts about calculable short term consequences1155 does 
not seem to be confirmed by historical evidence. F~rthermore, the 
political leadership could - it wanted - make their plans implemented 
by their bureaucracies. Thus, bureaucracies are not necessarily the 
foes of any integration strategies. 
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**********************************8*********************************** 
The European leadership (High Authority, Commission, European Parlia
ment) were instrumental in raising topics, in including enduring 
procedural elements into the package deals and in providing concep
tions. However, their part in getting an initiative off the ground and 
in implementing it were limited (see the Jenkins initiative for the 
EMS, the Thorn contribution to the Stuttgart and the Fontainebleau 
package). 

********************************************************************** 

Thus, the power of reforming the institutional set-up by forces from 
within the system is limited. 56 

**********************************9*********************************** 
Independent personalities (I ike Monnet or presidents of the European 
movement) could play a vital part in inducing heads of government to 
take up an initiative and to suggest - out of their insights and per
sonal contacts - constructive package deals. Beyond that, their in
fluence was marginal unless they could serve as a personal representa
tive to the head of government. Due to the increasing bilateral and 
multilateral teta-a-tete's of the political these utility of such a 
role dee reased. 
*********************************************************************** 

We.should be careful not to compartementalize political actors too 
much into single groups e.g. parties, we must be aware that. there are 
"clusters" or networks of actors of different groups :57 Those clusters 
of, e.g., certain political leaders, parliamentarians, parties (or 
wings of parties), interest groups and civil servants are of consider
able importance and stability. 

If we assume for a moment that theses 1-9 are valid for starting our 
research, we can deduce additional theses concerning the modalities 
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and procedures which - at least at the first look - do not seem to be 
contradicted by the experiences which we have. 

*****.*****************************10********************************** 
Successful initiatives for the European Union should at their incep
tion clearly indicating the major aims without fixing the details too 
early. 
********************************************************************** 

The central package deal behind the initiatives should be clear to the 
national political leadership, the program should leave enough field 
for manoeuvre and supplementary ideas. It was vital that a locomotive 
of interest was put on the rail. Thus the draft treaty might already 
be too far reaching. 

*******************************"*** 11 ********************************** 
In the next phase, that of concertation, it was necessary that the 
political leadership were taking a strong engagement not necessarily a 
strong personal involvement by a mixture of complementary steps 
* being involved directly in the crucial points, 
* by entrusting personal representatives in close contact with~ poli

tical leadership with drawing up to detailed plans, 
* to give the bureaucratic responsibles large bindings with clear 

political aims. 
********************************************************************** 

Successes were based on an intensive interplay of political leadership 
and the administrative apparatus. If one part lacks, failure is rather 
likely. 

Not successful at least for the implementation were the attempts to 
install high level independent expert groups or wise men. Their power 
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is not sufficient to generate the political wish forwards. Thus, the 
original concept of the Spaak II committee was based on exeriences. 

**********************************12********************************** 
In the finalization of the written agreement intensive involvement of 
the political leadership in the central details is indispensable. 
********************************************************************** 

''Technical" details cannot only be left to the ''experts" because in 
the controversies on details the basic political differences are being 
reflected. The often used distinction between political decision "in 
principle" and the "technical " implementation by civil servants has 
proved to be quite often artificial and increased only the problems of 
finalization. 

**********************************13********************************** 
For ratification or implementation again the political leadership 
needed to get involved in the lobbying. No initiative worked as such. 
********************************************************************** 

**********************************14********************************** 
Agreements without the.need of ratification are being preferred as 
involving less engagement of the political leadership i_nside their 
countries. 
********************************************************************** 

The internal sensibility is less high and the political costs are 
lower. At the same time, the obligations stemming from agreements of a 
legal kind are higher, the contro_l of the fol low-up by the national 
political leadership is smaller. 
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**********************************15**************~******************* 

Ambiguity in the texts can be a help to argue the case to different 
circles. 

********************************************************************** 

For example, the controversy about the "liberal" (used as an argument 
in the ratification in Bonn), the "social" character of the Rome 
treaties (used as an argument in the Assemblee Nationale) helped to 
make the treaty pass, but might create controversies later on (which 
might be still preferable to having no steps forward at all). Water
proof solutions with no ambiguities did mean standstill. It is however 
necessary to include procedures (legal or otherwise) for overcoming 
different interpretations. 

2. The dynamics of integration 

a) The national environment: The witherirg away of original 

integration functions 

Theses 1-15 tried to draw lessons from previous attempts to achieve 
institutional progress - thus being an easy object of falling into the 
trap of historical analogies. The following theses.try to explain the 
observed behavioural patters of political actors by looking at the 
"system'' or the "environment" in which the actors operate, and by 
presenting some extrapolation thus appraoching possible traps of the 
f eas i bi 1 i ty approach. 

**********************************16********************************** 

Major original functions of the integration process for member states 
have been either fulfilled or lost in importance. 
********************************************************************** 
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In the post-war period the the six original EC members used "integra
tion" as means of pursuing at the same time 

* national emancipation from war-time defeat and post-war restric-
tions, 

* a new "regime1158 of rules and code of conducts to manage the grow
ing interdependence59 

* to establish a "working" peace-system in a larger sense then just 
the absence of war, including forms of peaceful, democratic and 
legal settlings of conflicts, guaranteeing human and civil rights 
etc., 

* to regain a say in international affairs in formal as well as in 
power terms, 

* to support their own economic growth after war time devastation. 

Those partly overlapping functions of the Community - identical, 
though not necessarily compatible in the original member countries -
have been largely been materialized - partly due to factors outside 
direct Community policies - partly due to different forms of integra
tion.60 The emancipation function has passed for most countries into a 
historical reminiscence; the establishment of a working peace system 
has been largely achieved; to keep it is still important, though from 

.,,, national points of view, no dramatic improvement is needed. 

For supporting economic growth - in the middle of the eighties you 
will say competitiveness and reduction of unemployment-, for keeping 
or reestablishing a regime for managing interdependence (partly with 
new issues like ecology) and a say in international affairs. European 
policies are still of major importance, though in pursuing those goals 
through Community channels, the urge for major institutional i ni ti a
ti ves might be less strong. For the "newcomers" most original function 
- at least with different world war II experiences - were of no major 
importance. Thus the passing of time and new members led indeed to a 
new "generation" of politicians, for which steps towards a European 
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Union did and do not play a major role for the future development of 
their country, as was the case for some of the founding "fathers". 

This downgrading in importance of the original functions are not only 
due to progress in integration; where steps towards some kind of 
European Union failed like with the EDC or the Fouchet plans other 
solutions like NATO or EPC have been found fulfilling at least some 
the original functions for the member countries. Failures to achieve 
more steps forward reinforced the tendencies of the economically and 
politically "successful" West European States to reestablish and reas

certa in themselves as major actors and perceive concrete Community 
policies in narrower utilitarian terms of concrete cost and bene
fits.61 This reduced the propensity to make larger investment into 
projects of the European Union as such and increased the propensity 
for package deals of an ever increasing complexity and "technality" 
(see also Thesis 1). The reluctance of new members for bolder initia

tive and the withering away of certain functions for the original 
members have led to the result that institutional initiatives get a 
rather low priority; piece meal engineering around the status quo is 
the dominating pattern. 

**********************************17********************************** 
The role national political systems play in modern welfare states is 
strongly established and resists attempts to be replaced or downgraded 
by an independent European system. 
********************************************************************** 

Since the post war period, the EC member countries developed into 
fully fledged welfare system with party competition and increasing 
"neo corporatisme" in which approximately half of the GNP is spent 
through governments (o.n different levels) and through, pub 1 i c, agencies 
(like social security etc.) National governments have become the 
central object of intensive lobbying for distribution and redistribu-
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tion. They are made responsible for the "pursuit of happiness". Thus 
the whole national structure of policy making has been oriented on the 
national capital. It is no more so much the national sovereignty in 
security and legal terms as such which gives the national political 
system its legitimacy, but the different "service functions" for its 
citizens. Though the nationa I government does not dispose of all the 
instruments necessary to ful fi II these service functions in the most 
efficient way (and thus need to cooperate and integrate), the citizens 
address their expectations and give their support primarily to the 
national system which he or she is familiar with. 

The dilemma between the most efficient level of problem solving on one 
side (which is for many political topic the Community) and the estab
lished national political system - being also able to evoke some 
traditional loyalities - is not likely to be solved in favour of pure 
problem rationality. The disposition of political forces in major 
Community countries to replace the role of the national system in 
these service functions to a large extent by a different, new and 
unfamiliar (European) system is low. The resistance of the whole 
political system against a large political change of functions is thus 
considerable.62 Though the welfare state has and is suffering through 
different crises, none of them has stirred up a broad political move 
towards more European integration. 

The European Community and related policies were more a help for 
nation states to keep and strengthen their salience than a cause of 
the nation state "to wither away 11

•
63 Unless major crises would under

mine the legitimacy of national system due to "overload" and incapaci
ty, given a certain stability of the national political system any 
European progress towards "European Union" is not excluded, but those 
steps will mainly be possible as an extension of the nation state -
not downgrading the national system. Thus, those institutional systems 
are preferred which give political representatives of the welfare 
state a decisive say. 
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**********************************18********************************** 
Divergences in the economic performance and the heterogenity of econo
mic policies have grown (or have· at least not been considerably re
duced), thus keeping the potential costs for giving up national con
trol high. 
*-Irk******************************************************************* 

With the help of the EC, the economic performances of the original 
member countries have all improved, however, the distance among them 
in some crucial terms like international competitiveness, inflation 
rates, external balance, regional equilibrium have not been really 
bridged. With increasing membership, the economic performance will 
further diverge in a Community of Twelve, there will be a general 
interest in having a common market and common internal and external 
economic policies, but there was and will be more controversies about 
the substance of these policies. 

Beside divergencies in interests - due to different economic posi
tions in the international "division of labour1164 - the "philosophies" 
and instruments used for economic policies are still quite different 
so perhaps less in their real impact. 

Looking at this situation, it can be assumed that institutional set
ups of towards. a.European Union replacing or downgrading national 
instruments are not likely as most member governments expect that new 
common policies run by independent bodies of the European Union wi 11 
not be as adequate to their problems and philosophies as their nation
al ones. To loose formal control over these instruments vital for 
national economies and crucial for gaining national elections will not 
be easily accepted. Furthermore, as the CAP demonstrates when loosing 
one instrument others are likely to be created to fine-tune economic 
policies according to the needs perceived at national level. 

This thesis does not exclude that all member countries have a vital 
interest in pursuing Community policies, but this strong potential 
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interest is restrained by the "uncalculable'' risks to give up the 
ultimate responsibility - even if national instruments have less im
pact than a genuine European policy. 

In such kind of situations, economic booms can facilitate the imple
mentation of plans like it happened with the ECSC and the Rome Trea
ties. If all economies grow, divergencies are less embarrassing and 
the available budget is larger to make side payments also for institu
tional steps. In times of economic crises, the costs of integration 
are more obvious and are hurting directly also reducing the propensity 
to institutional reforms. If necessary to strengthen the institutional 
set-up again those (intergovernmental) forms are preferred which leave 
the major influence to national governments. 

b) The Convnunity environment - restraints of a "cooperative federalism" 

**********************************19********************************** 

By a constant evolution of the institutional structure (though in 
clear limits) as well as by enlarging the scope of policies pursued by 
the Community, the Community institutions and related bodies have 
created an ''acquis'' which at the same time reduces on one side the 
options open and creates on the other side opportunities and pressures 
for further developments. 
********************************************************************** 

With the institutions created by the Paris and Rome Treaties, with 
some reforms of the original division of powers (especially establish
ing the budgetary powers of the EP), with institutional adaptations 
and ammendents like Coreper, the European Council, with parallel 
developments like the EPC and EMS, the structure of policy making has 
gone through different evolutionary phases; historical plans are thus 
often outdated as experiences gained over the last three decades are 
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building up their own "acquis";the potential for institutional engi
neering is reduced. 

The scope of policies pursued in the Community and in related frame
works like the EPC and the EMS have also increased considerably over 
the years. Most areas vital to national policies are in some way or 
other touched by Community de! iberations, legislation and action; in 
this sense, national policies have been "Europeanized". For steps 
towards a European Union, these different forms of the "acquis" have 
to be taken into account as the basis of action. 

The felt "disequilibria" of these policies and dynamic spill-overs 
(not necessarily an ''automatischer Sachzwang'' I la Hallstein) are 
"pushing" for more democratic and more efficient institutional set-up. 
The growing imperfections of the political system of the EC have in
creased the claim for institutional reforms. The imperfections of the 
institutions and the insufficiencies policies are thus a constant 
source for new initiatives towards a European Union. 

**********************************20********************************** 
Steps and strategies towards a European Union are not only influenced 
by the grow-ing number of activiti·es and the increased variety of 
institutional machinery but by the development of the Community into a 
system of "cooperative federalism 11

•
65 Increasing the "double role" of 

national decision makers and reducing the field for manoeuvre for the 
EP. 

********************************************************************** 

By this term we want to describe the "pooling" and "mixing" of nation
al sovereignties with Community competences. In a system of coopera
tive federal-i.sm two levels (in our case the Community and the nation
al) are not clearly separated in terms of their competences (implying 
that each level is operating on its own without taking into account 
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the other level); but both levels "share" the responsibility: A coope
ration of both is necessary to solve an increasing number of problems 
as none has enough competences and capacity to tackle the challenges 
aheand; a strong tendency to overstep a clear vertical separation of 
powers (in federal states and in the Community) is caused by the tasks 
of modern welfare states in an interdependent world. 

The .t~rm "cooperative federalism" is used to mark - more clearly than 
other terms like "intergovernmentalization" or "regime" used to de
scribe at least part of the same phenomena - the close links between 
several governmental levels and to put the analysis of the Community 
development into some comparative perspective. Strategies for a Euro
pean Union thus do not only need to take into account the increased 
activities and the higher density of the institutional network but 
also this specific character of the Community actively. 

A major consequence of this process is a gain of power by the govern
ment66 in all fields of governmental functions: policy determination, 
policy execution and policy control. Looser at least in formal terms 
are parliaments: The political leadership in government and bureaucra
cies are in a permanent process of negotiation, the result of which 
cannot normally be overruled by the national or the European Par! ia
ments, as not to endanger the whole compromise. 67 The strengthening 
of administrative actors by the necessity to work together on a perma
nent basis does not lead a "technocratic rule 11

•
68 The administrative 

and political representatives of the member states and increasingly of 
· the Commission are part of "policy clusters" - policy network which 
are formed by the close interaction of interested members of parlia
ments, the political leadership in government, the interest groups, 
academics and the civil servants. The positions being negotiated in 
Brussels are thus normally not just "bureaucratic" inventions by civil 
servants - "out of touch with the political reality" - but reflect in 
most cases the consensus among the concerned national elites on cer
tain topis (this analysis would explain Theses 4 and 5). 
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In such a system, the major national actors are not only having but 
are also realizing to have responsibilities for both levels. Not only 
in situations like holding the Presidency do national decision makers 
perceive the need to keep also the Community system as such going; an 
output failure on the Community is clearly seen as having direct 
repercussions for the national service function. 

The institutional system of the Community as developed over the seven
ties and early eighties has gained in stability and strength by the 
involvement of nearly all major national actor. The institutional 
build-up since the fifties is assembling nowadays nearly all decision 
makers in regular intervals; the late-comers were the heads of govern
ment in the European Counci I. Deficits are however existing in the 
parliamentary circles, except for the European party associations 
which are neither complete nor very relevant, par! iamentary leaders 
and experts outside the governments do not dispose about a regular 
European-wide network - this deficit has been reinforced by the nearly 
total reduction of dual mandate. This loss of channel influence has -
strange.enough - not led to a stronger revolt as many had expected. 

The intensive involvement of national decision makers - caused by and 
reinforcing at the same time the interdependence of the national and 
the .. Community.le.vel..- reduce the play ground "below" or beside the 
close attentin of the "national system". One major consequence is the 
trade-off between the gain in stability and the loss of field fdr 
manoeuvre. 

In terms of institutional strategies for a European Union we can con
clude from those characteristics of the Community system that we are 
faced with a dilemma for our strategies: if we want to pursue a 
strategy which is viable and acceptable in member countries, we need 
to base those steps on a majority of forces in par! iament, bureaucra
cies and interest groups who are basically supporting the present 
system of shared responsibilities and are, in institutional terms, 
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mainly status quo oriented. Those forces are generally not interested 
in a structural reform which would reduce their influence and control 
over Community policies. On the other side, if we want to achieve a 
step forward beyond the status quo which seems necessary to solve the 
problems ahead we are lacking the political forces to give those steps 
enough weight. 

c) ·The international environment - unity by external coercion 

**********************************21********************************** 

The simple hypothesis '~he stronger the external challenges, the 
easier are steps towards a European Union are taken" can be regarded 
as refuted. 
********************************************************************** 

The history of the Community demonstrates that in all steps and pro
jects towards more institutional integration the international envir
onment played and plays a major though not persistent roie69 - not 
?lways leading towards faster agreement and more rapid implementation 
of initiatives. In times of crises, quite often "coalitions'' with 
countries outside the Community are searched for and/or strengthened 
or induced by a "divide-et-impera" policy of third countries (like the 
Arab countries after the 4th Middle East war). For major institutional 
pushes the external challenges were not (yet?) strong enough. Further
more, in terms of crisis a reflex to fall back on known national 
systems can be discovered. lead quite often to internal clashes. 
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**********************************22********************************** 

In the history of the Community, the international "power game" has 
offered most of the time a premium for a "European coalition". This 
premium was and is quite often off-set by the fear of loosing national 
freedom of manoeuvre and by some successes in a rather loose system of 
European cooperation. 

**************************·*************************'******************* 

The result is a double strategy of member countries leading towards 
"parallel Community activities1170 in many sectors of international af
fairs. The member countries have common and coordinated forms of 
forelgn economic (e.g. Lome) and diplomatic (EPC) policies as well as 
at the sarrie time keeping their own national policies •. Institutionally 
national instruments were not replaced but diversified. 

**********************************23********************************** 

The economic interdependence of the European welfare systems have made 
a cooperation in and outside the Community circle imperative. 
********************************************************************** 

Thus neither the diplomatic/security position of Europe nor the 
economic interdependence are - at. least at present - not a strong 
incentive for institutional reforms. 

V. CONCLUSIONS - A CORE AREA STRATEGY AS SOLUTION OR RESIGNATION? 

After.the look into the past and the present, we would need a look 
into the future in how far the conditions responsible for the utility 
of a certain strategy will persist or change. We would need to analyze 
in how far- new or reinforced challenges will lead to constructive 
packages breaking up the present institutional "impasse" in the "coop
erative federalism". Beside looking into the crystal ball, we could 
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work with "scenarios" in which alternative evolutions and changes in 
the national, Community and international environment are put to
gether.71 Thus, if we expect a long term economic recession, the 
propensity of the Community of Twelve either to collapse or wither 
away is high. Then different institutional models and different stra
tegies should be pursued than in times of economic boom. 

For the sake of our discussion, however, we assume that the theses 
presented have a certain degree of validity for a medium term evolu
tion of the status quo. From these analyses and assessments some· 
suggestions for institutional strategies can be drawn. 

*** (1) *** Package deals with scope enlargening and institutional 
reforms should not be planned in a medium term on only one "voie 
royale", e.g. certain institutional reforms or on one crucial area of 
activities like the EMS or the "espace industrielle". Perceptions of 
the political leadership caused by political pressures might change in 
a short ti me. Various "locomotives" for integration strategies should 
be tested in a trial and error process. However, at a given moment, a 
rather simple "give and take relationship" with elements of institu
tional reforms should be presented. 

*** (2) ***Package deals which would enlarge scope and the institution 
framework among member governments are difficult to discover in the 
present status quo. In a Community of Ten or even Twelve some form of 
constructive compromises among countries of a different position in 
the international division of labour of different degrees of European 
awareness and diverging conceptions for institutional reforms will 
make constructive package deals with scope enlargement and strengthen
ing of the institutional structure difficult. Given this analysis of 
certain preconditions for institutional reforms, new forms of integra
tion have been proposed in which the numbers of participants are 
limited. The mentioned strategies of !'Europe a la Carte, 72 differen
zierte Integration,7 3 "abgestufte Integration" (ou I 'Europe a plu-
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sieurs vitesse) a la Brandt and with variations a la Tindemans, 74 

!'Europe A geometrie variable, 75 the abgestufte Integration a la 
Grabitz76 or a new "core group" being "threatened" as well by Mitter
rand and Kohl as by the draft treaty of the European Par! iament (Art. 
82) and apparently partly tried with the "revival" of the WEU, all 
start from the assumption that the smaller circles of member countries 
will agree faster on more ambitious steps forward to solve problems in 
common. They differ about the forms by which the rest of the countries 
should "participate" of the common project or to be led back into the 
"club" of advanced European circles. Stressing mainly the "scope en
larging" dimension, most concepts do not treat implication for the 
institutions and for a European Union. 

*** (3) *** As a strategy for reforming the existing institutions, in 
terms of higher efficiency and stability those concepts could serve: 

* as tactical device to pressure reluctant countries: Follow our 
ideas or we create a new club of our own; 

* as a means.of keeping a status quo by allowing institutional mecha
nisms which - like the "multiple bilateralism" of Community coun
tries (i.e. the regular bilateral meetings of some heads of govern
ments) - might be outside the ins:titutionaL orthodoxy but perhaps 
necessary to keep the institutional framework working;77 

* to enlarge the scope outside the Community in a strict sense - like 
the EMS-, thus reducing some pressure on Community institutions; 

* to offer some kind o(Community oriented fall - back position in 
case the overload on the Community institutions lead to a break 
down. 

*** (4) *** To use these concepts as a central element for a strategy 
towards a new institutional set-up, we should again distinguish be-
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tween the utility as a "tactical" device and as basic alternative to a 
Community of Ten/Twe Ive. 

The "tactical device" is based on some kind of "bluff" that reluctant 
countries will not want to stay outside an inner, more dynamic circle 

to which they might have to join later under less favourable terms -
Britain's experiences after not entering the EEC club early enough. 

For not being called a "buff", an inner core area must be prepared to 
really go ahead. 

*** (5) *** The utility of those concepts to achieve some kind of 
different institutional model to a Community of Ten/Twelve should be 
considered: 

(a) The slightly varying concepts of a multi-tier community as a 
"non-permanent except ion but un Ii mi ted in ti me1178 in which a 11 coun

tries agree on a common concept, some however delay the implementation 
out of "objective" reasons (see e.g. also the Art. 35 of the draft 
treaty on the European Union) and are especially supported by the 

Community to reach the Common standard, will not serve as a strategy 
for a major institutional device forward to a European Union. They 
might be useful for scope enlargening in new areas like it happened 

with the EMS (though at that case the third element - that of special -
aid - was not given to the non-implementing countries) a more princi

pal change of institutional reforms would need an agreement by all; 
secondly it difficult to conceive institutions in which some members 
would - at least not actively - participate. The utility of "abgestuf
te Integration" as a strategy for institutional reforms in the direc

tion of a European Union is therefore limited to an early stage of 
drawing new areas of activities into some kind of common (though 
imperfect) integration framework. 

(b) The strategy "!'Europe a la carte" - "that is common policies 
where there are common interests without any constraint on those who 
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cannot join them 1179 - opens the possibility for a multiplicity of 
parallel approaches which are - at least implicitly - defying any kind 
of coherent institutional framework; Scope enlarging wihtout at least 
some kind of rules will not help institutional steps forward, there 
are more a danger to existing institutions without offering institu
tionally sound alternatives.80 

{c) More promising looks a strategy based on new (= old?) core 
areas. Institutional reforms and scope enlargement could be pursued in 
a coherent way. In a smaller circle of those willing to go ahead with 
integration and having more similarities, the subjective and objective 
preconditions are met to a higher degree than in other cons tel lat ions. 
Before jumping on this train, several warnings have however to be 
given: 

If Theses 15 is also the core area and especially the Federal Republic 
does not necessarily need a new institutional set-up of the Community 
for emancipation or for finding a new identity. From theses 16 and 17 
it can be followed that also for a core area a permanent engagement 
and a decisive say of the political top are necessary. Both theses 
imply that the propensity to radical basic reforms is small. 

To create.a.package deal--for a core a.rea (see.Thes-i-s-1) implies that 
there are enough interests which can be combined in a constructive 
way. As crucial for these packages were seen the French/German under
standing (see Thesis 2). An analysis of interest constellation are 
however not too promising. Strong French interests for "new policies" 
in the middle of the eighties (espace industrielle et sociale, mercan
tilistic trade policies, more use of the ECU, espace sociale, preven
tion of German "neutralism")81 are met with reluctance from the German 
side whereas their major interests in an open world trade sytem more 
common security and. foreign environmental protection (acid rai.n)82 

might not meet the prioritys of the French side.83 In some areas, 
German interests are more converging with British interests. Also on 
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the institutional questions, few constructive elements for a French/ 

German package appear to be existing. Some agreements for improving 

the efficiency of the existing Community might be possible. Although 

package deals are regularly put together by different priority sec

tors, some common starting points have to exist. The draft treaty of 

the European Parliament includes some offers to both sides but in the 

deQate, so far, no "locomotive" of interests has been set in motion. 

In many areas there are French/German controversies which make deci

sions difficult. 

From this analysis of interest constellation can be tentatively de

duced that core area strategies will not be easily implemented if only 

the original members get rid of the "nuisance countries". 

Even when deciding for a core area strategies (though with the expec

tations that other will jump on the band waggon), relations with the 

rest of the Community countries must be put in a framework - as this 

is in the interest of all countries involved; thus, the freedom of 

manoeuvre for a core area European Union in terms of exclusive areas 

of activities and institutional autonomy is limited. 

·conclusion: The feasibility of this strategy might be relatively high, 

the probability to achieve one of the more democratic and more effi

cient models low, the costs however high as the existing framework 

will already suffer from attempts in that direction. The strategy to 

reach an institutional progress towards European Union by a core area 

approach should be seen as an attempt of the last "ressort" which has 

clear internal French/German divergencies and external limitations (to 

arrange workable relations with the rest). 

At the end of this exercise to compare different strategies in terms 

of their utility for reading (different) institutional models, the 

results lead us to a certain resi.gnation. The resistances to institu-

tional change by the involved welfare systems are considered to be 
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only surmountable by package deals which serve important aiming the 
political top of the member states. These package deal cannot be 
easily identified even in• a core area~ Also for a smaller circle, 
forces to achieve progress in the institutional field are difficult to 
discover. Predictions about changes in this constellations are diffi
cult to make. The hope that perceptions of the political top in dif
ferent countries about the necessity of institutional reforms (to deal 
effectively with the problems ahead) will converge should not be 
buried. 

Given the analyzed status quo, we should however expect that the 
institutional muddling through with at the same time scope enlargement 
will continue to be the permanent pattern • 
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NOTES 

1 See as few examples: Hans-Peter Schwarz, Europa foderieren - aber 
wie: Eine Methodenkritik der Europaischen Integration, in: Lehmbruch 
u. a., Demokratisches System und pol itische Praxis der Bundesrepublik 
Deutschland, Munchen 1971; Ralf Dahrendorf, Pladoyer fur eine Europai
sche Union, M□nchen 1973, especially pp. 75-85, in which he criticizes 
the "functional logic" (Sachlogik) a la Hallstein and the "procedural 
logic" (Verfahrenslogik) a la Spinelli and proposes his third Europe; 
see also Ralf Dahrendorf, A Third Europe? Third Jean Monnet Lecture, 
Florence, 26 November 1979; Wolfgang Wessels, Die Integrationsstrate
gie des Tindemans Berichts, in: Heinrich Schneider, Wolfgang Wessels 
(eds.), Auf dem Weg zur Europaischen Union, Bonn 1977, pp. 219-238; 
Heinrich Schneider, Rudolf Hrbek, Die Europaische Union im Werden, in: 
Hans van der Groeben, Hans Moller (Hrsg), Moglichkeiten und Grenzen 
einer Europaischen Union, vol. 1, Die Europaische Union als ProzeB, 
pp. 227-334. The authors analyze different forms of a "saut qualita
tif" and of integration incentives. Their conclusion (p. 344). From 
within the political/institutional system (endogenous factors) few 
chances for integration steps can be expected but the system would be 
able to react constructively to "exogenous" challenges. A comparison 
with "strategical" elements of different European initiatives is pre
sented by Alterio Spinelli in: European Parliament, Committee on 
Institutional Affairs: Selection of texts concerning institutional 
matters of the Community from 1950 to 1982 (quoted from now on: Com
mittee on Institutional Affairs, Selection of texts) no assessment of 
different appraoches is however given as is appropriate for such a 
compilation. See also national strategies for European integration 
(e.g. Commissariat General du Plan, Quel le strategie Europeenne pour 
la France, Paris 1983, in which the French/German axis was accen
tuated) and strategies of the European Parliament (e.g. the contribu
tions by Jacque and Hansch, in: R. Hrbek, J. Jamar and W. Wessels, 
Parliament Europeen, Bilan et perspecitves 1979-1984, Bruges 1984, and 
Jean Paul Jaque, Roland Bieber, Vlad Constantinesco and Dietmar 
Nickel, Le Parlement Europeen, Paris 1984; in both works the parlia
mentary strategies of "petits pas" and "saut qualitatif" are debated). 
2 See e.g. Mauro Ferri, Foreword, Committee on Institutional Af
fairs, Selection of texts. 
3 · See for a debate on these questions Hans Moller, Untersuchungswege, 
Methodenfragen, Ergebnisse, in: Groeben und Moller (Hrsg.), Die Euro
paische Union als ProzeB, op. cit., pp. 159-189. 
4 See also Schneider/Hrbek, Die Europaische Union im Werden, op. 
cit., p. 435. 
5 See the work by Hans Jurgen Kosters, Die Grundung der Europai-
schen Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft, Baden-Baden 1982, pp. 128-135. 
6 For these "revisionistic" dangers inherent in academic work, Hans 
Peter Schwarz, Europaische Integration als Zeitgeschichtsforschung, 
in: Vierteljahreshefte fur Zeitgeschichte, 31. Jahrgang 1983, 4. 
Heft/Oktober, p. 569. 
7 I see this danger in the highly interesting conclusions by Alan S. 
Mil ward, The Reconstruct ion of Western Europe 1945-51, London 19.84, in 
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particular pp. 491-502; his contributions are however quite useful to 
underline some of the theses presented below. 
8 See for an attempt to look closer, Stephan F. Szabo (ed.), The 
Successor Generation: Internat i ona 1 Perspectives of Postwar Europeans, 
London 1983. 
9 See his Jean Monnet Lecture, op. cit. 
10 Joseph H.H. Weiler, Legal structure and the political process in 
the European Community, manuscript 1982, pp. 54-55. 
11 See e.g. the draft proposal by Pfennig und Luster for a European 
Union. 
12 See as one of the recent elaborations on these methodological 
problems Renate Mayntz, Die Entwicklung des analytischen Paradigmas 
der Implementationsforschung, in: Renate Mayntz (ed.), Implementation 
politischer Programme, Konigstein 1980, p. 14. 
13 This assumption is based on works like that of Grainski and Popper 
demonstrating possible impacts of political strategies. 
14 When "rediscovered'' by Pompidou at the Paris Summit 1972, the 
French President himself did not give any precise definition when 
asked explicitly by the then German Foreign Minister, Walter Scheel, 
so Scheel in an interview with the author of this article. 
15 See Heinrich Schneider, Leitbilder der Europapolitik, Der Weg zur 
Integration, Bonn 1977, pp. 234/235. 
16 See Mal !er, Untersuchungswege, Methodenfragen, Ergebnisse, op. 
cit., p. 162. 
17 See Pierre Gerbet, La construction de !'Europe, Paris 1983, p. 60, 
et Schneider, Leitbilder der Europapolitik, op. cit., pp. 193-216; the 
controversy was characterized by the slogan "union - not unity". 
18 See Resolution of the European Counci 1 on the Tindemans Report, EC 
Bu! let in 11, 1976, p. 93-94. 
19 To present models numerous variations are possible: See here 
Wolfgang Wessels, Zur Strategie des direktgewahlten Parlaments auf der 
Suche nach einer Rolle f0r das Europaische Parliament, in: Integration 
3/79, pp. 113-114. 
20 12 Carol Webb, Theoretical Perspectives and Problems, in: Helen 
Wallace, William Wallace, Carol Webb, Policy Making in the European 
Community, 2nd edition, London 1983, pp. 1-39. 
21 See for the elements of this strategies among others the British 
memorandum on European policies and its proposals for confidential 
meetings of the head of governments and the French phi 1 osophy behind 
the European Counci I. 
22 Proposals for this strategy are coming from orthodox circles. 
23 See the original Spinelli proposals. 
24 These ideas are especially presented by the Italian branch of the 
Union of European Federalists, see for example Andrea Chiti-Batelli, 
Le probleme de l'Union politique Europeenne vue par un federaliste "a 
part entiere", XXIXeme Table Ronde des problemes de I 'Europe, Bonn, 
2./3. April 1976, p. 17. 
25. See returning remarks from French presidents. 
26 See for this term report on behalf of the four research instituts 
on Western Security, London 1980. 
27 See article 82 of the draft treaty. 
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28 Scharrer, Abgestufte Integration, op. cit., pp. 6-12. 
29 See for this debates in the European Parliament. 
30 See for the expectations the neofunctinalist school. 
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31 See especially Ralf Dahrendorf, A Third Europe, in: Third Jean 
Monnet Lecture, op. cit. 
32 Dahrendorf, op. cit., is here ambiguous. 
33 Compare for the package of the different interests and purposes 
linked to the creation and implementation of the Rome Treaties, Hans 
von der Groeben, Aufbaujahre der Europaischen Gemeinschaft: Das Ringen 
um den Gemeinsamen Markt und die Politische Union (1958-1966), Baden
Baden 1982, pp. 37; 56; Klisters, Die Grlindung der Europaischen Wirt
schaftsgemeinschaft, op. cit., pp. 449-470; see for a similar assess
ment Helen Wallace, Negotiation, Conflict and Compromise, in: Wallace, 
Wallace, Webb, Policy Making, op. cit., p. 48. 
34 H. Schneider, Leitbilder der Europapolitik, op. cit., p. 299. 
35 See Milward, The reconstruction of Europe, op. cit., p. 492. 
36 See Walter Lipgens, A history of European Integration, op. cit., 
vol. 1: 1945-1947. 
37 Milward, The reconstruction of Europe, op. cit., p. 493. 
38 See also Rudolf Hrbek/Wolfgang Wessels, Die Interessen der Bundes
republ ik Deutsch I and in EG und EPZ, in: Rudo! f Hrbek/Wei fgang Wessels 
(eds.)" Die Interessen der Bundesrepublik Deutschland an EG und EPZ, 
Bonn 1984 (forthcoming), p. 13. 
39 Milward, The reconstruction of Western Europe (p. 494), reduces 
the ambiguity between "European'' and ''national" functions to a one 
sided relationship "the validity of ECSC ••. did not be so much in 
their vaunted supra-nationality as in their extranationality - that 
they were created as an arm of the nation states to do things which 
could not otherwise be achieved". 

· 40 Milward, The reconstruction of Western Europe, op. cit., p. 474. 
41 E.g. the monetary establishment of the Federal Republic was 
against the creation of the EMS; it perceived its regulations as 
against the monetary stability (one of the "highest" national inter-

. ests in the FRG). Chancellor Schmidt perceived the EMS from a diffe
rent atlantic and European perspective. 
42 This is suggested by Mi !ward, op. cit., p. 492. 
43 See for this notion Wolfgang Wessels, Der Europaische Rat: Stabi
lisierung statt Integration, Bonn 1980, p. 341. 
44 See for an analysis of how far the Schuman/Monnet Plan served 
French economic and foreign policy interests Schneider, Leitbilder der 
Europapolitik, op. cit., p. 364, and Milward, The Reconstruction of 
Western Europe 1945-1951, pp. 362-421, and in summarizing the major 
arguments p. 474 and 475: "The Schuman Plan was cal led into existence 
to save the Monnet Plan" (for French economic recovery). 
45 See as an example for an analysis of how some political leaders 
assessed the EC as part of an overall strategy, von der Groeben's 
description of de Gaulle's policy in the early sixties, op. cit., p. 
193-196. -
46 See for this especially Rudolf Hrbek, Heinrich Schneider ••• , 
Politische Union im Werden, op. cit. 
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47 See Wallace, Negotiation, Conflict and Compromise, op. cit., p. 
69. 
48 Milward, The reconstruction of Western Europe, op. cit., p. 492 • 
49 See for the ECSC, Milward, The reconstruction of Western Europe, 
op. cit., p.495, for the EEC see Kusters, op. cit., pp. 441-443. 
50 See for this notion Ronald Inglehart, in: Leon N. Lindberg, Stuart 
A. Scheingold (eds.), Regional Integration, Theory and Research, Cam
bridge (Mass.) 1971, p. 16. 
51 See Elisabeth Noelle-Neumann/Herdegen, Die offentliche Meinung, 
in: Werner Weidenfeld, Wolfgang Wessels, Jahrbuch der Europaischen 
Integration 1982, Bonn 1983, p. 299, and Eurobarometer, No. 17, June 
1982, pp. 46-65. 
52 See European Parliament Secretariat General, Directorate General 
for Research and Documentation, Research and Document Papers, Politi
cal Series, Transfer of responsibi 1 i ties and democratic deficit, Lu
xemburg, January 1984. 
53 See Carl Christop Schweitzer, Die nationalen Parlamente in der 
Gemeinschaft: Ihr schwindender EinfluB auf die Europagesetzgebung, 
Bonn 1978; Antonio Cassesse (ed.), Control of Foreign Policy in West
ern Democracies, New York 1982; David Marquand, Parliamentary accoun
tability and the European Community, in: JCMS, vol. 19, No. 3, March 
1981, pp. 221-236. 
54 See for the active role of pro-European bureaucratic the works by 
the neofunctinalists inspired by Ernst B. Haas who saw the dynamic 
process of integration namely based on civil servants and experts from 
interest groups until de Gaulle demonstrated in the view of Haas the 
impact of the ''politicians of the market-place''. See for personal 
experiences, Hans van der Groeben, op. cit., p. 46-47. 
55 Milward, The Reconstruction of Western Europe, op. cit., p. 5D0. 
56 See Schneider/Hrbek, Die Europaische Union im Werden, op. cit., p. 
344. 
57 See Helen Wallace, Negotiation, Conflict and Compromise, op. cit., 
p. 47. 
58 See for a discussion of the "fashionable" term William Wallace, 
Less than a federation, more than a regime: The Community as a Politi
cal System, in: Wallace, Wallace, Webb (eds.), Policy making in the 
European Community, op. cit., p. 403. 
59 See Milward, The Reconstruction of Western Europe, op. cit., p • 
500. 
60 See Milward, op. cit., The Reconstruction of Western Europe, p. 
493, who stated as historical evidence" that when specific and well 
defined economic and political problems were resolved, there would be 
no further momentum from the national interest towards any further 
stage of economic or political integration". 
61 See e.g. van der Groeben, Aufbaujahre, op. cit., pp. 337-362. 
62 Milward (The Reconstruction of Western Europe, op. cit., p. 493) 
even states in a theatrical way "the process of integration is (not) a 
thread woven into the destiny of all highly developed capitalist 
nation states". 
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63 See especially the analysis by Stanley Hoffmann; Reflections on 
the Nation State in Wester Europe Today, in: Journal of Common Market 
Studies, vol. 21, no. 1 and 2, September/December 1982, p. 21. 
64 See the works of the "politik-
0konomische Schule of integration'', here also Frieder Schlupp, The 
Federal Republic of Germany in the world political economy, in: E. 
Krippendorff /F. Ri ttberger (eds.), The Foreign Policy of West Germany, 
Formation and Contents, London Beverly Hills 1980, pp. 33-100. 
65 The origins and the different connotations of the history of this 
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